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Appendix E

PUBLIC COMMENTS

Introduction

This appendix is divided into two sections. Section E.1 reproduces the information
provided in Chapter 6.0 of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) to allow the
commentors to see the overall comment response process in one volume. Table E-1, in
particular, allows an individual to identify the number assigned to his/her original
document and to go to that document number in Section E.1.4 to read the response.
Section E.2 includes all documents received during the public comment period. These
documents are assigned identification numbers in the order they were received and are
presented four sheets to a page. A total of 124 documents were received during or
immediately after the comment period. These are assigned sequential numbers 1 through
124. In addition, all public hearing transcripts, as recorded by the court reporters, are
presented at the end of Section E.2 as document numbers 125 through 130. One comment
letter from the U.S. Department of the Interior was received too late for incorporation
at the appropriate location. This has been assigned document number 131. All of these
131 documents represent the complete record of public and agency comments received
on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Small Intercontinental
Ballistic Missile (ICBM) program at Malmstrom Air Force Base (AFB), Montana.

E.1 Public Comments

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations require that "after preparing a
draft environmental impact statement and before preparing a final environmental impact
statement the agency shall:

"* Obtain the comments of any federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or
special expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved or which
is authorized to develop and enforce environmental standards.

"* Request the comments of:

- Appropriate State and local agencies which are authorized to develop and
enforce environmental standards;

- Indian tribes, when the effects may be on a reservation; and
- Any agency which has requested that it receive statements on actions of

the kind proposed.

* Request comments from the applicant, if any.

* Request comments from the public, affirmatively soliciting comments from
those persons or organizations who may be interested or affected."

The regulations further require that "an agency preparing a final environmental impact
statement shall assess and consider comments both individually and collectively, and
shall respond to those comments in the final document."

In compliance with these regulations, the Air Force released the DEIS for the Small
ICBM program for a 58-day public review and comment period on June 25, 1987. Copies
of the document were sent to agencies, organizations, and individuals as required and as
documented in FEIS Chapter 9.0, List of Recipients and were made available to the
public on request.

This appendix contains an overview of the public comment management process, a listing
of all respondents, and a catalog of all comments received on the DEIS and the responses
to those comments.
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E.1.1 Public Review of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement

The public review and comment period for the DEIhS began June 25, 1987 with publication
of the Notice of Availability in the Federal Register, and ended on August 21, 1987.
During this period, public comments on the DEIS were solicited. Written comments were
submitted to the Air Force Regional Civil Engineer, Ballistic Missile Support Office at
Norton AFB, California. Verbal and written comments were received at six publ~c
hearings held in the study area between July 20 and July 25, 1987. As set forth in the
CEQ regulations, these hearings were held at least 15 days following availability of the
DEIS. The hearings were held in the cities of Lewistown, Harlowton, Great Falls,
Conrad, Augusta, and Helena, Montana.

E.1.2 Receipt of Comments

During the public review and comment period, public comments on the DEIS were
received from federal, state, and local agencies; private organizations; and individual
citizens. The comments included memoranda, letters, and written statements submitted
at the public hearings. Each of these are referred to as documents and all were given the
same consideration in the review and analysis process.

E 1.3 Review and Response to Comments

Table E-1 contains a listing of all respondents who submitted comments during the public
review and comment period. It identifies the author's affiliation, name, title, and city.
Respondents are grouped by type of affiliation: federal, state, and local agencies;
private organizations, and individual citizens. This table also identifies the document
number assigned to each respondent. All documents and the comments within them are
presented sequentially from 1 through 124 plus document 131 in Section E.2. An
individual looking for a response to his/her comment can look at Table E-1, identify
his/her name, identify the document number assigned to him/her, and go to the document
number in Section E.1.4 to read the comment and response. Table E-2 lists public hear-
ing attendees who submitted comment sheets for each of the public hearings. The names
are listed in alphabetical order within each hearing location with their cities of residence
in parenthesis.

For all documents received during the public review and comment period, 394 comments
were identified. Table E-3 provides a summary of the number of documents and
comments by type of affiliation. Table E-4 categorizes the comments by issue
categories. Ninety comments, mainly from private organizations and individuals
participating in the public hearings, relate to Air Force policy. Mpny questioned the
need for the system or its deployment in Montana. Among the resource categories, the
largest number of comments related to socioeconomics (issue categories 3 through 7
elicited 90 comments). Biological resources and transportation elicited 34 and 22
comments, respectively, followed by utilities (20 comments) and water resources (18
comments). Other resources received less than 15 comments each. All of these com-
ments are listed in Section E.1.4 along with the responses to individual comments. Some
comments have been responded to in detail in this section; others make reference to
responses made for similar comments by other respondents; and still others have been
responded to in the main body of the FEIS text. To facilitate the process of finding these
responses, FEIS section numbers are provided.

In some cases, respondents have been referred to the Environmental Planning Technical
Reports (EPTRs). These are background studies which, in the interest of brevity and
readability of the document, provide detail not provided in the FEIS. Limited copies of
these reports will be distributed to the State of Montana Office of the Governor and
public libraries within the study area.
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Table E-1

List of Respondents

Serial Document
Number Respondents Number

Federal Agencies

1. U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs 5
2. U.S. Bureau of Land Management (Sandra E. Sacher) 95
3. U.S. Bureau of Land Management (Wayne Zinne) 106
4. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 123
5. U.S. Department of the Interior 131
6. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 99
7. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 107

State Agencies

1. Montana State Board of Health 46
2. Office of the Governor (Governor Ted Schwinden) 98
3. Office of the Governor (Ralph Driear, Administrative Assistant) • 101
4. Office of the Lieutenant Governor 1

Local Agencies

1. City of Great Falls 70
2. City of Lewistown 109
3. Fergus County Disaster and Emergency Services 44
4. Great Falls City-County Planning Board 111
5. Lewistown City-County Planning Office 45

Private Organizations

1. American Association of Retired Persons (Lloyd M. Erickson) 29
2. Birdtail Ranch (Doug and Nancy Dear) 87
3. Casino Creek Concrete (Marvin Mathison) 41
4. Chester United Methodist Church (Margaret Novak) 58
5. Concerned Citizens' Coalition (Marie Schreiber) 8
6. Concerned Citizens' Coalition (Wilbur L. Johnson) 36
7. Conrad Ambulance EMS (Paul P. Rathsack) 61
8. Farming Corporation (Arnold Lindberg) 63
9. Great Falls Ad Federation (Jay Egan) 32

10. Great Falls Area Chamber of Commerce (Mike Labriola) 30
11. Great Falls Clinic (Gordon K. Phillips) 89
12. Institute for Peace and International Security (Paul F. Walker) 105
13. Kaufmans (Ira M. Kaufman, Jr.) 6
14. Kelleher Law Office (Robert C. Kelleher, Sr.) 91
15. Konitz Contracting, Inc. (Tom Konitz) 49
16. Konitz Contracting, Inc. (Bob Killham) 50
17. Last Chance Peacemakers Coalition (Rick Duncan) 114
18. Logging Creek Ranch Company (David Doran) 35
19. Donald R. Marble Attorney at Law (Donald R. Marble) 100
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Table E-1 Continued, Page 2 of 3

Serial Document
Number Respondents Number

Private Organizations

20. Marra, Wenz, Johnson & Hopkins, P.C. (Warren Wenz) 94
21. Montana Catholic Conference (A.M. Moylan) 72
22. Montana Chamber of Commerce (Forrest H. Boles) 90
23. Montana Power Company (D.M. Sprague) 121
24. Moore Public Schools (Richard Hughes) 2
25. Physicians for Social Responsibility (Belle C. Richards) 68
26. Physicians for Social Responsibility (Belle C. Richards) 108
27. Physicians for Social Responsibility (Catherine E. Wilkerson) 113
28. Professional Systems, Inc. (Mark L. Macek) 21
29. Sisters of Charity of Providence of Montana (Kathryn Rutan) 3
30. Sun Valley Sun (Charles D. Klein) 55
31. Waddell and Reed (Richard Moffitt) 17

Individual Citizens

1. Archie C. Bishop (Conrad) 115
2. auth Bishop (Conrad) 116
3. Michael Black (Billings) 40
4. Bill Bourret (Great Falls) 19
5. B.J. Bowlen (Great Falls) 120
6. Alan J. Brown (Great Falls) 14
7. Gerd J. Callant (Harlowton) 51
8. Carol I. Collins (Great Falls) 104
9. Harry Cosgriffe (Two Dot) 54

10. Jerry N. Costeu (Great Falls) 23
11. Deb Corcoran (Great Falls) 124
12. M. Eileen Croghau (Great Falls) 4
13. Robert J. Dahle (Great Falls) 25
14. Sue Dickenson (Great Falls) 12
15. Kent Dodge (East Helena) 69
16. Rebecca Dodge (East Helena) 73
17. Rosanne Donahoe (Helena) 92
18. Jim Eagen (Great Falls) 13
19. Opal Fladstol (Conrad) 60
20. J. Michael Fleming (Belt) 110
21. Dorothy Floerchinger (Conrad) 62
22. Gretchen Grayum (Montana) 112
23. Bill Hallinan (Helena) 103
24. Mary B. Hamilton (Helmsville) 67
25. Charles M. Heber (Great Falls) 102
26. Bette J. Hiner-Inseth (Helena) 85
27. Victoria M. Homer (Helena) 117
28. Zarina Jackson (Great Falls) 7
29. Richard A. Johnsten (Great Falls) 26
30. Robert F. Jorgensen, Jr. (Great Falls) 22
31. Ruby J. Kammerer (Helena) 83
32. Ed Keil (Conrad) 64
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Table E-1 Continued, Page 3 of 3

Serial Document
Number Respondents Number

Individual Citizens

33. Bob Kelleher (Billings) 42
34. Ed Kendley (Palson) 118
35. Jack Kendley (Helena) 97
36. Ken Knudson (Great Falls) 11
37. Duane Kolman (Harlowton) 53
38. Phyllis J. Lake (Great Falls) 10
39. Marilynn Laughery (Lewistown) 43
40. Teresa Lawson (Great Falls) 18
41. Patricia M. Lindsey (Helena) 88
42. John E. Lubinus (Lewistown) 48
43. Marilyn Maddox (Helena) 84
44. Beverly Magley (Helena) 82
45. Stephen Maly (Helena) 76
46. Morris 0. Mancoronal, Jr. (Conrad) 56
47. Don Marble (Chester) 65
48. Dave McLaughlin (Helena) 93
49. Lois K. McMeek~n (Helena) 81
50. Kay and Bernadette Miller (East Helena) 38
51. Frank B. Morrison, Sr. (Helena) 77
52. Melisa J. Myers (Helena) 96
53. Stewart Nash (Lewistown) *39
54. Buck O'Brien (Conrad) 57
55. Stephen O'Brien (Helena) 52
56. Jerry O'Connell (Great Falls) 20
57. Ray Ozman (Great Falls) 28
58. Ray Ozman (Great Falls) 79
59. Robert Parker (Ulm) 86
60. Bill Rockwell (Great Falls) 31
61. Jim Senkler (Helena) 75
62. Joan Sieffert (Helena) 71
63. Hows"d Snyder (Great Falls) 16
64. Louise Snyder (Great Falls) 15
65. Marcia Staigmiller (Great Falls) 9
66. Alice Stanley (Helena) 78
67. D.A. Sternberg (Helena) 122
68. Norman E. Stordahl (Conrad) 66
69. Milo Stubbs (Great Falls) 33
70. Diana S. Talcott (Great Falls) 37
71. Irene Terwolbeck (Gaplin) 119
72. T.H. Thomas (Great Falls) 27
73. Ken Vander Ven (Lewistown) 47
74. Janice S. Van Riper (Helena) 74
75. Shirley C. Walker (Great Falls) 24
76. Carla M. Williams (East Helena) 80
77. Zane Zell (Shelby) 59
78. Kenneth A. Ziegler (Great Falls) 34
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Table E-2

Public Hearing Attendees

Lewistown, Montana

Jim Barngrover (Grass Ti -nge) Marilyn Laughery (Lewistown)
Thomas Bersuch (Lewistown) Gulda H. Leininger (Lewistown)
Michael Black (Billings) Thomas E. Longshore (Lewistown)
Ken Byerly (L.ewiatown) John E. Lubinus (Lewistown)
Liz Ching (Billings) Bruce Marsden (Lewistown)
Tom F.,'ott (Grass Range) Marvin L. Mathison (Lewistown)
Jim Gamble (Lewistown) James & Becky Mitchell (Lewistown)
Scott Haight (Lewistown) Stewart Nash (Lewistown)
Milo Halvorson (Lewistown) Alta Mae Pallett (Lewistown)
Anton Hastad (Halstad) Jeff Shelden (Lewistown)
Mark Hedgpeth (Grand Range) David Shipman (Lewistown)
Charley & Sally Karinen (Lewistown) Robert T. and Alice Smith (Forest Grove)
Robert Kelleher (Billings) Joan Thomas (Lewistown)
Bob Killham (Lewistown) Judy Tureck (Coffee Creek)
Thomas L. Killham (Lewistown) Ken Vander Ven (Lewistown)
Tom Konitz (Lewistown) Elly Walkowiak (Lewistown)
Kraig & Recie Kruger (Grass Range) Joe Zahler (Lewistown)
Don La Fountain (Lewistown)

Harlowton, Montana

Gerd 3. Callant (Harlowton) Duane Kolman (Harlowton)
David Carlson (Harlowton) Marilyn Krause (Harlowton)
Harry Cosgriffe (Two Dot) Arville J. Lammers (Shawmut)
Barney Grindvoll (Harlowton) Dan Mainwaring (Harlowton)
Bill Jones (Harlowton) Frank Michaels (Harlowton)
Bob Jones (Harlowtorl Stephen O'Brien (Helena)

Great Falls, Montana

Bill Bourret (Great Falls) Jim Eagen (Great Falls)
Alan Brown (Great Falls) Jay Egan (Great Falls)
George L. Campanella (Great Falls) Joel G. Ericksen (Great Falls)
Scott and Jean Carlson (Great Falls) Kerry E. Gray (Great Falls)
Nicholas E. Cetto (Great Falls) Charles Heber (Great Falls)
Carol Collins (Great Falls) Becky Heimgartner (Great Falls)
Dan Connors (Great Falls) Wayne M. Hirsch (Great Falls)
Jerry N. Costeu (Great Falls) Jack Holland (Great Falls)
Bob Crotty (Great Falls) Guy Huestis (Great Falls)
Will Crough (Great Falls) Jim & Lucretia Humphrey, Jr.
Robert J. Dahle (Great Falls) (Great Falls)
Bruce Norman Day (Great Falls) Zarina Jackson (Great Falls)
Sue Dickenson (Great Falls) Ray Jergeson (Great Falls)
Art Dickhoff (Great Falls) Wilbur L. Johnson (Great Falls)
Al Donohue (Great Falls) Richard A. Johnsten (Great Falls)
David Doran (Great Falls) Robert F. Jorgensen, Jr. (Great Falls)
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Table E-2 Continued, Page 2 of 3

Great Falls, Montana (Cont'd.)

Ira M. Kaufman, Jr. (Great Falls) Lenore M. Searles (Great Falls)
Ken Knudson (Great Falls) Bob Sletten (Great Falls)
Mike Labriola (Great Falls) Howard & Louise Snyder (Great Falls)
Phyllis J. Lake (Great Falls) Donald L. South (Great Falls)
John R. Lawson (Great Falls) Marcia Staigmiller (Great Falls)
Teresa Lawson (Great Falls) Thomas G. Steinbrenner (Great Falls)
Mark L. Macek (Great Falls) John T. Stevens (Great Falls)
Sheila Maybanks (Great Falls) Barbara Stordahl (Great Falls)
Harold McLaughlin (Great Falls) Milo Stubbs (Great Falls)
Richard Moffitt (Great Falls) Diana S. Talcott (Great Falls)
Jack K. Moore (Great Falls) T.H. Thomas (Great Falls)
Jerry O'Connell (Great Falls) Bill Thornby (Great Falls)
Rowan Ogden (Cascade) Mitch Tropila (Great Falls)
Ray Ozmon (Great Falls) James R. Tucker (Great Falls)
Robert Parker (Ulm) Shirley C. Walker (Great Falls)
John Polotto (Great Falls) Warren Wenz (Great Falls)
Heather Porter (Great Falls) Gordon Whirry (Great Falls)
Bill Rockwell (Great Falls) William & Catherine Wilkerson (Butte)
Tim Ryan (Great Falls) Rob R. Wilson (Great Falls)
Marie Schreiber (Great Falls) Kenneth A. Ziegler (Great Falls)

Conrad, Montana

Archie & Ruth Bishop (Conrad) Ruth Nickol (Conrad)
Larry S. Brownell (Conrad) Margaret Novak (Chester)
Darryl Burditt (Conrad) Mauri Novak (Chester)
Ronald W. Denzer (Conrad) Buck O'Brien (Conrad)
Dennis M. Fladstol (Conrad) David Oien (Conrad)
Opal Fladstol (Conrad) Lester Peters (Conrad)
Dorothy Floerchinger (Conrad) Paul P. Rathsack (Conrad)
Gene and Lois Habets (Conrad) Marie K. Ries (Conrad)
Ed Keil (Conrad) Norman E. Stordahl (Conrad)
Edward J. Larson (Ledger) Helen Trebesch (Conrad)
Arnold Lindberg (Conrad) B.J. Tweet (Conrad)
LeAnn Lusty (Conrad) Vernon Venetz (Conrad)
Morris 0. Mancoronal, Jr. (Conrad) Dennis Williams (Conrad)
Don Marble (Chester) James Yeager (Conrad)
Marjorie Matheson (Ledger) Zane Zell (Shelby)
Donald McClain (Conrad)

Augusta, Montana

Lloyd J. Allen (Augusta) Gordon Dellwo (Augusta)
Richard Artz (Augusta) Grace Doughty (Augusta)
Lisa Bay (Helena) Feona Geise (Augusta)
Mike Bay (Wolf Creek) Sarah Hawk-Cobb (Augusta)
James H. Boadle (Augusta) Clayton R. Hitchcock (Augusta)
Betty B. Chamberlain (Augusta) Charles D. Klein (Augusta)
John Cobb (Augusta) Dave Knight (Augusta)
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Table E-2 Continued, Page 3 of 3

Augusta, Montana (Cont'd.)

Tom Larson (Augusta) Tim Troy (Augusta)
Rick Ripley (Augusta) Bonita L. White (Augusta)
Renita Thomas (Augusta)

Helena, Montana

Phil Brooks (Helena) Marilyn & Tom Maddox (Helena)
Kent & Rebecca Dodge (E. Helena) Beverly Magley (Helena)
Rick Duncan (Helena) Stephen Maly (Helena)
Robert J. Filipovich (Anaconda) Joanne Maynard (Helena)
Kathleen Guehlstorff (Helena) Lois K. McMeekin (Helena)
Bill Hallinan (Helena) Frank Morrison (Helena)
Mary B. Hamilton (Helmville) A.M. Moylan (Helena)
Linda Hays (Helena) Melisa J. Myers (Helena)
Kathy Helland (Helena) Belle C. Richards (Helena)
Kelly Hencz (Helena) Jim Senkler (Helena)
Victoria M. Homer (Helena) Joan Sieffert (Helena)
Ed & Ruby Kammerer (Helena) Alice Stanley (Helena)
Jack Kendley (TIelena) D.A. Sternberg (Helena)
Chester Kinsey (Helena) David Treadway (E. Helena)
Frank Kromkowski (Helena) Janice S. Van Riper (Helena)
Dave Lovely (Helena) Carla M. Williams (E. Helena)
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Table E-3

Documents and Comments by Type of Affiliation

Affiliation Number of Documents Number of Comments

Federal Agency 6 67
State Agency 4 115
Local Agency 5 7
Private Organization 31 65
Individual Citizen 78 140

TOTAL: 124 394

Table E-4

Number of Comments by Issue Categories and Type of Affiliation

Federal State Local Private Individual
Issue Category Agency Agency Agency Agency Citizen Total

1. Air Force Policy - 2 - 18 70 90
2. System Requirements 2 1 1 7 3 14
3. Employment - 34 - 4 9 47
4. Housing - 1 - 3 3 7
5. Education - - - - 6 6
6. Public Services - 20 2 1 1 24
7. Public Finance - 4 - - 2 6
8. Utilities 6 8 1 4 1 20
9. Transportation 7 2 3 2 8 22

10. Land Use - 4 - - 1 5
11. Recreation (including - 9 - - 5 14

Tourism)
12. Visual Resources - 1 - - 1 2
13. Cultural Resources 1 8 - - - 9
14. Biological Resources 13 12 - 6 3 34
15. Air Quality 9 - - - 1 10
16. Noise 3 - - 1 1 5
17. Water Resources 14 3 - - 1 18
18. Geology and Soils 9 1 - - 1 11
19. Safety - 1 - 7 4 12
20. Other Comments 3 4 - 12 19 38

TOTAL: 67 115 7 65 140 394
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E.1.4 Comments and Responses

Doc Comment
Number Number

COMMENT: DEIS received by Montana Clearinghouse. DEIS to be
listed in the next Intergovernmental Review Bulletin issued by the
Clearinghouse. Comments will be directed to AFRCE-BMS.

RESPONSE: Noted.

2 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of the deployment and operation of
the Small ICBM in central Montana for reasons of possible economic
boost to Montana and logical succession of the ongoing missile upgrade
process

RESPONSE: Noted.

3 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to the installation of the Small
ICBM and other weapon systems in eastern Montana for reasons of
arms race escalation, cost of military buildup, increased cost to
taxpayers, and deterrent to rebuilding Montana's agricultural base and
new industries.

RESPONSE: The Small ICBM is a program directed by the President
and the Congress. They determine the relative priority of defense
versus other actions.

4 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to the Small ICBM system in
Montana for reasons of disagreement with national defense policy and
depending on a "war machine" for economic security.

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

5 1 COMMENT: Concerned about relationship of predictive model to
compliance with National Historic Preservation Act and to the
identification of Native American sites. Feels need for cultural
resources surveys.

RESPONSE: The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation has
identified predictive modeling as an acceptable part of the compliance
process, especially when large planning areas are involved. The model
is not intended to relate directly to Native American resources; they
were identified from existing records and consultation with Native
Americans. Cultural resources surveys have been conducted in
consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office.

5 2 COMMENT: The LOI definition for a low and moderate impact on
aggregate resources contains potentially contradictory sentences
regarding the adequacy of existing aggregate resources.

RESPONSE: The LOI definitions for aggregate resources have been
altered to clarify their meaning and are presented in FEIS
Section 4.10.1.3.

6 1 COMMENT: Statement In support of deployment of the Small ICBM in
Montana because the construction and operations phases will bolster a
terribly weak economic area and also bring in more tourists.

RESPONSE: Noted.

7 1 COMMENTs The Air Force should have allowed more than 20 days for
review prior to public hearings.
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RESPONSE: The Council on Environmental Quality regulations, which
implement the National Environmental Policy Act, require the
hearings to be held at least 15 days following availability of the DEIS.
The Air Force held the hearings 24 days after the release of the
DEIS. Further, the Air Force has allowed 58 days for public
comment. It was made clear during the hearings that written public
comments could be submitted to the Air Force through
21 August 1987.

7 2 COMMENT: Small ICBM is illegal because it violates SALT ! and
SALT II treaties, which undermines and goes against our history of
arms control.

RESPONSE: The President and the Congress directed the program and
can decide on any future changes in it based on their assessment of
international arms control developments and other national security
and foreign policy concerns.

7 3 COMMENT: Small ICBM, because of such technology as penetration
aids and its extreme accuracy appears to be a first strike weapon not
the "billed" second strike weapon. Because of this, question its
deterrence capability.

RESPONSE: In keeping with the national security policy goals, the
President directed the deployment of the Small ICBM system.

7 4 COMMENT: We already have five other weapon systems with first
strike capability. The Soviets might see this as threatening and
aggressive leading to destabilization of the arms race.

RESPONSE: Noted.

7 5 COMMENT: Opposed to Small ICBM for reasons it creates local
inconveniences, is not vital to our national security, questions its
deterrent capability, and further destabilizes the arms race and costly.

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

8 1 COMMENT: Would military personnel be eligible for HUD-subsidized
programs? If yes, would military personnel have top priority? What
impact would the Small ICBM have on the clients of the Mercy Home
of Great Falls, which serves battered women and has 80 to 90 percent
of their cases moved into HUD projects?

RESPONSE: Eligibility for HUD-subsidized housing is based on family
size and income. Should military personnel meet the eligibility
requirements, they would be required to follow the same procedures as
all other eligible Great Falls residents to obtain HUD housing. The Air
Force would provide housing either onbase or offbase through a
leasing/rental guarantee program for most of the Small ICBM military
personnel. Therefore, it is not expected that military personnel would
require HUD-subsidized housing and would not displace Mercy Home
referrals.

9 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM for reasons of the
positive impacts on county road systems, overall transportation in the
area, economy, and with appropriate planning and mitigation, the
impacts on schools and services can be protected.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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10 1 COMMENT: Commentor offered the following commentary: didn't
want more "jetters" tearing up the street at 50-60 mph; value of home
will drop.

RESPONSE: Recent Air Force history and statistics (ob ained from a
Peacekeeper Monitoring Program) suggest that such a situation is
unlikely to occur. The Air Force found that in Cheyenne, Wyoming, a
community in which ICBM deployment is currently underway, the
personnel hired by Air Force contractors were in their mid-30s, were
married, and averaged about 1 year of college. Most of them were
residents of the community prior to taking employment with the Air
Force. There is no "jetter" problem in Cheyenne, and we do not expect
one in Great Falls. All Air Force personnel are expected to follow a
code of conduct that reflects the importance of their mission. This
discipline is enforced at all times both onbase and offbase. Because of
the increase in housing demand associated with the program, we
expect the value of existing housing units in Great Falls to rise rather
than drop (FEIS Section 4.1.2.3).

10 2 COMMENT: Comment made that if the only way we can think :o
increase employment is this program, we should take a long, hard look
at ourselves. Great Falls would be a bigger and better target in the
event of war. The U.S. should agree with the Soviet Union to remove
100 medium-range missiles in Europe.

RESPONSE: Noted.

11 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM deployment for
reasons of positive benefits, such as economy, to the Great Falls
community, surrounding area, as well as Montana; through cooperation
and mitigation, lessen the impacts, to the maximum extent possible, on
the community and its school system.

RESPONSE: Noted.

12 1 COMMENT: What is the effect of Small ICBM on peace making role of
U.S. and disarmament.

RESPONSE: See response to document 7, comment 2.

13 1 COMMENT: Concerned about effect of mid-term cancellation.

RESPONSE: If the Small ICBM program is canceled at any time after
construction begins, an evaluation would be made to determine
potential impacts.

14 1 COMMENT: Will the local interstate highway system be expanded or
improved?

RESPONSE: The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), state and
local transportation agencies, Military Traffic Management Command
(MTMC), and the Air Force will determine specific defense access road
improvements in support of the Small ICBM system.

15 1 COMMENT: Can see no reason why military children cannot be bused
to schools now closed when other classes are filled.

RESPONSE: Potential mitigation measures have been recommended in
FEIS Section 4.1.6 and do include busing students from Malmstrom
AFB to area schools. The final selection of mitigations to minimize
impacts on the Great Falls Public Schools system will be made by the
school board with participation of the Department of Defense.
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15 2 COMMENT: Comment in support of missile program because we need
all the protection we can get since Russia is so far ahead of us in the
arms race.

RESPONSE: Noted.

16 1 COMMENT: Several schools in the Great Falls Public Schools system
are closed. They could be used for the children associated with the
program.

RESPONSE: See response to document 15, comment 1.

16 2 COMMENT: Comment in support of missile program because of the
need to update our defense system and can live with the impacts.

RESPONSE: Noted.

17 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM program because of
possible increased business with Malmstrom AFB.

RESPONSE: Noted.

18 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to Small ICBM program for
reasons of cost, the threat to peace, and quality of life.

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

19 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM program assuming
Congress determines this weapon system is necessary to maintain a
strong defense posture in this country.

RESPONSE: Noted.

20 1 COMMENT: Are additional gates planned at Malmstrom AFB?

RESPONSE: As a result of the proposed program, no new gates are
planned; however, there is some potential for relocating the north gate
to accommodate traffic-pattern changes.

21 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of the Small ICBM program for its
potential to establish a diverse and growing economic base.

RESPONSE: Noted.

22 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM program. Commentor
observation: a group of environmentalists continue to "stack the deck"
at various hearing meetings with negative viewpoints and taking all the
time. These groups are not representative of the majority of the
people and should be allowed to speak at only one meeting allowing the
news media a more objective sample of people attending meetings.
Maybe a show of hands for or against is in order.

RESPONSE: Noted.

23 1 COMMENT: Statement in support of Small ICBM deployment,
specifically Alternative 2, for its employment growth potential.

RESPONSE: Noted.

24 1 COMMENT: If U.S. safety is at such risk, the U.S. should press
forward with talks with the Soviets and resolve this explosive
situation.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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25 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of deployment of the Small ICBM at

Malmstrom AFB.

RESPONSE: Noted.

26 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM program assuming
Congress determines this weapon system is necessary to maintain a
strong defense posture in this country.

RESPONSE: Noted.

27 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM program because
opinion is there will not be any significant adverse impacts.

RESPONSE: Noted.

28 1 COMMENT: Why is the Small ICBM necessary?

RESPONSE: See response to document 7, comment 2.

29 1 COMMENT: Will the rates charged for public utilities be increased,
particularly for fixed income groups, such as senior citizens?

RESPONSE: The costs of utility service in the Great Falls area should
not inc-ease as a result of the program. No additional capital
investments will be required for potable water, wastewater, solid
waste, and energy systems since excess plant capacity is available.
These facilities will be able to operate at a more efficient rate,
thereby reducing the cost per unit processed.

30 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of deployment of the Small ICBM at
Malmstrom AFB.

RESPONSE: Noted.

31 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of deployment of the Small ICBM at
Malmstrom AFB.

RESPONSE: Noted.

32 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM deployment because
it will benefit both the country and Great Falls.

RESPONSE: Noted.

33 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of deployment of the Small ICBM at
Malmstrom AFB.

RESPONSE: Noted.

34 1 COMMENT: What happens to the new missiles and transporters if a
new arms control treaty is signed?

RESPONSE: Any arms control treaty generally stipulates a period of
time, usually lasting several years, before the agreed limits must be
met. The parties to an agreement can use this time to make any
adjustments necessary to meet those limits.

34 2 COMMENT: Could Small ICBM program be a bargaining chip at peace
talk summits?

RESPONSE: These are determinations to be made by the President.

34 3 COMMENT: Will the program result in crowding at golf courses in
Great Falls?
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RESPONSE: Golf facilities have been identified by the Great Falls
Park and Recreation Department as being occasionally used at or near
capacity. Without expansion of the existing golf facilities, it is
anticipated that crowding at the two city golf courses could occur
more trequently as a result of baseline population growth. The Small
ICBM program population will result in additional use of the city's golf
facilities and will likely contribute to the crowding of these facilities
(FEIS Section 4.5.2.2).

35 1 COMMENT: Are there additional launch sites proposed in the areas
around Monarch and Niehart? If so, where?

RESPONSE: The Small ICBM program will only utilize the existing
Minuteman launch facilities. No additional launch facilities are
planned. Five of the proposed launch facilities (A-4, A-5, A-6, A-7,
and A-8) are located within 10 miles of the towns of Monarch and
Niehart. Three of these (A-5, A-6, and A-8) will be utilized only under
Alternative 3, where all 200 launch facilities are used.

36 1 COMMENT: Will temporary workers choose to live in hotel/
motel/campgrounds or in rental housing? How can they afford to live
in motels for an extended period of time?

RESPONSE: About 30 percent of the construction workers are
expected to inmigrate to the Great Falls area. Based on past experi-
ence at F.E. Warren AFB, about 55 percent of the inmigra~ng workers
will live in rental housing, 15 percent in mobile homes, and 30 percent
in hotels/motels. Most workers who will live in hotels/motels for an
extended period of time will be collecting per diem payments to cover
this cost. However, it is not expected that temporary workers, who
will be in the area for an extended period of time, would live in
hotels/motels. Rather, they will Live in mobile homes and rental units.

37 1 COMMENT: Concerned that the Air Force is not sincere in wanting to
help the economics of the area.

RESPONSE: The Small ICBM program is proposed for deployment at
Malmstrom AFB to maintain the deterrence capabilities of U.S.
strategic forces. The anticipated impact on the economy as well as
other environmental issues were considered in the final selection
process. Operational needs of the system, however, were weighted
more heavily in that process (FEIS Section 1.1).

37 2 COMMENT: Could the Air Force utilize available local contractors
for the Small ICBM program?

RESPONSE: The process for selecting the construction contractors
and other vendors is an open, competitive process. The Air Force
cannot require contracts to go only to local firms. The Air Force will
support certain activities such as giving information seminars so that
local firms become more knowledgeable in how to compete success-
fully for federal jobs. A potential mitigation is that the Air Force will
divide construction activities into smaller segments which will better
meet the bonding capabilities of the small contractors. This will
permit smaller local firms to compete more actively in the Small
ICBM program bidding process (FEIS Section 4.1.6.1).

37 3 COMMENT: Concerned that influx of young military personnel will
increase crime.
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RESPONSE: Crime rates are based on many variables, not just the age
of certain segments of the population. It is not expected that the
additional military personnel will result in disproportional increases in
crime in the area. Recent experience with the Peacekeeper in
Minuteman silos program at F.E. Warren AFB indicated that no
Increase in crime rates was attributed to military personnel.

37 4 COMMENT: Young Air Force personnel are less likely to take care of
rental housing.

RESPONSE: About 70 percent of young enlisted Air Force personnel
are unmarried and will be living in dormitories on Malmstrom AFB.
Married personnel who live offbase receive a housing allowance that
enables them to obtain and maintain suitable housing within the
community.

37 5 COMMENT: Will unsuccessful job seekers be transients or vagrants,
thereby destabilizing Great Falls?

RESPONSE: Based on experience with the Peacekeeper missile
deployment at F.E. Warren AFB, job seekers will be mature, educated,
family types who will not destabilize Great Falls.

37 6 COMMENT: Adding more weapons to the world arsenal will not make
for a stable and secure environment.

RESPONSE: Noted.

37 7 COMMENT: Question the sincerity of the military processing the EIS.

RESPONSE: It is not disqualifying under the law that the proponent
agency favors the adoption of the proposal or particular alternatives or
mitigation measures. What is required is that the EIS provides an
adequate analysis of the environmental impacts that can be
anticipated.

37 8 COMMENT: It is dishonest to have a division of a defense contractor
writing the EIS. It is a conflict of interest and loses its credibility. If
another EIS is prepared, it should be done by objective people taking
key roles in its development.

RESPONSE: The U.S. Air Force was aware of the possibility of
conflict of interest from the inception of the environmental support
contract. After full investigation, it was determined that Tetra Tech's
relationship with Honeywell, a defense contractor, did not pose a
conflict of interest. A detailed answer to this question was provided
by the Air Force in response to a comment by Mr. Kruger in the
Lewistown public hearings on the DEIS. It appears verbatim in the
transcripts of those hearings on pages 13 through 15. (FEIS
Appendix E.)

38 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to deploying 200 Small ICBMs in
north-central Montana. Also would like to get rid of the Minuteman
silos.

RESPONSE: Noted.

39 1 COMMENT: Concerned that HMLs will be on public roads every day
and that accidents are inevitable.

RESPONSE: A HML may be on the road almost every day, especially
along U.S. 87/89 between Great Falls and Belt; however, farther from
the base, the frequency would be lower. In addition, with the driving-
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safety program provided for HML drivers and the presence of a U.S.
Federal Marshall controlling traffic and leading the HML transporter
convoy, traffic accidents related to HML transport would be
minimized.

39 2 COMMENT: Concerned about severe impacts on the Great Falls
Public Schools system due to the Small ICBM.

RESPONSE: The impacts on the Great Falls Public Schools system
have been evaluated as high and significant for the Proposed Action
with both housing options, and all alternatives (FEIS Sections 4.1.2.4
and 4.1.3.4). However, potential mitigation measures have been
identified in FEIS Section 4.1.6 and Appendix D as possible ways of
eliminating or alleviating these impacts.

39 3 COMMENT: Concerned that housing will be built for the program and
abandoned at a later date when program is completed.

RESPONSE: The program is not expected to follow a "boom-bust"
pattern. Housing demand will increase gradually over the construction
phase and stabilize at these higher levels once the operations phase is
reached.

39 4 COMMENT: Comment strongly urges the Small ICBM program not be
recommended in Montana or anywhere in the U.S. Recommends putting
our protection in the air.

RESPONSE: Noted.

40 1 COMMENT: Statement in opposition to Small ICBM deployment in
Great Falls area for reasons of possibility of more crime, false and
temporary economic growth, and HML movements.

RESPONSE: These issues are addressed in FEIS Sections 4.1.2.1,
4.1.2.5, and 4.3.2.1.

41 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM deployment in central
Montana for reasons of little impacts, economic boost, and more jobs.

RESPONSE: Noted.

41 2 COMMENT: Concerned that traffic will increase due to HMLs on the
roads.

RESPONSE: Traffic impacts are recognized (FEIS Section 4.3.2.1) and
possible mitigation measures are identified in the FEIS Section 4.3.6.

42 1 COMMENT: Requested Lewistown public hearing transcript.

RESPONSE: Copy provided.

43 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to Small ICBM for reasons of cost
of program, the state is in a recession, cattle ranchers are barely
surviving, and dollars could be better used elsewhere.

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

44 1 COMMENT: Concerned about what effect the Small ICBM program
personnel will have on the Fergus County Disaster and Emergency
Services. If there is an effect, who will assist either monetarily or
otherwise?

RESPONSE: For Fergus County, short-duration county public services
Impacts are considered low due to projected increases in the number of
emergency calls of up to 5 percent. These impacts are not considered
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significant since no additional personnel or facilities would be
needed. No long-duration impacts would occur (FEIS Section 4.1.2.5).

45 1 COMMENT: EIS does not reference satellite maintenance sites -
economic and safety basis for consideration.

RESPONSE: As a result of suggestions made during scoping meetings
and public hearings, the Air Force has initiated a study of expanding
the maintenance capabilities at the HML enclosures. This could
reduce traffic delays and accident potential associated with missile
movements to Malmstrom AFB. Additionally, the resulting increase in
construction workers in the deployment area has the potential to
provide beneficial economic impacts to outlying communities. The
concept of satellite or field maintenance centers at Lewistown and
Conrad, however, was found unfeasible for the following reasons:
(1) maintenance and repair of the HML at these centers would require
duplication of secure facilities such as assembly, surveillance, and
inspection building; mechanical maintenance shops; and weapons
storage area; (2) facility construction would require additional land
acquisition and road upgrades, thereby increasing program costs; and
(3) Field Missile Maintenance Squadron and Security Police Squadron
personnel would have to be located at the satellite centers increasing
the overall military personnel requirements.

46 1 COMMENT: Montanans voted against further deployment of nuclear
weapons 5 or 6 years ago. Commentor wants to see this vote honored
and if not honored, at least addressed in the EIS.

RESPONSE: The defense of this country is a national issue. The basing
and deployment decisions are ultimately made by the Congress and the
President.

47 1 COMMENT: Concerned that traffic will increase due to HMLs on the
roads.

RESPONSE: See response to document 41, comment 2.

47 2 COMMENT: Will highways used by the HMLs be improved?

RESPONSE: The Air Force is presently coordinating with the Military
Traffic Management Command, Federal Highway Administration,
Montana State Department of Highways, and county road departments
regarding road and bridge improvements needed to accommodate
increases in program-related traffic, including HML movements.

48 1 COMMENT: Concerned that home is near launch facility N-8.

RESPONSE: Launch facility N-8 would be utilized only if Alternative
3 is implemented. For this alternative, all 200 launch facilities are
proposed to be utilized and will affect a number of homeowners.
Options available to the homeowners under these circumstances are
discussed in FEIS Section 4.4.1.2.

49 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM system for national
safety.

RESPONSE: Noted.

49 2 COMMENT: Could the Air Force utilize available local contractors
for the Small ICBM program?

RESPONSE: See response to document 37, comment 2.
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50 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM program in Montana
in the belief we need to stay competitive in the area of ICBMs and the
program will have a positive effect on the economic climate in
Montana.

RESPONSE: Noted.

51 1 COMMENT: Concerned about sonic booms in Harlowton.

RESPONSE: No sonic booms would be induced by this program.

52 1 COMMENT: Questions the need for additional new weapons systems as
the Small ICBM.

RESPONSE: See response to document 7, comment 2.

52 2 COMMENT: Questions the selection of a more populated area such as
north-central Montana as opposed to a less populated area such as
Alaska or northern Canada.

RESPONSE: Initial screening of potential deployment locations began
with a list of 4,200 DOD and DOE installations situated throughout the
50 states. Using existing data on these locations, each was evaluated
against minimum technical and operational criteria. From the initial
effort, all but 51 areas in 15 states were eliminated. Field visits were
used to collect and validate the data needed to conduct comparative
analyses to determine the suitability of each location. The list was
then reduced to 24 installations at this level of screening. An
assessment of the environmental impacts on these locations was
presented in the Legislative Environmental Impact Statement (LEIS).
On December 19, 1986, the President announced the decision that
Malmstrom AFB had been selected for initial deployment of the Small
ICBM. The decision was based on operational effectiveness, cost,
mission compatibility, and the LEIS.

53 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of deployment of the Small ICBM at
Malmstrom AFB.

RESPONSE: Noted.

54 1 COMMENT: Concerned about noxious weeds.

RESPONSE: Road and bridge upgrading along T/E routes will be
conducted by state or county agencies or their contractors. Develop-
ment and implementation of subsequent reclamation and noxious weed
control programs along T/E routes are the responsibility of these
agencies. Reclamation and noxious weed control programs for areas
disturbed onbase, around launch facilities, and along access roads will
be developed, implemented, and monitored by the Air Force in accor-
dance with COE practices for environmental protection (FEIS
Section 4.8.1.4).

55 1 COMMENT: Concerned about special impact on Augusta and suburban
area.

RESPONSE: No major impacts have been identified for the community
of Augusta. The discussion in the EIS is concentrated on those areas
that will be affected by the program.

56 1 COMMENT: The military is too large, expensive, and dangerous to
feel safe. The U.S. should stop military buildup and not make Montana
a target for all countries who wish to launch against the U.S.
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RESPONSE: See responses to document 3, comment 1 and docu-
ment 52, comment 2.

56 2 COMMENT: Concerned that the program will affect air quality in
Montana.

RESPONSE: Program-related construction would result in some
temporary air quality impacts which would be low and not significant.
Long-duration operations impacts would be negligible (FEIS
Section 4.11.2).

56 3 COMMENT: Concerned that the program will affect clean water in
Montana.

RESPONSE: Some short-duration degradatioii of the quality of
streams in the deployment area can be expected to occur during the
construction phase. The overall impacts on the receiving streams are
expected to be low and not significant (FEIS Section 4.9.2.2).

57 1 COMMENT: What is the rationale for deploying the new Small ICBM
on Minuteman sites? Wouldn't this arrangement make it easier for any
enemy to knock out both missile systems at the same time with the
same warhead?

RESPONSE: The President chose deployment of the Small ICBM in
HMLs on existing Minuteman launch facilities because it maintains the
mobility necessary for survival at a reasonable cost. The Small ICBM
will be using 100 to 200 launch facilities located throughout an
8,500-square-mile area in north-central Montana. Upon tactical
warning of a launch against tne U.S., the HMLs will dash off of the
launch facilities, covering an area well in excess of the existing
8,500 square miles. This ability provides the survivability of the
system.

57 2 COMMENT: Now that the Small ICBM appears to be a real program to
be based in the Great Falls area, will the Minuteman missiles be
removed? If so, what are the potential socioeconomic impacts of
decommissioning the Minuteman?

RESPONSE: There are no present plans to decommission the
Minuteman missiles or change their method of operations.

58 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of the No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: Noted.

59 1 COMMENT: Comment about psychological and moral Impacts, and
will of the people.

RESPONSE: The purpose of an EIS is to analyze expected changes
resulting from the Proposed Action and its reasonable alternatives,
including the No Action Alternative, that could significantly affect the
quality of the human environment. It is not the purpose of this EIS to
discuss morality, military tactics, or general societal issues. Finally,
Congress, in Section 209(c)(4) of the 1986 DOD Authorization Act,
directed the Air Force to analyze the environmental effects of
"deployment and peacetime operation." The U.S. Supreme Court has
held that psychological impacts attributable to the fear that an event
like nuclear war may occur In the future is not an appropriate subject
for EIS analysis because It is not related to the physical Impacts of the
program (Metropolitan Edison v. People Against Nuclear Energy,
April 1983). Also see FEIS Section 1.7.1.
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60 1 COMMENT: Additional costs of education (in Conrad) should be paid
for by the federal government.

RESPONSE: The federal program set forth in P.L. 81-874 recognizes
the responsibility of the U.S. for the irrpa,!t which certain federal
activities have on the local educational agencies. Currently, students
whose parents live or work on federal property in the Great Falls
Public Schools system qualify for impact aid. However, in order to
qualify for the P.L. 81-874 monies, at least 3 percent of the student
membership must have parents who live or work on federal property.
The Conrad Public Schools system presently does not qualify for this
aid, but may when the Air Force strategic training installation locates
in Conrad in 1988.

61 1 COMMENT: Will new housing be built or will housing be --•modeled in
Conrad?

RESPONSE: No new housing construction or major remodeling is
expected to occur in Conrad as a direct result of this program.

61 2 COMMENT: Could the Air Force utilize available local contractors
for the Small ICBM program?

RESPONSE: See response to document 37, comment 2.

62 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to Small ICBM deployment
because of the need to balance the national budget and we must stop
the uncontrolled profit in the military.

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

63 1 COMMENT: Statement on the injuries sustained by his family as a
result of Minuteman missile movements.

RESPONSE: Because of increased vehicular traffic, the risk of
automobile accidents would increase during the construction phase and
over the life of the Small ICBM program. Increased emphasis on
defensive driving by military personnel and normal safety precautions
during HML movements would help keep the risks to a minimum. HML
drivers will be trained regularly at a special HML vehicle operations
training area located at the base.

64 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM deployment because
the program will not create any additional short- or long-term cost to
the local taxpayers.

RESPONSE: Noted.

65 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of the No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: Noted.

66 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of deployment of the Small ICBM at
Malmstrom AFB.

RESPONSE: Noted.

67 1 COMMENT: The EIS didn't addrcss the issue of AIDS and the high
influx of military personnel, high-risk group.

RESPONSE: It is not the inten: of this EIS to discuss moral or general
societal issues. However, the Air Force has taken the following steps
to address the spread of the A;DS virus. Since September 1985, all
applicants for active duty are tested for the AIDS virus. Anyone who
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tests positive is denied permission to enter the Air Force. In October
1986, the Air Force began testing of all persons on active duty or in
the Air Force Reserves. Testing of all personnel will be completed by
September 1988. As of August 31, 1987, 441,119 had been tested and
497 tests showed positive for AIDS virus for an infection rate of
1.1 per 1,000. The infection rate for all DOD employees is
1.6 per 1,000. No comparable figures for the general public are known
as there is no widespread testing of the general public. Any Air Force
person who tests positive is sent to Wilford Hall Medical Center at
Lackland AFB, Texas for evaluation. If active AIDS virus is found to
be present in the system, the person is medically retired from active
duty.

67 2 COMMENT: Will deployment of the Small ICBM affect tourism in
Montana?

RESPONSE: A discussion of the tourism industry in Montana has been
added to Regional Recreation, FEIS Sections 3.5.3.1 and 4.5.2.1.

67 3 COMMENT: Concerned that the proposed program will affect the
beauty of Montana.

RESPONSE: With the construction of HML enclosures, both local
residents and tourists will become more aware of missile deployment
in the area. The earth-covered igloos would resemble mounds of earth
and be most noticeable in the very flat terrain. Many viewers would
be unable to distinguish between the alternative pre-engineered
buildings and one of the many agricultural buildings in the area. Along
Interstate 15 between Yellowstone National Park and the Canadian
border, only three HML enclosures (launch facilities 1-6, 1-7, and P-9)
would be visible.

67 4 COMMENT: Statement on how the military should spend its money,
the abolishing of the CIA and NSC, forget the Persian Gulf and what
Charles Russell would say to "Midgetman."

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

68 1 COMMENT: EIS should address psychological effects on children.

RESPONSE: See response to document 59, comment 1.

68 2 COMMENT: Statement in opposition to Small ICBM deployment
because of the needs of the people of the world for food, clothing,
shelter, and that health care monies must not be diverted to
unnecessary armaments.

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

69 1 COMMENT: Comment in oppositi--i '.o Small ICBM deployment for
numerous reasons as there is no neeý.ý %nr further buildup of our nuclear
arsenal, can't afford it socially or m rr.lly, welfare system now helping
the weapon building corporations rather than the poor citizens,
financial stress on taxpayers, health hazards and the
socioeconomic"boom-bust" impacts that will further erode the fragile
Montana environment and society.

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

70 1 COMMENT: The City of Great Falls believes that disposal space at
their existing landfill, along with the space available on the adjacent
leased property, will provide a minimum of 15 years service.
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RESPONSE: FEIS Sections 3.2.3.3 and 4.2.2.3 have been revised to
reflect this change.

70 2 COMMENT: Page 4-84: The last potential mitigation measure listed
refers to "alternative sources of state and federal funding to provide
for additional staff, and equipment, for local governments." Suggest
this statement be augmented with specific sources, if possible.

RESPONSE: No alternative sources of funding have been identified.
This mitigation has been deleted from the FEIS.

70 3 COMMENT: Specific mitigation measures should be provided to
address identified impacts on urban roads.

RESPONSE: Potential mitigation measures have been identified in the
FEIS Appendix D.

71 1 COMMENT: Why do we need more weapons when some people are not
being fed or clothed?

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

72 1 COMMENT: Concerned about the impact suffered by low-income
Americans due to the proposed program.

RESPONSE: The Small ICBM program's effect on low-income people
was studied under various elements. During the construction phase
greater employment opportunities will become available, providing a
beneficial effect for unemployed or underemployed yet qualified
persons. Housing will be supplied to most military personnel, whether
onbase or offbase, and therefore, no significant increase in housing
prices is expected. During the construction phase, there could also be
a temporary increased demand for public assistance programs because
of the presence of unsuccessful job seekers, but this increase in service
demand should diminish during the operations phase. Program-related
increases in demand for utility services are not expected to cause a
price increase for local customers. These issues are discussed in FEIS
Sections 4.1.2.1, 4.1.2.3, 4.1.2.5, and 4.2.2.

73 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to Small ICBM deployment in
Montana because of religious and family beliefs and difficulty
understanding why we need the system.

RESPONSE: Noted. Rationale for the deployment of the Small ICBM
system is provided in FEIS Section 1.1.

74 1 COMMENT: Was the scope of this EIS specifically and unambiguously
limited by legislation?

RESPONSE: The Congress, in Section 209(c)(4) of the 1986 DOD
Authorization Act, directed the Air Force to analyze the
environmental effects of "deployment and peacetime operation" of the
Small ICBM system (FEIS Section 1.7.1). The EIS was prepared in
accordance with this statute.

75 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of the No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: Noted.

76 1 COMMENT: The EIS does not address the environmental impacts of an
accidental or intentional launch of a missile. Without such analysis,
the program (Proposed Action and alternatives) will provoke legal
action.
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RESPONSE: System safeguards have been developed to ensure that
there is no possibility of accidental launch. Analysis of intentional
launch is beyond the scope of the EIS, since the Congress directed that
only peacetime operations be addressed.

77 1 COMMENT: The EIS does not address the environmental impacts of an
accidental or intentional launch of a missile. Without such analysis,
the program (Proposed Action and alternatives) will provoke legal
action.

RESPONSE: See response to document 76, comment 1.

78 1 COMMENT: Does the Air Force have a hazardous waste management
plan?

RESPONSE: Malmstrom AFB has a hazardous waste management plan
that identifies the procedures to be followed for the collection,
documentation, and disposal of hazardous wastes. Currently hazardous
wastes generated onbase are collected, stored onbase, and then
transported to an out-of-state, EPA permitted disposal facility (FEIS
Sections 3.2.3.3 and 4.2.2.3).

79 1 COMMENT: Commentor questions the need and urgency of deploying
the system.

RESPONSE: The Congress mandated that the program be pursued as a
matter of the highest national security priority with initial operational
capability (IOC) by the end of 1992. In order to meet this [OC date
and adhere to the requirements of the National Environmental Policy
Act, the Air Force is conducting this assessment of the environmental
impacts for Malmstrom AFB this year (1987).

79 2 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to Small ICBM system for reasons
as lack of confidence the system will work; and money better spent on
housing, education, medical research, and cleaning up the air and
water.

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

80 1 COMMENT: Doesn't this program effectively add 100 to 200 possible
targets concentrated within a fairly small area?

RESPONSE: See response to document 57, comment 1.

80 2 COMMENT: What happens to the area after construction?

RESPONSE: The proposed Small ICBM program at Malmstrom AFB is
expected to have a 20-year life span. The construction phase will
be followed by a substantial operations phase. Therefore, this program
is not expected to follow a "boom-bust" pattern. This issue is covered
in FEIS Section 4.1.2.2.

81 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to Small ICBM deployment for
reasons such as more dollars being spent on defense when foreclosures
on family farms continue to escalate, cutbacks in education and funds
being restricted or no longer available on such things as housing,
nutrition, medication, and therapy. The real environment affects
everyone in the U.S., not just Montana.

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

82 1 COMMENT: Comment In support of the No Action Alternative.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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83 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to Small ICBM deployment
because people won't be any safer than now, don't need any more
people in Montana, and possible accidents and contamination.

RESPONSE: Noted.

83 2 COMMENT: What is to become of the Minuteman system? Where
does the money come from to build the Small ICBM system?

RESPONSE: There are no present plans to decommission the
Minuteman missile or change the method of operation. The Small
ICBM program will be funded by the Congress.

84 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM program because it
will enhance Montana's economy and help deter aggression.

RESPONSE: Noted.

85 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to the Small ICBM system
because it is only another deterrent in a series of prior deterrents that
is costly. The promised boom to the Great Falls economy is paltry
compared to what it would buy to enhance life, not destroy it.

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

86 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to Small ICBM for moral and
spiritual reasons.

RESPONSE: Noted.

87 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to Small ICBM deployment for
reasons as gates left open, broken cattle guards, damaged county
roads, and increased crime.

RESPONSE: The Air Force has an ongoing program to supplement
existing base procedures to educate new construction and operations
personnel on local sensitive issues and concerns of property owners in
an effort to minimize undesirable consequences.

88 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to Small ICBM deployment in
Montana or any other state because the U.S. needs to decrease nuclear
weapons, not add to them.

RESPONSE: Noted.

89 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Smali ICBM deployment at
Malmstrom AFB because we need to update the missile system and
continue deterrence to maintain peace.

RESPONSE: Noted.

90 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small ICBM deployment at
Malmstrom AFB because of the positive economic factors generated
by the program for Montana.

RESPONSE: Noted.

91 1 COMMENT: Comment objects to placement of 200 Small ICBMs in
Montana because the missiles are in violation of SALT I and SALT II
treaties.

RESPONSE: See response to document 7, comment 2.

91 2 COMMENT: Recent news stories have described the failure of certain
components of the Peacekeeper missile. Would the Small ICBM use
these components? Is the Air Force certain that the Small ICBM
would operate properly?
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RESPONSE: Only fully verified components are used In operational
systems. The system will be fully tested and verified before it
becomes operational. The Air Force is confident that the Small ICBM
will perform as designed.

92 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to Small ICBM deployment in
Montana or anywhere on this planet because it is environmentally
unsafe, a huge threat to all life and the U.S. should stop the escalation
of nuclear weapons.

RESPONSE: See response to document 7, comment 2.

92 2 COMMENT: The EIS does not address the threat to all life on this
planet.

RESPONSE: See response to document 74, comment 1.

93 1 COMMENT: The people of Montana previously voted against any more
new weapons. Is this being considered by the state and federal
governments?

RESPONSE: See response to document 46, comment 1.

93 2 COMMENT: It appears the majority of the public hearing testimony is
opposed to the new missile system. These people are not being heard.

RESPONSE: Your comments have been provided to the decision-
makers as required by law.

93 3 COMMENT: War has never solved anything. Hiroshima and Nagasaki
are two very vivid reminders that not even nuclear warfare is an
effective deterrent. As long as people are willing to bear arms, we will
have war.

RESPONSE: Noted.

94 1 COMMENT: Comment in support of Small [CBM deployment at
Malmstrom AFB as long as various impacts are dealt with
appropriately during construction and operation of the system.

RESPONSE: Noted.

95 1 COMMENT: Requests the Miles City District Office of the Bureau of
Land Management be notified when affected launch facilities are
identified so that further analysis can be accomplished.

RESPONSE: Will notify.

96 1 COMMENT: Why wasn't California selected for Small ICBM
deployment?

RESPONSE: A number of California military bases, along with other
bases in all 50 states, were evaluated for Small ICBM deployment by
the Air Force during recently completed siting and environmental
Investigations. Results of these two exhaustive studies were provided
to the Congress and to the President. On the basis of operational
effectiveness, cost, mission compatibility, and the assessment of
environmental Impacts presented In the Small ICBM LEIS, the
President, on December 19, 1986, announced the decision to deploy
200 Small ICBMs In Montana.

96 2 COMMENT: Concerned that four-lane highways will be built in remote
areas of Montana and ruin the land, creeks, and rivers.
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RESPONSE: There are no plans for building four-lane highways in the
remote areas of Montana as part of the Proposed Action. The need for
road improvements is being studied jointly by the U.S. Air Force,
Military Traffic Management Command, and federal, state, and local
transportation agencies. These damaging mitigation measures are
discussed in FEIS Sections 4.3.1.4, 4.3.6, and Appendix D.

96 3 COMMENT: Will deployment of the Small ICBM affect tourism in
Montana?

RESPONSE: See response to document 67, comment 2.

96 4 COMMENT: Concerned about possible accidents that could affect
such things as air quality, plant life, etc.

RESPONSE: This issue is addressed in FEIS Sections 5.3.2 and 5.4.

97 1 COMMENT: Concerned about the aesthetics, maintenance, and use of
existing transportation systems.

RESPONSE: The Air Force is coordinating the maintenance and use of
existing transportation system with the Military Traffic Management
Command, Federal Highway Administration, Montana Department of
Highways, and local agencies through the Defense Access Roads needs
process. As a result of the decisions made through this process, the
Air Force will conduct or assist local agencies in the maintenance of
existing transportation systems.

97 2 COMMENT: Concerned about geology and soils impacts due to the
proposed program changes to the transportation system.

RESPONSE: Descriptions of the effects of the Small ICBM program,
resulting from modification of highways and bridges and construction
at launch facilities and Malmstrom AFB, are presented in FEIS
Section 4.10.2.1, with soil erosion discussed in FEIS Section 4.10.2.3.

97 3 COMMENT: Concerned about biological impacts due to the proposed
program changes to the transportation system.

RESPONSE: Potential impacts on biological resources resulting from
modification of highways and bridges, as well as program operations
are discussed in the FEIS for specific impacts occurring within
sensitive areas, (e.g., bridge replacement over important streams or
potential disturbance of threatened and endangered species habitat).
Additional specific potential mitigation measures have been added in
FEIS Appendix D.

97 4 COMMENT: Concerned about noxious weeds.

RESPONSE: See response to document 54, comment 1.

97 5 COMMENT: Concerned about the disruption of local quality of life
due to proposed changes to the transportation system.

RESPONSE: In the absence of appropriate mitigation measures, the
proposed Small ICBM program could lead to increased congestion and
delay on transportation systems in the affected areas which could
affect the quality of life as perceived by local citizens. This issue is
discussed in detail in FEIS Section 4.3.2.1.

97 6 COMMENT: Will deployment of the Small ICBM affect tourism in
Montana?

RESPONSE: See response to document 67, comment 2.
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97 7 COMMENT: Commentor questions: What is our future? Do we have

control?

RESPONSE: See response to document 7, comment 2.

97 8 COMMENT: Questions the need for additional new weapons systems as
the Small ICBM.

RESPONSE: See response to document 7, comment 2.

97 9 COMMENT: What is the susceptibility of the system to
electromagnetic pulse?

RESPONSE: The system is being designed to minimize its suscepti-
bility to electromagnetic pulse.

97 10 COMMENT: Questions the economic effectiveness "benefit/cost
analysis" of adding the weapon system.

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

97 11 COMMENT: What is the life span of this program?

RESPONSE: Deployment of the Small ICBM would require
approximately 6 years of construction activities in the deployment
area, followed by 20 or more years of operations (FEIS Section 1.5.1).

97 12 COMMENT: What is the system susceptibility to terrorism?

RESPONSE: See FEIS Section 5.2.1.3.

97 13 COMMENT: How would the HML be able to operate in Montana's
normal and winter blizzard conditions?

RESPONSE: The HML was designed to operate under extreme weather
conditions. Winter testing was carried out at Malmstrom AFB last
winter. To date, all tests indicate that the vehicle will meet design
goals. Further tests will be conducted during the winter of 1988.

97 14 COMMENT: Statement in opposition to the Small ICBM proposal.

RESPONSE: Noted.

98 1 COMMENT: The function of the Montana Department of Family
Services (DFS), that is, the protection of children and adults from
abuse and neglect, and the prevention of family violence should be
discussed in the FEIS.

RESPONSE: The DFS discussion has been included in FEIS
Sections 3.1.3.5 and 4.1.2.5.

98 2 COMMENT: Section 8.2.2 does not list either the Department of
Social and Rehabilitation Services (SRS) or SRS' Community Services
Division. Also, the Department of Community Affairs should be
deleted.

RESPONSE: Corrections have been made to FEIS Section 9.2.2.

98 3 COMMENT: The Cascade County Office of Human Services is
discussed in the body of the document. The social workers from
Cascade County Office of Human Services have become part of the
DFS staff.

RESPONSE: Noted. FEIS Sections 3.1.3.5 and 4.1.2.5 have been
revised In response to this comment.
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98 4 COMMENT: The social workers from Cascade County Office of

Human Services have become part of the DFS staff.

RESPONSE: Noted.

98 5 COMMENT: The DEIS makes no reference to the protective service
functions that DFS has.

RESPONSE: The DFS discussion has been included in FEIS
Sections 3.1.3.5 and 4.1.2.5.

98 6 COMMENT: The military population projected by the year 2000 would
add some additional burdens on the DFS staff and budget for child
protective and adult protective services.

RESPONSE: Noted. FEIS Section 4.1.2.5 has been revised to include a
discussion of the increased demand for these services.

98 7 COMMENT: The FEIS should address impacts on the budget of the
DFS because of expansion of child and adult protective services.

RESPONSE: Potential program-related impacts on the caseload and
staffing of the Montana Department of Family Services have been
discussed in FEIS Section 4.1.2.5. An analysis of the department's
budget was not undertaken.

98 8 COMMENT: The DEIS implies an increase to family violence, but does
not sufficiently acknowledge the extent of the impact.

RESPONSE: The agency for family violence, the Mercy Home, is
discussed in FEIS Sections 3.1.3.5 and 4.1.2.5.

98 9 COMMENT: The DEIS suggests that the Community Help Line would
require additional volunteers to staff, but does not project staffing
needs for the Mercy Home.

RESPONSE: The staffing of the Mercy Home is noted in FEIS
Section 4.1.2.5.

98 10 COMMENT: The FEIS should address the possible extent of impact on
the need for protective services for children and for emergency
assistance for victims of domestic violence at the Mercy Home and
related agencies.

RESPONSE: The impact on the need for protective services for
children was added and increased service demand is projected for the
Mercy Home in FEIS Section 4.1.2.5.

98 11 COMMENT: The summary statement on impacts to public services
does not include reference to the human services, only to the
conditions of the Cascade County jail.

RESPONSE: The summary evaluation of impacts for public services in
the FEIS has been amended to note the increase for service demand
provided by human service agencies (FEIS Section 4.1.2.5).

98 12 COMMENT: The FEIS should project the incidence of child abuse and
neglect, anticipated staffing requirements, and budget increases.

RESPONSE: The Socioeconomics EPTR presents projected increases in
the number of cases of child abuse and the increased staff needed to
meet this demand.

98 13 COMMENT: Child abuse and neglect must be addressed in the FEIS for
the following reasons: The American Association for the Protection of
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Children indicates that 14 percent of all children are abused in some
way and the DEIS states that about 16 percent of the inmigrating
population will be children; because of some special structures and
functions of the military which contribute to stress in service members
and their families, the incidence of child abuse and neglect in military
communities needs to be given special attention; apart from any
factors related to the proposed Small ICBM program, the number of
child abuse and neglect referrals to Cascade County DFS social
workers increased by 7.3 percent from FY85 to FY86, the number of
children involved in child abuse and neglect investigations increased by
8.6 percent in that same period, and the number of substantiated abuse
and neglect incidents increased by 12.7 percent; and in light of these
three factors, the proposed population influx's potential effect on the
problem of child abuse and neglect needs to be directly addressed in
the FEIS.

RESPONSE: No, The Socioeconomics EPTR includes a projection

of child abuse compiaints for both baseline and impact cases.

98 14 COMMENT: What are the projected increases for demands for social
services, economic assistance and job-securing assistance for the
unsuccessful job seekers?

RESPONSE: The FEIS notes the human service agencies likely
affected by the unsuccessful job seekers and the staffing projections
are made accordingly in FEIS Section 4.1.2.5.

98 15 COMMENT: What additional social service burdens can be anticipated
if the Small ICBM program begins but is then terminated prior to
completion?

RESPONSE: An evaluation study of such an impact would be
conducted at the appropriate time.

98 16 COMMENT: The FEIS needs to address the issue of potential increase
of emotionally disturbed children as as result of the proposed program.

RESPONSE: The number of full-time special education students are
projected in FEIS Section 4.1.2.4. This includes the severely
emotionally disturbed students.

98 17 COMMENT: Provide additional information on employment including
type, duration, and wage levels of expected jobs.

RESPONSE: Table 4.1.2-2 (Section 4.1.2) presenting construction
employment needs by job type has been added to the FEIS. Additional
information is available in the Socioeconomics EPTR.

98 18 COMMENT: Could the Air Force utilize available local contractors

for the Small ICBM program?

RESPONSE: See response to document 37, comment 2.

98 19 COMMENT: Identify geographic area from which jobs are considered
to be "local."

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.1 has been amended.

98 20 COMMENT: Identify assumptions and analysis used to predict job

capture rates for local and nonlocal hires.

RESPONSE: This information has been provided to the commentor and
is available in the Socioeconomics EPTR.
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98 21 COMMENT: Identify which types of jobs will be filled by local and

nonlocal workers.

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 22 COMMENT: Provide information on previous Air Force experience
with other large construction projects with areas socioeconomically
similar to north-central Montana.

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 23 COMMENT: Explain basis for predicting larger local economic effects
during construction phase vis a vis the operations phase.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.1 has been. amended.

98 24 COMMENT: Describe methods used to project employment and
population effects.

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 25 COMMENT: Identify assumotions used to predict secondary economic
effects during construction phase and how they differ during
operations phase.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.1 has been amended.

98 26 COMMENT: Provide additional information on the results of modeling
projections.

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 27 COMMENT: Describe the difference between long-term derivative
effects of military and non-military jobs.

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 28 COMMENT: Identify differences between income and expenditure
patterns of military personnel and civilians.

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 29 COMMENT: Provide additional details on models and assumptions used
to project primary and secondary employment and income effects.

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 30 COMMENT: Explain low rate of inmigration into impact area.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.2 has been amended.

98 31 COMMENT: Identify assumptions regarding excess capacity in
employment and service delivery capabilities among secondary
economic activities in the impact area.

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 32 COMMENT: Explain assumptions regarding labor force participation
rates and job capture rates for relatives of Air Force personnel.

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 33 COMMENT: Expand on the general discussion of income effects on the
Proposed Action.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.1 has been amended.
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98 34 COMMENT: Differentiate between direct and secondary wage and
salary earnings, and also explain how proprietor's income and various
nonlabor income would be affected by the program.

RESPONSE: Wage and salary payments have been clarified in FEIS
Section 4.1.2.1. Other income effects are covered in the
Socioeconomics EPTR.

98 35 COMMENT: Provide comparisons of baseline conditions and income
characteristics during key phases of system development and system
operation.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.1 has been amended.

98 36 COMMENT: Identify the program's per capita income effects in the
impact area.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.1 has been amended.

98 37 COMMENT: Discuss the potential for inflationary effects brought on
by a reduction in the availability of goods and services during project
development, identify potential mitigation measures to be used if
population subgroups are adversely affected, and discuss how inflation
may affect persons of different age groups, income levels, or other
living conditions.

RESPONSE: No significant inflationary effects are expected in the
Great Falls area (FEIS Section 4.1.2.1). However, some temporary
displacement of other construction would probably occur as resources
are drawn to the proposed program. Potential shortages of low- and
moderate-income housing will be prevented through the provision of
military family housing to Air Force personnel unable to obtain housing
in the local markets.

98 38 COMMENT: What are estimating equations and other details of the
approach used to estimate input-output models for the nine-county
area and the state of Montana?

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 39 COMMENT: What sectors were used in the I/O model?

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 40 COMMENT: What are the values of the entries in the transactions
direct requirements, and total requirements matrices of the I/O
model?

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 41 COMMENT: What are the baseline employment projections by detailed
sectors for the I/O model?

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 42 COMMENT: What is the justification of using a secondary employment
multiplier of only 0.4 for the years 1994 and beyond.

RESPONSE: Clarified in FEIS Section 4.1.2.1.

98 43 COMMENT: What is the basis for assuming that 50 percent of military
wives will seek employment in secondary industries.

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.
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98 44 COMMENT: What is the basis for assuming that nearly all civilian jobs
will be filled by local people? Is local defined as north-central Montana
or statewide?

RESPONSE: Clarified in FEIS Section 4.1.2.1.

98 45 COMMENT: Provide additional information on comparisons of
demographic differences including more details on age cohort
distribution, race, sex, educational background, etc.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.2 has been amended.

98 46 COMMENT: Discuss how overall demographics will change in the
impact area.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.2 has been amended.

98 47 COMMENT: Discuss in detail how demographics may affect lifestyles,
social structures, and community values.

RESPONSE: The program is not expected to significantly affect local
lifestyles, social structures, or community values. The influx of
approximately 7,580 military persons and their dependents would
represent about 10 percent of the population in the Great Falls area.
While these people would differ, in their demographic characteristics,
from the non-military families currently residing in the Great Falls
area (they are typically younger, more mobile, and of different
geographic origin than Great Falls residents), the Air Force conducts
community in-briefings to all new base personnel which provide
information to help in their assimilation into the community. The Air
Force will also implement a socioeconomic monitoring program to
monitor this process.

98 48 COMMENT: Identify how well new military personnel will be
assimilated into the local community and identify which population
subgroups are most capable of coping with social impacts of the
program.

RESPONSE: The Air Force provides information and assistance to
arriving military personnel and their families to help them get
acquainted with and settled in their new community. At Malmstrom
AFB, this process has been very effective in maintaining a good
relationship between the base and the community. Since the Small
ICBM program will not cause any significant changes in the Great Falls
population, potential impacts on subgroups cannot be meaningfully
projected.

98 49 COMMENT: The Montana Department of Institutions operates the
Montana Center for the Aged in Lewistown. How might employee
turnover (switching to higher paying construction jobs) affect them?

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.1 has been amended.

98 50 COMMENT: No assumed mitigation measures are stated for the
socioeconomics section.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.1.4 has been amended.

98 51 COMMENT: FEIS should clearly state the Air Force housing plan.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.3 has been amended.
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98 52 COMMENT: What specific locally provided social, public health, and
educational services will be directly/indirectly affected? What
services are provided to military personnel onbase?

RESPONSE: FEIS Sections 3.1.3.5 and 4.1.2.5 have been amended.

98 53 COMMENT: What funding sources are available to support the Great
Falls City-County Health Department and the Golden Triangle Mental
Health Center and how do they differ with funds to support other
public services?

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.5 has been amended.

98 54 COMMENT: Discuss the degree to which the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children and other public welfare programs will be affected
by underemployed or unemployed inmigrants.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.5 has been amended.

98 55 COMMENT: Discuss possible funding sources for some private service
agencies whose workloads may increase due to the program.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.1.2.5 has been amended.

98 56 COMMENT: Information on state government finance in DEIS is out of
date. New tax measures need to be included.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 3.1.3.6 has been amended to include the
latest finance data and discussion of new tax measures.

98 57 COMMENT: The proposed program will compete for funding with
other federal programs. How will this potentially affect these
programs?

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

98 58 COMMENT: Provide details on models and their assumptions used to
predict revenue and expenditures for local governments and schools.
What are implications of the program on mill levies, per capita tax
bases and payments by non-military residents of Montana.

RESPONSE: See response to document 98, comment 20.

98 59 COMMENT: State government funds a portion of local court, social,
and public health expenditures. How would these outlays be influenced
by population growth, and would project-induced tax revenues be
sufficient to offset possible increases in expenditures? How will this
affect funding to the university?

RESPONSE: While it is expected that outlays for local court, social,
and public health expenditures would increase in proportion to
population growth, the program is also expected to generate additional
revenue in the form of personal income taxes, property taxes, license
and motor vehicle fees, as examples. However, an analysis of program
impacts on the individual agencies within state government is not
within the scope of the EIS.

98 60 COMMENT: The description of the status of the Montana Power share
of Colstrip 4 is not adequate and should be supplemented with the
additional data that are provided.

RESPONSE: The additional data have been incorporated into the
description and can be found in FEIS Section 3.2.3.4.
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98 61 COMMENT: The concept of reserve margin is not appropriately

applied in the last paragraph on DEIS page 3-52.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 3.2.3.4 has been amended.

98 62 COMMENT: The growth rates and projected loads presented in the
first two paragraphs on DEIS page 3-53 are confusing and do not
appear to be consistent.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 3.2.3.4 has been revised incorporating
existing sales with projected demands to provide a more coherent
discussion of the cooperative's future growth.

98 63 COMMENT: In Table 3.2.3-6 on page 3-55 of the DEIS, "Demand
Charge/kWh" should read "Demand Charge/kW."

RESPONSE: Table 3.2.3-6 of the DEIS should have read "kW".

98 64 COMMENT: A more recent rate schedule should be used for Montana
Power Company in Table 3.2.3-6 on page 3-55 of the DEIS.

RESPONSE: The reference on page 3-55 of the DEIS should have read
"1986" instead of "1981" for Montana Power Company.

98 65 COMMENT: Table 4.2.2-1 should reflect the fact that MPC currently
projects a 1986 peak load (base case forecast) to be 1,567 MW.

RESPONSE: The peak-load figure has been updated to 1,567 MW.

98 66 COMMENT: The text on pages 4-101 and 4-102 concerning the
impacts on the rural electric cooperatives should be revised to indicate
the effect of increased power purchases to service the launch facilities
on all customers if the U.S. Air Force does not pay for the full cost of
acquiring the power.

RESPONSE: In an effort to cooperate with the rural electric coopera-
tives, the U.S. Air Force has initiated a series of meetings with repre-
sentatives of each of the power suppliers. The representatives have
been asked, at this early date, to identify their construction and power
costs for supplying the additional power to the launch facilities. The
U.S. Air Force will arrive at an equitable solution that meets the needs
of all parties.

98 67 COMMENT: The U.S. Air Force will be required to obtain a nonfee
permit from the Department of Highways Gross Vehicle Weight
Division to cover the movement of the oversize, overweight HMLs.

RESPONSE: The Air Force will continue its present practice of
obtaining nonfee permits to cover the movements of all oversize,
overweight vehicles.

98 68 COMMENT: Potential mitigations should include accelerated federal
funding for parts of Great Falls transportation plans that could help
offset program-related impacts, including construction of the south
arterial bypass from Gore Hill to 57th Street in Great Falls.

RESPONSE: The Defense Access Roads (DAR) needs process, which is
coordinating with the Military Traffic Management Command, Federal
Highway Administration, Montana Department of Highways, and local
agencies, will determine needed road and bridge improvements.
Funding for these identified improvements will be made available
through the DAR needs process.
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98 69 COMMENT: EIS does not reference satellite maintenance sites -

economic and safety basis for consideration.

RESPONSE: See response to document 45, comment 1.

98 70 COMMENT: The following state permits and/or regulations related to
water quality must be secured: Stream Protection "124," Natural
Streambed and Land Preservation "310," Water Pollution Control
"404," and Short-term Exemption Authorization "3A."

RESPONSE: Generally, activities undertaken by the federal
government are not subject to state regulation or control unless the
Congress specifically invites that regulation and control. However,
the Air Force will cooperate with the appropriate agencies to meet
their requirements to the extent possible.

98 71 COMMENT: Montana Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits
will be required for any construction dewatering discharges that reach
state surface water. This is administered by the Department of Health
and Environmental Sciences, Water Quality Bureau.

RESPONSE: The Air Force will apply for MPDES/NPDES permits in
accordance with the Congressional authorization contained in
Section 313 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, where
applicable.

98 72 COMMENT: The DEIS is unclear in the statement found on page 2-19
that the 4,900 acre-ft of water required during construction will be
met by town and city supplies in the area. In that construction sites
will presumably be remote from these towns and cities, will this water
be hauled to the construction sites? If water is to be obtained onsite,
state water permitting authorizations will apply.

RESPONSE: Revisions to FEIS Sections 2.9.1 and 4.9.2.1 were made to
clarify water resource-related impacts in the rural parts of the
deployment area.

98 73 COMMENT: The text on page 3-48 of the DEIS should be corrected to
indicate that hazardous wastes can be stored for greater than 90 days
at Malmstrom AFB. The base holds a hazardous waste storage permit
from the Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences,
and is not limited to 90 days of storage time.

RESPONSE: The text has been corrected in FEIS Section 3.2.3.3.

98 74 COMMENT: The cleanup activities section should include a more
complete discussion of handling and final disposition of cleanup
materials.

RESPONSE: A recovery plan to cover mishap response, decontamina-
tion, and cleanup has been developed and Is in use for the existing
Minuteman mission at Malmstrom AFB and the deployment area. This
existing recovery plan will be updated to include the Small ICBM. The
cleanup of a solid propellant, hydrazine or nuclear material will be
conducted in accordance with appropriate EPA and state regulations
(FEIS Section 5.2.1.1).

98 75 COMMENT: The FEIS should Include the identification and
commitment to U.S. Air Force implementation of appropriate
measures for weed control on disturbed areas.

RESPONSE: See response to document 54, comment 1.
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98 76 COMMENT: Mitigation measures and soil conservation strategies
should be implemented to reduce soil erosion and runoff from disturbed
sites.

RESPONSE: Noted. (FEIS Appendix D for details.)

98 77 COMMENT: Based on the safety analysis in the DEIS, an explosive
safety zone of 1,250 feet appears adequate to protect people living or
working near launch facilities. However, selecting isolated
deployment sites would provide greater safety.

RESPONSE: Noted.

98 78 COMMENT: Launch facilities near riparian areas should also be
avoided to reduce sedimentation during construction and minimize
possible contamination of water if an accident or spill occurs.

RESPONSE: Disturbance to riparian areas will be reduced to the
extent possible through the use of standard mitigation techniques and
avoidance on a local basis. Disturbed habitat will be restored after
construction through grading, soil stabilization, and revegetation.
These measures are discussed in FEIS Sections 4.8.1.4 and 4.8.6.

98 79 COMMENT: The FEIS should include a commitment to mitigating
measures necessary to minimize construction disturbance on
productive agricultural land. Selection of appropriate measures should
involve local county planners, the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service, and should be based on existing soil and land use
classifications.

RESPONSE: This mitigation measure has been included in FEIS
Section 4.4.1.4 and Appendix D.

98 80 COMMENT: The assumption that rangeland or dryland crops are
nonproductive should be revised. Although total production may be
low for dryland crops, net production may exceed that of irrigated
land.

RESPONSE: The DEIS does not make the assumption that rangeland
and dry-farmed cropland are nonproductive. The LOI for rural land use
presented in FEIS Section 4.4.1.2 has ranked the various types of
agricultural land use with irrigated cropland and forest ranked above
dry-farmed cropland. Rangeland is ranked lower than dry-farmed
cropland. This ranking is not to be interpreted that dry-farmed
cropland and rangeland are not productive.

98 81 COMMENT: The DEIS is unclear regarding impacts on the 93 occupied
residences located in close proximity. What is the possible impact on
any recreation areas that are near proposed HML shelters.

RESPONSE: The extent of visual impact on these residences would
depend upon intervening topography for individual cases. As indicated
in FEIS Section 4.6.3, the pre-engineered buildings are generally more
ecrn p.tible with the deployment area visual environment than the

ai " -ýovered igloos. There are no known developed recreation areas
"nr c~r.pgrounds within 0.5 mile of any launch facility.

98 82 COuMMENT: Are the earth-covered igloos to be revegetated? If so,
how long would it take to reestablish vegetation and what plant species
would be used?
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RESPONSE: There are no plans to vegetate the earth-covered igloos
or any other area within the launch facility fencelines for security
reasons. This is presently the case with Minuteman launch facilities.

98 83 COMMENT: Are psychological and fear aspects of nuclear war
generated as a result of Small ICBM activities in the deployment area
discussed?

RESPONSE: See response to document 59, comment 1.

98 84 COMMENT: Page S-21: The DEIS states that "several small wetlands
onbase may be eliminated, but these wetlands are not important
habitats." All wetlands are important to nongame species. The FEIS
should define "important" habitat.

RESPONSE: This has been modified to read "...Several small wetlands
onbase may be eliminated, but these areas do not support major local
populations of wetland species..." As described in more detail in FEIS
Sections 3.8.3.3 and 4.8.2.3, these wetlands are of minor value to
wildlife on a local basis. Their loss is not expected to substantially
alter local wildlife populations. Mitigations for the loss of these
wetlands are discussed in FEIS Sections 4.8.1.4, 4.8.6, and Appendix D.

98 85 COMMENT: Page 3-126, Section 3.8 indicates that deployment "may
affect" listed species. Therefore, Section 7 consultation is required.

RESPONSE: Section 7 consultation was initiated by the Air Force in
February 1987 (FEIS Section 4.8.2.5).

98 86 COMMENT: Page 3-135: The last two paragraphs make no distinction
between various zoological taxa and legal classification.

RESPONSE: Zoological taxa and legal classification were taken into
account during analysis.

98 87 COMMENT: Page 3-141: The ornate box turtle does not occur in
Montana. The sagebrush lizard and prairie lizard are not common in
the area. The sagebrush lizard may be found in limited numbers in the
southeastern portion of the study area. Horned toads are fairly
common, while the prairie lizard does not occur in Montana.

RESPONSE: Changes have been noted for analysis in FEIS
Section 4.8.2.2.

98 88 COMMENT: Pages 3-149 and 151: Habitat description for Preble's
shrew is reversed. The species occurs in dry habitats with moderate to
medium-heavy shrub canopy. Density is low, distribution is wide.

RESPONSE: Biological Abstracts, provided by the Montana National
Heritage Program Indicate that the Preble's shrew occurs In marshes
and along streams. A Guide to Montana Mammals (1968) states that
Preble's shrew is found in dry, sagebrush habitats. Further analysis of
other data sources indicates dry, sagebrush areas are the shrew's
primary habitat. These changes have been incorporated in the analysis
and are reflected in FEIS Section 3.8.3.5.

98 89 COMMENT: Page 4-199: Threatened and Endangered Species section
Indicates field surveys would be conducted during spring and summer
1987 for the bald eagle and grizzly bear. The Montana Department of
Fish, Wildlife and Parks has received no Information on plans, methods
or results of these surveys.
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RESPONSE: General surveys were conducted in April 1987 at 11
launch facilities that were believed to occur in or near threatened and
endangered species habitats. Habitats surrounding these launch
facilities were surveyed out to 1,000 feet. See FEIS Section 4.8.2.5 for
survey results. The Air Force is currently working with the USFWS
and Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks in developing
specific guidelines that will eliminate or substantially minimize any
potential impacts on protected species.

98 90 COMMENT: Page 4-203: The bottom of the page lists an assumed
mitigation as "removal of trees and raptor nests/roosts would be
minimized." How does this relate to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act,
the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, the Endangered Species
Act, and protective sections of state law?

RESPONSE: The Migratory Bird Treaty Act, the Bald and Golden
Eagle Protection Act, and the Endangered Species Act deal with the
removal of trees which are utilized by raptor species for nesting and
roosting activities. FEIS Section 4.8.1.4 has been modified to indicate
that impacts on protected species will not occur or mitigations will be
implemented.

98 91 COMMENT: Page 4-204: First item is not in concert with interagency
recommendations for protection and management of bald eagles. The
DEIS should reference the guidelines and call for development of site-
specific management plans on nesting territories within the zone of
influence.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.8.1.4 (Assumptions and Assumed
Mitigations) has been modified to more clearly reflect compliance with
management guidelines given in the Montana Bald Eagle Management
Plan (1986) and the Interagency Rocky Mountain Front Wildlife
Monitoring/Evaluation Program (1984). Coordination with the USFWS
and the MDFWP will continue.

98 92 COMMENT: A new active bald eagle nest has been located in the
e -ployment area. Location and status was confirmed by the MDFWP
and is in very close proximity to launch facility 1-7, which is missing
from Table 4.8.2-4. An exact location is available from the MDFWP.
The appropriate mitigation measure is development of and adherence
to a site-specific management plan for the Cascade territory.

RESPONSE: The Air Force has entered into consultation with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and other interested agencies to develop
guidelines that will eliminate or significantly reduce any potential
impacts on the bald eagle nest located 1.5 to 2 miles south of launch
facility [-7 and 1.5 to 2 miles south of a bridge on 1-15. The USFWS is
coordinating with the MDFWP on this issue and has indicated that
construction activities at 1-7 or the bridge should not have any adverse
impacts on nesting activities. Data regarding this new active bald
eagle nest have been incorporated into FEIS Section 4.8.2.5 and
Table 4.8.2-4.

98 93 COMMENT: Page C-3: Section 7 consultation has been completed.
The second paragraph calls for development of site-specific plans on
certain bald eagle nest territories to assist recovery of the species.
The MDFWP intends to participate with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service to accomplish these plans and encourage participation by the
Air Force.
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RESPONSE: The Air Force is continuing to work with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and
Parks in developing site-specific guidelines for launch facility 1-7 and a
bridge that are located 1.5 to 2 miles north of a newly discovered bald
eagle nest. Coordination with MDFWP has been started by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service. Their continued interaction is encouraged.

98 94 COMMENT: The rationale for determining level of impact for regional
recreation is questioned. Adding additional use to existing peak
conditions further compounds problems at popular recreation areas.
Recreationists, who are turned away when an area becomes crowded,
incur more than a slight decline in the recreational experience.

RESPONSE: The level of impact criteria for regional recreation has
been adjusted to reflect this concern (FEIS Section 4.5.1.2).

98 95 COMMENT: The DEIS identifies low, not significant impacts on Giant
Springs State Park. Giant Springs now has portions of the season when
its parking lots and picnic facilities are filled to capacity. A large
percentage of the current use of the park is attributable to personnel
from Malmstrom AFB, which is located only 1 mile from the park.
Additional use by an increased population has the potential to affect
this park.

RESPONSE: As a result of additional analysis, the level of impact
rating for Giant Springs State Park has been changed to moderate to
reflect increased use that would occur not only during peak-use
periods, but also during some nonpeak-use periods (FEIS
Section 4.5.2.1).

98 96 COMMENT: DEIS page 2-18: It is suggested that the sentence reading
"Construction is expected to be in compliance with 316" should read
"Construction shall be in compliance with 316."

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 2.8.3 has been revised.

98 97 COMMENT: The DEIS does not identify heavily used fishing areas such
as the Missouri River Recreation Road, Newlan Creek Reservoir, Nilan
Reservoir, Bean Lake, Lake Frances, and Tiber Reservoir.

RESPONSE: The regional recreation discussion has been changed to
include some of these heavily fished locations. The discussion includes
mention of only some of the most heavily used areas (FEIS
Section 3.5.3.1).

98 98 COMMENT: The DEIS incorrectly states that "Hunting... primarily
occurs on National Forest lands..." and that "Big game hunting
primarily occurs on National Forests..." A significant amount of
hunting pressure in the ROI occurs on private land. Recently, an
increasing amount of private land in the ROI is being closed and
hunting rights leased. Additional hunting pressure in the ROI caused
by projected population increases may increase this trend, further
increasing hunting pressure on public lands.

RESPONSE: The regional recreation discussion has been changed to
reflect this (FEIS Section 3.5.3.1).

98 99 COMMENT: The DEIS states that "Increases in visitation can result in
declines In the perceived quality of the recreational experience..."
While this is true, It will also reflect in the success ratio of hunting
and fishing. A drop in success will ultimately be a measurable item and
not merely perceived.
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RESPONSE: The regional recreation discussion has been changed to
reflect this (FEIS Section 4.5.1.2).

98 100 COMMENT: The DEIS appears to have incorrectly assumed that
regional demand and participation in recreation activities will increase
at a rate proportional to population growth. We feel that it is a valid
assumption that construction workers and Malmstrom AFB employees
will increase the proportion of the younger population and have a
greater impact on the ROI's recreation resources than the DEIS
assumption provides.

RESPONSE: This assumption has been removed from the regional
recreation analysis. Program-induced recreation demand is now
calculated using participation rates for various age cohorts and not
participation rates for the overall population (FEIS Section 4.5.1.1).

98 101 COMMENT: Section 4.5.2.1 has not addressed the MDFWP's recreation
management plan for the Smith River and the potential impact that
increased recreation use associated with the Small ICBM program may
have. This increased use may require further management restrictions
to be implemented.

RESPONSE: The regional recreation discussion has been changed to
reflect this (FEIS Section 4.5.2.1).

98 102 COMMENT: Current hunting pressure in the Little Belt Mountains is
resulting in the need for the MDFWP to consider a major change in the
hunting program for this area. Currently, most hunting districts in the
Little Belt Mountain are open for antlered bull elk hunting. Additional
hunting pressure related to the Small ICBM program may cause the
MDFWP to implement special permit hunting in this area. This will
subsequently cause greater hunting pressure in other hunting districts
farther to the west.

RESPONSE: The regional recreation discussion has been changed to
reflect this (FEIS Section 4.5.2.1).

98 103 COMMENT: The DEIS does not address the importance of the Missouri
River Recreation Road to area fishing opportunities. The Missouri
River Recreation Road from Holter Reservoir to Cascade receives
73,000 angler days of use per year, and provides access to the most
heavily fished reach of river per year in Montana. There are
increasing incidents of conflicts among floaters, shore fishermen, and
boaters along this stretch of the Missouri River. Additional fishing
pressure can be expected to compound these problems.

RESPONSE: The regional recreation discussion has been changed to
reflect this (FEIS Section 4.5.2.1).

98 104 COMMENT: The U.S. Air Force is requested to submit copies of any
pertinent field evaluations conducted on state-owned lands regarding
cultural resources, threatened and endangered species, and other
resource information to the Helena Office of the Montana Department
of State Lands for inclusion in the agency's resource files. If cultural
resources are found on state-owned lands, the Department of State
Lands should be contacted immediately to initiate mitigation planning
procedures.

RESPONSE: No surveys have been conducted on state-owned lands so
far. If state lands are involved, copies of evaluation reports will be
provided. If cultural resources are found, the Department of State
Lands will be immediately notified.
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98 105 COMMENT: Concerned that there are inadequacies in the current
resource data bases for management use as well as limitations of the
background research, data synthesis, and organization.

RESPONSE: Available literature suggested by local professionals was
considered in the preparation of the EIS. Additionally, a review copy
of the cultural resources bibliography was provided to the SHPO in
January 1987; no further suggestions resulted from that review.

98 106 COMMENT: The collective summary of site impacts on Figures S7 and
2.0-3 should not portray effects to prehistoric resources as beneficial.

RESPONSE: Although some aspects of the program are beneficial to
prehistoric resources, it is not argued that overall effects are
beneficial. Significant adverse impacts are clearly shown, along with
the beneficial effects, in Figure 810 as solid black dots as well as in
the text.

98 107 COMMENT: There is a need for more contexual information with
which to evaluate historic and Native American resources.

RESPONSE: Contextual information is discussed more fully in the
Cultural Resources EPTR.

98 108 COMMENT: Anticipated impacts on contemporary Native American
religious and cultural sites are based on the results of solicited
responses from local tribes and arbitrarily derived buffer zones
surrounding identified areas of sensitivity.

RESPONSE: The buffers around Native American resources are not
arbit:ary; they represent bonafide concerns elicited during discussions
with ethnographers and recognized Native American religious special-
ists. Field surveys of individual launch facilities conducted after the
publication of the DEIS were accomplished in the presence of a
qualified Native American representative.

98 109 COMMENT: The DEIS does not address visual impacts which may
occur to (historic) sites which retain a high degree of integrity of
setting.

RESPONSE: A consideration of visual impacts has been added to the
FEIS Sections 4.7.1.2 and 4.7.2.2. Significant impacts are not
anticipated because few resources have been identified in close
proximity to affected areas.

98 110 COMMENT: Since all significant sites within the area of program
effects have yet to be identified, contexts which function as the basis
for establishing site values and reflect the National Register of
Historic Places "Criteria of Evaluation" are warranted. This would
provide the foundation for determining how to go about locating
significant sites.

RESPONSE: Contextual information is discussed more fully in the
Cultural Resources EPTR. Procedures for the identification and
evaluation of resources, as well as references to appropriate
regulations and standards, are included in the Cultural Resources
Management Plan, as called for In the revised Programmatic
Agreement (FEIS Appendix B.2).

98 111 COMMENT: Chapter 4.0 of the DEIS relies on CEQ regulations for
consistency in formatting and for estimating anticipated levels and
significance of impacts. For Cultural Resources management planning
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efforts, this approach is largely uninformative and irrelevant.
Chapter 4.0 would be better served by focusing on contextual informa-
tion and National Register criteria.

RESPONSE: Noted. Contextual information is discussed more fully in
the Cultural Resources EPTR.

98 112 COMMENT: Potential mitigation measures identified in Chapter 4.0
(Section 4.7.6) are at best a mixed bag of actions, some of which do
not constitute mitigation, and overall do not convey a systematic and
in-depth consideration of how to reduce the impacts likely to occur.
The Cultural Resources Management Plan mentioned in this section
and the Draft Programmatic Agreement (Appendix B.2) warrant more
discussion since these would appear to be the critical management
documents for pulling together background research, site evaluations,
and mitigation efforts.

RESPONSE: Mitigation measures are more fully addressed in revised
FEIS Section 4.7.6, Appendix D, and the Cultural Resources Manage-
ment Plan (CRMP) called for in the revised Programmatic Agreement
(Appendix B.2). The purpose and scope of the CRMP are elaborated in
FEIS Section 4.7.6.

98 113 COMMENT: Section 6.0 on "Authorizing Actions" addresses only
federal actions. The FEIS must contain a complete identification of
required state and local permits and authorizations.

RESPONSE: It should be noted that the Authorizing Actions section
does detail those state and local requirements made applicable to
federal projects by virtue of Congressional authorizations contained in
various federal statutes, such as the Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act,
etc.

99 1 COMMENT: Page 3-189, Section 3.11.3.3, paragraph 1, line 15 should
read "The City of Great Falls has submitted a plan to the EPA for
attainment of standard" not "redesignation."

RESPONSE: Change incorporated in FEIS Section 3.11.3.3.

99 2 COMMENT: Page 3-189, Section 3.11.3.3, paragraph 1, line 17: 1989
would be the earliest redesignation could be expected.

RESPONSE: Change incorporated in FEIS Section 3.11.3.3.

99 3 COMMENT: Pages 3-191 and 192, Section 3.11.3.3, paragraph 3, and
Table 2.11.3-2: the table and paragraph should state what year or
years these data represent. There have been higher CO 8-hour
averages.

RESPONSE: The table in question is 3.11.3-2, not Table 2.11.3-2 as
mentioned in the comment. Table and text were changed to reflect
the suggested comment. By adding 1986 data, the CO 8-hour average
exceeded the NAAQS. The new table is 3.11.3-1, FEIS
Section 3.11.3.3.

99 4 COMMENT: Section 3.11.3.3, paragraph 5, last sentence: EPA is
uncertain that "...no state or federal ambient air standards will be
violated" - with or without this program.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 3.11.3.3 has been revised in response to this
comment.
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99 5 COMMENT: PM1 0 standards replaced TSP primary and secondary
standards on 7/31/87. Analysis should address the latest standards.

RESPONSE: PM1 standards an- PM 1 0 monitoring data were included
in FEIS Table 3.11.3.1. TSP discussion and monitoring data were
retained in the text at the suggestion of EPA Region VIII, Montana
Office. PM1 0 analysis is addressed in FEIS Section 4.11.?. TSP LOI
definitions were changed to reflect PM1 0 (FEIS Section 4.11.1.2).

99 6 COMMENT: CO monitor on 10th Avenue South will be relocated
closer to the street this fall per EPA siting criteria. This could result
in higher readings despite automobile replacement. CO discussions in
Sections 3 and 4 assume attainment. EPA is uncertain about this
conclusion.

RESPONSE: Relocating the state's CO monitor on 10th Avenue South
closer to the street may result in higher CO concentrations during
peak traffic periods. The relocation of the monitor is not expected to
result in increased violations of the CO NAAQS from this program
since the violations have historically occurred during periods of lowest
traffic and appear to be primarily the result of atmospheric conditions
and CO emitted from sources other than vehicular exhaust. The other
sources include wood-burning stoves for space heating. Details are
described in FEIS Section 3.11.3.3.

99 7 COMMENT: Define routine maintenance relative to potential impacts.

RESPONSE: The term "routine maintenance" was used for mainte-
nance which would be scheduled at Malmstrom AFB approximately
once a year. It has been changed to "major maintenance" since some
maintenance would occur at the launch facilities also.

99 8 COMMENT: Chapter 2.0 oversimplifies impacts and does not provide
site-specific impacts, factual criteria and ratings, definitions of
magnitude and significance of impacts, and data sources.

RESPONSE: Chapter 2.0 has been revised in the FEIS to reflect the
identification of proposed sets of launch facilities for the Proposed
Action and alternatives. Extreme site-level impacts, as well as the
range of impacts expected for each alternative, are discussed in this
section. Further details on site-specific impacts, factual criteria and
ratings, definitions of magnitude and significance of impacts, and data
sources are provided in FEIS Chapter 4.0.

99 9 COMMENT: DEIS page 3-171, Section 3.10.2.1, paragraph 4: The use
of an arbitrary area within 1,000 feet of the T/E route system or
expansion areas of the launch facilities for the ROI for soil erosion
ignores the factors of slope or terrain which would be locally
significant.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 3.10.2.1 describes the Region of Influence
for which baseline conditions were characterized. For Soil Erosion,
program impacts are expected to occur within 1,000 feet of the T/E
route, consequently, the erosional characteristics (e.g., inherent
erodibility, general land slope, probable maximum length of slope) of
soils within that 1,000-foot area were compiled and used in the Impact
analyses presented in FEIS Section 4.10.2.3. Terrain conditions such as
slope and length of slope were used in the impact analyses. Further
site-specific terrain data will be used in the development of erosion
control plans for all construction sites. These plans will present the
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specific erosion control actions needed at a construction site based on
the local terrain conditions, soil type, and the nature of the
construction activity (FEIS Section 4.10.2.3 and Appendix D).

99 10 COMMENT: Page 3-174, Section 3.10.2.4: What are the effects on
vegetation?

RESPONSE: Effects on vegetation are discussed in FEIS
Section 4.8.2.1.

99 11 COMMENT: Page 3-171, Section 3.10.2.1, paragraph 4: The
relationship of erodible soils and terrain characteristics to sensitive
aquatic environments should be addressed in this section.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 3.10.2.1 describes the general analysis
methodology used in compiling soil erosion baseline data. Program
impacts for soil erosion are discussed in FEIS Section 4.10.2.3 and for
aquatic habitats in FEIS Section 4.8.2.3.

99 12 COMMENT: Page 4-1, Section 4.0, paragraph 3: In addition to
construction impacts, site impacts also include operations impacts
from road and facility use such as crew changes, maintenance, and
supply traffic.

RESPONSE: Text in FEIS Section 4.0 has been revised in response to
this comment.

99 13 COMMENT: Assumptions used in determining the fuel use associated
with the operations aspects of the program are lacking.

RESPONSE: Fuel consumption associated with the operations aspects
of the program are found in FEIS Table 1.5.2-2. Assumptions used in
the calculations have been included in FEIS Section 4.2.1.4.

99 14 COMMENT: Do the impacts assessed in Chapter 4.0 include the
anticipated base increases expressed in Chapter 3.0?

RESPONSE: The impacts in FEIS Chapter 4.0 do include the
anticipated base increases (KC-135R Air Refueling Wing) expressed in
FEIS Chapter 3.0.

99 15 COMMENT: A discussion of the water, wastewater, and waste (solid
and hazardous) impacts and mitigations for the launch control
facilities and launch facilities should be included in the appropriate
sections of the Utilities resource.

RESPONSE: As noted in FEIS Table 1.3.2-1, potable water and
wastewater will be removed from the launch facilities under contract
with commercial haulers. At this time, it is not possible to identify
the source of potable water supplies or the wastewater treatment
facilities that will receive the sewage. It is anticipated that these
contracts will contain clauses that specify standards of service. Solid
and hazardous wastes will be returned to Malmstrom AFB for proper
disposal and have been incorporated into the onbase analysis. No
changes are programmed at the launch control facilities.

99 16 COMMENT: The DEIS notes that the projected maximum day use in
the City of Conrad could exceed the treatment capacity of the
existing sewage lagoons and lead to a violation of the city's
wastewater discharge permit.
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RESPONSE: After reviewing additional wastewater flow data, per
capita values and peaking factors have been revised. In 1993, average
day use will equal 60 percent of capacity while maximum day use will
equal 75 percent of capacity (FEIS Section 4.2.2.2).

99 17 COMMENT: Are fuels currently stored at the launch facilities and will
storage capacity be altered? Has a plan been prepared to address
transport of fuel and waste products?

RESPONSE: Launch facilities at Malmstrom AFB have a storage
capacity that ranges from about 1,800 to 11,100 gallons. The use of
these storage tanks is currently under consideration. The base's Spill
Prevention and Response Plan outlines procedures to be instituted in
case of a spill at a launch facility. The plan will be updated in
response to the transport and handling of fuel and wastes associated
with the Small ICBM program (FEIS Sections 3.2.3.3 and 4.2.1.4).

99 18 COMMENT: FEIS Section 4.2.3.1 as well as other Utility sections
discussing Alternative 3, should identify the impacts of the 200 launch
facilities chosen.

RESPONSE: As noted in the text, the impacts associated with
Alternative 3 are virtually identical to those identified for the
Proposed Action. The utility system impacts associated with the use
of all 200 launch facilities have been identified for the relevant
utilities such as electricity and fuel.

99 19 COMMENT: Is there a contingency plan to provide for emergency
vehicles to bypass HML convoys on congested secondary highways or
T/E routes?

RESPONSE: Yes, there will be a contingency plan to provide access
for emergency vehicles to bypass HML transporter convoys. A Federal
Marshall will direct traffic and accommodate emergency vehicles
throughout the movement of the HML transporter convoys on T/E
routes (FEIS Section 4.3.2.1).

99 20 COMMENT: Were requirements for additional road maintenance due
to increased use of heavy vehicles included in these evaluations?

RESPONSE: Preliminary evaluation indicates that a need for more
maintenance work would be required. The final determination would
be made as the result of the Defense Access Road needs program.

99 21 COMMENT: In addition to the additive impact of the Peacekeeper in
Rail Garrison, cumulative impacts to T/E routes which service more
than one HML and variation in the range of local impacts were not
addressed.

RESPONSE: The DEIS addressed impacts at multiple sites. No
additive impacts from disturbances were identified. The text of FEIS
Chapter 4.0 (Sections 4.8.1, 4.8.2, and 4.8.3) has been revised to
emphasize this analysis of "cumulative" additive impacts of multiple
sites.

99 22 COMMENT: Define "meaningful adverse consequences."

RESPONSE: The use of "meaningful adverse consequences" was
intended to refer to changes that would alter population levels or
habitat carrying capacity. For clarification, these words were
replaced by ". . . noticeable, but no consequences are expected that
would alter the overall condition of populations and habitats and the
Integrity of ecological systems" (FEIS Seciton 4.8.1.2).
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99 23 COMMENT: Page 4-203, Section 4.2.1.4: Wetland areas destroyed or
significantly affected by construction should be replaced or
remediated under an approved program.

RESPONSE: Wetland loss is expected to be minor. FEIS Section 4.8.1.4
has been modified to address the loss of wetland habitats and their
replacement (also see FEIS Appendix D).

99 24 COMMENT: A comprehensive plan should be developed which
specifically states the measures which will be implemented to monitor
and mitigate noise during the operations phase as well as construction.

RESPONSE: The operation as well as construction noise impacts from
the program will not be significant. This was demonstrated in FEIS
Section 4.12.2 using various modeling techniques. As such, no
monitoring plan or mitigation is suggested for the program.

99 25 COMMENT: A comprehensive plan should be developed which
specifically states the measures which will be implemented to monitor
and mitigate sediment runoff into waterbodies during the operations
phase as well as construction.

RESPONSE: Mitigation and monitoring plans are addressed in FEIS
Sections 4.8.1.4, 4.8.6, and Appendix D.

99 26 COMMENT: A comprehensive plan should be developed which
specifically states the measures which will be implemented to monitor
and mitigate dust during the operations phase as well as construction.

RESPONSE: The operation as well as construction-related dust
impacts from the program will not be significant or violate any
standards. This was demonstrated in FEIS Section 4.11.2 using various
modeling techniques recommended by EPA. As such, no monitoring
plan is suggested for the program. Standard dust-suppression
measures, such as watering will be used by the construction
contractors during land clearance activities.

99 27 COMMENT: The soil stabilization program should be specified or
referenced and should include the specific techniques under
consideration.

RESPONSE: Road and bridge upgrading along T/E routes will be
conducted by the appropriate state and/or county agencies or their
designated contractors. These agencies will develop revegetation and
soil stabilization plans for reclamation of these disturbed sites. The
Air Force will be responsible for the development, implementation,
and monitoring of reclamation programs in accordance with COE
practices for environmental protection for disturbed areas at access
roads, launch facilities, and the HML vehicle operations training area
onbase. These plans will provide for soil erosion control and
revegetation. Specific methods of reclamation (e.g., mixtures,
methods of application, fertilization, mulching, and monitoring) will be
specified when the plans are developed (FEIS Section 4.8.1.4).

99 28 COMMENT: Where removal of trees or raptor nests is unavoidable,
suitable replacements might be provided at the nearest appropriate
location to the original site.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.8.1.4 has been modified in response to this
comment.
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99 29 COMMENT: Variation in the traffic loads and resulting noise on T/E
routes that serve multiple facilities has not been addressed.

RESPONSE: Variation in traffic loads and resulting noise on T/E
routes that serve multiple facilities have been addressed in FEIS
Section 4.12.2. The potential for noise impacts from traffic increases
Is considered negligible.

99 30 COMMENT: Variation in the traffic loads and resulting dust on T/E
routes that serve multiple facilities has not been addressed.

RESPONSE: Fugitive dust emissions from vehicular activity during the
operations phase in the deployment area have been assessed. Dust
emissions have been calculated for vehicle travel on concrete, asphalt,
gravel, and dirt roads in support of the operations phase. The results
of the analysis have been discussed in FEIS Section 4.11.2.

99 31 COMMENT: Page 4-206, sentence 2: "Disturbance to vegetation in
the deployment area during the operations phase is expected to be
minimal." Will this be monitored in some fashion to document this
statement?

RESPONSE: No off-road activities will occur in the deployment area
during the operations phase of the program. Therefore, there will be
no disturbance of vegetation in the deployment area during operations
(the text has been revised in FEIS Section 4.8.2.1 to clarify this
point). There is no need to monitor for impacts that will not occur. A
monitoring program will be developed to determine the effectiveness
of vegetation reclamation and noxious weed control programs.

99 32 COMMENT: Page 4-206, paragraph 3: How will disturbances of
forested or riparian areas be minimized? Cumulative effects to the
local ecosystem from multiole launch sites in the same area should be
addressed. The environmental criteria, including minimizing impacts
on local ecosystems, should be considered during identification of
actual launch sites under all alternatives except Alternative 3. The
additional traffic and operations disturbances which would result from
multiple HML sites within the same zoned area of influence should be
addressed. Specific revegetation plans should be developed which
include an estimate for the recovery time frame for the various
categories of vegetation which may be disturbed.

RESPONSE: Disturbances of forested or riparian areas will be
minimized through judicious siting of facilities and reclamation of
disturbed sites. Specific reclamation plans will be developed as
addressed in document 54, comment 1. Although no additive effects
from disturbances at multiple sites were identified, the launch facility
identification process did account for environmental sensitivity and all
probable impacts. These concerns and potential impacts from traffic
and operations are discussed in greater detail in FEIS Section 4.8.

99 33 COMMENT: The trend in this EIS to "average" the impacts over the
entire Region of Influence for each alternative tends to mask the
significance of Impacts to local environments. It Is obvious that
numerous specific factors were utilized to reach these general
conclusions. This fact, coupled with the efficient use of the
Geographic Information System (GIS), should produce a range of
specific rating factors which would be displayed to accurately
represent the variation on "local" impact under each alternative. A
matrix system could be developed to help assess the impacts at
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individual sites and the additive effects of various combinations of
sites when related to sensitive environmental features in a specific
area. This approach could provide a more realistic basis for evaluating
the relative impacts from various launch site configurations under all
alternatives.

RESPONSE: Descriptions of biological resources at each launch
facility are presented in FEIS Appendix A. Site-specific impacts to
biological resources at launch facilities are presented in FEIS
Table 4.0-1. Site-specific impacts along T/E routes are summarized on
a county basis in FEIS Table 2.0-3. These specific impacts are
discussed in FEIS Section 4.8.2. The rating of overall impacts in FEIS
Section 4.8.2 is not an attempt to average impacts, rather it addresses
the potential multiple effects that would occur from this program.
References to the deployment areas or the greater Region of Influence
describe the context of these impacts. Impacts on biological resources
at launch facilities would be small, isolated, and dispersed over time.
Therefore, local variation of impacts because of effects from multiple
sites would not occur and were not dealt with using a GIS.

99 34 COMMENT: Page 4-223, Section 4.8.6, paragraph 1: This paragraph
suggests that the mitigation of impacts on biological resources from
this program me be the responsibility of "other" agencies. Sentence 4
which states that "the Air Force would encourage implementation of
these measures through environmental awareness and other programs"
is misleading. I suggests that actual mitigating measures would not
be undertaken by the Air Force. The roles and responsibilities of the
Air Force, as well as the other agencies, should be more clearly stated.

RESPONSE: The role of the Air Force and other agencies has been
clarified in FEIS Sections 4.8.1.4 and 4.8.6. Further details are
provided in FEIS Appendix D.

99 35 COMMENT: Page 4-224, Section 4.8.7: The ability of biological
communities to recover to a "state approximating pre-disturbance
conditions once the disturbance ends" is dependent to a large degree on
the extent of the "disturbance" and the quality of the commitment to a
mitigation program during the life of the operation. This discussion
should reflect that fact.

RESPONSE: The extent of disturbance to biological communities was
considered when potential impacts and recovery potentials were
evaluated and are discussed in FEIS Sections 4.8.2 and 4.8.3. The level
of potential impact and existing conditions are summarized in
Section 4.8.7. Sections 4.8.1.4 and 4.8.2 have been revised in the FEIS.
FEIS Appendix D has been added to further clarify the mitigations
program.

99 36 COMMENT: Page 4-255, Section 4.9: It is unclear how the water use
rates for construction discussed in this section relate to the discussion
in Section 4.2 on potable water treatment and distribution. Are the
rates discussed here in addition to those covered in the previous
section or is this section redundant to some extent? Comparison of
water use rate change for the overall program would be clearer if the
discussion was limited to one selection and the same units were
consistently applied.

RESPONSE: The discussion of water use in FEIS Section 4.9 (Water
Resources) covers all water use within the Region of Influence,
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including that of the municipal water supply utilities discussed in
Section 4.2 (Utilities). To the extent that the water use and
wastewater discharges of the individual towns are discussed in FEIS
Section 4.9, the numbers are equivalent to those cited in Section 4.2.
The discussion in FEIS Section 4.2 covers the program impacts on
individual utility systems. The units used in that section, such as gpm
and MGD, are appropriate in discussing instantaneous flows and the
capability of the water and wastewater utilities to handle the
additional demands of the program. The discussion in FEIS Section 4.9
deals in part with total water use and wastewater impacts at a local
and regional level. The units used (acre-ft and acre-ft/yr) are
conventional to this type of discussion.

99 37 COMMENT: Page 4-225, Section 4.9: The effects on the total water
resource from drawdown of local surface water or groundwater
resources are appropriate to discuss in conjunction with water quality
issues.

RESPONSE: The amount of water diverted to support program needs
is a relatively minor fraction of the available water resource base in
all cases. The overall water quality effects of these withdrawals are
also expected to be low and not significant (FEIS Sections 4.9.2.2
and 4.9.2.3).

99 38 COMMENT: Page 4-226, paragraph 2: The use of the current State
Stream Classification system as a guideline to identify sensitivity of a
particular stream to water quality degradation is useful. However,
revision of the State Classification for some streams in Montana is
currently planned. It is not apparent from the text if the State Water
Quality Bureau was consulted regarding this possible reclassification of
any stream within the program area.

RESPONSE: The Montana Water Quality Bureau is conducting its
triannual review of the current water quality classification of all
streams in the state (FEIS Section 3.9.3.1). The process will not be
completed until early 1988, well after the issuance of this FEIS. Since
no official decisions regarding reclassification have been made, it was
felt to be most prudent to conduct the analysis using the current state
classifications.

99 39 COMMENT: What data were used to analyze the major groundwater
sources?

RESPONSE: Several general sources of groundwater data for the ROI
are now mentioned and may be found in FEIS Section ' 9.1.1.

99 40 COMMENT: Define "to the extent reasonable and practicable." Best
Management Practices should be designed and implemented to meet all
applicable federal, state, and local standards. The wording here
implies that depending on the interpretation of "reasonable and
practicable," these standards might not be met. We would not
necessarily agree with that position and suggest that the statement be
reworded to reflect a commitment to full compliance with all federal,
state, and local standards.

RESPONSE: The Air Force will adhere to all federal legislation and
executive orders requiring compliance with state, county, and local
regulations. In addition, the Air Force will cooperate with the
agencies and will implement applicable construction standards and
environmental restrictions.
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93 41 COMMENT: Section 4.2 indicated that maximum day use levels could
exceed the treatment capacity and cause a reduction in the 90-day
retention period. The statement made on page 4-236, paragraph 1
should be reevaluated in light of this possibility.

RESPONSE: The statement in FEIS Section 4.9.2.2 to the effect that
Conrad has adequate capacity to treat program-induced wastewater
effluent and would meet discharge standards is correct. FEIS
Section 4.2.2.2 in the Utilities resource has been revised to reflect this
fact (see related document 99, comment 16).

99 42 COMMENT: What is the total volume of additional wastewater for the
HML launch sites and what are the time frames for delivery to specific
municipalities. The effects of this increase on the local wastewater
treatment facility should be addressed regardless of the contractual
nature of the disposal methods.

RESPONSE: The total annual wastewater generated at the HML
enclosures is now listed for the Proposed Action and alternatives. It is
relatively small, varying from about 0.01 to 0.03 MGD (12 to
29 acre-ft/yr). Disposal of this was;tewater will be accomplished by
private contractor(s). At present, it is not known which specific
wastewater treatment plants would be utilized to receive and treat the
effluent or exactly when they would begin receiving it. But, it is likely
that only those treatment plants with excess available capacity would
agree to receive the effluent that is trucked away from the HML
enclosures. The water quality impacts from disposal of this effluent
should, therefore, be minor as indicated in the text (FEIS
Sections 4.9.2.2 and 4.9.3.2).

99 43 COMMENT: What methodology was used to analyze the "quantities of
sediment delivered to the streams during the recovery period?"

RESPONSE: Potential upland erosion resulting from land-disturbing
activities was determined by application of the Universal Soil Loss
Equation, discussed in FEIS Section 3.10.2.4. This amount was
multiplied by a sediment delivery ratio to calculate the quantities of
sediment delivered to the streams. FEIS Section 4.9.1.1 has been
revised to reflect this methodology and Section 4.9.3.2 has been
supplemented with a basinwide sedimentation analysis which includes a
scenario that depicts the maximum potential program-induced
sedimentation impacts.

99 44 COMMENT: Mitigations to alleviate potential saline seep problems
were not addressed.

RESPONSE: A mitigation measure appropriate to reducing impacts on
saline seeps has been added to FEIS Section 4.9.6.

99 45 COMMENT: Page 263, Section 4.10.2.3: This section should address
specific sensitive areas and the volume of traffic relative to the
number of HMLs/site or sites/local impact area.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.10.2.3 describes the potential impacts of
program-induced ground disturbance on soil erosion rates and how
those rates compare to maximum tolerable soil losses defined by the
U.S. Soil Conservation Service. The impacts of program-induced soil
erosion at specific construction locations in the deployment area are
discussed in FEIS Section 4.10.2.3. Potential impacts at individual
launch facilities, along T/E routes, and at bridges are discussed in FEIS
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Section 4.10.2.3. The influence of the induced soil loss on biological
resources is presented in FEIS Section 4.8, with the potential impacts
on water resources considered in Section 4.9. Impacts from dust
generated by construction vehicles traveling over unimproved roads in
the deployment area are discussed in FEIS Section 4.11.

99 46 COMMENT: Will the HMLs be exercised within the launch facility
sites? What is the nature of maintenance activities at the launch
sites?

RESPONSE: The HMLs will be periodically started and moved within
the launch facility sites. Except for major maintenance at Malmstrom
AFB, they would remain at the launch facilities until ordered to
disperse (FEIS Section 1.3.2). Only minimal service and all feasible
HML repairs would be performed at the launch facilities.

99 47 COMMENT: DEIS Table 1.3.2-1 implies linear relationship to road
use. Any number and combination of vehicles could be using the same
T/E route simultaneously. These are not addressed in the EIS.

RESPONSE: The impact of operations vehicles using T/E routes was
assessed based on routes taken in traveling to the launch facilities
identified for the Proposed Action and its alternatives and on the
frequency of trips required. The assessment was also made on the
assumption that all trips from the base would occur at the same time,
that is, during the peak hour, to determine the critical effect (FEIS
Section 4.3.2.1).

99 48 COMMENT: How will T/E roads be kept open in the winter? Who is
responsible for maintaining the roads in winter?

RESPONSE: The local agencies presently responsible for the
maintenance of the roads would continue to be responsible. The Air
Force will pay the local agencies for any extraordinary work, including
snow removal required to support the program.

99 49 COMMENT: What is the nature of exercise activities at the training
area at Malmstrom AFB? Has the volume and nature of year-round
activities been assessed in terms of dust?

RESPONSE: The training activities at Malmstrom AFB include HML
movement on the southeast side of the base on gravel and dirt roads.
The dust results of the analysis are shown in FEIS Section 4.11.2.

99 50 COMMENT: Has the volume and nature of year-round exercise
activities been assessed in terms of noise?

RESPONSE: Noise analysis showed negligible impacts as discussed in
FEIS Section 4.12.2.

99 51 COMMENT: Selecting facilities that may impact Class 1 streams or
wetlands should be avoided.

RESPONSE: Impacts on streams or wetlands at launch facilities and
along T/E routes were considered in the development of the proposed
set. No major impacts on streams are expected to occur from road or
bridge construction. Potential impacts on habitats such as prairie
potholes at launch facilities are discussed in FEIS Sections 4.8.1.4
and 4.8.2.3.

99 52 COMMENT: Water quality issues discussed in Section 4.9 should
include specific data like the existing water quality for streams and
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groundwater resources within the potential impact area. Methods of
analyses should be presented or referenced for all parameters, not just
turbidity.

RESPONSE: The diffused nature of the proposed program involves
limited construction at hundreds of sites in a large (8,500 sq mi)
deployment area. The most appropriate level of water quality
characer;.zation is therefore at the stream basin level. A site-specific
assessment has been carried out at those locations where construction
or cperitions of the program is likely to have substantial water quality
effects. The principal cause of water quality degradation resulting
from program activities is sedimentation. Therefore, the study
emphasized the analysis on turbidity and suspended solids. It was
concluded that these parameters would not increase substantially and
that water quality would not be significantly degraded as a result.
Therefore, other associated water quality parameters (such as
temperature, dissolved oxygen, ammonia, and nitrates) were not
analyzed in detail.

99 53 COMMENT: Specific examples of proposed mitigation techniques
should be provided and the estimates of time frames for the recovery
periods associated with revegetation or similar techniques should be
listed.

RESPONSE: FEIS Section 4.9 and Appendix D contain sufficient detail
with regard to mitigation effectiveness to allow the decision-maker to
choose among the potential water resource mitigation measures.
Specific application of the mitigation measures will occur after their
adoption as outlined in the Record of Decision. The adopted
mitigations will then be incorporated into the design of specific
program features (see response to document 99, comment 27). As
stated in FEIS Section 4.9.2.2, recovery of disturbed areas, followed by
decline of local sedimentation to background levels, should occur
within about 1 year following construction completion.

99 54 COMMENT: A monitoring plan to assess water quality parameters
during construction operations should be developed as appropriate. A
monitoring plan to assess revegetation success should also be provided.

RESPONSE: Analysis in FEIS Section 4.9 indicates that water quality
impacts of the program will be generally localized and of short
duration. A water quality monitoring program does not appear
justified nor is one usually established for programs of this type which
involve limited land disturbance at any particular location. Where
revegetation is employed, the site will be monitored for a period
sufficient to assure successful reestablishment of the vegetation.

100 1 COMMENT: Commentor favors the No Action Alternative. If the Air
Force does not accept the No Action Alternative, commentor suggests
that the DEIS needs to be redone and resubmitted to the public and
Congress.

RESPONSE: Noted.

100 2 COMMENT: Case I in the safety section addresses the probability of a
fuel truck colliding with the HML on a Montana highway. Did this
consider all the extra traffic that is likely to be on the road in an alert
situation as eastern Montanans race towards the safety of the
mountains?

RESPONSE: See response to document 74, comment 1.
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100 3 COMMENT: The nuclear dispersion model used in the safety section
says aerosolization of 1 percent of the available plutonium is a worst
case. Why would aerosolization of 100 percent of the plutonium not be
the worst case?

RESPONSE: In order to aerosolize 100 percent of the available
plutonium, the fuel fire would have to continue unabated for over
33 hours. The available fuel could burn for not more than 20 minutes
assuming no fire control measures are taken. Based on studies done by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories, the British Atomic
Weapons Research Establishment and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission; the maximum amount of the available plutonium
aerosolized by a 45-minute burn would be less than 1 percent (FEIS
Section 5.3.2).

100 4 COMMENT: A 4.5 mph wind speed was used in the nuclear dispersion
model. Since Montana winds often blow in excess of 30 mph, why was
a higher wind not used to illustrate a worst case scenario?

RESPONSE: Model runs were made using higher and lower wind speeds
and 4.5 mph was found to have the most severe environmental
consequences. As the wind increases beyond 4.5 mph, the radioactive
particles are dispersed over an increasingly larger area; therefore, the
resulting radiation levels become even smaller as the wind increases
(FEIS Sectioa 5.4.1.1).

100 COMMENT: Since the half-life of PU-239 is 24,000 years, why were
the long-term effects (past 30 years) of a nuclear accident not
discussed?

RESPONSE: Long-duration environmental effects on Montana of a
nuclear mishap were not considered significant since the Air Force
would be required to clean up all contaminated areas in the vicinity of
the mishap. Using approved DOE and EPA procedures, contaminated
materials would be removed to an approved nuclear waste storage
facility.

100 6 COMMENT: What will it cost to produce the entire EIS?

RESPONSE: The entire EIS process is estimated to cost between $8
and $9 million.

100 7 COMMENT: Who owns Tetra Tech, Inc.?

RESPONSE: Tetra Tech, Inc. is a subsidiary of Honeywell, Inc. Tetra
Tech is a major consulting firm with over 2 decades of experience in
environmental and engineering programs for both the U.S. government
and civilian-sector clients.

100 8 COMMENT: Why didn't the Air Force use Montana residents or
contractors to prepare the DEIS?

RESPONSE: Contracts with the Air Force are awarded through a
federally mandated contracting process that is designed to ensure that
the federal government meets Its requirements for the program in
addition to encouraging a competitive selection process. Tetra Tech
was selected from a number of qualified firms competing In this
process. The contractor was selected prior to the President's decision
of December 1986 to deploy in Montana. Both the Air Force and Tetra
Tech recognize the benefit of using local expertise. Tetra Tech has,
therefore, established an office in Great Falls and has used several
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local firms and specialists as subcontractors, including Historical
Research Associates (HRA), WESTECH, Montana National Heritage
Program, Morrison-Knudsen Engineers, Inc., and the firm of
Ethnoscience.

101 1 COMMENT: Written testimony from the Governor's office on the
preparation of the Small ICBM DEIS.

RESPONSE: Noted.

102 1 COMMENT: Is the Small ICBM an offensive or defensive weapon and
should we go through the expense of deploying the weapon?

RESPONSE: See response to document 7, comment 3.

103 1 COMMENT: Are psychological and fear aspects of nuclear war
generated as a result of Small ICBM activities in the deployment area
discussed?

RESPONSE: See response to document 59, comment 1.

103 2 COMMENT: What curriculum are being developed and implemented by
the affected school districts to educate all the children about their
unique situation?

RESPONSE: The school district curriculum is a local decision made by
the school administrators and governing boards and would not fall
within the scope of an EIS (FEIS Section 4.1.3.4).

103 3 COMMENT: What happens in the event of an accidental or intentional
launch?

RESPONSE: See response to document 76, comment 1.

103 4 COMMENT: Will deployment of the Small ICBM affect tourism in
Montana?

RESPONSE: See response to document 67, comment 2.

104 1 COMMENT: How accurate was the Air Force in estimating the
enrollment number of students in Wyoming when the Peacekeeper was
deployed?

RESPONSE: The FEIS for the Peacekeeper in Minuteman Silos
program in Wyoming cited a projected peak student enrollment of 622
students for Laramie County School District No. 1 (LCSD No. 1) with
an additional 180 students projected for other counties in the ROI.
The actual Peacekeeper-related LCSD No. 1 enrollment was around
400 in 1986, partly because of the economic slowdown in the energy
sector.

104 2 COMMENT: How is the money provided during the period when there
is a "lag" due to shortfall in local government financing? If money is
borrowed from some other source, what about the interest it would
have gained had it stayed in a particular account. Will the FEIS
address such material?

RESPONSE: Current expenses of local governments are generally
funded by existing cash accounts or through short-term borrowing. As
revenues accumulate over an accounting period, the cash accounts of
the jurisdiction are restored to their original levels and/or the short-
term debt is retired. In the case where Insufficient revenues are
accumulated over the accounting period, the cash balance of a
jurisdiction (for that accounting period) Is reduced by the amount of
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the shortfall. These deficits are generally made up in the ensuing
fiscal year by increasing the local mill levy, raising other rates (such
as fines, fees, charges for services) or other similar revenue-
generating mechanisms. Cash held by a jurisdiction is often held in
interest-bearing accounts. As these monies are used, the jurisdiction
will, in fact, suffer lost interest revenue. The effects of revenue
shortfalls to the local governments in the Great Falls area have been
identified as significant impacts in FEIS Section 4.1.2.6.

104 3 COMMENT: Are the public hearings responsive to citizens' concerns?

RESPONSE: See response to document 93, comment 2.

104 4 COMMENT: Does Congress consider EIS results in determining
whether to fund such a project?

RESPONSE: The FEIS has been accomplished at the d'rection of the
Congress in accordance with regulations of the President's Council on
Environmental Quality. The primary purpose for preparing an EIS is to
identify the environmental consequences of the Proposed Action and
alternatives, thus alerting the agency decision-maker, the public, and
ultimately the Congress and the President to the environmental
effects involved. This document is only one tool to aid the Congress
and the President on actions such as funding for a project.

104 5 COMMENT: Montanans voted against deployment of any more nuclear
missiles in Montana. Is this being considered by Congress?

RESPONSE: See response to document 46, comment 1.

104 6 COMMENT: Concerned about severe impacts on the Great Falls
Public Schools system due to the Small ICBM. Impacts include building
of an elementary school, reopening of schools, staffing, boundary
changes, and busing. These options are too costly.

RESPONSE: When the Air Force decides which deployment alternative
will be implemented a record of decision will be prepared which will
state what specific mitigation measures will be adopted. An
Intergovernmental Small ICBM Working Group comprised of
representatives from city government, county commissioners, state
agencies, officials from Malmstrom AFB, and other U.S. Air Force
officials has been established to provide a coordinated
intergovernmental approach to the exchange of resource information
pertinent to the proposed Small ICBM program in Montana and to
consider what specific mitigation measures will be adopted.

105 1 COMMENT: Concerned about the conclusion that impacts on
deployment area roads would be low and not significant.

RESPONSE: Long-duration impacts on deployment area roads have
been revised to low and significant (FEIS Section 4.3.2.1).

105 2 COMMENT: Pract!ce driving and deployment onbase appears
impractical for reliability of the HML and skill of the crew. What is
your confidence level in crew reliability?

RESPONSE: The Air Force has great confidence in crew reliability.
The HML vehicle operations training area at Malmstrom AFB would
duplicate field conditions. It will be used daily, under all weather
conditions, in both daylight and darkness. As many as six training
vehicles may be operated at the same time. The vehicles would
operate on a variety of surfaces and terrains, and would achieve speeds
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up to 50 miles per hour on a training track. An off-road area would be
used for HML emplacements (the "digging-in" operation by which
HMLs harden against attack). The training area may be used
approximately 240 days per year. In addition, the HML vehicle
operations training area may be used for road testing following routine
HML maintenance.

105 3 COMMENT: What reassurances can you give that the HMLs will not
move from launch facilities more than once annually?

RESPONSE: The Air Force prefers to leave the HMLs in place as long
as possible. It is not expected that all HMLs would require major
maintenance even once a year. It is an average value based on
engineering judgment.

105 4 COMMENT: What is the configuration of the transporter? If the axle
load is above 18,000 pounds, what will be the impacts on the roads?

RESPONSE: The HML will be transported in such a manner as to
ensure that the loading on each axle is below 18,000 pounds, will meet
state standards, and will not cause additional impacts on roads.

105 5 COMMENT: How often will the HML be moved in and out of its
protective shelter for maintenance. What will be the noise impact of
the large 1,200-horsepower engines running? Where does the HML
engine sit on your decibel levels cited on page 3-202. HML engine
noise not adequately discussed.

RESPONSE: As a part of the maintenance program, the HML will be
moved in and out of its protective enclosure periodically. Major
maintenance will be performed at the Integrated Maintenance
Complex, an enclosed onbase facility. The CV12-1200 engine at full
power (2,300 RPM) will have an 85 dBA noise level at a distance of
50 feet. Noise will be reduced considerably when engines are placed
into the vehicles because of various noise reduction techniques. The
HML engine noise is less than a freight train noise of 95 dBA at 50 feet
and motorcycle noise of 106 dBA at 50 feet.

105 6 COMMENT: The Small ICBM has recently been increased from
30,000 to 37,000 pounds to accommodate penetration aids and/or
possibly a second warhead. Have you considered the impact of a
second warhead?

RESPONSE: The Congress has directed deployment of a single
warhead missile weighing approximately 37,000 pounds and this was
used in the analysis. Environmental impacts of the peacetime
operation are independent of the number of warheads or penetration
aids and are not analyzed in this EIS.

106 1 COMMENT: Does the term "aggregate" include sand and gravel?

RESPONSE: The term "aggregate" as well as the aggregate numbers
shown in FEIS Figure 4.10.2-3 and Table 4.10.2-1 include sand and
gravel which will be used to produce concrete for road surfacing and
construction activities.

106 2 COMMENT: Has a requirement for riprap been determined?

RESPONSE: No. The need for riprap (heavy, irregular rocks used to
stabilize slopes along roads and embankments) during program
construction activities has not been determined. The numbers shown
in FEIS Figure 4.10.2-3 and Table 4.10.2-1 do not include material
requirements for riprap.
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106 3 COMMENT: During initial scoping, 4.5 million tons of material were
required for the program. In the DEIS, only approximately 3.0 million
tons of material were identified. What dropped the requiremernts by
1.5 million tons and what is the margin of error on the 3.0 million ton
estimate?

RESPONSE: The difference in required aggregate is the result of the
ongoing analysis which reduced the number of miles of T/E routes that
would need to be upgraded to accommodate the Small ICBM system in
Montana.

106 4 COMMENT: After deployment won't there be an increase in baseline
demand for road and site maintenance? If so, do you have an estimate?

RESPONSE: The Air Force has identified its requirements and is
working with federal, state and local agencies through the Defense
Access Road needs program to determine measures to meet those
requirements. This process will determine the extent to which the Air
Force will assist local agencies in road maintenance and snow removal
activities. Once the decisions have been made, these measures will
become part of the Proposed Action (FEIS Section 4.3.1.4).

106 5 COMMENT: Will the Air Force take an active part in determining
where new aggregate pits will be located and select the aggregate
sources for specific portions of the project; or will the procurement of
an aggregate source be left up to the construction contractor?

RESPONSE: While the Air Force may have a part in choosing the
contractors who will supply the aggregate for the program, the
decision on the locations of pits or aggregate sources will likely be
made by the construction contractor or the landowner whose property
has been leased for aggregate production.

106 6 COMMENT: The Bureau of Land Management would like to work
closely with the Air Force on this program, including the handling of
additional permitting activity.

RESPONSE: Noted.

107 1 COMMENT: New information on the bald eagle requires further
consultation.

RESPONSE: The Air Force has entered into consultation with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and the Montana Department of Fish,
Wildlife and Parks concerning the bald eagle nest near launch facility
I-7. This information has been incorporated in FEIS Section 4.8.2.5.
Because of the distance of the launch facility from the nest, impacts
are expected to be negligible.

108 1 COMMENT: What equivalent spending for the Small ICBM can be used
on food, clothing, education, housing, and health care services?

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

108 2 COMMENT: Have you a comparison of long-term gains resulting from
civilian sector jobs Instead of short-term military jobs?

RESPONSE: Of the direct employment increase of 3,100 jobs during
the operations phase, approximately 30 positions will be civilian
workers. In addition, approximately 1,250 Indirect jobs are estimated
to be created which would all be filled by civilian workers.
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108 3 COMMENT: Can civilian radio frequencies set off the Small ICBM
accidentally as it is being transported?

RESPONSE: The Small ICBM's electronic systems are not affected by
civilian radio frequencies. The Small ICBM can only be activated by
specially encoded signals.

108 4 COMMENT: Where can you safely store radioactive materials?

RESPONSE: Warheads are stored and guarded in secure weapons
storage areas on Malmstrom AFB. There will be no nuclear wastes
produced or stored as a result of deployment of the Small ICBM.

108 5 COMMENT: What do you plan to do with materials from inactivated
warheads?

RESPONSE: Deactivated warheads are returned to the U.S.
Department of Energy.

108 6 COMMENT: How do you address the safety of the planet 20,000 years
from now as a result of storage of radioactive wastes?

RESPONSE: There are no nuclear wastes produced by the Small ICBM
at Malmstrom AFB. For decommissioning of nuclear warheads and
disposition of associated radioactive materials see FEIS Chapter 5.0
for reference to appropriate environmental documentation.

108 7 COMMENT: How can you assure the public that you are "making the
world safe" when you add more missiles to the already large stockpile?

RESPONSE: See response to document 7, section 2.

109 1 COMMENT: EIS is inadequate in assessing the vehicular traffic
hazards that will develop when the system becomes fully operational.

RESPONSE: See response to document 105, comment 1.

110 1 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to Small ICBM deployment in
Montana.

RESPONSE: Noted.

111 1 COMMENT: DEIS lacks any specific mitigation measures which could
be implemented to address specifically impacted roadway segments.

RESPONSE: Potential mitigation measures have been identified in
FEIS Section 4.3.6 and Appendix D.

112 1 COMMENT: Opposed to Small ICBM deployment in Montana because
of the beauty and spaceousness of the state and the impacts it will
bring to Montanans. Was Montana considered because population ratio
and person to square miles are low?

RESPONSE: See response to document 52, comment 2.

113 1 COMMENT: The EIS does not address the effects of a nuclear
exchange.

RESPONSE: The EIS was prepared in response to Congressional
direction, 1986 DOD Authorization Act. Congress directed the Air
Force to address the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
deployment and peacetime operation of the Small ICBM in Montana.

113 2 COMMENT: The EIS does not address the effects of accidental launch
or detonation or intentional launch.
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RESPONSE. System safeguards have been developed to ensure there is
no possibility of accidental launch or detonation. Analysis of
intentional launch is beyond the scope of the EIS, since the Congress
directed that only peacetime operations be addressed.

113 3 COMMENT: Statement made that the Air Force Personnel Reliability
Program is not adequate.

RESPONSE: See FEIS Section 5.1.2.2.

113 4 COMMENT: The EIS does not address the excessive costs of the
system to the taxpayers.

RESPONSE: See response to document 3, comment 1.

114 1 COMMENT: Under DEIS Section 4.8.2 and the information on
Figure 4.8.2-1 there is a discrepancy. The text indicates moderate
short-duration impacts to aquatic habitats, while the figure shows that
there will be negligible impacts.

RESPONSE& There is no discrepancy between the text and FEIS
Figure 4.8.2-1. The figure shows summary ratings for site-specific
impacts on biological resources at launch facilities. Many launch
facilities are not near aquatic habitats and impacts at these sites
would be negligible. The short-duration rating of moderate and not
significant is an overall rating that considers the multiple impacts at
all sites (e.g., launch facilities and T/E routes).

114 2 COMMENT: Commentor stated that any amount of big game severe
wintering habitat that is permanently removed is unacceptable.

RESPONSE: The Air Force consulted with federal and state wildlife
agencies. Any habitat lost at launch facilities would be small and
isolated. None of these losses are expected to alter wildlife carrying
capecities in any area.

114 3 COMMENT: What is the basis for the assumption that a recently
rebuilt causeway should not require further modification for the
program (DEIS Section 4.8.2.4)?

RESPONSE: This conclusion is based on engineering analysis that took
into consideration the configuration of and wheel loading of the
vehicle.

114 4 COMMENT: What criteria were used for determining that sensitive
habitats are "distant" from construction areas?

RESPONSE: In this case "distant" refers to areas that are greater than
3 miles from construction and operations areas.

114 5 COMMENT: Statement is made in DEIS Section 4.8.2.4 that general
concern by natural resource managers for impacts to unique and
sensitive habitats is also expected to be low. Commentor wants to
know if natural resource managers were asked.

RESPONSE: Yes. State and federal natural resource managers were
consulted during the development of the EIS, including members of the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife
and Parks, Montana Natural Heritage Program, and the Nature
Conservancy.

114 6 COMMENT: Commentor needs clarification of DEIS Section 4.8.3
which states "...which reduces the opportunity to avoid Impacts at the
launch facilities through site selection."
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RESPONSE: Proposed sets of launch facilities have been identified for
the Proposed Action and alternatives in the FEIS. Environmentally
sensitive areas exist along some of the T/E routes and at some launch
facilities. Therefore, an alternative that would use a larger number of
launch facilities would have a greater probability of using an
environmentally sensitive area. Text in FEIS Section 4.8.3 has been
revised accordingly.

114 7 COMMENT: What means have been used to address the road hazard
with the HML during blizzard conditions when gravel roads do not
receive minimum necessary maintenance?

RESPONSE: To assess the HML operations during winter conditions, a
winter test program for operation of both the HML and the overall
system has been partially completed and will be continued next
winter. So far the vehicle has performed as expected. The vehicle
was designed to move off-road, and is expected to operate in winter
conditions.

115 1 COMMENT: Comment opposed to any additional missile program.

RESPONSE: Noted.

116 1 COMMENT: Comment opposed to missile deployment in Conrad
because we have enough missiles and firepower.

RESPONSE: Noted.

117 1 COMMENT: Comment opposed to ballistic missiles being placed
anywhere in Montana.

RESPONSE: See responses to document 46, comment 1 and
document 52, comment 2.

118 1 COMMENT: Comment objects to the proposed Small ICBM because
the weapons system is not necessary for the defense of the United
States.

RESPONSE: Noted. Rationale for the deployment of Small ICBM
system in Montana is provided in FEIS Section 1.1.

119 1 COMMENT: Comment objects to Small ICBM being considered for
Malmstrom AFB.

RESPONSE: See responses to document 46, comment 1, and
document 52, comment 2.

120 1 COMMENT: Statement in support of the defense system needs
because of the fine people in the Air Force.

RESPONSE: Noted.

121 1 COMMENT: The service area map for Montana Power Company
(Figure 3.2.3-2) should be revised to include portions of Flights F, G,
H, and T.

RESPONSE: The additional data have been incorporated into the data
base and the impact analysis.

121 2 COMMENT: The increased load associated with additions at 46 launch
facilities serviced by Montana Power Company would equal
approximately 4.6 MW and have a considerable impact on the
distribution network servicing the launch facilities.
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RESPONSE: The increased load associated with the Small ICBM
program for Montana Power Company has been revised to reflect the
choice of sites for the Proposed Action and the alternatives. The new
load Is estimated to range from 4.1 to 5.3 MW and is identified in FEIS
Table 4.2.2-2. The Air Force has entered into discussions with the
current electricity suppliers to develop coordinated strategies toward
meeting these demands and arriving at an equitable solution to
providing this service.

121 3 COMMENT: DEIS Sections 4.2.2.4 and 4.2.3.4 do not address the
impact on Montana Power Company for the increased load at the
launch facilities separately from the increased load at Malmstrom
AFB.

RESPONSE: FEIS Sec;ion 4.2.2.4 has been revised to reflect the
specific energy loads on Montana Power Company associated with the
proposed set of launch facilities for the Proposed Action and three
alternatives.

122 1 COMMENT: Why doesn't the DEIS discuss the environmental
consequences that could result from the use of the Small ICBM?

RESPONSE: The Congress has authority to exempt specific projects,
In full or in part, from the requirements of NEPA without altering the
structure of the Act itself. In 209(c)(4) of the 1986 Department of
Defense Authorization Act, the Congress directed the Air Force to
preparo administrative environmental impact statements covering the
deployment of the Small ICBM, but limited the scope of those
statements to the "deployment and peacetime operation" of the
system.

122 2 COMMENT: Why doesn't the DEIS discuss the global environmental
consequences that could result from the use of the Small ICBM?

RESPONSE: No global environmental effects are expected to result
from the deployment and peacetime operation of the Small ICBM
system.

123 1 COMMENT: Concerned that the proposed program could affect the
Sun River Project and that operation of the missile system needs to be
conducted so as to avoid any disruption of water supply to the irrigated
croplands.

RESPONSE: Peacetime activities of the proposed program do not
involve off-road maneuvers of the HML in the deployment area. The
HML vehicle operations training area is confined to an extension of
Malmstrom AFB, and HML activities in the deployment area would be
restricted to deployment at the launch facilities and movement from
the launch facilities to Malmstrom AFB along T/E routes. All bridges
along these routes would be upgraded, if necessary, to safely bear the
HML vehicle. There is a potential fer temporary disruption of water
supply to irrigated croplands while bridge upgrades over canals are
being constructed. However, the construction contractors would be
required to plan these upgrades In coordination with the appropriate
irrigation district to avoid or minimize disruption of irrigation water
supply (FEIS Sections 4.9.1.4 and 4.9.2.1).

123 2 COMMENT: Commentor envisions problems with HML training
operations during off-road maneuvers with concerns at canal bridges.
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RESPONSE: All testing will be conducted onbase and will not pose any
threat to canal bridges.

124 1 COMMENT: Will the local interstate highway system be expanded or
improved?

RESPONSE: See response to document 14, comment 1.

124 2 COMMENT: Will deployment of the Small ICBM affect tourism in
Montana?

RESPONSE: See response to document 67, comment 2.

124 3 COMMENT: Comment opposed to ballistic missiles being placed
anywhere in Montana.

RESPONSE: See response to document 52, comment 2.

124 4 COMMENT: Could the Small ICBM program be a bargaining chip at
peace talk summits.

RESPONSE: These are determinations to be made by the President.

124 5 COMMENT: Comment in opposition to deploying 200 Small ICBMs in
north-central Montana. Also would like to get rid of the Minuteman
silos.

RESPONSE: Noted.
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E.2 Documents Received

This section includes all documents received during or after the public comment period.
The documents are presented four sheets to a page in the order they were received and

are assigned sequential numbers. In all, 125 comment documents and 6 public hearing

transcripts have been reproduced in this section. Every effort has been made to
reproduce all documents in a clear and legible form. However, in some cases, the
original documents were handwritten in pencil or light ink and therefore may not have
reproduced clearly.
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Emptoy.-Ie Culturat Resotureos_________________ _______________

Housing Naivtes Amertea. Rosooeos ________ ___________

Education Biologicai Besooree.
Pohtir henke. Air Qootitf
Public Fieaore NoiS.

UtilitiesC Water Resources DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF thU4
_ Tranisportation Geoltogy aod Solis IS U.S.C 552.)

Lanod Use safety
Other iplease specify) 1 ~ ___ ______ . Autherity

Pless. torn it this shteet at retquested by the hearing officer. 33 U.S.C S55117., hSTb. It7. 7045

Writter cmeontetts tiitt he considerrd In preparation of the final EIS. Yoo say toe this 2. Principal oa
%ý- to -.:aittot tcttttents either no the spore presided betlos or in an atlahedl tofornatisom Is used to Osotitile, tailing lsist feeor sdlng hemetneoneo n sodther data
statement. B ritten Comenftets May Also he submiitted lna ltottror oethe, format; how- eosneoridag the Project to thoea she might he lotleretadl.
ever, coments~t Mutst he submeitted no later that Augest 2i. i97 end mtailied to the
addersa betsw. 3. Rtoutine Uses

_4A A. Information is forwarded to Fodarat. Siate. soA socat agaeeim o llan Ceofessawss.
B. ieteesnatioisa neesd to comples maltitng list. for oiher proejeri In shirk the persoe

%applying the I formation isIght has" as lerst~.
C. Information is :0mplod Ins. Recrod of Public Miertifg sodl Made @"aliable to the, public.

_ D. NaMes. of peopl sod their -.mm-tt during the poalie wrestlirg se published ie proloet

0.Maedatoe" or Votontary 01.1- soreSd Effort or tndividual Not Providieg inforteuitste
A.Voluntary Fi- n10. topresid the tnformaiotn raqasiatod maild result In failure to m-~leIw

mail to: Fryr fEvronmental Planning St.tooton at Attached
AFUCE _RMIDFV . M
Noel0� Air Totr. Roor. Coilforela 02409 0440

IrF2irot th a form a. Cot required, but it is recommended. Ttte hearing officer w ill
to -the sh..t. completed and turned is rotetrt sheets hefe- rerognloleg Z-
. tcehe did no.t Thank youo br your cooperation. C
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DOCUMENTI 10DCUMENT 10

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
small ICBM Program

Malmanrom Air Forces Base. Montena tdlltamintt ~' e J ~
Hearing Location LAA- Date ~2 I-k ' t~c

0
r J .. ,t.t~a an1"

Cheek the appropriate participant category:
Public Designated Represaantatioc Peivate 0
official ___ of Prinate Organizotion _____ Ciniorn 5

Cheek here Ifyoo wioh to aok a question darin twhe heaing. ___

Cheek linen if yoO wtish to offer oorhel commntoal . ___

Cheek here If yoo wish to submit a wtittno statomant. _____________________________________
Check here if ynou atiah to receive an itS. [),;Drft __Final _______________ ____________________

Are of iquesnion or comment (Check all that apply):

Air Force Policy Recreation
Syatem Reqoirementa ___ visual R...cce

_X Employment Cultural Rraourceos_______
S Housing -- Htiur American Resooresa

F~w F~oaion -Biological Resourceas-
Public Serviceas ~ Air Qoaliny
Pabic Finance 9 N.Aaeo
utilities Mater R.etoreo

STraoapornanion Geolog anid Soia DATA REQUtRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1H74
Land Uae - Safety IS U.S.C Ib2al
Other (please apecify) __________ - __-I.Anait

Plaaao torn in this aheot ae requetted by the hearing officer. 1 3 Au.SChoriatyt, Sf t

Mrittne momments mill he coinaidered in preparation of the Final KIt You may uaas thio

aIhent to submit weittan commeots either in the space provided below or In oc attached 2. Principal Purpose
otatemooat. Written commenta may also be aubmitted In a letter or other format; hom- Infoematioe io uaed to Compile mailing lions for sedwingi bretanrats sad othec data
evar, enmmento moat he aubmitted no later then Augist 2t. 1ts? and mailed to the coarernlnig the project to those who might he iateresated.

.1 a-i o~ 1 rQ ~ ~ ~ -- A. :fwematloo is forwarded to Fedreral, State. and local qirefrins arks Congree.
. .. B.teaion Used o mipile mailing liato for other protects in whis teh pro

1supplying the information might hone an interest.
.. 4.,ucm~e.~.taa./.,'as,,..oa.~C. Information is compiled in a Recnrd of Public Beeting sand Made aoaltahhe to the Poublic.

____________D. Names of people and their Commeots daring the public meeting are poiltisaed in project

______ ____ _______repornt.

4. Mandatory or Volontary Disclosuoe aod Effect on Inislivdoal Not Providing tnformanion

CAAýVoluntary - Failore to Provide the information requested Coald ranut In failte to -I-le

hbrothores and notification of further denrtospmenart.

Mail to: Director of Enoironmental Planning Statementia) Attached
AFRCE-BMS/DEV yhes, _ No
Norton Air Force Bae-. Califorolo, 92409-H448

"aFilling out thmie form Is not reqoired. hut It it recomomenedd. Ther hearing officer will
call on thooe who hover completed ono toroed in rommeot sheets before recogorizng -
personst who did cot. Thank you for your cooperation.

DOCUMENT 11 DOCUMENT 11

PUHLIC HIEARING COMMENT SHEET
Small ICBM Program

Maimotrom Air Por- Hoare. Montaca Additioral Comments: ptositively benef it tha Great falls ctocity aod
aces, . -1e stiaa Sioitiruilhti.iwTf

Hearing Location -Great-ranj flate 22ajily 1987sii~rori.~ Aaott~~r' od.tare

home: item Knudont coine-d by ti~ra- An fprcl smpc-niwtrie-a .= _datarminadtha -t ye ltAvr to
anaure our freedom and deterronor threough a aytiam asuo as the. Midgetmwan.

Organizosion:o I i iitr.thit oth- iioppased to 7he yte. tech t taL ar
Wlailing Addressi 51- 55Rj,.wviga -J41. -Ypiohte V nn fbt h W6A? tipr or o trecoow taV"gua

Great FPalas. PLT 59404 stegh o bj-r r oesr t
themi alTwttbur guanrd to gpdiesua. -

Check thc appropriate participant Category:1 Plaa iu danc asrapo netFrbuI axt-
Publr De~geocd ryreeetairc ricte dtilc.yonu am I aha1 wewloosar in ith open acMa.not. col because

it t AifI~ijrii r~iient satoa For tional Defense butalsottfiie ___ of Prioate Organization ____ Citleer S boost Tw---_n ttlfriTi seneti thfoa onot~Wl
Check hero if you mith 10ask. q iuettion doring the hearing.--tpora InM tna IaloFe ocektA gxdatuyAs.d
rheckW here if you with .o offer cerhal commeeta. 'a noreejn__aoi ___________.oneth ý id
Check tore if yo wihtsuboit a written otatement. n to n-46 derlpfrt nc osecao ch. .',.. if Ia 11 oinulogtLbeJ~n
Checkhere if yuw wishto reee an EIS. _ Draft a la t 6~ oapoti. Wta peaot r i, a r rs a
Area of qocotion or comment (chech ohi that appily: orvercpI thetii~au :itqgich jjtflljfj t ~ l toht lbs

Air Force Policy Recreation tE_ warDTYPVy ________
System Requiremento Vinoa.l heaourceos
tE pinyment Culturel Resorec
Housing Natioe American Resources ------- -- - - ----- ---- ___-
Fdorotion B- iological Reonrcen - - ___
Public % ..uIro Air Quality
Public Finance Noiie
Utilities Waoter tteooorrc,

Tranp.1.61 GeoogyndillDATA REQUIREfD BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

Lan Une Safety IS U.S.C S52al
Other (piran sp-ify) - . Authority

Plowea turn ie this ahert . requr..teit by the hearing officer, 33 h.S.C S55Stit. hhfh 597. 7I9e
Written Comments will he ronnidered in preparation of the Final Et.& You clay une thia
cheer to ohsumit wrItten romnena 61ner in the space provlided below on in an attached 2. Principal Purpose
'ltotiemen. laII tt.n Co-mm er M ey alto he suhmitted in a letter or otherformt; how- Information in used to Compile mailing liota for seeding hrochores sed other data

cor. rmmnromoo te ,Amift td r.o later rhar Augustt 21. tHA7 cod mailed to the rmcrning ithe project to those who might he Interested.

aI a a.co1rng proponient af mi~litary defeatsse an Lbs. ltidsz~eo 3. Ronto 1 one
eg~oymnt o esur pece. IftheConres deo~ies t ftt~ngA. Inf-orimat, is forwaded to Federal. State, end local asgeorie. and Ceogrenwee.

deybymet t enuropeae. Ifthe ottren desotlneAc itteg9. tnformatioe ia usedt to rompite mailing hlost for other proiects in whch the persoan
and ..casaar to fond Midgetman, at I feel they will, we naed to aupplying the 'informatioc Might hne, ar interest.
proepr e for and support tin" deployrojni'fi.1 - - - C. Information io compiled insa Record of Publir Meeting and made savalahle to the public.

I woish to complnment the indepth f1prapasatd~n thatba& goea ft. Names of people and their comments during the poubik meeting art pubhished in project
into the LIS. In woe very professionallby doyc hroolhoiut th reports.
hearinga, we are neuaurc thtmitigation will be made inasomuch
g a po Ssibl to losen. hb den r Ioctal impact on the comuneity: a. Mandatory or holantary flisriaor and Effect an Individual Mot Providinig Informaioc
r fri mly believe thise atill be done to the matailona extntoi ..si. Vlunar - F.-aric to pronide the inferation nqeqonted -coa -1oal in faihom to -I-ln
and that o.t only trill be Midgeftna bolster our Wfli~tnaT bIfanji brochureseand notificatiocnIo furthor deootopmeeta.

it will
Mai1lot D Ilr-cr- nf FinmroiPlanning Stttsomntilot) Attached

iiii.Air F-ir Hts.- tf.14-in 9g4aUH4441 &

I'iig u hinfr- a ui ouri.hn ti enmetd The hearing officer will11

"si nntoew o hor roplcr ad to roitn comeint ohbeta before rerogniriog.
Mrn, wh ilt i. Thanko you (yr -,c cooperation
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PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET DO U EN 1 PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHE O UM N 1

sm~all [cBm Programe511 CR rgs
Malnstrom Air Forme Base, Montana NSma tent sall FIC .B ase Motn

, Hearing ~ ~ %~ 05. Dat Hearing Location OL. LS ae2727 T'7
0ameJ~.f4A&Ecm a5.uh.

2
l~~~:Nast: .. , oý Aq41

Mailing Add-so Mailing AdkieseA45S

Cheek the approprisat participant catagory: Cheek thte appropriate participant category:

Public Designated Representative Private Public Designated Soprnea totlse Privat

`u~ea _____ _fPijOra~aln lle~ Official ____ of Privet* Gegaslntlen - Cisl~eam__

Check here if you wish to ash a querstion during the hearlng. .Cekha IfesmaIss adntedigthInri.
Cheek he"e Ityou wish tofoter verbhal commeCt.. keen if y-s tIsh to ffer veckal Mnsmeeta. A
Check here it you wish to submit a wr itche statem mte-i7 SR Cie[heek have If you wsha to asubmit a witenlta asteseent.____

Check here if you wisht to receive an E1S. ___Dat ~ Fe Check herm If yenou a wish torceive as EM. _ Draft Final

Area of question or comment (check all thaI apply),A:lomnt(hc:l ta pl)

Air Fumes Policl"___ Recreation .u l es.P~e ___ Recretio
Syatem Requoiremnsts ___ iulRsocnSyatems Rotqsiremetest__ Vitssl Resnes

SEmploymtent ____Cultural Resourcesa E.pleytnot ____Coltss soee

HEduaiong B___ ionAlogicial Reso.- e - H toing __ Native American Resocurces

Publsticevcs Air__ Quloialit Reore ___Edeho __ Biologic.l Ressee
Pukie Sroiet ir oalty esklsý Servicse Air Quality

Public Finance Noiese Pubtl Finattee ___ Noia-
____Utilities Water Resoumeen utilities N ater Resure

Traseportati~on___ Geology nod Soils. Tramapoensitos_ __ Geology and Suits

Lood Use SafetyLoad Use Sft

Ohr(Ip.ess specifyl ̀E. '.~ __ Other (pieas specify)~ ~ . 4  ~ -A~a .4e -- _gl//. LsegIPlease torns is this sheet as mqel 'b I thwri'C'dfice 85" I/ Plaess tor is this aheet as requested hy the hearing officer.

Written comments will he considered io Prepareto ofteUnl lS so ay s this N ritten mowments will he cosiadered in preprestion of the Final EIS. Too may ons this

sheet so eshmitelwrlsten com ments either in the spae provided het.. or 1e .o attached sheet to nukmit werittne cemments either is the sapce prosided helow or is ast attached
stote meet. Noitten comments may also he submitted In a letter or other format; hew- estatemeet. Wirittrn eommeets May s130 he Submitted le a letter or ether format; hore-
e;r, comeinsets must he submitted so later then August 21. 19k7 and mailed to the ever. comments Most he submitted orlater than Auguto 21, 19BI and walled to the

a maessbelow. address helew.

Maisl to: Director ot Environmtental Plannieg Statementls) Attached Mail lto Director of Environmental Planning Statementts) Attached
AFRCE-BMS/DEV Yes N_ o AFRCE-BMS/DEV Yes N_ o
Norton Air Force Seas. Californ~at 92409-644B Norter Air Porces Baose, Calitoneia 92409-044B

*Fil ling out this term is not required, Sot It is recommended. The hearing otficee mill n'sFilling 0ut this term is not required. hot It is recommendead. The hearing officer will
call set these who hase completed and torsed In commnet sheets before recognizing call or thoe. who hane completed and torned in comment sheets before recegnising o
persons whe did not. Thank yes for your cooperation. -spersona whe did mot. Thashk you for your cooperatioun.

C4s

DOCUMENT 14 DOCUMENT 15

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEETs PUBUC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
Small ICBM Prit SlwaB [Cam Program

Mlm..'room Alr Force Base, Montana Maimntross Air Porces Bose, Meelsee

Hearing L~ocatlcots.( _~se~HalgLeto . DateC

Same:j ~ L 1 A 4-Nm:..,uu , jtds

Orgaeization. : Organiztion ________________________________

Mailing Address. Mailing AddrosW 'uo

Cheek the appropriate participant category: Check the appropriate partlelpaht categorys

Public Designated Snyesesetat oe Priveate Pubslic Designated Represenytatte Prinat
olfficial ___ of Private Organization ___ Citliae Official ____ of Prinat. Oagamlelsatlos ____ Cilnzer "

11, ,Check here If you with to ask a question daring the hearing.ChehesIyemsStahaqotlndrgtehaig.____
Chec here ifyos .s to offer verbal rommerts. -cheek herre If yes wiah In off" erthenhl enowmstsa __
Check here if you wla to suhmit a written sttms.____7Cheek here It yes :flal ts ashbmit a wrItten atatement.____
Cheek hers if you wh to receive as EIS. -_ Draft Vr Final Cheek here If you Witl to receive, as EMB __ Draftt _ Final

Area of quoestion or comment (check all that apptly). Area of qusestion or comment (check all that -11p11,1

Air Foer- Policy Recreation Air Forc Pulicy ____R-ention
System Snqn1-lrerts _ Via.el Rmo.eurc System R~qniremtests _____ ocalResas
Employment Cultural Beseurces, Ewplaymeht ____Cultural Resumewse
Housting Natins Americans Resources Howling Malive Amtericas Rehorrsen
Edoration Biological Resource ___ Education ____BiologicalRescs
Public S-1-cs___ A ir Quoity Public Services ____Air Quality
PublicFleascer Nosie Plble Planos. Noise
utilities Mater Resources ___ Utilities ____Water Resten
Transptortations Geology and Soils Transportatioe Ge__ onlogy and Bolls

oral Use Safety tlazed ase _ __safety
other Ipleass specify;)___ Othler (Please specifyl_________________________

Please tore in thin sheet as requested by the hearing officer. Please, tare in this aMost as eqaesated hy the hearing officer.

Written comments mill he considered in preparation of the Final EIS. You may use, thin Written cmoment. mill he cowitldered In peeparation of the FlInal RIB. You may hoe tHIM

sheet to sukbmit written comments either Is the space presided hbeow or in an attached sheret te submimt written cenmmnta either In the space Provided helen or Is an attached
ststement. -Mritten comments may alaso he suhmiltted insa letter or other format; ho5w- atatemsnit. Mrittom comments way aiso he submitted ins4 letter oar other format; hers-"a"e. comments must he submitted no later then August 2i. 1951 and mailed to the nver. cofmmeoost must he shbmitted sM later than Asguset 2I. i907 and malted to the
address he low. A ddrem helen.

Msftlt to Il~~i c no,ro .. ,le Planning 4-ce Attached Mall I.s Director at E-tniowmstal Planning Statemerntlal Attached
AFRCE-F~IVRIEV Ye. Mo AFRCE-BMS/DEV yes N_ M
Wlortn- Air Forc- Bans, California 92409 6448 iorten Ate seveo Base. Calilforna 92402-4441

*Piliong 001 this form isn not required, hot It is recommended. The hearing officer mill 
5
F11ifing sat this fort Is rmt rPqWirot. bet It is recommended. The heating officer will-

raIlik ontee who hse cmpleted and turned in comment sheets before eecognizintg call "n theen whe hme- mmpietnd sad turned is somneles ehnset hefore recsgrtI.ng
persons she did mot. Theank you for your cooperation. tp.res who did mts. Thanh yI- for yew ewaperetie.

E-69



DOCUMENT 16 DOCUMENT 17

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET PUBLIUC HEARING COMMENT SHEET

u.motram Air Force Hear. Nontsomt Maoiwrol Air form, 0.00e. Nontaf

Hme..tqLoootko.n
6

*&A1 Fk&L 20.1,2. rotyry, H .o. in Location Data___ .1

No o.... &ARipt.Mo,.

OE00itizati0n orgnizaott'mn 1.JA .I -~ Q
Waiting Ad,0.0 Mail_________ ing Ad& 1ý

cliktho e appo. priaei Participant 0,01(07 checik the appropriate Partiipan0ts cltngo.y

Official___ of Private Organ10tai00ni ___ clients Official1 ___ of FPb.I. O'g.posao. -o citiooo '2im

Check Imm I YOU :0 101 to .it is question durig to.r to*104. ___ Check torm if You With, to ask a quotation during the hern.01. _ _

Check toem It you wish1 to submit a.14)100 0t1030. Che__c0.k ham If you Irish,1 nosubit a written statements.
Cheek to.. It you Wish, to receive, " SIR. __ Draft Flow1. Check to.. If10 yo wis to -.0010 O- ElM. __ Draft Final0.

Am.o of quetonorIo 00ommariot (.otok nit1that apply), Amet Of questio. n or obmment (Cluck0 all that .99111.

System Requiremeonts Visual Restaurans System Roqu"I'oto ____ Visual 30000000
E.Ploymosto CclloonI Resource. Employmenot _ __Cultural I.000o0000
Housing Matio. Ama.,Iouo 3.00o....e- Housing NatMoive Americnio Resouoooo
Education Lr-lawgtoul a. .. Educaltion Biological Ranooorew
poll,. Satellit. Al, Quality Pbolic 2.0,100__ Air Quolity

utilities Witter Resources UtlitiesO Rota, Resooohisk
___Thens00ortooi~ Geology and4 Rilo Trns.portton.lo Geology 00d Boil.

lawS 11. safety LA wn Safet__ Oloy
Othe, iploom. specify) Other (Pt.mse *-tiyI __________--___

planar turn in10 Sthis 00.040reueste by toe hearing ofice1r.. Plane, tur i thi Sheet10 ft requested by the hearing Officer..

Wriltten noomn. .0111i be mon.Wffdar to pnopenatio Of Itoe Final EMS Yo,. way wa Ihin Written -..oinao winl 00 coolnsierd in Prpara.tion of tho Final EMS YOo 010y no this
.battol submit1 writIen comment.1 eitheri I.toe space provided below.0 torI an attemtd sheet to submit,110 written 1 comment 10thr intoe 00or provided below0 or .in looatchd
tstatment. Written1 commentsl1 may als0o be ubitted In0 a01000 lete o terfrtel how- stteme0nt. Written comments1 may als.o be sbmitted ino antter Or other forma,0t tow,-
evnr, comments most be0 submitteod 0 Later than August1 21. INN? and mailed to Itoh0n Over, coment most1 be submitted no Later than August 21, 1tS? 0and mailed 10 the

Mtolltm no Ol"o of Environmental Pliomin Sttnltaolks11) Atotachd Moil too Director, of Enviroonmentaol Planning Stlnlo,0oooio Alt evnto
AFRCE-OMS/OEV Ties __ No AFACTEINVBOEV e -Y0 No
Nortoo Air Forc. Bnn., C.1tfoamil. 314119-644111 Norton At. Force Baso. California 92409-4448 NN

"Filling out thin form, Is 01 ".qlead, but It Is ra.om..ooded. The hearing tmoo. will -F illing out 1this form is O0t required. but itO Is recommended. 1he hearing officer, will
call on thos.e0 who ha omnpload and! turned In muemsen00100. tar tri0 sioolaing cal on1 the who0 have0 compltend anod turned tn ommn sheets00 before 001.. ogoiotng-
persons who did 001. Thankou f00 your eO0 000900.110 perons wol did mt1. Thank1 you fo, youoopertiont.

P040

DOCUMENT 18 DOCUMENT 19

PUBLIC HEARING COMMEMT SHlEET *PUIBIiC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
Smalil ICBM Program Small1 ICBM PnognUs

M.L..'rnool At, Forete Baste. Montah0 M"laotrov At, 70-0 0.0, Mnsootno

Heoning Locatison~7LEz Dot. Hooing Lom.tkmCZ'N7 oA- Dot. ik1L_

Molting Address: Wai_-Mting Addr00 AN06 I..

Checkth 10. No.prtloe participant category: Check Ithe appropriate Particpntpo en1(01).

Public Designated Representative Private firvi11. Designated Repre-tsitliv. Privet0
oril,,.,___ of Privet. Organisatio ___ iton citi - 0111.01 ____ of Private Organisa~tio____ ion 0-tve

Check 0.0011 you wish1 bonsk a questi onduing th. hearing. Check her. if10 YO.ihtolo ak& question during the toosing.____
c heck ham f10 yo 00 10:h torfen verbai comments1. _ _Cbnok 000 110 .10110 tg~rlerýo 000100000 ____
C hckhm fb o 0.0 to011100,1 0umi a0 .w itteln satmnt. ____ Checkhe i yo00 w110 h to1 s0bmit a Writtenostatement.__
Check he if010 y nou is to receive an EIS. ___ Draft ___ Final Checkhe 0. f y110,10 wis to receve.a EIS. ___ a01- _ Firstl

Ann. of duaton.10 On -i 00 check0 1,.0Ol101 tht pply): Are. 01 quetionorl comment00 Inhollc Ott101 tht pply1.

Al, F.-0 Policy RecreaSn~ntion Al, Potnm Policy ______ 300 ..)0

Ssemponn Reurmet isualI Resources 201.. Requirement.o visual 0101 .00_
ElyotClua R- timpioylot Cultural Reources

Hlousing Nativ0 Ameicn Resource.00 Housing Native Americno0 Resources
---- Educatiton Biological Neooooen Educat ion Biological Resources;

Publc 810 ce.nl1 Air Qualtiy Public Services Air Qualtiy

Utiftiino W.I., Reso0rces Utlilities Vlnte No0...
Trnsoportation Geology soid Soil.Tasotto Gooya ol
Lard Ut. safety Lan U-- safety010 00 04Sol

Plesetur i thi sheet.0 as requested by turheain lo~off01er. PIo.- ur Io. th1is101heet as requested by the hearing officer,
Writteommnt wi00 llot 11e considered i0 preparation of Ithe Final EI., You may use. this Written comm,0n0s lill be considered in prepara~tion of t0. Finat EIS. Too ,Oy 00 0010
sheet to 0s0bm1t written commnt0s either in Ithe space provided below or lIn an 00. .ttchd.sor 100,,1 sub 10 mi f rite omets ) e ilhe In th 9000 provided below0 010 in a attche

:1000enot. Written comments1.0 may als besubmittedI in a letter 0or10 other 1 forat;ho- statement. Writen;.. artob,0t 0.1 Man0 00 submoitted 10.11. lte on Olthe ormt 100,.1 -
no., comments must 00 submitteod ho later 1then August 21. ION? sod mailed 1 to th0evr. commntsl must be0 submitted no lair11 tha0 August 21. In? aond mailed to the
add00o bn4 04400000W..

IL -ALL

VailI1.: Director0 of Planning~l0 P01000
1  

001000110 Attached Val to Dircto of0100 Iiiorl -tol. Plannnig Sti10.orrim0I :AýWi)'00
AFR(7P-OVSIODiV Yen . No AFNI:E-NVII/OEO Yo. -No
No,00n Air V0-0 Ro... 17.1iforni. 22409-6448 900111 Al, For. f.t-. C.l~flo,0I. 9240014449_

E-0



DOCUMENT 20 DOCUMENT 21

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET PBI ERN OMN HE
Smtall ICBM Program sUmLll HAINGCOM EN SHog ETm

M.lmoteom Air Force Bass. Monterns Malmstrom Air Fore, Boow. Mon tans

Hearing Location A4 Date V - V ?Hearing Location aw -dt Date

Ste.-'~. ? Name: .i1~,k-- AtZCrJ< -
ognzto.Organlizattmion L En~~lon

Maiting Addramai Mailing Addiwaii? ~ ~ _ -_

CflrQ-2M' F4,;

Check thse appropriate participant categary; Ctteck the appropriate participant category:

Pobic Designated Representative Privet. Public Designated Representative Privete
official ___ of Private Organization ____ Citioes official of Private Organizatiocn ___ Ci tice .

Check here Iftou seih to ask a question duaring the hearing. Check hrre if ya :wiSh 'too ask a question daring the hearing.____
Check hero i yea iah to offer verbal cotmenets..____ Check herrt If faa slal to of fr cerhal commnslaa. ____
Check hera if fou wsnih to submit a written .atatntent. Check here if yau mitt to subcmit a writteetan apt
Checkt hera if you wislh to rccine an EIS. ___ Graft ___Final Check herr if yaou wish to menic" an EIS. v/Oaf7 Final

Area of question br commttent (check all that apsply). Area of question ccronttent (check all that aPPlyl

____Air Force policy Recreation ____Ale force Policy R___ecrenation
System Retqairements Vsuoal Rebaerriean System Recquiretenets visual Resoores,
Employment ____Cultural Ressoorees Emsployment Coltural Resoorcet
Housing Native Amtereita Re..a-e Houising Natice American Resor� e
Educationo___ Biological Reanrsounm Education Biological Reuorce
Public hervce. Air Quality Puhlir Services____ Air Quality

SPubtlic Financce___ Nolte Poitlic Finance Noar.
____ itiltie NaWite, Resources ____Utilities Hater Resnourc

T-anapration ____Geology sod Sollo Transportation ___ Geology and Sils
Land Us. _ __safety Land far Safety

____Other (please spoifyl _______________________ Other If Ieacu specify)______________

plealie tore to this-sheet as requested by the hearing officer. picase taco in this sheet as requetted hy the hearing afficer.

Writtae comment stwill he considered In preparation of the Final EIS. Yoo may mse this Written comments mill he considered in preparation of the Final EtS. Yoo may ute this
aheet to sobmit written commencts either In the apace presided below or in an attached chart to submnit orittr, -- ,%rr either in the space provided below or in an attached
Statement. Written comments may alsoe he suhmitted it a latter ar other format; hew- statement. Written comments may alan, he suhmitted in a latter or other format; how-
ecer, emiments moot he suhmitted no later than Auguat 21, 198t and mailed to the acer, cmiments Most he Submitted ono later then Aogost 21. 1987 and mailed to the

addees helamadder- below.

'I&'A0Y'-- e--- e _ _ _

Mall 001 D reotor of Environmental Planning Statementlo) Attached Mail to: Director nf Environmental Planning Statementls) Attached
APRCE-BMS/DEV Yen. N AFRCE-BHS/DEV Yc. __ No
Nortan Air Force Base. Califonria 92409-6448 cx orton Air Force BRow, Califoroils 92409-4448 __

-Filling oat this farm Is oct required, hot It I, recommended. The hearing officer mill __ FillIIng oat this fnrm is not recquicod. hot It as reammended. The hearing officer twill n
call on those alto heon completed and turned In comment sheets before rccognieloig c.call on those who hace completed and turned in commcnt sheets hefore recagntzing 4`e
persons woh did ret. Thank you for your cooperation. pcrsons whe did cot. Thattk ynou for your cooperation.

0'4 P4

DOCUMENT 22 DOCUMENT 23

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET 0PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
Small ICBM Program Small ICBM Program

Maoteo ArForer BoaseHMonlana a trn. Air For-o Base. Montana

H .. In L.,atin 6-1- Dat _71a,11;rHearing L~ocation Datei 7-aate?

Mitiling Address :2~ -- .---- -- Mailing Addressen_ __-

Check Ithe apptropriatc participant category: Check the appropriate participant category:

Public Designated Representative PrivetePbi egae epeettv rvt
Official of Private Organization ___ Citizet OfPubicia DesPivated Oergantzatione_ Pitze

Chec;k here Iff yo0ms 1000ak0 question during the hearing. Check here if you wish tn ash a question during the hearing.-
C herec if you mi:I offer Iehe comm""t". __~Check heco if you wish to offer verhal comments._____

Check here if Youa. to suhmit aoritlen Statement. Chcck here if you wish to subhmit a seritten statement. ____
Check her if you misth to mocaie an EIS. _Draft Final Check here if yoo mist tn receive an Eta __ Draft ___Final

Arcs of question or comment (check all thet apply)' Ares nf question or comment (check all that apply):

Air Force Policy - ~ Recreation Air Force Policy Recreation
--- System Requirements V___ isual Resources System Requirements ___ Visual Resources

Employment - -Cultural Resourceso Employment Cultural Resources
Housing Native American Resources Housing Native American Resources
Education Biologicol Resources Edocawtion Biological Resources
Publir Scruires Air Qooli ty Pub iir Services Air Quality
Puhlic Finance Noise Puklic Finance Noise
Utilities Haele Resourccs utilities Hater Resure
Transportation Gecology and Soil, Trasaportation Geology an ohlls
L.and Use safety Land Use Safety
(Other Ipcoepcrifyl ______ Ohr ipI.-Sepecifyl- - - - - _______

Pleasc torn in this Sheet on requested by the htearing offileer. Please taco in this sheet as requested by the hearing off icon.

Written comtments mill he considered in preparetion of the Final Ell, You may ase this Britten comments mill he considered in preparation of the Final EIS. You may sethin
sheet to submmit written romments either 0n the space provided belom or in an attached sheet to submit wrtent cormment, either in thc spare presided helow or in an attached
slelementI. Written comments moy also he nubmitted in a letter or other formal; hem- statement. Written commeints msy also he submitted in a letter oir other formal; hem-
corn, comments must he suhmittcd no later than August 21, 1997 and mailed to the ever, comments must he submitted no later then August 21. 1997 and mailed to the

'1 '4 QL - U

Mi etro nirrmnn lnigSllmnllAtce Mail to. Director of Environmental Planning Statement~s) Attached
AFRCO:-hMhID)V Yes N_ o AFRCE-RNSIDEV Yen K~
Norton Air Force It Californiao 92409-6448 Norton Air Force Boar. California !)2409 6449

-Filinig Cot tils form is nut required, hut It is recommended The hearing officer mill Vs Fligntti omi o eurd o i nrcmedd h crn fie ilE

-rI ithocla before reuolig sl on thn- who Mle,. completed Snid Wlurd in ommcI 1shorits Wr-rnrnnrn
persons vihe did not. Thank you, for your cooperetion. tpersons who did cot. Thank you for your cooperation.

E-7 1



DOCUMENT 24DOCUMENT 25

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT $MEET PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
Me tealt . ICBM Programo Small ICBM Program
.. larom Air Forc Bas., Munm.n. Malmatcork Air Frce. Baae. Moon...i

Hearing Loltt~dioEAd__j~i~ Dlata ?. 2 m" Hz-lr4 -0-oaio(k~-F-d. rjj Date J.-1n

Name: No..;~i _. -~kHasI _. - -- _I,

Oraiain Organizalm ___-- -- --

Mailing AddreeO. ________ Mailing Ad&etýl. ! j S __

Check thle eSIPeOPrilatn Participant eistagegory Chock the appropriate participant rategerys
Public Designated Represntative Privat public Designated Representative Privet:Olfficial -of Private Organization ____ Citiz:enk.. offlicial of Private Organization ____ Citines
Check tham it you ,aish to ask a question during the hearing. Check tarm if you wish0 to maa a question daring the beating.
Check bar" if you ish1 no offer verhal cotmments. - hck ham benf y. :ish 'to ferro Verbal renaesmnts. ____
Check bar. if you wish to aubmit a writtent atatemeMn.- Check bare It youu sla toubmint a witdten atatninant.___
cilack hire It you wish to reeeive an EIS. Dratn1 Final Coeck hare if you wish. to wacioe an EIS. __ Draft - Float

Area of qouestion or -.. nsnet (check all thet apply). Area of quesetian or comment (rbchk all that apply):

Air Form. Policy -- Recreation Alr Force Policy ___ Recreation
____Systenm Requirementa ____visual Roa 0re System Requirements Vi__ Osual Reorn
___Employmtent Cultural Resources Employment _ __Cultural Reakrcs-

Housing Natloe American Resources; Hitoao __ Native America. Resources
___ EuAwtion Biological Resourena Education Biological Rcsucce

Public Scrvices Air Quality public Services Air Quality
public Fica-- ____iolue Public Finnc--__ Nola.

____Utilities wa__ Htsr Roaourcas utilities ___ Water Renourre.
Traspo~rtation _ _-Gceology and Soil. Tranaportatiocn__ Geology and Soil.
Land U. S afety Land Usa Safety

Pleaneturn0in thin sheet as requested by tthe hearing officer. Plcase tore in this abact as reqoestied by *tt. banring officer.

Written comments will be considtered inl prapacaition, uf tile Final EIS. You may use, this Written comments will be consoidered in preparationof otto. Final EtS. You may use this

:btect to submit writtc. Comments either in the space provided balo. or it att attachead stteet tu submit mritten comment. either in the snpce, provided bale. or in0a0 attachted
otatement. Written cemmments may also he submitted in a letter or otiler format; batw- statement. Britten commlents may also ba subhmittcd lnoa letter or otetre formatl; how-
ever' cmen t n catmut he submlitted on, later than Anguat 21. tSR7 and mailed to to. ever, commons must ba submitted no it.r to.. August 2t. 1987 and mailed to ithe
address be,.m. addr-n balmw..

Nail tel Director of Environmental Planning Btatementfs) Attacbed Moil tel Director of Enolratmentol Plannitng Statemeettol Attachled
AFRCE-BMSIDEV Y.n No AFRCE-BMSt/yEV Yea _ No
Norton Air Form, Bear. California 92409-11448 Norteo Air Foree Base, California 12409-B4448

-Filling out thil form a. tot required, bat ft is recommended. Tse heawieg otticer mitt*llt -4FIIng ut thin form Is not required, bat It I. rcnmmes-ded. iTt. beasring officer mill
call on thoea mboavtoe completed and turned is comment sheet. batore recogoisieng C4 call en tics- who Sane completed and turend in comment shteets bae,.r recognizinrg
peranna mba did not. IThank you for ynur cooperatinn. persons wba did nat. Thankl yeu for your ronperation.

DOCUMENT 26 DOCUMENT 27

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET' PUBLIC 14LARING COMMENT SHEET
Smal ICBM Program Smatl ICBM Progcam

MmtrmAir Farms Base, Montentn M.lmet-ret Air Fn-c Base. ontawsa

Hearing Location ________Dote _ ___Hearing Lotcation 44.. IL Do,. 4)V - DRt

NamsI n A -l.'s/7 O Name:
Organization: Organiastionti ________________ ___

Mailing Addimena :r~f~ .. ,cu' Nailing Addeenat

Crtei to. apttropriate participsot category, Cherk to. appropriatc Participant category-
Public Designated Representative Peloate Public Designted Representatine Private
Offiecial __ of Prioate Organization ____ Citioco Ofci_ orb _ fProt eaiato ____ Ctun j

Cheek baem it you wishl to sob a question during the hea.clog. Cherk barn If you wslo to ask a questinn during to. hearing.____

Chc bar If you mish to offer oarbal comment.. --- Check baem it you Wish tn offier nerbal comments.____
hctek bae If yeu wiath to submtit a mritten statement.i iw' Cheek barn if You i100 to submit as .rItt.. statement. __

C ':e baeIf you mish to receive an EIS. ___Dat FnlCheck baem it ynu siob to rc.!,e so EtS. __Draft dia

Area of question oreemmen.t (c0eck .ll that apply): Area nf question or comment Icheik all that apply).
Air Force Pollcy ____Recreation Aic Poces Pulley ____Recreation
System Requirement, Visual Nesources System Requirements V___ isual Remorcres
Employment caltural Reseourees - Employment Culture[ Resoe-c
Houing Native American Resourres Housning Natioe American Nesources
Eucation Biological Resources Educatieon Biological Rewcarces
Publi Services Air Quality Public Services Air Quality
oblir Fionane Noist__ Public Finanee Nuine
Utilities Water Resources Utilities W___ ater Resnuee
Transportation Geslogy and 5.i1a Transportatlion Gesslogy and Sall,

sod Use Safety Land boo Safety
ntile (plea.se pccltfyl ____ Otbac Ipleaksec aeefyl -

Plcase tarn In this sheet as requested by the hearing officer. Please turn In this sheet as requested by to. hearing oif flee.
Nritten comments mill he cnnsidered in preparation of to. Final EIS. Yeu may Ime this Nritten comments mill he considered it preparation of the Final Ets. Too may mac this
sheet to subm it written comments either in the space provided beloe or In an attached sheet to submit wnritten commenots either in ith apace provided hemo or in ano alttohed
sattement. Britten cmmen.ts may also he submitted i. a letter or ether furmat; tot.. satetment. Britten comments may also he submitted in a lettcr or other formatl tom-
ever, cmments must he submitted no later nose August 71, SB?7 and matiled to to. ever, comments moot he suomitted na latcr than Auguet 21. 194T and mailed to the
address bale,.

Wall to Direct.,r Of Ecilose metl planning SttmI.enti.) Attached Mail te: Directer of Enuironmental Planting Sitatement(.) AN cted
ApirlF 111-NN3/0EV Ya yes __ No AFRCE BM!VDEV Yea -'/ No
Berton Air Force, Bate. ralifornia 92409-448 Nortten Air Forcer Bate. Califrocs 92409CU 64641

*Fllsng out this ferm is 00? required, tot It i. recommended. The hearing officer mill 14 Filting out this form 10 net required, but it 10 recommended. Ther hearing officer millt
ao n thoei who hane completed end torned In cemment eheets bae,.otre mnhlering- call on tthoae who hane completed and turort in comment sheets hefore recogniring-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~persont we did cot. Thank you for yerreesb.praomb i a.itr u orucr coeperat ion. C4
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DOCUMENT 28 DOCUMENT 29

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHIEET PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
Small ICHW Programt Sm~all ICBM Progranm

MalerotronI AirForc Bae,. Montana Malonstrom, Air Porce Base, Montana

" "lsingt )On [late Hearing Loeation D..~/fj [lt

organizas
t
ion: - - Organosaatsei Adi.c- A ,,, T , ii2f

Mailling Add-eon . 1 .- Mailing Addrss:L ___ ____

Ch~eck the appoprialte participant category! Ctteek the apipropriate pa~rticipant category:

Public Designated Representative Private PablIe Designated Representtative Private
Ofio l fP15.Ogfiao -__ l~efficial ___ of Pritate Organization Citizetn _____

Chrlherke it yno 1 wia s o k a qurstiondaring the thearing. Check here if yeo wish to aso a question daring the hearing.____
Cekhere if yo wisht offer verbal commtents. _____Cheek hete it you wish to ofter arbest oerawlet. ___

Cheek here it you wish to submit a written statement.- Cheek hern if YOU wiht to submit a written statement.Cheek here it you wish to receine an EIS. ___ Draft Fittal Cheek here it yea awlsh to receive -s EIS. __ Draft Final

Area of question or eomment (check all that apply): Area at quleation or const tent tekeck all that apply):

Air Famee Policy ___ Recreation Aie Porce Policy __ _Reeretion
-~-Systemh Reqoirements -~-Visual Resourees System Requirewentas___ Visali Reaomes

Employ meet -___Cultural Nesources Employment Cultural Resure
dousiog Native American Resources Hatsing Malice American Resnucces
Education Biolngical Resoureso Education Bilongical Resrs
Public Services Air Quality Public Sernieco __ Air Quality
Public Finance Noise Public Finanee Noise
Utilities Water Resources Utilities Water Resmres
Teaoportat lot G-congy and Soils. Transportation Gelcongy aod Sail,
Lead Us Safety Lend Use -safety

1 7.1Other (please specifyl ___ Other (Iplsa speifyl _______________________
Please turn in this sheet aso requested by thehearing offi~er. Pleasae tarn in this slteel aso requested by the hearing officer.

Written cowmments will be considered in preparation of the Final EIb. You may uset thia Written comwmens will he cossidered in prepaeatioo of the Final EIS. You may wse thin

sheet to sumit written comments either in the space presided helow or In aa attached sheet to submit weitten contients either is the spare provided helow or in an attached
statement. 'written eomments may alto he submitted in a letter or other format; hew- statement. Written comments may also he submitted in a letter or other formats hew-
cone. comments must he submitted nos later then August 21, 1987 and tnillnd to the ener, comwents wust he sobmitted no Later then Augast 21, 1947 and mailed to the
address be low. addtress below.

Mail ts: Director of Environmental Planning Statementls) Attached mall to, Director Of tEnvirenmental Planning Statementla) Attached
AFRCE-ttMhIDEV ..- fet _ No AFRCE-BMS/DEV Yes _ No
Norton Air Farce Saes, California 92409-6448 Mortion Alr Force Base. California 92409-04408

'Filling ut this form Is not required. but it as recommended. The hearing offiecer mill 1 Filling nost thin form is not required. bat It is recommended. Thte hearing officer mill C,
cal o these wba base completed and turned In comment sheets befoesreco. ising Ed al a these who hoea completed aod tursed in comment sheets hefore -eWgising .1

parons wehe did not. Thank you foe your cooperation. -anc rahe did not. Thank yso foe your cosperation.

DOCUMENT 30 DOCUMENT 31

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET *PUBLIC HEARING3 COMMENT SHEE'r
small ICBM Pengrsm Small ICBM Program

M(almstrom Air Puree Base, Montana Walwatrom, Air Force Base, Montana

Hearing L~ocatio5 ,4"MM' "`ý05x Date - w /4' P-7 Hearing location 6r Dat1, e 71 7

Organiasien: d't3~A0r - Organiztoane: _________________________________

Moilng Addicts: 0. N1 L`ailing Addicus

Cheek theappropriatepartcpan category: Cheek the appropriate Particpant cotegory;

Publi Designated Represenatie Private Psbici Designated Representative Private
flficiial or Prtvate Organization _____ Ctien.. ... Official ____- of Private Organization ____ Citise ____

Check here if you wish to ask a question during the hearing. Cheek here it you winh to asuk a questioc daring the hearing.
Check here if you wish to offer verbail comments. _ _Cheek here If yoa wish 1ofer oceba comments. ____
Cheek here if you wish to submit a written statement. _Cheek here if you winh to submitsa written statement. ____
Cheek here if you wish to reeive an RIB. ___ Draft ___ Fine) Cheek here if ynu wihi to receive an RIM ___ Draft Final

Ares of question 0ornmmCent (check all that apply)-. Ares of question or comment (cbeck all that apply~t

Air Force Policy Rereation Air Force Policy Recreation
System Requirements -___Visual Resources System Reqiremesta Vis..al Resorce
Employment -- Cultural Resources Emaploymenit Cultural Resources
"Howsing Natine American Resources Housaing Native American Rescosrn
Education Bivingrical Resoarees Eduartion - ~Biological Resore
Public Services Air Quality Puklic Services Air Quality
Public Ficancer Noise Public Finane Noise
Utilities Water Resoueces utilities Water Resurces
Transportation Geology and Soils Transportation Gcology and Sell,
Land Use Safety Leand Use - Safety
Other (please specify) Other (pleas specify)- - ____

Please turn in thit sheet at reques.ted by the hearing officer. Pleas lure in this sheet as requested by the hearing officer.

Written comments sill he considered in prcparation of the Final EIS. You may us this Written comments will he considered in preparation of the Final RIB. You may use this

sheet to submit written commeints either in the spsce provided below or in an attached sheet to submit written comtmentt either In the spore yrovided below ori ian aittahed
statement.' Written comments msy ason he submitted in a letter or other toemat; hew- statement. 'written comments may also he submitted in a letter or other format; Sew-
-,er comments must he submitted no latrr titen August 21. 1987 snd mailed to the e ver, comments must he submitted no later thon August 21. ti0y sod mailed to the

address below. adesblw

M.If to Directoyr of Fr-oiror t.t Plmnning Statement(.) Attached Mall to: Director of Environmentsl Planning Stat~ementst Attached
AFlCE HIRS/DEV Yes N_ o AFRCE-BM5/DEV Yro No
Not,too Air Force San.- California 924tt09-6448 t1ion Air Force Bane. Calif-mit 92409-9448

FlifothIbs form is novt required. b6t in is recommended. The hearing officer wil -FillIng vat thia fvrm is not required. but It in recomrmended. Thte hearing cfficer mu Ed

tull ose tw ho ban copleted and turned in commenrt sheets hefore rerognicing call on twose who hone completed anod tamned it comment sheets hefar recooiri ng
Persncs who did oot. Thank -you r vooc eooprrntloo.n persons wba did not. Thann you for your cooperation.

E-73



DOCUMENT 32 DOCUMENT 33
PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET PUBUIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET

Small ICBM Pogram Sm~all ICBM Protgram
M.Ini'troc Ale Force Bear. MontafnO Maliestroo Air Force Boear Maonst.

~:ot HearingL~ocation 0 7tt Nol. Hearing Location 4otý 71- Goet. Y

Mailing Ad00tde0 P _______ Maiig Ad&-.t

Chrok thle approprjt.l participant Category, Checki the a4ppropriate Partcielpol estagnry
Pobite Designated fitgesarotatlse Private Public Designated Represeotative Prioate .
(Iffici.l or Private organization - Citizen ____ Offrle i ___ of Private Organization _- C. I...
Chock hoe if you wish to a0k a qu~estion during the hearing. -Check Sore If you tolob to oak a qoosrtwo. during the hearing.
Chock h=. If( -o owish to off.r verbl rowweota. Checki here If y~o Wish to efror verbal rootonho.
Check here if you wisk to submit . wrltteo .t.t@..WL. Chreek here if you wish to submit1 . writtenO~etav ___
Chock here if You tWish to mrcire so Elk. A. roll Fina lo Check hero it0 y rou is to receive tot ElS. _jrDraft 1 Final
Arm& of question or Comtmetnt (cheek all that apply), Are. of question or -. eoelet (Cherk all that apipily)

___Air Fo-c Poflly Recreation Air Ior. Polley _ __Recreation
kyoitoo Neqtuirements Visvual Rossoornot System Ewpulremeeet _____ hloal N.otre

____Employmntet Cultural Rmsorress Employment ___Cultoral R - .ore
Homaing - ~Notice Amlerican Ieoovrces Housing ____Native Amerira- Ne--oro
Education Bilvogical Reootireo Educativon -- Bioluirol Reamer-o
Publi. Servlr~vo- Air Quality Public Servires Air Quality
Pukblic Financeo__ Noise Public Fla.�e____ No:.m
Utilities W.t.r Resourocs Utilities W___ ater Eesoooreo
Trotoportotliv Geolog old .101. Tmoooporttli-c___ Geology and Svtlo
Lord UooSfe Loam Use sofety
Other Ipleazz, oprCifyI __________________other lPleooe, Olioify) -____ ____

Plems, tore In this sheet 00 reqoested hy the hearing Officer. Pie,.. turn in this sheet U0 retquested by the hearing officer.
Written romments will be considered in preparation of the Final EthL Toy noy use, this Written Cotmments will he Conoidered in preporatior of the Final Elk. Yoo may use, this
:beat to submtit writtencCommtnte.l oih., In the space provided helow or 0n on attarhed sheet to Osubmit written Comments either io the space providedl helow or i0 cc alttaehed
st~toceol. Written Comcenots woy also be submtitted In . letter or other forwmat; how- statement. Wiritten Commcents Coy SIM0 he submtitted in . letter or other forwol; how-
over, rComment. most he subhmitted lto cer than August 21, 1287 and .tied to the ever. Comments wtost he stibmitted no later than Atigat 2t. 19117 atd woiled to the
soldnress ao ddress helow.

mail tot Director Of Ennlr~onnelniol Plannitng Statemtentis) Attarhed Malil to: Director of Environotental Planning Nlrleceollol Attached
AFRCE-BMS/DEV Yes __ No APRCE-BMS/DEV Y" Te S o
Norton Air Pon.e Note. California 92409-5443 Nortion Air Forne Som. Califoeoia 92409-4401

*Filling out this fortm 10 001 reqoleed. hottt 10 Ia eoototcedrd. The hoarieg offl.or wiII PFlllicg ol this formt Is q ton vreqoeol hot it is rerommtended. Th. heorintg offirier.will
rall onthos whoab hove ecopletedl old tortov In Commenrt t oets before recognizing -i cllo those who hace Completed ard Iturned I0 Comtment a0010 hefore rerogtnizing
persons who, did tot. Thock yoto for yoorco, :dc persons who did mtl. Thank YOtU for yoor Cooperation.

DOCUMENT 34 DOCUMENT 35

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHIEET
Small1 ICBN Progrant 31.11 ICBM Program

Molitatrew Ale Force B000, M00ontan Mclttlroft, Air Po e..Ne, Montato

Hearing Location C-1oC _ Gota 7-2z-11 Hearing Location Got. e

Name; Ao i? , A . - -hNae: )0/o~o 4A&
Orgntiostet ___ Organiootion: i4grj f kAuýcI

Mailing Address M ~ ~ ~ Z ' ~- - - ailing Addramt JA 4 ffI" .sid Aj,.
crglir o44 mm.c -e'rc ett M .57~ 2

check the appropriate pcrtliyciat estego. Cheek Iho appropritoe participant category:
Pubilt Designatedl :, eso.ntlihe Privete Public Designated Representatoive Private
Official __ of Private Oeganization ___ Citizen sit, Official of Privtet Organization OW rill...____

Chek her if(you wih to oaks atuestion during the herig Check hereif roo wish tosk cob qostitondeuitg the hearing.Cheek her yo Ip0wi~h to of fer verbal romments. CElmo here if yoo wish to offer verbal rommtents. ____

Check here if yoo wi1h0k Ic. rcie. s0 Elk. tA_ Draft dM Final Chech here if yott wish Ito oktnit owittn EI tol-reft. _ t__ Fina
Area of question oe ecmnent (check oil thet apply): Are. of quesotion or COomment Icteeb all11 tha apply):

sAi, for. Pclicy itt ith- Necreation 00__ Air Pvrre Policy R___ ecreation
s yutem Requirementls Visual Resourceso- System Rrqttlremntiot V__ isuavl NeRrro
Employmnett-. Coltural R- -ven Employmnent ____cultural Resoorreo
Hosoing Native Ameriran Nemoorre; Houooing Mail,. Ameriran Resoorres
Edoration Bilolgical Reou~rces Education Biological Netoornoto
Publir Service.. Air Qoality ____Public Services --- Air Quality
Pubhlir Finance Noise____ Public Finance Noise
Utilities Water Resourees Utilities Mater Resoorres
Transportation G eology, end Still. Transptortation Geology and hello
Land Un. Safety Lordt Use soelty
Otheriple.- specify) - ________ Other (plror tsnecify)

Pleass, torn in this shoot asrenquehtrd by the hearing nfficer. Plo.- torn in this bhoat ho reqoested by the ho..ring, offirrr
Wiritten Comments 0ill ho considered in preparation u. the Final Elk. You coy too this Critten comments will he rconsidered tn preparation of toe Finol Elk. Yoo coy Use this
sheet to sumit written comments either in the sapce. provided balo. yer In an attaehed sheet to submitl written rommenots either in the spore provided hislow or in an &attehad
statecent. * ritteneocommens cat also he submitted In a letter or other forcot; how- statement. Written ecomments way 0RIM he Subcitted In a letter or other formall how-
ever. Ccmments wosl ho sukbmitted no later than Augost 21. 1087 and called to the ever, eComments coot he sobmitted fto later than August 21. ION? and coiled to the
a . ddr~es below. 

addr-t balow.IV

I ~~ - -r, --

"MN to. Director of Eorcellplanting Sltlementlol Attachd Nail Int Director of Entirorcental Planning Stateent.)ta Attached
AP8IIC-OMS/DEV Yea - No AFRCE-OMUIDEV Yet - he
Nelrten Ai r Forl e. fo. Colifornia 92409-6440 Norton Air Force. Sae. California 92409-6448

*:ieg01thisvform" i, eel required. bat It J0 recommended. Th. hearing officer will `, -illing out this form io not reqoiretd. bat It is rorocendird. The heartng officer w:il 10
ionthose who 0000 Cocpleted ncd turned In comcent sheets before renognizing rail on theso who hove compleldted anlurned n0 rocrent sheets hofer rreegn-reg

pr-scen who did not. Thank you for your cooperation, peorsons who did not. Thaonk yo:: for your cooperation.
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DOCUMENT 36 DOCUMENT 37
PUBLIC HEAR ING COMMENT SHEET *PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHIEET

Small ICUBM Progranm Small ICBM Isnalim.i
Mitialosro Air Force Bear, Montana Matetaitron, Air Feere Beaar, Moolah.s

Hearing Location Date Hwk,~.g7Ieclg LocCelion GroatPalm__ Date 22 July 97

Name: '21Y-t, ante Plana S. Talcott -

ilran st o C'onj~u..4'~uvl~t~t. L Ogsniastleee self

Mailngl Address:~( P I~~' Madilin Address 2ý004 eE A~ver. S._ ____ ___ . _....

Check the appropriete participant Category. Cheek the appropriate la"ctielpant tategocyt

P. lic Designated Represenamtiijo Private Public Denignated Representative PrinaneOfficial -of Private Orgaieii on ... CHIt�e Official ____ of Private Organization ____ Citinen

Check here if you wish to ask a question doring the hearing. -ýL Check here if you wshll toashi a questioe daring tha henaring.____
check here if yoo wi h to offer verbal comments. __ _Conch ta- If you weish to offtr Venhal comments._
Check here if you ewah to submlit a written st~Teelt. Cheek here If you wishb to submnit a written statement -ZZ-_
Chvck here If you wish to recriu- an EIS. Draft i Final Cheek heme if yen twish te receine an EIS. -__ Draft _ý_Final

Area of question or comment (check all that apply): Area of queation or comement icheck all that apply):

___Air Force Policy .,emtio Alr Poes~ Policy ___ Recreation
System Requirements ____Visual Resources Spntea Requirements ___ Visual Reanarees
Empioyment ____Cuiturai Resources , Etmploymen ____ Culturai Resoorrens

_4..a Hnusing Native American Resouran- Heusing Native American Riesource.
Education - Bilongical Resonurces Educatione___ Biolgiesil Ressre
Public Servicea Air Quality pshle, Serniees ____Air Qtality
Public Finance Noise I~ Puilr Firoame,___ Nois
Utilities W.ter Nmnre.. s utilities Mater Resourcee
Transportation Geoiogy and $.un Tranapefitorhale G_ eolngy and Soels
Ladli.Sft__ _Land Use s).. afety

Other ipicase specifyl ______________other (please specifyi _ _ ___________________

Please turn in this sheet as requested by the hearing officer. PI.-s tare in thi. sheet as5 reqaested by tlte hearing offiecer,
Nritten comments will he considered in preparation of the Finai EIS. You may use this Nritten commnents will he rconsdered in preparation of the Final EtS, You stay use, this
aheet to auhtoit written commtents either in the sptace protided heiow or in an attached sheet be submit written commenta either In the spare provided below or in an attached
statement.W irthen comments may aiso he submitted in a letter or other format; hew- statement. Mrttten comments may also he submitted In a letter or other Eermest; how-
ever. comments must he submitted no, later than August 21, 1987 and mailed to the ever. comentese mast he submitted so iater than August 2t. IN87 and ma~iled to the
address helow.. addres hele..

1CAl Ts ror aartom ttuat tvhs subjhect prinosal ill aeolie

1 ttth rd. T1i Stat .well ba eurdSaebi m i te
agaunar on~e-stat-e torthlI requiresenwt. anuls san-a to ie that th

CO,.s. m..m~e O5O~tsu~onun i* wo..05 '0 ser '.e ecssit-o-TItM area.

3 9 f the thousands of miiaywese who will be Moving to t e
Iarea, few will be educated. Cauturn officer types. mtoat will he

Maili to; Director of Environmental Planning Statementis) Attached Mail 101 Director of Environmentai Planning Statessentlsi Attached
A FRCE-BMS/DEV Yes No M AFRCE-BMS/DEV Yes __No
Norton Air Force Base. California 924th-R448 Macton Air Force Baean Califarnia 92409-H448

*Fiilfing nut this form is not required. bat it is recommended' The hearing officer mill F~iiiing sot thin farm is not required, bat It In recoetmeededt. The hearing effirer will
call on these who bane com~pleted and turned in comment sheets hefore recngnizing In- celo0hs h aenepee0n aedi omn heshfr neneu~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~persons who did not. Thank you for your cooperatn.prooweddnt Takyufryu oprtion.

DOCUMENT 37 DOCUMENT 38

ki, A.
3 d i IComments: carefree, imutatre 18-. t9- and 20-ysar olds.
Thin '411 cause i tiruni naugbu lay pryn.-

reatal housing. Peraoas will move into th arafomcto
ltisn lookirogifoii then'nacJ~ohet* some wl etaset

61Neither will adldriqgmore weapons to the world arsenal make

astable, securfe rt an oroet Irt willr dc euv ten oproesite

7 this EI5. Itria dishones t av division of a dees A E0
contrac tor writing theEIS. It ia a conflict of intnrest.
it-- _-515._Zblt -m~opltetly. Hopefully, if anothe-r

.. 00_ to be, aone witnin a year, ob ectlVe peopu isl we
tk kerI _nits developiment. -'7- '''

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OP 1974C). O.'.t. I s, .7
iS U.S.C 551s) 4 / 0o

1. uthority1 f" ' ., 7ete..
33 U.S.C 5H557a. 557b, 597. 709s - ~

2. Principai Purpoe . ~ ~ ~ q .t~A..uI-
Information is used to compilie mailing lists for sending hrochures and other dotea1.~'n
co invrig the projeet In tthose who might be intrcatedt.

3,1.1 otine lees
A0. Information is forwanded to Federai. Stlate, and loval agenries, and Cnngressmen.
B. Information in used to compiie maiiing lists fer nther projects in which the person

airopiylmw the lrocsinmight haeo an intees...,7
C. Infarmation is compiled in a Record of Public Meeting and made available to the public.
0. Names of peopie and their cammrents daring the poblic meeting are published In preject

reports.

4. Mandatory or Voicntary Dliacioorr and Effect on Individual Mat Providing [,formation
Voluntary - Failure to provide the information requested couid result ia failure te receive 9~L brochures end notification of further devenipetents.

Cia
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DOCUMENT 39 DOCUMENT 39

PUBLIC HEfA4ING COMMIN'T SHEET*
Small ICBM Ptv100.o

htatststom All Pore. Beer. Kontena Additieonl Comixesim Wr. ... /cs- ~.. J, .i

Heoaring LoctonI _AAX Dat 2_ _Z~dr o- r ~ ~ ~ orf 0-1) -

No..,____ 3~~'. .

Mai~lingAdIM", A.- ell -V.s~. re* .~fJ I.; r~ / -' f CS - rA,j e/o A .,. I

Check thAse~plt pa-toapo t ewgiy 4 .. , , .. or *

Publi Designatedt Representative Prirsto .. *.I o .. n..,<- 6 %u

Official ___ Of Private Orgnisztloo ___ Cities. A. P. 17P CS

chteck heoe if you wish to "it a question diol.ia to. beorhog. ___ , A,. ~'
Ctheckher-t If you :Slol to offer verbal coomments..____
Cheek her if yowr0t Shtt.eitte.statetment.
Check beoif you isht to Meol10.00 tIS. __ Draft __ho _____________________________

AM&O of questionor commen00t (ebeek oil that SMY1)s

Air force Policy Reommatl I-_________________________
Systsem Requirvin0tnt Visual Renmi_______________________________
fE.PloYest - Cultu0mtral se

SHousing___ Native America. Resouroes

Poublic Saerooc __ Air Quality
P.Mic PI0.0. fnite

UtlItI~o- Wt5~ ocoo~ocDATA REQtJIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OP 1074
T ransportation ____ eololy, OAd SO.. (6 U.S.C ISl12)
i.mma Us ___ safety
Ott.r (plaesao -pelfyl_ 1. Authority

plesse torn in this sheet AS requested by the hearliog officer. 33 U.S.C 55357-. S57b, IS7. ?N9o

Written comments will be considered in preparationl of the Final P.15. You mtay was this .Picpl ups
,beat to sukoit eIttv. cootolooto either 10 the zpar. provided betowor 1. Ittn tteehlen:1oo
otatement. Wristten oommennts may also be submiotted ins .Ietter or other formt;t thoo- tohontattlt o Iuseed to comptile mailing Hall0 for oottdrlvg broohtres .d other data
evro. -o.t.o .is 0 bus D ao mtintted no later then Aogu1, 21. 1987 sod hanllod to toe cosonernig to. Project to tttose whto mightt he Interested.
addo-o below 3. tRn-tio UesP

4,' S.~.*y. 10 ~ I o ~C..~t~C y..~l 0 I ~001A. tnformatiton is forwardted to Federal, Iftats. snd Weoat ageoeI. and Coego. 000.m
Ms .. .. ,.Ij. u.?

1
.,. o. S. inorslmttionI Soend to compile eclinif JIM0 for Alba, projects ie wthict the parent

' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r rl, r, n ... /1.- ~d ~ . . '.f~ ' soupyieg it. informtionto mightt Axes 00 iteresot.

6-L ., .S .. ,.,~...O 0 . .. ~ ,/,.f... C. Informtation Io comnplied no Renoed of Poblie Meeting ad mode availablke toth public.
9IM L.~~. ?A, h j. A r-.o. A.ao.....od 0 .eds D. Homes of People nod their 00.00000 &.Intg the pahtbe Metinglr - pubishe~d In Project

oA~.-rc..7). A. .. 4., too 00.. .~c4. Mandatory A Voluntary Diosure.0t SAW Effect w tnivdualdt tNot ProoidliqteIformation

2 I .. ru f '$*~wt -As ~ -~~tl .. ,Voluntary - Faluore to prwovide the inform.ation requested oould Meoan in faloutre to Movies.

0-AZror. o~ d- brochures sod fttlftootion of further developments.

Mail to. SlrMew of Environmoental Plastaing Statotemet($) Attached
APRCE-BtdS/DEV Ye. _ No
Natco.o Alr ho, Beat, C.1iforriia 9240"-448

$Fill Ing out this loon Is "ot required, bet It Is recommen~ded. The tesring officer will o 3
coll on ithemse who hae comple~tetd and turned I0 commenot shawls before recognizcing1P
pritOstl who did mt0.Thank you for your cooperation. -

DOCUMENT 40 DOCUMENT 40

STATEMENT o r'f AtA le H Af ~l$Ld eO ' 5 LL f,6S, Tbase new,0 0mi~ssiles mr0 danlgerous aod oot just when they

General Goaete, Depulty Chief of Staff at SAC. spoke at a are fired. At latert noe of these w~ill he on the rood every day.

luncheon0 in Billing. lost Friday. So stated thot the Base ICBM They will travel in vehicles cost a hundred feet l-g and

wapons Systems had been deployed for two qeneretioos aod that, fourteen feet wide. They will travel in oll kind of weather

even though we hav, proud and able military personnel, that the at oll times of the day -- and the Air Force in proud of that.

Uioted States msot provide our oervicoearn with the newest Ism not proud of all the deathe that will occur f rom those,

techoology available. As he said, despite many modifications moreters traveling 00 our highwa~ys.

to theme old weaponts systems, you -can squeone just no much In commenting on the age of the oelouteaon missile systaems

juice out of an apple.-* last Friday, General Glostee asked a rhetorical question. He

I agree that our *tvicsmee are courageous, I also amtksd'whet other profession requires ito member, to use 25

believe that they should never be seot into battle without year old tMolsl I have ao answer. The profession of Citizen

adequate ueapoery. But that is beside the point when we start eust use a systeme of laws that is nearly 200 years old. We can

talking Ahoot a dangerous ... system of intercontinental speak out because the Constitution given us the tool of free

ballistic missiles. When generalp begin comparing ouclear expression. But it cannot unor if we do not use it. So let's

weapons to applsn. I weonder who the fruitcakes really are, Stop thin silly pla:. to cart missiles 00 trucka around on our

These newt eissile* would bring a lew new john. hot not foo higttway*. Let the cr0cks roam around Wanhington, D.C. or New

very long. They will also hrinq a iot of people who won't stay Yook City if thems nov missiles are so great.

but who will Stir things up pleoty wohile they are here. who

needs more crime? The jail in Great Polls is ulready full --

where will we put the 0ew law-breakers? What's qoing to happen

if 00 expand our local school eystems and governments to take

care of this fluse aod temporary economic growth? Moro paioful

cutbacks and unemploymtent. I suggest that, if the government

uants to pump money into our economy, they ehould find a better

way.
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DOCUMENT 41DOUET4

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET - PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTrSHEET*
Smtali ICBM Program, Small ICBM Program

Malmstrmm Air Foree Baom, Montana Muaitstroet Air Force BASS. Motn

Hearing loes1on Le'i~oac, !.t. Date 7,29-1987 Hcontcto .. Ai .4LnJAuIL n

till, nitatioe: Org~ rn srt - - - Sanization, lu -F1

itniling Address: k. u o. kl_ _ _ Mailiog Add,--' l&iw.-A / T £Z1'ZQ__
Cheek the appropriate participant category: Checki the appropriate participant category:

Public Designated Representa~tive Private Public Designated RPepretsettive Private
olfficial of Private Organization _ __ Citizen x Official ___ of Private Organization Catl-e
Check here if you withh ,to A0k a question durinig the hearing. Cheek Sere If You wiah to Ask a questioe dueing the hearing.
Chrek her if You wIsht offer verbal eomnentt. Chemk here If yoy wia ttoooff.r erh.1 ed.ommetu. ____
Check herr if yoo wish to subimit awritten statement. 0 hteek her yof 70 ish touabmit A written statement. ____
Check here if you0 Oith In reeeioe An EIS, ____ Draft ___Final Cheek here if you Wish to receioe An EIS. ___ Draft - Final

Area of question or comment (check all that applyh Area of question be comment (cheek all that apply)i

Air Force Policy Recreation Air Force Polily R___Iecreation
System Requirementa visual Retooeree System Requirements ____Visoal Resoarees
Employment ---- Coitural Resoorces Employment CulturalReora
Housing Native American Resourcet Housing Native American Resources
Edocation Biological Resources Education _____ Boloiea Resures
Public, Service, Air Qoality Public Serviees Air Quality
Public Finance Nois Public Finance Noise
Utilitic Water Resources Utilities water Reniuorees
Transportation Geology and hello Temsopo Zion Geolngy and hells
L~and Poe Safety Land Us, ____safety
Ot~her (please specifol_____ Other ipiense speoifyi ________ - __________

Please turn in this nheet an requested Up the hearing officer. Please torn in t his a'.7 it at requested by the nearing offieer.
Written cetemento will he considereid in preparation of the Final ElS. You may use this Written comteents will he considered in preparation of the Final ElS. You may use this
sheet to submit written comments either in the space provided beow or in an attached sheet to submit written comments either 0n the apace Peovided hlow or in an attached
statement. B ritten comments may alto he submitted in a letter or other format; hew- statement. Written commentn may also he submitted in a letter or other format; hew-
ever, ch.mments mutt he sotmitted nto later than August 21. 1987 and mailed to the :,r; oar.rmenits must he submtitted no later then Auguat 21. 198f and mailed to the
addtress helow. adrASa bels..

'l~otio - ton inuppoen. of the ai-ithe n-11 Iotooooattoaota 2aUltatt
TAdoingy o supee joh to -ent InvitabTIt, anotoo IACl isa -very

littlte sod yoiur parnmelae1 son oeLqfnentoas a Jo 4Luet~4is5S~ ~-2 proftil. Thnooicaattentrzul tnetaou 51hau big _i ch-inaed

aoolalru s bor joe C r Ptrf Lo onothe roaduito Great________Pab

%Ieil to: Director of Environmental Planning Statement(s) Attached mail to; Direetor of Environmental Planning Statementls) Attorcied
AhORCE-BBS/DEn Ye. No AFRCE-BMS/DEV Yes. _ No
Nnrton Air Force Blase, California 92409-6448 Norton Air Foree Boor. California 92409-6448 __

*F~iic out this form is not requiredt. hut It is reommended. The heawing offieer will Ps 'Filling: out this form is "ot required. hey It is reeommendcd. The heawing officer will M'
coi on these mb. atio completed anditurned in comment sheets beforerrecognizing calo thes w e hu completed and horned in eomment sheets before recognizingpersn b did 001 Thn yufroreprtioc. pers ons whse did so.Thonk too for your cooperat ion.

DOCUMENT 43 DOCUMENT 44

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET *
small ICBM Progra small ICBM Progam

altemAir Force Base, Moritana Malnsintm A ir Force Bane. Montana

Hearing Location 2 k5e W,__jýWrhate -32 Hearing Loestion .A W_$1e%1Fat Date 0 7

Name: AIz~ /..11LŽk~ --- Name;
organization: - ~ ~ ' ______organization:~~a~s~

Mailing Address: 7 Mailing Addresso; ____________

Cheek the appropriate partieipant eategory: Check the appropriate partieipant eategory:
publice Designated Bepeasontatlon Private -Phl eintdRpeetto rnt

Offeia ofProat Oraneaton _____ Citnen L.Offieial of Prioate Organization _-_ Citizen
Check here if y00 :ub toak a qoesttion during the hearing. Check here if yoo m:Ie to ask a qoestion doring tse hearing.____
Cheek here if you wish to offer verbal comments. Chrek here, If 000 wIsht offer verbal comments.

Cheek here if you wihto "bimis A Wrilt" atatement. Cheek here if you with t'o Submit a writthen statement.
Cheek her if you wIth to receive an EIS. ___ Draft ____ tnal Check here if 70 Iahto receive an EtS. ___Draft Final

Area of qoestion or comment (check all that apply): Area of qoestion or commet leheck all that apply):
Air Force Policy ____Reercation Air Fore Policy Recreation
System Requirements V___ isual Resources - system Requirements ___ Visual Resources
Employment Cultural Resiources - Employment Cultural Resourcesa
Housing Native American R.-eaors Housing Native American resources
Education -___Biological Rensourcea Edoration B iologieal Resources
Pobtic Sernicesa- Air Quality Putslir Services Air Quality
Public Finance NoisePki.iac os
Utilities Water Resources Utlicrites c Watser eo e

Tran sepotto saf_ eoloy adhlsTransportation 
Geology and Soil

Landr UPese Spefety land Use safety
Othe (plase pecfy)- - - --- -Other Iplease, specify)

Please turn lIn this Sheet As requested by the hearing officer. Please turn in thin sheet as requested hy the hearing officer.
Written em menu will be considered in preparation of the Final ElS. You may usc, this Wr:*ter comments mill he considered in preparation of the Final EIS. You may use this
sheetI to submit written comments either 0n the space provided below or in an attached shieet to submit written comments either in the spoeT prooliae belowl, no attahe

- oh tr rohrfomthw ttemeni. Written commentu inay slsns be suhmitted in a letter or other format; hew-,,;ha c
woment hote sumte oltrta uupt ION1? and matled to the ever. comments mont he submitted no later than August 21. 1987 sod mailed to the

adesbeo tiddres,. blw. ,6

.ou1- LL. i elas 7..a tr mo- a .7-9 'Ž~ e ~
jeve A' -i;%- o ~ i.4C E~ Zr ic, '6.-h j AIM4

A-

1& C/VEaS zb II~ jar ý ,I

Malt ircoofFoon an g Statament(s) Attached Van' to: Drhecto o nior F rmeniol Planning hatementhnl Attached
AENCElIMb/tyEo yes No AFNCF. HVS/O~ YeVN
Nortohn Air Force Rose Ca o-r a 92409.8448 Nnletno Air ,...re lRn.- Cafiirfo~ni 02009 6449 ., N

Fil~ing out this form is not required. butl Itris recommended. The hearing officer will op ,wriant nnfrm.,is not required. hot it in recomended. The hearing officer will
rai us'hese who' hat ompleted and tuned in commnret $aleta before recognizing ocl nthene who hav co mpleted end turned in -mment sheets hefore rtcogE'ii'C'g Z
person whe did no.Thank you for your cooperst ion. PI hesrnae did not. Thank yno fo.. your oioWr.ti-n
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DOCUMENT 45 DOCUMENT 4C

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT StHEET - PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHIEET
small ICBM Prag11 Sml rgram

Waimstrcm Alt, Farce Base, Monlana Male1 srte Ai'rCFo~rce ate Montana

Hearing Location sa rJ Date _i4A7 Hear. -gLcto -. IT~r r~t 7f to
Name:; s. huf u'ouidu-A Nae t iF, .SCZC:n j a

organiz~at ion: ...Ž 0  Lvuwo't)•.,~te~.Ogan at-a nn~ ~s~arU t
Mailing Adibma,: Al~~caos~ Caan.uegaIc Addrens C) q$f 5

Chei- tthe appropriate participaat category: Check the appropriate participant category:

Publir Designated Represennativa private Pjblc Deaignated Rrprrsntaioe Privte

official a",/ a! Private Oganaization ____ Cinizana _ Orfficial at Private Organization _ _ Citier

Check here If Yau wais to ask a qovanlan daring isa hearing. .'Checký here if O, wIsh to;k ai qucavior, during the tIaqing. X.-
Chec hereI you wlaht offer verbal commenta. ___ _Chret her if YOv wis'h t afterverhalcomnisnno )

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Cheek here If you clnw ean nES __Daf __FnlCektni a wiih to res oru EIS. _ rft ia

Area of question or comment (check aill that applyit Area or que"cior or comment lcetter all that apply)-

Air Force Palicy ____Recreation __ >"ý Air Farce Policy Recreat ion
Syatem Re~quiremets Viaual Rassena- System Requirementa v. isual Rsore

c' Employment Cultural Resource Employment Cultural Resources
Housing N___ atiae Amorlea Resoorces --- Housing Native American tRouve

-- Eoa-tion Biological Reaouren Education Biolagiral Re-uoce
Pubilic Serices Ale Quality Public heroines Air Quality

____Public Finacce ____Nolase- Puklie Fiacen Noise

Utilities Water Rnsouee;J Utilitie waler Retoormens
Teasitpartation ___ Geolog and Solis Trse-lratiac Geology and Sails

___Land U~sa safety Othaer (pla- spciy safety

Other (plcaasspecify)_ 
Le_____________

1
jtnr Upeo pcfl--- - - - ---

FPeto, tore in this sheet as requested by the hear.Ing officer. Pleas turn in this aheet as requesed by the bearing officer.

Written comnents will he eosiadered in preparation of the Final EtS. You may uae this Written commnents will be considered .. preparation of the Final EtS. You may Use this

sheet to subsmit written comments either In the space prosided below or in an attached sheet, to subm it written com ments either in the apace Peoaided helom or in an attached

statement.- Written comments may also he submitted in a letter or other format: how- s latement . Written co mments may also the submitted in a letteirer~ nicerrforma::I hew-

ever. ecmmen~ta mint he submitted solater than August 21. 19B? and mailted to the ever, comments mint he submitted so later than Augint 21. Sand maile to the

eiddna helow. add-.s helaw.

Malt: ietr fEvromna Plnnn S ate

Wail no: Director of Environmental Planning Statementlat Attached - ai c. DrCetor o DEnviomna PlnigNaoenlAtce
AFRCEWMSIOYs c oAREMS/DES Yes. No -64
Norton Air Force Boss. Californi 92409-6448B Horton Air Force Bose, California 92409-64

aFillIng out this trwi Is sot required, Wn it is recommended. Thine hearing officer will to illing cut this form is not reqoired. hot it is recommended. Then hearing offirer will
rail or teose who haae completed and turned In commernt shets before recognizing [Ic nI ortwewo hane completed and turned in comment sheets before recognizing

persuna who did not. Thank you for your cooperation. -ms'Mddm.Takyo o orcoeain

DOCUMENT 47 DOCUMENT 41

PUBLIC IIFARING COMMENT SHEET *PUBLIC HAI~hNG COMMENT SHEETa

M."Smell tCBtM Proges Small ICBM Program

Aoeto Ai Fnrteee Montan MnlmtroM, A Ir Force Bose. Montana..

HaigLiain7 2 -jHearing Location Dst-.

Ace: Acx\'al.o V - Name: IF';1t .F -- _

Mo.u"ng Addrenss: (.3 .> 4-e- 1f., Mailing Add-:
c%..: All.." f511t 7

Check he appropriate part icipant category: Creek tie ap-preist- Participant categnry:

Pu.MrDsinae Representative Pni-ate P.1,ii Designated Representative Private V
lifflolof Frioste lrgacesiof-- C.tleen OIlo.ia of Priet ... anin.t.. Cit er. ,A

chec here ynwihtastsI quelich durin lIe hearing. -C-ec her if you winh to ask a questio doring tehsia

herShr i o wia to off cvrbal rmna.Chec wer if you =i Inof er. annei co mmet. 7
Check hIr it y:,:, wie-1 to"hrttnsaeet Cekhre If you aishtn umttnle statement.
Chec ter iy mIs. to ree .an Fl. Daft Final Ihc her it yo ih treivaniS. Drnft Fins:

orea It qonto or cmment irherk e1i that Sppili) Ares it question orcm men ir- cc sIlht anpplyl:

Air Force Poicy R-ereaion Air force Policy Recreation
Systm lRettuireent VsulArtuitimtm eieetiOas eore

Employmnt Cuitrl Resources Employmen Culua Resource
14--q~n Natve America Resorce H-Ing 5511cr Ameia rcre

liuhic hecoien Air 4-ia0y Pubic, Servce Air Qal

lUr- cair Resource .i",lnose Resource

K TcsnsU.:cst-i Ginoogy and t~~sTrarscctai:n 1.- C~rlqoý sod So;is

itiheV- ,~seper-t: I te piev- spe f'lv AMC /joi t /eql ;1
P!--nrturn inissr1 et01crrn.:cntd n

5 
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PUBUJC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
small ICBM Program

Malcstrom Air Force Baa.e, Montan mus~a ~- ~ / ~ ~ k Ad

Hearing Loestion &isn~Dt . . I ~ - T5

Mailing Ad~dress: R. Fllc ts 2

Check the A4ppropriate participant category:
Public Designatedt Representative Privaet. s-
Official __ of Private Organization ____ Citiesn. ___
Check tree if you wisah to sok a qoestion durieg the hearing. A___

Check hem. if you Wih to subemit a written sttteetswt. s- y
Cheek here if you wish to receive a Eso . __ Draft net~ ______________________________________
Area of qoettion or comment (cheek sit that apply~lt trsut l

Air force Policy Rec__ areation
syste i Requirements ____Visoa R.Aaar'e"

- Employ mnt Cultoral Resamsces
Housing Natioe Aeterican Neaournee
Eductio Biological Resaarces
Poblic Sernioces___ Air Quality

___ U410tos' ME__~ WP 1411ifieil DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OP 1974
___Transportaltin - Geaog sAd .Its ( .. Ss

Land Use ____ baty SUS. 6.
other (plc... speciy)_ 1. Aathoeity

P esoe toes in this sheet As requested hy the hearing officair. 33 U.S.C 55567., 557b, $B7, 709.
Written comments wilt be coasidtered in preparation of the Ftnal EItS, You wAY u.N this

sheet to subttit written awt manta either in the apace proaided belowt or is set attached 2. Principal Purpaae
statement. Written namnments way asos he aubwitted in a letter aw other farmal; hew- eawta isudtorpie aiig isefrednghwaew sdwlsrst
ever, commenets most he tsubmitted no later thaw Auguat 21. 196? and w.tied to the coscredfegif the Project Ca thoe. who Might he interamted.

'a'- .c Ira beow 3 7 . Routine Uses
-r F auk t" mv P____/ _/ _____S ''~ / A. Iafarmation is forwsrded ta Federal. Stain, sad local ageseies sand C6 lip rnsa .

.i~~s~~so~~serzcoas ZBl& L 8o~a s.! n. Iaforwation Is wed to caompile mailing lists far other ttrwiscta in bmhin the pmarss
supplying the inforwatian wight haen at Internist.

•~ ~C. Informratian is caompilcd insa Record of Pabtic Heeting sad wads available is the public.
dt"W -*Iw- 0. Kasmm of people and their commeents during the public seating Ame published Is prioiset

-r Pase :;,A 0dn9~ ~ 1.o~f.Ti reports.

-c A4. Mandaiory or Voluntary Disclosure end Effect on individual Mat Providing Information~~ O-i...*Mry - Failure to provide the inforwation requested coasd rasult is fail-a ta renaeiv

_nt q,,,4,4-A mhrcrhre and notificatian of forther deveopsamtant.

Mail to. Director of Ewvirotnmental Planning Statemastle) Attached
AFRC9-BMS/DEV -Yes __ Na
Mortem Air Pores Baae, Catiforwia 91409-6444k

-Filling out thit facrte Is nat renquired, hat It Is recammntaded. The hearing aftloter will
call on these who hate completed sad tuneed in camment sheets bcfare reenignialing
persons whe did rat. Thanh pew for your cooperetia.
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Chieck her: if ,ouiht ~ usio uigtehaig Chseck hero if you wish ttoas at question daring the hearing. ____
Chec her it yo whtoffeer ucetscoccects. Chck hereif you wish tooffer nverbalcomments. ____
C~1hec hrrif o is , uhntaitestirt Check hero if you wish to submit a writtee statement.
Chreck ,.: her if Io wih to vio en EItS. Draft Final Check hero it you wish ta receive an EMS Draft _,K_ Final
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Air Force Policy Recreation -Air Forc Policy ____Renrssio

u-Systro Requirements Visu..I Resources ystiem Requirsmntsl Visual Raane
I. -ptoynr lnt Cultural Resour.ces Emplom mest ___ Cultural UneRn

-- inuoe RNatie Ainericto Renuorcrn Housing Native Awerican m monit~res
Educotiio Biological Resources Edsrstion Bioioglicsl Ressee
Publi. ';Ivoic, Air Qjuality Ptdsir Services Air Quality

Utillilc .- ast. er surco - ~utilities star Retsomrems
u.Trenniiriiin i. tcoingv end Soils Tr .. portatimno Geology end skills

Lund L'- Siiore'y- Lead Uae -safety
tlitner Iifi.... opccif Other pi.-ss speeiry)- - -

P,,-r ur ino !hit th-in tshe -dsr i the hroring officer. Plowe tore In this sheet sot requested by the hearing offirer.
anterconceis ,l h cilit~ci rpresr i In .o Fto in,[ Fiti. You nisy us his Written commsents will he considered in preparation of the Final EIS. You way user Ihis

trh I, tui' rIte I ooch , iic the Cyaepnuoiid hell- .tori an attached sheer to submiit written comsments either in the spor Provided below or sie an ,tached
-,!N rrro.iiys rhni i aeItno te omt c statement. Written cmmernds mey .15. he submitird in . letter or ot her format: tw

mis. he tiedin tnt 1 ch .n August l1, 19R7 sod -Ietld t. the she,. comments mus he submitted noisen than Augiust It. t9hU and! mailed to the

Mso . i~~~~~o~~u,- it in.,rV.150 r t~rrii*t idMil lo: tinrct of nirretiplanning fitirst-Ptel Attached
hi M10 ii trnIicr No ArRCE BWS/DEA yes No

N %Ar F--e tone I f- iris 9 'm 4 nea Norton Air" force Bas.0Olfornis 92409 64at
0 ,i is ur ~O'ruii.iiiu1,,e cci T-qe Th-, lie' ngoffer .. 11 -F *Fiiig not this toerm is not required. , hat it a eomne. Th,.h ..re office .01i

ti. oie 'i O~r..ioicr~ nit 1 rrr.orir -een1 hetire rerngneing 21el or ia tt.r he hae. roplireti and turned on comment sheets hefo,r rmrthgnr
r r.lii- ~ki." I .. irrifs'i - penoen who did not. Thank eo orI v.., ruerotuon.-
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PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
801.11 ICBM Programo IB Pog~
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Check Ithe appropriate participant category: Chock the wop,0p01t0 WoPartcian 00tag01

public Designated Re~presentative Private Puli Deignated Rep way Itat Private
Official ____ of Private Organisation ____ CitIO.0 Official ___of Private G~Ofleiztoo'le____ Ciliza.. £-

Check hen. If you wishl to 900 6 question40,104 the hearing. Check here if you wish1 to osk a qubestion during the hearing. ___
Check IoIfTO0111of, 010 0000.Check 0.0., if y00 wish1 to offer 0.0101 comments_____
Check hoN if yoO 1u tol s~.t awrnl est 0,10 t...oloI. CO ,0 f~.o~ 00101011..~O0 __
Cheek boo. If yoo Wish to receive 00 EIS. __ Draft __ Fina~l Check hao. if y0 wis1h to submit. 00 Eritte stt .'DoI .<l

Ar.. of question or comment (Chok oil lhot apply). Am&. of quetionl a,, comment (011.01 all that appy):

Air Force Policy ____Recreation Air Force Policy IoReemllw
-- System Requiremen~ts ___ ...Isl Boor-.- w nReurm tsvjie. Rankomme

Employmennt Cultural Raooo0000 Emplo yotmentli000 Cultural 1000...ro
Housing Native10 Amon...o R- -ooo Housing Nt!-Ameica
E~ducationl B~ iological Resources Education Biological Reoooooeo
PI11, Services Alr Quality Public0 Services____ Al, Quality
Public Finance N~o.. Public0 F10000 Nob
Utilities wa___Nter R.oooo utilities Wat10r Ro-oo.
Toon.1t001o11 Goologly and Soils Tlomaortaton1o _ Cookog Waft sail.

-- Other (lploao specify. 71ý j othor (P10000 eriy~- 0A~ ~ ,
Plas0e t000 in ti,1,Inert as requested by Ith hearing officer. 0 lsetr iIn. this 0 ia as01100 requested by theheain officer0110.

Nritten commnolnt wl~l be considered in preparation of the Fine[ EIS. You way this Wr1Nitten -00..0.i will be considere,.4 I, rao0tio. of 11h0 Final EIl. Too moy -0 this
sheet to submit written commlents either i0 the Waco, provided bel0o. or in an attoched 000.1 to submit written commeints elI~th Is the spoes. Provided below.0 lorn an attache
satoemeont. Written comments. may als 1o beubmitted In a letter or other formal h..- statement. Written com010001 m0y als0 00 saalolttel In0a letter othr a formal. bow-
ever,. met most01.00 be submitted no later than August 21. INST ond mailed1 to 1t10 over, -.- I.001 must be 001101110 1 .?-0 then August 21. 1"? and4 mailed tO 1hw

add" belo.addres b.elo..

-O Mkb-l.ffL ,at. ___It____ -- _______________

Nail 1o. Direcoro of Environmental Plannieg Statementls) Attached mail tor Di1r0ct00 of Envir~onmenta Planning StOItfboollo AII*oIod
AFRCE-BMS/IIEV -Y.. __ No AFRCE-BMS/f)EV Ye. __ o
Nortonl Al, Force Base, California S2409-6444 Nootom Air Porce Baso. California 1,44*-4448 ____

Fi l~ing out this form Is not required, but1I1 Is reommen~ded. 111. hearing officer wl~l eny 'Filing out this (000 is "I1 moieqod. 001 It is 0000.0000d04 TI.. hearing officer, ill1
call on those who ha00 completed and turned in comment.01 she0ts be ore oghle~ttg 0.1 00l Im0thos who 00ve coml~peted and turned0 in comment sheets before ooooopiong It
persons who did -01, Thank1 TOO fo0 y000 cooperation. persons who did noI, Thank you for yo000 cooperation.
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Check here if you wish to ook a question daring the hearing.___
Check hemroi you ebbh to offer verbal commoents. ___
Check hero if yoo wish to submeit a erit"'teeatetennt.____
Checkt hert it you Wish to receive en EIS. ___ Draft ___ Final

Area of question or commient (cheek all that applyb,

Ale Force Policy ____Recreation _____________________________________

Systoem Requiremenso Visu lwal Reaace____________________________
____Employn..tet___ Culttural Reeore

Hiousing N__ ative Amercican Resources
Education Biological Resounces
Piblie Seroices ___ Air Quality
Public Finanee ____ Wia
Utilities____ Water Reoca DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1NT4
Traseportation ___ Geology aod Snilo 5U, ~a

Uced n Safety ( .CSI

Other (Please Pefy) _ 1 Authority

Piecec teen In thin sheet ao requested hy the hearing officeer. 33 U.S.C iShita. 55Th, $97. ?&Ia

WritIte commnents will he coeildeced in tPreparation of the Final EIS. You may coo this 2. P P pac
sheet to aubmit written commeents either in the space provided helow or In cc attached Inormation is used to compile maiting lts~ for seeding brocueeswas enother data
santemntoo. Written commente way also he submtitted In a letter or other formeat; henw- coneareceg the Project to those ella eight he Inelrested.
aeon., comentset moat he submnitted no later then Anguo 1, l97 nod wailed to the

3. Routine Uec
- ~A. Inforwati-t . foerearded to Federal. State. sad local eigaeeie., wed Conraaseoeo

S.tfocathe us aed to compile selling list& feeehr ~ eejoeta in alshee thel goe
eaPplytog the Infoesstioo might have an Interest.

2 ~C. tnofrnotiaa Is melpied Ine Memeed af Pablic Meeotfn cod muade available he tHes p.M1..
D. Namse at People and their cowments during the public meeting am ptblisd Hn project

4. Mandatory or Volunatry Diucellae cand Effect an tadleldoal lot pmwldiog ihwforetkie
volantary - Pallors to Provide tha inforteation reqacoted rcad macsIt in falbee tocal,
hrochuresancd ratiffslowta of teether Oenolopwkewl.

Wail to: Director of on~ironwnentai Planning Statem~ent(s) Attached
AFRCE'BMS/DEV Yeo __ No
Wo"-u Air Force uses. Collifco'e 92409-8448

-Filling Out this forw Is not required, hut It as recomendeod. The hearing officer will

call an these wehe hane completed and turned in cowment sheets hefore recognizing us u
Peresons who did ant. Thank you for your cooperation.
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STATEMENIT OF SUCK O'BRIEN.
idetwen ispact hearing in Conrad. Statement of Sunk O' Brien.

7htirday, July 23. 1 957 Page two

This hearing is to discusas the ctocial. economic and environmenrtal
impacts of the proposeid Midgetman mobile missile system 0th I also ante that such elimeinationh he been alluded to ion the
Montana. It, a not a hearing to dtiscuss end debate the strategic U.S. gemeate. Specifically, the Senate Aomed Seervicee Ousittee
need or tack of need for the eissile wyates. so we'll leave, that alluded to the possibility in Its report to accompany the FY5S8-
for snothner day. However, there era some strategic quesetions that FS NaioalDfames Autioorizattc Act. The report, written lest
hove soms. beiaring on the potential impacte on onur area that I Kay. specificelly urges the Pentagoin to sloe the pace of
woud like to address. hidgetman development and to restrict it to cans, werhead. It nt.s

of curs, th puposeof he idge. nis t deloythat doing No, end I quote. -appears warrented in view of the
Of~~~ ~ core th upc fte Ndesn i o dpo u at directiont of arms contreol limitationse we Warhead lewels.

int rwoontineantal ballistic 01eellag in amobile basing systee. an b.as of the eventua loned to replace the Mienuteman 11
onaegtat can be dispersed "n thus be .*do more difficult for the st155i15."
Soviets Ito target. The sore w" Can disperse our targets -- we
call thee missiles,. the Soviets cell thee targets -- the sore it This concern about the Mtinutecens is the basis four my quseptiwet
coets the Soviets to hit thee .11. Clearly, dispersal is a good toinight to the Air Force . We've heard such In recent weeks about
Idea . Thus, if dispereal is such a good idea. I hve" to wonder the potential swoiw-econoesic impacts of the Midgetwean on the
why the Pentagon wante to take three Msisile* -- Ones Minutseman area. end sbout alI the people It'*s going to bring in. Boweveur.
end two Midgetman -- end pile thees up on the smee bullseye. we hevon't hoerd anything about the potentiel impact of
neesy a Ninuteeen silo. With three targets stecked nweetly on top 2 decommissioning the Minuteman 11 srystee. Given the li kelihood of
of each other like that. we sake th Soviet targeting staff'. job decomissioning of the MIciutemen 11 SyStee. I think the study of
a whole lot easir. fw onl gettcia warning of attack-- te igenleat dostgofareog.TeLpc study
that is. If th t kco-kes'lliket. c 5 otfretebulaigOught to address the long-ters effecte of the Midgeteen. end
only emontes to react -- the likelihood of the Soviet& Catching desomisioning thns MInuteasen Is one Of those long-term effects.
three of our missiles with one of theirs is souch greeter. Thus. I Thus. I oak you, whet is the projected impact of the
hae" to question whether it's strategically wies to piece a11 decomissioning of the Minutesen? Now many people will be removed
these stisileea in nice nest little targets for the Soviets. from the ares, as a result? Noe manhy school chilldren wtill be

rvd f rom the aresaschool systems Ms a result? 01Whet Will be
Assuming that the folks r. the Pentagon have thought about these tons 9.Ve 'wet h ra atersuto h llieino
targeting conc rne. as I'm sure they hve,. then they Ought to uch s ong-stenditog mission at Hlmslstrom?

tell us how they're going to deal with It. As I see it. the
Pnagon is likely to oddrea. this by reducing the value of the In Ponders County. we have felt this kin' of devastating effect

target that is. by taking s-oftergsouofhebkt.before. specifically, In 1972 when construction of the AMs system
Plow, since we know Midgetman is co5mig in., the only other egg to here wee halted in aid-stress. In anticipation of the ADM
take out of tile basket Is the Minuteman msisile that sits systee's effects on Pondelrs Cononty. We onverbuilt ourý Schools.
underneath the Moidgetman. I think that's what the Pentagon is ovearbuilt our hospitals end oweur-eatenided ourselves. So. this

2 going. to do -- eliminatet the M~inuteman missiles, specifically, tiels, we think We're entitled to know in advence what the
the Minuteman 11 missiles that are scattered throughout complete Impact of this new, system will be on our people end cour
Mortitoontc'5l Montana. economy. If It "aen. jobs, sore people end sore economic

activity, we went to hear about It. Bot, if In the long-run it
There are a number of reasons to think this Is the case. First, also'"aane the lanea of jobsl, the lows Of peronnlen2 decline
there are the targeting concemne. as I've listed. Second. there in economic activity. wealso went to heaar shout that.

isthe concern in the Congrese and among the American people
about erass limitations. It we're going to have eny credible aces Thnank you.
1lisits., we'll1 have to resove one oid Warhead for each new warhead
"w got on line. Third. there's age. Tins Minuteman 11 is getting

old. h Midgetman is new. It asakes. sense in termse of cost end
relLablli~ty to use thes new. Thue, it eppeare to this wheet foerser

that the Pentagon is going to eliminate the Mlinuteman It at eo"s
point, probably not too long after the M~idgetman beccoses fully
opereitiorml.

do as
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Written comments0will be0 considered I. irp..p.,Olon of 1h1 Final £18. You may walethi Weill"0 co,0saw wll b0 coonidered t 0 90.900i~n0110 ofe Firm 710 18 Too may mass that

00.. c00,0*10mnit. re" "t1, , 00 t0h, 8. August 21. 1917 a0 lied. so e *w80 0000. ~ t most001 b000 sumite two0 0 la0 e than11. AugustIl 11.1117 and waited8 to the

-Fi.1 II WE ,0010th of for.1. no!.0l.WL btI 9 1.0 recmmeded 7 .htrnig. ofie wll~o0 -Filin out this.o fofmI s requir00ed1.bti t. P1.0010 £ & Th0.,001 haigAnerill8

personswh did mt00.1101 Thnyoo fo, your cooperation. Peronswho did81 mt. 711000 Too for your cooperaton0.

DOCUMENT 60 DOCUMENT 61

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET *PUBLIC HEARING COMMNENT SHEET
Small1 ICBN 9,og,0. small ICBM Program1

000,105 rootlo Air-.. force Pass , Motn "a.ssrc A10,010010 C Forc Base Mariam

oeww1105% 1800 15 8010 A800S1 _4 - - - -

C1100 the appropriate particIpunt category: Chec~k th0 appropriate participant .01.50.

P.b111 I Designated 0.p,v.ool.tI,. Pr1.00 .. Public Designated R1"ress.intaiv Private

Olff,,IoI of Privae01gsi6 _l __n ol." CI... 0, offialol- - of Private (10gembuslioo - ____ cities..

Check here If you wish1000 to ska qesionl during18 th1hain0Chc0I.fy10is£o . C11000t timing th hearing01,0106015800 .15

Check1 here If Y.l :I0 Ito offer v,.ro.1 romffool.. Check 000s IW you wish1 t0 Off., verb1..) cune,0l.01.__

COCCI ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ bc ber. it you I:11..11 sumi 
0,10 11001 . IoO 00170.101200 .,11100 let*,00.

Check new. if Tou a o receiv 10 ..10 EIS. Draft Fia left1 C-O .0IfTO01 10 .0 .00. £18 Draft - 710.

Are. of questio0n or0100 comment 1180 (r Palthat apl) Are. of quobli-or (check100 1,.0ol181 th f ppy),

Ai, r.,0 Policy - - ooe.lHon Al, F-. PaI10 Retertall00

Employment C.loo 00,, a E0lyOo 0lIIn..

9,jlli..80-1... Ajo (looIly P.1111 services Ail Quality

UtiIlitis Wa.!e, R.so.. c,_..Oi~tlIllavi water Rfmeor.000
Trm.0lp,tillinn Coology ond loll,.1 ZTransportation Geology 00d880110

I'm0 p10, %relyfo 0180, 191.. safetyy

Please turn1 inI this . 00vla requested by the he.0.ng officer. Please tuow M this0.0 shee valritlowtwi by th10 herig.051171car

Wr,tll.OcoOOifl 0,11 110 o,,0i80,.d o prey01.ollon of thet Final FIS. You May us. hi Writte -111 .went0,.0 still b0 .o101180,8 Io prepse.11 of 100 71001 EI. You 01.y -. this

shle, I0,0submit w,11t0 M -I.0101 0,the,, I"n -poie "0091 In01 .80 or.0 in wn.1.1. attache : 00tosumitwrite comIeloO either n111. the NW*0 Pr.ovided below0 m, 1 so attached

4t¶tomontl 0,' 0 Wr 001e 01.01.nt may 0100 0rshrte n. letter110 or l olher 0 oral 01o. ¶00 - 010100100. ,0,11100 comments1 may aim080 shubmitted in. a1010000or1*that0,011: 80,0-

'u,, 00..nt.01 010.- lorsbmiltted 00 1.1-r th1. Agutoo 21, 1987 endO 01.1 le th eer co mment meet101 0100 sumite no10 . late than 11 August 2t. 1"07 M0 es.1108 t0 the

.dd1,..w ad&-0 owl010

I~~~~~~~~ wtJ.,...j2ooo . . C...AA&. -1-1 -AW1iu.4u f.0'

14001 t: D1,.rt., of Fo,01n!IP1 ...105 Statem0ent(.) 11110,her M.11 I0. Directo0.01 Envionmental Planning state,.0!. U 11.) 1.
ArRolK HISIDEIIV Ye. ¶10 AFRCE-888/0EV TOO" No
N,,-111 Air F-,0 R...... 10lor-ri 914709 04401 000 Al, 7000. 800.. California 01401-04441

y.,oo .10,4 r-t Tbsok yt- f,,r v..,eo100. P-- -he00 .8081800. Thank you for you, oop-ll.01
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DOCUMENT 62 DOCUMENT 62

PUBLIC HAI( OMN HE

hsleinst AiFrc Base Mntn Additional Comments:J

Heraring Locatio (•-5.S.a5dr •.OALO 7

hasiling Address!

Cheek the appropriate participant aeoy

Pohilie De igntdRpenaiv Privet
ofirifeI of Privt Organzto Citien__

Cekhere if inu wish to ask . q .. in-n he herig
Check here if vio.o wih to le ofer" comh nt
Check here if yo:ish to rahit .witnsaeet
Ch:ek here if yo ish toreceive aEI. -- Dft Final__________________________________________

Area of question or comm ent (chec alhetapl)

Air Force Policy Recreation___________________________________________

- Syst'.. Requirements Visual Riesiueees
fEmployment - -Cultural Resources
Housing Native American Resourees
Education Biological Resources
Public Siervicet Air Quality
Public Finanee Noise
Utilities Water Resources DATA REQUIRED DY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
Tranopoctoti.n Geology and Soils IS U.S.C 5SZ.l
Land Use Saftey
other (please specifyl- - - 1--- . Authowrity

Please turt ie this sheet as requested by the hearing officere. 33 U.S.C 51557., 557b. 597, 709a

Written comments will he considered ini preparation of the Final EIS. You may use this
sheet to sumtwritten commetts either in the space provided below or inae attached 2. Principial Purpose
statement. Written rommeolts may also he submitted it s letter or other formht; hew- teorato is used to compile mailingp lists ow esanding beweuheesms end isithee data

ever, coonments mosit he suhmitted to later thar August 21. I98 sod asiled to the eoneernieg the project to these who might he Inetrested.

addresso below ~' j ,3. Routi-n Uses
Ak~4,,hL~-- L-R A~d~ -- ~J~.-----A. Inror'matlos is forwareded to Fadmaell Statle. sand local qagncies, and Cwegraersotm

I- - . leoewais is used to compile mailing lists for othsee proelets in whieh the peesons
aatld. 4~s~r~L. uppli ng the information might haeo as interest.

C. Inform tios is compiled in a Recordl of Publie Meeting and wade available to the publie.
~ Zqe .4.S04'.2U4~eN~ E Names of people and their comments during the public meeting are, published is Pewject

.~ ~ 7 Y E.reports.
tL ~ IJ.N.C~L4.~..ab' .~1 IM 5 LL~. -. ~ii5.~-----ti~54. Mandatory or noluntary Diselosure and Effect we Individual Rot Pewonlding Informatioe

Voluntary - Failure to Peon~ide she information requested ewuld resulst in failure to reenine
PtA4N.A.as..ts~s~ ~bcoehuess and notification of farther developmtents.

Mail to: Director of Environmena Panng Sae ntsAtche
AFRCE RhIS/DFV Y. N
Norton Air Force Reateaiona94964

-Fleig out this form isonot requrd btiisrcmedd. The hesn log fficer will a
call on these who hate complete an undi bomntseets hefte erecogniznig W0
persons who Aid tot. Thank you for your eooperation.

DOCUMENT 63 DOCUMENT 64

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEETa PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEETa
Small ICR M Program Smrall ICBM Prgess.a

Malontrom Air Force Bate. Montana Miiqarwtrm Ale F-ec Bft., Moritaes

Hearing Lucation Da~..../ Ute Ysi H .earlng Loeation Date 21•4.3..
Name: A-.,I. /ý ------- NZe _______________

Olrganization: OrGganization:

Mailing Address: /J f F/.w~ - .- -Mailing Ad&55v -hku13

Cheek the appropriate participant categoriy: Check the appcopeiate Participant estngsry

Public Designated Representative Prioate Public Designtated Roeprementatlee Private
Oftfictial of Private Organization -- Citizen ~ .Offieial ____ of Private Organization ____ cithiwen ___

Cheeký here ifl you wishb to ask . questilon during the hearing. - --- Chtck 
5
e-Hifyouwihlsto ask aquestion dseng theithesuring

Chee her if you wish to ofer verbhal comments. Cheek weem ifyou .Ish so offer tav lcomns
Cheek :;re it Y 11 with to suhm it a written statement. -m .Chcheeif you wish to sum ite eta tteet __
Cheek heeit you wish to receive an EIN. Dest Final Check hare ifyuw wht eceina as EMS __ Draft Fina les

Arnes of quest:ion tr comment (eheck oil twat apply)l Area of question or comment (lueeck all tIat applylt

Air Force Policy Recreation Air Force Pollcy Reeeassltom
System Hequirements Visual Resources -__ System Resqoiremeihsta .__ Visual Retatrem,
Emoployment Cultural Resources Employ.est Caltural Retn.
Housing Native Amerietn Resources Housing Nation America Resset
Fuedocti.n Biological Resources Eduration Bilongieal Resources
FUhlir Seviecs Air Quarlity tdeSrnesAle Quality
Public Finance Noise P~ublic' PFin:1oo N.Ise
Utilities Waler Resources Utilities Water Resources
T .TrnporItstnr Geology and Soils Tewwpoetstion - Gewlogy and Soils
Land Use 't Leand Uper Safty
Other (pletacspec a ifyi'-io t Other (please specify) -- _________- _______

Please tien in Us~ sheet ss bei:ne y the hetting officer. Please turn in this theet na requested by true hearting officer.

Writtýen comments will he cur:dered in preparation of the Finsl Ply. You may one this Written, comments will he considered in prepsration of the Final EtS. You may iso 5thi
sheet tosubmit written comments either, in the spsee provided helow or in an atitached shoee to submit written comments either in the space provided below we in an attached
stetenient. Written etmmentl , oalslo he ntihmittcd in aletter or othe r formal; hew- statement. Written comments mar also he submitted in a letter or other formal; hem-
ever, comments Must he SoheItteldroac11 than A1 gust 21. l98? and mailed to the ever, comments must he aubmitted mu later then August 21. 1917 and mailed to the
alddres bclow addre- helsm.

4-7~

hlol ,1 Iirit r vi-hr -ri.nii. Planning llrstementlsl Attached Mail to: Director of EniomttlPlanning Statemential Attached
AiRoIh tyMSillhV Yes X No AFRCE-BS/DFV Yes No
hWr,i- Au, Frc Bt-. Ctiifnr~nis 5U 92409 W49onton Air Forcei late, California 92409 6441

liilý.rOiot trt form is nit requr-4. hut It Is recommended. The hearing officerr wil arilling o~ut this form is cot eequired. hst it o recommended. The hearing offne til
nil in those ho 1t- eiiitpceit rdanI" urei it metisheets hefore r-cognitriig. al on theme who have completed and turned Is comment sheets, before rresgmleng *

pes~nwho lid not. Thank -io f..r-is C4iprsir persons ho didesot Thank ynu tor noor casperati-on4
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DOCUMENT 65 DOCUMENT 66
PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET *PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHtEET *

Small ICBM Progratm Small ICBM Program.

Molmatroe, Air Pr.- ease. Montana MltemAle Foret. Sane. Mootens,

Hetaring L-ctitln 64V A 0./~ 4 7H..rltg Location DayUnte -2 ý3- 17

M.,IioN Addinou Matn -drm

Check the appropriate participat~t cteory.tt Check the A1p~rOprlaiti Part~tltlpt category.

Pob11c Desigfnated Representative Priate PubicO Designtetd Representtation Private

"tIffcisi ___ or Private Organization Citizen Officila ____ Of Proate Organizaltio -___ Citizen .A.

Ch ck herm if you wisht to nak a question during lb the l~g'___ Check benat. yu :too e to ask a qoetiton daring the thearing.

Chrok he~re it YOo :ialt to offrto,011 tht comments, y Check It.,. If Yoo Ilnt to offer verbal ocusaetta. ___

Check here if YOU olah to aubm. a written att.t.mot.nV / Ctheck here If yo. wish to submit . written statemenot.____

Check here if you wish to receive at EIS. ___ Draft ___ Final Clerk bills if yot wiht to otartlo. so EJS. a Draft PlFant

Alt. of qutstion or contottct (chteck .1l that apply), Area of qtuettioror ommtetntt (check .ll that aWpy):

Alt Font Policy Recre ~tation Alt Poret Policy _ __Recreation

- System Requirements __ Visual Retsourcts Syntw Requirement. ___ VisAOa Ratro
Employt. nt Culture] Rethuorces___ E.O'eplo tttt__ Cultural Rasotto..s

--Housing ____Native A Ratiot roornt Housing M___ a~l,. American R -ttr

Education ____Biological Resoonrcesalo ______ Biological R _aoe~
Public Strvices AIr Qoality ____pubi~c 8-tito __ All Quellty
Poublic Finance N___ otes public Fliv0.,. ___ o.m.

utiliItie - W aito, Resourct. Utilities Wa___Nter Remotoctar
- Tratafartatit -. Geology attd Solis Transportation __ Gto)sgy and Soil.

Iottd UnT safety Lead Oat____ Safety

Plea,, turn in thin theet 00 requested by lthe hecarin off icer. Plea..e tono It this sheet as requested by the hoewing officer.

Written commnotst ofl ho considered it preparationt of the Final EIS. Yoo tay ose this Written cometsaol w~ill be. considered in prepaseatioo of the final itS. You mtay man1Use

thett to totnoit onitten commnetst eithter in the sp4ce providedt below or inan attached h-tet to submist written cotnt"n~tts either in the space provided helot. or it at attachted
tatement . Nri ttt ommenttst mtoy also ha submtitted It a letter Or othter format; how- statementt. Wilrl"et oottctnts woy also be sttttltttd in . $otter o0 otth.r fotmat; how-

ever, comments must he suhmitted to later then August 21, 1987 and mailed to the ever, coetnwo ota sna be submitted to later then AugutM 21. 11111f and mailed to the

Mall Iot Director of Environmental Planning StatentlrttttA~t.)atttd Mail to: Direoctt of Envirotntental Plaitting Statotnentlal Atctachd
AFRCE-BMS/DEV YTo. No AFRCE-BMS/OEV Yen __ o
Noron Air Force Booe, Califonola 92409-6448 Norton Air Force Buse, California 92409-4443

-FilIing out thits foem s I. ot required. hat it Is recomtmtnded. The hewoing officer till W. -Fblling out this foem Is not required. hat it In reommatended. The heinalg offltwt till p
call on thest the hoot complleted antd turntd In commetnt sheets hefore recogntizing to tall on those who have completted and turettd in commtent ateeta before recogttnizng
petsons the did sot. Thatnk you for your cooperation. - pesont w~ho did sot. Thank ye. foe yoew cooperation.

DOCUMENT 67 DOCUMENT 67

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
Small ICBM Pirelgt.

MNtlrmtte Alt, Force Ba0., Mantanae

Mailing Ad*-*~

Chteck the aqperopiolate PartitllPntt natafitay if tto" "wat take the mearn. of the Amearian, wplept, And

Public Designated Repreetatitveo Priveta spend It ott Isethlt ehiltora. pl.we lb..ld 10-thbtg
Official ___ of Ptivate Organization ____ Cities: defrfl.Ea liks e n, te. pacer.

Check tort [if too tlah Io oak a quetiton doeing the hearing. 62
Check hart IfY to ish toof for onehl tomtntttO Ab~itCR Etce C.I.A. and the N.SC.. Thint, goat the tnam

Check hart if too wiash to totttlt a W~itten "tAttttmorl. 'e, te" lInto a lot or tiratblo ard tow thou' go ttOR"
Check here If too wish to receive an gIS. __ Draft F_ inal Rotaid tskO in0., trcOable too.

Area of qutstion - o- -tt (ct lheck all that Apptyl. 4*.n ft.ttCIA rnFBl.rn"erete, Thet, dont

Ale Fortt Polity _ _Poroatot Ot -l ~n ftcbe
System Reqtuirementa ____ taunt Rate..- 03
Employment ___Cultural Rtaoortt Forget the Piliersa. Gulf. Bring the Itaxiji home .Let the
Hoesing Native AtMali... Reouorces Pliocte gen'tor de'.elP Cio., -ot o1l fieldel with the tiease

___Education Biological Resources aOuted. Trade Ptet.15 spith .11 ritioet a. Madr with -ct. A
Public ScrtlO. Ale Quality prestoriptick For the greatesat idfief , S ,m ~ ilnet all ziaere.
Public Flon.tt N__ ol.
Utilities Water Nesvooro, a
Transportation Gtology and Bull. Peek Utnrwitf vaty Chaiigeualee -to esiloe ent~an on.th
"Load On. -~safety ishitin raiC. Whet wott~d C:,, Russell ea to ttldgetweI~'
Other (Pltane apocfyl- - - - _____

Ploaton torn In thia aheet as requeated hy the hearing off icer.

Writttn commetst till he considered in Preparation of the Final EIS. YOo coy useo this
sheot to submit Writl.. oorent~t, either It the ".a. pftnidod halo. or in an attaceltd
ant-sntct. *MWitten conicrtnt cay tI- e haubmiltted it a levetr or other fortat; hat.-
evtr. commetst most he suhmitted so later that August 21, 19S? atd mtale~d no the
addrtas he lm.

kPRCENNISIOEV XYea _ Mo

call so theae the hatt completed and turned in commtent ahootsa before recognizing
persona who did ant. Thant you for your topesrtio..

E-84



DOCUMENT 68 DOCUMENT 6

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
Small ICBM ProgramtPyiin o o~ilRsosblt

Malmstrom Air Force Base, Montanafo c
PerfgIa i., - t LAST CHANCE CHAPTER. HELENA. IMONTrANA 3W00

Mailinng Aedalen-:t

Check the apprtopiate participant categoryi -- 1

Publie Designated RepPeleate
wirticla___ of Private OrganiestIon i. Citizen ___ naemcoeo ttaie UiN t

Chock here it 1ý yo 'ihto ash kulindrc h er% church belle telt every to', secena Th~s.
Cheheei you itto 'erro verl cIneno aI, . ineral Ia tn ecanold people that every

Check here n ahnoshn a te at~atn tvt,O seconds a child diea of lsuitlitri-tiec
Check here ityou wish to oe~aeClt"lOt.~-~r *,re-Intabie Illnest, v1le1 tt~e iterld

Area or lion or com allH that apii ~ r ~~t 7 ~4 pOSds J50,000.00 an arwuwenta.

Air Foc oiyRceto , As long as them, ace people in iur world-
7Sytoen, Requirotnrntn Vliitua Retiour~ces 2- who ame In need of food. c, t himyS,. shwlter,

SEmployment I~utua Reorrad health Care "zonle5 must net be diverted
LHosming ~aieAmrcn Reisourees to unto ssarat arwotaretto. The enclIo.ed

Pstlic Sereice hne~t hahve Farolihcally t hat wil already

IIIlj the entire worid.

Traspoprtation C~cig aoiacanclling effectse to build eLdgEitmaitu will
Laed ine ~ ~be a s

t
ep In the right dirrection.

Pieaser turn in lhis sheet as rcquelttd hy Ithe hearingare e._ . -)
Writtet comentsrt wiii be considered in preparation uof the Finai EI.Sw. "tompus bay
sheet te submit writtet eomments either in the space provided heio orin an'attache
statetnent. Written commenets way aiso he suhmitted in.n letter or ether toIlh-
ever, com~ments must he submitted ne ilae, than August 21. INN?7 sod w~l~to th
address below..

_______ ____ _______alS. C. icherds, -D.., contact -crects, Last Chacce/PR3

Mail to: Directerý of Environmental Planning S mns)Attached
APSCE-BMO/IEV hS 2 int No i

Nortue Air Ferce Base, Calituris 92409-6448

-Fifiiig eel to. lure is net required, hen It is rncommended. The hearing effine, will
call on ltmost whe h..e completed aed turned In comment sheets before recoginizng sCY,
porerson elm did net. Thanki you for your cooperation. cc

LOSOq P=e e mpeni -p-s usgasussadrdisesas sa palo educaan -dwhrm*.Wmwwcnqa-.nendwraos L4

DOCUMENT 68 DOCUMENT 69

PUBLIC HEARItIG COMMENT SHEET'PEACE OR EXTINCTION? Snl"IB rgeWinter 1985/86 Update.Mlste Al, Iorn Base, MeeitasaWiD we he sble In, irnsem this beinsttifl planet Earths graced bip 1W Hewcing Locatlce _,-A1Z7Dae .•4
NUCLEAR WEAPONS CHA~RTa,lu.im Name

~~ ~ ~ ~ '~~' '*'.~~~:.~~ .~~.s organization._______________________
~: ~ ....:: ...~l, ~ ~ e~:YiMailin~g Add- W~ cg.
.. l... ' ~ ~ *~ ~ i~l;~. ~Check the appropriate participsalcategory:..~. ... .~ ~ 'L~..'*~*.*Pubiv. Designated Represersnalie private~**5. *~C.:~*.. .* 0 . ~~ ~*.~23Official ____ Of Prieste Oegasiaition ____ Citizns
e.~: ::~i'~ 5,.* ~'..'.b. ~ .-. .~.:* :.: ~Check here it you w6;.aso a, -iesindss tehaig* ~ ~ 5.1 ~ l5 5. ...~tt *i**Checb here If yeu wish to offer nra omes....* c...,... ~.. ~ r a '. ~ .';t,~.Check here iF yelu wish to sabmitawtsettee.___a.~~~~~~c~ C~~e :.i:Vi.:iiti:~ r hc here if yu wish to receive so Et&. D_ raft __ Final

~ ~ *~.. **Area .t qoestimoO or comment (cheok all than apiply)..*~*~~** :::.,~.~ ~ ~ - ~ ***Air or. Policy ___Recreation
~ :.N~ .::*. :)~. a ___Housing Na_ ltive American Resources. t~t'."~t **,.*, *. ~Polic Seruices___ Air Quality

~ ~ ~:::.: :.~ *~~' . ~public Finae.- ___Nss ~o orc
~'~* *~- ~ ~~ ~ ~A.~..A -- Traespurtation Ge__Oology and Soils. ...-,~.. . .' ... ':'~i ~ ____Land Use ___safety~~ ~ I~'/~.I .:.:.~~: ;l::::. ... Other iltlease specity) __________- _____:.,.~.:.s':..: ii.:.: i.:...Please lune in this shoot so requested by the hearing otficer.
~:yi~ .'...'... .. c.. ~*.*~ ~ *.-;:..Wriltten commen-ts mill ho conaidered in preparation of the Final EMS You may uethisC., ~ ,....:Shot te Oubmit wrl ten commntsn either in the space provided below or in an attacev~. :,...'gc. .t~. *i~ ..... . . .. al~atomen. Written commneets may also he submitted In .lettrr nt ether format; how_

~~~~~vr comments:.:? ~ ~ must he submitted how later then Asgust 21, 124T and mailed tn the

The del tche center square represents all the firepower used in World War 11-tensl. 3 meatoshwt 3 million 2E Ir t~,--Icc, .( TNt cquiuuirtin The other dots mrepeset Ike firepower of existieng nuclrewar ea2,R Us~ ~ ~ . ~ .76riciI .1,67 WV- I I a. Ahbout htil h elong to the UtiA. t he ether hal f to the Soviet llis.The UiSA has sightt'l Arrtata syior eiemntllnZ Saeet Attache_vyo~n, lii USSR mere megatoenage, I. threw weight). Nuclear weapons of other nations awe not recored.etliet-o l ii ttThr-,, Icy o ircir reprrsents hr eweapeon s mjuat met utter 31 Poseidon ouhsnarimnet-p mregtons-essough to AFRCE-BMS/DEV _Yes Nodrilty eeor lhan 200 of the largest Russain cities. The lower loll circle reryiesents one of oue 7 new, Tidente Morton Air Forc Bese. Caiifernia 92409-54481,nseteoo ýOhi o ia)s. 24 mrgstonit-etigh to de.rot corry euleor city in the northern hemisphere. More 5Filling out ti ami o eord o ti ewmne.Tehaigotcrml(stu.ehbeing added every dayD Oyna tbink therear"reenough domaOrtoo emany? President 11aa hacaied ~el n thoes who hee. coti frsmplretuied, bt Iture in comented.Tha hea~rfirciing ofie - cbI, ed th-re newt aidditional ERencdal.l nutclear docrecs in the .lot tee yeaws. No deals lhc SSR will ry teportnd whondddent. Thnk youetooyear reeecat ionIo mAlllj lth, se efort. Pv- wh igo.Tan o o or oprlo
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DOCUMENT 69 DOCUMENT 70

Additional~ Com-V ODEATFAU S A&A. s.......-UP. .1111 mat M30PtOadgO44/f?73
Auguset 20, 1907

4-If Lt. Col. Pater Walsh

bort.on An CA 9240"4d40

__________________________________________ - Dear Col. Walsh.

Tb. City of Great Fell h&as revemeds the draft Sayiromatal Ispact
_____________________________________________statement (Da l) for tha M rn l CIM at BAlintrow APB, Neatens. us
____________________________________________cancer with the information costalase in the ONIS With the following

_____________________________________________excepptions.

I1. Falle 4-"9, flsesIng Optios 02-,iP&Xarairpb 2, last sentence.
I tha word *additionasl is eilesdiON sand 61houl be d0*eltd

asks the fensaftes coqwtihla With other satemenats. we heli.v.

______________________________________________________ 1 the folrteas year service life for oar landfill (pp. 3-47 sand

DATA REQUIRED BY THlE PRIVACY ACT 0F 1924 I 4-9$) is onearly optimsitic but agree that with the loased pro-
IS U.S.C 1112S) party adjolinig the present landf ill =ould provide a eliamos of

1. Authority Foh 9 5.I2 age 4-64. The last Potential sitigatiom inasoree listed refers
33 U.S.C SS5.d, SM 9.ls to !alternative sources of state and federal fueding to Provide

2. Porincipa Pups 2 1 for edditioeal staff, s"od qaipwset, for local eoverosesate.
Information is need to anmph. osoifing Ifin1* for Sending brothe~rs; &a other ftts fSugest this etatemmst he augganted with specific soaeres, if

ýoovr~rhlat Ills praroeto lhathe Who might be hntesrsold. poesible. kn Low of wooel

A. toti Usead ~ 3. Yhe City-Conuaty Plasning board hao forwarded to Pou a letter
A. I-o :l I- rorttsrd i rd a-.Ste W al m" K costalaiaq their commnots os the 1SIS. To reiterate, the Iloan,4

IsfosmalIt rcm ethat specifically def ised mamares he Provided is the
S. Iforatt.1on 1s used to oompli. *sIilog ist)m for osthe projects In wtsh th ero 3 fitnal SIR tto address identified transportatic os spet lis1t:

O.pwy~iU the onformastion might have ao lot~r.
C. Information is tompil~d Ins. kooord of Publie Metng.11. sand. maeolav~fle to the PotoIe. J Street North, River Drives, 2n0 Aessee worth, S7th Street Sooth
D. Name. of poeoi od Iteir cometent, doring Ith. po1111 meeting ar publllshd is Proisol And 10th Avenue Sooth).

reportaerely,

4. Mendatory or Voluntary 010.10.0.. sod Effret on Individual Hot Poviding Informatisn j..Vohltuiry - Fail;:. to provide Itls Information raquartel ed ood Matt111. falhin to Melvalo

City Manager

go

DOCUMENT 71 DOCUMENT 72

PUBLIC HEARIIKI COMMENT SHEET *PUBLIC HEARING COMMEINIT SIMZET
8~.lI ICBM Program 9eal IcaS Props

Malerohoo Air Farer Same, Mosinee uelest"o AtFrc P t.ss ls. No15

ilserigosloft alis Data__ _ Out 2 82J Beemlop Lasett 591 Dotel. f

BC, Jino.- K.~~ s.- A.~ Moy &,Z

Cheek, th. SsrOprls PertielPent 551510571 Charkinea proprisho pwlratlegel qor

Pshbil Designated Rapressotatle. Mrivte Pubiuc Danighated I - tsslentl Mrints
Official ___ of Private Orgasinloanh CIII.stX... Official ___ of Privae Organization j Cltesx___

Checkh hero if you wish to ad sa question dating Ilhs hearing. Cheekh here Ifs ywshe toaWes qaimheo during Il 541 _
Cheek 10as if You wish, to offer es"s ".0wrts1. ____Cho eek V. sthie hof of afor '"he s*CCsa s
Cheek heas if yen ish to .baiet a written stat.sS. _ __chat, have Itfyen wish to adallt a 55114 satemenst.___
Choeck bM55I you W1e3 t0eo is Mal IS. ___ De- I _ 5 Cheek hase if p-s 5st, to Met-l.. EN __ Draft F_ inal

Ar. of qosslis or comm"55 (ohfkall CUt II'aI s Ankofgnils-Mly).hr 61tttA
___Air Force Polley Roarestion Air Port Poll., ___ Rtent"U"

SpsI.. Rativieeeltl View535r. - elm.e S aqmletsa_ Vised S~ea.soa
- Employmentl Clwtr~ analse- Eamploys."I__ Coltoel asro

- lhoadWKati.. Amrcan. Raganr.s -nativ ___ ele Ameriscan sss
ESCwmaO BioSlolgical R440lstram___ Ebelkh ss Biologiclse e..
POiW Sffli.. Air Quality Phbil Sse,lhes __ Air QWslly

M__ iBlkI- Waler SsRes 0111111.. _____ WoR Soe
Treneportatio. solgy sVd Sell. - ftelportatiom OsG~ sad Mson
hoed U~s .- Z Safety Lad Use Ikfitty,

pl.ss loreg!týht-4; % aIg.f ' bil-i 5101- -11 t-ao~ 4" " Pleas tort in hs 111sh~ol N reasatd by lhe h"es offle..

Written Commenso mill ho otedsrm It prapsrstion of thFinls 715.1 E.Too says. 1110hi Written cama~ntx will be cosrideMe In prepersttis. of the Pinle ML Yes ,y -m tins
Bleatho duadelt smill.. soes~tei therI 1.5 th pecs pltided be~aw or Is as attached stes~t I. stlIt written e0555o slIha In the spars pre 4 e lowd 1110r in5 sl atacked
gsftffiavt. Wr1il.. rossall. smay als0o bo11,llttd Is. a1lette or other foreat; how- stateftent. Written eoeeett) say 510 ho adiIttad Is a 1511Cr or other foruti hew-
sear, ampUmant mur1 Ce submitted to La1te thee Augual 2I. 1997 mgd malld to the sear, eoweaets Cono 95 sittled ,,o Ilaer than Augus t. 21,2 ad ealli 30t! toth

oddaitbelw.add,-l tIsbss.

Kell tan Diretor of Environmental Planning mStalem"tl) Attached Nail Is. Diemoteof Environmental P1.55151 SAtts.lel 9155.
ARCE-SSI(DEV Ye. _ No AVPSCE-SUSIDV Ye. No_1
No""0 Air Ports lisia. California 111441141448 Sort-, Air Pý arr es. Califoreia 1209-1iist

*Filling ou.t thin fore Is tot1 rMqIrs. net It Is rMommesmbas. TWhe haring offloar sill ormFlins out thin. form Is Lo00 required, Cls ItIis Monv.,tstCs. The m1.b1. sf12... sill 09
roll to thims who haee toshoeled and turned Inl mmmesoo shetst heof rm reomqlaeg 9-eall s0 thans she have. feplt-td and twon I.d fes.sl Wants1 haefre .rsestlsg i
psennast Wh id emt. fleth you far year apseeptomp. Panaa wi sdeid tot. 17mw ,s. for year gotpesetis..-
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DOCUMENT 73 DOCUMENT 74

PUBLIC HEARI NO COMMENT SHEET *PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
SmallCO eor¶ m ICHCB Program

UswarAr SoieBster, Montanae Mltrum Air Force Base, Montana

Hearing Location _tL)_ je (I 2 Date Hern Lcton________Dt

Nante: Hoýa~r _Nme; "
Orngenizatinom )r , C; ~ . Organiz~ation,

Cited. the appropriate partieipent category, Check the aPproplelater participant category:
public Designated Representative Private Public0 Designated RepreseetativePiot

OfIcIal ____ of Private Organization ____ CItlaan Official of Private Ocgainization ___ Citiaem
Check taeIf yoo t Ia "to Ia question doring the heacing. Check here it too wseh to ask a questiondcigtehaeg
Chee hre Ifyo 0,101 to Offr wihtctltet.~Cec eeI soeoh to offer verbal ro.ate ta. ___

~~~~~~~ -Check hers if yos wish to asubmit a twritten attoetCekhr fto iht oti cta taiteomeit.
Check hero if yoo wlish to reccive an EIS. ___ Draft _Zr Final Check hero if yoo wish to receive an EIS. __ Draft -__ Final
Arcs of question or commnent (check all that apply);Ae fqeto rcmen cekalta pl)

A]r Force Policy ____Recreation Air Force Policyerato
Sysetem Requiremtents visual Reesources Systeml Requiremeeta v__ isutal R _oeeEtaploytnet - Coltural Besources Employmenet Coltoa Beesnor-Housing N___tatine American Rano-ca Housing ___ aieAeio eoce
Education ____Biological Raosee tlrtm ___ Baivegio Rmesoricawo
Poblic Services ___ Air Quality Public Services Air Qutality
Publie Finasnce ___ Notse public Finance is
Utilities ___ Water Resourcess Nolt-sMtrBeorn

Loendpo. to saeoloy adBisTrattsportation Genlogy and Soils
LadUeSft Land Use _ __Safety

- Other (pleadsepcfy Other lpleas see ifiI L~~
Please turn in this eheet as requeeted by the hearing officer. Pleasse tore in this sheet sas retln~dby the he. rig officer.
Written commnents waill he coneiderred in preparation of the Final EIB. You mey uae this Written commewnts will he coneidered in prepaoration of the Final EIS. Too way use thtis
sheet to submit written comments either in the space provided below oir lo an attached sheet to submit written comments either in the sliare provided halow or in an attached
statetenet. Written cotmments way also he esubmltted in a letter or other formal; hoe- statement. Written comments way elso he submitted in a letter Or other format; w-e
e.e. rttoerte most he submitted non leter than Aogust 20. 1SB7 and mailed to the ever, eomments most he submitted no later than A~jo21. t987 and wailed toathe
eddees beln. addtress below.

Mail to: Director of Envirocmmen?Pl'nn Statewentiel Attached Mell to; Director of Environmental Planning Statewentls) Attached
AFRCE-BMS/)EY Tee __ Ho AFRCE-BM BDEV Yes __ o
Norton Ale Force Base, California 92409-6448 Norton Aie Force Base, California 924dS-6448

*Fl I ijog00 this form is ont required, hot It in recommended. The heewiog officer will -Filling hout this form is hot requoiredt. hut It is recommendled. The heoriog offileer will
cal.o these who hane completed and turned in comment sheets before recogniolog 'clonteenh0cromeedsdtndinomnthethfoeeoging O

persns ho dd ot. honkyoofor oorcooeraton.perons woh did set, Thank too for tone cooperation.

DOCUMENT 75DOUET7

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET 
D OUBUCN HE R76CM E T E

rum Al Cr F rorRate otr Swall ICBM Program

H e r n Mo a l mtrio in o r c B o , o t n M s l te a t r o m A ir F o r c e B a s e . M o ct en a

Nearin Lotin- 1...PP ae 4eHtnsig Location ,L.1etaf. Datea ,'

Omeanizt~ion N __ -ame: ta I~u n /let,

Me~l~ng Addeena: ~ ~ Nailing Addhee. 50 f-4sosis-' 3 ________

Check the appropriate participant oseoy hc teapoea eO partlclf' entagor

Public Detignrated RepresentativePint Chec P thle Derorite sgci-, ated Rareeoale ent

Official __ of Frinote Organization __ Citizen PuOfficia _____ of rlnted Repesentative Cilonr ___

Checkhbere if too wiesh to offe vera commi e drngthe rrig V, Check here if 70u wish to ask a qoestion duriog the heariog. 0
Check here If too with t0 ofrnerho comns _I -check here If too wish to offer verbal cotewanta. e
Check here if you with to suhmit a written statement. ____

Chek er i to t t rerice an EIS. ___ Graft _j~ Final Check here If too wish to asubmit a Written statemant.____

Area of question or comment (check N1l that apply): Aresk ofm q if you ewwsnto rechive all that _ap raft -

_3ý Air Force Policy NecreationArsOqusinncomn(hekalttapy)Fnl

Systtem Requirements Visual Resources ____ Ale Fore. Policy ____Rento

HuigCultural Resooreces- System Neqolrameetas __ _viaual FoR oae
Hooctiong_ Employ.on I__ Cultural Raoen

Employmentolotine l ARtls Nresere Houswing ___ aleAeia or
PudiSrvtices AirloQicll ,eere - Education BailogicalResea Riesuea

PobicScolcNo irQse it Public Serm~es B___ iroloialt
PohllticaneHm ~ ~ Finance____Nos
Utilitiet Water Resources Publc I--e WlQalterRsyrs

ropetton Cenlogy end Soils utilteseaotto Wat_ eolg end o.
Land Usc ,,f) p Safety L-.TadnseorSafity

Pleasie torn in thit sheet an requested St the hcoring officer. PlaV toere I(pthissheta rpetpci edbfy)hr officer.

Wre umi itten conetswil e n ict thrrd in prep arti Profvthed FinloEwS You iny s5 oe this Written comments will he considered In preparation of the Finlm EIt Youse may teti

haement.t obit nrtr loni mnts eithe ins the sumtpt p ied hootel, or ith fonml atahed. sheet to submit weritten commweots either In the sisce. Provided helow Or in an attached

tstrnet. Britten comnsIn isb omte n etro te oialhwtatement. Written commentsgt way als be shbmitted in a letter or other firmat; fw
-ne. curmmeets Most he submitred no later Icon Aogust 21, 1957 and matiled to the ene", c~omwont. moahes ooitdo ae hnAgt bS.15 n aldt the

adrs eo.1 addrems below. Sbitdnltta uut2,10 n aldt h

AhRtil t y Rrrtnr f cin.rna enn Sltateeeients Attached Nail to: Director of Environemental Pleasinig Slitwetemetlel Attached
ONitCltn Air/o-Its � F irh 20964 Yes No AFRCE-BMS/DEV Yes. _ No
thisform Air -(o er hone. , b tl isrre cmed. The5 herngofie wl Norton Air Farces Baes. California 9240-94441

tollc 'n h.fr tntrq~ehti nrnmnye.Tehsigofcrwl ~Filling set this form is not reqirsd. hot It 10 recommnsded. Ttte heariog .ffI-e will It-

ron, who ddne wh Thone You lerd cd tourrnoedion. Oimn ket eoeeeone el on theae who hone completed and turned In cometeshets bafr_ esoon

p..noctohodid ot.iheo yo fo non 'upettio. o peaon who did -1t. ThankO yon for your eooperation.-
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DOCUMENT 77 DOCUMENT 78

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET *PBI ERN OMN HE
smell ICBM Program PUBLIC HAINGCOMMN SHEET
..maro Alt Fare. Os.. Montane Maelstrom Air Fare. Base. Monte-,

HearigLoa lostion /Ijj., Osl Dat _ Hearing L-otion ____~j__ Data i4~~1

OrganisationtS Organizatlos, -

Mailing Addmm lL 2LAýL- M.Illog Addesau____________

Check thle eprpOrpist. Participant otegotyn Checkt tlte Appropriate partlicipat extegarnj
Public Designated Representative Private Public Deeigestedl RePreneotti.le Private
official ___ of Private Organization -___ cities. offiialo ___ or priest. Orgellealaloem C~tjee V
Check ber: It y00 :tti to wak I qoetion o.ieg Ithe hoso. 1 c• Check here Itf you :tIs to .40.a qucotion edurin thte hearing. Vf
Check hero If you wish to otter teahdrittentateento. Chat6 tete ytou tIon to otter reveal comessots. .1

Cheol her It oo woh t sobolt cr11.0 teteteot ______ heck here If pos :Mol to Submilt 4 written tstaement.____
Checkt here If you wish to roecv an EIS. __ Dratt __ Final Cheak ltes, ff TOu w~ht to -1v.lo .e EMS __ DrI Fine).0
Aoe ot question or comen tet (~hek all that apply):.m fqeto omn cekalta pl)

____Air Force Policy R___tecreation ArFcoPle ___terol,
SystemI Requirements - isool Reorr - i Faterm P~olicy.ot _ _ Recre8 atonee
Employ.oot Cultural ORsooroe. sysltyemow ._____ Co'tw] Reeoocrreo

___Housing Native American Resoorrosn Housing NateAerioRsoee
Education Biological ResoorooO _drIo N- 11-ogrC R ore.. -

"PoltOrlre S-___- Air Quality Public Services Air Quality
Public Finsoe. Noise___ Public Finoaee N___hoise
Urnsotil tie on ~trRere Utilities i etle, Resesorese
Landrtto ,~lo~g o UseI Treotqoet.tioe ___ Geology sod Soils

Other lyle-. C0oltL• ' PjJ 7L ~ i Other (pie-C specify) hdupM,,otir lea 1 oeA(d.
Please, turn in this Cheet ae requestled by the hearing ofticer. Please tort In, this sheet Ax requested hy the hearing offý Floor.

Written comeneete wiII he considered 10 preparationo f the Fioal El. Yoo OCy wCe this Written -oe..ot. will he considered i- preparation or the Floal, Ent, To_ etey othist

:beat to sobon t critten comments either In the spect, provided beow or in an5 attached sheet to submit written comments either in the space prooided helow or 0in Anttached
CC ece Wrottrco oent may else he kumite In a letter or other formto! how- statemet. Written comm~ents A aim ebbhe submtted 0. aOltter or other format; he,-
_w omments musC he bmnt~ttqd no late bhao August 21 190 an male to 0the roor. commenets must he Cubmeitted a0 later thee August 21, 19*7 and Mailed to the
addresshelow. add-~ helow.

Mail to: Director ot Environomental Planning Statement(.) Attachted Mail to: Dirtector of Enveironmental Plotating Stateceotlot Attethod
AFRCE-BMVD'EV -Ye. __ No0 AFRCE-OMWfDEV Yeax __ No
Norton Air Formo Ba00. California 02409-4443 Norton Air Force Ba.e. California 12401-44411 -

-FiIllig tout this torc I. sot rqoird. but It I. recoccended. the hewieg Ofticer will -Filling Out this torm' iC got requoired. but it is reotcteeded. The hearintg of flcer iUll
rCall 0 thoe. whe hooC completed 008 turn~ed in an oceot shwels before reOogoI tg cal anbs these who here comepleted and turnwd in comment sheets before r eeagoing ll-
persons cho did8hat. Thaok you for yoor roopcratloo P-r-o who did nwt. Thak ob far towoo cooperation.

>q C`4

-DOCUMENT 79 DOCUMENT 80
304 Riverview Dr. W.
Tireat "i" M. 59404 PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEFT
Aulgo. Small7Ice ICSCM Program

Director of Ettclro maeotai Planninog Muaufetft.e Alt Fares. Base, Mortams
AFFICNR-WERV V '7
tNorton Air Force page, CA. 92409-6448 Hearing Location D!e ' l& c. - :_kl

Deer Sir. HeC. .: s~.ti IA . __- _____

I reaueeted the opportunity to make a eteteweost at thet 31117 ZZ hearingto f Organization:____ _______

'Trest Falls, mt., ton deployment 0f the Midgetman missile. Aipparectly they Maiinog Adde.s 1P.II~ ~ 3
were rtlnnnato Over-time because I eee nott called on to txproess my vie'w. 1.0w..IV LMtM.Z .5kS .
ore t he remark& I would hnee maed, which I would like to enter In the record.

Check the appropriate pa.rticipant category,
Fublic Oeoisetod Represseeetilr Ptio~eI,al .-Col. Waloh and mewhere of the Panel: Official ___ of Prioate Calsloitlton __citioes/
Check here it poo wilt to Cok - qu~estioe dorieg the heawing. ___

The economic, social sod OonrolroofctaL impact of Midgetman hoe been well ChecI, hrelfpoo wishltootlr'Ocsloba ca- ents ___
doouinented. Flowecer. a eignifitant aspect of the pIr Poagl hC aoItt been Check here It yoo clet toesubmit 0 written Statemost.

edreaeed, and I feel It should be -ade a part or the orplte 1:1 r.Chc eeIfpowo toreeeeC EtS e 'DWI' ~oFi
Ftundicg Cod deployment of the system --,.d Virtue: ly guerantee that the Area of questionor coccent tcheekall that applyl.

Military-rioduetrtie Complex will he Aept busy well Ino t. he next century. Air Force Pola,___ Recreation
If the United Stste:sehouid acer Ret book ott a peooe-ti., f ooting, I shudder Systen Requ~irementes__ Visual Reeowsaees
to think 0f tbe aoatoetrophio affect It would have on our economy if all you ~ O Employment Cultural ReoeC
people in the military were suddenly reloasod to t he civ il ian labor market. ' Housing Native American R-uemorc

I mtobldb woapcsEducation __ Bioilpgicol cetRee
I c rubedb to oeteor this program:. Publice Seroires Air QualIity

9 1 PuFblic Fiosnoce, Noise
N'1 S.he. the ricer Ie rising, everyonte stop* what they are doing or' utilities Mater Resere

soodhoce the rf or hank'. too do not stop to debate thc environmtental Impact 'scotto- tlgenSol
or the diesrorotoa ecurity 10 in oeril and tigt ot I ss enetial Loedl. Us' 0.0
to our seftey, then get thoose missile. In ploce-. Itwedlately. The cery fact Other (pioee.etp1 that you cant horse around For months with these public hearings and minutely -__
exemine every canceicv.ble0 spe at of tha protlect euWoets that there really Floess Itrho ie thlesetteote. requested by the hearing officer.
I* no groat urgencty to deploy tho m15.1il-C, en4 that Perhaps the 11,000 nu*Oies Written camenote will he considered in preperetiwo of the Flnal EMS To, mCT Mw this
warheads end three delcvery systemw we now have meT be odeqiiote. The fl accid. sheoet to Cubmit written rawlttetto either it, the spaen provided helow or ie ae attached
self-serving srauoemrnts put rorth by both military and clivlian supporters of statement. Written ecments may ASOw he submitted in a letter or other format; how-
thio. progretm are not constrinslne er.- csetwestC must he submitted no Lst.r the. August 21. 1987 Cod .. tied to the

tn. S Itto 11you onnolder.0-' hilllono of tollern the MilitarT has etoendered adesblw
2 o uh techn lo li anIt u rlyoY as the Sot. Tork anti-aircraft ton, the Oradicy ~--

2 tank.,and the BI botoer, when youcnOlder,; the tmhchloo tour Cspace proaerm to1In.on't you t"Ink It strainse trdJblt t 1o asro th-t I4 deetwes will pe 46 mt 'W -
function as you cols ic t wtill?C

to nuwaotrT, I ýueetlon the toed tor Ildget an, an8 the military-o poet2
record Pi wro littler aouroite tt~at IL nI Ii _kt. CAI k~ r

I think the m~oney sloe~ted tor thin son o- iytom old heo" hoter aytnt ____
on hsuslnt. ellustion. -.0410, ro:n-rch -10 eleting ýp uur a Ir apt wetrr.--

l~ t~$""Mail to: Director ot Eoolronmental Planning Slatcetl... IO)ttached
AFRCE-BMS/DEV yes _ No PK &Ljý

Roy 00000 Ioloneo Alr Porce 8... C.iltotel 92409-6448

, 'Filling out this farm 1 not roqoiro ht iut It 1 reroccoeded. The hearing officer .,lI
to,~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ c.n Ion oooIn C luuSp o :l~n.iy loMcoe el these whe here completed end turned Iý coccenI 0-ee. before retogoelog

IPersonsw ho did Oct. Twank yo0 for poet coopers! Ion.-
C4 C4
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DOCUMENT 81 DOCUMENT 82

PUBL1IC BEtAR ING COMM5ENT SHEIET * PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET*
Small IC84 Program Small ICBM Program v

N11lmttroms Air force Hae,. Montana Malmateoss Ail Forc Base. Mont.

Hieartd ýLocation Date 7-7.2Sý Hewring Locatiaotn Date # /7

Name: ZýJ '( P14' M~jf d -s. Naa I55ý

tOrganization:i &&A 1LuAsiu Ciouo,~i W1VAd0 Cho11*JAr1~ 11 d * U s.4 Jr .O.A rganeua-e

VNsiilgAddreevu PL'.&a oo - - ____ Mailing Addreau

Checke the appropriate participant eategoryt Check the aggeOlelate PsetticPnt natellmcyn

Public Designated Represettatite Private i/Pubalic Designtated Raiwassmotstiv. Priest.
(if ficial of Private Organizatien C, Ctien Official Of Private. Organizatiosn ____Citizao

Ctteciý tere if you wisih to ask a question during the hearing. Check hbc.: If y00 h to oek.a questiont durintg tbe heering.____
ctheck here if you wistt to offer verbal comtment,. Chenek b.if yo whet. t ffarnca m.st.____
Cilock, he~re 0s h if you aish to submit awritteeseeetnlee o.I o tikt am ser tsaatetment.

Che eoif you mih to rcenive an Etb. _ Draft Final Ctheck hon. it you wiash ta -. Ite an EIL. ___ Draft ___Final

Anna of question or comment (cheek all that apply): Am&a of question orcome ntaam leheek oll shat Mfly)s

Air Force Policy- Recreation ___ Alre Prc. Policy ____Romcaeasatio

System Requirements _ __Visual Resource - swate Roqbiatsertnt ___ Visual Resouresa

Employment Cultural Resources - Emplaryinamt Nutuati.Aleia Neaus
H_ Fousing Native American Resource Housing NaivAercn____sree
t'u.detion Biological Resourcesv___ Education Biologieal R _auce
Pub ie Sernic Air Quality Public Servites ___ Air Quality
Puhlie Finance Notse _ __Public Finsance _ __Noise

Utilities Water Resource Utilities Water noaaee
Trasnportation Geology and HisTreamsportattms ____ Geology and Sails
toed b.e I.Sfty____La Use safety
otshen Ipleto spec ify) T7 PCO "-Zuv~. r fl %PReu0L- othser Please. specify)_ _________________

Plesue ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ jS tuni hssee srqetdnytebo fofle u ý A~e. oaA *~ Please tamn in this sheet sts reqttested by the hearing officcc,.

Written commcents will be considered in prepuration of the Final EIb. Y0u may us.s this Written contiewts Will honeasidered in psrearsation af the Finmal El. Yau msay now hla
sheet to submit written comments either inttte spacr preyided below or in an attached shoet to subkmit seitscrma.either ie tho spacse Provided belo.wni satce
statement.' Wristten comments cay also ho submitted in a lettee or other formatl bow- statement. Nrittee eomments map also ho submitted In a letter ex ohr format; how-
eoer. comments moot be submitted no later than August 21, 1997 and mailed to the ee.cmet uth amto oltrso ost5.19 n aldt e

sildees Sc~on Yddo acalo..i Aty

t
1

'af egr oftce s Atace attot: Director of Eentratmental Planning Stateaseott)l Attachted

AFC-,SDVYes ___ No AFRCE-BMS/DEV Y.s __ No
NotnA eBase. Ctlifrcia 92409-t448 Norton Air Forces Base. California 92409-4448S

aFillieg out this form is not required, hot tit is recommended. The hearing offteer mill a -Fillting out lhis fvort in not required, but It is roecommendedl. Thne hearing offtcer wilt
cul on these mho have completed and turned in comment sheets hefore recognizing Go call son those seho hone completed and turned I0 commeot attetab hefare reongiozitg s
persons wtto did not. Thank you for your cooperation. Pen.- who did sot. Thank you for youw cooperatioe.

DOCUMENT 83 DOCUMENT 84

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET

Small ICBM Program Smallt ICBM Program
ttalmaestrm Ale Farce Baae, Montana Malmaleom Ale Fence Sase. Mantan.

Hewning L~ocation~iI~~oi± Damle~ 7__M_6. Hearing L.tiestRIrMn 0  Date____

Name: 3,l LLt-- .e Name: .MiARi,val &A~u~tsfd,

Gngoeinnlastio Organization:

Wailing Addeesa: 1'2,tuA Mailing Addiei P013. 123

Cheek the sppropriate participaet category! Cheek the appropriate partieipant eategory.

public Designated Represe.estine "rloat, Public Designated Napressentstine Priveat
Official o __ f Private Organization ____ Citioesv. official ___ of Private Oegamiaation ___ Clities ___

Chemk me. if you mWs to ask a question during the hearntg. e !htoCheck her if you wish to ash a queation dturing the beanring.____
Check hoe. If you ish t offer verbal comments. Check hero if you wish to offer neekal comments.
Check hero if you mish In submit a mnillem statement. Check mene if you swish to submit a -eitte slte~n.t ___

Cheek hero if you wish to receive as FIb. -__ Draft ___ Fieal Check heoIoaws occeiva on ElU. -ar.St r-sa

Area of question or comment (eheck all that apply)t Area nf queatiom on comment lehech all sisal apply):

Air Force Potley R___ ecreation ___ Ale Force Policy Recreation
Syatem Nequicrenmets ____Visual Nesource System Nequirements _ _ Viltal NeoRee
Employment _ Cultural Nesources Employment Cultural Sesnaureo.
Housing Native America. Resources; Housing Natioe Awerieses Sesmarceta
Education ____ Biological Resources Eaane____Biological NeoR ee

Ptdsiie bee ___ i Quality Public Servcings Air Quality
culi Finance____ Nois. Pubtlic Finance ____Nois.

Utilities Water Resources Utilities water NeoR ee
Tbaseyorlstlvn Geology srdl Soila TransportationGcoy n al
Land Use Safely Lsed Use GoC n oI

othen (Please specify) ______________I~IOther (pleac specify) j-

Pleas. tort in Ibis sheet as requested by the hearing officer. Please turn in this sheet 55 requested by the hearing sfftcer.

Written comments mill he considered in rr:paration of she Final EIS. You may us.e thin Written commenss will he countitaied in Preparation of the Fin.l EIS. Y-n way use this

:sheet to sukmit twritten comaments;ci er ie lIN- Sspac provided hbeow or in an attCachd sheet to submit written comments either In -he spuce provided helm. or in an attached
statement. Neilten comments may also, he -'.oltted in a lette i, ot her format; iom- statement. Written comments may als he autoillted in a letter or other forwat; ho--

ever enmut, must he tubmitted en Ink, Ihon August 21, J87 and mailed to the even. consmwarts must ho suhmitted no later than August 21. 1987 and mailed to the
ddosbelow. address halow..

~~__$ i. (ill711 ,~ IA.-ll ac7I _eiiisf

AalIm Drect fEn8SDviomnaPneg Statement(,) Attached mail to: Direct-r of EttIronbmental Planning Slolmetlol0 Attached

Norto-n AilFore I.,(V 1o .94944 Yes I-No AFRCE-BNS/IIEV __Ye. _ No
Nortn Ai Fore Itoc Clifoola 20dB4448Norton Air Forc Baser. C.lifocril. 9240 N-844 __

FlIing Out lbis form i.n fo! oq red, bvt It as roeocmeded. The hearing offioer wilt -Fill~ing out lhla form a- not required. ha it is recommended. The hearing off;mnr It 515)

cal s. thene woh have comyleted and turned in comment sheets hefore recognieing 0t c1l no those woh hose completed and turned in comment sheets hefore, ccogntm Wo
persons who did not. Thank you for your rooprat iot. personu who did not. Thank you for your cooperat ion.
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PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET P UBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
Smalli ICBM Program at1ItStan ICBM Program

MaortIAir oroos, Bass. Monteno M lnsrow, AIr Vone. a-, Monte..

tt.orn o catio 1.00.110 l !.. Data 1.V HeItaring Location rmAJ - Do. LO-7

Nio..: 1ot .ti~-ooh W..t. -

Mailing Ad*--o ______ M 8 bdt~ filingAddeo _pfi L _______-

Check the aoppropriate Participant oatagoorys Choeck the approptri~t ate ~ticipint Category;

Public0 Designatedt Ralreurontotil. Privet* Public Dattgttoted Reproeentative Private

official ___ of Private Organisationt ___ Cltiatte 1 Ofriolo ____ of Private Orgaittion~ot _ Citizoe --

Chenk Iter. if you wishb to .0 it aqetonto dtIttg th. heeling- __ Check hers If you wisht to oak a qoostlolt rinq the hea~ring.___
Chenk Itur. It yoo wish to Offert verbal eetotttttte. C k here If Yoo oINSt toboff.. ar.50.1 l ttratuinto.__
Check tere. f y~ou wishoobtl ~~tttO~~ttlJ okhp I 0 to subtmit a written stotiootoot. ____Chec
Check here if y0u wlish to receive a0 EUL ___ Draft F__ irst Chenk ther. It yoo wish to receive a. EIS. __ firft Final0.

Ar- of conoti on be on oneflt (6.00.000 thtat -PPtJY)t Area of question or comment lottero ail that pplykt

____Ail, For Policy RerainA, Fore. Policy ____Recreation

Systemt Requiooremets Vtsowa Roo ast Systemt Requirements Visual0*0 R - -o~r
fEployn.ten __ Cultoral Resources EmploymetOl___ Cultural Remor.-
Housing N___Iative A-[-oa Rquntooceoo Housing NotImo American Resoorces
Education ____Biological Reon-o Edocetion Biological R--.ns

___Pub00 Servicoes__ Air Quality P.1,110 hteroIn. Air Quality
Public Finance___ Note. __ _Ptublic FP10.0.___ No.i.
Utilities Wet.r Res~ourcs Utiliities W.tor R -ooroo

Transportation Geology ottd SoIb ___ Transportationn _ Genillgy and Soils
Lattd LI. Sa__ fety Lettd Use Saefty

____Otter (pI.on Specify). ___________________ _ottter Iploona. oeniry1....*i.L-__________

Piooo. torn in this Sheet00. requested by the hewilng officer. Pl..s. turn 1. thi lue as000 t1tletted by to. hearting officoer.

Written commenefts will 00 considered in prettortlon of to. final EtS. You nay 0.0 this Written commtentswltl0. 00 considered in preparation of the Final EIS. You may scthis
sheet to submit written cotmments either in the Space provided below or in. an ttacthed Sheet to subtmit w!t.0 cotlmments either In 100 op.n Provided below or in 00 attached

:tatoolent. Written commennts toay also 00 submiltted in a totter orother formalt; 0.- statementtt. Written commeonts may also 00 submitted 00 o ltter or other formst; 00,-
oorr, cmeoo.nts most 00 submoitted no later toon Augusot 21. IO8? and nailed to 0he 000r, corotee000 Mo0st be Submitted 00 later then Augtot 21. 1141 atnd mailed to the
address below. odd-r beo w 0..

0_ P wdl rii yla toe ju ~ as ý to a. It is only i -~o~'I.L 41S. stI ~ai Ad..

oao-"tbatilsO up coselod to 00aintanoot@ =3 0uo~.0 I0 mails.. mt vo o

at 1- a_ -

Mail to: Director of Enviroonmental Planning Staternet~nt) AttaceOd mail to Directo of Eonviroonmental Planning Stutlementis) Attached
APRCE-BMS/DEV Yes -_ No AFRCE-8MS/DEV Yen __ No
Norton Air Force Base. Calif-Is 0240964443 - Narlo0 Al Forres Bonn. Califonias 92409-6448

offirr 0.11 *l~l~o sot1010foonI10 nt reoiro. tit1 i0 reornnoeod~d. floe hearing officr, will
-Filling out this tont. Is 001 required bu 00t1 10 reomm~lended. Th.. hearing of.ice wil 'Fillin 000 00fom. "tprequird od' tonrd in commn00t 0050 before s r,.nizngn ccwo~ thos who0 have00 comoplrted ond turoed in 000100t s00.1. before recogololng GoP- h-i o.Takyur- orcoeain

Persons w.h0 did not. I oonlo yoo fot Your cooperation.-
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onto,. .oo,..ao.,,PATRICIA M. LItNDSEY, M.D.

rn~e~sooa ItH.2449 Colorado Guolch
S ~ ~ Itaeiot. Montana0 59601

Aogj5/S0"

Directo- of Enni-o.ntol Plonolog Juoly 27. 1087

Ao~t-f Air - B.,411f

Director of Envilrronmental Plannting

Door -Orý AFRCe-B0IS/DEV
Nortont Air Force Base. Calif.

We ar. very wo000 Oppmsed to the Ptdartran, Sn p-'fnd. Ba ietr

00 - ha,.td to deal with 000 Olootsrto A-,,, t d.11oyrtet. Thantt yoo for this oppoortunity to opeak out

11.Ito. : ronnO 30 miles wait of i..,o h t.. 4e I. h- me sqelojt deploymoent of Midqltmata Missile..
o~lo 3 an sil. of 01.lioo in orthOcmoltral tMottaota. I hod moeant to03 n Us.of ale lne.at tend the heaoi,,g in 0.1.... on Saturday.

On, gnto hav. 0een Ioft open, nor oconrty roadt. comaod In.d brkn1uy250970u00sdtand
oot. 1 orda. Wild Ife killin.g sout of boon rooking and ontor~l1n.207botrgdeond

privnate propert~y. sotoling ..n issinal0 antinity 000 inotoa..od I .an think of many reason. why theoeot si,
w.0raonolol. tahould not be in Montana and no reasont wby

00 soldb in Ohio .tate or any other state.
Ibo. ta Fal opposod to more rioisles. we ineed to decrease nuclear wseapons in the

I- - fastU 

n ited r tate s no t add t o, them .

Dnsgloo 11-oy Door . ' "*f ? I
Patricia V.. lindsey. M,.).

CIS
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OREAT FALLS CLINIC

MONTANA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
.- Ta- u "am

July 27, 1987

July 30, 1987

"Lieutenant Colonial Peter Walsh
Director of envtromeental Planning AFRCE-BM6/MO
AFRCtF-SDEV Norton Air Force Base

.i .....Norton Air Force Base, CA 92409-6448 California 92409-6448

"Dear Sirs: Dear Lieutenant Colonial Walsh:

I an ariting at this time in support of proposed olscemnt The fOntana Chabmer of Cmmerce ulnd like to offer the following comments
of tidgetran in hontana and through vhlastrom Air Force on the Draft Efnlr01emntl I[act Statot t (EIS) for the small Interconti-
Du.Be nentol Ballistic Missle (IC47) at Malmstron Air Force Base.

I have personally had the opportunity to view soe, of the First and foremost the Montana Chamber would like to reiterate oar support
present missile sites and fully appreciate the need for for location of the Midgetman Nissle at BalmstrnS. Unfortunately, we were
not oly updated tiosile technolog but alo . retsp unable to attend the recent hearing In Helena. If oe had been present on
and updatitn in the support and launch facility to include Woald have expre-sed anr overwhelming support for lte -loymeet of fhe
particularly the antiquated and very noisy coaputer backps. ICON4.

:7 1 Furthereore, I appreciate and endorse the philosphy of
.-'* .deterence to saintain peace and consider that the land As indicated by the EIS the location of the IItM at Is matron wuald gee-

boao siasile systeo is in effeot, thn lynch pun of the state many positive retorns for the entire state of Moataon. For example.
defensive triad. many jobs, either directly or indirectly, would be created as a result of

• •.... the ICON project. These positive econmic factots learly merit or en-
I feel theat w .the people of Great Falls hav In. the past, dorsment.
and will continue in the future, to stand steadfast in our
support of ualmstron Air Force Base, its personne; and For your Information, the Montana Chamber of Coemerce is a broad based state-
l a itssion V would hope that future would include that wide bosiness arganization. Our membrship is a cbinatlon of many in-
of the iiduetaun placement, terests such as agriculture. industry, utilities, hotels/ateils. Wa many"other mainstreet businesses.

"The Chheer Board of Directors, which likewise represents a variety On
I Mortena boniness interests, recently noted to ananimously Support the 1o-

., '. .•/ cation'of the ICON at Holmstrom.". . ...... The Montana Chber of Comrce not only encourages the deployment of the
tcP/ch ICOM but gladly welcomes It to Montana. Enclosed for your informution Is

a letter of support we recently sent to oar Congressional Delegation.

Thank you for the opportunity to offer these commnts and please feel free
to call on us if We can be of any assistance.

oForresft H. ol '
on President am

F IB/ssg
cc: Great Falls Chaeber of Comrme rc
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KELLEHER LAW OFFICE

230 Grand Aemnue cu.a.
Robert C. Kelbehr Bilirntsk hMioana 59101 tC-,
John S. Yoder (406) 2Z!DZ,. 52X 15001
Robert L Kelleher. Jr. t.aantsa,

June 25, 1987 3 August 1987

Representstive Pet Ailliama
2457 Raybucn House Office Ooildiog Director of Environmental Planning
Washington, D.C. 20515 Norton Air Force Base

AFRCE- S /DEV
Ian Bersadlno, CA 92409-6448

Dear Representative Williams:
Dear Director:

The Montana Chamber of Commerce wishes to encourage your support
for locating the proposed Midgetman missile in Montana. The undersigned as an individual objects to the

placement of 200 Midgetman missiles in Montana on the ground
The project, which would provide 4,500 to 5,000 new jobs in the state, that said Midgetman missiles are in violation of Salt I and
with an expenditure of $1.5 billion would be of great assistance to Salt I1.
ionstanals economy. Our state cannot afford to deter such a major
emp Dyer in Montana or refuse to endorse this unique project. Because their circular error probable (C.E.P.C is less

than 100 meters, Mldgetman is a firt str iet weapon, and
Montana must not become divided in its support of the Midgetman t herefore an anti-ballistic misille in violation of Salt I.
miasile. While it is true Great Fails would experience the greatest
econosic benefits, we feel the project would be a "shot in the " Furthe1more, it is ib itsnn of Salt 11 because Salt
for th entire on eon. o eampl, any otrator and () has not expired by its own tes, and (b) the
subcontractors from across the state would be needed to provide president had no authority to "attempt" to retrieve the
direct or indirect. secice for thi Mldgetman project. There would Ilos treaty from the United States Senate once it had been
be an increased denand for setvine from existing Montana businesses, referred to the Senate.

We urge you to give positive consideration to the economic benefits The fact that the treaty had any termination date Is not
of such a program to Montana. The key to bringing the Midgetman to relevant because any termination date contained in the
our state will be both your personal support and unified support treaty was tolled by the failure of the U.S. Senate to
of our entire cogre.sional delegation. either vote the treaty up or down.

The Montana Chamber of Commerce thanks you for your involvement thus ALso, because cne guidance system of Midgereani
far, and requests your support to make the location of the Midgetman esentoi`ly the sane en that of the MX missile, and because
in Montana a reality 2 the Air Force has advised the Congress that the guidance

systems in ahout 21 of the MX missiles are not trustworthy,
Sincerely, the Midgetman miss ie is likewise envlromeentally not safe

because of the inadequancies inherent Itso guidance
systen,

F.H. 'Dunk' Roles Sincerely ycurs,
r.eidsot

FHB/dd
Robert C. Kelleher, Sr.

R rem

a-9a soson
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MARR, WEZ. JHNSN & OPXJSý PC.it. Col. Peter Walsh
.ARrAt.."Z JOHSO - OKN.PC August 6. 1987

ut ~t~t sJILMC Page 2

August 6, 1987 ont~italsatroo.Air Force base has been, and I Ra sure will
Uotis to s. not only what on. night Call a good neighbor,

b a .1 0 integral part of the Groat Falls commnity. 1
look forward to Continuing to work with you in any way that I

Ve truly your.,
Lt. Colonel Peter Walsh
AFRlCE-BNS/DV WENt SON a HOPKINS, P.C.
Norton APE. CA 92409-6448

Dear Lt. Col. Walsh, r .ta

Although I did not make anoral statement At the Great WWb
Fall. hear Inq on the draft Environmental Impact Statemsent
tEll) * I d id indicate that I wanted to submit a written
statement regarding the :proposed Nidgetmanmissile project at
Stalmatrom Air Force Bse . In submi tt Ing thisA let ter to you I
amn speaking both as a privat individual and as the current
ch airman of the Great Falls Area Chamber of Comercs.

First, I uant to c omsend you and and your staff for tha
in tegrity , patience and cordiality oith which you conducted
the recent hearings. Further, the Air Force is to be cosedad
for the quality of the draft EIS.

Ulnfortunately, while the recent hearing. ware designed
to take testieony regardle'g Ithe S they saeas with all
such hearing., to deterioratet into a. debt on the merits of
OuclearjweApone.cOur nocleal. deterrent force should not be
the ubet of local debate at this stage of tha proceeding.
the issues: involved are complex, rqurn e ert ise and

extensive atudy. all of which I sut assume baa alreedy been
completed. When decisions having national impact have been
reached by our elected leaders, we as citizens must accept
and abide by them.

A, s result I do believe that the local community ie
ovectha lai nglIy supportive of the proposal to place the
Mfidgetman missile here at stalestrom. In making that
o tatement., I moat add, however, that we are alsoi vry
concerned about the potential impact, both positive and
negative, on our community. As long as the various impacts
are deal with appropriately. I believe the coCstunity wit'
continue to be aupportive. ACrteinty Caeo thA i smpacteot
will retroir, 1iu--al contributioa fom Ith Air Force bt
during the timoe of construction and throughout the time the
system is in place.
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PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
United States Department of the Interior SeMI ICBM Pr -a

M.lmStroan AIr Fot=Bae Mnosnem
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT V -5k

M"ILF-lCITYDISTRIC OFICEHearing toostlan Date________
M,. C., Nt.,.. -1cu N..~~o ~l,.

1972 Otganizathom

Aug.a, 7, 1987 Waln fes A-V 42,

Check the agpnproprite participant category.

Public Designated Represenetative privet.
Official ____ of Private Organization ____ Clilese

Lt. 1c. Pet., Walsh Check he-e if yen mIsh to skb a questien during the he.. log. ___
onesC - mmNSIE% Check here if you eiah to of fer verbal commeets.____
Nucton ArB. California 62409-6448 Check here fYou cish to submits enwitten statement. X.

check here if you wiuh to rceieanic sotIE __ Draft __ FinPlea
RE: Rseevewo u ES r for Small ICBM en eialostvcm AnI. ttontaua Ame of quesetion or enemMont (cheek all that apply).

Sear Sir: - Air Force policy
4  

Rereeation
System Requiremeents Visual Reourme.

= auaelteromtive atlected say have semes ipect tu leads sod minwea!;ethat ELMe - Eployment Culturml Resewee
eaaein " alu Whenty thset afrctd la:,h =o tltie n HIosqe Natiee Aeerlao Resoarces

ideonifis =_1eaCctuahttthathis ofieh oiids hat further analyais Edanstion Bi Oological Resornee.
be e cacrmpLi~hed. Pakble Services 1ý Air Quality

Futile Finance ____Noise
Thaek you. fort he epppurcuoity to review tbs 0ttO. ____Utilittn -X Water Reou-e

STrwoportatlo-7 Geology and Salt.
sinc-rL, you-r, Z Load Us. i.Ssfetn1 -- Other Iptese tpeifyII.-, -_to4), . &. 4 ,r.i.

Pleuse store this sheet As reqOcsted hy the heering of ficer.
S(-Written commnt b I e Considered in preparation of the Ftna] EtS. You may mse this

sheet te tebeilt eri'ttee -amnts either in the Spats peonided hatos-,. orn s ttfehed
ststemnt. Wri tt1- eo.mnmet may asoe he sabmItttd le A letter or other forest; hew-

SaUr E. Ssrhec eeer. commod~en mast he submitted no later than August 21, 1927 and esilad to the
Aftsouitet District Mtanoagr sddtu het

I Ju.~
9

7 '

21 TL UIt

Nail to Dtrmttor of tEolrncmetal PI ..elog Stst~ementals Atteehed
AFfiCE-BMS/DEV V.. _ No

N) 11-ort Al, ore. SEE.. California 92400-11448
*Filling nut this fore Is ant required, bet It is recoeended. The hearing officer mitt

-'- ath no wht o he,.0 cmlee aed turnted Ie comeent sheets before revogelaleg7
espersons aho did not. Thank you for yewr cooperatioe.
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PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
SmallI ICBM Programn

Additmal omele.I.troat Air Foer. Sm., Montana

2o/n Ado Hewing_ _____ ____

Check the appropriate participanlt categoryn

2 ulcDeoignated R"pr- etoti.e Private
official ____ of Private Orgooantio - - C/bo ___

Check here it you wishto a0.k a question timing the he:ýpg.
Cheek heroI you :loR to offter wehal eoniments.

-Cheek hero ifyoo Ish5to alirnit-ittoac. tatoo,o~7
Chock hero it you Wish to receive 00 EFL. _ Droft Fie

4-_ 01'L Amai of questiont or commetnt (cheek ail that1 apply):

Aie Force. Policy R~ereation
Sye000, Rqu minroolooO__ Visual Roooreens

-- Emplobment___ Culturol Rawburee.
I~oholqNative Amter/can Ravoooems

i~tJ -Education B~ loog1~ Ronor.
.Pailbl Semoico Air Quality

5 ._ a 4 4MP0511 Fioance Maim.
DATA REQUIRED NY THE PRIVACY ACT OP (5974 Utilities Net. I~t-rR~oe

/5 U.S.C Sh2.) Transportation -Ioy a 5.11.

1.Authority - 0mr (PI.-o .peify)______ __________________

33 U.S.C 55557a, 557b, SN?, 709. Please0 turnnth is ROasheet U. requested hy the hearing offimer.

2. Prncipl Purose ritteommen.o~ts will he eoooiderd itn preparation of (ho Fine] EIS. Yoo may us thio

lofonoa~tlon is used to cmtpile mailinlg lists for sending brochures and other data ett umtwitncmet ihrIntcsaepoie eo nbatce

coneorning the peoject to thoe. who might he intorootod. .I.IeImcnt. Written comenoets S Alto b1 e Submtntted in a lotter oe Other formtat; heow-
ooor 0001/hoot, mostt he submi/tted no later (het, August 21. INN? and railed to the

3. Routine Uso 400 hod-blei.. Q ,Jr
A. Iofoetta is o rwarded04. to Federal. State. and local ogooceo, and Congressmen. ~CSIO~,0
B. lotfmIon~at is used to compile maoiling lists for other projoect$ in which (ho person

supplying the Information mtight hoe. On Interval. li2A A/04.11I4e.±An~..r C
4  

M /,~al
C. Iolfoeototiot is comlpiled In.a Record of Public Meeting and made availahle to the public. 1~~-
D. Me_~o of p.07(0 a04 their commetsttt during the public rooting am publish

t
ed In proiject

re0porto. . .~i. . ~etc 1 d ~ ~ oe~~or~ot

N.oMadatory or Voluntary Disclosure, 0nd Effect o0 Individua1 Hot Providing Infixtatlon V2 M...A ~ - 6
.Voluntary- .F."",o heP-o'de the l,,focrmnle. m,~ .o./-11 olAt In failure to rotolv. 2, 1 LJ -- '%

bahumillnde n0 otificationt of forther de'colOPMAttto 41 ý.h er 1 o Pt-6.'

6 Mail to: Director of Eniomna Plnnng'.Ten( Atltkcr'ed
P .a. (4A til` t1'e.od AFRCENNSMIDEV X . N

Ne or.-oe Air Pomo. Nat,, Califoenl ia N-40 ~ Y. N

call an Io~e t tSo his farm1n.trequired, bt I Isrecommoened.4 The hewing offie will do
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?t0 MOLE hl01E

Add = *01. . ONCR. SATURDAY. JULY 25 1 ATTENDED THE0 PUBLIC HEAR3ING INS HELENA1 REGARDING THE

PROOSED DEPLOYMENGT Of T(11 tIISETNAII MISSILE 1i CENTRAL PTMAMA. MY REASONSD

L...Sl...J.4& lfL * e&- ~ FR ATTENIDING CENTERED ON MY IGNORANCE OF JUST MAT0 THOE PROPOSAL IS.

7 B ASICALLY. AS I UNDERSSTAND IT. ADDITIONAOL INTEfRCONINETAL. NUCLEAR WEAP00S
________ WOULD OE LOCATED AT let EXISTING hMISSILE StITES IN CENTRAL MONTANA. ITHESE

SlAMS 50. MISSILES WOULD. RE HOUSED51 IN EARTH SHELTERED 00INIMS. AMID MOUTED ON LARGE
8&I! *~- 10 oecA t.o. TrUCE-LIKE VEHIICLES. EXCEPT FOR ROl/IITE MAINTEANCME. THE MISSILES WOULD REMAIN0

, . IN ITHEIR SNKtEM. IN 111E EYVle OF A NUCLEAR ATTACK. THE0 MISSILES WRI/LD BE
0~ Ie tn.01 ~ rtsN (/EUD ,0WHCH WOULD NOSE TERM DIFIPICOLT TO DEUSTROY NY THE EMERY AM1 INSU/RE THEE

- (3 0 UNVITED STATED A SECONID STRIRE CAPABILITY. *MAD* (MUTUALLY. ASSUMRED DSSTRU~CTION)~~~~~~~~~OL B4e~~.n. ~ 10.E ENHRANCED MID INSURlED.
____________________4.__________ PRIMA"Y IMPACTS W"V -o /Vn CoO OF TV's roDT10 -Y/" l1/'= AnD Y1-O -T.'

10 5,~ casi N THE SIZE OF T(0 AFFECTED EXISTING MISSILE SILOS WNW2. RE INCREASED. MOE
I ~PERMNMIN2T RESIDEPICES (FR0 THE lt/RCE 5010415) WOUlLD BE CONS1TRU/CTED AT EACR

I.. II~ooA~3,e itURk..L...r.4/co~..... tAO~
4 

h~It..04SITE. THE POPUJLATIONI OF GREAT FALLS IWOULD INCREASE BY ABOUT7 7600 PEOLE (01111
11 ~ SIGNIFIICANT POSITIVE AND1 NEGATIVE IMPACTS).

12 ~ e10/~0 tn.~ 
4
E~t~0ttM~lI. 14 SECONDARY INPACTl PRI" TRE PROPOSAL. AM0 01.1 DIURIICAJI. RACH TRUCK 1S (0

12 )- FET WIE AD 10 FEE 1.00G.OBVIOUSLY . MOSIT LOCAL HIGHWAYS INI THE APTECTEJ)
- ~ OSIA001/LUHAVE TO BERNECONS0TRUCTED. P009051. TO FREEWAY STANDUARDS. THINK

____3 ~ ABOUT DRIV~a. / L P Z N01f OYI FROUR NARTIIISDALE TO 11(0 GOT ON A FIRM0 LANE1 FREEWAY. (HEMMERE
_ ____ TH0.]MIIS IS TEE HEARTLANID WHtERE CARS PASS EVERY 1.5 WNVITS). Nt/CR OF T(1E RURAL

DUALITY MID BEAUTY OF THE0 COUNTRYSDIE WOLD ER LOST FOREVERS WI1TH THE
CONSTVUCTION OF UNNEEDUED. UNWANITED. UNFOIPIRABLE SUPEXRHIGHWAYS THIAT P1.00 THROUGH0
1T11 HILLS. STRAIGH/TEN OLT THE 01100. AND7 C&IELTHYEI.71 CREEK.

DATA REQUIRED NY THE PRIVACY ACT OF (074
IS U.S.C 512.) THiERE ORE. OF COUl/Er. RISKS IN//OL//ED WITHt MOVING NUCLEAR MISSILES 0A010ND OR

PUBLIC HIGHtWAYS. A WORST CASE SCENARIU PREPARED BY THE DEPARTMIENT UP DEFENSDE
1.Authority PROPOSED 'ENVIROtNMENTAL IMPACTS FROM0 A MISAAP WOULD 8E CONINVIED, EXCEPT F00 AIR

33 U.S.C 1OSS7.. 557b, 507, 7(0. QU/ALITY, TO 1110 I(MMEDIATE NISHAP VICINITY. IMPACTS1 TO AIR QUIALMT WOULD. NE OP
VERY SHORT DURATION.* (TOLL THAT TO M/1 FOLKS AT CHRN0OBYL). IRE

2. Principal Purpose IDIVIVUOtIESTAL IMPACT STATUEMEIT FI/OUTHtR CLARIFIES THAT 1(1E REAL UNGEMU POLO
I.1nfto. Is00 /used0 to comp/i.e rail/eg losts foe sending brochures a04 other dota VOPORIZED PLUTOIUMI/ IS NOT PRON EXPOSURVE, BUT UWI INHALATION OF THE0 SL'aYTAJCE.
eoomminng the project to thoea who might he Ileteroted. I GUES ANONE URFORTUNA1JITE ENOUGH0 TO RE NREARNO ACCIDENTC SITE hEX/I BE DAM0

LU.CKY IF THEY IIURENIT BREATHING/.

3. flotilas Uses0
A. Infocrmation Is forwoarded to Federal, State, and local ogettel... and CoogoN.eton. WHAT EFFECT WILL TRIS AR7721(1. RAVE ON TOURISTS INS OUR STATE? I GREW1 UP 1.11/10
B. Irformtationt /.used to comtpleo mall/eg losts for other progect. in which (ho personc WITH TH10 MISSILES. I DONOT LIRE THEM,1 BUT I 'MUED TO THEN(. rN00WKMR I/VE

aopp/ y/tg the /obortin~t m//ght haer .. Interval. 0S00KEN WITH ARE OFTEN0 ALAIMOR AMI DIS1(IED AT WHAT IS IN TOE SILOS. I LEST 00
C. Informaotion . compiled In . Record of Public Meeting .W Mlade.,.oliable la the public. FORGET. WITHIN1 00CR 0S1.0 IS TOE MURDER1 OF MILLIONSD. NAYRE BILLIONS OF IRNOCENT
D. Niate. Of peop/e and thlei ecomments duerin the puhlic mee~ting amo poNli0he- It projet P'IYLE A"/ PO//SIVIY 1110 DESTRU/CTION O G HE 1 BIOSPRURO. /.,,4TANA IS aYEU/NLi

reports. RENEARIERED BY VISITOR AS A BEAUTIPFUL STATE WITH1 FRIENDLY PEOPLE0. NE 00101,1.
ALL BE PROUD7 OP TH(AT. 021.1 P(MNTA)A IN TH10 P17/1RE BEREMEMB~ERED AS 'THAT PLACE

4. Mnodatory or Voluntary DiaeICIblire and Effvet on In~dividnal Not Provdding Informtation OITH ALL 1(10 MISSILES.
Voluntatry- Fail/rm to pr"11114 the Informat(ion mq.oed cou(4 mutt/In/ faltuen to roeveir
tweetnamtt and notification of forther developoteot.. WHER0 IS THIS0 LEADING ED? IN IHE 60O'S NE CaT MNUtITEMAN. (00 IT SOUtNDS LIKE WE

_______________________________________________________________AME DOING TO GET MIDGEITMAN(. WHATWIL 011.1 1(10 R P H1.OLD. FUR US? WHY HO tIKITANA

@1 @0

CI IS

ca5 I
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AM TllS DAXOTAS MAWE TO KE A BISTLIZING NUCLEAR ARSENAL VMII 1LTIPLZ WARHEAD
XUCIAAR AATWOMWAQ EVERY FIVE NILES ALONG TE SIGHWAY? CETAINELY NATIONAL
WERSE ZR AR UNFORUNDATE NECESSITY. BUT AT WHAT COT' HO MC 315I XMDflI. AND
101 MUCH IS A SELF-PEheiiATIlIG. IWIRAVAGANT. ARROANT MILITARY MACHINE WHICH oace, aM ilsolfwa
REALLY SEM TOU BE OUTo CONTROL? I REALLY QUESTION WHETHER WE HAVENC TO Emit of or so ,.
WOW ABOUT FM RUSSIA. IT'S THE AYATOLLAHS THAT COCR ME. Blws 0,,-.- "an5

I UNG ANYONE OU'r THOM WHO FEES AS I DO TO OPPOS TRIlS PROPOAL. C5URRNS ON411
TOE PRYOPOAL FOR TE ENVIRNENA IMP OACT STATEMNUT WILL ME AWCCETE UNTIL
AUGUS 21. 1967 AT THEl POULOINO ADDRESS: Z INI IIWIRDe"

DIRECTOR Or ENVIsNCOMEAL FLAMING
APRS-wMS/D9W

"-RO "AI FUN" BARE. cWLONAIA. 92409-6WA Attgwe 21. liT
A WODOF CAUTION ABOUT YO1 CRETS. AT THE PUBLIC NECTI IN HELEN NARY

PEPE ErSM AE. D.ISGUST. FEAR. AMS MOAL MIGRATIONA AT rA CONEP OF14 ALO. u au. mmE = TILL TaTr Wa'a. MOLOCUTC. NUCLEAR MAR. TMI Lt. Col. Ps~. We
IS MUrTOIl ISSUE. THE ISSUE IS THE MIDOREIIR PROPOSAL. Me COMMINS HOT Director o at EnAýUmla Plasmig
ADDRESSED TO THIAT CONCEN WILL NOT RE COMSIDERED.' MSDIV CASTA'.11. THE W AFRCE-ODIDAIV
C01T=MAS RULED (A LA INOURE MILK ISLAND) TOTMOTIONAL DISTRES CAUSED BY A Mouton Air Poetm Bonn
PROPOSAL MILL NOT RE CONSIDERED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF AR ENVIRONMEUNTAL IMPACT SaM Bermomisa. CA 92401166614
STATUEMEN. DON'T TELL THEM5 THATTIM MIDGETMSAN MILL SCARE YCOURKIDS. OR EE
YOU AMAIE AT NIGHT. CAUSE THEY DON'T CARE. Done Col Wish:

GET FAMIIUAR WITH THE PROPOSAL. THE DOCIErSHOUL BE).0I AVAILABLE AT MOST PUBLIC Th. Stow o mast lain Apeciates thisle u...tumoty t. revse4 end
LIBRIARIES ALTiOU.U I AR PUT FAMILIAR WITH! THE ORGANIZATION. I SUIPMh THEl onl ths Thb. ' D twdU ovnmmda h t Statommat (DEIS). Small
HELENA LAST CHANCE PEACEMKESe COALITION COULD ALSM PROVIDE ASSISANCE. itno..lmal sawastic wo.11. Pbebo (aw IC.B M). P.q.. by
CIIALLENZ WHlAT YOU FEEL ARE UNACCEPTABLE OR POORLY ADRSCSED IMACTS OF THE lb. United States Air Fares. We awppreciat your mgsnos capeatos
PROPOSAL. TALK TO OTHER PEOPLE. AND GET INIVOLVED. 151110 PNW READING THIS. and tbs presentation o olaIfrat in pvqs.O toav- v.ow6tI aslams stml

W~5 Tb. mO5s oamalem nowe noomd fronlt.. stt -
JACK SKENLEY .vs tthe 0RUB. ndil tbose assuc..' coin.en .aptrdlg lb.
2005 HASER BOULEVARD swan~d~ ICBM project in 86u.1..
HELENA. MONTANA 55601

The ailing ofta majo coew additio to lbs MAwas nuclear dol....
eyeat.. In utan in a Mott" of sinow significnces tw NOi Usetein
The Intebntofo athl people at me stels sum expresed in SIRS by thrt,ofp.e aut listi.. $11-- colpy of bI IhI Is attached.

~tta~ .A~a.A.J~Alta~ aoe- .A.tU~WI4AA A-CenNgw..e. of cours, tri ll udlelty deide. nbelw the Small IREM
'aV1..0i NPj,,,ted No p.dIII To old me copuese t. thin

heaet ddheiin,. II s intlis Uite the Air Force Flood 21S. 16 A b.SAA. IA -- to p O( tL pro~ide muaeti~eoar resposes and aauons aiderati lb.th eltmahed Slat
0o 0 ii t auls. co leut.

TKD SCHUOIMDSI
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1111 .j slf, eM e.ulaua

THE DRAF EKOMO MPC STATEMENTUTAR

I 's I ji J Oevl 1h 001..1 m ml ICBM DIED Is wal El ed presentea

4II~~ ~1 ~w p p n O~eSSatm Rest a~ls commm. is aspopeptas ghro' lb.~ us~a ~5 2 s *gmbaB. lb.mjw 5 matter tAoF Nommu. It nauM hoew bass'1 1heliptal to lhe isads., ham.v . had supplemntla d boom ~
a~ ~ aj 14 =tlai Is-abda=j dolsibel saftn And ts-q.

Ite wlls This could e. laM~~ a
isup wwn of athe.sdlhn addtonlealboui-ass ~'.b.a o requstesd
in the followlng Com ent.

Tb. 0111'. ra'h~cbman to propse or Indicate * p oaeoucs f-
Appropriste mitigation misi musumInsevra hopowto romrs-n hp
categoriesa Is A Wt. at concerno IA the Stale at mu~seu. isf the,
docummnt' flogo" to banalfy aw Cowa IA Bdn o'" lb.s Wris
state sad boom peosaft.sd sa"othartauiss re.quired far' proasc lhetabo.
In addition. updstsd ramsaso Infomatisoni Is Ma nallatbis ohwhs

s ~ I jk 1influence Or aItte .~ proeton~s coms-ewd is lb. MS1. It Is"iii ~ *~ I 1 
1

S sn tis hat the ph i sa I plows suhsMtan. responses to the
thds a t tsdavdinh thpat Un~it Air OFo a ctugslamat pae

ifrain ed slate end WoolI participation In v-le atoavus"~P Ii~ I I I si aJ' as-a regIe ardin kop tet lb.ar Au, natics slls I is .ds

~~ ~ h1  I ~' ~ ~ " ~In M1arch. I, b I0,s 1261,ihe -tGw CI~VO ftdsl

-- m IF auo .. ofk ee
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1. Fumilyo Services county DFS office continues to have). Thi ocussion sh-old be
remedied in the final EIS.

The DEIS' treatment of issue- that are of fundamental concern to It is a resonrable aumuption that the population influx that Is
the Montana Department of Family Services IDFSI--tvinely, the snttillpated--as additional 7.510 military populstin by the year 2000
protoctio. of children and adults f-rm obu.e and neglect, the (not counting additional civilians esociated with the various

prevention of family violence and the presorvation of healthy familimes, 6 con.truictiot pro-ect. Ivolvedl)--ould add nome additional burdens on
the casecdisworkload of DPS' uocial workers and the impact on the DES the DFS ntaff and on the DPS budget in both child protective and adult
budget--appear. to be inadequate in several important reespecte, protective services.

The detailed commeents and notes that follow 1) call attention to the The DEIS provides no 6ustainsa analysis of the potential socutl

primary deficiencies of the DEIS as they relate to DFS concerns. 2) service and budget impacts as they affect the Department of Family
recoemJrend that these deficiencies be o~rrected In the final EIS if DFS 7 serices•-ll chid protective and adult protective service progam The,

is to get an accurate end credible assessment of the proposed SICBM final EIS should address these potential impacts.
Progrma~ impact on the need for DES' social service. and 3) suggest

ton p. that should be taken ao these deficiencies could be I The DEIS presents -ome evidence (on page 4-51) that the Semel
corrected. ICBM Program would be accompaeled by an In.er in family violence,

8 but the document does not sufficiently cknoweledge the extent of the

Section 8.2.2 of the DEIS contains a list of "interested federal, impact of such increases on local domestic vioolenc progrnams or on the
state and local agencies." It is a reasonable expectation that key sncial Depatment of family Services social workers' caseload.

service. agencies in the state would be listed--aince the Small ICBM
Program described in the DEIS entaila a large population influx that On page 4-51. the DEIS states that the Great Fails Community Help
would clearly have some impact on the need for nodlal services in the Une r"•ceivd 13.830 crisis celUs during I98t--tith sore than half of
.ffected counties. these Celia related to the spouse abuse program of the Great Fails

2 Mercy Home. (Meroy Home is partially funded by the Department of

However. section 8.2.2 does not lint either the Department of Family Services under DES' Dosmestic Violence Program.)
Social and Rehabilitation Service. (SRS) or SRS' Community Services

Division (the core of the new Department of Famnly Services prior to The DEtS estimates that the Small ICBM Progrem's copulation
DFS' separation from SRS on 1illS?) among the interested agencies. influx would increase calls to the Help Une to 15,=0--an increase of

1,170 cells. If (as in the past, according to the DEIS) half of these
Section 8.2.2 does however Ust a nonexistent state agency--one cells were related to domestic violence, 585 additional calls related to

which has bnen nonexiatent since 1981, the Department of Community the Mercy Home and its services for abused spouseo would have to be
Affairs--as an interested state agency. handled.

Although neither SRS, SOS' Community Services Division, nor DFS ,The DEIS suggesta that such additional calls to the Help Line

I re mentioned in the DEtS, e local unit essociated with SRS and the might require additional volunteers or staff for the Help Line. But the
3 Comunity Services Divislon of SRS--the Cascade County Office of 9 DEtS shows no awareness of the possibility of additional staff needs for

Human Services (CCOHS)--iS diacussed hi, the body _f the document (at the Mercy Home or of the possibility of additional staft for the
3-24 and 4-50). Department of Family Services protective services' ateff as a result of

these crisis calls.

Prior to 7/1/87. CCOHS employed both workers from SRS's
Economic Assistance Division and social workers front SRS' Community 1 The DEIS, in the case just cited, provides an optimistic analysis
Services Division. The social workere have since 711;87 become part of (not supported by any evidence presented In the DEIS) of the Small
DFS' staff. 10 ICBM Program', impact on the need for social services. The final E1S

4 should address the possible extent of impact on the need for protective

During the period in which the DEIS was prepared, CCOHS had services for children and for emergency assistance for victims of
both economic assistance and protective social services function.. The domestic violence at the Mercy Homes and related socil agencies.
only CCOHS functions mentioned In the DEIS are the economic
noelstance functions. At page S-14. the DEIS states: CEecept for existing overcrowding

Iondiltions in the Cascade County jail. public service impact. would not

5 I The DEIS shon, no ewereness of and makes no reference to the 11 be egniflcant." If this statement Is intended to apply to public

important protective aerolce function. that CCOHS had (and which the services provided by the Department of Family Service., it is not
supported by any evidence that is presented in the DEIS.-2- @

4M4
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The final EIS should answer the following questions In a sophisti- I Department of SRS i(Eonomlc Assistance Diviion), the Department of
catev and careful manner: 141 FamPy Services (Protective Services), the Department of Labor and

Industry and related public and private agencile?

xl What is the anticipated/projected Increase in the incidence of child
abuse and neglect that the Depart ent of Family Services will have el What additional social service burdens (staff, service., budget

12 to deal with as a result of the anticipated p•opulstion influx? 15 pre"sures) can be anticipated if the Small ICBM Program is begun but

then terminated prior to completion?
b) What anticipated staff and budget increases would be necessary in

the Department cC Fnmaly Services so that the inmiginting children ft The current DEIS focusa on sebool lsses auch as an increased
will be protected from such abuse end neglect, as required by (sw? student-teseher ratio rather than on child protective issaue, as

indicated ahove. The final EIS needs to addres the issue of poten-
Background for questions "5" and "b": 16 tQa Increased demanda on social service aganciee--includJng the

Department of Family Services--for the treatment of emotionaily
Following are reasons why potential increases in child abuse and disturbed children. What potential Incre•ses in the number of

neglect must be addressed in the final EIS on the proposed Smatl ICBM emotionally disturbed children cart be anticipated as a result of the
Program: population influx? How will the increaaed costa of treatment for such

children he met?
I) The American Association for the Protection of Children.

fundamental source of infokstlon on child ebuse. indicates that 14% of
all children are abused in some way, and the DEIS st.tes that about 16% 2. Sovloeconomica
of the Inmingrating population will he children.

a. Economic Bsean
2) Oecause of some special structures and functions of the

13 military which contribute to stress in service member. and their I) The DEIS provides details on the materials to be used during
families, the Incidenmc ot child abushe and neglect in military project construction. but little detail on the nature of the construction
communities needs to be given special attention. (See Diane D. 17 jobe. The Final EIS should:

arcedhurt et eali, "Child Protection in Military Communities." U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, May, 1900). Provide additional detail on the employment to result froms project

constroction. including the number of jobe by job type, duration of
21 Apart from any factors related to the proposed Small ICBM employment by job type. and anticipated wage levels.

Program, the number of child abuse and neglect referrals to Cascade
County DFS social workere Increased by 7.3% from SPYS to SFY86, the 18 I Provide s discussion of the anticipated bid policies of the U.S.
number of children Involved In child abuse and neglect investigatione 1 1 Air Force for letting contracts foe construction activitles.

increased by 08.% in that sare period, and the number of xubsetntisted

buse, and neglect incidents increasled by 12.7%. 191 2) The DEIS predicts a high rate of local hire for project conatrucmtim
4) In light of these three factors, the proposed population Jobs, The Final IS should:

isfoux's potential effect on the problem of child abuse and neglect needs 1
to be directly addressed In the final EIS. C Identify the extent of the gengraphic area from which Joba are

conaIdered to be local.
c ) What increased demands (staff, services, budget pressures) can be

8 onticipated at the Great Fails Mercy Homes' domestic violence sh,iter 201 U Identify assumptions and analysla which were uaed to r.,ch the

and other private and public agencles that work to meet the needs of EIlSas prediction of lob captur rates for local and nornlocel wocrkera.
virtime of spus- abuse end displaced ho-tmker-?

d) The DEIS (at page 4-52) estimates that 10% of the inmigrattog 21 I" dentify which type. of jobe would be filled by loc.l and nonlecal

population will consist of persons who come 1o the Greet Fells area snd14 rind themselves in a cndis altoas a result of their being Provide information on previous U.S. Air Forve experaencts with

,insuvcc-sful job tekere during the construction phase of the Se-ll 2 her Ionstmtton pm)ta In aeas that am similar.
ICBM project. What are the anticipated increased demanda for aorrel no pcmecnoml•ailly, to north central Montana.

ervltces, economic asisltance end Job-saecuring assistance that will he
Ti... Ii, this '-M of the hfl~nlgcto population on gen•cies such us the

-4- @5
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IThISIapere to predict proportfionately gr*eater local derivati vee Provie, ospamisoos of hoelint conditions and incomee

23 omtio effects froem project construction than fromt project operation.35 otrtrsio drtgkyphs feo delpntsd yte

Expainth bet.forths pedctin.361 * Idesttfy the pto~eot' per capita inomeo effects in, the impact atea..

2 1 I thbeifothspditn. utitprtitDesctibe the metttods thtat were uced to predtict eaploytmettt and 6) Dturitng the initial phases of projet development. the projaot my
241pU to effeots. reduc~e the availabiity of goods snd mevioes in the impact srees. The

o251 effrects, during coostruction. aod host they differ fromt ithe Discuss the ptrottialtfor this condition to -ous temporaey

Provide additionsl infottmation on the resultts or etodeling 37 * Damoribs the types of activities, mot likely to he affected by261I projetion.. itnftctioll'sod the length of time coy Ioflationary effects eight endure.

4) DEIS ptedictions of kiog-tore. derivative estploymentt sod Population . Discttsc hoo tar i n invt the costs of goods end setrvices eight
effeoto seem to ho looter that wouold be expected froot the addition, of affect persoos of different aeg grouips, inomo~e 10,015, ot other hlovig

27 10 bsi jobs to the north central hlontesu ecootuxiy. The Finsl EIS situtiontos.
271 houl: . If popula~tion subigroups are adversely affected. identify potential

*n Describe the differeoco between derivaetive effeots of Military Jobn toitigattoin -,tris.
ndonomilitary jobs.

Ideotify soy differeoce betwteen iocome sod expenditure patterns of bt. hEmloynnot sod Populationo281 military persooool sod civitlians.

* Provide sdditiooal details on models (including assumaptions) osed to The reasonableness of the DElS' moptoyment sod total popultitoo
291 rdc primary sod seooodeary employmenot sod inoome effsects. sx otell impact estimates cannot be determioed without further detailed.

as dditional details otn projection results. technical methodology describiog the estimation prwoedtures. Ao
evsluation of the emtploymeent sod populetios imepit estimle.t is

51 The DEIS sesonms s relatively loot rate of iosogrstioo to the importaot oot noty for a judrmet oot potentiel positive effects of the
itmpso se as s reiut cif growth it, -eodsry mploynaent. The Final1 38 pmtotet hut also to maesurtng potentital negetlo. impact. on tocal
EI S should: governemnts. This techniclos methodotogy should at a mdnimum coister

301 x Explain Bilhy s, feot nonmilitary persons sod houseehold. are the following qseatloos:

opectod to tvo to the sees. as a result of projeot-toticoed economico 1) Whet are the estimating equations (coefficient.. evslustive statistics.
grootth. etc.) aod other details of the apprvaob used to estimate ioput-octput

modeis for the nine couty see. sod for Ilosteos'
O Ideotify aesosuptions used regacrdlog ew-s capacity in employmente

311 the servicedelivery rapebiktittea amottg seooodary eonomict activities in 39 2)Wtseon eroedothwde?

th matae.2 Wha rou setota.sd total usedtnthremodamtiels ftetoept-upt
pstii3to sodt job theor roless for tthtee oftie I.S the trrorceo irc32j Explinl the heest for DEIS aossumptions shoot isbor foroe 40 roeqiryeronthe vend toequiofmethe matries tof the tsos Inpt-outputiet

prsonnel.

331 Exan 00 the generol discussion of Inooise effeots on the proposed 41 4)Whth arels the haelibne emtploytenot projections by detailed sectors for

5) Whet is the justiflcatkio for ustng a secondary employment mutoittlier
* Differontiate between, direct aod seconodary wage and esaltar 42 of ooly approxitmately .4 for the years 1994 sod beyood? This is so

341 earnings, sod elsohex -oin hoot proprietor's inomote sod verious unuosually sml utpirfor e county (ocouty aero) the eaim of
noo-lehor inoooeo woul heteffected by the Project. DCsae(otcnrlMnaa.

feq
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43 Whe -,twoso the -eis for assuedng thet 50% of edititary otives otill seek Air Feot's housing plan has changed, then, the DElS analysts of the
e. lom to inecondary industries? social ie,peota of the preferred alternative must be changed Be walt.

I I he o hstsfortheaenwytin tet esry .1 ootletThe szial impacsot of privtet Bector provision of housing ottll ho44 Who' bill ho f peied byaosis people toe somtidfoedn soa nearlh al trl civlinse-.otieily different. The fioel E1S should clearly state the U.S. Air
7).wl ildb lclpolI o ie ot Whetra 51 Forde pe ferott ltrntie for housing it. Personnel. H o 2

c. Demsographic ndsrbl fecsa likely to occur. Upward pro"scoro on housing
pmo wil rsul inhardship for senior oltixens and others one

The DElS indicates thet the demographics of lootigreote sod the liented, fined boomm. The 10 percent of toestgroot workers assumed to45 iodtgnooo popoistlon would he differont aod that this would change he oosuccosseful at finding employstent will also suffer fr-os a reduced45 oaclet patterns io the impact ste.. The Final EIS hould: osrounoy rote sod the resulitng in-ree in houstog r-st

* Provide additttonalinformationon 00 omparisons of dessogrophie,
differences. incloding momr details on aeg cohort distribution. raee 4. PubicO (and Priyste) Servites
,ex. educational background, sod origioation dtffereoces.

The DEIS9's disoussion of impaots to public servoese fooluses on,
isuehost ,"-rl dowogreiphics will change to the inpact a-5 highly visible public services, e.g..* poLtos. fire protection. and water.

461 Icodnpertioolerly Casoade County) sox e rosult of projeot operotion. 52 What speoifio. looally provided social, public health, and educationt
itibrery) services would experience, direct end isdirot impact.a~s 5

Discuss to greater detait hoot changes in detmographios my affeot rosult of project ietplusontation? What services sam provided diroctly
471 itfeotylos, social structuros. cootmunity vslues. end loterrelettenshtps, in by the base to military personnel sod thetr famlites?

te Impact ares.
Eopeorted project-malsted staff tncreaess at the Greet Fail.

I* Identify how well oo edlitary personoel will ho assimilated intto City-County Health Depar-tment snd the Golden Triangle Mental Health
481Ile. cotewoolty cooils) interrolstisoships, snd Identify which popclstlon Cooler mey require increased levels of funding. Wha funding sources

Inohgroops ermost co least capable of roplog with the sooial Imtpacts 531 myhbe avalabhle to support these organixetloos. cod hoot do thes
of Project doeveopment. sources differ frots these thet support law enforcement and fire

protection services?
dt. Other

Pleese dis"'.. the degree to which the Aid to Famitlies with
The Montens Deperteout of Insttultions operates the Montism Center 541 Deedn Children aod ether public welfaer programse will be affected

49 for t he Aped in L~ewhisto . Dutring the S-l1 ICBM co-trutit-Ol hy ttnderemsployed or unemployed lststgronte.
teried. between 40-55 new households arm expected In Pergos C'tooty.
fwiployeo turnvoer esty Inr�ce 0t the Institution because of the 3G-150 Workload. may alsoiocrsease for private service agenctes whose
high Paying :ostruct ion jobs which will ho aoailable during 551 fonda rernot00 tied to tac roevenue. Plo... discuss the possible
.:ontroctbo. fondilogsouarces thet my he avaulable to alleviate or offset impacts to

NoP og eNo- svued mititgation eastuies aroest listed for the scobeoonotisipiatoevieaenis
mm, element. If 00 'veecorro wore fooumed, this %hoold he stated

I.Scotioo 4)11.4 tghtglvojg ov paeg 4-24. Puli 1 j jFinances

loforewion on state government finance rontained on pages 3-34
1. Huitoso 561 throojgh 3-36 of the DElS Is out-ul-dt.- This toformatioo. including

,he tee neasures enerted by the teast Wleieleiv I. seinveed. to he
The DfIS leti-te.teshat the U.S. Air Porr ptroptose. to provide opised, sinoe It my sffert _ nducaboos ftated 10the report.

51 on-hos- hoo.S :g for ivstgeetlog military pereooor Howeve, doring
the Hetoo Pubhlic heerttl, C:,lovel Walsh stated thet the U.S. Air i The propoeed projert will comepte for funding with other federal

got engneral profereoce was for hoosing b, he provtded off-hoc, by programs . civilian end military. If this project to f~toded. other federal
the private -rItr, 1hoc ptrovitding local property tee heocitte. Whether irtivities may he either cut hook or sot fuoded at Be high lecels. The
litvd how, much) IcotloIg Is providet Io-or off-hace will profoundly 57 powoittia effecte of this concern es It relates to fetter.i pengraeinso
nifott- t~he magttitude of many types of Le O~lsl peot.. tf the U.S. MdoQntan needs to ho addressed.
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Fiscalot to local govetttment&, schools, and the state are Imillionau of kWh or a Keg W) In addition to the information given
-osesrleed in the DEIS. Pines. pravide details on etodelai (including an 61 ItAbot peak loada

.. Lanatlon o key aaaumptional used to predict revenues, and
aaPncltul sitwall as detaila on thte results of revenue and I The grotwth ratts, and pepleced leads presented in the first two

P.npnit umrepedictloas. What ame the lstpoe,'loa of the pt'j5~t on 62 paragraphs o yag 3-3 ceoftagatido etsp to be
oitil levies. per capita tax bases, end petr capita tox payments by 62 Infrieiosg 3houl ams he prese ntd dot actrg lpear est
nonslltiltey resisdents of Montaina? (i ess pracIous comment).

Statgovrnmnt fndsa prtin orlocl mm. o~ai. ad lbuc63 In Tal 3.2.3-6 on pateg 3-55. "Diamontd Charge/kWh" should rmadl
Stat govrnmnt fndaa potio of oca coe't.sooll.Dedmabnd bergs/ekli." A team recent rate scttedule shoauld be used for

health expenditures. Host would _thexse outlays hr Inflttenced by 64 1 tMPC.
population growth, sttd wtould project-induced ta -vvenue he sufficient

59 to offset poaaible Increases. in espeediturs Also, the Montana With regard to Table 4.2.2-I, MPC currently petojects a t9OM peek
unioersity system is fended In pert by a ptroperty tas that co ld not be (b Il ad hse case forecast) to be 1,567 MW.
applied to federal factltieis. Would other project-Indeced recen-e be
sofficiest to offset casts to the university ytet.. tesulitng frost The dhisuseflen of the sigttificanoe of Impact. In ite. lest paegraiph
itroject-indeced population gronth? on paes 4 -t01 and the first tw0 paragraphsaon peas 4-102 My be

snmewhat eisleaditg. Centrel Montanos G&T receives a fiteed silcastlen
of heavily shesidizesd Piok-Sleen Program hydropowser. This is poster

6. Energy Utilities resserved for Ietigation projee-ts ptanned ueder the Piok-.Sloeen Progtrem.
bet not btiltt. The poster coats reflect earn interest on a portion of the

The description of the states of the Montana Potter Comepany (UPC) projec costs. sod the power la eotd at around 7 mil./kWh.* Contest
share of Coistrip 4. Preseented In the last full paragraph ott paeg 3-49. Montarst's additiotnal poster needs see purcahsed ferom Basis Electric
is incomplete. The lset three sentences should be replaced wtith the Poster at around 60 stills sod frost UPC at arotund 36 stills. The aestee
followting: charged by Central Montans, te Fergtue Electric end the other Coope is

the wreighted average cast or these three sources.t t
vcases of the loee of 1 terim lsdustria lead, a decline in the eets

60 of growth or electriecal leeds, and a consideeable *urptus for *he As the Project increases the leas& of Fergus Electric and Sun
foreseeable future, tdyC has agreed with the Montanam Ptublic River Electtrie. Central Montiana meet increase its perchesse of therisa
Service Commission not to include Its 210 tMW share of Coltetitt 4 In potro feat Bso and its 1 o.icohea-m of teheleseile powter feast NyC. This
the rate bass charged to ies utility ctustosters. Instead, it hee 66 stil inareame, Centesl Montana's averegs cast snd drive up poster caste
mide a eimulttaneoua eale-lassehback arrangement weith a group of to all coetomere of co-ops that boy poster feast Contest Mloetansý This

private investors to redece the cost of the Plant to the comtpany, is an impact of the project.
and it Is trying to eatrbet the powter frost the plant twithin and
outside the rengione. This effort baa been tdndered by a surplus of The significanee of this Impect can be addressed In tees wasy.
powter throughoet the region and by limited accosts by MPC to the The first is reltative: if the percentage increase in the cost of powter of
trantsmission tines that wouold permtit sate of the potter oustide t he retail electricity caneemeirs is very stmali. the hepact my b: said to not
Pacific Northwest . If the powter is cot sold on s og-.'term be significant. The sescond measure of significance ls abeolote. A
contractA, it might be available to nerve Increases In lead in MPC's teesuerable portion of the potter casts of (its project still. ender correct
system. pricing policies, be passted along to other customers. This amtount is

eqeal to the difference between the price of Pick-Steeun poswer and that
The concept of reserve margin Is not appropriately applied in the of Basin Poser.' thmis the proportion of Pick-Sleen power, is Central

lastparagraph on p:eg 3-52. The co-op. have no generation of their Montana's total suppty, times the total poster use of t he project. It is
owad no reserv "'rgin". The difference between their purchases not so insigttificant amount.

east Cntrill Montan GIT, and their sates to cestomere ps thir eown
61 on -uI cceted for by transmission and ditribetton lesisee ~~on ytema For exeamtle. the project's total loa~d Placed on Central Montana is

that cover laggorphical ara bet serve feaw cestosera. Customer 5.500 kV. If the project toad factor is .67, energy use, still be around
dnit .. Iy is verry lowt, relative to the length of the lines. In general. 73. 12 million kWh par year. If Pick-Sloan poster ls one-third of Central
the co-ope hey bath capacity and energy feast their supplierse. Since Montana's sepply, then one-third of the energy used by the Project still
there will be financial Impacts on the co-ops and their customer be Pick-Sloan poster formerly eeed by other co-op customere. If the
resitg frost the increased leads associated wtith the project. haedilne incremental poster comai feast Basin. the cass to thes customers still
project, baseline information hslim d be presented aboot energy leads go op by 53 mills per kWh replacedl. This amounts to sheet $570.000

-to- Impar year. This impact could be mitigated by the U1.S. Air Force

-IlD a, 0
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toI contracting eith the power suppliers to pay them the foil ,.'et of I facilities in Conrad and Leitowtat to help mtitigate this potential661 acqeiting the additional postsr to serve the project. 691 problem.

7. Traspsortation S. AiLr QtualityI

The Montlana Department of Hightways is participating writh the The Montana Department of Hieatth and Environmental Science., Air
Fedea igty Adiittin th USAr ore on cotyQualifty Bureau has storked cooperatively stith the U.S. Air Force on

govrnmnts in the development of the US Air Forces' Defense Access toveral of the air quality aspects of the air quality analysis conteined
Reads (tDAR) program for the proposed Steml' ICO3N projet. Routes, lei the DEIS. Overall. the borneau is satisfied that the DEIS identifies

Inesctos nd structures that he.s bass identifie by the US Air and appropriately addressee air quality Issues of cencero.
Force for Hard Mobile Launcher (HML) operations are currently being
evaluated by the Department. This detailed evluationt, to be completed
A.0 e, prt of the OAR program. ttas a completion schedele of Novestber IS. Water Quality
I, 1967. Detailed Department coossents regarding the DAB progrem sill
be evelblee at that itim. Pending completion of the lIAR evelostions, Meat of the conatruction acticities invovlving stret or strea
the Department ,cishes, to preserve the opportunity for recotneandleg crosings - proposed in the DEIS sa- eapected to cause, htrl-durati..
specific mitigating -.-. are t that lice, declines In wtater qeality. In order for the sitream-related projects to

he coneitrcted according to state and federal permit requirements. the

overall. the Montana Department of Htighstay. I.seatisfied that the followting permits sodloir ae therioations most be secured. or sher,
DEIS ldsntiftes sod addressee the majority of It. concerns. Appropriate, receive a varienc f-rc the requirements:

The grestest potential for impact on Montana's highstay system 70 Streets Protection - "124- - administered by the Department of
enoeId involve the urban Atreet network in Grest Falls and on narrost FiF.h. Wildlife, and Park..
pavements in crerl areas. Increased commuting traffic to Malieatroet
AFB. and proposed annoid meintenianee tripe for each of the HMlL. Nateral Strelushed and Land Preservation - "3101 - administered
would he the Primary muose of these impacts. The ttMLz Proptosed to by local Conservstion Districts.
w. located wtest of Greeta Fells shouId be rouetd through Greant Falls tv yteUS mtbolastrom APO In -uc amanner to provide minimum disruption of ottli Water Pollution Control -44"-admtnistnredbyteIS.Am
ntrefic. HMI, mvements stith escort vehicles foretiog a convoy of 4 yr 5Corps of Engineers.

vehicte. sill coouse traffic deisying congestion. In addition, the twidth
and length of the KVIl, And its escorting vehicles still muese delays end Short-term Exemption Aethorization - "3A" - administered by the
"osgestion on nset", coral 'oads sthere higher traffic volemes ettist. Department of Health and Environmental Sciences. Water Quoality

Soireao.
The 11.5. Air Force sill be required to obtain a non-feet permit frost

67 heDepart ment'n Ciross Vehicle Weight Division In Helene to cover the Montana Pollutant Ditscharge Elimtination System tNPDES permits
emenite of the vvrslier, ovemcight HMtLa. will he required for any construction deestering diecharges that reacht711 %tate surface esters - administered by the Department of Health snd

onPage 4-136 of the DEISushould inclued acceleested federal fending -68 fre parts of the Great Fails transportation plans that could help Offset The Department of Health and Encironmental Sciences's
progrmam-rlated Impacts, including construction of the sooh erteri.1 Authorizations and required permits related to satler quality need site
bypasx; from Gotre Hill to 57th street io Greet F,1le, Apec~tfic Informsation beyond that incleded In the DEIS. If the Smell

ICBM project I- approved and fended, the U.S. Air Force most comply
sith these informational needs to ailow the Department to complete

4. Travel and Tourism action on these aethorizations snd permits In comipliance stith state /law.

69 R The Imteation of the herd -obil.e isnichers to Iftetetrois Air Force
69 fesonce a peer for servcting my have en adversen impact on touriesm It. Water Baiouie

in no" tb cetral Montana. Cutrenit Minuteman teiasiles and their launch
facilities st largey "Uv"ib. tc the treading peblic. Even with The DEIB is unclear In the sit-tement found on pegs 2-10 that the.
.Iden. hlgtess th -pesnc of these, large steapons silt become 72 4,012W errs-feeat of ester reqtuired dering construction sill be set by
obolt=n The Final EIS shoultd consldidr the elstalishment of service 721 towen and city supplies to the area, to that constroctine sha sailt

Chpresemably he remote feas these towtt. end cities, fell this ester he 0
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hauled to the construction sites? If water is to be obtained onsite,

state water permitting authorizations will apply. 14. Soil Erosion

72 The statement is made on page 4-236 of the DEIS that Mitigation measures and soil conservation strategies such as
"cotttrutction water use in the summer could contribute to the miunimiing the extent of disturbance, minimizing slope angles, straw
desiccation of sonm of the sataller streatna. locally." Au this type of nulching, topsoil stockpiling, instaliig sediment traps, and rapidly
impact nay preclude state avthorization to divert and use water, does 76 reoegesuing dturbed areas atoid be impiremented to reduce sail
that U.S. Air Force have contingency plans for this situation? erosion and runof- from disturbed sites. Fertiliation. irngstion.

hydro-multhsing, or transplanting may also be considered to aid the
establishment of desirable vegetation. Species selection should depend

12. Hazardous Waste on the climate, soils, and vegetation ot the surrounding area.

Page 3-49; The statement that "the waste can be stored unib-e
for no mere than 90 days, and then must be transported to a permitted 15. Rural Land Use73 treatment, storage, nd disposal facility" is incorrect. Masletrom AFB7 (urrently holds u hazardous waute storage pertmit from the Montana Based n the safety aealysis in theDEIS. an esplosive safety none
Department of Health and Environmental Sciences. and is not limited to 77 o ISO feet ppa adeuate to prote peop livin or waning sear
90 days of storage time. launch facilities. Howmeer. selecting isolated deployment sites would

provide greater safety. Launch facilities near rip.rian uars should
-s Page 5-8: The Cleanup Activ itie section should include more malso be avoided to milntaet of matifoan during construction and

74 umplete discussion of handling and final disposition of cleanup 78 minimze possible cota ruination of water if an accident or spill occurs.
matrialst.

The Final EIS should include a commitment to mitigating measures
necessary to minimize construction disturbance on productive
agoucultural land. Selection of appropriate measures should involve13. Noxious Weeds 79 local county planners, the Agricultural Stabllization and Conservation

The Final EIS should include the identification and commitment to Service, and should be based on existing soil and land use
U.S.. Air Force implementation of appropriate measures for weed control classifications. The assumption that rangeland or dryland crops are
on iturbed areas. An we are non-productive rhould be r•vised. .lthough total prduction may
uon tued r integrated weed ontrol Plan80 e lo for drymd rops, net production may exed tht of irrigated

impsented Io Prvent the establishment and spread of noxious undo.

Plan should include prevention, cultural control, 
land.

mechanical control and herbicide use.

Smell ICBM project maintenance crews and construction supervisors 16. Visual
ahuld losrn to recognize and control the statewide noxious weeds listed

in ARM 4.5.202-W03. und sny auditionsi noxios weeds Coted In aen iUmiting the ares of intensive study for visual impacta to that75 affected county. Copies of the County Noxious Weed Control Act and withis one-hal mile of scenic or heavily traveled highways provides an
adequate assessment of visual impacst to highway travelers. The

Thes com meths o f weedMs document is unclear, however, regarding impacts to the 93 occupied

resdeaces located in close proximity (Page 4-174) to proposed hard
The b est method of used control is to prevent the Initial mobile launcher dHML) shelters. Also, what is the postbie impet to

esahe•ah mnt of weeds. Heavy ovnstructlon equipment should be any •rscm tisn are.s that see n wsr proposed 1 1 bbeltersl

washed to remove weed seeds before entering new construction areas.

The amount of urea disturbed by construction should be minbained toA hoto be re ette Iso

reduce the spread of weeds. Off-roud vehicle usa should also be 82 would taeeeoto re-establish vegetation, and what plant species would
discouraged, be USed?

Cultural control involves rapid revegetation of disturbed areas to With the construetion of HML sheltear and the added movement of
pronide competition to weeds from desirable vegetation. Other weed HMLn and other military vehicles. some of the project's visual effects
control methods range from hand pulling, mowing, or hoeing to the 83 will be quite obvious and noticeable. With the higher visibility could
application of suitable herbicides or soil sterilants. A description of come a heightened public awareness of a large missile field in north
various weed control methods and herbicide recommendations for specific central Montana. What are the cumulative or secondary psychological or
weeds are included in the Weed Management Standards. sociological impacts that could result from this increased awareness and

perception?-14- -IS- 6.
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Page 4-217: A new active bald eagle nest has been located in the
17. Wildlife deployment area. Location and atatus ane confirmed by Dennis Flath

and Doug Getz of the MDFWP on April 29. 1987, and is in very close
Page S-21: The DEIS states that "several small wetlands on-base proUniity to launch facility 1-7. which is missing from table 4.8.2-4.84 may he eliminated, but these wetlands are not important habitats." All An exact location is available from the MDFWP. The appropriate

weln are important to nongume species. The DEIS should define mitigation measure is development of and dherence to a site-sp~eiflc
"important" habitat. management plan for the Cascade territory (nest #039-006-01).

85 lis Page 3-126: Paragraph 3.8 indicates that deployment "may affect" 92 Page 4-237 and 4-238: A bridge upgrasde Is scheeatsd within cloe
listed species. Therefore, section I consultatioln is required. proximity to the Cascade bald eagle nect. Again, site specific planning

will be necessary to ensure continued viability of this pair of birds.
Page 3-135: The bset two paragraphs make no distinction (or a Experience has shown that first and second yea nesting attempts are

random distinction) between various zoological taxia and legal much more vulnerable to disturbance than see nesting efforts at a site
86 - ..sification. Legally. racroon and hadger amr nongame and the skunk which has been active for several past years, so long a those pastis a predator, Mountain lion and bobcat are classed as game ani•als. attempts have resulted in at least 60% nesting success. 1986 was the

There is only one species of harvest mouse in Montana (Reithrodontomys first year of nesting at the Cascade site. These are very likely young
meealotis), not "various species". (4-5 yr. old) birds, which will not tolerate much disturbance until

several years of succeasful nesting experlen-e have been attained.
Page 3-141: Tile ornate hex tortlte doss nout occur In Montana.

The sagebrush lizard and prairie lizard are not common in the area. Page C-3: Section 7 consultation has been completed. The second87 Thie sagebrush lizard ISceloeorous )racioss nay be found In limited paragraph cltls for development of site specific plans on certain bald
numbers in the southeastern portion of the study arcs. Horced tIe ds 931 eagle nest territories to assist recovery of the species. The MDFWP
(Phrnoso doo)lassI are fairly common, while the prairie Iard d-n Intends to participate with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to
rot occur In Montana. accomplish these plans and encourage participation by tlhe U.S. Air

Force -s well.
8 I Page 3-149 and 151: Ilsitat description for Preble's shrew Is
08I _red. The species occurs in dry habitats with moderate to

Iwediom-heaay shrub canopy. Density is low, distribution wide. 1. Recreation:

Page 4-199: Paragraph on Threatened & Endangered Species Page 2-12: Imparts to -gireml recretiton are identified as Ion and
ivdicates fleld srveys would be cunducted during spring and summer not significant "herause overall use is generally high only during peak

89 1987 for bald eagle and griozly bear. The Montana Department of Fish, usne periods... resulting in a slight decline of the recrestiomal
Wildlife, and Parkh (MDFWP' has received no information on plans, exp-rtence,"
methods or rensults o•f these suirveys, 94 We question this ration•le. Adding additional use to existing peak

Page 4-129: The 'iscuisson of Threatened & Endangered Species conditions further compounds problems at popular reereational areas like
in the DEIS "dicates field surveys wot Id be conducted during spring Holter Lake. Canyon Ferry Reservoir, and the Missouri River
and uommer 1907 for bald ergle and grialy rear. The Montana Recreation Road. People will ultimately be turned away from
DIlpert-ent of Fith, Wildlife, and Parks (MDFWPI has receied no -ampgeesnds for lack of available campground apace. If a
information "n 'lees, methods or renults of the- surveys. reireatlinatist', choice .f camping apace in unavailable, this will

represent more than a 'slight" decline in the recreational experience in

Page 4-303: The bettos of page lists an assumed mitigation as Montana."0 "remnvatl ,,f trees atrd roaptor nenta ir•oata w,aauid be m1inimine." How

,los this relute to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, the Bald and Golden Gisnt Springs State Park now has portions of the nessan when its
Fl.gle Protetlion Ait, the Fduange.ed Species Act, and protective parking lots and pirnic facilities are filled to capacity. A large

percentage of the current use at these facilities is attributabie to
95 personnel from Malastrom Air Forem Base, which is located only one mile

1 Page 4-204: Firmt item is not in concert with interagency from the park. Additional use by an lneased populetion mill add to
eommends- tio.s far lrtcct'ivn and masngement of hbld eagles. The safety and parking problema at the park, as neI as effect the facility's

91 aIS ould reference the guidelines and call for Ievelopsent of ompetition.
ite-pclfic management alans on nesting territories within the zone of

anfltene ce F'W% Letter, page C-3). 1
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Page 2-IN: it o. nIguti tha th--tdne riing P5 G agel. 4-162: The, DEIS udentifini %-, niit vignitiiant impascts to96 "Cvniitri12tivttu niw--eteilt I. ' tic hittan w ith 31. h-u12 -ed Spiag, by 9t At,m MI^It wrvneel and their faile of. he potpntalrt

Cosatsclin utait b lii.,utuliass' wth tC." .geifitintiy i-tact this stteparki which in already enpertening

page 3-WA. Si,'iit,te 353 1: lit,t aii 'he li~suotii Rivet, overceinitg and 'atasi-ty pislentne.
9 -W.la Crock, Itylai.. Iteati. Feintiand "filt tier Rive~r vvuThe- DItS ,in id'- -.lrn the ietsrtat-e --r the Missouri River

iletitiied as "h-a-1o tishing ac,,-in ie R-n-cati.n Rind Io -rin- fishitig oipptrtanities The Minssnuri R Ive
Rei native Rovad fro 1-n tIte ...ervi to (asd, ad -reeve 73.ltb ongler

Tt'fit ii esitl ttc ttt l'.tng p-tnrly'ii ntnjs ly . in ir et antI tiroveies at-v-ens Iv the -w.1 he Ily flakedt
%atioia titliil. au tgga'titttg it-itaitly -v-er In~" tnah -i.ivrwe,~ in 51. ;ana Ther are n-reeing in -Idents of

Saiuia t.ncnu. 'igtiiiatt 5-.ni.4Iteteglreveire tn the utiflicts ae-eg flioiters. shrec finheetnn ,nil teoawter along thin
Reet.i Influence I 11t1 -su-u en Ii eitt land. Itecestly, aiti vIreth -f the Ninue I i telvr oitilillal fishin.g titennre -en he
iee ,iiiiw ,tt of i ci tale lIit iv hi RHI is Iing -lined andi Inie-t , otseil-ned tn hev pei,biv

hiit ing i-tghtil Ion .," 4.t"ititiini hnting irssee ' tte 0I) -i-aiiad

::y, peletiliitllailo vvA-es related I-, the Small ICRtI ptentect nay
iv-cac h, li-cu, fiirhetrieg ,t,-a.ct hfootling prennuir in vanilbl.l I9. Stat-ined lodus

Th.15 Air F--c in r-qutsled t-,olvteim -ptie 4i aey pertuinen
Pagle 4 -lAS: The lEItS states that "Increse in -iwitatlo -.s fil autive. -tinducte -aI vtat-.meit lands n-geeitig ,tlu

..s...t i tttines 'I i " rs eiei quality -if tin-1 e-retioel nr reeed ceaviurt- Ih-senet awitenutangeed specie., aid 'tIhee i-oturce99 While thin -11- ti-ie i iitsrelciithe nut-ce 1. ontn'f hueting 10 ifirmatu t.AI thetolelea iufi-v th Shelan ltelartn'e 'if State
.i:iil fishing. N trip in vilcueren will Iltisiatey he a --e -ifebe item. ladn fiem-ainr h aeuys etn'-ni-e filts, If .nilaral

iii nut tn-rely icc-cieil. ;-urnve are fvved -in .thte-oim Zel aninz. hi- Departmrent -if Stat
-d.il nhvnlil te iintai-tcd i I-,vlatl to -Iiiiut miltigatio n laniug

page 4-i57, Sectini 4.S 1. I: The DEIS Appears lI, CIAv pruedure.
utucnitecy avv I that regional dtemanvd andi paeticipativn in

n- eratena C c"ivitie= wilunran st aicute proiportional tn populatioe

growt21h. Re feel tha it aid asnemp'in tha evnste1uetinn workr.- 70. Cultvrat Resuuce
10 iiittialmat~i-i emiployes. will itcen the prvportivn if the yioisgnr

povipvlatin.,having spendable n.-ve and leisure tIme in enema f the The cionsiderstion of celturnl A nd lntnv~liia eur-env in the
c harauteritic ix t!he area's. current poupulation. Thin witl tense a Draft Small Interenetinental Iatti-missile Pe-ieu tillS providev.a
grnat erv.paet 'i the R01'.etesiua renu..e.en than the DEIS'. partiat review 'f the kinds. natvre Inu -ug, 4' u-ulua and

uinvituiit I provides. paleontvlogical sulues likely lo he affei-t1 biy the1u, tin The
unu~deqvu-eie uf the duiciment reftee the lumtwoiv ins nlheiurrent

Page 4-118, SectiunA 45.21.C: The DEIS has nut uaddeewnd tn. Jo reouc data haves fnr mianagetenet one an well an ilmtativen if the
innues. firt the l)FWP'u Smith River Plan in nearly enisplwite, and the curret renur- data banse. fur managemen une an wellt i Inadequaite
IDepartmesitmis at Stege I 'if management of the Smith Rivner, ie. bvackgtround research, dutu, nynthbesi.. and "egantutius. Au.a7 -sui.
voluntary reseene~tiv system. When floater es enreeds the capacity uf the anticipated effects if th proponent priuI -'ni uturlul and

101 the river l10t persons a dayli fur moree than 15 percent of the hInt jnnleoitvlvglenl renvurc ere difficulito wvvn Whil nc benefits
-.neaon the Depuartmewnt will implement thn next stuge, which wilmay result in the foM 'if cvntlluetcinn to. eeisting kunnIedge about

requi re eannilturyi w registration asd iservatien uf usrs- Ti will culurl revue in At he stuody are endt in additional daaf-c wore
ilevntpment of the Phaste It system han not yet linen niecessarcy. etc aaeet the tv-tra effects of the peNijc -. the
Poisibleincrennei une reLated tv the Small tCRM ptojeet may require 1061 prehistirir reu -re tane is ilealy advere, lwiative 'if the nelectie
thin adi titinal effurt by the Department. rntare 1f data -ecvery fee mutigntiv and the onreneowable natre o f

the reauen. In that light, the esilleetuv summcary 'if site impacts
I Second, current hunting pressure in the Little Belt Mountains in l~ugure S-7 and Figure 4.0-2) shoubd not portray effect. ti uprehuat-ine

Iresulting in the need fur t he Department to -vesider a major change is reItress hnfictal.
12 the hunting program fvr this ares. Currently, meet hunting districts12 nIheLittle Belt Mountsles are open for antlered hull elk hunting. Chapter 3 uf the document provuides a review of Ithe xmining dat..

Additional hunting piressure related to the Smaill ICBM Proejct may cause beans for prehistoric. historic, Native Amerirait and pal. ntological
the Dpeprtcewet to implemient special permsit hunting In thin wres. This recnurcen. Considersble effvrt want made t,,arrouet fIr the limitationns
will subsequently cause greatwer hunting pr~essure in other districts And blas- if the enisting data bas for ;,nhustoric sites atnd i.
further to the nw.t in the ae.generaste tinefil management inforsatioe despiite thone limitations.
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IHowener, the chapter provides little contentual unforstation firees Since all stgnifi,ant sites within the are if priject i-ftin intie
which toIn ie t he managemeint nalue vf hisatorie and Native Americas yet to he identifaied, -ininteet which fiitt0 as" the has, tie,:
__uu.e. T he llimitations nf the lnfvstiuAn e...mini ma establihfi~ng is~t valese end reflect the Ssteiea Regse " lInt'

aiynpritl reugviued sndl treated eautiously. but lnneistlgstivns if Plsces' "Criteria of knavahstion" i3kCFR606kl ic aratd ii- ifying

information -.- ican an4elhenl t.Iwr -tcnutdt 110 the qualities which vveild make sittes, valuashle in the nJudy ar. '- i l,
:nf r"ti-(reiti-1 ndlocl tst~iý.ere Iwit ::t cnsutedtthe fnoundation fee determining hote ti gi. about. tecstingý -I,-

intahysh usefnl overviews of the historic wend, to `u_ retest, the (ile., Natinnat mlegster ehiglblel ntit. in nhor!. ipuie -

icehpIntric content oIf the ara Consequently, the -s.1smnt if fir fvrmultieg the newt stage 4pIanig-ivnseoi -in
otntial iparts ti. suet-in kinds oif cultural resourcs are foiunded 'in informed evaluation& of significance asnd appropriate treutment .: -icln

incomplete treutmests -r synthese if the soailableItrliterture, fur identified significant pnoperties subject ,. p-pet effecte

AnticIipated impact to prehiattiric nites are projected from Chapter 4 'I the dicument n-lien -n U'EI cegulation.s lie
dTtintiru appticstivns to a Ilimited data hase and presented is the form cnnintettncy in fvmttn nd fur intiatning anticpated lev els end

if sensti.1vity noes for historic nites. enitic~ipaetd impacts Are based vlgfnlflanca, if impactn. For cultural and siimuntoogtt-ail resurces0 , pitilitativ aesenements .4 a limited end probably hlazed historic site issnagemetro planning effvrtn%. thin apprtoach in largely uuvtnforst vr end18 data ban. AniticPiptd imInjpct. tv pa1rtestvlvlcs sits se- Lisd on irreleniet. Clearly, th ,Inie prjc han the tuiential to aiter-ely
geehigical mapptng data. Anticpated impacts te retempvrary Native efec sinficant cttsal-m iauIeintviiugv' tI wur-n Arhutrarity
%-trican reIIgtoo. and cultural sites are based en the resuIts of iterineit reatv leel .-ipact appis t1 1tini'Ompt Ad bu-s0 data

nilM-ited reponses from 1-1a trthen and arkitrarity deineid buffer ennes tunes innrhue ltlei'iproving the- i-claiiy i -f angement
surrounding identified s4em if senitviy. The documnt reigninen ittnies.n. Instead, (tie utua andtmtnno hlus rliucs h
thI at viu of the backigroned infoematies used to asens, protect impacts intent -if Chapter I mould he t.11t ter ervi by f'.nivg -- iontenua[-ierliable fur making sitil-up-cif lc batiomal tio nluto predictinsefriton. - sead the Sýilo-nat Registe -o cuti tbtIsh-d in Chapter I

"i btain a tIinee - -Aeneet ..1 lbi-tutnditstn and outlity .-f the curmnt
fhiet the preliminary planning ntage of the project and the -ata bane, the niature .4 p-ii-1c impactni catui of.Itentfied

IteItatun .4 ther urcentt 1. Is ..ne fur effective managneent -if reuoc-evtus end lueplarutein 4i srtieni sn in- mIt-I-e
uutIra ndl tml-ietotngtcet .e.....e -, entabishating hintoric andi idver seepactn t.t .gniftcanv vile.

rhuvoru-t citeten ts hime i critical impiirtsnce f-.r planning
utrotnsa tiness h'it ineindi. o-reviws -if the cvrrnt In thut regent, grmv-i reliante-r anid ri-fe-ece I-, the Setion..l

iXicsade if ctttirtadl pisltnntoltgucal vutues in the pnoject are. .1eg.ner 'if Ititiec Pta,-es Ciera. ,foauai i-l5CfRhtl.6, the
tvriew- shoutit uimmarte'e relevsnt data and ifterature and seek to -Silutnory Coutincits rrg~tIats-n iiilFRWin: 'Proltecteu 'if l-itn

:.itenuify h.intrn- intl prehistoic rends, patterns and other i...oen f Protpeetirs, 'Tetet. u-t~~gciP-ipertira: A Ilavlb-Ith"107 inerreta.tiiishp reeat.ti-specific sercnwht tpc, importantenn mnul if.1 1tiugahi Sasun" and the lea7ft 'Pt msernatuos Planning is
,i slr--n. histuirl"ic tn-itec1turut stylen -mnd tnl..pmeetn. and (l.,eunl mAreate tIsoig the, ofl,rm.t.i .u,,A tainet in 0t--n
s__-uoeetr1 vituen t hat have retnuner to the ara-if, itnt-ee. The tl me-nt,ni tt 5 nuid, heý Sic uri- I ininniiteimutt if pr."n-t -1 IIpIt t
uredictio"ns 'if the prehutr- senailtinily _nide1. foe e I.pe isost _giieuu-utet -i'A uaen"iiintitgti-at inuien should provide lbs
idicabte fIr assessing impac~ts ti hiniurir resorces. A crittica review titibti with .. ensei siet-ntai (rift 'it- li'teher, and piotedere

I.4 h iniriitisi f hint--etc exploratioin. mining, egre-tuitumr Ifynititi utt -.'nifis,,t iii niigvigtif-Iet -uttirsl and
rinora i~is,-Irglitlunrtc , nns ban provided .t entr Asfl.,tvnhiia tni't

""-ints tri w7"hich t.. ieoclop ncientfic research lententunla andt otenify
Imporetant wr-snn events,. and architeitturl ipialtiotle ret~nst to Ithe Pienlit mtugao -. asu-.shovutd thee hr copr%-ise .-I iteabie

-tree ~~~~~-ltsegftu-n i cetiung ..dt-r -ffit toIh-t, thruen irtigdiicant sites.
Sich mitigetein ,m'uu1ie n -alt 1ef, It i; tpta.tu,-'tf,,.n.iesii - -if the

The, -tAumo emtphs~ies -reser-hj-eta as the -1rt1-1 c,, ivilim- 14 Ithr-aeen sie in inthentre-f anticipate uI mtin .1uthi oumg .im act n-d td-tfitng caetir'gt-fav . reseah. but d-we withis thc -onteet-Iu fratmewo-rh providedt in ihlapter 3 if the DFIS
not eAditste whait specific resarh topics, iseth.es -ion r issuen appear tIt

heg i.f mreleanie based in known site data. Andi the tdo-ument dyes nvt P-4t'-tital ial s in~to ns'usres udnvtIfkrCd 1 Chapter 4 14.7.6C Arat
109 ddress .ither qittistiin by ahiek National Register eligibility asn .i tin-i tIng -I ethnoam -f wh rl iti t Anttuemtigspativ.

(islgeiifacet inssesd Cnnaequnntty, the docuesmnt fin-se _x te -Werolil itt siI -.tYvs-y yntemataý an o- drp Amacnideratio-i

thuicl Impasct. fries costeein itintles but dens net addressr ry 112 t-i . ri'iticm thin imttt lieyIi s,-i The. utrl .ser
ensaplesisiatipats wih ma y 'n-u, to sites signifiestnt for Alinagi-ment Pla nwvtonend ithsn i-iand the tral Pnirgreaa~tsat

tisul.tin mIsue.n whic h retain a high degree r i4ntegeity -if Sgne-essn I AItip.,ouo 2.1 macranth-ire utineussi it-a them, matSui
ntIng itutsar oiis- tic critica management din-tnsent foir pulling togither

bacekgronund -- tsnh. sieenus n~n.itigathit efforts. The
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11 dlactalon houlid add-.. their Intent and content, sod t0e Hiing a nd
1121 _• • intolved in completing the Section 10 rcscle', process forthis project.

21. Authorisationo 
EF: 840

".ctlon 6.O of the OEIS contains a tint of only federal Authorlisng

Actions." The Final EIS must contain a complete identification of A 21, 1967
required state and local permits and authortations necessary for

113 implementation of the c-oposed project. If the U.S. Air Force does not Director of invirnm.ental Planning
Intend to pursue these required state and local approvals prior to AFCE-dMS/D0V
project initiation, the Final FIS should contain or intendls to pursue ilorton Air Forte B4se
mnty a portioT, of these approsls, the Final EIS should contain an San aerrirdinm. California 92409-6,443

explanation of the reasons, including legal rationale for such intentions.
Re: draft Convl roiantal Ilpa:t

Statement - Small Intercontinental
Ballistic Missile Program

tlatmstr•m Air forte 3lase, %ontana

Dear Sir:

Ii accordance with our responsibilities under the lational Envir•n•ental

Policy Act and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, the Region Vill 4ontta
Office of t"e Envirs•rental Protection Agency was reevi l .1te refrrenceo
draft envirotmental iapact statement 1EIS).

Specific comftments are attacned. Nle folloýin is a smanmnry of o'at reoiew.

This Draft EIS adequately identifies tee envirotmestal Issues associated
wIth implementation of the proposed action, jut the discussion of
environmental consequences. in most cases, oversimplifies tee range of
possIble enviro'uenttl Imptcts wethin the proposel deploymeit area.

Discussion of cumulative ipaocts is I tied to the effects of the possible
addition of the Peecekeeper Oal •arrisoc -o toe current IC;4 pro•Ject.
The local ctmulative Impacts associated alto various configurations of
launch sites are prohably are enivrommeetally significant. Taei inpazts
need to be addressed In much greater detail.

Local impacts to stream and wetlands from year-round real use and
arviations of traffic volume for a specific type of launch site

conftgsration should be specifically addressed.

Discussions of Potential Mitigation Measures and Assused Mitigation
require more detailed analysis. Monitoring plans should be developed to
assess poteetial water quality impacts during both constrxction and
operational phases, incleding siecific parameters dnd sethodologie.

-22- a
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-2- teader:

The range of possible mitigation techniques should also be spocifind. Specific Reviewer: lay Sinnott - EPA Region VIII Montaua Office, Air Prngrams

Where the application of a specific technique is dependent on actual site
selection, a decision atirtx and appropriate criteria should be provided. Pag Coent
Monitoring plans to assess the success of proposed mitigation technique•
should he provided. 3-189; 3.11.3.3 This sentence should read "

T
oe City of Great Falls has

Paragraph 1 ; Line 15 submitted a plan to the EPA for attainment of
Recovery time of the envnrorttettt aod resource commitments for specific standard." - not *redesisnetiont -
mitigation techniques and the sensitveity of local ecosystems should be

Included as factors in the selection of Actual launch sites for the 2 Line 17 lg tould be the earliest redesignation could be
Iroposed action and Alternatives 1 and 2. expected.

In accordance with the criteria that EPA has establinsed for rating drsft 3-191 B i•2; 3.11.3.3 Ine Table and paragraph should state what year or years

envirommeeta1 Iapact statements. we hove rated this draft EIS as category EC-2 3 Paragraph 3 this data represents. There have been higher CO 8-hoar
(envinroenltal concerns - insufficient information). EPA aould like to work Table 2.11.3-2 averages.
with the Air Force to address our concerns to ensure that potential impect$
are reduced. 3.11.3.3 EPA is uncertain that .... no state or Federal

4 Paragraph S ambient air standards will be violated" - with or
it you need further EPA assistance, please feel free to contact Lee Lust sentence without this ro•ject.

Shanklin of my staff at (4W6) 449-5414 or FTS 485-5414. P1410 standards replaced TSP primary and secondaryj

Sincerely, b standards on July 31, 1987. Atalysis should address

State's Z0 wet tor on lOth Avenue South will be
o ardell, Jirnttor 6 relocated closer to the street this fall per EPA

Montana Office siting criteria. TNis co-ld result in higher readings

despite automobile replacement. CO discussions in
A:.uchment section 3 and 4 assume attainment. EPA is uncertain

about this conclusion.
cc: Phyllis Williams. 8PI-EP

Mike Hanoer. 8PM-fP

E-1O1
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Specifi. Reviewr: Low Viaiklin - EPA0 Regoni VIII Montana Office .dý SKc. ' .2. I The ..SIS for these, SttatostS Should Oe provided or
referenced. The sta tanetnt is made that -ntisting
trelatment a idi disposa faIlte 11baleo

0am. 0 Copmexhit W'iter 54 d)maht vitlnt4,adinlcot
IXt-mi hitia: oe I f, ZteIaath"e rtiona, le' -S Pro., tied

1 6;aragraph. ? 00 1 e i-ot ein ieno relative to potential elseds.', in this Jocuiantt that Vionild be IndictatdImpacts. hie". This comanhwt aoelies genetral. to all s-imlar
2-';? - Tits Pa"le oveo-siaplifies propoosednoacts oy 1 8 l.SAWAi 5tatexent5 in this CiMottes-.
Figure 2.0-1 aves-aging oves-all inoacts for all SiteS. and (21 dotsC P"Aagraps 2 and 3 it this scti-os~f end Olt" the phrase

not refillect ef ,ects if Si te-soecific lvaý ts o. the 'slightly ftn~rastwid- Please define *.light),
effects Of site Selection [grouping of Sites to AACwW4SWd. if the difference between all

i~eii riae o45m ;Msuner al 01ou alterniative 3alternatives is stilly ne~1Igille, why not just sa,
Ohit anld nclde i 23.1sits,.So. What is that Ones-all change in utility use fir all

2-4. paragraph I Since the nivner, oid location of Selected $Ites wuild Alernaives is the toreent use'
.Airy uider all hat alternative 3. and tihe a3-Il; 3. 10. 7. 1 Tie use of an Arbitrary areai within I.3.W feet of the

siotf ag ft P~arap% 4 T/iE dut:Ssystin 1r q,.Di.s50 .", arest the lauwic

of 'oacts between the varinous alternatives is wit Ifaclic tie for toe 441 fjr Soil erosion Ignores the
on e petent of the toaslosin saft zones/ate as nd the fatctors of s lope or terrain witch cOuld be itotlly
local eni r maewetal conoiatlonl atheac~h 'siteW lIncluding 1infiat8 /E mutes). Til$ ranige is more inortant to the 3-141; 3.10.2.4 Soil Erotsion. The rWatilonsip of erodible so, Is ininconeani so f toealiternatlines and to the enAsiaation 10 to trrain characteristics to senlitinetagoatit
aoeawet ' te ictan iifcceo the edt vimsneaiefts stioall be addressed I hs I"ae&Igl o h additio to the analysis5 of effects on vegetationanal ternsativnes. Ad sIoil ls.

Geerll Cns Catr pesnsa nrgerraiaino h 4-I; 4.0 Paragraph 3 In addition to constructtion iMPAIsts. site iacits Also
,.ii10e 2 inoerts onder all alternat Iles. The conoariSon of 12 l ined4 Incld *operational btlocts from road and facility s

me t e h iewts e 1 taltrintes s VSISMade i n such Isoan as re.C fnelmateaeadsopyrficsabjeocti we terms that it is mare mtisleadling than
helpful. This EIS Would be better Serneid by replacing 0.01; 4.2.1.4 Assuiptions and Assieted 0Mitigattion. What ti55nations
toe entire Chapter Waith tattles that present factaal i~aws 7 8 we leer sd for fael Consumtion da-rin the soerat. ntal
:riteari a and iti ngs on0 Oki cow to bI So cotiarinan. The phase. I. -. ' .l ts"- S RIS.lt, other vehICes' 7"criteria fo"r defining tre magnitade and sligntIfIIcome toe. diiffe fro. construction estimatesi Presualbly.
of the i-9act for each issue add"-essi Should be toey woalt loed to be based on the type Of vehicles
clearly provided along Alith the copairi5ons. 13 and io of trips estimated/day daring the

2-4;Pargrais O~ sorce I acldin polittlo daellforopeaioa phase or app lied to each aiternat' on.
2-4;Pargrah 3 ll oures (~icudig pulictio dats) or ltheaph omef of this information is provided in Tableinformaltio Sucn as alplyeent/popolation statisItics. 1... ae1-5. similar estia'ates Of fuelorf Ctcited fin., other docaneliuts and referencesotprvied

shouald be noted as-d ident ified s54wm~d - In to. text~to rentprvdd~rappropri ate appew dI .iea.* SIction 2 .2.2. toEergy III, the impacts vlssesed in chapter 4 inclade toe
UtfIlI ty. Second paragr Aph not dao orfat are 14 anicipated bast, Increases expressed in chapter 3'
pretsentedi to Suapposrt thes Conclusions. if they are They sV.nald.
presented elsaeshere in th ~ocet. that Sectio
should be referenced ýtoassdist the reader in Toct"18 4-90; 4.2.2.1 This section ap ears to onerlook any changes in toeM"r Specific information), mwater Supply ft, launch Control facility or lavinch

sites. Neither tnsis section I nor p. 3-42. paragraph 3
glye amy informat ionrgarding the effect of the

15zostractSion o r operational p~iaises on toe CIrrent
eater supp lies at these sites, TtShoil s Iaad be
alddsessad for all alternatives.

oC
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P. 1-4. Set. 1.3.3.2 alludes to *poci'Aged cs-ew life -22 4--200; 1St linhe please define mteaningful adverse consequenceis.'
support SystemS.': Thesa need to he dIIIscused omar I-203; d4.2.1. Welland areas destroyed or significantly affected by
section Of this decedent. This Coemmit also applies 23 const.-.-- should be replaced or ranediated under An

fully~~~~aproe an a eat eernedinte pporit15 to the mwast, mater, solid and hazaedlosi e*ttion Ofapredpgan
this EIS. A foll discassion of the AMtlcipd!A IiaPac ts and litigation for laonrch control facilities 24 CnOreihenSie Plan Shsould be deneloased v't'i24d sp6b nlue.I itsaeUacificaily sttes the mexasumes Whith ill) be

an anhsites sheal beiculdabts r qlemientml to ninnitor and Mitigate 'noise. dust.mue Srne frmtel1s ie sile ee 25 erosion as-sd sediment ranoiff into water bodies' doring
Ottere .111 they go and has it been actcounited forthoprinpasAS ITsCntuco.

4-95, 4.Z.2.? City of Consr-a The discasson Indicate% that the Teerne d andl s isaldao includew theul " secifi ed teh igo
anticipated miaxlea day use lenels could exceed the ef7mand ed- condsi ourdti ncuete os.ctetlo
t reatment Capacity and Ceause a redaction in the 40-day27udrcnieao.
retention. Contrary to the Itatmeent on page 4-3 Where rnsnal of trees ir raptor nests is onavoide~le.

16 par~~agranh I regaIrding the ipprobability Of Voblation Suitabinrlae met lh eoodi tte'erof telaws cite in itiem 1.0 on that page. eniceeliinO2 aypropri at loationt the origina site
the tratment capacity toold lead to voaino h

city's eAsto eater discharge, permbit. In sonIOnsalCmns Te isaieiat fmlititile launch sites
onstonces a plan should be pimbared! to assist the city 21ICape o oa atlal an Arfce eitter Ware not folly
in widnitoring and miltigating these lopactS to anoid 21 addressed. n 0= 1"t nd I

voblati On o f any permit limitations.

413 ... EnryJjty iwiFul.Art fuels curnl 29 ari~to,n ;in-n traffic loads and resultino last.
stored at launch iittWlfulSoae I h - sm

alCoait emtered alunhfacilities' What a re 30mltpefciis sntsen. sr.
loie sel contingencies for these facilities' 4-206. Sentence 2 ¶Jiitarbonce to vegetation in try, dePlOpineent A real

4-134; 4.2.3.1 Alternative 3. This section. as Well as to. section during operation phase IS eitiectte to be mintimal.
on "aSte mater and solid and hlalosdogs waste. sfhou14 Will .tnis be ni clored in some fanni-on to dotanoent

18 itlae a iscssio oftoe200 aanh sies ropoed 1tIis statemnt' Ste the mirefios comqilnt' reltion to
tie tof alen tive. 2 .hh't, cpw3 C acinalatiwe effects on roads Ser-ving multiole lairnci

11#:111, Itersites. Aside fro- Intal rVengota41In techeiques.
4.3, ~~~~~ ~~. I aIotnec lntoosiefr0 a Woeod contr~ol posnairh be develope a.4

419 3 y, n3 .3 . oads -IS there i plnt gviefrVIie~6o.' as a continenoinctint o wll renegetati~i19 13 £ 13; n ejency vehicles to b/-pass MR lintidys on congested 271sucsbetotril
secondary highways or l/E rotts?saesbemibrd

des-n ressiremeet"S for additional road malntensant. doe 4.206; pamagsaph' I to o~i ii is~itoroanes of foresten s i~iSaesSoltoinrasd neo San ehcl nlaedi toes niniied I cmmoahOtiowe effects to the local ecosysta1euato iost'ea s aev iai nlddi hs from I.Itiple launch sit-s in tohe sanev area 111.l be2evlain'addrnessed. 
The enirnetlnitera nldn

4-135; 4.3.4 :uoelation Inpac ts - In addition to the additilee .inisimd uingnats tO clos If Oset.& Istisold' bes
Ppacts from te litPr00opse Peace*keep*r Rail Garrison. unti consdredT dsIn;tal sel ýetino altentoa 3.nz sItes

the Ctinilatilee iac ts to T/E roaS -011 semi te mare to "ne 13 tallta~ alte n doeatino ' nllalterisatitnco 3. ie
than inet *i laonco Site Shoald be addremssed. adiislI-u aooi.toa lsahne hc21 Prtsuambly. the 1-a=cts Wdpod nary cosierbl mioi onit 10e .iro mfultiple n, Atl bies aisesindthe
depiending" on the is mr of sites and tOO lntntI and sn oe ssao nlec sodb sesd
location, of a particular- road losalit. This (IS 'dsSeii ieainpan' 5itd rdentenivoed a4i:N
net ac oont for the variation In the range Of af Soicmncl~d on etateor the rZeory time frrne fir
lpacts. toe Car -l t- ou s .4i es o eng-tati-n miiih way be

dl storhed.
ca C.

a C4
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4-210; 4.8.2.3 As with the preceding section, mitigation measures The effects on the total water resource from draw dowm
should be spcified. Launch site seletlc., criteria 37of lacaT srface water or ground water resources are
shoulod be secified. thL Proposed action and c3 ppropriate to discuss in conjunction with eater

21 alternatives I and 2. This should include the quality issues.
cumulative impacts from multiple sites on the same
lcal ecosystem. 4-226; Paragraph 2 Surface Water hydrology and Quality. The use of the

last line current State Strewa Classification system as a
General Comment The trend in this EIS to "Average" the impacts over guideline to identify sensitivity of a particular
Chapter 4 the entire region of influence far each alternative strew to mater quality degradation is useful.

t showever. revision of the State Classification for some
tends to mask the significanc of iqacts to local 38stesi naaiscrnlypned Itsnt
environments. It Is obvious that numerous specific Streams in Montana is currently planned. It is not
factors were utilized to reach these general apparent from the text if the State Water Quality
conclusions. This fact, coupled with the efficient Bureau was consulted regarding this possible
use of the .1S, should produce a range of specific reclassification of any strew within the program area.
rating factors which could be displayed to accurately

33 represent the variation on "local" Iapact under each 4-226; Paragraph 4 Ground Water iydrlogy and Quality. What data were
alternative. A matrix system could be developed to 39 used to analyze the major ground water sources?
help assess the impacts at individual sites and the
additive effects of various comlnations of sites when 4-230; Line 1 Please define "t the extent reasonable and
related to sensitive envinmental features iv a practicable." Best Management Practices (18) should
specific area. This approach could provide a bre he designed and ielmented to meet all applicable
realistic basis for evaluating the relative Imacts Federal, State and local standards. The wording herefroml various launch site configurations under all i40lies that depending on the interpretation ofalt ernatives. 40 "reasonable and practicable", these standards mightnot he met, We would not necessarily agree with that

4-223; Sec. 4.8.6 This paragraph suggests that the ultigation af impacts position and suggest that the statement be reworded to
Paragraph 1 to biological resources froIm this program my he the reflect a comnitment to full coamliance with all

responsibility of *other" agencies. Sentence 4 which Federal, State and local standards.
states that "the Air Force would encourage lmplemen-

34 ction of thesh measures through environmental 4-236; Paragraph i The Utilities discussion Isee 4.2) indicated that
a3wreness and other programs" is mdsleadIng. It maxtimu day use levels could exceed the treatment

wests that actual itigat measures would not he 41 capacity and cause a reduction in the %0-day retention

undertaken by the Air Force. The roles and period (see previous comt page 4-98; . ) e
responsIbilities of the Air force, vs well as the statement made il this section should be re-evaluated
other agencles, should be more clearly stated, in light of this possibility.

4-224; Sec. 4.8.7 The ability of biological communities to recover to a 4.236; Paragraph 2 What is the total volume of additional waste water for"otate approvImating pre-disturbance conditions once the HIt launch sites and what are the time frames for
the dtsturhance ends" Is dependent to a large degree delivery to specific municipalities? The effects of35 onethe extent of te disturban"ep and the qua lty of 42 this increase on the local waste water treatment

the convitment to a i.titgation program during the life facilIty should be addressed regardless of the
of the operation. This discussion should reflect that contractual ntahro of the disposal methods.
fact. General Comnents As stated In previous comments, this discussion

4-22S; 4.9 It is unclear how the water use rates for construction 4.235-242; 4.9.2.2 overlooks individual site characterization, and the
discusse In th~ eto ewet h ics~ni cumile tIne effects of the construction or operationalsection 4.2 on potmble water treatment n od 21 phase; from the multiple launch site configuration on
distribution. Are the rates discussed here in a local area. The discussIon Is vague regarding the

36 additlon to those covered in the previous section or anticipated levels of sedimentation from these
Is this sec tion redundant to some extent? Comparison activities or their affect on specific strew segmets.
of the water use rate change for the overall program
would be clea rer if the discussion was limited to one I 4-239; Paragraph 5 What .iethodology was used to analyze the "quantities
section and the sme units (gpm, gpcd, etc. ) were 43I of noditment delivered to the strems during the
consistently appl•ied. ecceery period ... '?
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44 4-428; 4.9.6 Mitigation methoos are non-specific. Potential saline Specific Reviemer: Mike •amer - EPA Region VIII. Environmental Policy
seep Problems discussed on page 4.243, paragraph 2, Branch
are not addressed.

As with nrevious sections, the responsibilities as Page 0 Comment
roles of the Air Force and "other" agencies need to be
more clearly defined. 4-119 This section refers to manement for aennal mancwenave

only. itll the HIts be "exercised" within the launch

General Conment Water quality Issues discussed in this section should facility sites? What is the nature of maintenance
45 S me's for strems and ground water resources within the

potential impact area. Methods of analyses should be Table 1.3.1.2 This table appew-s to convey a lInter relationship to
presented or referenced for all par= , nt just road use. It Is conceivable that any number and
turbidity. Specific areas oa-qect should he 50 combination of vehicles could be using the same T/E
ndividually addressed. Once again, the cimalativ route simultanwously. The impacts from this type of

effects of malItple sites and long-tern road use need use are not addressed.
to be addressed. The schedule presented here implies year-round use of

Specific examples of proposed mitigation techniques any or all T/E routes. how wil these roads be kept

46 should be provided and the esttes of time frames open in the winter? Who is responsible for
for the recovery periods associated with renegetation 5 intaining the rads In inter? ho might s
or similar techniques should be listed. remval activities impact local e. I onvtments,

particularly with regard to erosion and sedi•metation

A monitoring plan to assess water quality parameters Iqiacts?
47 daring construction and operation should be developed

s4 appropriate. A monitoring plan to assess 52 General Comnents What is the nature of exertise activities at the"revegetation success should also be provided. training area at Malmstrom Air Force Base? Kas the
4Plume and nature of year-round actiovties been

4-263; 4.10.23 Soil Erosion. Previous comments concerning sol 53 assessed in terns of noise, dust, erosion potential?

erosion a 1so appiy to this section. This section

48 should address specific sensitive areas and the volume Selecting facilities that may inpact ýlass 1 streams
vf traffic relative to the -aher of Hins/site or 54 yr wetlands should he avoided.
sines/local Inpect area.I Sihas a spill ceetlngency p lan w been prepared to address

4-267; 4.10.6 Potential Mitigation Measures. NO specific 17 transport of fuel and/yr waste products to and from
informatjon is provided. Previous conments concerning the launch site in addition to any onsite storagen
potential ntitgation measures Inso apply.
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DONALD R. MARULK
... a,w a A-~s Walsh tp.s

coswa". wowoseasssw 5.3.2.4 discusse inoilenta ad c .c a.il
w''ss-5.55 ~discuss ion, does not seso toePs r."? e ' p

August 20, 1"97 '5l5 ltlu e (P- 39 I 2uCQ scr; ,hi sutu,
stance has Cedll-ctc r.'t -. ,

yer. O ource Ile o h shp ottsir . , he L.t-
stance Is sIl deadl-Jy oe a tire reeli -. 1 ; n vr o

L~t.,Ccl. Peter Walsh 5 one mIllion yeurs. 1 now di115 !~c on, 1r,- cr!- .ý to
AFR h-BMS/DEV tha t nn oh knew or wan stills,' tS 11p.; 1!,hets ,.

Hron AFB. California 94P-hJ putsonlaev I c an not recall ass ltnscS,bi'che r

RliteMsiethe DOhI-. In reuis, She Dt l. 3:'.anro ris t Ialos-m
he: Draft P.15 fr Scull Internontlnental hlito isleor pIu.tsniu., it s nces lestn dcc t renti ittn-.t nl., is

Deer ee~l. Wals'h: pe-o. S ei,, ion-is .,t. A2 rep-; rea tacit

This letter sapplenent. se comet nue at the Conrad hearing lnrnentlon. The 5012ý Ia Putslly arwtc t rcarea.

re garding the OhiS rtr the whs prjc wIch Is here cesmoenly Figure 5.3.2-2 which Peosdes plumeiioet In Ir. ro pirics
known hereabouts us the "tsldesete Project". 4 totally Inaccurate because o' Oth ln-or-cise celanp

please asar te "no wniss lternalee" dscusse in th D~tS.t lens used us Is discusseId uhoce -the: r 2oe.e50tcr
Plesefavrth~~n ctonaltrntie dlcilled11tht ain ly he s uch greter. The dancer Isýlrtaei

iP yea do. sot se 1t to ac e pt th e sno aeot10on alternatl~eýe.

then I submit that the DkI S needs sery such is he redone and Thus,lIsbi that the isloermtotic cucctte.1 In tc - ufetv
resumited o te pbl e ad t: tonye aa. edtior 13l reuac, aton oe, mhin Teed -tsaon an d - a ssqt ltni - Icso

The section us safety is wholly Inadequate. The Case I mishap Inadequat egthationsy afotaIS rheoe r It- i tee anultent 1utter

consideratios described In 5.... is as esample. eaay ~ Inadequaed thy t r oahnly n is t ~acceystatei IP endrennessc laws ee

sae thtte lsha probahlt is 1.32 chances in one ahundýred te he ~ Po.unced.

2 billIon I wonder Isa th Is Is tru e If y.c -nessder that Is an
alert all of eastern Montms wIl he drising lke nrs Pefr I base heen told that the cost of the Prepuratios oP the: ennires-
Kalispell as someue Indicated is oar " esacuatius plan". I did mental studies were wheat $2 millios. it Is2nIpesestle Po. r
not see any consideration of thin aspe ct I n the Doll. to believec this figure in clew of the napeericlalitv of She docu-

sent. IP fIn ract this Pigure I s eac clos _e to hemo, accurate
The Nuclear Dispersion Model described In 5.3.1.2 states that at hIs DEIS has to be the equIeaiess of tar farces *95 h.7sr emshap osuld resalt Is a eresltaiss ofn up to I Percen oh the 6 Ing purchased hy the silitaury. I scad like tekow X the correntc
vIassisi pl tutia. This one percent, figurteo is sated tor hn g0e prýo Paid hy the ISAIPr Ps hois report. C coarse, iP the Pigure

3 based lnest. I this were a t r ue 0 ssrt case anainsis then It Is'o s reae,, Sn the rese I P Po r'lIn then' reeke c the
seems .. re nahile to me that a muc h h'gh er figure than sne pecn 51 wol cst ante boc fmllos satapyrti

sbould base been used. k rigure Ilke 100 percent would hase d ees not set too well . Hnanever, as' between speanding a greath dea
truly represented a worst ease seenaris. The abe of enin . .. ne sore money and correcting a doscumentS that mi sleads the Pubhitc s1d
I"Perran t figure makes the analysis ftally derec t Ive. the Congress, I rind the loiter preferable,

The moael pa rameter :asumptIons denneibed in Ta~be5.3.. as Sectiong7e i~stssth~erpIeprpers P thi t hIS.F -When. I new that nix
present problems if true w.ent case scenriei bein'g 5falI page "Ius or1 htIg h paidomilitary i3ndustil pseaIte hasidered as has been .epr-seted In the DEtS. The wind speed their hands In this DtIS multi io dollar pie, it tenees eas~y
used I aan aserage.,lThe ftigmuretus~eduis A.5 mph. The plums rise 7 to see why the DEIS nest is so hig~~rh I mttce that a majority of
Is o.nly 5.0 re. Patimut be andersteed that use sf an these people are emploeyd by a compan knw as Tetrs Tech, Inc.
aoerage wind dses net ese begim t0 represent warest es ced-I would Ilke to ksn whe sass Tetra Tech, Inc. is it keeping the
toles. Oar winds In this area orten a re very m uch higher. A weon business healthy? I fu rther noticed -that all of thes
much h igher figure should base been used, perhaps 30 mph or 50. pepl Io a logdsace ren otn. Te elc hs
4.5 Is mu ch tsnc low . Again the analysis is ratally derective.pe le ivalog sn rmMnta.7y lecthr

C4C
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Walsh 8/20/87 Page 3

iarge payroll checks while living In affPluent Califrenla& suburbs

Sr I n aIsimil ar conditiens fa r refrm the area. to be afrect ed. We

h ere In t he col d, hars h prairies ef Montana whn m us t use wIth
these nuc lear !aepen absmssti nnw. g et l1 ttl e yr no benlefits a nd
III wilbe th fis to he naporiwed.t Whyt wee rsdnts or Montans

0 Inot gi senhthe opportunity is assist1 in the prepa~r'ation of this
DIS Doll ua paid basis? If the peop le or Montsna were allowed to
pre pare this DEIS then I suspect tha t a msre shbjestise do cument
could have been presented to the public and the Congress. The
Congress should be offended by this misleading DEtS.

As regards my background. I have a MOO Prem the liniserst sr
Mich Igan, am aormrer rdesearch engineer and miss base es~tenaise
esxperience in evaiuatisn of hIS dsiucents andelitigating same

Iu orsiwed this 0E1S en a solunta ry b asis. O nesthough I am 
sew

eat er uc wit current e ngimeering and weaponm teenhslgy, I
beliese I em still11 de termi ne inceorregct h alte assaumpttons8 WhichIN E T O A L
result In a weak engineering analysis Tht isthe ease he re as
I base issleated. This DEIS seeds to be hredone and resubmitted.

,Sincerely yours, LEFT

b'Esld At MarbleBL N

rec Montana Congressisnal Delegaties
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Otatt of Montana

01111. a tot.go......u

455-444.3111 PULIC Una =ARMN SMLL ICB ProJND

TELD BCHWIMRIs JULY 22. 1987

August 10. 1987 THANK YOU COL. BRISTOL AND REPRESENTATIVES Of THE AIR FORCE

BALLISTIC MISSILE OFFICE.

Mr.* David McPhae
Envirenn,.ntal Protection, Managemlent Branc.hFO lRCD.MNAEIRAP IARADIA N
AFRCE-SMSIDEVEMRTERORMNAEIRAP RZRADIANN

Norton Air Force Bae,. CA 92409-6448 ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT ON THE GOVERNOR' S STAFF.

Dne, Dave:

I hasve enclosed the written testim~ony that I had intended to present I WANT TO THANK THE AIR FORCE FOR THE OPPORTUNIITY TOCUI
on behalf of the C-ovenr at the July 22, 19$7 Smtall ICBM DEIS Public
hearing in Creat Falls, Montana. If ye.. recall. because of the large
nuember .,f citizen, wnishing to speak, and the limilted amlount of tinme avail- AND FOR THEIR EFFORTS IN4 KEEPING THE GOVERNOB'S OFFICE AND
able. Idettated the Cvvernr'h- timse to the general public for testimoeny. ISTSAGNISNFREADIVOEDDRGTHPEPATN
de feel it iempertant. heo-ver, that the remtarks of the Ceverner be en- SAEAECE NOMDADIVLE UIGTEPWRTC

tared into the official record of the hearing. OF THE SMALL ICEM DRAFT KIS.

I would appreciate, it if yeu could see that the proper hearing's
official receives these coemnents. Thanks.

S'In~ Tml SITING Of A MAJ.OR HIMW ADDITION TO THE NATION'S NUCLEAR

DEFENSE SYSTEM IN MONTANA IS A MATTER OF MAJOR SIGNIIFICANCE

R~lplk)iearTO ALL MONTANANS. IT DESERVES CAREFUL REVIEW AND
Admineistrative Assistn CONSIDERATION BEYOND POTENTIAL SHORT-TERM BENEFITS. MOTANANS

RAVE BORNE mTH BURDEN, WHILE ALSO REAPING TRZ ECONOIC

BENEFITS OF PAST AND CURRENT NATIONAL DEFENSE PROJECTS

LOCATED in THl STATS. mlE PUBLIC REVIEW AND COmoITPRCS

ON mlE SMALL ICBM PROJECT IS A CHANCE FOR MOTANANS TO AGAIN

SPEAK THEIR MIND AND PARTICIPATE IN Tml RAPeIN oF OUR

NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM.

to

DOCUMENT 101 DOCUMENT 101

STATS AGENCIES AnE CURRENTLY REVIEWING THE DRAFT CIS UNER mlE DRAFT HIS AND TO MAKE OUR CO6UNT CROWN. WE URGE YOU 20

mlR PROVISIONS OF A PROCEDURE FOR COORDINATING EXECUTIVE LISTEN CAREFULLY AND GIVE OUR COMMENTS mlE CONSEIRATIO TEAT

AGENCY RESPONSES TO FEDERAL ESS'S. THIS COMMENT PROCESS TSRY DESERVE IN YOUR AGENCY' S PREPARATION OF A FINAL RIl.

PROVIDES STATS AGENCIES WITS THE OPPORTUNITY TO ANTICIPATE,

RESOLVE AND MINIMIZE INTERAGENCY CONFLICTS WHEN COMMENTING OR THANK YOU AGAIN FOR mlE OPPORTUNITY TO CURRENT OR RaLFu oF

mlE FEDERAL EIS S. AGENCY COMMENTS , WHEN CONFLETTD. MILL BE mlE GOVERNOR' s OFFICE. WE E4OR FORWARD TO mlE EGETYTAL OF

FORWARDED TO THE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE FOR THE PREPARATION OF A OUR FORMAL COMMETS TO mlE AIR FORCE.

SINGLE RESPONSE TO mlE AIR FORCE UNDER THE GOVERNOR' S

SIGNATURE.

IN ADDITION. MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNOR's SMALL ICBM

KTr=GOVERNMENTALL WORKING GROUP. ESTABLISHED EARLIER THIS

YEAR, ARE REVIEWING mlE DRAFT CIS. mlE WORKING GROUP IS

COMPOSED PRIMARILY OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM AFFECTED LOCAL

GOVERNMENTAL UNITS. THEIR COMMENTS WILL ALSO BE CONSIDERED

BY THE GOVERNOR DURING THE PREPARATION oF mlE STATS COMMENTS

ON THE DRAFT CIS. IF THE PROJECT RECEIVES CONGRESSIONAL

APPROVAL. IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT mlE ROLE OF mlE WORKING

GROUP WILL INCLUDE FUTURE CONSIDERATION OF APPROPRIATE IMPACT

alITIGATION MEASURES, INCLUDING ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE TO LOCAL

GOVERNMENTS.

THE GOVERNOR CONSIDERS MITIGATION A MATTER OF HIGH PRIORITY.

ULTIMATELY, CONGRESS MUST DECIDE WHETHER mlE PROPOSED SMALL

ICBM PROJECT is IMPLENENTED AS PROPOSED. IN THE MEANTIME,

WE. AS MONTANANS. NAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO CAREFULLY REVIEW Ca e

2 3
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PUItLIC HFARING " OMMENT bSllEF

Small ICON Program
Malinsleom Air Force Ithe.. Mo~ntana

Msolfr Ad7rt t

fT1 sir-f on t' eo as f-.n sain rb
public llesgsateoh4 Representative Private not a,," not? . v to I-n hr endo'seam an -n 0 o.n I ol- t,.
Offic-ia of Private Oreganization Citizen 4 - - 0 If it Is '0 e inr on Uso ore Id to sln_ a '5 _lina
Cheeksthere if( youws Ito m0as a question duitnig the tern.1.wao 01 t0 iitt interceo ;nt.wni" - t1 ier T:V sis boa ong no , t:e ndn is on a'itr ' 1. ern a o-dCheck here if ny= ish tooffer uerbal comments. a.drc d.t-o
Cheek hant it you wish to subihet a written statemenot. wasre i esns tan trIe neossant * 's-etans.
Chek seren if you iisha to anco n hItS. Draft Final Tebrt'n oti ou c'i c ilteh
Area of questions oe comment (eheck all that apply):sr* " - '"" ,dUo . r..cmitw

Amr Force Policy -Recreation earns or to Ln s TI * ,

System Reqaiceiseots - - Visual Resoorret
Employment -_Colttoral Re--ocIs th-l fw rrotoe Teamoidoo be-tin Ito, no-en toQ -athn at an-

__ Housing Natise Americon Onooe-.- shiul norsio tonaw.o.y~ . tt st4 x
FEducation Itiolginal Rnesooeessr rwmo
Psublie Slervices Air Qualityfttilito$0110doacttInoe roatdet
poblin Finance Noun, o f tiafatre ton50 Banlioant doflbldarseile teoi ldi-t od fort
Utilitirt Watter Resources doa 4vrtta e and loseasesaOn toi oucil -mtrld sopioan

_ Transportation Geology and Soils Asiethora waenid 1msot h a-brilt.ed A t w - ees A-Canes
Land Use safety N Orbs wouso-id ash buealna just whato efforts Crhiesideinto

g Ottsertpleao specifyliiee.iti.i;
6

iA irknjm t.aus last l"0 cain~ to sostat oor, Central Oweetoa Cosesrin'ia.
Please turn is tnis sheet an reqoested by tbe tearing offimen.

Written comments will be considered is preparation of the Final EIS. YvOU May use this
abetet to submit eritten comments either in tbe space provided bets orin an attached 3tiia,statement. Written rommnents may also be sobmitted Io a letter yeonhee format; how-Sterlm
ever, comments must be sobmitted nor lancer than Aogost 2t, l9t7 asd mailed to the 1
address, helmw.. t.i

Coas. S labor

Mail tv: Director, of Environmental Plotwing Statementta) Attarhed

APRCE-RMS/DEV ýA Y.s ___ No
Morton AlePre Bam Rse, California 92409-6448

PFilling out this forim as sot required, bun It is recommended. The bearing officer will C-e3e
rail son these abe haoe completed and turned in comment abeeta before ecgiigCC*
person. who did sot. Thank you0 for poor cooperation.
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PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET

Small ICBM Programt
Malmoncom A ir Pure Bose. Mnntsas Additinnal Colmments:

Hear.ing L~ocatian 14elm.4a~r -Dae. _J:1pss* 7iJiaf u

Name: 4 212n~~aan-
4 

aa nt

Mailing Addoesou 40 K? (*ana.__________

Check tbe appropriate pairticipant category:

Public Designated Reprsecentative Prioate
Official - of Private Oreganization -citizens X -- ____________
Check berm if you wish to ash a question daring the betairning. _______ ________ _____

Chivich hre if y:omisno offer orbhat commects.
C theekbe if you wish to nobmit a written statcment.

Check hee if you .sisnto noeeeo an EIS, Draft A Final

Area of question yr, comment lehrech all that epplyit

Ain Porce Policy A Recreation sl__
Sinstem ltqv,rmmntsl Visual Resources _ _- ___ -_________

Employment Cultural R--orce - - - --- -- - -________
- Housing Ration Amearieso Resource.s- ___ - - _______g. EdsIrainn BtiologicaIhRsoorcen s- - -- ____

- Pubkie Sot-- Air Quality
Public Fintic Noise
Utilte weter Resource,

- Transportat ion Geology and SoilsDAARQtFR TEPIVC ATOf14
lad in ) Safety lb IJ.&C th~aI

t~her, tpl..srpecifyl
1. AuthorityPleas.i torn in th'n sheetl en reurioend ii thr hraring off icer. 33 U.ts Siobta, t5lt, 197, R*so

Written COMmmntn will he considered r prep-orsio of the Final FIN. You may ose thin
sheet to s.1m It written coccrols other in toe spacle provided be~lows or In a attached 7. Priloripal Puepose
ntvtrmrn. Writtrn co-mment coy ulon or, -n-ttted in a letter -e other form r; hewntformation is Used to comnpile maiting lists for eensding hmewensees aed ethlver data
ener. cnmmectn mont he noutitted to Inte, than August 2t, 1931 and meiled to the ýroemrisg the peojer to thoea whe might he intlernoed.
addrea below..

,eea~n..esoe~a~. . Root mae Uses
testelm.. ~ne tt. orM.~/45m' )14A. information as forwarded to Feideral. -;late. and wetal qe mets svd C.egremass.

Luuan..n.Lea~u~a~a~ouu ji~ flstIsaaCH. Information is used no compile waslieg lists for othec projects I sintstepr
Qaaoia~~~~~~~~g* inrLtl~t ti la eaa~hJn L. supying the mbwematolot, m~tt have an interest.2 ie L J s. e~t an ndaA 44~t.a.kwi al4o C. Isfoematiattis compiled In a Record of Pablic Meeting andt masde available to the painat.t +d 44afl.a4,6 ti4 &i~ 4.* fl . Cmeo. wE people and their commetn dosring the Public meeting san pliailihed In peojeet

-1s In--

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ 4 (nm.laa fkt~, W CJ~ 5~.~4S 4. Mendatory or Vonluntirn tnloetontie and Ffret on Inidioidual Not ProddinginomtnAn+.,Z 1 -AllS H-10. v5 5.C i oluntary - Failuree to preside the informationt requested could r-Iat In fails1. tw emai
4,-war &o/ aiforharon and sotrifirtion of further denelapments.

ir fas t_ __antk f

Mall to ltiretor nf. Pn~..en lanin t COtm WtntAtace

AFRICF RMIS/iI Yr. X No
eOrton Air Force" Ins i nfrnria 92401 6443

PFitlong out thu, form in not tiort.hot it it recommended. The hearing officer, !,tl CD"ait oit these she hose completed and turned in commernt bheet, before rerogni~ming
pericsons ahe did not. Thank non for yV..erstperston'.
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TISTIMOMY STATEMENT FOR DEIS HEARING July 22. 1967
GFHS 7i0 p~n

August 11, 1987 CarS 1. pal.Carol 1. Collins
Director of Environmental Planning

ArRCE-BMIS/DEV My nmem i CarOl Collins and Os a salf-employed legal typist.
NOrton Air Force Base. California 92409-6448 Although I have imay areas of concern ro the DZiS. the one I choose to

Dear Sir: address is 0 4cs mon, particularly as it relates to Crest Falls.

Enclosed is a letter written by Charles Heber, received by According to the DEIS, all three housing options under all basing

.shortly before the hearing in Great Falls held on July 22nd. alternatives will result in high, significant and adverse impact. oD

Since he wan unable to attend the hearing, he thought maybe
someone elan could read it for him but this didn't work out. our school system.
Charles is a gentleman who is nearly eighty years of age and Tha pmoected increase in Great Falls 5tudent5 for the year 1996 is

feels strongly about this issue. 1,300. The breakdown for program-related enrollments is anticipated

Also enclosed is my full testimony. which wasa not able to be 718 elementary. 168 junior high. 373 senior high and 50 special
to give at the hearing, Since Onm not sure exactly what was

oWitted ad uh.L u y an, 1 shall eu love L -. iL entiiety education students.
and you can, in some way or other. include the parts which were Various options are addressed in the DUOS to handle this increase.
not given on the 22nd at the hearing.

in addition. I inadvertently neglected to check the box in Une th to bl a new
order to ask questinns, and the following questions were those tion Measures, various possible funding sources are listed. Two of
which 0 wanted to include: them are programs which admittedly heve li•ted current funding and a

I 1) sow accurate was the Air Force in estimating the enrollment third possibility remains to be explored. In Another mection, theII number of students in wyoming when the MX san deployed? follOWing statement is Usde: *atesolutioos to these problaems would

21 How is Bon ny provided during the period when there is a "lag" folloing at eora ti s o f prso l o D tolthe" pob W ou ld

due to a shortfall? If money is borrowed from $ome other source,
2 what about the interest it would have gained had it stayed in a funde are not expected to be available.- This concern g-.

particular account - or is this a problem? Will the final SOS A second Option seplors the possibility of converting the cultrreItly

address such material?

3) Os this public hearing process on environmental impacts actually 5 vacant Paris Gibson Junior High School to an elementary school, re-

3 rspsive to citizens' concerns, or is it amply a political quiring busing - an expensive and not altogether desirable option for
placebo to make us think we can actually have a voice in government
decisions of this nature? If an OIS shows areas of adverse. many G.F. parents of *14ýntary-ago children.

significant, high impact, does this mean that a proposed project, If the Proposed Action, which involves programd onbase housing

4 such as Midgetean, will be dropped? Do members of Congress

actually take the results of an EIS under serious consideration to chosen, a new School will almost certainly be a necessity s150

when determining whether to fund such a project? Since Montanans the school nearest Malmatrtm, Loy Slnemitary School, will double Its

voted in 1982 against the dep loyment of any Bore nuclear missiles
in Montana by a "argi" of 57% statewide - and even 455 of Cascade enrollment, adding appronitaly 600 students and bringing the papil-to-

County voters opposed such deployment - representing 11,306 teacher ratio to S0 to 1.
voters here in our county, is it realistic to think that the If either of the other two housing Options are chosen ad stueiStm
voice of American citizens will be listened to simply because
there is a process whereby our input is recorded regarding impacts are bused to several other schools, the pupil-to-tsfer rstio iS

such deployment wlle have in our community and in our state? still estimated to be above state standards, thus threaten•ing 5a0o di-

(Question 1 3 was pert of my testimony, but since 0 wan told to tation.
end my testimony, 0 know that the qestion in its entirety was not The re-opening of clo•ed elmntary schools is alo listed as en
given.) option in the DEIS. Since many of these schools wee Closed becm5

Thank you for allowing this written testimony to become part of they were considered to be energy-inefficient and presumably rlsin so,

NIS hearing ..... Peace Through Justice, V) it would see" to be poor planning to consider this a viable aloem-. w

Carol I. Collins -
3030 8th Ave. S. Great Falls, MT

59405 >
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se-euipping. clearing and rennovating such schools is costly.

Another financial factor is the issme of hiring additional faculty

in order to handle the increased enrollment. Teachers who would be

first on the list to be hired would be those who have been Bild in

the pest, Justifiably so. thus requiring higher salaries because of

their experience.

One major concern I have is that the DEIS estimates there will be

revenue shortfalls of approximately $100,000 to $170,000 in the year

2000 and thereafter, mentioning a lag between when state foundation

monies and property taxes are received by the district and when the

additional students arrive. I Ae especially concerned about what

happens during this lag - not only from a financial perspective but INTENTIONALLY
2 I wonder if it is possible or likely that until adequate provisions

are made, our students will once again be subjected to double-shifting

as they were in the past. As the parent of four children who attended LEFT
G.F. schOols beginning in 1962 and ending in 1983, 1 know what it

mans for students to be catching a bus at 530 in the morning when the

temperature is -25.

Under all proposed options in the DOIS. our children are likely to BLANK
"experience hardships in one form or another and financial hardships

will undoubtedly be felt by those of us who are texpayers.

One Da•S suggestion ^f changing school boundaries Would a1so create

hardships on students aý. their failies. HMving lived in one house

south of G.7. for a period of 11 years and having our children bused

to five different elementary schools, often changing from year to year

or even within a school year, I know whereof I speak. It in not easy

for children to make these kinds of Adjustments.

One suggestion I Would like to make is that the final draft of the

at$ contain estimated costs for each option in regard to educational

impacts.

Thank yOu.
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Institute for Peace and International Security
P.O. Box 2651. Camlejge Mumashisme 022%8

(a6et17)tiii 547-3338 -. t. .

Fail F V)Wk. Lt. Col. Peter halhsn iia,,t...io, ,
AýW H*h-mr0/14.AJu 

U

SNorto hon e ii''1 h. - ;s,ouo
tem shbsd•b1a cotllorlltt Id lti-5. -U40 ,c[ lllI stsI* t -f A•c(

Hannd Uwwhiq water ni..cteiu.t-r tlaibnlr5s ;.",u -iv U.

jlxm in~ tohGd- ' i) Ir tse ,ml lcrcstltna BalitIc missile
4bidtahsnsiy IbiL'Cht or "ind-.s , atcmlmnlrum Sit hore Base. thAt. OlLhh IIlIAL IjL UR l.1.i s.h i.iit. - oI4.-0tUOuu

ssabae Ho ontaha.

gTmm••k a bear o tlonel I alsh: Act.AUt toIl., 4'Jtlk..J,: Ill*l."t - 4u.1)00

Imm, Go-m.,as,

Namd Fom Compa Inhe propoos 'tdqetasl deplui•eitI at IalmLtrt Al"-ti

Worce .ase aesertex a goad deal ot commeht with regard tile aserane iimtailce ielns caiat-lsO an. 'hr I.o potental'
wdbl4RekMa to its national economic. strategic, and ar-s cOltroo lrltS-ttl atto in 04.06 SItea t-sittlaed troI1 APpendI, A.~z- besdut-biogm~l is4n. n r -h %hs il shortest distance k. l. tn 1oI-I

dT • impaIcts siee tne article. "Midsetawl: catlSte in wearrh it itt tlehtttonacea .4t..hO t1 110

of a Miaeion," by Ph. al her and .A hestuot t,.! nd t n g as I4 altes Itl -ltt I- '., i a miti that
eilT hls hull~et~in at t,,e Atomic hclefllljfl 44:0 Ihovember 190hl 'ebiciew wil1 dr-e 1.1: - 14.0. million mIles asnually over the

id l" and a torthtoso actPttr In tilbhs femTy Popqr ;U' mites ol deployment area roiin. lt isterpreto into M45 -

-erle1. lIven your limited bilb scoping parameters, hOe one-way vevie tries li: .. rcerito 4uUst - 4ltUt mile..

which i behlIee improperly erclode discussion of these tow htt. also tluIemted pIl. 1-130i that the*e figurea may ,ouble.

satiex, I h- contfited a.y comments here to a tri reducing levels oi service along IN sit, interstate 1. and

esciromotal qlestions concernltin roads, etether'.

transportation, and noise tnadequately adlrrsni- in the

draft. c lven tIh. axustlitic .i tlrey nt- bera. one must iuration your

co•clwsio$t that aaithxss axotaare ans delays could b

fth Ithlt raises travnpo~rt..tioa tsstes, particuarl I in 1 ' .perenced. the, would only occur ocsic. all - y on short segmests

section toui-, and Iocueas prImariiy ox the heavy of depioysentaiea r•..u.......,s-doiahiwn impacts to deploysest

conjestlin ca.ued 1irat by construectio crews from area roads are judged to -• ios and sot aigni i.ant. p. 4-131)

l9,l-1995 and ne.t by the permanent 70% increase it, Air

,ore personnel and families Ip~ttatson increases from An aportant i-elated issue is the moveent frequence of the

10,700 to la.Zlol. stSsiie. HE, and .- oh.c', side tros atl xther rei.ted support

tebicles. law state that the ItL, missile, and warhead will siae

As addtIttona I oncerns howecer, is thc actual operatIon one roundtrtp per year bete*sn •smastros and its launch facility.

of the 24U-250 SitI., on their "hard mxblle launchers ty. 1-54 Practice dricing and deployment sill akie playc on a

"tIHNLIs sub related 'ehic len oxni the impact on state, practice area an haae. fheae assu'tixna appear to me wery
county,. and ity roa and traffic. low hate estimated impractical If one santa to matimlse the secxnd-strihs capability

liable 1.3.2-I. p. I-Si the number of ann.tl roundtrips and necessary surtlcahi liy of the missile.

of IlNL-relatad vehicles from nalmstros to launch
facilities. 'y calculations show the bolioxlng system It one wanted high confidence in the reliability of the IlL and

totals itanes are given due to stated deployment in the skill of the cre w to dejpty the syste, under .nclear

parameters of 200-950 SlLhws at IOU-20o Minuteman attack, actual praitti c runs from the indltidual luntch facility

sitos: 4
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I to potential launch points would nave to be perlormed reaulayrly

2 pernaps at leaastonamonthly basis. ad, acre the 000-O HNLs
to deploy on- or oft-road regluarlý. the atote fliures would
increaae dramatically.

3 1 Nore specifically. ahal reassurances can you "sIe that the lMLs

Isill mace asay Irvin the au h tacit Ity not more than ve

2 j annuatly? And, if the don not. what I. your cowl tornce lecel in
,h. .14L and crew trelablility:

The rlL with st i" at ai'tto l j.,ti . oid i ou state
that "foe peacetime t ransporttion to and from launch facitttiea.

the HILs will he recont~qinred Irttetl slth tesyorxr' load-heartno
ýh:.111 to ensure thial io tn each -jle Is below - 0.b104po .. : bh tu... r re.at. least I n...... sore hal INTENTIONALLY
premsnttc ox ysur pexto" OillId you indIcate now this m|iht
he engi neered. or whheer the per-sole load wilt nace to rise

above .U0 •poutt•s It this last contbllt.- IS toe case. uhat
sltl lte tspact o. rosln -

I , assume innt. regaruirns ci cci mciert siont ro.se the BelL;L.
ntit O soed to~ sinntu octt ci tin proteittie shel ter pryt~ialt' titon.

5 the -eee-ce aprulc icr astlttrvs(t-. iti .I sen it1t this happen:
And ott,:.. I the tut iscoc- <it hte -'tohe I ,20l-h.,rsil"ct-roT........ :... ... -e ........................ oBLANK

- ,olten .r I P".cl te hti. O,- ,ititt 41s o nginw e dcble

=4euiltel 0 -i s use-i

"N two r•t'cit t it , tic* ti-titri u-hl _ttr t, Otote h hot

tve tdorsat ali ,,- .r -1c out -rot- Itv -o' -1 the
recently ren ;re e a in ordr to
sccoomeodatte fene trot ion ,ll ~(ii ~ -+~•••tO~•Wlled

eclnytuall, se oveto i on I h he d 0 f ho
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United States Department of the Interior 360COMMNT~S ON SRAFE ElS RELATES TO DaPLOTMNsT SrinE

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT SMALL ICBMl SYSTEM AND ASSOC.IATED MINEKRAL MATERIAL DEVELOPUMET
LEWISTiOWN DIqmERIr IOFFIVE

- R 1.oe 1e . Wet .- URS than e term '. -alggt a. as .. d In the DEIS (Particularly
tee~snsn R~ian. O~ an.figure 4.10.2-3 end i. cabin 4.10.2-1) tnclued. sand and gras-I nse for

2.ohiing Initial scoping AS5 million toeasef material set. required tor thne
3 C prjet in the '-ool apoiatl . million tone of material eer3 idenMtllld. AWhat dropped the requirement by 1.5 mllion tons And what in

Liet~ooaat Colonel Peter WamlsS ti margin at -rre on the 3.0 mlininetiae
AFWK-RSHISIEVImilo 

.1

Hutonti APR. CA 92409-AH4A8 3. After deployment -n, there be An increase in b nelIne. demand tot road

Seen Colossi Walsh: mead site matntenance!, If so do you hane any estimates?

Att:1warm*- nl.on b Drft IS -A. On pag = :.A-25A ....c I. assptLono -r. made regarding aggregate
Annaohed~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ar nenmet nteSoin o h ml eur . Thnesae ioddr-ssd belowi:

Inirco iset! alstic Missile Program. Thete coment. petrtain t
th;e , eorlmaistai (aL.T'ggcngee rysources) roqoiresotio the Pcoposed-,o -Aggrgassplle noacoestroo tion sit, was derieed treet the closest
Action. enisting cornial prdoI r

%on...onne OR j niont on the comoento may he dinnoe Ono .cnhc Height L~ast year the Alp Force etcontra. to rIra a:mssel roa near
of this ofn.Winifred. The contracto opne te a rr isaK dlnmee ad

asdtsense.- private lends. Availability cf materials ase obloenas pansthis
sinceroly. 5 to teproject asd reducing heeIago cnto. Is more desiablet o I he

cocetrators and! wIl beop psd by the whene-r poasibie.L t t .A.dditioetal mileage for heauling the aggregtoo Ia the preferred aiternatine
to0 opening tee, aggregete pits.

Dens ethis seven that the Air Force till take an artiver pert to dotermiaiog
catf 1vW where net aggreate pits till he Located and seette aggregate source. for

geiooe pcific portions of the projecl ; or wtill the procaremen of an agregate
It.rc he left op to the conmtruction oo-otecc?

cc: fin heater - SO (910)

Hero~~~~~~~~~~ Hotte I LO .TeK:dtltr eg mnt fpbi~c lands, and as even larger

Amoant of the aminral est&at (whc isiedeg srra maeil) ish
deployment area. lie anticipate hl obia pr Io map lterAns oar worliod in
tha minerol matterials program daring onentractios and deplnyment as mall

as afterwards : fo meneace. The ENM Wants ton webk closely wiogthe tAyir
It.e en asnoh prepared to handle the Additional permi"1eg goolelt asemonibly and efficiently ae possible. Therm are three gensrml maps for"DL in provide federally essied seed od gravel to the itidg-etmai projeci

8 theme are:

g. nree lDmw permits Issued directly to the Air Fores for the material. Ten

conocactor coolId the onycherg Lthe Air Force for preIng
entann, eaag ec. oI th:aeilb tto for the mertal itself.

b. Compesitiee roylty bidding between rarlowm interested contraconr. for

sPecfct mateialstite(s).

C. KLM soaid set the Rale price of the material through mppretIsal nd amard
o* materials permit ton she successtal bidder of tbe Air Fnrceooratno

- contract.

Plainscontact ays asoone as posshibl it yos hare any preference ae

>proesn miemimtrial perits asaocfated with your project.>
Wa Wa
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UNITED STATES

DEP HARMNT C THLIE SNERVIC R Thi r onrindxes oar comments an the Stetemeni. Thean yea for the epperiaclty
Fish4 and WI~nIPE ERIC to moist thr Statement end for year continueed efforts te mee our joist

F~s edr HIdIl fe. "I Enoecement~ responsibillities ender the Endangered Species Act as amended.

301 Sooth Perk Sneey
P.O. ion 2002 3 8-e

sihotos~cHelrna, Mconana 59626

M.37 Smell1 ICBM Program August 11, l987

LE. Eel. Peony lialsh Snais CSapernisorr

AoPRCE - "IOIE .. etana Sate cffice
Mortion Alr Forc Rat... California
97409-6448 cc: D. Flath, ItIFIIP, S.'emea., NT

POE, PWl. Rilliegs. ,MY

RAC/clh
Drar Colonel Walsh:

Or Sane e med the Drafi EnoironmsentalI Impact Starement (Onat*emenn lnr the
SealI Intecot !ental Ralllt~to misstle Pro gram at N etres. AirPret ee

Noenee .rbe precu 1 l1Y prontdrdaraonrenre wit ycur enadverse
effects' dtriot-l Ia o hetn d or ..d eede Ire speie

We ha.. ... informetion Iregad leg endangered bald eagles In the pro ject area
ehi S requires further teforse coneel-natiors h yea regs .rdtng potyntial

mactoihe prop osed actlion on iS Ie 'p- -a"Te tte t tErrst
actions near Cascade. Macrna ah h ayvae .mpeont A nean .,l established
held eagle ne- along it.eCeenourt Roter in TIAN. RElY Srcetios 17 and It.

Werequeet thet yco prect de en atbee fcifrmto boot lrsticnI.. of
rnsrcton n cllte Ia the arana anhfc itys 1frortce

rgrngparot c onnr"_oittn Asie spelilOiter tIl eangs e n K_,Plan for
thin erIt cry as- reonneBntenne .aid Fatel 4anage...et Plan ma.y he

Weorsea p. He dic e hes ylann toor leIt. r f "ata 21. t9?e
yosiblrneeraninmseuc he Ate Froce say wish intrreaeIto

projec plan.- OtIher bald ragI. nun an. .d f,.tfar ,ep-etr el terrin-le
Iethe mica Ieý pajet er-., n0-14 hr ný --- n-t -n -eodl-- f-rntiepe

ftI m anagement plesane.I.

The .iltan.... nInal d lerese fielet ..,.onyt for, Itetedepece (page 4-199).
We eould litb to dlecose the e.ro--y, cith Sý .o and tablieb a ehanlas to
.eolen the metbods and In cc..d11-re.e..oey. aed r-e1l, a1th cog Ing ito.
.oro ye1 _nd.oatd by aya,s r t dil exnd r......e...nc.. t the pro.ject

ae. After reretoteg tnfarmt too n ectitsin the 1-1 iaonh tarttity
arn We say propan a. metn . . (. "of oar it n, mdpersonnel of th Manan

Departeent af Ftth. W1ildlife end Paybe to further dteoasn tIee Impactnaed:
emangement Plane .fa nlen

"Take Prids in AxrIca" :Z
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PhymicianNs for Su04emTnuibihy C LITY 01 LEWISTOWN
LAST CHANCE CHAPTER. HELE[NA. MONTANA MEBI _-NoeaulS~ iaun

.~. li-ct:. ismeems~. so'uanow

1.3.* ~.. C, *. I~August 1. 1987

At- .~rr .1...V 2 l~Iin the 1.1.3. Pat., Walsh. Cal USAF
u jeDirector Environmental Planning Dlivision

1i c.- *.,... '-r 1 '1 v..i Department of the Air For..
.:1± t, ti ii2 2 i. 1te -a

<C:;n Lý cccir .. intv w- livertel toRegionalcCivil Engineer
-tert bA .r3 Ball isatic Missile Support (AFESCI

Neorton Air fore* Bass. California 92409

Fl.l o v. z1 tsr t;J, ce ýi .'ev Doo ~.. Colonel Walsh:

It1 Again I wish to thank You and your staff for holding the public
da~rsi sc t -ffIn :0Th rrý the.*~ -i~ hearings on placementeand environmental impart of thin small ICBM aystem in
.rt;. ah* evc.~-±~ . the cetral Montano arean. 1 greatly apologia* that I could not be in

- . T. o * attendance at Your meeting in Leviatown on July 20th. but other duties kept
easay. I hope my message to you ... adequately doiioered by others.

ahzt- ntfej ar-trf-;.tIy urc' rnl~tinto r2D oy5rv
c* t'ltn... In tle ure..? "vIw * ,y v" t b -e nell, c ý.1d I have studied with greant interest the Draft Environmantel Impact
Don fll-, -I~th _ýý lilvc.e ro ZA-.u e'.- Statnement - Small I ntercontinental Ballistic Misaile Program - Holmstrom

Air force Mass. Montana - United Staets Air Forme - Junte 1997. For the moat
ih:t --cntsl vv ith srvlc.ore am e n- eeje!? '-*-v o;.ny part I find it a fairly realistic assessment of the planned aotion. I

yf the ne~s~e. c.il C' .VICO At'..:-Oi r als that it is relatively general in na:ture, and will need considerable,
Af .rrny fil~ - 71- t=. n', aninaering refinement as this project move forward.

4iVeY- ftCDu rve-=s vC ion- tem -c ns resiltir.., frym ai apparent from the 115 that the proposed action will hae" a very2 lv -, I . a tyr .13b lnatcicl 3f vst!rt term x1111517 .1s sign~ificani og tr negatives socio-sconomsic impact upon thin Urban Great
Pa.Is ea:'. '(RIB Pages SI T)~. The immediate impact don to ctonatruotios is

Xe It I-.o t Icl-ii I-v r-itl fre jc-ncoics c. n ot 3ff' relatively short term and I find nothing unvsual for a project of tkins
3 f all t~-n ýccl;t-t1 1ý as It Is b-o;irwtnrtrv ! m~C~agnitude. Consideration of the impact ont each oilo site Is gra tlyI F rue, tit e ryrit a" einol 1.4tn tv: renet appreciated, as site specific conditions detemine the short and long term

occlentsenvironmental effects on the Immediate area.

4 .4ier ye S.-th ccn yu- Clor, -o1y ceilocctlec matocliv1 The only real criticism that I haes of the CIS Is in the co~nsideratiemWha vj2 *;,,ta l ~ ~c--i Cy neclae given to vehicular traffic. I hae" a great concern for the traffic corridor
x&I -crhad? Hov 13 -au adlruos Ithe oeO'ty D, thec 1,0.1- connecting Lewistown and Great Fails (US87). and find that the 219 is

6 t ntytk~aan vus f~r ~w henyu ~vený afetotally inadequate in assessing the vehicular traffic hazerds that
S 9 r rc12 vel l mv 12st undoubtedly will develop vhen the system becomes fully operational I a

ur that the Ai orc is .awre of the severity of Montana's winter
4WIsvcon ysu assure the -0ei Ile i th l'u i-re "nilnwathe I nas:tt. W.hie this aorridoirli rarely closed In the winter, It canu be very

7 yorl 
51 sfe when y- au 13 m lyreclslen to the aimecIT treacherous. A great number of trips must be made to and fromt Malmatromi and

z ton ile-fepile; specific silo sites (Table 1.3.2-1 Draft 1151. Many of the vehicles or
convoys are extremely large and undoubtetdly will be slow moving, thus

,,6, 4ý creating a lot of frustration for civilian travelesr. As frustration and
3eile C. 4ichar's, n..CynI:'Ct -re-o,' a traffic rises, so will acc idents. C
La.. C-i ,cc CI,-cr. ISR
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ALTERNATE SERV ICE CENTER BASING

FOR SMALL ICBM SYSTEM
Th. 115 does :ddr..ss the trantsportation problem at Malsatromi and

through mIea Falls pag S_-19 IS)1, and it doesn't look particularly i-k.,POS)E0 ACTI(M
x-vd. Th. addition of the If!i-'P1 and MX Rail .l-ri-.n vill only m.ir it
worsea ho El' ..%:taly Lauegrrs the traffic pr-hioss that wiii be created Establish a branch service center for Malmstromi at the Lewiateen
all along US-;? between Lewistown and Malastron. This is the route that all Airpor' and/or nearby area to service Flights B-1 and K-Oa This nsamrly
Flightsa A-9 and K-0 must eventually funnel their vehicle traffic into. it equalY divides the annual service mileage required to aerviset each
is al1 the major East./West, route for all civilian traffic. The closer You area in half and saves approximately 600,000 service milss annuaillY

get to Graa ll" h heaver the traffic becones. It is for the most Part conyr the Draft EIS proposed action.
only tw lne road. end makes passing extremely hazardous. As deaysy become
longer and longer, civilians take more and more risks.

FLIGHTS SERVICED BY KALMSlPON AT GREAT FALLS, A. G-J. end P-7
Based upon Table 1.3.21I. mileage, data given in Appendix A of the draft

K1I.,,and,.p-pe,9ed site ainformation given in an Air Force hand out at the Number of silos 42
potili hering. I etimate that over 1.5 million miles will be driven by IIhssber HML. 94
AirI Force personnel annually to service the total Smell ICBM System (see Number Annual Service Miles S97756
the attached Tables 1 thru 71. Tc service Flights A-F and K-0. East of
haimstmon, alone will require about one million annual miles Rot all of FLIGHTS SERVICED BY MALMSI'ROM AT LEWISTOWN: B-9. and 1-0
this mileage willn be on IJS87 betwoem, Lewuistown and Holmstrom. but again all Nme fsl.5traffic will funnel into this corridor and piace some burden on our other Mme fsls5
two lana primary highways in the area. Number Hlts 119

Number Annual Service Miles 309708
The above estimates are conseervative at best, a- I have some doubt

about the basis for Table I 3,2-1, I believe I hear..d at the scoping LAND ACQUISITION
hearing. that the Mei~ and missiles wo~uld be moved onto a silo site
separately, because of proposed road lead bearing capacities If this is The present l~evistown Airport location was acquired by the, Army Air
the case . more vehicle atill be required when moving the ((ML and aissile to Force in i1942 and served as a p-I7 base until 1945 vhen it was deeded
Ma lostrome for annual servicing. to Porgy. County and Lewistown to serve, as o municipal airport.

Sufficient land is available for housing, service and training areas on

In any case the EliS in inadequate in thst it doesn't properly address the West end ef the property. If this isn't sufficient, there Is more
ordinary h ..ards due to significant traffic moving to and from Melastrom. adjoining land that may be available Airport land ib under the control
No assessment has beent made of Impact, on the civilian population and no of the Lewistown. Fergus County Airport Comission
alternatives to mitigate that impact has been explored. This need* to he
done before engineering locks in on whore servier centers should be based. TRANSPORTATION

Figure 1 3 3 4 clearly indivatoc that the Minhuteman silos divide The airport is bordered en the North by USS7. There is mample runways to
themselves int~o two distinct areas (Flights B-1. K-O sod Flights A. F-J. handle reasonable sized aircraft Great Falls is only 105 Miles treat
and R-QI The Eastern Flights could be easily serviced at Lewistown. under Lewistown. which makes the movement of small numbers of personnoel
Malestrom command. and the Western at Holmstrom. This would reduce annual relatively easy to and from Halmstron Lewistomni is also serviced by
service miles by about $00.000 miles, and should greatly reduce accident Purrllngtom Northern Railroad.
potential and military transportation costs. It all factors are taken intoi
"acount, omtgt h aatta h rpsdato in the Draft 115 LAND UISE IMPACT
will have on Cmceyie Conty. thi alfterna~tiv lo I&sot hias the potential in
reducing overall construction and operational costs over the life of the There should be little biological. gaclogicel, or cultural long term
Midgetman misaion, impacts an the airport area or surrounding land is primarily in

This alternative is beyond cur abilit, te fuliy ...n..s locally. but I. arcutrltyeue
one I would l ,ike to sea the Air Force further enplore. before moving COMMU~N(ITY IMPACT

Increased pop,,iolctio In the 1-iem~it. Lvit. r a fr the most pert
o~Id icb Ic.tt-a in .rulning merchnt. sales and c ivilios job

Sincea~i~.ir~,i o F ...etl b-w -1.-lo.l .. d other gcvernment services would
1/i i, 1 ] Ie am.-- ad e.v d dmorcod opou, thy nomberA of perstonel needed at the

jf r .ri,,o-7k sri-.tan in any cane, there would be abeneficial effect by~' ~ * having fever in Cascade County and spreading out the required services0
John F Humphrey, 9upor - t. larger area.E

Alternate proposal and tables attac~hed

Fe4
gol
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OTHERBENEFITSEDOCUMENT 109 EXPLANATION OF TABLES I THROUGH 7 DOCUMENT 109
OTHER BENEFITS TABLE I"

nto tp lo ihoustin.g. n.-r,_ thai, t), mila.-- fr•.+ oach Minuteman
On top of housing prsoonnel needed for" thc nail ICBM system around s_11 location to Malmstoom given in Appendix A of
Lesistorn, the Air Force could also house Minuteman service personnel
needed for these same Flights. This would make present Malmstrom DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
housing available for their new missions. and further reduce SMALL INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE PROGRAM
maintenance costs. MAL4STROC AIR FORCE BASE. MONTANA

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE JUNE 1987
Making service mileage less would not only reduce the potential for

vehicle accidents, but also would reduce fuel requirements Presently The body of the table shows the mileage from each flight silo to
there is an excess of oil is the world but this short term. Fuel prices Malmstrom The column headed LC is an estimate of the mileage to
are expected to rise sharply, and supplies diminisha over the next few Malmstrom to each Flight's costrol center The exact data was not
years contained in the EIS. but could be estimated from Figure 133-4

Spreading personnel over a broader area will put less pressure on TABLE 2
regional outdo.or recreational rescuroen The Leuistown ares abounds This table just shows the missile locations recommended under theuith ample outdoor activities - paering. hunting, fishing. back proposed action for HNL placement The data source is frompecking, etc.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS PROCESS
Facility security would be improved, as not all eggs would be in one PUBLIC NEANINGT - JULY 1987

basket 
-

handed out on July 20, 1987 at the Air Force public hearing in
More efficient use of personnel, as Lewistown is centrally located in Lewistown. Montana.
the proposed Flight service area.

TABLE 3:
Overall project cost, construction and operations, will be greatly This table shows the annual mileage driven to service each silo
reduced and launch control center and is based upon the information gine

in appendix A of the EIS. EIS Figure 1,3.3-4, EIS Table 1.3.2-1.
the proposed EIS. HML placement Table 1, and the proposed RIB
action. The HML convoy. Safety Vehicle, Nonmilitary Police Patrol.
Support & Maintenance Vane. and Refueling Vehicle were assumed to
travel round trip to the NML (2 per site) The Crew Replacement
Vehicles and Security Vehicles were assumed to travel round trip
only to the LC site (conservatie estisate )

Overall to service all proposed lML placements from Malmetrom will
require 1,538.354 annuel service milen. Over the 20 year expected
life of the cysts (RISI, thim would m.en about 32,000,000 service
miles.

TABLE 4'
Table 4 is a subset of Table 3. It shows the annual service miles
from Malmstrom required to maintain those Flights surrounding
Lewistown. These Flights will require 940.598 annual miles or
about 19.000.000 service miles over the 20 year life of the
system.

TABLE 5:
This table is an estimate of the mileage from each silo shown in
Table I' to Lewistown for the Flighte that surround the Lewistown
area (Flights B. C. D, E. K. L. M. N and 0). and ae proposed for
action (Table 2).

5 C

DOCUMENT 109 TABLE I DOCUMENT 109
MILES - LAUNCH FACILITY OR CONTROL CENTER to MAL.MSTRO

There cnsoprecise routing data given in the EIS. so it was SOURCE APPENDIX A - DRAFT EIS - JUNE 1987
assumed that each route to and from a silo would inteect one of FLT LC 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 10 11
the Prisary highways 105 87.191MT NOBI) and then proceed on to -A- 28-0 28.0 56.7 38.1 58.0 51 3 45.3 348 21.7 25"1 28.0
Malestrom on the primary systee radiating from Lecistou -b- 38.0 71 7 83.0 71.0 88,0 56 0 41.1 389 4 55.9 54.0

Corrections were then made to the Malmetrom mileage to derive the -C- 76.0 65.8 75.8 77.7 72.7 79.3 86.8 - 78.3 728 685.1 58.4
aila-es to Lewistown.. -D- 90.0 111.0 118.0 112.2 104.9 104.1 98.0 94.2 80.4 90.2 104.0-E- 130.0 150.2 140.2 150.5 145.0 126.9 120.4 118.3 126.9 143.7 147.6

Flights 0. N and E were assumed to pass through Lewistown on their -F- 55.0 67.3 73.9 50.7 52.6 61.3 64.5 77.8 82.3 72.5 70.3
way to Melestrom. Therefore 107 miles was subtracted from the -G- 60.0 46.5 42.5 37.0 43.3 64.1 61.1 89.8 80.5 70.8 55.8

ast diestance to Lewistown. -H- 42.0 47.6 38.2 28.9 33.4 35.9 40.3 45.4 44.4 53.7 58.8Maletrom mileage to get th -1- 25.0 25.7 46.1 . 45.6 38.6 31.7 23.5 39.1 37.3 18.4 20.5

Flights K and L were assumed to travel North to the intersection -J- 35.0 81.8 35.5 38.1 29.8 27.2 20.2 37.5 28.4 32.3 30.8

of U0 191 and US 87 (Eddies Corner) and then Nest to Malmstrom. To -K- 125.0 117.0 127.8 150.5 143.4 130.4 142.9 130.3 146.7 133.4 141.1
the -L- 100.0 110.3 110.8 117.8 158.0 123.8 109.2 111.9 97.8 89.0 82.3doeri Lwistows distance 88 miles (Great Fails to Eddies -N- 85.0 120.4 115.0 110.1 88.8 101.8 87.0 88.5 78.9 87.5 87.2

Cornerl wan btracted from Table 1 and 17 miles added for 1301 135. 4 12 129.1 1 187 117.1 1102 104.8 117.8 114.3
-0- 135.0 144.2 151.1 146.0 152.0 157.4 144.2 120.3 126.7 132.9 138.5

Flight D ac assumed to intersect MT8I at Denton, then by back -F- 80.0 84.2 78.9 72 6 69.4 81.5 81.7 74.0 84.2 77.2 82.8

roads to MT8O, then intersecting US87 at Stanford, and finally -0- 80.0 92.1 83.8 88.3 75.7 75.5 79.4 99.8 83.7 89.8 98.4proceeding on to Malmstrom, on U087. The distance to Lewistown was -R- 800 85.7 72.4 78.7 75.5 85.8 72 3 88.8 125 77.8 780
prcedn -5 00 80.7 51.1 58.0 78.8 79.3 80.8 70.9 57.8 5. 64.8derived from Table I by subtracting 80 miles (Stanford to Great - 9 0 70. 1 85.4

Falls. then subtracting 17 miles (Stanford to Denton) and finally -T- 850 989 94.4 88.4 78.4 88.8 841 81.8 84.1 97.5 808
adding 51 miles (Denton to Lewistown). NOTE. NUMBERING DOES NOT CONFORM TO FIGURE 1.3.3-4 OR APPENDIX A - DRAFT IS

Flight B was assumed to intersect 0587 at Stanford. The Lewistown FOR FLIGHTS P.Q,R.S AND T
mileage was computed by subtracting 60 niles (Great Falls to LC - LAUNCN CONTROL NILEAGE ESTIMATED FROM FIGURE 1.3.3-4.

Stanford) and adding 45 miles (Stanford to Lewistown) from values
in Table 1.

Flight C was assumed to intercept 0U87 at Moccasin The Lewistown TABLE 2
di tance was computed by subtracting 71 miles (Great Falls to SITES PROPOSED FORACTION
Moccasin) and adding 27 miles (moccasin to Lewistown) to the SOURCE HAND-OUT - DRAFT RIS - JULY 1987

valuesnie Table I SITE

Mileages to Lewistown for Flight M were computed the same as for FLT LC 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1!
Flights K and L. escept for sites 9 and 10 where a additional 15 -A- 5 a 5 a
miles was added for their being West of the USI91-US87 -B- 8
intersection -- o n

TABLE 8- -8-u 5 n 5
This table contains the estimated annual service miles to maintain -F- a

n Gthe sites proposed for action (Table 2) for Flights B-E and K-Oa a
assuming service is from a Lewintown maintenance center, under a
Malmstrom command Only 309,708 service miles would be required

ansu.lly or bout 620000 nle over the 20 year life of the n 5 K

system - - C * •

TABLE 7, Mn
This table shows the e.cess mileage driven annually by usinga
Malestrom as the service and maintenance center, rather than -o a
Lewistown for Flights B. C, D. E, K. L, M, N, and 0. This table is ap-
the difference between Table 4 and Table 6 a "

In order to service these flightn from Malestrom will require -ST 0
630,890 additional miles annually, or an ew.ess of about -
12,800.000 additIonal miles over the 20 year anticipated life of N ROTE: NUMBERING DOES NOT CONFOfI TO FIGURE 1 3 3-4 OR APPENDIX A - DRAFT LIE
the system. FOR FLIGHTS P.Q,R.B AND T.

LýC - LAUNCH CONTROL ,
>1 •- PROPOSED FOR ACTION

E-111
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ANNUAL MILEAGE MILEAGE FROM LAUNCH FACILITY OR CONTROL CENTER
(AUMSTROM) x REQUIRED TRIPS (IENISTORN)

SOURCE ESTIMATE - DRAFT NIS - JUNE 198? SOURCE ESTIMATE - DRAFT rIS - ONE 1997

SITEr SITE[

FLT LC 2 3 4 5 8 7 a 9 10 11 rLT LC 2 3 4 5 8 7 a 9 10 II
-A- 21896 1120 1524 1812 1004 1120 -B- 23 0 56.7 6N.0 51.0 23 9 32 1 39 0
-a- 29718 2688 3320 2640 1558 1684 2160 -C- 32.0 33.7 28.7 31 3 32 3 14 4

-C- 69432 3108 2908 3172 3052 2336 -D- 64.0 65.0 66.2 78.9 78 1 72 0 64 4"-D- 70380 4440 4486 4189 4164 3920 3616 -E- 23.0 43.2 43.5 38.0 19,9 11 3 40.6
-E-101660 aC08 8020 5800 6076 4732 5904 -K- 54.0 56.8 79.5 72.4 59 4 71.9 59 3 70 1
-F- 43010 2692 2104 2452 2590 -L- 29. 0 39.8 48.8 97.0 38.2 28.8 28.0 21.3
-0- 46920 1460 2420 -8- 14.0 44-0 30.6 15 5 22 9 31.5 26.2
-N- 32844 1904 1528 1156 1612 1778 2148 2384 -N- 13.0 23.1 28.4 11.7 2.1 10.6 17.3

-1- 19550 1028 1544 1268 1492 820 -0- 2890 37.2 44 1 39.0 19.7 31 5

-J- 27370 1420 808 1500 1472 LC - LAUNCH CONTROL MILEAGE ESTIMATED nom FIGURE 1.3.3-4.

-K- 97750 5112 6020 5736 5216 5716 6212 5844
-L- 78200 4432 4712 6326 4368 3904 3960 3692
-8- 66470 4600 4064 3460 3156 3500 3889
-N- 93640 .204 5416 4748 4196 4704 4972
-0-105570 5786 6044 8840 5068 5540 TABLE 8

-P- 62560 3088 3716 ANNUAL MILEAGE
-Q- 82660 3752 3020 3178 3748 3936 (LEWISTOWN) x REQUII) TRIPS

-R- 92560 2096 3146 2892 3160 SOURCE ESTIMATE - DRAFT XIS - JUNE 1987

-5- 46920 2429 2320 3172 2616
-7- 69470 3776 3458 3264 3364 SITE

FLT LC 2 3 4 5 a 7 a 9 10 11

NOTE: NUMBERING DOES NOT CONFORM TO FIGURE 1.3.3-4 OR APPENDIX A - DRAFT 16 -B- 17986 2266 2720 2040 956 1284 1580
FOR FLIGHTS P.Q.R,6 AND T. -C- 25024 1348 1148 1422 1292 576

LC - LAUNCH CONTROL MILEAGE ESTIMATED FROM FIGURE 1.3.3-4. -0- 50046 3400 3448 3156 3124 2860 2576

TRIP FACTORS FROM TABLE 1.3.2-1 DRAFT R16 -E- 17986 1728 1740 1520 798 452 1624
-K- 42220 2272 3180 2098 2376 2879 2372 2804
-L- 22878 1592 1672 3480 1529 1064 1120 8652

TOTAL ANNUAL MILEAGE = 1538354 -N- 10949 1760 1224 620 916 1260 1048
-N- 10166 924 1136 488 84 424 692
-0- 21898 1488 1764 1590 788 1260

LC - LAUNCH COWTROL MILEAGE ESTIMATED FROM FIGURE 1.3.3-4.

TABLE 4 TRIP FACTORS FROM TABLE 1.3.2-1 DRAFT 118
ANNUAL MILEAGE

(MALMOTROM) z SEQUINSD TRIPS
SOURCE ESTIMATR - DRAFT SIB - JUNE 1987 TOTAL ANNUAL MILEAGE z 309708

SITE
FLT LC 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11
-B- 26716 2868 3320 2840 1556 1884 2160
-C- 59432 3108 2908 3172 3052 233M
-D- 70360 4440 4488 4196 4164 3920 3616
-1-101660 6006 6020 5800 5076 4732 5904
- r- 97750 6112 8020 5738 5216 5718 5212 5644
-L- 70200 4432 4712 6320 4388 3904 3960 3692
-m- 66470 4600 4064 3460 3156 3500 3888
-N- 93840 5204 5416 4748 4196 4704 4972
-0-105570 5768 6044 5840 5068 6540

LC - LAUNCH CONTROL MILEAGI ESTIMATED FROM FIGURE 1.3.3-4.

TRIP FACTOR FRO TABLE 1.3.2-1 DaRAT Zia

TOTAL ANNUAL MILEAGE 940598 :

DOCUMENT 109 DOCUMENT 109
TABLE 7

ANNUAL MILEAGE DIFFERENCE
(MALMSTRC9 - LNISTON) x REQUIRED TRIPS

SOURE ESTIMATE - DRAFT 8ri - JUNE 1987 I S

SITE I2
FLT LC 2 3 4 5 6 7 '6 9 10 11 - -

- 11720 8 600 00 900 800 600
-C- 34400 1760 1760 1760 1780 1760 b

-D- 20332 1040 1040 1040 1040 1040 1040 ZE~ ~ 2 T ~ -
- 0- 93674 4280 4280 4280 4290 4280 4280 2 E 5 5 6: -a -

-9-.55622 2640 2940 2940 2640 2840 2640 2840 - 5 i:
-L- 65522 2840 2640 2640 2840 2640 2640 2940 . E • ° " o

. 36622 2940 2284 2840 2240 2240 2840 'e .!: ! 2. .• . •
-N- 6.7 4280 4290 4260 4112 4280 4280 Li '-""

-0- 93674 4260 4260 4280 4280 4280 T I _r z e
LC - LAUNCH CONTROL MILEAGE ESTIMATED FRM FIOURE ,.3.3-4.
TRIP FACTORS FROM TARLE 1.3.2-1 DRAFT 11523 t22.-

TOTAL ANNUAL MILEAGE DIFrFRENCE 630890

'2t IS~;I~,
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LT. CoL. Potar Walsh
tort..t ANt Calforo.o

Pago 2

GREAT FALLS CITY-COuNTy PLANNING BOARD

SERVfING T11E OWUNry CP CASCADE• AND CIT OF GREAT FALLS. MOTN bM mLSm0`Ta• n-alwhc 4
VDP~HK C nfrv c~.~m AitD rrvwac~r FALS.MC~dA..N taonctornd that the MIZS lot. ksqe spacIf t adtl~iasLs oaias shIch 0o.ld

ha Lisplosanld to s•dotta ss rfilotty lapactad todasy ssernts. The
polstlsti 51 tt~tof l ist u t prosals 00l Fogs A'- h of u a .500 try•i

August i1. l197 braSd std tonural.

The BSard uOso.0" that aPsoItfcally define• • tLgaLo* weases. be proeiJt. to

tha (tuLML t rotsl ImpAct statesal to address identified trausportotionLt. CoL. Petsr 1aLsh impacts - te Goral 7fll& &toa street system. it Ia fall that lcul and stato
a:CcS-S/DtlV sagenciea snd oontsOita levelled in tratnportation planning for thu Great Potls
tttoi Apr, Californit 92409-6t48 soeo wou srk oith Ito Oopurhoaot of Defnse in eashnts current projects isý

inposooIn To proposed -or t. Great Fall a ras with those tarasportation
lust LI. Cot. %iftl: aoasrs sur*:ad improvemants IttiddI WndLuo ts thimacsts of ths ICON program..

A hettee atdortluadtg of Its spacific typo of Laoqorsut that wosLd be nesdad
Tusk you for tIt opportunlty to reriw and so provide comntsI, otoh DOaft on roaidays inpoood by ths program would significantly aid to thin effoet.
Z rlromt at Imp"st Statement (DtIS) for the Small Intarcotitnenttl btllitic
tissile (taCg t Isalstt Air poras Bas•, tou If Yto htae sq questions, ata.a. adviso.

itonoaspoa to the Department of the Air forct request, the Grtat Tall. City- Oft..rely.
County Pltaonng Board horalo provides the followntg obheroatlono msoc 0--ats.

The hoard To-toroatd its talts of the Otis To chose entro•m•ht ua utl u
ohtsh Ite t•ood is aithet directly o0 Indirectly Involved, prsorltly sosaic Timsos . R.Dink
bkae. d ..ograyttes, traesportteioe. and lted .... Pr.aldeot. Pi s.a.i tUstd

1o o-n6atL toe board Is it r4aoleut with the tmspct evaoultion presented to
the DttO sio racstt tal low to swdnhaic topooa. os so, l us htwiofioitl

affcts, .r.satiotpald for scoso be.s, se-ogrophics. sted. o u. !l,:nta
duteo

4
a both the otos-tsot and o-Prstion phhoos uf the ICON Paograw.

Of the four otmltomusnel sl-nts rwrad, toppuar Its cot stgal t-tuh
impacts WILL be an the tranapolutioo syselm for It. Orss Pallsaarsa Tt s
0011 soknooledgea that Lerots of a eertot o smotral toadty s""n'h sill be
Ispostsd dus as addilional oshioo trips dorisg pooh potlodo by program
persao l rust dsLa off-bMs. The degree of lapact would daPaO so the s oawing
option oesicted. Asumsing ts Propoisd Action ilt% HoOs1sg Option HZ nre
aseactnd. itnrt of aerts rndt•.oto .01 ho portoaste ro sarsosi rwsdeoy

agorho. i.tldo i- 11th Sirest North. Rivetr Drive. 2ad Avenue North. Doth
Stret o..th. end l0th Avenue South.

1 I oelarly appurt- that ann leotn..o analysis Ms conducted to desortion twral
of arrtus timpucts on the Gtrot roll a- SaTIOat yateta. HOnerer. the Board

CIVIC CENTERpO BsK 5021,GREAT FALLS. MT s4a3-W]. (koe)727-s8aj
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CATHERINE E. WILKERSON. M.D.

August 18. 1987 Whtt. MoolatathwI0

Dear Ileutenant Colonel talsh, (410 Main

I am writing to express my serious concern as a citizen of Montana about the proposed
.issile sites. I attended ond spoke at the hearing held in Helena, and I am so upset

at the idea Of there missile sites hetng allowed to be constructed in Montana. I have
read quite a bit of the information as well as looked at the maps for their locations.
and I on flaoergasted at the enormous impact that this project would have on Montana.

I know that you in the mllitary are totally bent on doing It, and this letter probably Auguof 20. 197
on't make any difference at all. But I think it is only fair that you step out of

your warfare attitude if only for a minoute, and listeo to the people of Montane who
are pleading with you in thr0r various ways, albeit snoe of those attitudes probably Lt. Co. Peta fulh

oound hursh, and angry. This anger Is only a product of our awareness of the impacts A - SktoDEV
it oill have, and anger comes out of fear stddness and love for Our state. Mntor- /fS, Cuoo

I can not understand why this has to even be considered when MontananS live here because Cotono Wd4h;
of the beauty and spaceousness that we have and cherish. I know that it is considered
because of the population ratio, person to square mileage being so lIow. But that is Tho VPnt Efeoosmovtea Impact Sornt 6on th SSmnssd lnteona.tororo 8.lo.ftv
all the more reason to save son country like this, also for others in AMerica, who are te uast Mtaoi AF8I Notona. u need ecT� • ir o -Po , on o•f•
coming here more and yore to Our beootifu, Montana. I aporeciated the chance to talk for
a couple of mniutes at the hearing...and it did feel quite humbling to be on a microphone _q-d t, the 4ýtt-g ".1s:
for the first time In my life beiqgng for you to not put the mrsslres in Montana. And t. honet c n, a-a.so c4 the 44ecta o4 a -Iceo- er1chant vn the Itlli o(
that Is tat I at doirg noo. hegging. There are many of us `ho live in Montara who love Uoraso, fth lunted SOIreo and the aId. Ttt l v equtnd to :r- the
It here rith aol of our hearts. If you have felt that way about certain things in your xe t koe.erto cts 0, suCyord deptcqmet and peocet
life. than maybe you too. have been reduced to begging to try and save something that you 1t 6 the sudf IC807 Councl n tc noewfot Quudnt t

I hare watched juot various scull constructioO, highway: etc. jobs being done all of my - qct. on th4 hin t'oo nt. uncfudorg "ncti stack tactot~oki
life and after hat I have read and seen at the hearing. know that the impacts from 9 oroequtnae. trte ii theo yrcbatu r4 oroaneoco u too.'
this project will be ero ndous. maybe not to the eyes of the Military. but to the eyes of 

0
atctiu the Siutt ICBM CA d ktghu•q Acoato tsaot outh It.. c-.,'II.I f,.

Montanan.s they will be. dootnoy hndeind sudutow ageftb uothsr the $roset Unin.. tho cdlofsoo' 4

'TO2outh counfn4once oo0o.oo ..o.cseorco Cor1nkoh tounk . -oe - o.1I4 oThe fact it will also make us probably the al target in the event of an attack, is also I'sutto tncreuaed ne.fisrne f v canpIn. coupod atedd ' t- o uroeno", 4,-
something which many of us are so afraid of. I'm sure we will be understood on that Z- dan..o- no d.,norleadu 4 r i n t throat '4 - .roori
point. Mo one wants to die u.necessarily. Iuu...h mono ttely.

when a Person ask, for an ninrlon or commert they generally would like an alternative. ',-h a cafuatneykic tctdent could '•itu4nao n- a -uIf-un uea., nis tl-
and I see the best alternative as to not put these missiles anywhere, but especially not atoc. 'n "theot the U.S. on fth U.S.S.R. (cot c4 the tin so accntr in
Inr Mortana. sta-n that an .. ridenfat aack o4 Oidqe tu no seiro.bIe. the0ones t fdI. 4nce
I beg you to please r•OcnIe, yosr plans, On behalf of myself, and all of my friends In 2 4 thoo ua fors nedueto Ott (mgste n r ottor i,.a'.oii , nO

Montana. who may not have all written, Out are sickened and scored at what it Is that you
art P roposing to do. higtiricoyubtctify A dci(-, 5-o4! "aSnc 1itio- ytei1i10 1 c
Thank you. 00 c~wonod ord oronof iao •of~t~e ti tf onOO onth the Ohreato 4, Sooi• or 'r'r'h

trhnkino. Sien _,oe S-.et ISMat trqgefted on Mtoo, in frunot --
Sincerely. .orein , mode..hu o d t he Son'rots e1nrnroUt4 detoot a throat to th; as.

7tst A~- h fon 4ota-no,4 theater. O ar df on o traog;cotr oi
Grettacthen-o r ,.... i, ' ..Y.,., , -in.,,.

813 9th Avenue i•geter Ote fetora teanred v•n other oft tyrorken'.-cmd itai,,on

E- 1a
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*Pe.90 2 Po 3

theCh~teqn epot -, nd t Ct~nbylItt-. 1.The EIS doce sot eddue.a the teeibesblet cost~ 06 "Idgeui end St 66,,4t
kh "it 'd hoia.es e&, ck ebtr-l. doeI o0 wo~l maO~ -poefe end 6Pure A on 11.111,204 t-epee.e 10th d PkCoefe9 WIC A1oe.o. $Oh b..le it ,

.,ehicte gitfote4e.a dta.naed -n .. t peoeoepi. 0 Th tilfitiAe El. *let&of 4 op~eetatie thtke obumnas be oo..seed .6 the cost in leat. c t.he dooeloos3 5.2 . *the PeoZeoot !, llp.?op~o.. L'ecOeeroohc- The PRIP 0 hsP~t
m we eadd'ntnd a ed d n ho.rie slqe by Hetbolt Abeemu. N.V.t is

Thl Jencta nu.6 -,At- Ic.Vse me a vlid me-e .6 c-reo 6-0 the EIS to

*The -f .... e p-t MAock ..,tud be aimed et ioetene .outd be et feast 400y A a w ,/5.u a*Z
2 Atod. oth et4pn by FE4 e Oset o en Hoot0. eoeo Il.

leontted I, would be cetasit~opkic. Tba could theu
I biieore ojif~~letat a:t~ee S. Ceekecoet eoitheoO., N.V.

N'ttsm 11. Wi e N.VM..
looking at CMlrdf CMK4 tg t elose 92,00000 we"l, w.omen end chttddnen weeld be Pby~qeciders Jan Socoiat Relpoeei~bifty
,ohbjert'd to saoeeore exptoeiome. ovnjopoeaoeoee Oceuten then 10 PSI, end 103m W. Pttei-
eoodi o6 oeo" 1,00 eaes on h.-. lurk b~th~ prdodue Osoptivid talue..C. Buttt. Wf 55701

0~cue. leeeeloooe hem-aonsie and oThmt. eThe tnjoeae. Nuadiede"wudbeceutt. Wuopoced bys, teepnjamatosn iotten thae the uec. Maeep CW14d
thoueeode woutd ý e6" Thtn deltoet bson" dr40w 6ePeojooe Pbcri swould enuee.
Th.,.e in , hatexe seould! be eephyxteted om eenen~exted. eat.

Radiation woaud exceed 15,000 Rend would extend in patuou Jon husndnted& o6
Z.de. Son' xg -Vi.tl. o6 dreueosdense into 6heteoife, subjected to 6etoee
l.eeTth Woab'. ceclodoe epctdnor od doee.eee not noen.ujgced. Shefltn
, ebi.toel osutd be iiusceptcbte to sock. deef~etairiq dceeee e" plege.

dy.,imenIye0 end tosbect.r.le. Ieseitp -. ted be 0"itsed aed endsiret conec
would be latetyel icecceeeble.

Th.6 h - o i~ttatbt~ an thnske eige~b .tt de -n. SwdapNOTE: Art icle entitled -Sources of Human. Instability in the Handl ing
rbeo .0.0 e~s~ose sni~ce~ blet nd Teorl egece wll e~eOnt 4 ~e ep4of Nuclear lsaeponse by Herbert L. Abrams, M.D., Stanford

oA woebe 00 u.dottfoe 6ilh-6e. end the fin9 mcntuo etjjcr" o6 btas ae nd lim UniVersity wees submitted wtith this letter.

T~lene would be lena 06 thoeeand oA deed on ojuned people. negong dines end
lTh.lka .eduucor. Thant would be .o medical kelp. set toss peain kitlens end
bande .. no un~tm. 6od. poweee on. keel.

it a elibety that W.enp on Teecede Counts, would eeioe rthe nae woudd
be Mee 6M0 Wen 901 06 UOrtntd,. ee isedece.

C~c~dde Counts woud 4etent untrilebitebte 60m decode.. pnokepb centunise~,
wit 4kevesocoeeble e66erle on the eroypelt. F-e 6eck en encchenge. long ltons
cteroealologoroal eo~ed. would onapecl the enlo,.e ptenet. wtooh uesutlent code-
6ps~eed mnset. ranenrr end genetic deamage.

Thae eieTt m sla~e etvoesutt-t to, enot ett eglet .6 suoler wenepe They
reneltt end reset no1 be onentlooked wene 4eeeeetoo the erowo~~eritea imapc
no Midgetoaun. The vo~ e aW 11.. thattia cedteeeropbe rould occua, duning

nonsls pooereltie operaeions" is the eoo,.ce o0 out pet.
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PU13LIC HEARN~tG COMMENTSHEET!!
small IC13M Program.

Maimstron Air Force Been, Monitan Additional Comenetst ELASJX Seder Section 16,8.2.4. there Is tbhs&"Sp-

Heain LcatonjJ4F~.A Dte tontha '--OACrnýZnatural resource maar.*.ealso selpected

Mgnlting Address. A "j agr concern chick l_ have~tomich tame cirgumo.entowd is the public
h2: Sn 4, N1*71 -a~.e.t--.0..h-.n-eI ddESSOh. Over-
theodhaad =!ý!aantd to en:rigt bea2.30 at cc sh roeds

Cchec the pptrspriste Perticipant category, at NOR
Public Designatedt Repr elltt-tMn of rod !l ur fa ..ns a hl ~ e 1

Ofiii __ o rnuePrsiein ivteno simalntelng, etc., etc. son. d t, eliS er ere. ~ ~
11.0ci ofd Primate Oraizto etnr i dtnd.edIench hee.ceahc

Check 5455 f you :lest nto ttsk.qestion dOwing the hearing. nrhighly probable aocclident tatieticeV0 .fo erach.1.9f 'i9h01k i.i
Chetk here if you club to roffr nertail commenst. .a ca ru ha ee o r Cen cp eaec r
Cehheoi you wish to abi rte ttcet
Check hee :If you wlsh tn -. 1s*le. Olsti. _ Draft a.si7 *ms -b..- P. a5g P~udp~ule e ir-
Area of question or coumnt c.,iheckit tlhatee pplyb o.atcr o h eeaeidVda rvngPnea ekra.

"__ Air Tsepolity _ __Recreation !kto iie Wmy neno al periencea an labor thy een oxr vs tw onsee was
- System Requirement. ____Visual Resouc- p4-*.. ... ... oe ton j-s c..n jedw-2_ evneony
- Emepioymest _ __Cultural Itoresibe aime e d "=enud frm ~tBp~o~1feeeu
-- Hosmieg Nalloe Amercant Resources froe a motor Vehicle *@clean% While they We"reonh0iFch tius

Edu__ cantion ý Niningirul Resnoeereraonlaclt lcte on t. ei tcperu cere-b
___Pubi crnc Ail Quality "We heec uckled to lon at the bittr. enactiefyi nulear breet**

...il..... MeWter Resources DATA REQUIRED) Ny lTH PRIVACY ACT OF Ie?4~'rrc~pnrtetion Geology and Soils5U..C55.
___Land lies r-Ncely I .. 5.
____Other Vii.... specrfyl_ 1 -- - ____________ . Authority

Pl...s torn In this shoat ae rrqu-ted by the hearing offilcer. 32 U.S.C 55557., 5h 557b. $97,709

Written rcomments will he considered is preparation of the Final EIR. You may une this 2. Pr.incipal Purpose
sheret to nshmnit written rommoenst either in the spare provided below or In on atteslsed Informaetion is useed to coestio maelting lists for eending broehures and other date
ntatemenit. Written rovenents may also he submitted insa letter or other farmet, how- cnerlgtepoett hvwomgtb neetd

ener contineents nest be submitted so Iater thus August 21. they end maliled to the ennnn h ejr ot~teMSitth ncetd
Id" below. 3. Routine Uses

T, bete thietexta n-desrop Setio b.W. en tihe inSrato of -igre A. Information Is forwarded to Federal, State. anid local aganesrs. and Csegrsme
'rS.~ Y.~s a dicrpecy tree No hl rz~~eei~l - B. hnformation is useed to rompite mailing lests for other, proneest In which the plasceI ouetin leafttihliitb nnlite, ni.1pn tuS ale sa1i~eys ssppiyintg the Information eight have an Interest.

that thjer@ will. bi astSUCLihI.isA cS. to, h i~9lti~~ C. lf tI.n iscompiled len. Reteed of Public, Meeting Aod nief 6nttit"Mto Is.h pubilt.2 theat total of -I - mergeof big gone@ cenre ln!Ajoo L:& ,,jtat mill he 0. MNo". of people nod their ecsemmst. daring the pestle meeting en pubisehed he project

Itascli 1TAulaitlft ttha trea-voi cRely tonxi t.WCeunwwa epots
31 !!Way 4. Mandatory or Volumntary Disclosure and Effect so individual Not Providing tnformation

Ihel n~tauirjayhanodlitiielorhk OUthe Voluntary - Failure to previde the Informatiot requested oulsd reesult tn failure to recaine
fo csch ecessipptin rt Is unity hresrnmn.uro ld notificatison of further denelopments.

~~oo a re-ei mr~.s~e. "ire' a~~c~ reeey?
Mcii to I. irector of Envirosnmental Planning Statement(e) Attsrhed

ArRCE-AMSH/DEV Y.s __ No
Norton Air Furese Nan. California s240s-644S

Tlltirq nout this form Vs not required. hot IllI. recommended. The hearing officer will
call on these who haeocronipieted end turned In romment sheerts before reongnining
persn whe did n-t. Thank you far your rneperation e

e 1
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PUBLIC HIEARINGI COMMENT SHUEET

%..I[a IceNFn~n
Olealmoom, Ale I...te.,Nt~l Additionl Comme~ntoo _ j ,

Hearing Loratlon 4j7 Dote z-l ftA :. i. JAfo.. lu-om4. . ono.o

I> ~ .. i Ii t Ua~, f..L~u - . iJs...a a..e~....s

~~ ~ ~ ~ IZ .a,- -tA-s~.~ ~4u.

14-ows. -,u- 'ura-4;-- - I

Cheek the opproopiati Pt~rtcluipnt Cst-gorYl wS- -oeL .a.s . ~ ~ it~no

P~blie Desgnoted Rep senntativt Private ~*~L- ~A i

Chet~k ther, If you wish to ask a question during too hearing. o&_..- ~..
Chalk hoer If you wisoh to of fer irrime' stetoCitek Mmr if you wist to submit a rtitle statement.
Cheek herep It you wsha no -i1.ine 00 51. - On.srat - Final

Artia of ques~tion or Conintet (bIth.11 tal ft aPlIYtt

Air Fote Pulley RI-M.Otio
- -- System Requirements Vis- ulual Renoros

Employmeint Cutrl-eu"
H ousing Notion Ainarleatn Rosnro - - - --
Ewellto HRiolugirat Revsournoes"-ijiltti Sirrnien Air Quolity

Wtilkite. - - Wae Reor- DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

Lood Use safety I .. ~o
Oltt., rlplespser iify) Auth-- - -ity

Please turt in tthis shoal as rqowelted by ttt eatoring off loo 33 U.s&C R55S?.. 55ft, 197. 709a

Weitten Co..ens mvill be econaldirred in propuiratlut of the Final EIS. You may o this
ottet tnognubmit written romment. either in the spure Provided heons or in an aittaorhd 2.Prittelol Parpsaae

sttnet ritnemet my0. esbmte n lttro te ontlt.o-liofoemotlon it used to -ompile mailing liost for nstdlng roehorm, 00at titker data
ever. omments must be .obmitted nolater than Auguso'1 116 an sd mailed to the eoeeolng the proeti to those she might he interrestod.
address below. 3.. . : . Routh.o Uses

4 A Sg~st04S ~ ~.W00' 05~2~s..A. fnfaomztiot is forooded to Federal,3.;SI..amd local g-wria. and Congresmowno.
4- ~ a aut

4
.uJ ~ . formatbo is o to compile, mauti .glost fnn other peojeet. In ht-h the porso

21....aisq4 .. f~ davisi -A uipplying the infoemation might have an interest.~ .~...u~ ~os ..s-.A-u, 44 -Ar . C., ofmonmtton is romplled t.. Remord of PblhieMetn o.40 ansad. available to the public.
I~Ju 4,~.a' . Homes of poop., and their rommeota doring the poutiri meeting are Publishted In rote~tt

<a....~~~4 V-atr or Vosa.aa~s~.~~soluntary Disrlmnur and Effert on Itndividual N1ot Providing Information
Ariso. A11 olonitory , ,- Falrt pronide the informatlioo, requested eoutd -m1ini n failurte to10 oo~i~saL~sas. j~t..a~a...

1

1 o~.u. au&~f~oO.._.0i~..fl~h~.1 .~brochures and notiriiitttiom of futher developmentts.

Mail tI. Oirretor of FEnoironmental P1l.nnIng StatemenItlol Atturhed
AFRCE BNS/DF.V Y.a No
WNto~n Air For,, ft..,. 'alifonols 11409-6448

*FlMllrq out this form is not roquired. at It is wnrommemded. The hearing offit~or will C
,all o0 ttoe woh hso. rompleterd 00d turned In c~ommient sheet. before rftpglolng
persaon she did tot. Thank you nor noon Poopenstion.
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PUBLIC HIEARING; COMMENT~ SHIEET

Small ICBM Ponram11.1lmstre Air Foer Baese. Nontana Additional Comment.a L I.lt.. C

-~Hearing lato.... .. o /:.e a. . - t094..rI JJ

Cheri, the apfnoptriate piurtlripot naogoiryi, ~ 4
ofrirla of Prlut. Onganloatlo C tl '" 1 LL...t-1.. `A`_.2t'.~'~.

Cheokhr, mife yo, slo to as. a -ootion donringl the hear ing. -. *IiiX:.'~s.X -

Cheeki herse if you wsla to -oo..i an Lib. --- Droftll Final L t~

Are. of question o ne osmeat ~rek all that oPPIYb _ i '...LCT.I 0

Ale For. Pulley Weermation " ~ *
- System WoqrIevne~ts V100.1 R--ore -.~-

Employ-aret Cultural Reanourroe
How, 'g Nastio. Ameirar Rrsouar, -

Edwiptloo IBl.tI.Cal Rsso.r......-a-~u-2-U ~, .~u- .o

Potir erimlne,s AiNonet,~ .j
Utillti.. Water lore
Trinsoportatlnn Genolog and Sell, DATA REQUIRED By THE PRIoArY ACT OF 1974

ILaod Us. itfetn~ IS U.SC SS2.1
Olyher 191,.- Vperify)

Please tiar m0 thin sheet a. requested by the hearing offlere. 557U.,. Rh Sa.7hb. %17. 1690
Written mmmoents mill he ronsidered in prepuratluon of the Finol EtS. You mat in. this 'lals.
sheat to aus i written romon-ts either in the W.-~ provided heow or in as sitnsehed 2. Pr~meal Paboo sued ocmie aln it o rln relrssa tdt
.tatemot. Writtem Coment may t- S boe suhmitted In . letter or ther formatl; has- tf atheo Isrosedt to thospe wtomaiinghlit h Ineetod. od boer odth ea
over. Comm.nt. moot he submitted nolater then Aogust It. I997 and matiled to the rnenn h efr ote.semgth neOtd
addreas helow.

:4 ' a4z~- A. tofnortaten is forwarded he Patients], State, andt total gomewtios. and Coswessoson.~~~~I ...... j. ;ainformsationt is usend to eatiplte mailing hents for other peomen. In whites the pocitio
4,~~~anC. ~ a.co .,.uutoa..if.. isapgllngte Ifinformation might haenna tnt.. Oat.

~*~C~j XO.~~no- - d.. jt.ui ~aas 's .v tsgZ :a.~~ C. tnformation . i.-;,led In 4 '-r~od of Public, Meeting wad mad. available to the poblti.

Li , u'n 5 st.1 . oM - - . at. of people and their commettta during the p"le mwooning a- Published to peoveet

.~~~Ifdl~~~4 M ' ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ anikintry - Voluntary Dtrlstontsn and Effeet -o todli-hsiml Won P-1011d111 Winomatiose
'~~E~ ~d out~e~~ .. ~ /t~l~ ~ ~ - ,j~. 4 olostans, FailureC to pesolde the Infonmtito~n alsqooso o1 st oflaot ~nn

eot- ..- L b. eoetteas anod notlficatisoa of futher dnevtkpmo~ts

Mail to thi, irraror of forotmvrliI Planning Statementt.l Attached
AERcE. RNSIDF.V Ye. No
Ro2eo Ai r-- FreRon. California 9140S64R42

sligothroo form I9 not required, hot It is raeuommemyed. The hearing offleer teill -
ra~lo thooe whe hte, Completed and tuonned in rommert Isolen hefore recngiolng
peraros she did rot. Thank v-u f, or , noroper~tIn
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PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT SHEET
Small ICBM Program

Mhlmstrom Air Force Base, Moatena

.- Hearieng tio ,,e LcLt7 Daa '

Name: __ _ _ __ _ '7FCC& 6m'
Oreganisation; CA C-Z/~~1  '12 WOicA&
WadIing Ad;-O 

________________

Chock the appropriate participant category: ,d .•e...,.O..e.

P. bli Designated Representative Priost.
Off Cli.- of Private Organization ____ Citloen : -,./ ~ ~ { s c~-rec itaa

Check here if you :lah to -in a question during the hearing. ___
Check here if you wiIh to offer verhal Comments. ,,-d* .. 1.(.O
Check hero if you Itlh to submit . written statement.rIi
Check sere f you wish to receive an EIS. __ Draft _ Fiost ,-, -

Area of qoeation or Contment (Cheek all that appliy):~..Ba

____Air Force. Policy ____Recreation )/0 .ie 4
a

System Requirement, -- Visual Resources -e.0 r'a &...f-

Employent Cuoltoural Resoures/
H_ MEiogNative American Ret-omoetnC.5 O~
Education ____Biological Reoro .. -e,
Putli Services Air Quality *'-~" ''
Pokl C Finance ____Noi.eI/~

____Utilities Water Resoorces O-~-i..mws...t' .-- s5.~o/L~ '. t55w'dd.,

Transportation Geology and Soils

Land Use Safetyy

P,.tOther (please Rpeifyl _______________________
Plea. tore in this sheet :s requested by the hearing officer. .

Written comments aill hoConsidered in preparation of the Final EtS. You may use this ~ ~ s ~~' ~ n ~ 7
wleet to submit written comments eithler in the spoce provided below or in an attached L *

statement. Written comments may also be submitted in a letter or other format; how- , e .
mene, Comments Must ho suhmitted no later than August 2t. 198? and mailed to the .~s -- * ~~~-

Maill to: Director of Environmental Planning Btatemmot(s) Attached p
A FRCE-BMS/OEV Yes N_ o ~L
Norton Air Fare Base, California 9240"442 a.

-lling wt this form is 2ot required, hut It Is recommended. The healing offilee mitt -Asr1 oa.ooLC'L
call on those who hare completed and turned Is comment shoets hefore rweonhlaittim o 4 o'L j.,-r.--
persons who did not. Tthank you for your Cooperstlon.
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L-t. Col. Peter Walsh
August 19, 7907S~Peg* 2Page 41 -3 .. .... ......... 2.3..4. . Utilities

1his section adesses te i ed Hlm a la
Sfacility I*&&s as 600s Section 4.2.2.4. ?b Paragraphs for

Alternatilves I and 2 provide otal load increases for HPC,

scenaios of deployed ni sites andhouing aption which can

Lt. Col.Peter Wash grealy influec the total load for MP.

ArRCB-Mt/DgV Thank you for the op~portunlity to comment an tJe IXli.

Norton Anl, CA 92409-6444

Dear Lt. Col. Wlslh:

Th Montana Power Company (HPC) appreciates the opportunity "

to co me t on the D raft Urvirormental impact Stat mnt (D l)D ,Sl lb
for the 50011 lntarcontinental ballistic Missile ProjL106t i g)rll l Doplrtmlt

Nlmlstrom Air Force bass, Montana.

We wi :h to make the following comments, which are based upon
th a sumptioc that the existing Minuteman missiles and the anlosurf
proposed Milsnan simmiles wiii be simultaneously stagd at
the existing launch faci lities .

P499 3-51 - Figure 3.2.3-2, 9lectric Utility Service Areas in
the Region of Influence

SFigurl 3.2,3-2 incorrectly depicts th seivie &case within
the relon o influenee. s ice " i u
portions- of Flights r. 0, 9 and T . corrected HIC service

"ari asre depicte in red on th revisedl figure (attached).
In :Ltion to the* hanes thei a rvii re for thei Sun

'i"eX ZIleric Cooperative i hasl bonrevt•• om the attalche
figure to sho its "frrent southerrmot bouday.

P490 4-100 - Section 4.2.2.4. Mmorgy Utilities

This section doees not address the impact on Mr for the
increased load at the launc:h facilitiesl 64Pl•toly frl th
increased load at Holmstrom Air Fore tam*. Thus, ti a•
difficult to determine the Independent load additions at th
1launch facilitlies virmu thcs at Mlelstlro. Additionally,
th P" 'Cino 'Ppr 1o l5! t approxii toly 46 launich
faclt Ie i=.:ýiced b,=' tI; hl. •ouId be b-.t 4.6 MV of
load. which could have a Considerable Impact an the
distrlbution network serving the launch facilities.
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-A~ti.4a S- t& 4D-c E Is j4 *44~ .*4.);c S4.4ts 1" -4
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United State# Department of the Interior
3UIBAII Of ZSCIOANATION Cosotractien sP~oidifinewsi oan toimetale soo tiei the Irrigation pertod

M110seei east% &*$to. between April 15 ad October 15 woid behointly1 doweloped.

05 Mb Sarthcl.sol vithn is its - Fouot r ff*/Planning .Otilit.. recall is ipe
wwo,.,. I.-1%.

Lt.~oto Col. rotr Wlsh97;1.

Morten AF . CA 92409-6404 
Regio alhSi occo

Dc.r Colone t.oI cc, Comissioner. Attention, 150

An Bonosted. heo"w r"vis yerd Dra 8ft 5 boir~tl impact 50000.50t (WIS)
for tho' $wit Itetrontinental BaliticNtlo 8s~tl (SINK) at Wai...ro. Alf Force
"500. VKonoU..

onr areot.. *howe that th. proposed mssoile doPiay..t ar.. nortwoust of
: II;'lacl"`*sto. thaaes wa oos""8" by thoateraw. of ReclamtiLoot
t1_ h oer Poot. This project is c~oalscd 01 t. Oo"ofi.l. ..a Fort 000.

Irrigationt Otstri t.- It to likely tha t lopcoat "od *orotion of roo
proposlcool 001af fort this Preio. 'Alith0 oop knew that .*oltotis stitats

sea.oorhy -r faciltiets. Ohe rather .Sevral wat-r of the WIS pvetlodes,
anr "hit, to identify 105.05.e~copt is Noweral tot... Is Ohis raw two
facilitites (co:soro beoh possifle disruption of fir irritiS4 fLe r waltV r

foolit.. oorotand lat., 1.) which .r. opoootios.i boo-. April is and
October 15 of tort -no. - ; conosatoino~ or wnhosquent operation of Oh.
proposed Misleoyten0710 needs to b hoo 0056.0so 000 to &,oid An, diorwptios

* f odo*respply to Oh. irrigated oroplosds. Is port itolar wo .0w,i lo prohles
i K8%t Mor bileh Loo000.or training operations "oise off-rood o.o.o

2 I1% total weight of these looototero in 230,000 poosdo witt 16,000 Peanuts por
act. a5Icad. Tb.00 100d.. lticth .,rely xo 050.0 Ohefight capotity of all canal,
bridgo. s to the, arse. amlikel to collapse Ohs hridess.

ShIati Oh. SimS proorms ho* Oopb.asood. an early Meeting betw0.. Ohs Air Vorts.
ISr= of becowritisonda Ohe twsof ff0.t4 districts ldwI ho s..ossaoy.
This s001.ag woold $pacifically identify faciltiets osen 100 Impactted Aod
develop a work plan fot tarryase oct tonaretlasio Aed operation. ts Ohe Area.

2
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ICOL. BRIST0OL: Good w .ing, ladies and gentlemen.

22 1 know people are still carning in. but becaus. ourt times is

3 constrained, I want to go ahead and got started.

* 4 lb. Rati n vlirnmlenstal Policy Act and implemeting

0ZTO I federanl tegala~tioana requ~ire essentially that federal *geo-.

O SETIO I ci.. carefully analyst the potential environmental impacts

7 of proposed Actions and then use those analyses in arriving

0 PASRIFATIO 0 t at deIions and r@Ieo~m&dat!-An on whether and how to pro-

B Y LT. COL, P312 WAS 0 edwwisth the proposals. The Air Force, has prepared and

70 70 distribusted in Accordance with these regulations a Draf t

77 Environmental Impact statement addressing a pmr-oal to de-

72 72 ploy and operate the Psnail Intercontinental ballistic

1373 Missile System, on Minuteman launc7h facilities in nOrth-

Is Is my name is Matt Bristol. Is0 a full-time. Air Force

70 'S trial judge foe felony criminal cases. hod the Judge Advo-

17 77 cate of the Air Forte has *eked me to coase and prelide at

is 70 these pubhlic hearings. this being the first in A series Of

It It sis that are going to take piece this Weak. MY feAnCtiO is

so 2 simply to act as the person in the middle. between you. 90

27 ki interested members of the public and Col. Peter Walsh, who`
asas 1011 be introducing shortly. and the members of his team

0 w~ware the proponents of this Particular 7roposal. It is

6 for "to decide how, to allocate the time Aeongst AIX Of

26 youad Go insure, it I do "~thing else, that all Of YOw

Omn: Caaf sAwe H _ ,
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I have an opportunity to be heard and that this meeting will I those and do the best you can, in the first half of ou

2 not end until all of you have a reasonable opportunity to 2 ten to twelve minute recess, to fill onm Of these out. This

3 state for the record your own unique perspectives about 3 will be the Only record of your having been a participant

4 just exactly what those environmental impacts are. a either silent or otherwise in these hearings. And it's

s tI don't know anything about this proposal. Probably also a multi-purpose document for those of you that have

most of you know more about the substantive aspects of it read it and analysed it on which you can request copies of

7 r than I do. Nor have I been involved in anywise in its . these reports on which you can forward your views in

I preparation or as a legal counsel to those who developed it. a writing and on which you can record your desires to either

K Let me take a moment to explain basically how tonight's ask questions or make statements tonight for the record.

10 hearing will proceed. This isn't going to be a debate or 10 After the break, I'll then put all of these in two

. referendum or a show of hands type of meeting. Rather. , stacks. The first stack will be thoee that want to ask

2 it's going to be an informal meeting at which we have *2 question, either with a statement or without onis the

13 two-way communication. And the first side of that is going *3 second stack will be those that want to make a statrment

'. to be a briefing by Lt. Col. Walsh, who is from Norton Base 1 for the record. I'll start with the question stack ficst

15 in California; and from whom I understand many of you, if is and I'll just take them in the sequence in which they fail.

16 not all of you had occasion to hear earlier this year during Ns I'll start with public officials who have five minutes and

17 the scoping hearings. 17 then designated representatives of private organisations who

18 Following Col. Walsh's briefing, which is going to W, will have three and followed by members of the public. I'll

19 touch upon the substantive aspects of this proposal and go through all the questions or until the passage of about

20 the Draft Env'rorfental Impact Statement and the impacts 20 forty-five minutes and without further delay, we'll go into

21 that it identifies and assesses, then we'll have a recess. a, the statements. The public statmnts.

22 That will be at about the first hour point. About 8:00 22 At the conclusion of the statements, if there's time

n3 o'clock. 23 remaining we'11 go back to any questions that either weren't

24 And those of you who didn't get one of the comnent 24 covered the first time around or that have been generated by

IS sheets, I'm going to ask you to try and get ahold of one of 2 mom of the statementa that have been made.
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1 There are very few ground rule., but let me just throw I and to what extent to make statements during the last pot-

2 ,rout a couple that I think will facilitate the purpose of 2 lion of the hearing.3 1
this meeting and insure that all of you have the e,.ual W have a court reporter, Audrey Petersen, who will be

4 right to be heard. Only speak after you have been recur- taking down every word that's spoken. And whether yout make

[nized. Then come down to the ncearest -- they're not DOW, a :tat9t from the podiu or 0-c the microphone or whether

s Ibu tesetw mcrphones will be up the aisles, so cone you 711 out the comment sheet or whether you send a letter

7 down to thý nearest one. Don-t try to walk in this front afterwards, to arrive prior to the 21st If August,th

S!area because there's a good likelihood that you'll trip on deadline for public comment, at the address •how~n on the
a wire. But cver down to the nearest letomenjust tate comn t shenet, your comments and your inputs will a put pr

i your nac• clearly f the record and spell it if you think o fecord. They will be given the same weight, ch. .

3 , it's not one that the court reporter and I cn spell right consideration, they v o ll have the same record status as if
12 off the bat, and proceed to ask your e uestion or mnko your 12 they wenr made live on the microphones this evening.

bustatement t m the crse wilht be u W tere going to cnfirst I will ask that only one s uestion beer ou et a time
dowith the questions end Dhon with the statements, Said. and I twll allow a reasonable nthber of question,.

ar The questions are baslically to try and get yu cllrif 005 Col. falsh.

10 cation on something in Col. Walsh's briefing or something toLT. COL. WALSH: Thank you. Good evening, ladiesS you noticed in the Draft Environmental impact Statement. and gentlemen. As you probably are yull aiare, I'm respon-

I' It's not really for the kind of questions one sees in k the ror The willabet i vn the samewt. theasame

19 J courtroom; "isn't it true, Col. W;,.ns that all of this is ats tate.t lo r the deployment and pe.cetims operation of the

SI!

20 whitewash and that you really don't do this or don't :o that.ý 20 1. 1 ICS" at Holmstrom Air For,* Base. This Ell; will aid I
21 1 It's not a question that is really intended to state a hi siting decisions as will av be the basis for the development i

:2 position. h t's for questions that are to aeek to clarify 22 of mitigative action. to help reduce identified impacts.

23 a point. The reason that the questions to first is that Today I shall suwmlrize a e major fiedings reported in

24 itheir purpose is to put you in the optimum position to ska i1 the Draft EIS which was sra bmntted to the Enviresomentas

S infortsed statemynts or to h kn informed decisions on wnether 5s Protection qepncy on the 23rd of June. You wen l be ima ited
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I as indicated earlier to provide comments later this."*veing. moderninattion.

2 You aleo eay provide or mail comments directly to me at the 2 The comission'. recommndations war, releassed in

3 mailing addrese shown in the handout. All coposents should 3 April and key recoeemndations, include: 7he deployment of

4 be poetmarked no later than the 21st of August. This is 4 one hundred peacekeeper missiles in linuttmeso silos, the

5 to silow us sufficient time to properly Analyseo your comments, 5 initiation of research and development on a Smell ICBM

6 to sake adjusteente to the Sig as appropriate and publish the..6 to be deployed in either hardened or mobile launchers,

7 final B1B in time to meet congreeeionally mandated milestonesj. 7 and continued efforts at arre limitation negotiations.

Bfre rviewing the findings, I shall firmt review B Th. President and the Congress. both, accepted these

S veontsfle lading to the presidential decision to deploy the 5 recommendations . In fact, the 1984 Authorization Act.

1o Small ICBM at Malmserom, Air Force Base. Then I shall 0o Congress tied the deployment of peacekeeper to research

briefly describe the basing mode and explain the proposed 7 for the Small ICBM and recommended pursuit of a 1992 inl-

s2 action and alternativee. Nest I shall explain the fIB '2 I iol operating capabllity date for the Small ICBM.

*3 process as required by the National Environmental Policy Act 13 In the 1986 Authorization Act, Congress further directedl

,a and the Council on Environeental Quality implementing 1. that a Legielative RIB be pcepared to aid selection Of the

Is regulations. I shall then describe the environmental Impact is Smell ICBM basing sods and deployment area and that an ad-

Is analysis, the impacts, and their significance. Beet I shall 'a ministratine EIS be prepared to aid site specific decisions.

*7 provide the conclusions derived from the study of system 17 In this saneo act, the deployment of peacekeeper missiles

,* sfety, and finally, I shall describe how the Air Force Is wee, capped at fifty.

,, itends to Work with local authorities to select and imple- to The President was asked to recommend another more

20 ment mitigative actions to reduce the impacts described. 20 survivable basing mode. This last direction influences the

21 In January of 1983 President Smog-n established a 27 scope of the EIS as will be explained later.

22 bipartisan Commsision on strategic forces which in ncw, known 22 At this point. I shall describe the actions taken by

23 as the Bcowcroft Commission. The purpose of this commission 21 the Air Force* in response to this congressional direction.

2s was to review the U.S. strategic force capabilities and 24 This chart compares the peacekeeper end Smell ICBM. with

26 to make recommsndations on the direction of future ICBM 25 the currently deployed Minuteman I11, which Weighs 74,000

10
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Pounds and Is capeble of carrying three warheads. 7I Costs and manpower for this option were considerably

2 The peacYe pera weighs approximately 195,000 pounds 2 lower than for the random movement option because of the

and is capable of carrying ten warheads and is currently 3 infrastructure already in place at the Minuteman install*-

a being deployed at F.E. Warren Air Force base. 4 tions.

The Smell ICBM currently weighs 37.000 pounds. is 5 The Legislative EIS use completed by the .,ir Force and

o capable of carrying but oneo Warhead, and is presently a filed wit th Evro ntal Protection Agency in November

7 in full-scale development. 7 f16.This tE. Comparead the environimental impacts of

Nwo methods of lieplayment were considered for the Small 5 the basing modes and their respective deployment locations.
BjICBM. The first involved placement of the L'igsile in a In December. the President announced his decision to

to hard silo, capable of withstanding powerful uclear blast 10 deploy the Small ICBMS on hard mobile launchers stationed

11 overpressures. The second involved the placer nt of the j 1 atMInutemazn launch facilities. VsImetro Air Force Sass
12 malICBM in a hardened mobile launcher whose suvvblt 2 was identified as the initial operating bane, with

would be assured through mobility and i-he abiliy to With- i ... -. arrn sod -llnuoth Air rorco Ba-e nnhleuture

14 stand significant overpressures. I deployment locations.

In Two operational concepts Were considered for deploy- 75I The president also retained the option for the random

16 ment of the hard mobile launcher. The first envisioned to moement basing moode with the New Mevico-Tenas and Arinons

17 the frequent movement of the launchers withit, larg military 17 complexes identified as the possible deployment locations.

S reservations. Survivability wee further enhanced by the a ;The totatl force: to be deployed would depend upon the threat

78 ability to Josh off the reservation upon notice of a Soviet end thettrestults of ongoing arms limitation negotiations.

20 attach. 2o The project selected by the President entails deploy-

21 The second operational concept involved placement of 21 sent of Small ICOBs on hard mobile launchers perked within

22! the launchers on existing Minuteman silost. Survivability 22 shelters to be constructed at ninutmoain launch facilities

23 is ,,.hievod by the Combination Of the disbursed nature Of I3 spported by Iame tress Air Force Baes. The launchers would

24 11 the silo# and the ability of the launchers to gain access to Is resain in thei shelters except for tcips beck to the ma in

25 large quantities of land upon notice of a Soviet attach. is operating base, estimated at one per year for major maeinte-

t7 ,. e
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fiance. I require a modest expansion of the existing Minutemen explo-

2 O Duriny such tripe, the launcher would be configured to 2 sine safety nones.

reduce axle loads to inset state vehicle standards. Security 3 These safety zones encumber the ownership of the land
woduldce prvdda yvhllpeaoe locd o tsatedatd. tech
Swould be provided by vehicle operators located at ,ach 4 iby restricting certain uses of the land. In this case,

launch facility, fencing, time delay mechanises on the s the primsry restriction is the preclusion of inhabited

vehicle and security response teaen. 6 facilities. Under these terme mst farm and ranchbng acti-

7 The ein operating base provides personnel support and 7 vities could continue.

technical support facilities as well as training area Naturally the Air Force would prefer to select lauch

facilities for launcher drivers. facilities that would not have an existing inhabited

to The proposed action and three system alternatives and 10 facility within the extended safety nones. A detailed

11 the so-action alternatives are anulyzed in this fIS. The 11 analysis has been conducted that takes iets account such

12 proposed action provides ror the deployment of two hundred 12 considerations as operational effectiveness, security

13 hard mobile launchers in earth-covered igloos at one hundred 13 response, inhabited facilities, environmental consequences,

I4 launch facilities is Montana. and cost.

15 The proposed action would require about 3,150 new ,I The results of this analysis, to date, end the recoin-

is military personnel. The increase in military personnel is mended launch facilities for the proposed action and the

17 would occur over a seven-year period as shown on this ir alternatives, have been identified in a handout that has

Is chart, is been provided to you as you came in this evening.

E5 tach launch facility would be enlarged to accommodate in Portions of the Minuteman transporter-erector routes my

20 the hard mobile launcher shelters and the existing security no require modification and upgrading and som, bridges, culverts

21 fence would be extended to enclose this area. Initial 21 and intersections along these routes as well as the access

22 estimates of the amount of land acquired or required for 22 roads to each site would need imporvements. The location and

23 enlargements were between 1.5 and 2.5 acres per launch 22 nature of odiflation will be dependent upon the final

24 facility. HIever, subsequent studies have determined that launch facility selection and access routing selections which

25 .1 to 1.6 is more accurate. This alternative would also 25 are aided by the ElS and the ongoing negotiations involving

C4 Cz

> >
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the Air Force, military traffic sanagement coemand, the I at one hundred twenty-five launch facilities, and has the

2 Federal and state V'ighways Departments, and the county-city 2 highest military personnel requirement.

3 authorities. 3 And cysts alternative three provides for deployment

Construction on Malnatrom Air Force Base could include 4 of two hundred hard mobile launchers in pre-engineered

the military family housing on approximately three hundred buildings at two hundred launch facilities. This requires

thirty acres of land adjacent to the northwest side of 6 the largest number of construction personnel and has the

1the base. Personnel support fiilities would be constructed 7 greatest potential for disturbance to the physical environ-

a on the northwest side of the base. And technical facilities 5 ant.

on the southeast side. A vehicle training area requiring 41 The pre-engineered buildings eight look sotething like
1n approximately six hundred acres would be constructed on I0 this illustration shown for a typical silo.

11 land adjacent to the east side of the base. Ii Preparation of the administrative fIS began in early

72 The total cost of the military construction program in 1987. Scoping activities were undertaken to facilitate

13 :1 will approach one billion dollars with the peak year expen- 3 early identification of those issues requiring analysis.

Sditure of two hundred fifteen million dollars in 1993. 1I The scoping process involved a series of activities that

is Direct full-time civilian employment would peak at in included the collection of prellminary data and information

tI one thousand one hundred people in 1992. ' in from federal, state, and local government organizations in

1i The nest chart sumn.arinee the key aspects of the 7in the affected are, and a- series of public .coping meetIngs

is proposed action and provides a comparison with the three p in the affected area.

a9 system alternatives. The system alternative one provides pis r The Draft EIS was released to the public on June 25th

2o for deployment of two hundred hard mobile launchers in 20 and copies were mailed to all of those attending the

21 pre-engineered buildings at one hundred launch facilities, 21 scoping meetings and were also available at libraries and

no and has the lowest military personnel requirement, but the n federal, state and local agencies within the study are.

23 largest explosive safety zone. 23 A series of public hearings are being held this week

24 System alternative two provides for deployment of two 2V throughout the deployment area and in Helena to permit such

2s hundred fifty hard wobile launchers in earth-covered igloos 25 consent, or to permit coesent on the document. In response
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I to sCoping concerns, hearings will be hold in Harlowton f should Congress continue to support this particular system.

2 and Augusta in addition to Conrad, Lewistown, Great Falls 2 The envionmental impacts of the program were evaluated

3 and Helena. In addition the public may provide their 3 within the context of twelve resource categoriea. In

4 comments in writing, as I indicated earlier, to the addrl•es addition safety considerations were also evaluated. Te

5 shown in the handout. n fullest geographic extent of the program impacts on each

* The Air Force will address all input& in the final EIS. 6 resource was determined. Emphasis, however, was placed on

The final tIS is scheduled for release in late 1987. Upon I those aLeas where predicted impacte were determined to be

consideration of this statment the Air Force will file a a most pronounced. The isportAnce or significance of an

9 record of decision. pLasenting the selected plan of action impeact was determined in consultation with field experts and

0 in late 1987, early 1988. 0 local government and business leaders. In addition, full

1 This CIS addresses the environmentel consequences of consideration was given to the Council on Environmental

'2 the deployment and peacetime operation of the Small ICBM 72 Quality criteria. Ipacte were further categqori*d as

13 at 71inuteman launch facilities supported by Nalmstrom Airt.3 either short or long duration.

,4 Force Base. Recently, after preparation of an environsental Overall, the Impacts associated with the proposed

:l assessment, the Air Force decided to deploy an air refueling action are einor and ran probably be erased withtsound

': wing at Malmstrom Air Force eans. This deployment is mitigative actions. In fact, the impacts on most resources

:7 considered as Port of the baseline or no-action conditiono were considered not significant. However, our major area

76 in this CIS. Furthermore in February the President announce- 78 of concern is socioeconomic resources which offer local

79 that the Nalestrom Air Force Base was one of eleven candi- 1, jurisdictions and the Air Force the greatest challenge.

30 date installations for deployment of the peacekeeper in 20 Accordingly, this will be given the greatest emphasis in

27 the Bail Garrison basing mode. The additional impacts 21 my review of the results of the analysis.

22 associated with this development are identified in this tIS. 22 socioeconomic elaments were analysed. These wer

23 It should be noted however, that a separate EIS would be M the regional economic base, demographic characteristics,

24 prepared on all eleven peacekeeper candidate installations 24 housing, education, public services and public finance.

2, to aid in the final selection of the deployment locations, The economic base analysis was performed for the "in

oneio 4*0qA 'fid6 o
0"r0 Con 950075 -t =
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I Montana counties in the deployment area. as well as for the Unemployment rates in a nine-county region between 1990 and

2 state as a whole. The analysis of other socioeconomic 2 1992 are projected to decline one percentaje point because

3 elements concentrated on the communities most likely to 3 of this increase in job opportunities.

be affected by the program activities. They are Great Falls. The proposed action is expe-t-d to create nine hundred

Levistown, and Conred. ninety million dollars in new spending in the deployment

• ay msures of the economic base, such as civilian 9 area between 1990 and 2001. Spending by the Air Force

7 labor force, employment, unemployment. and income were 7 personnel and the Falsmtrom Air Force Base contracting

S evaluated. Initial estimates were derived from state and a office is expecting to total sixty-three million per year

• local projections for the period 1909 through the year 2000. 9 through the life of this project.

70 Both direct and indirect effects of the program weT sna- 70 The analysis for demo,ýraphics provides annual estimates

77 lyzed. 1! of the comounity populations and assesses the potential for

72 Direct economic effects of the project include labor 72 assimilItion problems with the in-migrating population.

F and resource requirements, indirect effects are those i3 Population information for the baseline conditions was

:4 changes in sales, jobs, and income that result from 74 obtained from the U.S. Census data from state and local

S spending by the Air Force and its contractors. A rompari- 18 agency forecasts. Program related ,opulation changes would

Sson of labor requirements to the availability of labor 7 occur to the extent that the local labor force would be

within the region provided an estimate of the labor needs 77 unable to provide the specific type or number. of workers

is which ciuld be filled locally. The higher the proportion 78 required. The potential for problems was determined by the

is of jobs that could be filled from the Montana labor force, 'a relative sloe of the in-migrating population and its charsc-

2 the greater the economic benefits to the local area. So teristic differences with the baseline population.

27 In 1990, the peak construction year, a total of 1,100 27 Most of the population growth associated with the

Sdirect jobs would be crested by this program. Nearly 1.250 22 proposed action would occur in Cascade County, particularly

23 indirect jobs would be created in both the construction and 2 in the Grat Falls urban area, me nomber of new prOgrem

operational phase of the program. Over eighty percent of 24 related, full-tim resadents in Great Falls could start at

2s these jobs could be filled by the local labor force. as about eight hundred in 1990 and build to a •eak of eight
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thousand one hundred in 1996 and then stabilize at seven I entrepreneurs to construct housing.

2 thousand six hundred by the year 2000. The total of active 2 During the construction phase, the demand for both

3 duty military personnel and their families in the Great Falls 3 hotel and motel accosodations and permanent housing can be

4 area would increase from ten thousand seven hundred to ,met with existing assets. Business and property owners

5 eighteen thousand three hundred. This would represent 5 would benefit from the increased ocrupancy and isse

6 nearly twenty-four percent of the Great Falle community However, during the operational phase, the prismti

7 population and since it differs considerably from the sector would not be able to satisfy the entire demand for

* current population in demographic characteristics, such am . i! housing off-bese that is affordable by many of the military

9 age, marital status, geographic origin, and income, it is I e personnel. Consequently, that residual requirement would

I0 considered a significant impact of long duration. I0 have to be satisfied either by the construction of military

Housing in the .ffected communities was analyzed to 17 J family hoveing units or by other federal programs.

2 determine whther avaiable housing uld be sufficient to 2 While the impact on housing in the operational phase

m3 ceet the additional demands generated by the program. 13 would be considered not significant under either option.

a Housing demand forecasts were prepared using population 1. the method of satisfyin; the deficit would effect impacts

5 . projections. Housing supply forecasts were derived from is on other areas of study, most notably education and public

is projected vacancy rates and the assumed response of the is finance.

I7 local housing industry to changes in demand. The differences 7 An analysis of the public school system in the affected

II between the two forecasts indicate either a surplus or ai communities was performed to identify any shortages that

defici-cy which must be rectified by Air Force action. ai may occur in the system as a result of additional enroll-

2n NOW, Air Force policy is to rely on the private sector 20 ments generated by the program. Existing and projected

21 to provide the necessary housing for military personnel. 21 school enrollsent data were obtained from the Great Falls,

2 However, if the private sector cannot respond, the Air Lewistown, and Conrad school districts. Additional enroll-

F force will provide the required housing either through the 23 ments for each school district were projected as a constant

24 construction of military family housing units on-base or 24 Ij percentage of program induced in-migration.

through the ut of federal programs which encourage private 25 Program related enrollment in the Great Falls public

-5 thog the us oc,.

C4 I
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I schools system is projected to stabilize at about one i centrat.ed on city-county government, police, fire, health

2 thousand two hundred pupils during the operational years. 2 and human services. Information on work load, personnel,

3 In the year 2000, program related enrollments in the 3 equipment was gathered for the latest yearly reports of

2 Great Falls public school system would represent an a the respective departments and then projected for future

5 increase of 9.1 percent 'bovy the projected enrollment 5! years.

o without the program. Other public school systems in the 6 Demand for public services was forecast to increase

7, region are expected to have increases in enrollment of less7 with the program induced in-migration. Impacts were then

* 1 than fifty students. 8Ie assessed by determining whether existing facilities could

I If military family housing were provided us-bas., 9U accomodate the increased demand.

10 - approximately six hundred elementary school students 10 The program related increase in population would cause

SI associated with the Omall IC5M progra t would be within the 77 P a slight increase in demand for public services, primarily

12 boundaries of the Loy Elementary School, located just west 2I in the Great Falls area. Increases will vary between five

13 of the base. Without mitigation measures, this gain in 13 and ten percent and cause some additional personnel reguire-

14 enrollment would increase the pupil-to-teacher ratio in a4 ments.

IS this school well above both local and state standards. is Most of the local facilities needed for public safety,

'6 Therefore, the impacts on education would be signifi- In fire protection, and health and human services have suffi-

-' cant. If housing is provided 'y the private sector or 17 cient capacity to accoendate the additional population. The

is by other federal programs, the overliad pressure on Loy is one exception is the Cascade County Jail, which is utilized

'9 Elementary School would be reduced. However, the student- is by both Cascade County and the city of Great Falls.

20 teacher ratio for the school district Would still enceed 20 This facility was built in 1914 and has been utilized

2' state standards and the impacts would remain signifirant. 21 beyond its design capacity for several years. It cannot

22 Capacities of existing public service institutions in n2 he expected to absorb further growth. For this reason, Im-

23 the affected communities were analyzed to identify any 23 pacts on public services are considered significant.

2a shortaqes that may occur as a result of additional demande 2a An analysis of revenues and experditures of affected

25 generated by the program. The public services analysis con- jurisdictions in Great Falls, Lewisto-n and Consaf areas was
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performed to identify additional burdens the program may I over the life of the project.

2 place on the resources of the jurisdictions. Fiscal data 2 Cascade County, with a projected budget averagingr

3 for affected Jurisdictions were derived from recent financialI 3 nearly twelve million dollars a year, during the 190s.

4 reports. Program related expenditures for essential servicesl would have revenue shortfalls of about two hundred seventy

5 such as police and fire were estimated based upon the addi- 5 thousand dollars per year. over the life of the program.

tional personnel needs and per-employee costs. bxpenditures 5 The two Great Falls public school districts, with a combined

I for other services were estimated on a per capita basis. 7 projected budget of thirty-six million dollars, per

School district expenditures were estimated on a per pupil 5 year. during the 1990s, would experience peak program

basis. elated shortfalls of about five hundred seventy thousand

10 Progras induced revenues were estimated for each of to dollars in 1996. And then an annual deficit of approximately

"the principal revenue sources of each jurisdiction. Property -t one hundred forty thousand dollars per year, for the year

12 taxes were calculated using the existing increase in 12 2000 and beyond.

13 property valu.tion and applying current Mill levies to this 13 If on the other hand, housing were provided by the

1. evaluation. The remaining evoenue sources such as motor :4 private sector, or through existing federal programs, the

Is vehicle taxes, license*, fees and redistributed state 5 additiOnal property taxes collecttd would sliminate the

1o revenues, were estimated on a per capita basis. Although in financial shortfalls to the city of Great Falls and Cascade

:, additional revenues will be generated, the juris.ditions of V, County. However, because of the loss of public law 81874

i Cascade County, the city of Great Falls. and the Great Falls is monies due to increased portion of students living off

Spublic school districts will experience continued shortfalls 1i federal land, the financial shortfall to the school district

Sas a result of the proposed action. 20 would worsen.

21 If all housing is provided through the milita:j family 2 1[ Accordingly, public finance impacts in the Great Falls

2 housing program, the city of Great Falls, with a proected budge5 22 area were determined to be significant. Other counties,

2averaging twenty million dollars, per year, during the 1990a cities. and school districts would be minimally affected.

24 would sustain annual shortfalls up to one hundred thousand 4 Program effects on utilities were evaluated through

Sdollars, per y,.ur, over the build-up oh.'e and continuing n studies of domestic water and wastewater systems solid

l~cu! Coo naO.~..On-o Coo xacvs

0• n.....' " ..- r....
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I waste collection and disposal facilities, and electric. I trends, population and economic indicators. Program impacts

2 natural gas and liquid fuel distribution systems. Informs- werdetermined by adding estimates of program related

3 tion on local utility systems was collected from system 3 transportation demands to future conditions. Emphasis was

4 operators and an analysis of the existing and projected use 4 placed on roads and highways since no substantial increases
caaiyS in demands for public transport-.utioni, railroads and airports •

and capacity of the facilities was conducted. Utility

Sdemands associated with the program were then compared to e was found.

Sthe systems excess capacities to determine if a deficit ,' Impacts to transportation would occur primarily from

a or surplu. would occur workers cosmutinn on roads during the peak traffic hours

9 Potable water and wastewater treatment systems operated uI and from local delays associated with transportation of

t0 by the city of Great Falls provide service to Malmstrom 10 the hard mobile launcher to and from Pulmatrom Air Force

11 Okir Force Base. These systems currently have adequate I B Base for maintenance. During the construction place. signi-

2, capacity to meet the increased demands associated with the i 12 ficant impacts to transportation on roads in Great Falls

3 proposed action. 13 are expected due to increased congestion and delay along

1•u Existing solid waste landfill sites have adequate 1u Tenth Avenue South, the Fifteenth Street Bridge and U.S.

i5 capacity to handle the additional solid waste associated Bs Sypass and the ent, ance gates to Halmstrom Air Force Base.

with the program.1e During the operational phase, impacts to transportation

Pnergy requirements for this program would be met from '7 would sot be significant.

is existing or presently programmed capacities. Accordingly. is Land use: Land use analysis con-iders the impacts Of

in impacts to all utilities are considered not significant. in the program on urban and rural land uses. The urban land

20 The analysis for transportation included roads, public n0 use evaluation was prepared usinq published sources., in

,, transportation. railroads, and airports. Information re- 21 cluding comaunity plans for Great falls. wistotn and

22 garding current traffic flows., ridership, service volumes. 22 Conrad supplemented by aerial photographs. The location

3 and capacities including planned facility improvements was 22 and acreage of vacant developable land was them determined.

24 obtained from state, county, city and private agencies. 2A Rural land use was likewise evaluated using available

on Future baseline conditions were projected using historiq 21 published sources and aerial photographs.
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I Inhabited facilities that could be affected by the I areas of the north-central Montana region were obtained

2 expansion of vxplosive safety easements around individual 2 from federal, state and regional park and recreational

3 launch facilities were also identified. 3 agencies. Local recreational capacities were determined

4 The impacts on urban land use would not be significant . through field surveys and parklmn-.2 and recreation facility

51 since adequate developable land exists in Great Falls to 5 invenoties. Program generated deeasd was then determined

accomodate base expansion and the new housing requirements t and compared with existing capacities.

7 in the community. 7 In both cases the increase in demand was not coiidered

a Land removed from agricultural use would include .6 to 4 significant with the exception of some impacts on tennis

9 1.6 acres per launch facility and sic hundred acres adjacent 9 courts and softball fields in the Great Falls area.

in to Malmstroe Air Force Base for the training area. This is ti The next area of concern was the visual impact. We

ii not considered significant. However, the overall impact 11 used in this particular rise a modification of the Bureau

12 on rural land use could vary, depending on which launch 12 i of Land Management's visual resources management methodolog

13 facilities are used. The expanded safety easements at twentyl 13 In this case, the results were determined to be not

is of the two hundred launch facilities contain a total of i. significant.

i5 forty-four inhabited facilities. If these twenty launch is The next area of study was the cultural and paleonto-

is facilities were selected, the impact could be significant. 16 logical resources. The progrem effects on prehistoric,

ii However, as noted earlier and noted in the handout that we 17 historic and architecturalNative American and paleonto-

Is provided to you, the proposed set of launch facilities for to logical resources. re evaluated. Available data and field

a each actuon does not include an inhabited facility within ix reconnaissace and surveys were used to characterize

the expanded safety zone. In existing conditions.

21 Recreation: An analysis of both regional and local 21 Prehistoric resource sensitivities were identified by

22 recreation facilities was conducted to determine whether v2 using a computer model to estimate the likelihood of

23 existing facilities had sufficient capacity to absorb 23 encountering sites throughout the study area.

.1 additional demands generated by the program related in- sIforeation on historic bridges was obtaine Iron the

2s migrants. Existing use statistics for regional recreational 25 Montana Highway Department. And some historic structures

Iei
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I were evaluated through field reconnaissance. i[ aleneportant to the scientific rmmity.

2 Paleontological resource distributions were estimated 2 AI M.d last, a variety of Native American groups have

3 by identifying known fonsil localities and by mapping the 3 historic ties to the north-central Montana region. And

a regional extent of known fossil-bearing deposits. The a some of these groups responded to a request for a statement

5 relative importance of the uossils and their pattern of 51ý of their concrerns. No known sacred sites are expected to

distribution within the deposits was considered in assessing 6 be affected by ground disturbance. However. some sites7i

impacts. 71i might be impacted by eise and visual intrusion.. H

a Native omerican resources were identified from existing a [ it should be noted here that mest Native American concerns

9 ethnographic informatios. Appropriate iribal reprentati* .... focuses i5 the possibility of accidentally encounter

10 were contacted for additional information on the lunatics10 iJ burials during construction. In the event of such an

11 and sensitivity of various sites. i encounter, the Air Force policy would be to seek re-burial

12 The proposed action has the potential to significantly i2 [ through consultation with the sppropriate American Indian

13 affect some prehistoric, historic, paleo,,toloqical and 3 group.

1. Native American resources, prnmarilv as a result of construct ri Impacts on vegetation, wildlife, aquatic habitats.

5 tics related ground disturbance. i unique and sensitive habitats, and threatened and endangered

56 Prehistoric sites are most likely to be effected by In species were studied. Informetion on thesn resources was

17 bridge construction at river crossings. In addition thirty- .7 gathered for areas of potential direct surface disturbance

5a ei;ght lainch facilities are located on landforms where 'a on Malmstron Air Force Base, at launch facilities, along

is prehistoric srtifacts are croin-il/ found is transporter-erwctor routes and along access roads. Potential

20 of the bridges that could be effected by deployment 2M indirect disturbance due to proqram induced develonment

2t activities, one is eligible for listing in the National 2i and increased recreational use of important habitats was :

22 Reigster of Historic Places. and sin are yotentially eli- ;2 also investigated. Information was gathered through field

n3 gOhle. 23 studies, analysis of aerial photographs, interviews with

24 Since fossil-bearinq areas are located within the 24 . native resource agencies and recognized experts and by

25 deployment area, there is a possibility of disturbing mate- 25 reviewing appropriate published materials.

to s
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I Overall, impacts to biological resources are not I Section 7 'f the Endangered Species Act of 19731 r*-

2 expected to be significant. Several small areas of sensitive 2 quires the evaluation of potential program impacts 0n

3I I vegetation Way be 'isturbed; including forests. riparian 3 threatened and endangered species. Five species listed as

4 I habitat, and native grassland. 4 threatened or endangered Were identified by the U.S. Fish

l Some wildlife will probably be temporarily disturbed 51 ant "ildlife Service as potentially occurring in the area

* at launch facilities that occur in sensitive wildlife I of study.

habitats. Including some areas where big 1a seek winter I However, asseessmet indicated that we would have no

* shelter. Because only small a&ees would be affected, overalll threat to the continued existence of the-e threatened and

O species populations should recover quickly from the disturb- endangered species, and the Fish and Wildlife Service has

n cI ance and return to those areas at densities close to pre- 0 concurred with this assessment.

, construction level. In the area of cater resources we iood at caterSIq Constructiontat

2 Construction at launch facilities an' bridges may have II use, surface water and groundwater. The impacts were

13 some short-duration impacts on fisheries and wetlands. 13 assessed by comparing program requirements with total water

1. However, no unique and sensitive habitat7 should be directly 54 use in the reion.

is disturbed by this progfae. ts The quality and quantity of sur!ace and groundwater

1s Prograe induced growth in Great Falls, Montana would in in the area was evaluated from inforeation obtained from

17 cause increased hunting and fishing in the area; priearily 17 sever.1 national data bases. This informstior -ombined

iS in the Belt and Highcood mountains, the Benton Lake National ' I with interpretations from aerial photographs and site stndies

i W Wildlife Refuge, and along the Minsouri River. These 1s was used to u,,,-tify construction related impacts., such as

20 population related impacts should not significantly effect 20 sedieentation in rivers and streams. Computer model studies

21 big game or fisheries in the area, because much of the wild- 21 were performed to evaluate effects on storewater in areas

IS life can withstand the increased hunting and fishing. Fur- 22 of major construction at Malmtrom Air Force Sase.

a3 thermore, hunting and fishing of sensitive cildlife is . Overall, it was determined that there would be minimal

2a regulated by permit or management systems to protect their 24 impact ot de adation of groundwater. And overall the

5 Populations. impact was determined to be not significant.
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COL. BRISTOL: Coi. Walsh, you have five minutes , engineered buildigs. So therefore, we have the potential

remaining. You might want to begin your suemarization. of impacting inhabited facilities at thirty-seven launch

LT. COL. WALSH: In the area of geology, while in 3 V facilities.

4 the short-term we could s-e some soil erosion at some s Again, every effort has been made to avoid these

sites and of course, na depletion of aggregate resources 5 inhabited facilities. And as noted in the handout, the

a• as the work on the roads continued. We saw that overall, 0 proposed set of launch facilities asoids those launch

in the long-term, the impact would not be significant. facilities that have inhabited facilities within the expanded

Although, we Would have some short-term significant 5 safety cons.

Simpacts to resource aggregates. 9 In alternative too, we're looking at two hundred fifty

10 In the area of air quality and noise, the final results J p) being deployed on one handred twenty-five launch facili-I

11 were determined to be not significant ., both resources. ii ties. Is this particular case socioeconomuc impacts are

'2 Moving on to alternative one. In this articular case i2 slightly higher because a larger number of personnel are i

13 the alternative involved deployment of two hundred hard 3 coming to town to operate the system.

1i mobile launchers in pre-engineered buildings. The direct a4 The major feature here to note is the increased paten-

:5 employment impacts during the operational phane would be is tial for the relocation of homes due to the larger number

is about nine hundred p. nonnel less than the proposed action is of sites being used. Again. I should emphasime that in

11 and total employment income and spending would bh comparablYl 17 the proposed set of activities we have avoided those sites

is reduced. J 1s that have inhabited facilities within the expanded safety

is Program related school enrollments would be about three I 0.

2I hundred fifty students lower than the proposed action. 20 In the alternative three, where we're using all two

21 However, overall impacts were j.udged t, be similar to those 11 .5 hundred sites, in this particular case the most important

2 described in the proposed action. 22 thing to nute is that we cannot avoid inhabited facilities.

n The Most isportant area here is that the potential for 23 We will impact inhabited facilities at twenty-five of the

2. rural land use impacts associated wifn the expanded safety 2 site. since we have to go to all two hundred.

25 nones. This safety zone extends 1 7I5 feet from the pre- 2s Th. impact. of the -ction e have h...
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I included in the EIS. And in this case, we will have the occurring are about one in one hundred billion.

2 continued military population of about fifteen percent of 2 And the last point we should bring Cp here is mitiga-

3i the community of Great Falls as the continued operation of 3 tion action. We have identified what the impacts would be

the Minuteman . Ir and Minuteman II. 4 in no action were taken, no addi-ional action were takes.
I li aeloe ttecuuaieipc h

of theHowever, the purpose of the £IS is not only to identify what
peare heepe program in thin puarticula cmase to bhe apos

6ii peacekeeper program in this particular case to be athe impacts are, but also to propose artions where we can

7 ...mately an estra seven hundred people assigned to the h

7 itigate those impacts.
9 Great Plls area. There will be increaned constructional ' He have proposed actions for all the significant is-

reguirenents employing about two hundred fifty additional a ! cparts; however, we have not made the re-onnnendations to the

in personnel during the construction phase. And this will i0 I city or to the local authorities as to what they should do.
also contribute to the shortfalls in the financial records i ' That is their prenogative as to how they're going to eee

12 of -'e city of Great Falls, the Cascade County and the 12 or how they wish to take on these impacts. But having made

13 school system of Great Falls. 13 their decision as to how they wish to take on these impacts,

14 We have looked at the safety aspects in this particular 1a then the Air Force is coimmtted to working with the local

15 document. It should be noted here that wo have looked at is authorities to implement those particular mitigative sea-

IS the worst case scenario where we have a tanker truck running I sures.

17 into the hard missile launcher. We have looked at the Ili That concludes my presenta' on.

is worst case scenario where you have an explosion of the l COL. BRISTOL: Let's stand up and take a break

9s missile, the breakage of the reentry vehicle and a possible is i for about tan minutes, I, again, ask you if you can. if

20 1 aerosolization of the nuclear material that is contained in 2 you'd like to fill out one of these comment sheets and

21 the reentry vehicle. 2, either give it to Captain Iken or or.: of the individuals

21 If that is the case, there will be an increase in, 22 in the Air Force uniforms to the rear. Or if you'd like to

particularly if it occurs in an urban area, there will be 23 bring it up to the front and give it to me, I will use thm

an increase in the deaths of about fourteen per million people 24 as the primary basis of identifying people and asking gues-

2s exposed. However, the chances of this particular accident 25 i tions and then making statements in the Second part, that is

'-4 ,c'Iiiy ( Ayrfin n
ictut, , , Oa. Coo vecnv
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your part of tonight's hearing. Thank you.
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COL. BRISTOL: We now torn to what I call the RIIR. WILLIAMS: Good evening, Col. Bristol.

Ssecond part, or your part, of the hearing, beginning with an 2 COL. BRISTOL: Good evening. I should has said

I opportunity for you to get any questions in your mind about 3 Senator Bob Williams.

either the briefing or the Draft £IS clarified. And I'm a MR. WILLIAMS: That's okay, we )ust got oat of

g going to use these coment seets to call upon, first of S session a few days ago. s it's back to Bob Williams,

6 all individuals who indicated a desire to ask a question. Sf4 again.

7 As I call your name, if you'd come forward to the micro- 7 I really didn't have anything to comment on. other

* phone, state your nass, clearly, so our court reporter n than we were invited to attend the session. And I see my

* can gst it for the record, spell it if you think it's one 0 wife just walked In, she was at a SLt emeting, covering

1. ill that se might not be able to spell correctly the first 10 that for We. But we felt that -- I guss., to back up a

or second time and then go ahead and ask your question, ii l little bit, the - on the printout you have here, the

12 directing it to me. I'll in turn open up the navel for 12 senatorial district that I cover would look to se like

is response. And Col. Walsh will either respond or he'll desig- '3al have about forty percent of your proposed missiles in that

n nate a meehr of his team whomhell introduce to make the 'l area: Judith Basin and Fargos County.

Is response. : And I guess One Of sy questions, I Would g•ess, I was

'a We'll take about forty to forty-five minutes. For 4 raised when the Minuteman cams in. And we worked with them

:7 those of you who have more than one question I'll give 11 to serve the electricity to them, we still do, w live

,a you an opportunity to ask a couple. For those of you who I$ -it. them. and Iee no problem with them at all. txcept,

,9 signed up and you want to make a statement as well as a :e my biggest problem Ia in the tranaporation. And it just

Squestion, I'll put yours in the statement pile as soon as 20 see• s to e like -- I live out West. I live at Bobson

2' we finish with the giestiOns. You'll have a chance to cume 21 and so I travel to Great Falls quits frequently. In the
back again. But I'll ask that the statements be deferred 2 sar and winter, any tie the roads ace good or had.

n3 until after we've used this forty minutes or so to get all M And we have a lot of trouble, it seems to me like

14 of the questions out of the way. 2 with r lot of the Air Force drivers that do coe in. If

2S Bob Williams. 2 you're raised in Orlando, Florida and Worked at Disney World,

.470C4 f 'e'5u I
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i you come up here and you get in a ground blizzard, you COL. BRISTOL: So the que.tio would be to what

2 kind of panic. 2 extent does the Air Force propose, or would the Air Force

3 And we do have some roads between Stanford and Hobson, 3i willin to uprade some of the primary road systems in

4 one section of that road was built in 1932, one in '35, and a light of the increased transportation with these launching

I one of it in '37. 1 respect the State Highway Department 5 vehiclea?

a for what they're trying to do with it. I appreciate their 6 MR. WILLIAMS: Yes. •olonel. I would appreciate

7 limitations. 7 an answer to that. I do understand that the State Highway

R but it would sees to Im -- think I heard a figure 5 Department has an engineer working with the Air Force at

a of one billion dollars run across the table up there, in H this tie.

i0 the Colonel's presentation -- it would seem to m like maybe :o COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, Senator. Col. Walsh?

i a few, very few, million dollars to upgrade the roads in :: COL. WALSH: The Air Force has initiated the

'2 the area to where we're not going to have a potential for '2 defense access roads process. This is a process by which

,3 a fatality, an additional fatality, due to the added traffic :3 we prepare a report. basically, states our requiremants as

'a in the missile traffic that will be on the road. I will 1' far as where we would like to go from, where and to. we

:s have to state that I'm sure that a lot of the roads are :s also specify the type of vehicle or vehicles that Would be

'e built on road counts. Hut if you ever travel from Stanford Ia utilining the roads and the frequency of those uves.

,7 this Way, where they're trying to eove s missile erector, :7 That report is given. first of all, to a DOD Agency.

1S and in their convoys, you may atop two or three tiees dead 'a the Military Traffic Management Coemand, sho in turn passes iA

i in t;,e middle of the road trying to get around somebody. :s through the Federal Highway Departeent to the State Highway

0 And I guess my main concern, I would say I certainly back a0 Department. The Stats Highway "spartent to prre.etly

7: what you're doing, but my main concerns are the roads and 2: assessing how they Would meet the needs of the Air Force,

I I understand you're going to upgrade three hundred and saee 2 how to accomadate our requirements as Well as the continuing

y bridges. but as far as roads were concerned, I suppose 23 requirements of the people living in the comunities- They

I, it's my lack of knowledge is why I'm here tyring to find out s intend to have that particular asseasment completed by

Swhat you say be doing them. 3S Deceber of this year. At which time we will start making
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I se decision of how and where we're going to upgrade roads. unacceptable damage on him, and thereby he would not attack

2 But we are looking for the states to come back to us 2 us in the first place.

3 1ý with how they intend to meet our needs, but also to 31 We feel that with this particular system, that with its

4 accosmsodate the needs of the coemusity. Thank you. ability to dash, and to gain access to larger quantities

5 COL. BRISTOL: Joan Thomas. If I were Monte Hall, of land, that it would be impossible for the Soviet targeteer

6 1 would say come on down. 5 to successfully attack our systee. And knowing that he

7 MS. THOMAS: I'd like to question -- I'd like to 7 cannot successfully attack, he will never attack in the

8 , questiln the so-called survivability of this mobile missile, e first place.

C given that either in the last hearing or anywhere in the So the answer to your first question is that there

10 Draft Environmental Impact Statement was there an answer to would be severe loss of life and property, but through thi

to the question on the amount of aces that would be destroyed 11 system we insure that it never occurs in the first place.

12 if, even there was one nuclear bomb dropped here in Central 12 Thank you.

13 Montana. I was wondering how large an area could be '3 9S. THOMAS: So. it was just my understanding

1. destroyed and would there 4e anything left of Montana. I4 that the reason why you were looking r this Widgetman

IS COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, Col. Walsh? IS system is one of the factors which you state was becaue of

Is COL. WALSs: Yen. The answer to your question i* its survivability. Then, is. in my interpretation is wrong

i7 is that given a nuclear attack, the devastation throughout I? then. I thought you mant hecausc it was able to move

is this entire country would be just devastating. There w'uld :sc round a larger area, it was more survivable in the event

is be severe loss of life, and lifestyle as we know it, would i of an attack.

2 I no longer continue. 2t COL. WALSH: The method by which to achieve

21 It is for that very reason that we are deploying the 21 survivability is that it can go over large areas. It would

22 small ICBM to insure that we have deterrence. 22 be impossible for the Soviets, with their reconnaissance
23 The way we achieve deterrence us to insure the system systems to pinpoint where the vehicle is ad then re-tar.jet

24 - is survivable so that whoever is the attacker would know their missiles to attack it.

m that we have sufficient resources available to impose MS. THOMAS: But say they just drop one. I imea,

to C1
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how big an area would they get? Maybe they would get -- i doini so, they woold allow other aspects of our triad to

2 you know, they couldn't get all two hundred with one. Then 2 rf survive.

3 . I really don't have any concept. 3 1 COL. BRISTOL: You're going to have to come down

COL. WALSH: No, they could not. a to the microphone.

MS. THOMAS: Thank you. 5 , COL. WALSH: For the second --

COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. Sally Karinen, or . [ MS. KARINEN: I just wanted to say, like we

7 something close to that? 7 [ wouldn't survive. Any of us here would all be dead. But

MS. KARItEN: I have one question. I wondered 9 [ the mi,.iles would survive, right?

9 what the term overpressures means. And you used that up 1 COL. WaLSH: As I indicated earlier, the prim

i0 there. iO purpose of this system is deterrence and by making the enemy

I And I also wondered how cu're going to conduct the 11 know that he cannot kill the system and you can impose

12 convoy of the vehicle. with the "1L and .11 the things that 12 /unacceptable damage on him. he would not attack in the first

13 go in front of it and behind it. Like, is flat going to 13 plae. That is our prima reason for being here.

14 be slow-moving or fast-moving? Are we going to have to '

is wait behind it and in front of it? I -- would you describe MS. •ARIEN,: But we would all be dead.

is that a little bit? is COL. WALSH: The answer to your second question.

ii CO1.. BRISTOL: Thank you. Col. Walsh? it I would like to call upon Col. Isaaceon.

is COL. WASHS: The answer to your first question, is: COL. ISAACSON: I'm Lt. Col. Ron Isaacson from

i9 overpressure. that would be the bilat that would be created • I SAC H"adquarters and my job is to, first before I answer

20 by a nuclear explosion. So these vehicles have the ability 20 that question, is to develop operational concepts for the

2i to withstand nignificunt overpressures and thereby survive ti Small ICBM and also state the requirements for th..t system.

22 nuclear attack. In other words, you could not put several 22 As far as the convoy is concerned, the way we envision

23 or few nuclear missiles, or the Soviets couldn't use a few 23 this Is that With the Inherent seuity, if that's the

24 missiles and kill the system. They wouod have to use an 2- question. I believe it was the convoy, wasn't it?

ni Inordinate number of their missiles to a- it. And in 2S COL. BRISTOL: Yes.

to*i
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COL. ISAACSO~i With the inherent security that COL. 6XISTOLi Illy W.lkowiak.

2 is being designed into the system, that is denial to got 2 NS. WAIA2I: Audrey. I will spell that for

3 to the warhead itself by any attacker, that we can have a 1 you. it's W-a-l-k-o-w-i-a-k.

4 very small convoy back and forth between the base and the 4 Good evening. In your presentation today, in the

I launch facilities. That means, that I would, the way our 5 EIS you submitted, you discussed that there would be a

a concept is envisioned, we would have just simply a road a significant impact of short-duration on the transportation

I escort, a lead vehicle, followed by the hard mobile launcher 7 r esouce. This would be hard mobile launchers moving back

and *c- trailer wehicle. And that is primarily -- well aend forth to NalostroN Air Force Bass for repairs. Has there,

* only for the safety purposes. To insure that the road is bean any plans or consideration giving to having satellite

c0 cleared ahead of the vehicle and also that nobody comes 10 Imaintenance sites within Lewistown, ?ergue County, to

77 up from behind on a sharp hill. 11 offset some of the safety road hazard conditions as well

72 1 COL. BRISTOL: I think one other uspect of the 72 as save the Air Force quite a hit of nny fro, travel hack

73 question, Colonel, is whether these would be soving slowly. 1 and forth. If there has, please let me know and if there

14 or can you give an estimate of the speed with which you 1 hasn't, please explain why not.

Is think the convoy -- 75 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. Col. Walsh.

16 COL. ISAACSON: The vehicle has the capabilities Is COL. WALSH: I had a similar input earlier this

i? to nove at highway speeds. Normal highway speeds. I just :7 evening, I think that is a very valid input as a way to

Is drove up from Great Palls, and I'm not sure that we want a5 sitigate soe of the impacts that could occur from the Moe-

1s to drive the speed that we were driving over here tonight, 17 Wmnt of the vehicle hack and forth to malmstrom Air Force

2 s and my fellow drivers. It will go at a much lower speed 20 base. And it certainly will be included in our docunt a

21 than that in the convoy. I would speculate somewhere betweenl 21 mitigative measure for the Air Force to consider. Thank you.j

22 twenty-five and thirty miles an hour, that's the usy we 22 WALKOWIIxA: I guese I also speak from .a

envision it, back and forth to the base. There will not be23 selfish point of view, in the sens that there are only

24 that many convoys, there will be patrols and they will 2. expected to be twenty to one hundred new people in Lewistowin

25 likely be done during the least travelled hours of the day. 25 by the year 1992-95. And so, from this point of vise, I

to 'ceta5n'
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I would like to see some sore economic benefit to this area. I to these proceedings. What do you an by the sesoal

2 And I think the Air Force has bsen grand in trying to help 2 preference of many airmen? Are you implying homosexual?

3 the people assimilate these types of things into 3 MR. KRUGER: Perhaps, yes.

4 their comunities. hnd as such, this would be a very good 4 COL. BRISTOL: I don't think there's any data

5 benefit for us to have. Thank you. S to support that there's any greater homosexual percentages

6 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. • I in the military than without. It may be just the opposite.

7 COL. WALSH: Thank you. B , ut gO ahead with the next question.

COL. BRISTOL: Kraig Kruger. how MR. KRUGER: Would you have, then. any data on

SMR. KRUGER: Good evening. fraiq Kruger. First h s many high school graduates would perhaps forego higher

70 off, given the sexual preference of many airmen, is it true 0i education to become sale or female prostitutes for the

p that we might experience an epidemic of AIDS in north- 1 ' airmen in the area?

12 central Montana when this deployment period takes place? 72 COL. WALSH: Again, I don't think that's an

73 COL. BRISTOL: Col. Walsh? 1372 appropriate question to answer.

17 COL. WALSH: . don't tlink it's appropriate for me 1. COL. BRISTOL: Kraig, we want to answer all ques-

Ms to answer that question. ds h tions that have any pertinence. And your questions are

1q. KR~UGERn You don't have any lata on that then? 76 going to be a matter of record. But I quess what it's

17 COL. BRISTOL: What was the question again, Cr-1g? i? going to amount to is that we're not going to be prepared

MR. KRUGER: Given the sexual preference of many is to answer that one. I don't think we canM prepared to

,v airmen, is it true that we might expect an epidemic of is answer that question tonight. And if it's going to be

I AIDS in central Montana at the deployment time for the 20 answered It will just have to be answered at a subsequent

27 Midgetman and the hard moille launcher? 21 tine.

2? COL. BRISTOLi Go ahead with your next question. 1n MR. KRUGER: Was it just an oversight that you

23 I'm sure that you have more than just that. s chose for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Tetra

2. M5. XRDGERi Why can't we answer that one? 24 Tech who is operating under a clear conflict of interest

25 COL. BRISTOL: I just don't think it's pertinent us being 4 suhbidiary of honeywll who has a large contract

w!
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J1J
I*1 for -- Well, one of the subsystems for the Midgetman? T metal Impact Statement for the Small ICBM -as transmitted

2 COL. BRISTOL: Col. Walsh. 2J, to Congress.

3 COL WALSH: I would like to ask Major Van waes to 5" Two, Honeywell, Inrorurated was in 1956 totally

a answer that question. 4 eliminated. In October of 1936. Totally eliminated from

sEAl. VAN NESS: Yes, thank you. May names Major I 5 further wrk on the Sail ICBN navigation system. Before

6 Jim Van Ness. I'm an attorney with the ORCK. I welcom the 5 the IS We: complsts and eves before the Draft Environmental

7 opportunity to clarify sow, of the points that have been made Impact Statement, which Is the subject of tonight's heating

in the popular press about the potential conflict of interest e I e even begun.

question. , 5 Third. even prior tW GLubor, 1986 Tetra Tech had

in I'm going to do so rather completely. You may perhaps :0 [ complete authority to manage its day-to-day affairs. so

ii learn more than you may want to learn by virtue of my answer, I1 one in Honeywell's marine systme group. let alone the

:2 but I'd like to do this as completely as possible. 12 avionics division reviewed any portion of the work product

:3 In 1986, Tetra Tech made up one of four divisions "nder :3 Ii prepared by Tetra Tech in support of liaiativa Environ-

ix Honeywell's marine systems group. A separate division of i4 mental Impact Statement.

15 Honeywell's marine systems group, the space and strategic is Fourth, and most importantly, this EIS is an Air Force

:6 avionics division for part of 1986 was one of three aerospacel 16 mi document. Tetra Tech was marely retained by the Air Force

17 contractors under contract to the Air Force to do concept :r to provide technical assistance in the preparation of the

is development work on the possible use of ring laser gyrotech- is, document. The Air Force independently evaluated both the

:9 noloqy for missile navigation. This relationship did not, in 19:0 Legislative Environmental Impact Statement and this Draft

0 our opinion, disqualify Tetra Tech from doing the enviorn- •0 F Enviromental Impact Statemnt using ita own resource

20 al Enirnena paac analysist forn the nail rCessyteufrrevra
2: mental impact analysis for the Small ICBM system for several 21 specialists, and takes full and complete responsibility for

2 reasons; one, the ring laser gyro concept development Work 22 its scope and contents.

23 was in no way dependent on the decision to actually deploy I I should also point out for the record that Tetra Tech

2a the Small ICBM. In fact, the concept development F -

. 2. signed conflict of interest disclosure statment. prepared

contracts. par even before the Legislative Environ- . 21 I! by the Air Force on August 5, 1986 and July 2. 1987 for the

fa- R- 0 eo CCP
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Legislative Environmental Impact Statement and the Draft movements on the roads. As far as the actual actions on

2 Environmental Impact Statement respectively. 2 the road. of course, depending upon the sine of the road

3 MR. KRUGER: On the transportation of the hard 3 and the type of the road, passing. etceter.,will be alloed

a mobile launcher. how many days of the year will you expect much as it is today with the transporter-erector for the

6 the roadways to be blocked between whichever site the minuteman missile. Thank you.

8 missile is coming from and Great Falls2 And so-e sub- COL. BRISTOL: Kraig, why don't we come back to

7 questions that you didot address earlier: are we going 7 ii the balance, unless itnn one related to this one, why don't

8 to be able to pass this entourag " Do we have to stop? we come beck to the balance of your question. I've got

9 Do you have to stay heh;id it? Can we maet and pass it? n about ten others that would like to ask some questions. and

'0 Is it going to pull over? Just exactly in practice, how is n then we'll cams back. I see you wanted to make a statement

it it going to go down the highway? 1 as well and we can combine the two together.

12 COL. BRISTOL: Col. Walsh? 12 MR. KRUGER: Thank you.

'3 COL. WALSH: The £IS identified the movement of 131i COL. BRISTOL: Mark sedgpeth.

a the transporter on the road as a matter of concern. If you I COL. BRISTOL: Would yOU spell that lost name

S lust take the pure mathematics of the deployment of two hun- is please.

:0,MR. NEDGPETH: A-e-d-g-p-e-t-h.
16 dred, and we're indicatinq Initially, but One trip per year a6iM EGE:Hedapeth

I b back to the base, that would mean two hundred out of three :, F- COL. BRISTOL: Thank you.

is hundred sixty-five days you could expect to have a transport-, MR. SEDGpETH: I think this question has been

,9 er on some portion of the roads in north-central Montana. I asked before and probably answered a few t c

20 The extent :f the interference with traffic, of about the overall veer on the highways and byways. The

gong. tate with its long vehicles supposedl|y conudedfv
2i course. is goinq to be dependent upon the present conditions s 2: w hundred five

22 of those roads and what actions the State Highway Department 22 feet long and weighs one hundred ton, I don't know how easy

23 takes to improve those roads. There are other mitigative F! anise it has. I do know we have highway regulations 00

2a measures, one of which was brought up toniqht, to go to .overall lengths. And rgulted in the transportation to

2 satellite ma intenance artivities which would further minimize ', people that haul over these highways have to pay an over
25

( flu;,, , Cd '-4... ''...3
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I width and overweight load limit on al1 their over deal. I i Thomas 9. tongesora- And 18s, a buIseimecsn here in L-Itown.

.wode ow t .Air . .orc i .. gng to pick this up 0n their I a soWrk pert-time fo, the Lewistown Fire Department and

3Ftranlsportationi of this veihicle. thheat.som Ambulance service.

*COL. WALSH:i I didn't quite coeprehen Mat Quickt oment. I agree with everything thnat you're

Ar* you asking about the OverVIeight Vehicle? 5 min9 and Ithink wes need sore of them.

p Ia wop The Out c"`igh t.over- length over- 0 How. my question is,* dealing with the emergency

width. whi~ch c=Moegecai haulers dto pay extra for all their 7 service& what plans do you. hae- to help tral. us here in

0 over-length, their over-width. special permits to moea ti at" i Order highel Y-In mcase odd f somncienthing

$ their vehicles down the road. "ro"swra ihatooia dso oehn

ao0 COL.. WALSH3 Let me answer that question, then. in happening. but myself, I've been on several runs, ambulenr

11 pirst of all. for the normal traneportation. back and forthrn.weeoeo h oieluce rcosweo

s2 to the maintenance sit-, the Vehicle will be. configured Ite side at Winifred.

i3 to that the axle load oetisfies the state etendard.. hr a n ieIWn no muac u hr

14 Scon, nrmaly hena cmmerialhauer ayslicnsepickup had flipped over on t"e hill going towards Forest

Is fees, it's for the additional .aintefnre thet the *tat* Grow. And there sac two-man secesitive material with the

Imay he required to perform on thoose roads because of this If peopleaend they "are injured And they needed treateent. We

ii type of vehicle. lIn this perticular race, the Air Force,kidohaahrdte etnq h.bca.teyd n' -

5 through the defense access roads process, is trying to i ett opoieter.aeil

is determine What the stats needs to do to flix the roads for 19 is here wsc. I believe, a Warhead Lrnsnpoitar that

20 our system and ehn 3I '1 aIh tt t aetoeg flopped on a hill out near Stanford that they had somet
imprvemntato he oadforoursysem o ue i. I interesting times with. And also one or your armored cars,

MR. c~ic'n. rsnhyou one time., broke open on a wrack. And I imagine that is

COL. 55I'TOXA Thank you, sir. n all a mstter of record.

2- mTomas C. Longshore? 24 1 want to know what you've, got set up to train us to

ISMR. zLOsoSHOaRE Gentleaen. my~ name is 25 help you people in the case that something happens, and it

0-'5- P_

03CIS
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I probably will eventually, ho that we can access your i omnte o hose sort of details. And we havs tbe e-

I people and help the. With either fire or emergency medical .1l program.

3 probler... or whatever the case my be. I5.L5RO~ hn o r uh

CC.5L! o. sann ol yutt ht COL. WALSH~ 1. sehall make sure that your inpoti
5 please? ronsidered In the CIS and is directed to the appropriate authoriti I.-

6COL. ISAACSO~i The concept of operation ag.,it. I CL.ISTi ff hsdn

I'm going barb to that from a user's perspective, SAC, we, at M R. .:HILDO;, I'S g~oing -to kind of reiterate

a SAC, of course, the supervisor for Italmotrom Air Force cSoe a questions that I ashed at the first scoping bearing.

9 are working the safety issues, both with the ballistic sic- se caoiupl because I -- I'm not sure that I got enough of S

10 sllas office and within our own headquarters to mitsre that in snewr out of the Draft S12. The quection I asked the first

ii the design incorporates the sort of things that are necessary' ii times Around in why a California fire is doing the BSI when

i2 for safety and to nitigato the fort of disaster. that you're ir Piontan& fires are more rapable and better qualified. Tb.

iS talking about. or emergencies. And alno wi thin the 13 Answer I got from Mtr. Welch at that time. was -- was that it

is buildings, within smy headquarters, we are also Working theiu se-Ttr shgt haonacmttvebd YtI

IS procedurrs. if you Will, at this time to determine What in cit here tonight and listen to the figure of eighty percent

is those sort of meergnciac that you .r. talking About could 'a of the people in the program In Montana being Montanan..

I? he. we don't envision this being stor of A problem than 1i F Yet I lobk through that 912 and of the sixty-four people

Ie Minuteman, probably lose. Thank you vary such, is that prepared that statement, not a single one is a Montanan .

is MR. L.OMGSHORE: Okay. I understand what you're is sý ot a single one iws. in Montana. Not a single one Want

2o saying, hut accide'nts do happen and it may not have really 25 i to a Montana college.

21 rome into the planning Area yet. but we certainly Wiould 2' 1i Iuess If eighty percent of the Montana* had written

22 appreciate soy input or peoole that you could wand down2 it. that CSc maybe wef'd be placing those things in the

23 to train us in order to help you people. 23 Nape Valley, Golde~n Gat. Bridge. I guess -- is this setting

2. COL. ISAACSON:, That'n what I'm trying to cay. 1 2. a trend or is there going to be a policy implemented to

2S didn't put it very clear, we are prepared to Worb with the nF: employ Montanans who are bearing a significant amount of the

04 74
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risk, sYstem-wide in the program, Montana Natural Heritage program, Morrison-Knudson Engineers,.

2 COL. BRISTOLt Thank you. Col. Walsh? 2 1 Nichols and Associates, and Western Technology Engineerin,.

3 COL. WALSH: Yes. N., to your first question, . [ again trying to get that local input into the analysis.

A there was a national competition for areas say enviroumental 5 So that we understand the local conditions batter and have

concerns to conpete for this Particular program. At the .a .r ccurate projection of what the impacts are.

time we had the competition we did not know what the ird question, with respect to the
p basing mode was going to be, nor did we know the locations. percentage that I quoted this evening of eighty percent.

So we looked at companies based upon their ability, proven a we anticipate being Montana residents beinq hired by this

9 ability, to do this job of the calibre that we wanted. And 0 particular program. There is no guarantee. of course,

in to do it basically across the country. if that it will, in fact, be eighty percent. How we enacted

i Sn that competition, Tetra Tech won, I should note, ii that analysis, we looked at what the needs of the program

1z though, that they have had extensive experience in working 2 would be and we looked at the availability of the appro-

13 on projects in the Montana area, both for the Anaconda 3 priate labor within the region and we found that this

1 Mining Company as well as for the U.S. Geological Survey, Ia eighty percent of the case there is available leboc in

as well an for the Environmental Protection Agency. rorther- it the region to satisfy our requicments.

more, they have recognized the concern that you have raised. is NOw, we did sifilar work in Wyoming and the percentages

,As a ntter of fact, we have recognized that on our previous 'a were approxisately the sae and we had a sonitoring

9 tins. You just can't come in from out of state and under- in

stad te itriacis f astas gcereet. tat fisncogefforts in Wyosing, this in the Pecekeeper and Minuteesan
't Itand the intracacieo of a state government, state financing s ilos project that substantiates that particular factor.

and state taxation. So it makes good ý,ense to hire people We do make entra, we cannot guarantee work to Montana

2 f from the Iocal urea no you have a better understanding of 21 companies when it coses to the construction as I indicated

Swhat the iepacts sight be. And in doing they're work, 22 to you in the scoping meetings. sot what we can do is

they have had a considerable amount of sub-contractors. M package our bids so that the co.panies froi Montana e n

including such people an Environmental Systems Research 2, compete. We can package them so that local companies will

2i Institute, Fthnoscience, Historical Research Institute, F have the bonding capacity to actually sake a bid. We can

DOCUMENT125 23 DOCUMENT 125 24

Salso work with the companies an we did in Wyoming. to teach I a see a non-deployment option identified in the SIs

them how to compete. or how to bid on a federal project. 2 that spells out the effects of nlending an equivalent

I With this type of action, we have had notable success in 3 amount of mosey on a system that*s being spent on this

4 Wyoming with about seven or fifteen prime contracts going system on economic development and infrastructure in the

to •yoming companies, and sixty-five nubountracts. over 5 .state. Why wasn't that addressed in the EIS? Simple

fifty percent of the subcontracts going to the Wyoming6 question

companies. COB. BRISTOL: col. Walsh.

Again, that is no guarantee of what is going to happen COL. WALSH: The no-actlon alternative Ws
9 with Montana. But we can make that concerted effort to included into the EIS. REPA no-a not require me to

10 make sure that Montana companies are competitive. look at other ways of spending the money that .s. required

i1! Thani you. Ifor the proposed action in the area. Thank you.

i• 1 II. S1HELDON: I guess just as a quick response MR, SHELDON; What's NEPA?

13 to that, there's a difference of being asked for your input I Polat AC•OL. :XLSR "EPA• is National Envirtomenl •

i4 and being paid twenty-eight million dollars for your input. 14 ! Act under which we are preparing the tnviroinmntal Impact

It The second point I'd like to make -- Statement.

Is rOL. BRISTOL: I'd ask until the statement portion.l $cs MR. SHELDON: Okay. I also had a question about

:1 I -e, Mr. Sheldon -- the trucks. I'll pass on that since that's been asked.

L oMR. SHELDON: This isn't a point. It's a ques- is I guess the last question I'll ask tonight is why --

59 tion. is why is not a significant civil defense effort been included

20 COL. BRISTOL: I'm just getting to the end of 20o in this program and why haven't the costs of that been

2i the questions -- go ahead. 21 studied? A recent PENA reported stated that the nation.

2, MR. SHELDON: it's thirty billion dollars, I 22 as a whole, would survive a nuclear attack fairly -- fairly

53 ought to hate a little input. •2 reasonably -ell. except for Montana, North Dakota and

24 COL. BsISTOL: 6o ahead. pie other locations. It just seems that -- that that's,

25 MR. SHELDON: I would like to see -- I guess I an entree indication op an environmental and nocioeronosic

L2M" ....... .... ind cation .... ofa nv rne ta-- 0e~
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impact and I'd like to see you mitigate that and I'd like toIdonoroa. uth.artwlftIhikhtIhn.

eseit ddrsse intheEIS The first ome is for Mr. Van Mses and the previoc' question

3 ~ t 1uso, Cl.Wlh also talked about this. Other than this contract for

*COL. WALSH: That's a COngresciOna deiso ----- the Environmental Impact Statement prepared by __yo si

institute a civil defensee prograe and tot an option of the tna aieae ru peae o a o sas tatd

Alt orc atthi tie. o terefreit' no e equre-is practically a desert. Does the Honeywell '-orporatiOn

sentof he ES t anlyre it in this EIS. .n te otat ihteDprmn fDfe a

I MR. SI4ELDON! your -- your study Would influence a Ila yoherotacswtgeeDprtetoDfnea

aCongressional opinion, I wzould expect. though. 6COL. WALSH: They have dora* several contracts for

10COL. BRISTOL: I'm sorry? H) the Departbent of Def ense. TWO that are notable; the shuttle
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ages R HLO:Yu td ol nlec t Vandent Berg Air fnrme Baee, and the deactivation of the

'2 C.nrs innal opinion on thin, rorrect? if they had the ia 1msie.Te aednacnieal muto

,3 fctsin stdy ikethi the Cold akea dcison.'3 the Environmental Impact studios in the region of Montana.

14~~~ ~ ~ Pehp'hyhvntmd dcso eas hmsn4 as I indicated earlier for the U.S. Geological Survey, for

IsStudy.'I the U.S. fovirommantal Protn~tioo Agency. asell as for the

IsCOL. WALSH, The Congress has instructed the AncnaMnn.Sahyhv a o siral eaeiec
Air Force to proepre an Envirocsmental Impact Statement on ? thoghu the they Staes inhattr cofsthesabe concerna

the deployment and fracetims operation of the Small ICBM I edthat's hy amUngte Stther ting uates cOfe the. f -or-ti

at Malmstroat Air Force Base. That's prerisely what the

Air Firce is doing. 
'1 particular job.

20 MR. MRLDN oa. BLACK: My other question "as for you,Mr

21 Welsh.N aloOokady.Iateeterle n 'snter

COL. BRISTOL: Michael Black? This 1. the laet

MR 

22 asas.Yumd 
t-oeteriradImn

i31ndividual who indicated the desire to ask a question. 2 c hether to classify it as a fallacy or a tautology, b"t uhen
23 you askd about the overpressure and the survivability of

2sMR. BL.ACK: I guess most of my questions have 24 these ONLe or FRAts as General Gootakes told us lent Friday.

26 been pretty much addressed concerning these monsters driving 25 you said that it -- correct seif I'm Wrong. and if this is
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IIthe Air Force policy, would you please address that also -- I belilve is Col. lseeamon's superior who spoke in Billings

2 you stated that the .MI. ulli be survivable hacaune it wili 2 last Friday. He stated that these hard mobile launchersar

3 never be attached, IC -- is that how you assume that the 3 socoeto the ground and they're going to be so low that if'

4 WML will he survil-~bley a { herelois a nuclear weapons explosion anychere in the vicinity:

COL. WALSH: No, that's not quite th51urt i that they will survive and us can use them later. And since

way to say it. The issev here is that it Would be very a that has rose up. I Would like to knov how a msisile crew sitj

difficult rot the Soviets to detect where all the hard ring in a hard whbile launcher that Would probably die becaus4

mobile launchers are so they either would have to exhaust of this overpressure sod the thacagnegmtic pulse and things

a considerable amount of their arsenal to attack it and 
I ietajs o hycul ieassieta ol

S the reby let other aspects of the triad escape, or they Would ID survive a nuclear attach.

recognize the futility of attacking it in the first place IICOL. WAL.SH: the missile craw or the drivers of the

12 'and knowing that it WAS .,,rvivehle and therefore could ,z vehi:cle are not essential for the launching of the missile.

'3 1inflict insurmountable damage on them, they wouldn't attack Is n fact, they will drive the vehicle to the located positional

14 in the first place. It's the knowledge that it can survive, MIa and they wili disconnect the tractor after it has hardened itj

Is or some aspect of the triad can survive and inflict unaccopt-1  
~ n ef. Rut there will be redundant commands systems avaiLiablii

!5 able damage. That is deterrence. and that causes them not sothat tthe missile can he launched free a remte post. eithef

i? to attach in the first plate. 17 airborne or ground.

55COL.. BRISTOLt Michael. I don't think that there 'sCOL.' BRISTOL, Why don't ws go into the coseent, or!

it wee any statement that the vehicles couldn't be destroyed Is the tatemant perIod of tonight's meeting, starting out with

20 in en attack. I think, what I heard. was that they could Jo im Gamble.

21 withstand to a certain ectent the vibrations, if you will.,' NM. GAMBLE:f I. first of all Would like to thank yodi

,2 the overpressures that comes from some .eapon landing within 22 folk. for being here. I happen to he a son of a men who was

23 X number of miles of where a vehicl, eight be situated. 2 stationed at Maletstros, in 1943 and flew fifty mslsion. over t*l

21 MR. BL.ACK: if you'll let me respond to that. 1 2 Mediterranean. and 1'm glad they succeeded so we could be here

21 that was something that I got, from General Goetehe, Which todiy. kI usineed to look at the Past a little bit to

toayo

n~7
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understand why we have to do what we hae to do today. ' It's got one of the most, highest traffic levels. Between

But I grew up with the Missiles. I watched them drill 2 Belt and Great Falls is one of the top five of the state

the first test hole for the Minutemane in -- east of Belt. of Montana, I'm sure you're aware of that by now, !or

a back in 1960. I was employed on the Minuteman cissile in a traffic. That's without any growth or any missiles.

S r ni 6 dSo. I want you to know that if you haw to build these,Conrad and Lewistown in '65. 6 and 7. so I feel like I've 5 I an4 hr sn lei hsro rpoal nteUie

got a little bit of background in it. It's sad that we

7 I have to have them, but until they ran have meetings like I 'F States that wants missiles or wars, but if we have to have

this and Environmental Impact Statements in Moscow, Tripoli them to keep our freedom, to deter the Khadafis and the

a F: and Beirut, I'm afraid this is what we're going to have 5 rent of the world that would like to have our country, than

'0 . to live with. I would like to ae someday the ability to you're welcome here.

tear them all down and possible the S.D.I. will allow that COL. BRISTOL: Ken Byerly.

.1 IF i we ever implement that. '2 MR. BYEvLy: Mayor Jock Humphrey had a council

3 I do have one concern that's very important. I believe, 3 meeting tonight and he regrets very much that ha couldn't

'a for all of us in central Montana. And that is the highway '4 be here. Me's glad you're here; he's impressed, generally,

IS I between here and Great Falls is treacherous, at best. I in with your statement.

I! drove several thousand miles back in the 6h's to Conrad 15 He did have one suggestion, which has already co up.

17 r from the city of Belt, where I grew up, and they at least H7 He wonders if it wouldn't be practical to han a maintenance

's have a four-lens divided highway to Conrad. In unit here in Lewistowmn and save some of this traffic back

9 Mow, we have mute Minutemen missiles than they do in :: and forth between Great palls and Lewistown. Thank you.

20 the Conrad area, but we've had to live with this outdated 20 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, Mr. Byerly.

21ii outmoded, two-lane highway for about thirty years longer 21 John Lubinus.

22 than we should have. And I strongly urge you to consider a MR. LUBINU.S I -- I came to this meeting tonight

23 divided highway between here and Great Falls, which is many, 23 JI not knowing where tour -- where you were going to site your

24many years overdue, with this Midgetman mismiel system. 2N Midgetman missiles. When I look through your little blue

It's probably one of the worst highways in the state. 25 thing here, I find out that N-8 is not in there, which makes
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I me very happy for a selfish reason. Because I live twelve going to put these missiles close to inhabited homes, why

24 hundred eighty feet from N-8. And for that reason, I -- I think you ought to move those missiles somewhera else

3 I compliment you people for taking into consideration the 3 and help those people.

human environent of these missiles. That's what I'd say here tonight. I'm very happy to

I think most of us have been good neighbors to these read this little blue thing, as I said earlier. Thank you.

missiles. I've gone through your process here. I was 6 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, Mr. Lubinus.

7 4 here in March, and I was scared to death, or scared quite COL. MALSR: Can I respond to that, please?

F thoroughly through a newspaper release that said we were CCL. BRISTOL' Col. walsh?

goin 5'COL. WALSH:6 yes, the twenty ifs identified there
going to have to move something like up to seventy-five . -r. If we ch e t hy wr n I f$ or the

'0 homeowners. I did submit a written testimony on my home and i0 were the maximum number, if we chOSe the wrong 1f5 or the

F! all the homes that have been built up in my area, and no " lfe that had inhabited facilities within the expanded safety

12 4 forth. And you did respond to that, and you did mention 12 zone. As it turns out we were able to meet our operational

13 your concern for this, and so forth. '3 requirements and avoid all of the.

I I I do have so"e concern tonight, as I read through this, IA COL. BRISTOL: ToM Elliot.

1i5 on your proposed -- on your proposed action. It says that 5 R. ELLIOT Y

16 inhabited structures may be located within the expanded 'B i didn't guite understand the format tonight. In I'

'7 safety easements of -- at twenty launch facilities. However, $7 probably going to slip a few questions in here.

'B during the final siting process, the highest priority will Is I'm a member of a silent majority here in the United

19 be given to avoiding the use of those launch facilities. 19 i States and that is the t'eventy-five percent of Americans

20 Since -- since my home no longer is in your alternatives, wn - who are opposed to development, or deployment of additional

21 that makes me happy, I guess. I said for a vary selfish 21 nuclear weapons. I think we're silent, mainly because we

22 reason. n3 just can't seem to get our message across to the Congress

23 I have some concerns for those twenty people because it 23 or the military that we just don't want any additional

N scared the devil out of me. And I'm sure they're in the 22, nuclear weapons. I wanted to emphasize to the crowd here

n same predicament yt. And you know, -- and I think if youtre 25 tonight, that to my knowledge the deployemet foindino for
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this eyystea As. not been *pproved by Congress. I system is not activated until it's in the air. And 1

2 COL. BRISTOLa Thwt's correct. It's a proposal. 2 assume that you use some form of telmtry of sneethinr

3 it's W t a decision. It hasn't been funded. And one of 3 to do that. I'm a real trusting fellon, basicaliy. but

the purposes of tonight's hearing is to gather inforeation • there ate a couple things that I have a hard time trusting.

9 so a decision can be "ade within out government of the n one Is a nineteen year old Air Force kid driving a two

8 executive and the legislative together. 5 hundred thirty-seven thousand pound, fourteen wheel, off-road

MR. ELLIOTi So this is still somebody's idea ' vehicle, and the other one is an Air Porte colonel, not

at this point. And I think that we don't have to allow 5 personally, of cours.. but an Air Force colonel who tells

this sytre to be deployed. We've spent twenty-eight million 5 me that missiles won't explode. I wish that you would

10 dollars on an EIS, mat of which Went to California. And 10 address the possibility, as remote as it May be, of an

w1 Ne can stop the funding on this program by working through 11 explosion in the transport mode.

ti Congress. I1 Another problem that I have, there's lot of excitement

3 One question I had, in looking at your vehicle usage I3 about the temporary influx of conatruction and military

l4 charts, met of the issues tonight have been taken with the 14 people with the program, especially over the dollar* that

Is H14L soving up and down the road. But in fact, there are is it might generate for the local economy. nave you also

56 quite a numehr of other vehicles that will be moving an a 16 considered the impact of the many potential long-term

17 result of the program. I figure ninety-thr"e thousand Il residents that will not move to central Pontana becaue --
Is trips per year on a one-way besis. So, I'm curious of how as result of the growinq public distaste for nuclear

is many accidents will occur as a result of that increased It weapons.

20 traffic, how many fatalities, and how Many of those fatael- 20 I feel like this is en unnecessary weapon system. Nowe'

21 ties will be in our highest risk group, which will be our I2 got enough ncolear deterrents in the world today to kill

22 teenage eons and daughters? 2 o fifty-eight billion people. That's enough to kill every

23 NOw, also as another question. Col. Walsh has said 23 Man, woman, child in the world twelve times over. It's

2. several times that there's no possibility of a nuclear 24 a dangerous system, it costs too srch, it's hard -- in my

25 explosion on the ground with this syatme because the weapon 2m mind, it's hard to protect, because It's a Mobile system, it

C4 4
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escalates the arm race and is a first strike capable I Action most be taken to reverse this course and part of that

2 weapon, it increases our chance of nuclear war, not 2 action must be no more nuclear weapons.

3 decreases it. w•,rst of all, it diverts a lot of economic Now, I would like to address your EIS.

and human resources away from education asd agricultural COL. BRISTOL: Could you come just a little bit

and other things that would make this a stronger and closer, that microphone's doing something funny there. I

better country. don't know what. Maybe if you were a little bit closer

most of us here in Montana grow things. We're tuned to it it will help out.

into the cycle of life, growing and creating life. We're MS. MITCHELL: Does that help?

not part of this death and destruction business. I just j COL. BRISTOL: Yes, thank you.

2l think it's time for us ;olks here in Montana to get a hold In MS. MITC•ERLL: Okay. First. I would like to

o1 of the rope and just say. aThat's enough." Thank you. 'i inform you that voters in this community failed to pass the

12 I COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir. 12 high school muill levy. Because of this, I feel the part of

13 Becky Mitchell. 13 the EIS addressing the impact in our public school system

1. MS. MITCHELL: My name is Becky Mitchell. I a. 1i no longer valid and needs to be re-evaluated.

Athe rea Field Consultant for the rArly Childhood Project, 5 Mext. I would like to refer you to page 4-1II of your

aend . parent. 1:1 EISand I quole, "with the construction of I00 shelters and

': [ To begin, I would like to state that I -n not quge- the added movement of the HPIL and military vehicles, both

16 1 tioning my country's need for a strong defense and the need I5 local residents and tourists would becom more aware of

19 I to be ever viLilent of the Soviets. I am against the I i the existence of the missile deployment in the arca.. I

2i buildup of nuclear arms. The megatonnage in the world in 20 feel that you have not adequately addressed the impacts or

21 enough to kill fifty-eight billion people, or every per-on 21 scope of military visibility and movement in our area.

221 now living, twelve times. Our current concepts of winning 22 Presently, there are times when I feel as I'm living

23 and losing have been rendered obsolete by nuclear technology. 3 in a Third world Country because of military activity in

24 The contest between the U.S. and Soviet Union Must stop or na our area, gune pointed at us: soldiers in fatigues: military

2M our world will be blown apart by our nuclear weapon arsenal. 25 conwoys; military helicopters, armored personnel carriers.
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etcetera. Will Third World military activity be a part of war poses. They are scared the world will be destroyed and

our life? please be specific as to the visibility of the 2 nothing will be left.

military and increase in military activities in our comoun- 3 I have an eight year old son who wakes screasing at

4 ity. night with nightmares about the world being blown up by

Last, but most important, I would like to address your missiles. Our children aneffected by the visibility

8 failure to comment on the psychological effects of the 6 of the military and missiles in their environment. Knowing

MNidgetman missile program upon our children. our children 7 that our children represent our investment in, and promise

live with the threat of nuclear war every day of their as of, the future, your failure to address the effects of

lives. the Midgetman eissile program on our children's psychologicall

10o According to research of oaeinski and Valasro-Whitaell, well-being indicates to me that you do not believe that a

.. e of the major fears of school ageas is nuclear war. A 11 future ecistsfor the. h you.

recent hoper poll showed sixty-five percent of one thousand 12 CL BRISTOL: Charley Xansen.

eight to seventeen year olds were very concerned about i3 MR. fARINEN: yeah, my name is Charley Karinen.

nuclear war. ft is also my understanding -- oh, it is ,4
4 u N And I'm a teacher and a parent. And I am from Montana,my understanding NEPA States that socioeconomic impacts most 15 I'm a native of Montana. And I've lived in Leawistown for

be addressed by this ff3. It in also my understanding 1 the last seven years. I guess that's for the benefit of

Sthat the purpose of the scoping was to identify significant 17 our local Preen. so they don't get it wrong this time

issues for study in the EIS. I strongly feel that the Is Well, they claim that I was self-proclaimed, so I want to

psychological effects of the Mlidgetman missile program on to make sure that it's straight.

Si our children fits both of these criteria. 0 Well, first of all. I know that you are all well-mtning

When our children view a hard mobile launcher traveling
21 21 here. I don't look upon anyone as an evil entity or any

down the road, when they encounter soldiers in fatigues, 22 thing like that. I Would like to ask how sock ensey doee

with gune, when they have to yield to a military convoy on23 23 the Midgetman program cost?

Main Street, they become frightened. Our children are
24 2. COL. BRISTOL: We're really into the comment

frightened because they understand the threat that nuclearanif period, now.
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MR. KARIMENE: Well, okay. I'll give what I heard r kind of akes me mad when I read is here and sea that a scre

2 and you can correct me if I say something wrong. 2 for the Minuteman II cost thirty-six bucks and --

3 Fifty million -- fifty billion dollars, is that right? 3 COL. BRISTOL: What text arm referring to there?

4 Okay, I'll read a comment here. Every gun that is made, 4 MR. KARINEN: This book in called Missile Easy

5 i every warship launched, every rocket fired signifies in 5 The Arms Race and Nuclear War, by Dr. Helen Caldlcott.

* the final sense, a theft from those who hunger and are not 6 You might want to read it, it'e pretty good.

fel, those who are cold and not clothed. This world in [A tiny electronic connecter plug for the Fm-Ill aircrafti

arme is not spending money alone, it is spending the sweat a which only cost $7.99 in 1982 now costs $726.86 in 1983.

9 of its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the hopes . Aluminum ladder which you can go down to a hardware store

10 of its children. This is not a way of life at all, in any 10 and buy for, I don't know, sixty bucks, cost $1,676.00

1I true sense under the cloud of threatening war, it in human- dollars. I'd like to know what's going on and I don't

12 ity hanging from a cross of iron. 12 know if you've addressed cost overruns in this program.

'3 I went to our local library and checked this book out '3 What are we going to look at in that?

14 so I could become a little mare educated on the arms race oa Our taxes are going to go up. We defeat our mill

I5 and nuclear war. And I've heard several comments tonight 5 levies in our schools, but we're willing to pay this kind

06 on how wasteful the whole thing is. For every one billion Ie of crap. I don't understand it. Thank you.

'7 Spent by the Pentagon and the private sector, twenty-eight C7 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. sir.

Is thousand direct and indirect jobs are created. In yie Barogrover.

'5 fIS, it said thirty to one hundred jobs in Lewistown. That 19 MR. BAR nROVER: That's h-a-c-n-g-c-o-v-s-c.

2o sounds like a paltry anount compared to that twenty-eight 20 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you.

21 thousand. 21 MR. BARNGROvER: A country with over two trillion

22 If we took that same one billion, you could create 22 dollars of national debt must be prudent on what we spend

2n thirty-two thousand jobs for new public transportation, 23 our tax dollars on. The estimated price tag for the

24 fifty-seven thousand jobs if used for personal consumption, 2. Midgetman missile is fifty million dollars. And that's

25 or seventy-one thousand jobs if spent for education. It 25 before the inevitable tax -- or txcuse as. before the in-

6r'1,mp I C4
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ecitable cost overrun. Foes the Defense Department is z of men, women and children. How many children and adults

2 expressing concern about the weapon system being too 2 believe they will be annihilated by a thermonuclear war?

3 i; expensive. Surely if the Defense Department is concerned Sure it's hard to measure these very personal impacts, but

a about the cost. we should be very apprehensive. 5 it's not acceptable to deny their importance, and they

, The disruption of our rural lifestyle that the S ýt should be evaluated in the final document. Why aren't the

construction and deployment of the Nidgetman missile would I a costs aseocieted with the mining, enrichment, fabrication,

? 7 have on central Montana i. another concern I have. We 7 de comisiuning and very long-term waste storage of

haven't begun to comprehend the logistical complications a radioactive materials assessed in the Draft EIS? or is

o of having e fourteen foot wide. one hundred and five fnot 5 this another one of those hidden costs that is deliberately

10 long transport vehicle running around on the public highways 1n overlooked.

and county roads. I pity thde poor stockman who, while 1' In the final EIS you should evaluate how to protect

moving his stock along a county road with a stoop bank on 12 us, the citizenry, from plutonium with a half-life of

13 one side and a sharp drop on the other, meete head-on with 13 toenty-four thousand years. You should also addrees how to

14 one of these vehile protect the strategic elements from terrorists and the

'5 Though the Draft EIS suggests relatively little impact n
5 unimagined possibilities of our earth, mother will likely

1% to our waterways, wildlife and landforms, I sense a deliber- 6 someday reveal to us.

i7 ate attempt by those responsible for this incomplete docu- '7 I'm sick and tired of being held hostage by the threat

,a eent to gloss over these very important features. 15 of a nuclear war. We already have land, sea, and air based

19 Another major, though unassessed concern I have, is 15 nuclear weapons delivery systems with an overkill factor of

10 what are the short- and long-term impacts on humans? What 20 ten or more for all military and civilian targets in the

21 psychological impacts will this create on our children? 21 Soviet Union. Mow redundant do we need to become, and how

22 Even though the Midgetman is purported to be a second- 22 much can we afford? It seems the people who gain from this

23 strike -eapon. it certainly would have the capability of 23 and other similar proposals, such as SIar Wars and the

24 being used for a first-strike. No matter what its stated 24 MX, are the defense contractors and the politicians. It's

25 purpose, the Midgetman has the potential of killing millions 2 time to stop this menace, motivated by profits, fear, and
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lý park-barrel politicians. Enough of this myopic, o-idget- irout personal life.

2 

21

inded mentality. 2 i want to thank you for the opportunity to cofrent.

3 many Montanans are experiencing tough economic time:. COL BRSO:Tan oJm

This makes us more vulnerable to accepting a proposal thct Robert Kelleher.

51 promisee jobs. Considering the additional federal taxes 5 !MR. KELLEHER: My name is Robert Kelleher, my

Sall of us will be assessed for this costly system, it will 6 L address is the Kelleher Law Office at 230 Grand Avenue,

7 be of no real economic gain to us. However, if we, as a ? I Billings, Montana 59101.

8ai state. were appropriated just one percent of the estinitted 8! My appearance is as an individual. And a copy of the

9 costs of the Midgetman, or five hundred million dollars, !,transcript of the hearing together with a copy of the

1O ! we could develop one of the finest educational systems ,0 jýi billing for cost. of copy of the same is reqluested to be

anywhere. Additionally, we could finance food processing me miled to my offie,

12 facilities to give Montana agricultural producers an 2 i And I'I, confine my remarks to the EIS.

'3 opportunity to add value to their products before they leave ! 3 ,, Deployment of the (slcl St4 -- I use the initials used

14 the state. Such programs would revitalize our economy and i1. In the Air Force magazine from May, 1987. [sic] BJ

Is provide our children s.th more constructive, purposeful, 1s acronym. The deployfent of the [sic) M in central Mntana

' m and enriching opportunities than now exist. 2 n is not supported by adequate environmental impact utatments

lj se have a choice to make. If we opt for the nmidgetman, as required by the recent deyision of the Eighth Circuit

S hi we burden ourselves and future generations with an extreo ly os Court of Appeals, in the case of FrRen.s of the Earth

,Q picostly, d.habilitating, envirotmentally destructive, s9 ver MsoRon. When the Billings -hamber of romlerce an-

M) I strategically destabilizing, morally corrupt, and redundant 1 20[ notinced . recent poot1Qh given by

21 w eapon system. Stopping -- or stopping this long campaigln 21 M: ajor General Richard S. Goettke. Deputy Chief of Staff for

a2 of fear and badnles for th ie s in which there 22 5I Headquartes s SAC, it was stated that General Gon ike waueld

b3 is no winners in a nuclear conflict. If we as a human 23 ! ins. a onta 5r121.

state wer appopriasd jst oe perent f th msti,,teeakM appearane in aspancind h ividul, nd a copyofeth

12 species are to survive and improve our lifpo we must a [1l Actually understand he spoke about the NX in the Isicl SM

ZS pknowledge this fact and act eccordingly with how we conducl . 2 replacing the Midgetman, but the Draft FIS for the isle. BM

a ye4
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does not adequately discuss the impact on the environment the requirement of the Eighth Circuit opinion. Also, the

2 within the meaning of the Yrises Of the Earth versus 2 K initial Draft EIS doms not cover, once again, in the words

3 eapgan as set forth by the Eighth Circuit. 3 of the Eighth Circuit, "Appropriate mitigation measures

4 In that case, the Court agreed with the allegation 4 for removal, handling, transportation, and storage of the

5 of the Plaintiff that "FEIS fails tu discuss the environ- si Minuteman III missiles." Which I understand the Minuteman

4 mental impacts of the intentional use of the piojected -1" II, Minuteman III are to be replaced with the 1X eventcally

7 usually )udges give the court reporter a rest once in 7 and with the isir) BM or Midgetman missile.

8 awhile. I Sub-paragraph (g) (3l section 989.15 of 32 CFR calls

COL. IRISTOL: I get a lot of comments about 9i for a discussion of possible abandonment of the project,

I0 that, but this one's very, very toleraut with me. 10I according to the Kay, 1987 issue of Air Force Magazine.

11MR. KELLEHER: well, you at least owe her a I' The upgrading of the ;sic) SM or :%id-etman -- I'm sorry,

'2 bottle of liniment, I think. 1211 strike that.

13 I'll repeat that last part. I quote, "The FElS fails 13 [ Upgrading of the Minuteman, "-ill insure viability of

14 to discuss environmental impacts of the intentional use of 'a the weapon systm beyond the year 2000." If thin in true,

'5 the projected MX musiles." Likewise, the (sic) BM Draft 
.n

15 i it would appear that there is no need to replace or add

15, EI does not disruss the environmental impact of either .. Ii additional missiles such as the [sic] BM.

I the accidental or intentional use of the [sic) EM an ce- '7 i The Draft EIS fails to consider the number of auto-

'5 guested by the majority in the Eighth Court -- Eighth 0 mobile accidents and deathn -- and, Colonel, I note that the

19 Circuit decision.[. 9 i CFR says that you are to avoid a lot of repetition, and I'llI

an Alno. within meaning of the recent Circuit Court o try not to be repetitive, since the matter of transportation.

decision, "The fEIS is inadequate becaise it does not 2' 1 realize, Colonel, that it's already been discussed. Sut

21 i�2 it does not -- the Draft EIS does not consider the number

23 I noted there was some discussion about whether to [21 of automobile accidents and deaths that actuarially mist t

24 cuse, I think a m hacr-cvered housing facility of Some sortI Nh occur because of the HML is more than one hundred feet in

25 i or a fabricated facility. But I don't think that satisfied 2U length and it's fourteen feet wide und based on ita weight,

toj 5 I it.

C4
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I will require at least thirteen axles while driving on The Draft EI states that -- otherwise I would have

2 Fergus County roads. 2 given to the court reporter so she wouldn't have to do all

3 Although General Goetzke claimed that the HMLs is -- 3 this -- the Draft EIS states that each of these two

4 to use his phrases -- "Won't be on the roads" unless they a hundred HMLs will make at least one round trip from the

5 must be moved to counter a Soviet ICfM attack. 5 launch to the base for maintenance on an annual basis.

6 The Draft EIS states that this vehicle, weighing two 6 Finally, I think that an alternative basing mode should

hundred thirty thousand pounds, can achieve speeds up to 7 i have been discussed in the EIS as far as geography is

8 fifty miles an hour and is capable of travel on a paved, $ concerned. I think the EIS should nave discussed placing,

9 gravel, and dirt roads and capable of operating night and 9 actually placing the Midgetmas or sic) SM in the south-

10I day under all weather conditions. Further, the Senate '0 western United States. I realize that's partially a

I' Arms Seroires Committee Report on a Natuonal Defense 'I political decision, but I think it's also an environmental

'2 Authorization Act for I188-89, (8 May, 1987) stated that impact decision, in that the Soviet submarines are, I

13 "Activities in support for the HML development should attach 83 believe, geographically would be closer, using the Pacific

'a the highest priority to assuring that the launcher is 41a as a base to launch towards eastern Montana than they would

Is compatible with repeated operation on available roads in t5 in the Southwestern part of the T'nlted States where they

Is the vicinity of Minuteman launchers with the Small -- where Is are. It would be a larger desert area for them to -- to -

'7 the Small ICAMS will be based." Page 104. 01 to be based. And I think it failed to consider the present

'8 COL. BRISTOL: Mr. Kelleher -- 8o technological skill or degree that the Soviets now have in

9 8MR. KELLEBER: I'm !most finished, sir. f9 submarine launched, their CEP in sub-launched missiles and

25 COL. BRISTOL: okay, go ahead and conclude. I n the future capasilities -- in the near future capabilities

21 was going to suggest that you might want to submit the 21 of Soviet launch or the submarine launch.

n balanc- of that for the record, but if you're close to the 21 Thank you, Colonel.

23 end I'll allow you to conclude. 23 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir.

24 MR. KELLP.HER: Sir, I've -- yeah. I'm almost 25 COL. WALSH: May we make some comments on that?

2S f-ntsh-d. •26 COL. BRISTOL: If you'd like to make a brief

to to
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Scomment. sir. INX lawsuit, that is Friends of the Earth versus Reagan,

2 COL. WALSH[ Just a few comments I'd like to Sake 2 Congress limited the scope of the MX CIR to the deployment

3 with respect to your remarks. 3 12 and peacetime operation of the system, but Congress unfor-

4 First of all. there is no intention of the Government a r tunately did show somewhat ambiquously. Consequently. the

right now to remove the Minutemna It or the Minuteman III S Eighth Circuit in the recent decision, determined that this

missiles from their silos at malistrom Air Force Base. SO C limitation applied only to the first twenty-one NX missiles

it's not appropriate for it to be covered in this EIS. 7 dorloyad and intimated that the NX EIS should have been

MR. KELLEHER: Excuse me, sir. I didn't hear. 8 , broader in scope with respect to the remaining twenty-nine

There is or is not? 9 FI MX missiles scheduled for deployment.

'0 COL. WALSH: There is sot. There is not any 10 As to this tIn in the 1906 DOD Authorization Act,

11 proposal to reimove Minuteman II or Mituteman III missile. 1 1 Congress clearly and unambiguously limited scope to the

12 from these holes. So that's why it's sot included in thin s2 discussion of the environmental impacts associated with

I3 particular CIS. Furthermore, the consideration of other i3 i the deployment and peacetime operation of the Small ICBM

14 basing modes and other basing locations including the :4 at specifically selected sites; in this case, Malmatrom

is southwest was accomplished in the Legislative CIS that 3 Air Force Base. Accordingly, it is our view that much

i1 was provided to Congress in November. te of the Eighth Circuit's decision not germane to this

17 And I would like to ask Mr. Van Mess to make a few Er

:5 8 cotnsents with respect to the Eighth Circuit '~rt Roling. Additionally, the Eighth Circuit's decision in the

It plese.. It Ix case did not conclude that the MX EIS was inadequate,

20 A.?. VAN NESS: It is, of course, possible for 20 rather the Eighth Circuit simply decided contrary to the

2t two attorneys to read precisely the same document and 2: Federal District Court's earlier decision that the challenge

22 reach rather remarkably different conclusions about what j2 to the MX CIS could be heard and decided by the courts.

23 the court said. But having said that. let me give what 23 Consequently, thr Eighth Circuit returned the case to the

2 we believe our view of that Court; decision is. Ia Federal District Court in Lincoln, Nebraska for trial and

25 In the Congressional Directive that was at issue in the 25 ultimate resolution. The Eighth Circuit did sot determine

Cm-vD., ( li-
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that MX CIS was either adequate or inadequate, it left that ' I don't know about asybody else in the room, but when I see

2 task to the Federal District Court. 2 a silo. 0 its pre'ent state. I get the willies. And they

3 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, Major Van Ness. 3 are going to be tripld in size or doubled in size with a

a Dorc Marsden. 4a couo le of shelters. I hate to think what they're going to

A aR. MARSDEN: That's M-a-r-s-d-e-n. . do -- do to my psyche at that moment.

. COL. BRISTOL: That microphone, Bruce, is not s Also. I see increased traffic. No significant increase

7 as good as the other one, so yov Soy want to speak up a in local employment. Evicted fami-ies. And the thought

s little closer to it. Or. if you want to watch the wires, e of getting stuck behind a one hundred rout long fourteen

9 but, if you want to go to the other one, you're welcome 5 foot wide nuisance on the way to Great Falls. For Montana

'0 to do so. i0 as a whole, I see increased pressure on social r urvces,

np MR. MARsDER: I'll speak from left field out 11 law enforcement, schools, roads. ecr---or.i ars, utili-

:2 here. 12 ties. and budget shortfalls. r the U.S. I see increased

'3 I've read through this report and this is what 1 13 taxes. in money wasted on useless weapon systems while

1a see for Fergus county. You've got agricultural land used, 14 people in industries suffer. And for the world. I see us

s5 silo areas tripled in size and even sore of an eyesore. is one step closer to nuclear annihilation.

IS We talked about the present a 'S as being low-impact. I ia but, let us suppose for a moenst that the Midqetman

: don't know about anybody else in this room, when I see 1: missile system is the economic boost we need for central

Is those silos I get the Jllies an m stomach. It's not a is N Montana. Let us suppose for a moment that its benefits

19 low-impact, as it is now. ,e are positive and its negative impacts sre negligible. Let

20 COL. BRISTOL: I'm sorry, I just can't hear you. 2o us suppose for a minute that we'll sell our houses, fill

2I I think the reporter can. but if you could speak up a 2 our rentals., -ploy our people, push our goods, all these

Z? little closer to the mike, ple.•e. 22 wonderful "ings we talk about. I still can't suprrt this

3 M•R. MARSDEN: I was coCmenting on the silos. 23 program. T -' 't sIpport spending fifty billion dollars or

a Most people refer to the present silos an Iow-ispart. 2nd ?I more, on a prog.am whose sole purpose is to threaten destruc-

in that's why we accept them so willingly here in Fergus County, 2s tion of all life as we know it on plunet earth. "To keep the

SC.
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I peace. I either consciously or sub-consciously by seeing huge

2 I am morally opposed to spending eoney on nuclear 2 vehicles carry weapons on our highways? Kids don't forget

3 weapons while people in Fergus County and around the world 3 that quickly. Thing. bug thee cure than we realize,

4 go hungry, while children die of starvation. I am corally 4 The other day, I was looking through a magazine. There

5 opposed to spending money on nuclear weapons instead of on S was a picture in the magazine of an undercover policewuoman

6 cures for diseases that kill people daily. I am morally 6 tandling a pistol. My five year old son -- he's five years

7 opposed to spending money on a system thu , if used, will 7 old -- son's comment wis, "Was that the student who shot

a poison the world, instead of spending money on solutions , the teacher?" That was seven months ago. Psychologically

9 to current pollution problems. I am morally opposed to 9 1 damaging things stick with children much more than we choose

10 spending our money resources and best minds on developing 10 to believe. This is one of the many questions rot addressed

11 nuclear weapon systems while our educational system decays 1, by the study.

12 and eany adults can't reau. Sow can we morally support If Has effects of non-deployment in the use oi this

,3 using that tremendous amount of money on nuclear weapons 13 money for the use of human needs been stunuet? It hasn't.

14 while human beings suffer? Please think about it. 1a It seems that people are look.ng at the deployment of the

Is It states in the EIS that the purpose of the EIS is i5 Midgetman as an economic boost to central Montana.

's to study the human impacts of deployment of the Midgetman. 51 Let me end by presenting you with two scenarios. We'll

It Human beings are a higher species. We cannot only be 1I start with Mr. X. Mr. X is a small business somewhere in

is impacted physically, but intellectually and psycholOgically is the midwest, let's put him in St. Paul. He wants to cove

19i as well. Yet the Air Force refuses to study anything but Is his family out of the city and his business also. He wants

20 the physical impacts, stating an obscure dectsion from a 20 to move out west where he can enjoy hunting and fishing a I

2' nuclear power plant case in Connectic.ut, I think it is. It 21 all the beautiful scenery. He hears of this Wonderful

22 has nothing to do with nuclear weapons. V2 place called Lewistown, which offers all of these benefits.

23 I believe, will not deployment of the Midgetman impact 23 Then he hears of our educaticul problems. And then that

2- us intellectually, psychologically, as well as physically? 2s two hundred to two hundred and fifty more nuclear missiles

25 Do we know how our children will be psychologically .ffected 25 are to be sited in the area. Mr. X chooses Colorado as a
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I place to settle ins-aad. I stick our resources into nuclear weapon systems that will

2 Now, let's consider family Y. Faeily Y is on vacation 2[ do nobody any good. Thank you.

3 in Montana, they're from Baltimore. Let's say they plan 3 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, Bruce.

a on visiting Yellowstone Park and then they want to spend a fee vander Vge.

5 a few days drivnng up to Glacier. They check out all the Joan Thomas?

6 vailable routes and choose a scenic drive through ce-1tral - MS. THOMAS: My -nae is Joan Thomas, I just have

I Montana. A wise choice, as it's beautiful here. They've 7 1 a few left, most of it's been covered. But in Section 1.32,

6 going to spend a few days in Lewistown and spend a few 8 Operations Concept, it states operation activities are

o dollars in Lewistown. They hear that the route is lined 59 those required to maintain th" Small ICBM system in a

in with nuclear weapon sites. They head up to Flathead 1I secure, alert condition. Nowhere does it mention how this

11 Valley instead. II system will be considered alert in the event of extreem

I2 Have people of Lewistown thought of these possibilities?' 12 cold or blizzard conditions coone here in central Montana.

13 1 really don't think so. We think this is our economic 13 I also feel that the EIS didn't take into account the

1sulcution. And I believe it's nor economic downfall to 14 pollution and disturbance of the earth brought out in the

is invite these systems in our neighborhood, into our area. 15 production of a nuclear missile. And who's going to

it I hope that these comments haven't led anybody to is finally face up to the fact that radioactive waste is

17 construe that I'n. un-Amferican, that I'm un-oatriotic and 11 a problem that doesn't go away quickly.

is that I don't live my ountry. I have nothing, personally, 'a And I had one qestion that came up in th,, -- well.

i9 against the Air Force. The armed forces do a necessary job i9 you had answered , question in the question period. And

x0 in this country prntectinq on. I love America and the 2 m saybe you can't answer it now. but I'll state it anyway.

21 reason I'm speaking ont aqainnt these systems is because I 21 You said that the state -- in this process, the state

22 see an AOerica that has fallen far from the ideal that the 22 would determine what repairs are needed on roads and

2' world expects of it. And I see an America heading away 23 bridges in order for the travel of these vehicles. And

2. ftom the helping hand and the assistance that we give to 2a that the Air Force Would then pay for it to be repaited.

25 coontries toat need it all over the world. And instead we 2M And I was wondering, will the cost of determining these

E-14
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Sneeded be paid for by the Air Force too and if so, shouldn't One question we didn't quite get to in my other section

2 this money be made available now in the planning stages? 2 was in every accident scenario, the hypothetical situation

3 COL. WALSH: I should answer that. is only for the release of one percent of the radioactive

F COL. BRISTOL: Go ahead. Just briefly. 4 material. Was that just a downplay. possible accidents and

5 COL. WAL.SH: That's a very good point that you 5 hazards, or was there another reason for this?

brought up. And, in fact, the Air Force should pay for 6 I'll just have a short comment. and I'll be on my way.

I such an assessment and in fact, it has. It has already Sose of the military hailed the Midgetman us a great defen-

$ provided the amount of $200.000.00 dollars to the state g nive system. I say noes of the military because there is

9 to do the assessment. Thank you very much. I disagreement in the Department of Defense, there is also

0o COL. BRISTOL: Sally Kalnens. i0 disaqreement in Congress, within the Air Force themselves,

N MS. KARINEN: Sally Karenen. K-a-r-i-n-e-n. I and obviously with American people -r to whether we need

12 guess my comment's just this, it's already sort of been "2 this weapon. The only people who seem to agree that we

13 stated. I think it's just a waste of money. Think of '3 definitely need Midgetman are the defense contractors who

I4 all the other things we could buy with all that money and 'a are going to build the thing and reap huge profits in doing

is all of the things that you guys could be doing that would 15 so. Lt's face it. there is a pile of money to be "do.

in be really good. is By keeping the threat of nuclear war alive, the self-serving

,I COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. Kraig Kruger? Are 17 firms that make armament have done a very good job of making

Is you still with us? There we go. I knew that you were *s sure that this particular threat does not die.

is there, I just couldn't see because of this monstrosity Ia If it is. indeed, the defense that we are looking for,

20 hore between us. 20 the Midgetman will not provide sufficient defense in ratio

21 MR. sRUGER: Thanks. First off. I'm going to 21 to its costs. Unless we are trying to escalate the nuclear

22 agree with Charley tarines. I really am disgusted with 22 arme race, we should not be building a weapon with such

M2 the brand of yellow journalism that is practiced by our 23 I obvious first strike offensive capabilities. we need F

2a local press. And two days from now, we'll see how all of 24 defense, we do not need budget deficits. We do not need the

25 thin was Nisoonstrued here tonight. 25 lion's share of our economic resources drained into the pool +f

es-q
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Sthe military industrial complex.eposed to fires. And it would appear from the results

2 The Defense Department is the only Department of 2 of all those esperiments that even under the Worst case

3 Government to inc rease spending during times when more 3I conditions the maximum amount of plutonium that can be

austeric measures would be appropriate. The Air Force 4 aerosolized in a fire is about one percent. That's where

wants to spend fifty billion, perhaps one hundred billion, s the fiqure comes from.

Son a weapon system with a life expectancy of fifteen to e COL. BRISTOL: Mark Hedgpeth?

F twenty years. I would sure like to see that -jo through KR. HEDGPETh: The question was answered.

a the loan department where I bank. America cannot afford S COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. Thomas Longshore?

9 this. Those involved in making war munitions might learn a MR. LONGSHORE: The first meeting that you had

in from looking at the rest of the country that these are io in Lewistown, I failed to make it there. I didn't have time.

ii not the best of times. And I'm really glad I came to this one., this is very enjoy-

12 Prom the viewpoint of morality, from the viewpoint of 12 able. And where else can we have a place where you gentlemen

"3 economics, from the viewpoint of reliability and effective- 13 can come down and present your proposals and the populace

i ness, the Midgetman is Just not the answer. Thank you. 14 has the opportunity to come in and give you input and have

1s COL. BRISTOL: Thank yoe. There was a question i5 the free sharing of ideas here.

In there. I didn't know whether the panel wanted to give a in The thing that we nust bear in mind, and I guess some

,1 brief response to it. 'i people east he forgetting this, ths is freedom. Frseadse

s0 COL. WALSH: We can respond. 11 has a price. Down through history, freedom's always had

1 COL. BRISTOL: Just in a minute or less, if you I5 a price of blood and money. I don't believe that I know

20 could. Go ahead. 20 of anybody in any country that has ever won their freedom

2i COL. ISAACSON: In response to the question with 2, without the shedding of blood and the spending of money.

n regard to the amount of plutonium that might be aeromolized 22 And I don't believe that if we don't spend a little money

a in an accident scenario, the figure comes from the sum total,. 23 somewhere, we're not 7oing to be able to have this freedom

24 the examination of the sue total, of all the experiments m4 that we have today. Thank you.

2s that we know of that have been done where plutonium was as COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir. Jeff Sheldon?
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MR. SHELDON: Well, I was out on a job site, north [ there's probably a dozen good garages in town that could

2 of town here, in the spring. And I saw a little incident 2 1! have taken care of that same particular need. But I guess

3 I'd kind of like to relate it to you. I think it's a 3 !I; what this point illustrates, is that wt get the woise, w

4 parable of what this program will mean to Lewistown and a j get the garbage, but the buck goes someplace else.

* central Montana in general. 5 And I guess I'd like to ask you a couple of questions.

I was at this construction site and Parked across the 6iI Maybe just personal gquetio... .ire. of all. does it

highway was one of those little armored vehicles there. 7 make any sense to spend fifty billion dollars when you'rei
I It was a nice warm spring day, one of the first ones that 8 already the world's largest debtor nation, and the adeinis-

9 we had, and these two young cadets, or whatever they're F tration's already running the largest deficit in the

'o called, were sitting in the door of their truck -- back history of the known universe.

"* door of their truck. Had a little tape deck cranked up, 11 And second, why doesn't anybody in this administration

2 you could hear it across the road. I was about one hundred 1p have the guts to ask the American people to pay for this

13 T yards away. And they were eating lunch and drinking sooe 3 system? If it's so important, certainly freedom has a

I: pop and stuff. F~14 price, but we're not willing to pay. We're just willing

15i And I was out there for quite awhile, I was out there F5 to charge it.

56 for a couple of hours. And I just kind of got to wondering n And finally, I guess on behalf of myself and my family

F. why these guys were sitting thece for so long. And I 7 and my descendants, hopefully, I guess I'd like to take

,: finally asked one of the guys that were at this site, he aI the opportunity to wish you a pleasant trip, and I hope yOe

9is said, "Well, they were there for an hour before you got 1. never have the opportunity to return. Thank you.

20 here." 2 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. sir. I have depleted

21 F And about that time, this little vehicle shows up; 21 the list of those who had filled out the coeont sheets

2 F: a little maintenance vehicle shows up. And this guy gets 22 indicating a desire to make a statement or ask a question.

z3 out and he tinkers with this outfit. Five minutes, they 23 I have fourteen sinutas left, or thereabouts, to the time

24 all pack up and drive away. 24 that this facility has been made available.

25 F oAnd I guess, maybe ask Mr. Iongshore or anybody else, 25 And I kn that my count reporter'n fingers ark getting
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tired, but I will open op the opportunity at this point in fvary guestionable.

:'n

2 iitime for anybody that didn't fill out a comment sheet 2 EI ack day as I work is agriculture. I drive back and

3 [1 that would like. based upon anything that's been 3 forth between and snong the several sites, The one that's J

• 'to either make a cossnent or ask a gunstion at this point 4 only one nile from the home I began in and another one I

iiiin tine. 5 that sends up one of its concrete area is one of our pan-

i Just cone forth to this microphone, since I don't have n F turns snet to a fish pond that my family tries to spend

7I your name written down, beoeotra clear. I think I'm going ?I seen guiet evenings at, Quite octen under surveillance of

* to get a consent sheet here, 5 8 arnored cars and occasionally guns.

9 MS. TURCEK: I am Judy Tureck. I as from the 5 . A couple peers ago, we became concerned about some

I0 r enowned area of Coffee Creek, Montana, I grow up in *i0f water out of this site that was hilling all the vegetation

II Stanford and Denton area and I wan introduced in the early ,, Fnl h ditch, Because it flows down into one of the

12 lg196s to missiles about one mile from my bose, 12 colmnunity livestock streams known as Coffee Creek, And at

t3 At that tine, we were taken down on a public relations F3 th iew a oeikigta t spobablya herbi-

14 tour to see the sew hope of total destruction. At that F14 ride or a pestici•de and ye referred it to the county se

In time, living only u nile away, I thought at the ripe age i5 control person who at that tine called Malestrom and was

t5 of fourteen, I don't think tint sayn much for me. And nOt 15 bluntly told that it was none of kin dame business what

t7 Purer did l become aware that the term for this area was "7 was coning out of that site.

18 the kill 2one.51 The state Department of Mealth and Environmenntal

19 I ws'tto ay er atrFht htISegn• Science was later able to tell ua it was one no the sloppiest
1

20 trying to comfort usually nine or ten your old children 20 jobs of fungicide disposal they'd ever seen,

21 at sight oho usually yoke sobbing because they had dream•ncd By the way. I hope some of your men ran shoot straighter'

2 that nuclear war had occurred, That there wam no ivivng 23 at their targets than they do at the deer they try to "it

2n thing left. asd at thin same tine, I tried to enpials 23 when they come Bunting.

ca tO these children why they should have a reverence for life f4 ach day I live and work in en agriculture whose

25 and try to develop a foLure, ohsen atomic nsaponry made both 25 stability ham kept this coenunity alive for many years, not
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like the boom and bust cycle that we experienced during the open the floor by saying it'. still a proposal and one of
SI early 't0u. i'd like to close on a slightly more phllo- I the purposes of theem meetings is to get roeot. public

sophic.1 note. because -11 of this becomes Justified by cOent on this program, I guess ly omirent is, I don't

political and national propoganda that ails at onfe thing, 4 555 the feasibility in it. I'm sure in the mititar -- it

I that we must persuade one set of people that another set 5 sounds like a military indubtry plot to ma. to earn Sore.

I of people are not really human and therefore it's lsgiti- i money.

s eats to put them under surveillance, to bully them, or 7 You talk about nuclear destruction scenarioe. What.

* *ven murder them. a is to stop the Soviet Union from totally annihilating

As One of these individual people, I stand morally 5 Montana in a nuclear attack? Is the United States going to

tO and ethically opposed to any further nuclear development ,o welt until the Soviet bombs land before they respond? Or

1t or proliferation. Thank yoU. ai ere they going to wait until they have attack ronfirmation

'2 COL. BRISTOLt Thank you, mie. TUreck. Anyone *n before they respond? If they don't wait until the missiles

13 else? C land or explode. then what's wrong with the missiles now?

a. Go ahead, sir. . They can still go off, they ain't goung to be destructed.

'S mg. LA FOUNTAIN: Yeah, my nome is Don La Fountain. 15 If the Soviets do respond by destroying, totally.

SI'a a central Montana native -- M Montana. what good is these new missiles going to do?

I CCOL. BRISTOL:t Could you spell y.,r last name, by the time word I. recelued of a Soviet attack, what is

NO sir, please? Is it until the missiles land? twenty-five minutes or so?

19 W . LA FOUNTAIN: La Fountain. L-a-F-o-u-n-t-a-i-n. ts How far can those heavy vehicles get in twenty-five minutes?

20 COL. BRISTOL, Thank you. 20 Twenty-five miles?

It MR. LA FCONTAfNt I've got a few coments. I'd 2, see no feasibility in at all. It sounds like a

22 like to say to Mc. fruger. I think your first question wae e2 military Industrial plot to em. But that was my comment.

23 valid. Your first question was valid, I think. I agree 23 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir.

24 totally with you lpointing). I guess my comments don't , It's besn my pleasure to be hers this evening. I

per in exactly, directly to the EfS, but since you brought want to thank all of you for taking time out of your sched-
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I ules to take pert and participate in these hearings. As t CBRTIFICATE

nany of you know, ther* sill be others c..nductd at other 2

3 loc tionS. And I think those locations are listed in the 3 STATE OF MONTANA I

4 handout tonight. !COUNTY OF FERGUS s.

5 Your participation and your unique perspectives on

I these issues are the one thing that can't come from anyone, 5 I. AUDREY C. PETERSEN, Professional Reporter s-d

from any contractor or from any element, or source other Rotary Public in and for the County of arte,.. Etate of

I than yourselves. And that's one of the min reasons why 5 ontana. hareby certify that I did st the time, date end

UI this group is here, to get those Inputs so that they can place as set forth, report the proceedings had In the

0I be appropriately factored into th& final package and the 10 public hearing in stenotype, that the foregoing pages•

decision pro,-e.s on this particular proposal. 1 rnclusi v, constitute u true, correct and complete transcript

tI Again, I thank you. You've been most considerate, not 12 of my stenographic notes as reduced to typewritten form by

73 only of us, but of each other. And I wish you a good 31 me or under my direction to the best of my skill and

14 1 evening and a safe trip home. Thank you very srch. tu ability.

tn i t: I further certify that I am not a relative, agent,

,G te 10 attorney or counsel of any of the parties hereto.

Dated this Sth day of August, 1987.

ts9 •e ' ' II

2020 L A ?.
* AUllo. R •'ItCSI3Yq *s

2t t 2 Notary Public

"2 My Commission zxplre5s

25 I5
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I PROCEEDINGS

I 1 COL. BRISTOL, GOOd evening. Ny name is Matt

2 1 Bristol and I'm an Air Force trial judge. My full-time

3 business out of Washington, Is nitting on general courts

4 martial, that is, conducting criminal trials within the

5 Air Force.

SECTION Z I -as asked to come out here this week and I*-os a.

7the hearing officer in a series of hearings on an Air Force

PRESENTATION a proposal to deploy and operate in peacetime the Small

S BY LT. COL. PETER WALSH Intercontinental Ballistic Missile System within Minutman

I0 silos in north-central Montana, that is, the silos that are

I under the operational control of the Maleatrom Air Force

S.... Ii Base.

3 i13 I don't kino anything more, really, about this proposal

I'. than many of you. I've read the notes about it, I've reedI5 S the handout. Im not an espert on it. I haven't had any

I'.I IC irole in its development, nor an I a legal advisor for the

II 17 I people that are putting this proposal together. I wear
Is Ii

1 the sase blue suit as Col. Walsh. whom you'll be meeting

19 here in a moment, and some of the tler Air Force members

5 •20 that are here. But we come from different worlds within

21 21 the Air Force.

22 2 My function tonight is very simplea to provide you with

323 an opportunity that's provided by public law to learn

' 14 Iinformation about this proposal. All of its details, and

23 20 L-.t will he in the fore of a briefing from Col. Walsh. And
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I then preside over this hearing and your opportunity to get flom the Air For.e proponents of the proposal to you , the

2 any matters clarified in your own minds, that is to ask 2 poople who live in a portion of the area most directly

3 questions to clarify any point. about the briefing Or about 3 impacted by this proposal; and then put you in the opti

4 the Draft Environmental Impact Statement that's been 4 Position by having your questions ans•ered and any ottmrs

published here recently And following the question Period c clarified in your own mind. Put you in the opt•mm position

O you'll have an opportunity to make statements, either verbal 5 to make statements to the extent you choose to do so.

7 statements made from a microphone like this, that wiii be w, miany of you have copies of the reent shet that

a taken down by our court reporter and ade a part of the 5 was handed out at the door. Let Se Just Say a few words

0 public record, or submit written statements that will be about that. Number one, there's no magic to it. You can

10 equally a part of the public record and given equal co•nider- fill one out if you like, and if you just as soon not, you

10 ation. I, 1 don'tahave to. It is the only record of your participation

12 What the law basically says is that if a goverr ental '2 in the hearing, but if you'd Just as -oon not have there be

13 agency, like the Air Porre, Wnts to do samething that baa 13 a record of your participation, that's fine too. A lot of

14 significant environmental consequences, that the agency has 5s people just crme and like to listen and learn without being

1to mak an ssesnt of those cosquenes and factor those an active participant. The most important thing, indicate

so in, in somewise, to the operational decision making about :5 your addrens. If you're a pulibic official, indicate what

17 that particular proposal. What we have tonight is a pro- ly that particular office is that you hold. If you're the

is posal. You'll see things that say decision, the President 1i designated spokesperson for a private organization, name,1 decided, somIone else decided. but in the government in 5 indicate the name of that organisation. And if you're just
20 the content of enecutIve legislative interaction, when the 20 here as a private citizen capacity, all well and good, just

21 President decides something that requires funding or In 21 indicate that.

22 which the Congress has a role, that very often is, in 22 And again, there's a block to check if you want to ask

23 effect, a recoendation or a request in the budget Sense. 23 a question during the question part of the hearing. There's

N5 So we're here tonight, not to justify anything, but 2. a block to check if you'd like to make a verbal statnt or

25 simply to have a good, two-way rcomunications. Part oe 21 comment. There's a block to check if you want to submit a

ln ,,snro, Km
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written statement, and in fact, you can use this form to do proposal, as you perceive it, might impact upon the area

2 that. You have any time until the 21st of August, as 2 that you know best. So take advantage of this opportunity

3 Col. Walsh will emphasize. Finally, you can also check a 3 and I'm here to make sure that you get the full opportunity

block if yOu want a copy of either the Draft Environmental to which you're entitled. But wetre going to keep it pretty

hi Impact Statement or the final. So, it's pretty much a S simple.

nulti-purpose fore. I urge you to fill one out. There is a time limit: normally, it's five minutes for

What I'm going to do, after the briefing, at the end 7 public officials for the comment period and five minutes

of my opening remarks, and the briefing will be about the 8 for the designated representatives of private organizations
9 one-third point in tonight's meeting, we'll go from 7:00 9 and three minutes for private citizens. Sut what I'll do

to i0:00. We'll take a break and I'll collect these fores. s0 is 1'l see how many people want to speak and how many

I'll put them in two piles. Pile one will be those that I people want to ask questions. I'll basically divide the time

want to ask a question, whether they also want to make a s sp as beet I can between the numbers that want to speak. but
51 statement or not. Pile two will just be people whso want upa etIClbtente"Ibrta n 0Sek u

3 try to make a fair allocation among all of you, so that no

14 to make a sta.tmenst. And I'll start working from the piles t4 ona person or group of parsons speaks to the exclusion of
15n1 and I'll call on people and recognize them. Get all of IS;- the opportunity of any of the others of you.

to* the questions out of thl way and then we'll go into the ' Thank you again for coming tonight. It's my pleasure
17 1 second pile as supplemented by those that had both questions t7 to be here. First time I've been to montana; it's a beau-

Is5; and statements. I'll move from one to the other until all 'a tiful state anw it's a great place. It's a great oppor-

19 ao them are past. And then I'll call on those that didn't 1 tunity for em to be here.

2o fill out the forms who may have thought of a question or s Col. Walsh is from Norton Air Force Base, California.

2 1 something they'd like to say, just based on perhaps some of 21 where he just happens to be stationed. me is the Air For..

22 the discussion that took place in the hearing. 22 spkesperson for tonight's hearing and himself, an expert
23 This is a very informal hearing. Don't be shy to ask 23 I' on this particular proposal. And without further delay. I'm

24 a question, don't be shy to make a staement. It is your 2. goain to hand it over to him.

25 opportunity to give your unique perspective about how this 20 LT. COL. WALSH: Good evening, ladies and gentle-
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I men. As the Director of the Environmental Planning at I were three recommendations that came out of that particular

2 Norton Air Force Base, for the Air Force Regional Civil 2 group that have import to what we're hers about today.

Engineer, I as responsible for the preparation of the 1 0- -a It te deploy the one hundred Peacekeeper

a Enviromental Impact Statement. My tain reason for my 4 missiles at F.E. Warren; two, was to initiate research and

presentation this eonning is to identify the findings of 5 development o a Small ICBM, to deploy it, either in a hard

our analysis that were recorded in the Draft Environmental n silo or a mobile basing mode; and three was to continue

Impact Statement that was released to the public on the 7 efforts at arms negotiations, arme limitations. Both the

a 251h of June of this year. C President and the Congress accepted these recommendation.,

Before going into the findings, however, I first want B and in fact, in the DOD 1984 Department of Defense Authori-

0 to review the events leading to the presidential decision 10 zation ACt, the Congress directed that we attemt to

I to deploy the Small ICBM at Malmstrom Air Force Base. And 11 deploy the Small ICBM by 1992 or earlier. Furthermore,

12 then I shall briefly identify the operational concept and 12 in the 1S96 Authorization Bill the Congress directed the

13 the proposed actions and its alternatives. We'll go through 13 Air Force to prepare a legislative EIS to support the

1. the various resources that will be required to field the is hasing mode and deployment area selection to be followed by

15 system. We'll look at the EIS schedule, that is the events $5 an administrative EIS, which we're in the process of doing

i6 that have led to the decelopeent of the document an it is right now, to support site specific decisions within the

It stands today. We'll look at the scope of the EIS. Then It selected deployment area.

Is we'll look at the impacts as we have identified them in is Another decision that was made in that same authorizea-

,9 the fIS. And then we'll look at the safety issues. And is tion bill was to cap the Peacekeeper deployment at F.E. Warre

2n then lastly, we'll look at the mitigations. 20 at fifty missiles, and it asked the President to recommend

21 Now, as many of you may recall, back in January of 1983 21 an alternate basing mole, a more survivable basing mode

n2 the President established a bipartisan Commission which is 22 for the remaining fifty Peacekeeper missiles. That particul

73 now known as the Scowcroft commission, to look at the entire 23 direction also has bearing on the EIS we're going to talk

24 U.B. strategic weapons system and to make recommendations 24 about tonight.

25 as to how they should be developed in the future and there 21 Now, initially I'm going to talk about what was the

0"o1, Cn•e 0",•Rec
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I !Air Force response to this congressional and executive oprtoacoets oncnetinlvd hedloen

oprtoadcnet.oneconep onovd h eIyn

2 direction. But before ýetting ioto that, I'd likemto re iew 2 11 of this system down in the southwestern United States on

r you what we're talking about in these various -i s 31ý large military reservations, where the vehicle would be

•ll: This particular chart shows you the Paacekeeper, the 4ll reaming constantly within the military reservation; but

S Mi nuteman..nd the Small IC BM missiles . The p resent. then upon notice of a Sovi e .. ..... k, would dash off base,

,Minuteman II weighs about seventy-six thousand pounds and thereby further reducing the effectiveness of such0a

7 1i is capable of carrying three Warheads. Whereas the peace- 7? attack.

aI keeper is one hundred ninety-six thousal and ecutic can 4 The second operational concept that we looked at was

9 i carry up to ten warheads. And then we se l the Sma r ICBM o the deplsymen of the ae- hard mobile Launcherd on

3 o which was the focus of our EIS. We're talkin ous Minuslae n silo . In thir particular case, you have the

11~ ~~~~~ ~~~ tit-eethuadoudmsieadtcares btut on. 1 combined effect of the disbursed nature of the silos, comn-

S Thi s p rticula re 
r mbined with the ability of these vehicles to dash off those

13 i NOW initially, the Air Force looked at two methods silost on the notice of a Soviet attack and gain access to

4 iof deploying this sywte. If you recall, Congress said 14 large quantities of land, thereby mating the Soviet attack

is ook at both a yile system as waell as hard silos. We Is very ineffective. Another coaent that should be 
eade 

about

k; developed some hard silo technology and tested it down 81 this last method of deployment is that by using the existing

17 Yu pe, Arizona where we could build silos that could with- 17 infrastructure that exists at moinuteman bases, we're able

to, stand significant other pressures, were in excess of ao to significantly educe the costs, both in dollars anv in

t9 that can be withstood by the existing Minuteman silose ht d oe man power, as cofet red to the random movement System .

2 we also Looked at the 
be 

of 
n 

mobil. launcher, a hard r d 
Nw, earlier this yearo or I should say at the latter

21 mobile launcher, that will achieve survivabili, by its 21 parg guattiesr, the Air Force cbmpketed the legislative

is mobility. By its constant movement it would be impos.ibe j i EIS that was directed by Congress and with the aid of that

Sfor the Soviet targeteer to know precisely whesed the deho 23 legislative EIS the President was able to make his decision

2s was and therefore, to attack it effectively. pe 
on the basing modye and deploymsnt s, And hiers decisn

25 For the a t the use launcher system we looked at two 25 wa to deploy the ea , ICBM I. h od sob te lau h trs on
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Mlmnsteea,. e0.-a tii, Dsaletroe Air Eorce Bass identified a. trainin•. SO it will just be those one tiee per year round

a 2 dtripe to the base for maintenance that you will have these
2 the initia operating ..'pablt, bAse ' i als identifiedire

3 the possibility of going to Rllsvorth and F.9. Warren Air 3 vehicle. on the roads. And of course, they will only dash

f tore Bases in tbe future. And at the ame tie he 4 off the base, off the site., on notice of a Soviet attack.

retained the option to go to random movement basing, 5 I should also point out at this time. because this is

identifying Texas-New Mexico and Arizona as the possible base a question that is raised over and over again, the role of

for that deployment system. The exact number of weapons to 7 the drivers. The drivers are there for mobility only. They

be deployed would, of course, be dependent upon the threat a have no control over the missile. The missile will be

as it develop* and, of course, continuing arms negotiations. 9 controlled or launched from a remote control post. either

n No... the operations concept as it stand. tight nor, is i1 ground or airborne that will be under the National Command

i1 that the systems will be deployed at selected launch facili- ii Authority.

12 ties. And wý'll talk a little bit about the selection of the 12 7.0, in the LIS we looked at the proposed action, three

i3 launch facilil 'es in a few moments, because I'm sure some of i3 system alternatives, and of course, the no-action alterna-

14 you are very interested in that impact. The security to the 14 tive. The illustration that we show you here is in the

is systems viii be provided by the drivers, by a response team, in proposed action there we intend, or would propose, to put one

iS by delayed mechanisms that are built in the hard mobile in or two hundred missiles on one hundred silos, that iould

17 launcher and, of course, the fencing that is around the 17 be two missiles per silo, and shelter thee in an igloo-type

is systems. There will be, of course, considerable road travel Is structure as shown here.

19 in the initial deployment years. But after the initial dn- in The proposed action would require about thirty-one

3) ployment there should be but one trip, one round trip per yea 20 hundred people to man, or provide the service, the maintenancl

21 for each vehicle back to the main operating base, that is V, and also to provide the drivers. You can see that the

22 Kalmstros, for major maintenance. That is the only time that Z2 buildup starts in 1990 and actually reaches stability after

23 you will see these vehicles on the Montana roads. They will 23 about seven years at about thirty-one hundred people.

24 not be training on the Montana roads. There will be a test 24 Now, one of the major issues that has come about be-

2 track built adjacent to the Malestroe Air Force Base for such! 25 cause of this proposal is what happens at each selected silo.I

IIin
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I Now, we intend to, or we will have to enlarge the silo ares. I going to talk about tonight. So, at this particular point

mIn the rIS we indicated a range of between 1.5 to 2.5 acres 2 in time, for the proposed action and for the alternatives.,

3 that would have to be acquired and fenced for the system. 3 we are able to Seat our operational requirmnts without

4 However, since the time of the publication of this doctument 4 selecting any launch facilities where we would be impacting

1 and since we have done subsequent studies of each silo, S an inhabited facility or home.

o we have found that that requirement is approciimately now N how, as part of this proposed action it will be neces-

7 about .1 to about 1.6 acres. 7 F sary to upgrade the roads within the deploym-nt area. More

SOne ilsue that in of moat concern to quit, a few n specifically, what we refer to an a transporter-erector

people in enpanded safety zones that accompany such a 5 route, or the roads that are used by the Air Force to get

10 deployment, with the case of the igloo, the safety zone 10 from base to the individual launch facility. Now, this in

1i is increased to twelve hundred and fifty feat 4a opposed i1 a process where we work with the state to look at the road

2 to the present twelve hundred feet around a minutehn sio. 2 system and the state makes a determination on how the road

13 This is an area where inhabited facilities would be pro- iS3 should be developed, both to meet our needs as well as

i4 hibited. 1 the continuing needs of the people of Montana. At this

in NOW, in the proposed action there were twenty launch I time, the Air Force has provided two riondred thousand

in facilities that had Inhabited facilities within the eapande iS i, dollars to the state to make this assessment. and then Once

in quantity or safety zone. But in doing our analysis, ii the state has made the assessment, then we will sit down

is in taking into account such things as the cost, operational is i and start working with the state in first of all providing

n effectiveness, the emotional impact on evicting people from is design monies and, thereafter, construction monies to sxe-

2n their homes, etcetera, we wore able to make a selection 2 cuts the prograu.

2i which is included in your handout tonight that does notI [ ow. On the hose itself. Malnstrm Air Fore Bane, we

S include any of those I~f's. or launch facilities, that z22! could be building up to seventeen hundred units of military

23 has an inhabited facility within the expanded safety none. 11 family housing on land adjacent to the base. We will be

24 And it should be noted at this time that we have 2Anaged 24 building personnel support facilities in the cantonrent

2s to do the same thing for all the other options that we're ,n area on the west side of the base and the technical facili-
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I ties on the east side of the base. In addition to that, we I fifty hard mobile launchers. Again, this time on on. hun-

2 will be acquiring approxieately six hundred acres of land 2 dred twenty-five silos. The impact here, of course, is

3 east of the base for this training area for the vehicle 3 that there's more operational people, more facilities to

drivers. construct. So we're seeing larger Impacts in a socio-

The total cost of this particular effort will be ecnomic ar.ma,.

approximately one bilion dollars. The peak year. as you 6 The last alternative, alternative three, involves

7 can note here, will be in 1993 where we will be spending 7 depioying two hundred sits, or hard mobile launchers, on

a up to two hundred thirteen million dollars. a two hundred silos. That's one for every available silo.

In the peel construction year. as far as man power is 5 Now, the drawbacks of this particular system is that the

concerned, 1990. we will be employing up to eleven hundred 10 Air Force has no flexibility in the selection of silos so

workers on this particular project. 11 this l-rticular case. and this particular case only, We

12 Now, this Particular chart really is a brief summary 12 could impact inhabited facilities at twenty-five launch

13 of the alternative actions to the proposed action that '3 facilities.

14 we've just covered. And I'm only going to mention key is Now, just to give you sue point of reference, I'v

sI features that you should be aware of. The alternative number '5 been talking about pre-engineered buildings; and this is

is one still requires the deployment of two hundred hard mobile i6 an illustration of what a pre-engineered building sight

17 launchers on one hundred silos, but in this particular case in look like at a typical silo.

in we're using pre-engineered buildings In lieu of igloos. The is Now, let's look at the schedule by which we've been

-s ýignificance here is that the safety zons where inhabited is Working. We have been under as eutrenaly night schedule

facilities will be prevented or prohibited, is much larger; . because of the requirement by the Congress to deploy the

21 now one thousand seven hundred ninety-five feet, but as I 21 system by 1992. We started this EIS, or the Environmental

2 indicated earlier, we will still be able to select our l.f's. 222I Ispact stateme~nt, c:urly this year and we had scoping

so that we will be able to avoid inhabited facilities, even meetings in four Iocetiuna av well as meeings with the

24 under this option. 24 federal, state and local agencies to get input on what were

25 Alternative two involves the deployment of two hundred Ms the issues that should be analyzed in this EIS. As I indi-

iO nS'un, , a ' ioir Cae 0 ,,e Con R0P,-''
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r ated earlier the Draft EIS wan released in Juinefti
I I refueling wing to salmstrom Air Force Base. An environmental

2 year, June the 25th, and copies were sent to everyone that 2 assessment was done or prepared for that particular deploy-

3 attended the scoping meetings and were also made available 3 sant and the consequences of that deployment are included

4 to all the public libraries in the area.
as a baseline or no-action condition in the EIS. You may

S The public has, basically, until the 21st of Suguc•t S also be aware that in response to the congressional directi

in which to give us consents, In other words, you can give 6 to the President, the President has recomsended the deploy-

7 us comnents tonight or you can go home and you can consider eea",at of fifty peacekeeper missiles i' I Rail Garrison Basing

a what we have presented here tonight and send mail comments a Mode and identifed Malestros Air Force sass as a rundidate

into us. And as long as we receive them, postmarked, by for that particular basing mode. The cumulative impacts

in the 21st of August, they will i- nc-1. -"nideration 10 of both the Small ICrM and i'.' Peacekeeper missi-n going to

to your verbal comments tonight. The reason we have to Malnstrom Air Force Base are included also in the EIS.

2 cut it off on the 21st of August is that we need to have N2 sow, we looked at twelve resource categories in

13 sufficient time to anl.Iyze your inputs and make adjustments 13

14 to the document, as necessary, and publish it to meet the .4 stugor we divided our analysis

:41categories. And we will first of all start our analysisis Congressional milestones. isi by looking at the largest geographical extent of the impacts

16 • During this public comment period, We intend to have Is but then having accomplished that analysis, we focused our

17 six public hearings, two more hearings than we had scoping

:7 attention on those areas where the impacts Were mest pro-
is meetings. The reason we added Harlowton and Augusta was i8 nounced. We identified in the dreament whet. we felt the

n, base, upon inputs that we received at the scopieg nestings i9 impacts were significant, or another way of saying it, is

that we needed to let more people have the opportunity to 20 important, or of the greatest concern. And We alto identified

21 be able to let their views be known.21 the length or duration of the impacts whether they were

22 Sw the tnvironnental Impact State"stadessteI22 Now, te E o lntaddresste n just short-duration associated with the construction activi-

3 consequences of the deployment and the peacetine operation 23 h ties or long-duration associated with pr-marily Operation

24 of the Smsii ICBM at ialmstrom Air Force Base. You may be [a i
24 activities.

2s aware that recently a decision was made to deploy a KC-13S 25 The one point I should make about this entire Eniron-

'lvi/i~y P /kP i..u f's .

S..... ,,e,'e, .. - .... .. .. ..
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"t ental Statement is that, based upon my experience in I novdin .. Los or services in support of the eleven

Spreparing these statement.. that the impacts associated hundred people working On the project. And that twelve

3 with this deployment are on a relatively minor scale and 3 hundred people woud ha available. Those twelve hundred

4 in my opinion, with judicious action, both by the local a indirect jobs would be required, not only in the constructioni

: authorities and the Air Force, can be mitigated fairly S phase of the project, but also in the operational phase of

a easily. However. it doesn't man to say that we have to a the project. Based upon our analysis, we have indicated.

7 speak lightly of what the impacts are. We do have some 7 or we have concluded, that over eighty percent of those Jobs,

a major concerns, primarily in the socioeconomic arena and a both the eleven hundred and the twelve hundred combined,

a also as it was mentioned last night in our hearing in 1 can be filled by people frm the local area, or from the

I' Lewistown. with respect to transportation. 10 state of Montana. Ite estimate that the employment rate in

I1 In the first resource, socioeconomic*, we looked at six 11 this particular region will, the unemployment rate rather,

12 basic areas. The regional economic base, demographic charac- 12 will drop by one percent because of this particular activity.

13 teristics. housing, education, public services, and public 13 Furthermore, due to the activities here, there will be

14 finance. In the economic base, we looked at the impact upon 1. an additional about $990 million dollars spent In the area

is the entire nine-county region affected by the deployment I betwen the years 1990 and 2005 and on an annual basis, the

is and we made an eetiwte, or our analysis looked at what were aellitary and the contracting office on the base would spend
it the labor requirements required by the Air Force to construct 17 about $63 million dollars in the area. So. overall, our

is the system and what was the availability of labor in the Is assess.mnt as far as the economic base is concerned, that the

i9 area. Of course, the greater amount of labor that was avail- is benefits of this project, or that project, would be extremelyý

20 able in the area, the greater economIc benefit to the area 20 beneficial to the area.

21 itself, 2I Now, moving on to demogeaphics. In this particular

22 As I mentioned earlier, the peak employment was about M area we looked at estimates of the community population

23 eleven hundred people, but associated with that peak employ- 23 and assessed the potential for similation of the In-migrating

2a ment there was an indirect labor requirement for employment 24 population. How, most of the in-migrating population will

25 of about twelve hundred people. These would be those people 25 be associated with the military coming into the area and

votwc Cod OsOlftw1. C-,,1 Rm-
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I that will be greatly focused in the Great Falls area. We permanent facilities in the area to meet our needs. Iowever,.

2 see associated with the thirty-one hundred people coming 21 in the operational phase we discovered that the private

3 1: into the Great Fells, when you include their families, you c.r 3 sector could not respond and provide housing that the

5 see that we have an increase of between seven to eight 4Ia average military person could afford. As a consequence.

thousand people or the population of Great Falls, the mill- 1 it will be necessary for the -11'itary to provide other

tary population of Great Falls, would change from about 5 housing on-base or through another federal program.

1 tan thousand seven hundred people to over eighteen thousand 7 Another area of concern was education. In this case,

people. we lob ed at the school synteas in the affected area and

Now, that's an increase going from fifteen percent of 5 their ability to assimilate the children associated with the

0i the population to twenty-four percent of the population of 10 in-migrating population. The focus of our attention, or

II Great Falls. And just the characteristics of these people I the focus of the impact, was the Great Falls school system

II .re quile different from the residential people of the 12 where there wan going to be an increase of twelve hundred

:3 population, both in age, income, marital status and geogra- 3 students to that system, or approximately 3.1 percent

I4 phic origin. SO we find in this particular effort or 14 increase. This would cause the student-teacher ratio to

iS analysis that the impacts would be quite significant. I Is exceed the state standard without a mitigative action.

le Another area of concern is housing. In this particular IC In all the other school system we saw that there was

'? analysis, we looked at the availability of housing in the i a population increase of no more than fifty students

Is region, and it's ability to ressg.nd to our particular needa. :s which could be well handled by thomt school systems.

in Now, I should point out here that the Air Force policy is 9s Under public services, we looked at the capabilities

20 to rely on the local housing market. And only if the local 1o of the services provided by the police, the health and

21 housing market cannot respond to the military needs, will 21 welfare, eteera, to sunport the needs of the in-migrating

22 the Air Force come in, and either build housing or provide 22 population. As far am the services required, we felt there

23 housing through some other federal program. 23 was going to be a slight increase in demand that could

2u In this analysis, wg concluded that during the opera- ?a cause between a five to ten percent increase in the numbers

25 tional phase, there was sufficient hotels, motels, and 2s of servicing people required. Sut as far as physical facili-

04a
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ties we found that most of the facilities in this area were [. the Great Fails area with workers going to the base. But

21i built for populations much larger than Would be experienced 2 there Would also be disruption o' roads throughout the

3 within the next ten to fifteen years, and therefore, could 3 entire leployment area as the st..te goes about repairing

4 well handle the in-migrating population. a bridges and repairing roads to bring them up to our parti-

5 In public finance, we analyzed the revenues that could 5 cular needs. So we saw some degradation of level of

1 be gained by each governmental agency and the corresponding H service during that particular time. Furthermore, because

7 expenditures that will be required by them to provide those 7 of the increased use of the roads by the military vehicles

a services that I just talked about. 81( to support this particular deployment, there could be some

The focus of our attention, or the focus of our concern, s lowering of the level of service on roads throughout the

o0 is the city of Great Falls, Cascade County. and the school to entire area.

11 systems where throughout the entire life of this deployment it In land use, we looked at both urban and rural land

12 without mitigated measures those jurisdictions will suffer 12 uses. With respect to urban land uses we found that there

,3 financial shortfalls. 13 was sufficient developable land to support our particular

14 I, Wheatland County and in Harlowton, we see very :4 needs.

1 n minimal impact on the fiscal arena. Under rural land uses, we were concerned about the

16is In utilities, we looked at solid waste, wastewater, is amount of land that we would take out of agricultural use.

17 water and energy. And in all categories we found that there p Again. that number has gone dowe significantly since we've

is was sufficient capacity, either existing or programmed, to is bhen able to analyze each launch facility. And we are now

is meet the needs of this particular program. t9 looking et between .1 and 1.6 acres per launch facility

20 In transportation, we analyzed the roads, public m elected.

27 transportation, railroads, and airports. But again, ws 21 The other area of concern that was documented in the

n focused our attention on roads since we saw no substantial 22 EI was the impact on inhabited homes. We identified the

23 impacts on those other categories. 23 worst case in the HIS for each of the alternatives. Hut as

4 Sow, we found that in the construction phase, there 24 I've indicated now, the proposed action, that will not

2 was going to be considerable congestion on the roads around 25 effect any inhabited homes.

K:cc'c,•,•• ( /ht4,c,, N (aiob,, ( A(iu. 05•,
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Under recreation, we looked at both regional and local 7 eligible for the National Register of Historic Places and

2 recreational facilities to determine whether they have the 2 l! six could be eligible.

3 capability tO absorb an increase in in-migration. In the 3 1 There are some very important fossil-bearing areas in

a case of regional activities there was sufficient capacity a I; the state of Montana and there is the possibility of dis-

5 to do so. As far as local recreation, the impacts were 5 [ turbing osme materials that are imiportant to the scientific

5 1 only associated with the Great Falls area. In all other 6[! community at several of our launch facilities.

* communities the recreational facilities were more than 7 And lastly, with respect to the American Indian,

sufficient to handle the needs of the in-migration. I 5 there are oo knows sacred sites that will be disturbed by

' Under visual resources we used the Bureau of Land s our construction activities. Howver. we could cause

lo Management's Visual Resources Management Methodology to ¶ audible or visual impacts of some Indian sacred sites. How-

71 determine the impacts of construction of such things as Fr' ever, in our consultations with the Indians their major

72 silos or igloos on the landscape. Because of the earth- 12 concern is the fact that we could come across a burial.

13 covered igloos ability to blend in with the landscape, we 13 1, In that particular case the Air Force has a policy that if

ti felt that there would be a minimal impact on visual F a 1 we rcoe across an Tndian burial we will identify or notify

Is resources in north-central Montana region. i5l] the appropriate Indian group and arrange for a reburial in
s In paleontological and cultoral renoorces we looked te6: accordance with their traditional ceremonies or traditional

17 upon the effects of the prehistoric, historic, architectural.i i7 beliefs.

ia Native American and paleontological resources. Hasically, tS - The impacts on vegetation, wildlife, aquatic habitats,

n9 under prehistoric resources, the sites that could be is unique and sensitive habitats and threatened and endangered

20 effected were near bridge construction and river crossings 2n i species were studies in this EIS. The impacts overall wre

21 and in addition, there were approximately thirty-eight 21 not expected to be significant. we would impact small

2 -lunch facilitien that are located in landfores where 22 areas of sensitive vegetation around some I-f's.. launch

n pre-historlc artifacts are likely to he found. a23 facilities. And it is possible that we could temporarily

24 of the bridges that could be effected by our reconstruc-I 24 disturb wildlife particulary in sensitive areas, partico-

25 ion of the roads throughout the Montana area, one is ni larly where big game seek winter shelter. However, our

C4
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Sdisturbance should be small and we do not see any difficulty t could cause temporary problems due to sedimentation on

2 with the heids or wildlife reestablishing theaselvee after 2 surface water. And this would be associated with the

3 the construction is complete. We do see the potential for 3 conatruction or reconstruction of bridges.

I increased hunting and fishing in the area associated with a Under geology and soils, we found that the aggree'ate

increased population. However, there seems to be ample 5 requirements that we would require for the construction of

capacity within the state of Montana to absorb* such recrea- I these roads Would approach three mllion tons. Now, there

tional activities. And furthermore, the hunting of big t are ample supplies of aggregate throughout the area. but

game or sensitive wildlife is regulated by the State itself. 8 we could stress the production capability of such. So in

9 We have to have Section 7 consultation in accordance 9 l. the short-term we could have significant impacts. However,

1s with the Endangered Species Act to lock to see if this '0 in the long-term there are ample aggrei ate supplies for

I project would have any impact on endangered species. Our the industry to respond to long-term needs.

12 conclusion was that it would have no impact. And this eAnd we do expect, or we are concerned about sotm soil

13 conclusion was concurred with by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 3 problems at certain launch facilities where the soils in

14 Service. Is the arma are more susceptible to erosion and land movemr t.

15 under water resources we looked at water use, surface 5 In air quality and soise, basically, our conclusions

16 water and groundwater. Now, the program would only uswe I1 were that the impacts associated with this deployment would

17 about seven hundred acre feet par year during the construc- 17 not be significant.

,a tion ptase and approximately fifteen hundred acre feet per Is [ ow, let's quickly look at the alternatives. If you

is year during the operational phase. And this is but .1 : rrecall the first alternative was the deployment of two

20 percent of the current use in the deployment area. We 20i hundred hard mobile launchers in pre-engineered facilities,

21 looked at the capacity of the main communities to be 21 as opposed to the igloos. in this particular case the

effected by this deployment and their capacities were well n number of people required would be much lower and so it

23 in excess of any demand that this program would place 23 would have less impact in the socioeconomic arena. We had

24 upon them. 24 the potential for more severe impacts of rural land use.

25 We did look at surface water and we identified that we 25 particularly because of the impact on tnhabitated homes.
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But as I indicated earlier and keep on stressing, have the Montana area with the unemployment rate eventually

2 been able to develop a proposed action for these launch 2 ,•dropping down to six percent.

3 facilities which avoid. these inhabited homes. 3 li Under the cumulative impacts of both the Small1 ICBM

41i Under alternative two, which was the deployment of two I and the peacekeeper, for this peacekeeper program there

5 hundred fifty hard mobile launchers on one hundred twenty-i ol eapoiaeya xr n ude ilo olr

6s five sites. we found that the socio-eonomic impact. in this - worth of construction in the are. .. that would add aou

7 case would be higher, first of all because the additional two hundred fifty additional jobs on top of the elevenu

8 1:construction required in the construction phase, and in 4 hundred jobs I talked about earlier.

9ý the long-term, because additional operating fares would be 9 Furthermore, it would take three hundred seventeen

10 required to manage the two hundred fifty as opposed to the 10 operational personnel. rnd wh~en you take into account their

11 two hundred hard mobile launchers. So we do see a more 11 families, that would add about seven hundred people to the

12ý severe impact in the socioecono-dc arena associated with 1211 population of Gre-t Falls. And this, of course. in turn

13 this 0]ternative. 13 will i ncrease the impacts on the socioeconomic arena. both

1. Alternative three; most of the impacts associated with '4 for public services, the school enrollment, and most impor-

ts ! this alternative ate very similar to the proposed action.,I tantly, increase the revenue shortfalls to those three

's The only difference, and of course a significant point tO 16 j urisdictions I mentioned Previously-

i? be made here, is that we would impact inhabited facilities '7 No NO, an area of great concern i• everyone is safety.

is, at twenty-five launch facilities with this particular &Iate- Ul In this particular .are, we have had a history of twenty-five

19 i: nat.we. There will be no way to avoid such an impact. '9 years of operating the Minuteman system without any explo-

20 i With the no-actio. alternative, that would a$..-e that 20 ilon or major mishap. However, it is imperative in an

21 the base were to continue to operate the Minuteman system 21 environmental impact statement to at least hypothesize the

S and the new system, the air refueling wing. Under this 22.1 worst 1,essible accident that could occur and to identify

23 particular option, or no-action alternative, the percentage 23 the impacts or the envirtonmental lapase .. sso..iated wi th

24 of military population in Great Falls will rem in at fifteen 2. ,]ta ciet

hu per ant and there should be just the continued growth of The iempact that we could hypothesize
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1 WAn where a tanker truck tI lled With tol ruitaied into the.I ., ieIc reouch Ax -1.leciýn 1-rutth racili tiet that have

O hatd emobilIn Launcher an it was eInoiti Along the roads. It 7 nhabthi tedhue, with- the expanded safety Zore.

this tituation o-ntited *d if thera owasa file ot oulficisht. 3 Then there are otter hitiyation iogeur e that are hot

dua-tkott and if the re-entty vehic Ii' had broken open, there A elthiit the Air Potc0 Authority. An<! i,, there tasee, it it

Ixt a cvtbillity that tote plutoniumi cowuld lie aoreoolieed S the prcrogrative of the local t irthtiictivtth whether it be

. an
1 

only tine perceht of the pluottiiues would be actorolioed h the State, the cout~tiet. or the cit ies, to dec ide how they

Iif that occurred, there it a potential tot at increase it I Wreh to respond to iepaete inenh-oIt, in puhlic finance.

dteathe of people Affected in the Ssneiditet area ii! about e in public services. tot after they hane earle thetr deci-

I fouteen per million of thuse pteople aff.,ted. Furthereotre. 5. tion ut hiow they with to iceponti thre Alir Force .i11 Work

to the con-etttnce W cleanup couldI be coneitleble. t0 With thus. jurisdic tiont to help thee inplemart their

11 Now, that hat been Identified in the :15. towever It it talected rxepone..

t2 ehould be aephasired that the chatncea vi th is ocideot ever 12 That concludee my prepared remnathe. Thank yvu nery

toccurrnigo are highly Uolihely and tih doing1 the probability 13 each.

a analysnt. it wat entittated that ittshoulId be about one itt' COt. BRISTOL: Thank you, Cul. Waleh. Lent' take

is one huindred billioti chance of this type of Accident 5 - about a ten minute tece- and a. I iitdicated before, for

h6 ticcrrI Ing. te thote ot you who cam, in later. tahe the ties, if you wish.

it The lant iesue that I wish to talk about night now i to fill out ove of the commeent sheate. And following the

te are the nitlqatlttn. These ate the a-0..n that Are propoendý te rSeneex, or during the receew, take your coepleted cormment

a9 to reduce the odverse impascts Of the proposal action and .tt sheet to the back ,f the none and hand it to one of the

Mn ite Alternativth. There are Somie trtitlati.n. that we can off inert bank there if you wieh to tort it it. And I'll he

21 assumee p!tt cvnntfuct ion ptrac tinet, etcetera. They 21 using those no call on people during the secund half of

22 have beett identitfied tn the tIlS and ho- been .. rteamd in . 2 tonightes hearing, First of all tnr nlarifYca-: questiona

on, oianalysis. Th-r .". actionth that the Air Force. can .I :,and tecondly for those of YOU who with to Stake a xtatieenxt

a4 take to retduce i mpacts that nun that we'r armed with the 24 to he a part of the record of thesa proneedingse.

os rswe can, make Judicious tiecsioons thit will ,void adverse So let*. take a ten minute hr eak and we'll coste back
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Atni continue with the heai tot. Thank you.

h SECTION 11

to to

72 24
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1 COL. BI.STOL: Okay. I think we' - going to 9o And if your name is other that Jones, -t•th or Some-

Sahead ar, get started. My first sergeant indicated that 2 thing other than I would spell. and I'm not a very good

3 you were having some trouble distinguishing - of the speller. if you could spell it so our reporter,

4 words because of the vibration of the -ke bistem. so I'm .Audrey Petersen. who is fr'O L e"istown, could get y eor

$ just going to try to do my part of it without the aid name for the record.

; of technology her.. 2 verything that is said tonight Is going to be a part

SHers's how wt're going to :o thus. You have filled of that record., verbali, without exception. It will be on

* one of these out -. a matter of speaking or asking ques- the record, it will be - the decision p-ckage. it dill be

I tons. So when I get to the bottom of my pile, I'll ask factored into the whole process, by which your government

'0 if there's anyone else that didn't fill one of these that e decids what action to take On this particular proposal.

It Would like to do -0. An' what we'1 10 IS have some of 11 I'm not being crtical. or anything, but another thing

'2 the Air Force folks that are here. bring you. you raise *2 I noticed during the first part of the proceedings there

13 your hand, the miviophone so you don't hawe to get up and *3 was so very quiet conversation amongst -use of the people

t4 twalk about. They'll just bring you the microohcnm and ,1 in the room and it tended to interfere with the court

t5 I either standing or sitting, as ylu like, speak into the V repor'er's airing of the pest". that were speaking at the

16 microphone a. . -h as you can, go ahead and ask the ques- time. So sa,e's sort of focused in both ears on it and

17 t•on or mane the statement. And then Col. Walsh, he'll •r trying to put it down in -tenotype method. So to the

5 be introducing the folks ot. his Staff, will respond. 'a extent that you could refrain from too much discussion bark

,9 There are experts here from a number of - -$ and forth during the time that one of the peopie on the

2n areas and f'm goi-- to direct all the questions to him i panel or one of you s.bers of the public is speaking, we'd

a' and allow his to decide whom on his staff, if anyone he 2' appreciate that.

n2 wants to answer the questions. Ia' going to start out with Harry Coegriffe. And I

23 Wen you croe up and when you put your face to the 23 ipologize of I haven't pronounced your name correctly. see

Ni microphone for a question or a statement, I'll asu you to if te can get you a microphone here.

2n 5 pr-le your remarks with a clear statement of your asme and MR. COSGRIFFE: My concern, I suipect is rather

4 ,
04/ / "',' 'lofty, P ,",,., 0
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I mundane, but I'm concerned about noxious weeds. And I * meetings. And as I indicated ir my coaents earlier, sbout

2 noticed on your impact statasent that .ou had not li.ted 2 the defense access road systems, this is an effort we're

3 no Wous weeds. ; working with the state in both identifying our requireaents.

* •e hWveLaw ra-ord here in Wheatland County o0 building Wte ident .fled our requirements to the state, the state

roads and then finding along those roads, large patches $ assesses what it will take to do. or what is necessary to

of leafy spurge and Russian knapwoed and Canadian thistle 6 accomplish to the roads..atd bridges to meet our recuire-

and other weeds. It would seem to me that if y-u intend to ments. we provide the state the money to design, ow provide

build roads. maintain rads- or move large numbers of a the state the money to supervise or to take care of the

vehicles, that there thould bh a sinking fund, perhaps 9 constru-ti-n. Thare is a working comtittee that has been

'0 managed by the county, to control the weeds. ' estafblished subordinate to -he overall ,o.-rtnor's working

4 A And that simply put is my concern. I would suggest g group lust specificai.9 for roads. We had the first full

'2 that a sinking fund. without qiving it much thought. in '2 meeting of that group, ch. it was about a month ago. where

13 the neighborhood of a couple million doilars. And that 13 the representatives a, the various county c mrsions were

1a may sound like a large amount to you folks, but if you've 1. invited so they could understand the entire process ,rl

", controlled weeds, or had to control them, spend money for Is th, r role in the levoloprevt of the state's response to

"6 chemical, labor equipment. and so on. that amount can be '5 the Air Force.

17' uti1ied quite rapidly. t NWe would use that particular forua to get this

I@ So I'd like to have you. if you will, give consider.- 's requirement to the state so that they identify this part -

'5 tion to that particular problem. Has to do with the '9 ruler requirement to the gu'ernment and qct necessary action

X environment. the environment, and it artainly is an environ- 20 taken by the state or by the contractors that are working

21 mental problem. an for the state to they can take care of that particular

n2 COL. BRISTOL: 1-1nk you, nir. Col. ualsh, did 21 problem. That would be th h"nt vewhirl. And then you,

n you want to address that? 23 through your coima.sioners, can insure that that word gets

24 COL. WALSH: Yes. I would, please. This ws an Pa back to the state agencies and government. Thank you.

t issue that has been raised several tine, during the scopung 2 COL. BmIST'OL: an I a.nwar-n9. Would y-u spell
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your Last name, just for the record? I system. Some of the contractors have cold weather facilities

2 MR. MAINWARING5: It's M-i---g-n. I'm 2 where they could reduce the facilities to sub-zers

not u-ed to speaking at things like this, but I'll have 3 temperatures and see how the system will work. And we have
4 a go of it here. 4 been conducting tests under those types of conditions. And

5 I apologize if I ask some questions that are already 5 I would imagine that next year, again, well be back at

6 answered in the EIS, but I have not had a chance to com- 8 Malestrom to continue the cold weather testing. Hoping, I

7 pletely read that and it's quite lengthy. 7 g quess again, contrary to what the local peop-, will be

8 COL. BRISTO1 L Speak, Dan, into the mike as much a hoping for, for real cold weather so we can really test the

9 an you cac. vehicle to the maxcmum extent.

i0 MR. MAINWARING: I have a list of questions that oi But, yes, that is a concern and pert of the full-scale

11 you can probably answer without much difficulty. I wonder 11 development program is to test and prove that the vehicle

I? about what kind of consideration has been given to this i2 can perform under such circumstances.

13 particular weapon under sub-zero condition' and ground 13 MR. MAINsARING: Thank you. Another ares of

,4 blizzards situation that we have here frequently. How 1. concern that I've read about in the newspaper, and I

15 you've tested that and what's your conclusions on how 15 question myself, is that one of the primary data gatherers or
t

i effective that would be under those situations. in input people you use is Tetra Teen and they are, in fact,

17 COL. BRISTOL; Why don't we let Col. Walsh or 17 a subsidiary of Honeywell, who is a defense contractor that

is a member of yc staff address that one. We'll take them is also has interests in this projent. And there's been nose

In one at a time. is, discussion an to whether or not there might have been so

Zn . DL. WALSH: With respect to that, that was also an conflict of interest there.

2, a concern of the government and we initiated a cold-weather 21 COL. WALSH: Yes, that's an issue that has been

22 test this year. Unfortuntoly, or fortunately, depending 22 raised in recent days. And I would like Major Van Seen to

23 upon your perspective, the system wasn't fully tested be- 23 answer this particular question.

2a cause you ha,
1 

a relatively mild winter this year. 24 uMAJ. VAN NESS: I'm Major Jim Van sees and I'm

25 However, we have had other opportunities to test the 25 the attorney for the Air Force Regional Civil Engineer.

Cq
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I The contractor that we did engage to assist us in I eliminated from any further work on the navigation system

2 preparation of this document is '
t
etra Tech. It is a wholly 2 for the Small ICBM and this down select, during which they

3 owned s .sidiary of Honeywell. The way this situation, 3 were eliminated, was completed before the LEIS. the

4 that you speak about, arose, in 1986 Tetra Tech was one of 4 - Legislative Environmental Impact Statement, was completed

5 four portions, ,r divisions of Honeywe.l's marine systems 5 and before work on this document, the Draft Environmental

6 group. Also during a portion of 1986 a separate division 6 Impact Statement was even begun.

7 of Honeywell's marine system group, the Space and Strategic 7 Thirdly, even prior to Iý86, Tetra Tech was in com-

0 Avionics Division was one of three contractors on contract a plete control and had complete .Hthority to manage its

9 to the Air Force to do concept development work on the 9 own day-to-day operations. No one in e'oneywell's marine

use of ring laser gyrotechnology for missile navigation. 10 system groups, let alone the avionics division, supervised,

The issue that has been raised in the '-pers regarding 11I read, or directed any of the effort that Tetra Tech did for

12 the conflict of interest w-,9 one that concerned us. Sh 12 us t, assist us in the preparation of the document.

,3 we took a good, hard look at it in an attempt to determine 13 Fourthly, and I think most importantly, the Draft

. whether there was, indeed, a real conflict of interest. 14 Environmental Impact Statement that we're considering this

S And our conclusion was that there was not --r i variety of 15 evening is an Air Force document. Tetra Tech was engaged

' reasons that I'll provide you tonight. is simply to provide technical assistance in the preparation

17 First, the work that was done for concept development 17 - of the document. l1owever, the Air Force independently

on the ring laser technology is in no w~y dependent upon 5s -valuated both the Legislative Environmental Impact Statement

' tl.e ltitmate sccisbon to deploy the SrIlI ICBM. In fact, 19 and this Draft Environmental Impact Statement. We used our

X) the coctra.ts, the three contracts that, were in effect in 2an wn environmental technical specialists, we take full and

' 1986 for this concept developoent work -t illy expired "I complete responsibility for both the scope and the contents

22 before the L.egislative Environmental Impact S tement, which 2n of the entire document.

" is the predecessor to this dcement was even transmitted to '3 And finally, I might point out, for th- record, that

24 Congress. 24 in accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality's

25 Secondly, in otober of 1986 Honeywell wa5 completely M5 Regulations. Tetra Tech did prepare or did sign dJclosure

E...9.
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Sstatements prepared by the Air Force on August S. 1986 and These being the people, not only the big machines, but

2 - on July 2, 1987 for the Legislative Environmental Impact 2 also the personnel support vehicles, etcetera. In our

3 Statement and the Draft Cnvironsental Impact Statement, 3 analysis of those additional moveaments, we saw that there

4 respectively. Thank you. could be a lowering of the level of service on those

'0'. AIWARIMG: Thank you. Another concern S route. This would be from an A to a B An A level

O that I had wae maybe you'd like some further eifplanation of s being on here -- fir.s of all, let me eplain what the

7 the movament of these pieces of equipment to Great Falls. 7" level of sernice le. That's the degree to which the

C There's going to be approximately two hundred of thee, you 5 j driver can drive, what speed he can drive at with comfort,

ii said they're going to be returning to Great F1112 once per 8 how Many mane.vers he has to make, etcetera.

0 year, so they'll be on the public highways. % So we did some lowering of the level of service from

Does that man that there will be one of those on " an A to a B. An A being he can drive as fast as he wants

12 the highways every other day or will groups of thee go in 2I to a a level which means he's driving basically at the

13 at one time? You know, what will the duration of their use 13 speed limit. The concern that it is raised, though, is

SIu of the highways bin, I guess? is the vehicle itself. The hard mobile launcher may cause

COL. WALSH: Yes, this is a concern that was Is some special impediment moving slower than most people

in raised last night in Lewistown and would be of concern, 78 woold like to drive in this state and caunlng en obstarle

17 I particularly to farmers moving their harvesting machines, 7 to get around.

16 etcetera on the roads. And we recognized it in this parti- I@ At this particular point in time, it is the SAC policy

19I cular document. i9 that movement around a vehicle would be very similar to

In The actual movement on the rin•ds when we coebine both 20 that for the transport-erector, that is the Minuteman move- i

2i movement of the hard mobile launcher and .11 the associated 2' ment", that you are probably familiar with: that you will

21 equipment, could mean an additional, I believe it was two 22 be able to pass or go by it when the road Permits.

Z3 i hundred seventeen movements per day on the US87 and two 23 Now. one of the things we have got to do is. working

: hundred thirty-five movement2 per day, I believe that was ! with the state, figure out what the roads are going to look

2n the number, on the Interstate 15. ,si like that you're actually going to be passing this vehicle ofi.

ito

--1

>>
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I And that is a subject of this on-going negotiation between 1 Falls, so that's why I deemphasined that in my discussion

2 the Air Force and the State Highway Department, becauee 2 tonight.

3 there are some roads which I have been travelling on in -3 MR. MAINWARING: I was just curious.

4 which you have to be very optimistic if you wish to get 4 One other question that I would haveunder the proposed

5 around a fourteen foot wide vehicle, right now. 5 alternative how many HSNLA would be placed in Wheatland

O But I imagine with the state response to our require- 6 County?

7 ments they'll be looking at widening some of the roads to I COL. WALSH: Off the top of my head, I can't

a make such a maneuver safely accomplinhablr. So that's part . give you that nuanber. However, if you look in your handout

9 of the on-going process that we have with the state, to 9 that was provided to you this evening. we have both maps

10 respond to our needs. Thank you. 10 showing -- if you've got good eyesight -- wlere the launch

11 MR. MAINWARING: Okay. I had -- I goses I was It facilities are located and the county lines, And then on

.2 interested in your -- one of your comments on the overview 12 the other side. we have identified the launch facility

'3 that you show there, you inhicated that there was going to 13 numbers that are in the proposed action.

1a he an overcrowdlng in the Cascade County Jail. I guess I 1a MR. .AINWARING: Thank you. : have a coment here

'5 would like to know more about that. Is too. But if you want to wait and have that later --

5 COL. WALSH: I didn't go into detail tonight, 16 COL. BRISTOL: Go ahead.

t b hecause I thought that perhaps the people from Harlowton 11 MR. MoINWIARING: I just -- I guess I would like to

is wouldnet be so interested in that particular aspect. Is go on record as being opposed to this system, as it is now

'9 But 'he Cascade County Jail was built in 1914 and has '5 proposed. basically based on the costliness of it -d

20 long been overcrowded. And of course we can't expect oui- "0 there seems to still be some question of its efficiency by

2i selves to come in like angels, We expect with the increase 27 some people. And somewhere along the line I read where the

21 of population there could he some increased burden to that 22 i'nder-;ecretary of Defense. in fact. indicated that he felt

nv system, which it can't Iea ly absorb. 21 that the cost of this system didn't justify it. So there's

2. So for that reason, we call public servicen significant. 23 still some concerns and I share those kind of concerns.

Is But I think as that problem. in Cascade ":ounty and Great 25 Another issue that's really near and dear here in
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Montana, and I think, I have a feeling that it In One of rough winter, they had some construction on these missile
2 the big sells of this program, is employment. And we car- 2 sites that are here now. And some of our state and county

3 7 tainly need jobs in a lot of these smaller communities out . vehicles were used to eaintain tho e t- men .ada so the

4 here, anything that can be of benefit to the economy is 4 cresws can get bark and forth. And I think it hind of
more than welcome. But I guess I would just like to make I stretched our local economy eI far as the tames to the

I the statement that I hope our society can maybe look to county. A even on other People were more or less

7, other ways to spend fifty billion dollars to employ a f stranded When they were plowing cot theme misnile hesa,
people in these local areas. Just as a suggestion, I think eF in some cases the only thing at the end of a road is a

o we could spend fifty billion dollars on the state highways 9 eissile base.

10 of Montana and make them a little safer for everybody that '1 That was the only thing I had.

travels through here. Just a thought. COL. BRISTOL: Col. Walsh?

¶2 Thank you very much for coming, I apýceciate that. 12 COL. WALSH: That was definiitely one of the major

COL. BRISTOL: Bob Jones? F3 concerns that was raised in the meetings with the comis-
14 MR. JONES: Bob Jones, the nave. I'm just & local aF sioners when we introduced them to the entire defense

IS person from Marlowton. I just had a concern, I was curious In access road process. In this perticular case, as our needs

16 about in the winter with all these roads around, these F6 go beyond that which the county normally provides, it would

' things, I can see a big maintenance on roads with snow for 17 be the responsibility of the Air Force to therefore provide

'a these things. It seem like the Soviets with a good big [e both the finances, and/or the equipment to support the

:9 snowstorm, wouldn't have to worry very much about where 19 county in eecuting the program.

2M these launchers were. 2 But that is a concern that we have to negotiate with

21 but my concern isn't that so much, because I hope we 21 the state, with county commissioners, etcetera, over the neut

22 never have to use them. But who would be responsible for 22 couple of years.

23 maintaining that, whether it he county, crate, or the Air 2B COL. BRISTOL: I'm not sure whether this indivi-

24 Force? And the reason I ask that is I'm not sure, if I 2. dual, and I apologize. there's a statement written in on

25 remember right, but a few years ago, and it was kind of a 25 the bottom of the form that has to do with sonic booms,
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i which I think probably is not directly related to this I people to whom to refer this, and perhaps get a few more

2 project. But which is something the Air Force could 2 particulars from you outside the context of this hearing,

3 legitimately lok into. are the public affairs individuals at the MAlestrom Air

2 This is Mr. Callant. Did I pronounce that right? , Force Base, or the legal office there that handles the

5 Did you wish to make a statement or ask a question on claims of sonic boom activity of the Air Force. We have
the record? I'm sorry, ma'am, I've dose that before. 1 a system set up to receive, investigate and art upon claims a

have jumped the gender gap without knowing it and I 7 FF sonic boom activity generated by the Air Force.

e apologize. 9 1:a e MS. CAtLANT: If you referred it to them instead

Did you wish to go on the record with this or just 5 F of my referring it to them as an individual, it might have
10 have me submit this to the Air Force? orm import.

11 MS. CALLANT: I'd juSt like an answer on it or 'I I COL. WALSH: Have you had any impact from sonic

12 some consideration on it. 12 booms?

,3 COL. BRISTOL: Would you like to have the micro- 13 MS. CALLAMT: Yes.

"14 phone on it? 1 ,. COL. BRISTOL: I think the answer is, yes, she

Is MS. CALLANT: No, thank you. I5 has had impact from sonic booms.

'6 COL. BRISTOL: I just want to clarify that at 15 MS. CALLANT: Rattles the dinhen and shakes the

17 least as far as I know, aI I'll let Col. Walsh speak to 11 house.

a0 this, I only speak as a layman in this respect from the a COL. WALSH: Let's discuss it afterwards and get

19 Air Force, not an expert. But from the claims I experience, 19 your name and we'll contact the appropriate people on base.

2 I don't think that there's been any sonic boom activity 20 COL. BRISTOL: Now, I've gotten to the bottom

21 generated by Air Force missile activity, as opposed to 21 of my liut already of people that filled out a form and

22 Air Force, regular type airplane activity. 22 indicated either a desire to ask a question or desire to

23 Col. Walsh. do yoe: want to speak to that? 20 make a statement. But I know there must be more. Sir?

24 COL. WALSH: That's rutside my area. 22 Just give us your name and a short spelling of it.

20 COL. BRISTOL: I think perhaps the most appropriate 25 MNR. MICHE"S: My name is Frank Michels and my
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last nmes is %polled N-i-c-h-e-l-s. There's a problem the nine-county region so that you can have a coordinated

2 statewide. z'r a physician here in Marlouton. There's a 2 and well-orchestrated response to -ny type of incident.

3 problem statewide. 1'. also on the merge'oy daId al ' And •ou. concer- Wcci ..ci..,,tc u .ui.sed wiU the

4 Services Committee in montane, which involves physicians 4 base personnel as soon as We get bck to Great Falls.

and members of the MS Committee fioe the state branch. s we would anticipate that as this system was to be

* There's been very little interface in the Ilst few years * deployed with ite owgn unique characteristics that we would

since I've been on the committee between the military and 7 continue, or in this case, reinstate such an involvement of

- local medical services concerning disaster response and I the local safety health personnel so that they would under-

9 also in coordination of evacuation and gearing up of local 9 stand how to correctly respond to this particular system,

10 medical facilities to handle problems that can exist. *0 if it had an accident.

"Also there's been no coordination with the local medical 11 we will bring your concerns beck with US to the base

12 hospital here as far as the evacuation of your own personnel 12 and indicate that you feel uncomefortable that there hasn't

*3 in emergencies which has made it quite difficult to know 13 been sufficient interface up to this time.

1. how to respond to emergencues your personnel have. COL. BRISTOL: Yes enam.

IS So that there's two. There's a question that will be is MS. RAUSE: I have a couple of questions that

dl generated, the question is generated therefore is -- is s5 were probably answered in the -- sure, Marilyn Krause,

'7 there anything in the imyct stategent that would deal with '7 K-r-a-u-s-a. Fine the time -- I have a couple questions on

10 the medical services in the smaller areas and what's the Is the operations of the missile system. Frow the tin that

19 nature of the fact that there's been poor response and 19 the Soviets supposedly launch their messile, what us the

M5 coordination in the past? WO estimated response tim of the Maidgeteman?

2' COL. BRISTOL: Col. Walsh? 27 COL. WALSH: From the time that we detect that

15 COL. WALSH: Well, there's several. You asked we have a Soviet attack, we lobk at tenty-five minutes

23 several questions Just now. The first one is that the base, 23 for the vehicle to achieve its dash. and during that

24 as a general rule, should have an established interface 2. particular time, with the optimum siting of oar launch

2S with all the emergency services organizations throughout 25 vehicles, we can gain access to Well over eight thousand

5--
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* square miles of area. That would be eight thousand square and I hau a comment on that. The c tnt is that to anlwer

2 miles of area that the Soviets would have to be concerned 2 your question. I think what you're getting at is it takes

3 . about. They wouldn't know where, precisely, we were in 3 a command from the National Command Authority to move the

4 thet eight thousand square eil-n. They would have to 4 missiles, the launchers off of the launch facility. Is

5 exhaust practically theAr entire weaponry in order to he 5 that not your question?

Sassured of killing the system. And that would be very 6 MS. KRAUSE: Yes, my freling, that was coming

7 unacceptable to them, because it would allow the rest of 7 from a national level. By the time it filtered down and

our strategic forces, our bombers, our submariren, etcetera, by the time it reached the artua missile, I think it voild

o to go unmolested. And so that's why this system is con- 9 be twenty-five minutes. They wouidr*t get too far.

'I sidered to be a deterrent. Because of its mobility, it is 10 COL. ISAACSJU: That decision does not have to

11 survivable. And because it is survivable, it can impose i1 be made at the national level to move them off of the sites.

'2 an .nacceptable damage on the Soviet Unior. The Soviets 12 That can be done at SAC Headquarters through our existing

73 will nou attack it in the first place. 73 command control procedures that we have. If ow r-eeive

74 we can continue to have the peace that we have gotten I a tectical warning indication, the commander in chief of

'S through the deterrents in our Midgetman system. '5 SAC. CISC-SAC, can take the sam actiorns with the herd

'5 MS. KRAUSE: So, if I understand that, the 's wmbile launcher as he Would with his alert aurcreft force.

I? response time from the time -- the order to have it launched 11 They can be dashed or disbursed prior to any launching

's comes from Washington, is that right? is or releasing of nuclear Weapons. That is reerved for the

Is COL. WALSH: it comes from the National Command 0e President of the United States.

Mn Authority, yes. Would you like to -- 20 MS. KRAUSE: So what type of alert wouId have to

2' COL. ISAACSON: My name is Lieutenant Colonel 21 be issued to actually get them mobhilisd?

n Pon Isaacson and I'm from Headquarter SAC in Cmoaha. And I 22 COL. ISAACSON: It Would be an indication of

n think you're eluding to the editorial I saw in the paper " Soviet launch, missile launch, on the other and -- Soviet's

23 written by -- you're not? It wau . very good article. 1 2. attack.

A think it was Terry Miller. In any case, I read that 25 MS. KRAUSE: So the nue from the Soviets Would

" 0-'. . . . . ...
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actually have to be in the air before the command would particular question. The deployment here has been subject

2 come down to -- 2 to a considerable analysis, hod naturally, we can t be

3 COL. ISAACSON: That is our operational 3 just satisfied with ourselves, we have to be responsible to

concept. We believe that the design of the system would 4 the Congress who is going to be, of course, investigating

work under those circumstances, Yes. 5 the efficiency of the system before they put their money

MS. KRAUSE: So you'd still be under the total a into it.

7: of twenty-five minute time limit, right? Basically, what we use is a model, nature reference

COL. ISAACSONz Right. [ model, whereby we can characterize the capabilities of

9 MS. KRAUSE: And you talked about this Hall dashing 5 the vehicle and then characterize the terrain conditions

10 around. I have trouble understanding how a one hundred foot In that exist. That's why you've heard in the last couple of

1 long, fourteen foot wide vehicle could dash. How far could ,, years about another company that works for the Air Force,

121I it get? I2 out surveying roads, looking at soil samples, and the

13 O.ISAACSON: The system is capable of hi y 313 different conditions. So we can characterize the entire

14 speeds. both on and off-road mobility, it can go off-road 4 area. Knowing the capabilities of the vehicle and knowing

15 also. I5 the terrain conditions, we can then make a good deterein-

*1 MS. KRAUSE: Even in winter? no ation, an accurate determination of where the vehicles can

SCOL. ISAACSON: Pardon me? 17 or cannot go. This is a very capable vehicle. It is

'5 r MS. KRAUSE: Even in winter? '5 capable of performing some extraordinary feats as was

ii COL. ISAACSON: yen. We're doing the tearing at a. demonstrated during the test down at Yuma Proving Grounds.

2n Malistrom to try to get the representative deployment area 2i Naturally, you won't see it performing those particular

2- results that we need to prove. We have seen some good 2 feats as it gote back and forth between the silo and the

22 results last winter up at Malmstrom during the one heavy 22 Malestrom Air Force Base. But it is really quite capable.

21 snow that they did have. The results are promising. 23 I should also point out to you, that in response to

24 ii MS. KRAUSE: My other concern, I guess is -- 2 your previous question, the twenty-five minutes, that it is

25 COL. WALSH: Let me go one step further on that 25 not necessary for every vehicle to be travelling twenty-five

eq
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minutes in order to completely flood the entire area. Some ' highways?

2 vehicles may only have to move for a short period of time. 2 t
COL. WALSH; Yes.

3I others nay use the entire twenty-five minutes. Rut they 3 MS. JOHNSON: So I'd have to assume that travel

4 will not all be going for twenty-five minutes, and then 4 on highways, with safety, with these large vehicles

5 hardening. So we don't need the entire twenty-five minutes 5 weighing -< much, that you wo•ld rebuild all the routes of

6 for the entire force. S highway that you intend to converse?

7CL. RnISTOL: Co ahead. meaa. COL. WALSH: Not necessarily. During the mainten-

MS. KRAUSE: That's okay. My other concern was, e ance configuration, we will have extra axles on the vehicles

9 1 guess, strictly safety of having those extra-large 9 so that the vehicle would satisfy with state standards,

10 vehicles on our roads, as Mr. Mainwaring pointed out, at ,o state weight asle standards.

1I least one every other day on our highways. I would think, 11 MR. JOHNSON: The vehicles will comely with --

2 especially during tourist seasons. that they could become 12 will comply with the road wight standards new?

13 real bottlenecks and real danger zones. Thank you. COL. WALSH: Yes.

a. COL. BRIST. : Anyone else? 1a MR. JOHNSON: S'r, how many Minuteman sites have

MR. JOHNSON: Thank you, Col. Bristol. My name Is you visited in Montana, just as a guess, where you intend

56 is Stanley Johnson, I'm a native of Lewistown, a resident - to base those things? As an offhand guess. Have you

"1 of Sillings. 1' visited any of them, all of them, one of them?

'8 I'd like to ask it. Col. Walsh what's his best estimate 1' COL. WALSH: Are you talking about on personally?

1i of the weight, all of the road weight of one of these 19 MR. JOHNSON: Any one of your group, any one

in vehicles. How much would one of the vehicles weigh going 20i person.

21 down the highway in terms of thousands of pounds? 2i COL. WALSH: We have accomnplished aerial photo-

n2 COL. WALSH: At the present time, the present 22 graphy of every one. We have visited every one with quite a

23 weight is about two hundred thirty-two thousand pounds. 231 selection of teams involving cultural people, bioloqists.

23 MR. 70HMSON: Are you aware, sir, that that's more 24 our engineers, looking at the road acces., the terrain.

25 than three times the wright of trucks now conversing our 25 Looking at the site configurations, to see what it can take

E e e4
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to upgrade them. We have been obtaining access rights with I crowd, but I think probably mtoat people here have seen

2 property owners in the surrounding areas of a launch 2 numerous Minutman missile sites in Notasa. in this county

3 facility so we could do that particular work, So every and in Fergus County. Frankly, sir, I don*t believe that,

4 site has been visited by a considerable force of specialists 4 1 don't aee how you can base a vehicle. fourteen feet long -

s no that we have the accurate information on that site and 5 P or fourteen feet wide and one hundred feet long in the aites

so that we can make a good decision on which sites are that I've seen here in the state of Nontana. I simply don't

most appropriate for uM to us.. 7 understand how the Air Force can be so optimistic about

MR. JOHNSON; my other question sculd be is, how i 6 first, the weights involved on what are essentially gravel

9 .ch more land do you inter. to appropriate around theUs roads when they wre built, and the size of the current

10 current sites to expand sites to be capable for the vehicles?i 10 sites . That's why I asked you if you'd seen these sit"s.

if How much more acreage. feet; how much would it be? They just -- that's not to me. a believable estimate. Thank

12 COL. WALSH: Well, as I indicated in my presenta- j2 you.

:3 t tion, there's a difference between what's in the -I. and r3 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir. Anyone else?

4 what we now feel is the mont accurate number. In the EIS '4 Yfee sir.

is for planning purposes and for initial analysis, we assume 15 MR. CARLSON: David Carlson. I want to know

is between 1.5 to 2.6 acres per site. is 1n something. It's always put on the private individual&,

t? Now that we've been out to each site and have done a 17I landowners, whatever, for the sites in Montana, whatever

is detailed survey as to how we could configure buildings for is : the sites are. And I kind of wondered to myself, doesn't

15 each of the alternatives that we discussed, how we might I5 s the United States government own enough federal land in

21 have to orientate to the access road, we have reduced the 20 montana that they couldn't put these sites, if possible,

21 estimates to approximately .1 to about 1.66 acres per site. 21 i on federal land if they're going to do it? And why it it

22 Again, it depends upon the actual orientation of that 22 always pot to the private landowner to take over the

z3 site, with respect to the road and, of course, nice of that Is government's work and things like that?

24 site as it stands right now. 24 COL. BRISTOL o. Ialh?

2s KR. JOHNSON: I may not be alone here in this 2 COL. WALSH: The Air Force did consider putting

D C M N 1- S CmUM- C1 P e

i7
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*I systems on to federal reservations, as I indicated in my I problem a little bit too.

2 presentation. The reservations that we looked at were 2 Who els, would like to ask a question or make a

located in Florida, in Texas, New Mexico, in Arizona, in 3 comment or statement concerning any aspect of this proposal?

4 California, Nevada, and up in Washington. We did an 4 Yes Sir.

5 environmental analysis on that particular system and MRt. JONES: Bill Jones from Harlowton. A lot of

6 compared that with the Minuteman. 6 talk's tonight about the present site or our highway system

7 The environmental considerations were much more adverse - and our county road syst-e. What kind of preparation work.

a at those particular sites. Both in a socioeconomic arena 5 if any, has to be done on our private land where these

9 aspect, and in the physical resources. m eachines are going to go to fire off the missile, if any?

10 Furthermore, in looking at the costs, the costs were (I COL. WALSH: I assume that your question is,

11 considerably higher from ioing to such an operating concept it do we have to prepare launch sites on private land for the

12 and so when the Presi,!ent b.,th the information on the 12 improbable event that we have to actually use these machines.

13 Environmental fmpact Statement, as well as the costs as5o- '3 Is that --

I. elated with it, both costs and manpoovi, he elected to go 14 The answer is, no such preparation is required. As

IS with the Minuteman basing where he could utilize the 'S a matter of fact, this would be a signal to the Soviets ao

it evisting infrastructure that existed at Kalmstrom and is they could target just the launch site and that woould just

,7 significantly reduce his costs and his manpower require- 17 defeat the whole purpose of this particular system. You say

IS tentr. .n have had persons vorkinq for ins on your land. taking soil

59 COL. BRISTOL: I apologize for this humming of is samples, etcetera, and the basic purpose of that was to

20 the system. Can everybody hear or is that resonance 20 feed into the nature reference model that I talked about

21 interfering with your hearing. A few of you are having 2, earlier so we could assess the ability of this vehicle if

22 trouble hearing. Can you hear me? Yes, okay. I'm sorry. 22 it has to go off road to jo across land.

23 We'll try to speak up a little bit. We work in all kinds 23 COL. BRISTOL: Col. Walsh, what I think you may

24 .' facilities. This is a nice facility, but it has some 21 need to consider doing is take this microphone and come out

75 unusl acoustics, and I qguse our sound system helps that 25 from behind the table and sort of cone out to the center

SC',,/,, . ' • 'is •,,, Ipv . f,.. , , 0 .. ....t -
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where I was, or your own microphone, and it might be easier I vehicle will be lowered to the ground, hardened and in

[ for everybody to hear. 2 a hardened configuration and remain in that position until

34 CCL. BRISTOL: Anyone else? cas sir. r 3 the National Command Authority makes a decision to fire.

MR. GRINDVOLL: I'm Barney GCindvoll living here 4 The issue that should be noted here is that because of

in Harlowton and retired army man. And I have a question i
5 i5 this system, we can deploy or we can dash and we can harden

that in mot of the speeches and articles written, or on 6 out the President is not forced into the decision of having

comments on the TV, that there's a time period on the I to fire. He can wait and see what's actually occurring

a missile that adds into the picture and there seems to be o before he has to make that Momentous decision. That gives

9 Itwenty-five minutes..9 hmthtt
t hie that time. The system survives he has time to assess

10 ow, if we have the missiles sitting inside, not in 1
Sow, tifh have the inogh i xie. ienc0 the situation and make that decision. He is not rushed

ni ilos. but with this mobile. I have had enough enperience

I I1 into that decision.

12 in the army to know there's quite a few snafus. And how CCL. BRISTOL: Anyone else?

3 far can the mobile missile be toved iv time periods of
3 i 13 MR. JOHNSON: Stanley Johnson, Lewistown.

'a twenty-five minutes prior to the time that they have to
14, 

14 ] Lt. Col. Walsh. is it true that last year or eighteen

fire or retaliate? And can that missile be fired while it 15 months ago a prototype of this tehicle. dri eith at

.: is .moing or will it have to come to a stop before the it Is im and air force Bne oc athi the . me Proving Groun d.

missile is fired? II
C W H r o t o u h driven by a general in the Air Force base, going under
COL WAS:I1rsos8I orqetin'ti fifty miles an hour, hit a small bump and w~a utterly

i vehicle is capable of highway speeds up to fifty-five miles fi
:9 in I incapacitated? Is that true. sir? Is that story true at

per hour and is capable of going across country. As t202S all? I've heard that StOry frcerda nuebher of people in

2, indicated earlier, each vehicle would not be travelling for
21 21 the Air Force. The prototype of this vehicle driven atS[!the entire twenty-five minute period, Some may only travel

p h nietet-ienot2pco. Sm a nytae 22 under the speeds you talk about. either at Lackland Air

Sfor six or seven minutes, some may go for the entire

23 23 Force Base or ySme Proving Ground, was utterly incapacitated

24 twenty-five minute period.
42 by hitting a small, hump at less than fifty miles an hour.

I2 When it has gone to its designated spot, then the25 ( 25 In that true. sir?

Is b
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I COL. WALSH: I have not heard that story. northern Montana where there are a number of people growing

2 lMR. O'nRIEN: Stephen O'Brien, I'm from Helena, 2 and living? Were other sites that were much less populated

3 so I just stopped in. 3 examined?

4 Is it my understanding that the major advantage to 4 COL. WALSH: This is a strategy to achieve

5 this mobile system is that you're going to spread out our 5 deterrence by domonstrating to the Soviets that they cannnot

missiles in such a configuration that it would so confuse c defeat the System. That it would be survivable and thereby

the Soviets that they would have to concentrate the brunt 7 able to inflict unacceptable damage on them. And that's

of their missile force over this area of the United States? a how you achieve deterrence, by demonstrating to the Soviets

COL. WALSH: The way the system operates is 9 that you have true mobility, you achieve survivability and

10, that through nobility and its ability to access large ic II through survivability you achieve deterrence.

areas of ground, it would be impossible for the Soviets ii I MR. O'BRIEN: That mounds good, as long as you're

17 to really target the entire area. It would cost them an 12 not in Montana. I was thinking more along the lines of

:3 inordinate amount of their arsenal. Or if they wish to :3 the Arctic Circle, something where your climactic conditions

I4 attack it, they would let other assets or other strategic 4 would not be that different. However, you wouldn't be

:5 assets of the United States go -nmolested and thereby s5 endangering a major postion of the population.

16 allow them the ability to retaliate. That would be an a6 COL. WALSH: I should indicate to you that there

17 unacceptable condition. Likewise, if they tried to attack I7 are strategic assets located throughout the entire United

,a the entire triad, the bomnlrs, the submarines, and the 'a States which would be targets for the Soviet Union.

'9 missiles, because of their resources, they would be sure 19 MR. O'nRREN: This is more of a comment than a

20 that the St.all ICBM would survive and as a consequence it 20 question. And that is it seems to em that the major deter-

2: would he able to retaliate, causing unacceptable damage. ,: rent in this nuclear exchange is not the blowing up of our

22 Again, a situation that they could not stand and a, missiles or their missiles, their's placed in isolated

23 therefore, they would not attack in the first place. 23 areas and ours placed in lightly populated areas. But

2: MR. O'nncEN: Pertinent to that point is if this 24 more the deterrence of their missiles landing in our

25 in a strategy to absorb Soviet niosile attack, why 25 cities and our missiles landing in theirs. So I guess I'm
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I questioning the placing of military strategic installation COL. BRISTOL= Anyone else? Yes sir.
COL BRSO:Ayn esYsIr

2 close to population centers. 2 MR. MICHELS: Frank Michels, again. Just on

3 COL. BRISTOLt Bob. I think yOu were next. 3 your present command system and the missile in the silos,

* MR. JONES: I just had another brief question. 4 " there's a safeguard against terrorists attacks-- thee

Bob Jones. again. 5 facilities -- the command centers have their situation

Is there a crew living with this system, there's a 6 underground and are very highly protected and it takes two

crew living in each silo then, and I'm just curious as to 7 men to fire off the missiles, etcetera. And I don't know

Swhat size of crew and what size of a facility it takes? 8i what all the newer safeguards are. Wiat are the safeguards

9 It just dawned on me that somebody's going to have to be 9 in the mobile system to prevent terrorists from firing theme

'0! there to drive this thing. to off?

COL. WALSHi There would be a crew at each COL. WALSH: There are several issues here, or

facility. 12 several safeguards that we have. Again. I will not go

13 COL. BRISTOL: I think part of the question was 3 into detail on any one of them. for obvious reasons. But

1. a little bit in detail about the crew. Can you say any- 1: starting with the basic vehicle, there would be a delayed

15 thing about the size of the crew, or where they would 's denial syst-s built into the weapon no that it would be

live? o impsble within a reasonable amount of time for anyone

17 COL. WALSH: There would be a crew quarters built 17 unauthorined to get access to the missile or to the re-entry

adjacent to the igloo, or the pre-engineered facility. It vehicle.
lsi will hav the abltytebnhfuieolcaditwl..

will have the ability to buni four pople and it will hae19 Furthermore, you will have initial protection provided

the appropriate accomodations, cooking facilities, etcetera. 20 by the members of the crew that are located with the vehicle.

2, The present plan would be to exchange crews every twenty- 21 Then. of course, you have fencing around the manned sites-

four hours. Although you would have the ability to leave n and yOU also have response teams located throughout the

them there for much longer periods; for instance if you had ao L
2323 minutenesns sites that could respond if we got notification

blizzard or none other condition that would preclude them 2n
24I24 of an unauthorized intcusion to the weapon.

2 getting out or some other team getting in. 25 COL. BRISTOL: Anyone e11e? 1 went to eMPhasize
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one point and then I'll hand the mike over. Again, in -se I system. Because we feel that by demonstrating or through

(it wasnt clear the first ti.., it isn't necessary strictly 2 the mobility of this ystem of demonstrating that it would

S!to make comerit. on the record tonight. Any comments 3' be survivable and able to inflict unacceptable damage on

33

that are nailed in -- and you may well, after you read or 3 the Sovieta that they wouldn't launch that devastating

- re-read the last Environmental impact Statement or think I attack on the United States in the first place.

• morn about it, think of sonetning else than you didn't The answer to your question is that the devastation

7 think of tonight that you'd like to forward to these would be total, not only in Montana but in all other states

A folks. And any time prior to the 2lst day of August, you 5 where the Soviets wish to attack.

9 can do that. 9 COL. BRISTOL: As someone who lives one mile

So Yes sir. 'o from the Pentagon, I think about that every day as well.

1 MR. COSGBIFFE: I got stimulated by some of the 11 Any other questions?

12 comments from the front row. What percentage of the people 12 Let me thank you. all of you -- yes sir. One in the

13 in Wheatland County wot:!d survive a -- Cosgriffe, 13 back row here.

'4 C-o-n-g-r-i-f-f-e. a MR. HILL: I'm not very well informed. My

15 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir. Is question is probably very simplistic.

'6 MR. COSGRIFFE: what percentage of the people 16 I'm Harold Hill from the Winnecook Ranch Company.

"in in Wheatland County would survive a Russian launch? ,, Ouestion one, what if the ranch management adamantly

'8 That seems to mn to be the bottom line. 18 refuses to cooperate and let you put additional messiles

:5 COL. WALSH: That is a question that was raised 19 on the silos which are already on our prolerty?

2M on numerous occasions, it was, in fact, raised last night. 20 Two, how do you compensate them for the additional

2' We do not deny the fact that if we had a Soviet 2' acres of the land that you're going to need?

n launch, the devastation throughout the entire United States 22 Three, how do you compensate then for the thirty or

23 would be total, both in the loss Of property, the loss of 23 forty acres of restricted area around that, and will any

2a lives, would be something that would be intolerable. But 24 ranch activities be allowed in that restricted area?

25 it is because of that that we are fielding this particular 25 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. sir.

-'' :: .I .. :....... .
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tMAJ. VAN NESS: Let me answer those questions in !i that in the hopes that we will be providing fair cospensations

2 kind of reverse order to the way you asked them. First, 2I to the landowner.
3 to answer the question about how we will compensate land- 3 If, in the process of constructing a facility, we

4 owners for the additional acreage that will be necessary disturb land in excess of that lend we purchased, in fee,

to expand launch facilities; the process we use for 5 we will again compensate the landowner for wh.tever damages

6 acquiring land from a landowner would begin first with the 5 are associated. So that if we're required to have access

7 acquisition of an appraisal and to do that, we let a 7 to that property for a year or two, We'll pay the rental

8 contract through the Corps of Enginerrs typically, pro- 8 j value of the property. If it requires us to keep you

9 bably in this case, to retain an independent appraiser 9 from growing some crop on that property, we'll take care

10 over which we exercise no control. And we allow them to 10 of that. So we'll compensate you for whatever economic

11 appraise the fair market value of the property. Once we 1I lose you experience as a result of our activities.

12 receive that, under present law, we're required to offer 12 The last question, which is really your first question.

13 the land ow..er the full, fair market value as ascertained 13 [ and that is what happens if the landowner flat refuses to

'a by that appraiser. Some of you may recall twenty years ?go 14 permit us to acquire the property from him through this

15 when the system was first put in Montana, the law was a in process, the negotiated process.

,6 little different. And the Air Force and the Department of 16 And by the way. I ought to add one more point; once

"?7 Defense was able to negotiate with landowners, like any 1' we make our initial offer to the landowner of what we he-

10 private individual. So we'd offer less than what we 18 lieve is a fair-market value of the property, the landoer

19 thought the property was worth figuring the landowner would ,s is not required to accept that offer. That initiates the
20 want more. And we'd reach a compromise somewhero around 0n negotiation between the Air Force and the landowner. And

21 what it was truly worth. 21 in .li likelihood will be something In a somewhat greater

22 Well, in order to prevent the governoent fron hood- 22 amount than our initial offer was.

23 winking private individuals, the law now requires us to Mn But in the event that we just can't reach an agreement,

24 sý make our initial offer the full, fair market value of the 24 the federal government does have the power of eminent
25 property as detprmined by that appraiser. So we will do n domain. And if it was determined that that particular loa-

!cm
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tion was absolutely essential, we may be required, under I MR. O'BRIEN: The question being if they have2 i
Scertain circun tancen, to initiate proceedings to acquire I missiles in a great somber, or in large megatons, is it

the land through the process of law. And again, the F3! not possible just for thm to cluster thm and nail any

, landowner would be paid full fair compensation, not only 4 vehicle that's got a twenty-five minute head start?

5 l as determined by our initial appraisal, but also as deter- 5 COL. WALSH: I apologize. I didn't quite under-

6 mined by a court of law. 65. stand that question.

7 Did I answer all your questions? I missed one. 7 MR. O'BRIEN: Given a certain sine of a missile,

8 i COL. WALSH: I believe the last question that F 5 it's destructive powers., doss twenty-five minutes in a

you asked was what could you do on that land where we 9 vehicle moving roughly highway speeds, enable these vehicles

10i acquired a restrictive easement for the safety cones. Sir, 0i to even get any place away from the destructive powers of

11 you can carry on all agricultural activities in that is these incoming missiles? It is my impression that incoming

12 particular area. There is no prohibition on the continua- 12 missiles have destructive radiuses of fifty miles.

13 tion of such activities. The only thing that you will be C3 OCL. WALSH: No, that is incorrect. The destruc-

14 prevented from doing in the future would he from building 14 tire power or radiuses of the Soviet missiles with the

5 an inhabited facility on that additional restrictive ease- IS normal re-entry vehicles is much, much less than your fifty

's sent. That is the only limitation you will have. All 16 mile radius. So in the analysis, it's very possible for

I7 other ranching activity, agricultural activity, can continue. 17 us to show that a good portion of the fleet would, in fact,

18 R. O'NOIENi: Stephen O'5rien. Just a question. in survive such an attack and be available to retaliate against

19 What's the range of destruction or killing power or cape- 19 the Soviet Union.

Wv bilities of the Russian weapons that this is in defense 20 COL. BRISTOL: One last chance.

21 against? 2: 1 want to thank you very much. This is a super turnout.

2 COL. WALSH: The Soviet Union has a wide ranging an I don't know what, in percentage terms, of the residents

23 arsenal of different missiles with different megatonnages. 23i of this community, but your inputs are very much ppire-

24 So it's difficult for us to give you a precise number to 24 ciated by me pe5sonally and the insights that you've added,

25 that question at this particular time. n the thoughts that you brou',ht to this process make it a much

a~
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better process than it would othetrise be. CERTIFICATE

2 And again, thank you so much for coming out, and I ýish 2

3! Yru a good eveninq. STATE Of HWTAX )

a oiir ?SE~

5 A I D RElY C. * TR professional Reports,

1; y oJ! Notary Public in and for the County of Fergs, State of

hontana e reby certify that I did at the time, data and

9!e place as set forth, report the proceedings had in the

10 10 public hearing in stenotype; that the forgcoinq patel .
11 11I inclusive, constitute a true, correct and complete transcript

*2 V2 of my stenoqgaphic notes 4& reduced to typewritten form by

.3 m !e or under my direction to the best of my skill and

la ability.

:4 Is Z further certify that Z am not a relative, agent.
1I 1: attorney or counsel of any of the parties hereto.

Dated this 5th day of August, 1987.

E-16
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21 21 Notary Pu~jo
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225

INTNTONALL INTENTI ONALL

LEFT LEFT

BLANK BLANK
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ORIGINAL I PRoC,,oINGS

2 2

3 nail Intercontinental Ballistic Missile Program 3 (Public Hearing proceedings

4 4 csomeced 7:00 p.m..

5 5 July 22, 1957.)

4 6

7 7 COL. BRISTOL: Good evening, ladies and

* 8 genrlemen. The National Environmental Policy Act and various

9 winAr ramse st s EnNEJM. fhPLA CT 9 federal regulations issued pursuant to that I"v require that

10 10 when any federal agency proposes an action which could have a

11 Condented by the United States Ait Force 11 significant impact upon the environment within a particular

12 12 ares, that that agency go through a series of procedures

13 13 which include in many cases conducting public hearings and

14 14 receiving direct public input from individuals who reside in

15 15 and around the areas lipacted by the proposal.

1s July 22. 1987 16 Tonight, this public hearing will examine an Air

17 Great Falls, Montana 17 Porce proposal -- and I emphasine proposal -- you will see

1i 7:00 p.s. 18 the word decision listed in several of the handouts and there

19 19 have been various decisions made by the president -- but what

20 20 we are really talking about in the context of

21 21 executive/legislative resolutions is a recomuendation or a

22 22 request, but it requires funding and approval by the Corngress

23 Bearings Officer: Col. Natthw Bristol 23 before it could ever cost about.

24 1ORD1HL. LETCHER, WOLTEM & ASSOCIAT •o 24 My name in Ktt Bristol. I as an Air Force judge. 0

25 PD.O A we :Z 25 My business day in and day out is conducting felony trials.25 PUALLS MOW; ItANA 9901
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1 This in a bit of a fresh change for me. 1 upon members of the public to sake statements.

2 The Judge Advocate General in Washington asked me 2 For public officials and designated spokespersons

3 to come here this week and to serve as the hearing officer. 3 of private organizations, the time will be five minutes

4 My function is very simple, and that is to sake sure that you 4 maiousm.

and each Of you have a fair opportunity to number one, learn 5 For those who are speaking in their private

6 about thin particular proposal and the Draft Environmental 6 capacity as citizens it will be three minutes.

7 I(pact Statement. And of course ns you know, the proposal is 7 we will go through all the statements, first of all

8 to deploy and to operate in peacetise a small 8 calling on the individuals that have filled out the Coment

9 intercontinentol ballistic mianile systow mt various 9 sheets. Once we get to the bottom of the pile I will call on

10 Minuteman silos throughout northcentral Montana. 10 anyone else who would like to make a statement. And after

11 Part one of tonight's informal hearing -- and 1 11 that, we will use any available additional time for questions

12 would like to emphasize informal -- you are going to receive 12 that might have come into your mind as a consequence of the

13 a briefing from it. Col. Peter Walsh, which some of you 13 various statements and other questions that have been

14 probably heard before in Karch or April at sote of the 14 raised.

15 various scoping meetings. 15 I am not an expert on this proposal. I don't know

16 Following that briefing we will have a short recess 16 anything about it other than the fact that I have been

17 and I will ask those of who have had a chance to complete the 17 through two hearings and heard the presentation twice so if I

IS comment sheets that were available outside to turn those in 18 start wandering around during the presentation it's just a

19 at the table in the outside area. I'll collect them and use 19 way to keep my mind active.

20 them to first of all call upon you to ask questions, 20 Put I am not an expert. I haven't had anything to

21 questions that clarify in your mind a particular matter that 21 do with it. I am just here to try to be the man in the

22 might be in doubt that was raused either in the briefing or 22 middle to make sure that you and each of you get a fair

23 in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. 23 allocation for the opportunity that's yours under the law to

u 00
24 Following questions, hopefully then you will he in n 24 provide a direct input into your government's decision-naking e`

25 an optimum position to make statements and then I'll call 25 process.
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1 Impact Statement for which I was responsible in preparing.
1 I ask that you adhere to a few basic rules. Speak

2 However, before going into those findings. I firat

2 to m as you ask a question or Make a statement, an opposed

3 want to review events that led to the presidential decision3 to directing a question directly to Col. aslh. He'll have

* to deploy the mall ICBM at Halsatrom Air Force ease.
4 various Member of his staff available to assist him in

T hen I shall briefly euplain the basing soda, the
5 answering questions. If they can't answer the questions --

o proposed action, and its alternatives.
6 and I will work with you to make sure they do answer if at

7 Then we'll look at the BIB PrOce~s, the
7 all possible -- but if they can't then it will be answered

8 Envirormental Ispact Statement process, and how we adhmere to
8 for the record and included in the final draft -- the final

9 the National Environmental Policy Act and the implementing
9 Bnrironuantal Ispact Statement.

10 regulations.
10 Sometimes a question can't be answered because it's

11 My nest step will be to actually present the
11 -- the answer is classified. And so that one has to be taken

12 impacts that we have found. And then we will coner the

12 back snd examined and an answer provided in an unclassified

13 safety aspects of this particular system.
13 fOre if that's possible.

14 And lastly, we will look at the mitigation measures
14 So that the idea basically Is to divide evenly

25 that both that we have proposed and those that we have
15 among all of you with no one individual or group getting more

19 already instituted.
16 than their fair share of the total time the opportunity to

17 As you say recall, back in January 1983 the
17 ask pointed questions and to make statements of your unique

10 president established the Scoucroft Commission to review the
18 perspectives upon this very Important proposal.

19 entire U.S. Strategic modernization program. There were
19 And I'd like to thank all of you for coming out

20 several recommendetions that case out of that comission that
20 tonight and without delay I'm going to introduce Lt. Col.

21 are Of import to us tonight.
21 Peter Walsh.

22 The first one of course was to deploy 100
22 Col. Walsh.

23 Peacekeeper missiles at F.E. warren Air Force Base.
23 LT. COL. WALSH: Good evening, ladies and

24 Second, the commission recommended that research

24 gentlemen. As Part of my presentation tonight I intend to . .
-25 and development of a mell ICBM to be deployed in either a 4

25 summarize the major findings of the Draft Environmental
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1 hardened silo or mobile configuration. 1 and is capable of carrying three warheads.

2 And lastly, they recommended the continued efforts 2 In the center Is the Peacekeeper missile, And this

3 at arms limitations agreements. 3 weighs 195,000 pounds and is capable of carrying up to ten

4 Both the president and the Congress accepted the 4 warheads.

5 recommendations of this commission, and in fact, in a 1984 5 on the right is the mall ICBM, which currently

6 Authorization Act, Congress directed that the Air Force 6 weighs 37,000 pounds and can carry but one warhead. The

7 pursue a 1992 initial operating capability. 7 small ICRee is currently in full scale development.

8 Furthermore, in the 1986 Authorization Act, 8 How, the Air Force considered in response to

9 Conqress further directed that the Air Force prepare a 9 Congress two methodt 'f deployinq the mall ICB. The first

10 Legislative EfI to assist the president in deciding on the 10 method envisioned the use of hard silos very similar to those

11 appropriate basing mode and deployment locations. 11 which are used for the Minuteman today but of significantly

12 This was to be followed by an Administrative rIP, 12 greater hardness to withstand a potential nuclear blast.

13 which we are in the process of preparing right now, to 13 The other -- or the second option that the Air

14 support or aid in making site specific decisions. 14 Force looked at Was the one of a Hard Mohile Launcher in

15 The Congress further capped the deployment of 15 which survivability would be achieved by the Mobility of the

16 Peacekeeper missiles at 50, and asked the president to 16 vehicle.

17 recommend another more survivable basing mode for the second 17 For the Hard Mobile Launcher, the Air Force

18 50 Peacekeeper missies. 18 considered two operational concepts. The first concept

19 That second direction to the president alio hau a 19 envisioned the random movement of these vehicles in large

20 hearing on the FIB tonight. 20 militarv reservations, primarily in the southwestern United

21 At this point I wish to cover the Air Force actions 21 Staten.

22 in response to this Congressional direction. 22 The survivability of the vehicles were further

23 Now, this chart here shows the three missiles in 23 enhanced bv their ability to dash off the reservation should

24 question. on your left-hand side Is the Mlnuteinan 3 than JA e 24 the Soviete launch an attack, No

25 presently on alert. Yt weiohs approniotnely 76,000 poun.l 2 'he sacond operational concept ennisioned the
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1 deployment of the small ICBMs on Minuteman launch I be dependent upon the threat and the ongoing arms

2 lacilities. The combination of the disperse nature of the 2 negotiations.

3 missile field or those launch facilities in the missile field 3 In looking at the operational concept thst was

4 and the ability of those launchers to dash off the launch 4 selected hy the president, we would he deploying mall I COM

5 facility and assess large quantities of lend In the event of 5 launchers within shelters that are constructed at each of the

6 a Soviet attack insured their survivablilty. 6 selected launch facilities. The launchers would remain in

7 It should further he noted that with this later 7 their shelters except for occasional trips beck to the main

8 operational concept, using the existing infrastructure St 8 operating base for major maintenance. We estimate that these

9 Minuteman bases the Air Force was able to save considerably 9 trips should he one per year per vehicle.

10 with respect to costs of deployments, as well as manpower 10 During these trips -- and this is a very important

11 requirenents. 11 issue -- the vehicle will be configured to met state axle

12 In accordance with the Congress directions, the 12 weight standards. The security for the system will he

13 Legislative EIS was filed last year in November. And the 13 provided by the vehicle operators, by delaying mechanisms

14 president subsequently made his decisions. 14 built into the launchers, by fencing and Air Force response

15 He first of all elected to go with the Minuteman 15 tesms.

16 basing concept and identified Malmstrom Air Force Base as the 16 The main operating base wll prowide the personnel

17 initial operating capability base. 17 support and technical support facilities, as well as a

18 He reserved the option to further deploy Lhe mall 18 training ares for the launcher drivers.

29 ICBM in its basing soda at F.E. Warren and Ell sworth Air 19 There is one point that should be made r ht here,

20 Force Bases. 20 and that is the drivers are solely responsible for the

21 tie further reserved the option to go to southwest
21 maneuverability of the Hard Mobile Launcher. They are not

22 basing or random movement basing, and he identified the 22 involved at all with the launch of the missile. That will be

23 Teas/Wew Mexico compies sod the Arizona complexes an 23 controlled by a remote launch control post, either airborne

24 potential bases. do24 or ground, under the National Command Authority. d

25 The exact number of missiles to be deployed would 25 In the EIS we considered the proposed action and
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I three alternatives as well as the no action alternative, 1 put together its proposed set of launch facilities for the

2 This illustration shows the hard or the 2 proposed action and the alternatives one and two, and in none

3 earth-covered igloo which is proposed to be built at 100 3 of those sets will there be any launch facilities that would

4 launch facilities. The proposed action would also include 4 inpact an inhabited facility.

5 the deployment of 200 missiles. 5 Noe, as pert of the activity there will be a

6 The manning for the proposed action is 6 significant upgrade of the road system t, permit the launcher

7 approximately 3100 military personnel. The increase in 7 to get from the main operating base to the launch

8 personnel would occur over about a seven-year period, and as 8 facilities. There will be upgrades of bridges and culverts

9 you can see, we will meet stability in 1997. Each launch 9 and widening and strengthening of roads.

10 facility will be expanded to accoreodate the new facilities 10 Now, there is a special process for determining how

11 being placed upon it. 11 this activity is going to be conducted. Basically the Air
12 NWo, in the EIS we nade an assumption that between

12 Force has prepared a document called the Defense Access Roads

13 1.5 and 2.6 acres would be required. However, since the 13 feeds Report, in whirl we specified the configurations of our

14 publication of the EIn, we have finished doing our analysis 14 vehicle and identified the routes in which we are most

15 of each one of the launch facilities and now can revise that
1n interested. This is provided to the State with a statneent

16 requirement door to between . and 1. e per launchi this partcur case aprximtey 00, the

17 facility. I facitruity 17 Stute Highway Department in conjunction with the Federal

18 It aloe should he noted thut around each launch10Dptietoanyethradaddtrmehwte
It aso "1'18 Hi hway Department to analyze the roads and determine how the

19 facility the restrictive easecent or safety none would hoveI 19 store would best wish to meet our needs, au will as insuring

20 to be expanded. 20 that the people of Montana are aloo well served.

21 Mow, basically when this happens the Air Force Snuyr 21 t resulto of the state c an .e wll be due

22 a restricted easement in which any inhatituted taciliticz
22 later this year, and then the Air Force will sit down with

23 would not be permitted. Of mimre this wa~r a great concern
2, the State and Federal Highway Administration and the Military

24 to many resi dents who will be affected lUY thil. lut II ý,, 24 Traffic Manacement Coemand to arrange what are the optionO

25 tell you an thin particular point that the Air Force hn snow -25 tlat we elect to . tite.
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1 There will be significant constructlon 0n the bass 1 safety zone vawere still able to avoid any inhabited

2 proper. We could be building up to 1700 military family 2 facilities.

3 u-r- s. However, I will be discussing that In a few minutes. 3 System allernatil. number two Involved the

4 This will be built -- or could be built on about 330 acres of 4 deployment the 250 Hard Mobile Launchers, this time utilizing

5 land on the northwest side of the base. 5 125 silo$. So in this case there was the increase in the

4 Most of the personnel support facilities will be 6 operational course required to operate the system.

7 built on the west side of the beas, with the technical 7 Syster alternative three involved the use of 200

S facilities in the southeastern portion of the beet, We also a silos, plaot* one Hard Mobile Launcher at each silo. This

9 intend to acquire up to 600 acres of land on the east side of 9 perhaps caused the greatest construction effort, and also

10 the base to build a training area for the lard Mobile 10 necessitated impact to Inhabited hoses of 25 facilities.

11 Launcher drivers. 11 In case you haven't seen it, this nest illustration

12 The total crst of this program as it now stands 12 will give you .... dea of who, e pre-engineered building would

13 approaches $1 billion. The peak year for espenditure of 13 look like at a typical silo.

14 funds is 1993, where up to $215 million would be spent. 14 How, this EIS began -- or work on the CIS began

15 The actual construction work force associated with 15 early in 1987. WV statted it with a series of scoping

16 this effort will peak in 1990 at about 1,100 workers. 16 meetings that ware held in four locations, Including Great

17 This next chart shows the alternatives that were 17 Fells. We also set with state and local representatives to

10 considered in the SIB and sosm of the Major characteristics. 18 get input from that perspective on what issues should be

19 The first alternative involved the deployment of 10 analysed within this particular document. The document was

20 200 Hard Mobile Launchers, but in this case, a pre-engineered 20 released to the public on the 25th of June, and made

21 builoing was used in lieu of the igloos. In this case, the 21 available at local libraries on that sane date.

22 safety zone was expended to 1795 feet in lieu of the 1250 22 The public has until the 21st of August In which to

23 feet for the igloo. 23 provide their inputs to us. I should emphasize to you that a

24lut again I need to emphasize in our selection co 24 written input sill get the use consideration as any verbal
25 process for the launch facilities, even with this expanded 25 input provided to us tonight. The reason why we have to have -
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1 a rut-off date of the 21st of August is to allow the Air 1 prepared next year to aid in the final selection of

2 Force sufficient time to analyse the input and make 2 Peacekeeper deplcment locations.

3 In our analyses, we looked at -- well, we divided
3 adjustments to the IS as appropriate and still publish a

4 document to meet Congressional milestones. 4 our analyses into 12 resource categories. And in addition to

5 that we evaluated the safety implications of this5 we ste having sis public hearings for this

0 oeplovevnt.
6 particular docusent. In response to concerns that were

7 raised at the scoping meetings we have added Hsrlowton and 7or each resource w looked St the fullest

8 Auguste to Crest Falls, Conrad, Helena, and Lewistown. 8 geographic eutest of the impects associated with this

Vow, the f will address the environmental 9 program. But we highlighted within the CIS those areas where

10 consequences of the deployment snd peacetime operation of the 10 the impacts were most pronounced.

11 mall ICBM. 11 We also in conj~nction -- working with the local

12 authorities and using standards established by the Council On12 Pip, you say be ewsre that recently a decision wee

13 made to deploy an air refueling wing at MNlmstrom Air Force .2 Environmental Quality 9egulatiin determined whether ar

14 Base. 14 impact was significant or not. By significant we are meaning

15 The imparts associated with this particular 15 how important was -. how much concern did it warrant?

16 decision are included in the no action alternative or the 16 And lastly, we categorized a.' impacts into whether

17 baseline conditions. 37 they were iong term or short term duration.

19 Furthermore, you lay be aware that the president, Is I should P'int nut at this time that fros my

19 when he went to Congress and identified 9a01 Garrison as the 19 perspective in preparing a series of EIla tt impacts

20 alternative basing mode for Peacekeeper, also identified 20 associated with this p-gras are of a minor scale. And 1

21 Holmstrom am a candidate location. As a connequncre in this 21 feel with sound mitigative action most of the impacts Can be

22 erused.
22 CIS we have shown the cumulative impacts of euch a deployment

23 in addition to the mail ICBM. 23 Howev-r, that doesn't camouflage the need to be

24 lot again, it should be noted that if Congress 24 concerned about certain areas. And I think the Most 00
2 imoran odrit*o tho twt should becocrndabuti

25 continues to support this program, a separate FIS will be i 25 important ereas that we should be concerned about this
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1 evening lie in both the socioeconomic arena, specifically 1 We found in our analyses that Over 80 percent of

2 education and public finance, and in transportation. 2 the jobs identified could in fact be satisfied from the local

3 in socioeconomics, we actually analyzed six 3 area. We also found that over $990 million in new spending

4 elemeints; the regional economic base, demographics, housing, 4 would occur between 1990 and 2005 within the area. And we

5 edocation, public services, and public finance. 5 expected that spending by Air Force personnel assigned to the

6 For the economic base we looked at the nine county 6 area and the Malestrom contracting office could equal

7 region. For all the other categories we focused on the major 7 approoimately 063 million per year throughout the life of the

0 communities of Conrad, Great Palls, and Lewistown. 0 program.

9 The key measures of the economic base include such 9 In demographics, we analyzed the community

10 things as the labor force, the employment, the unemployment, 10 population and assessed its ability to assimilate the

11 and income. 11 imr-grating population aSt iated with the program. It

12 We made an evaluation or comparison of what our 12 should be noted that most ot se growth would occur in the

13 labor requirements were to complete our efforts and what was 13 Great Falls area, where we expected the population, the

14 available in the local community. 14 additional population to increase about 7600 people by the

15 Naturally the higher proportion of work that could 15 year 2000.

16 be satisfied by people from the local area the greater 16 NOW, this would bring the military population of

17 benefit to the local area. 17 this community from approximately 10,700 as they exist today

18 As identified earlier, up to 1100 direct jobs would 18 to about 18,300 in the year 2000. It would constitute about

ig be created during the construction years. And also 19 24 percent of the population of Great Falls. And because the

20 associated with both the construction and the operational 20 military population will be different in its characteristics

2) years, about 1200 indirect f-- would be created. By 21 both its income, its age, its geographic background,

22 indirect jobs we mean those peoole providing services to 22 etcetera, we felt we considered this a significant impact

23 either the construction effort or to the operations effort. 23 upon the community.

24 These could be the additional police force required, the .. 24 In housing, we analyzed the ability of the privetes.

25 additional school teachers required, etcetera. 25 sector to provide the housing to the immigrating population.
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1 It should be noted here that it's the Air Force policy to 1 the needs and identifying any shortages that would Occur.

2 rely first upon the private sector to provide such housing 2 The program related to enrollment in the Great

3 but then if it's determined thvt the private sector cannot 3 Falls School District would be stabilized at about 12,000

4 provide that housing, then tH- Air Force will satisfy the 4 pupils in the operating years. This would represent about a

5 needs of the military population either by building military 5 9.1 percent increase over the projected baseline population.

6 family housing units or providing housing through other 6 One of our biggest concerns is that if military

7 federal programs. 7 family housing were provided, that there would be a vast

8 In our analyses we concluded that in construction 8 concentr. ion of elementary students in particular around the

9 phase there was sufficient housing hotel accomodations to 9 base. And this would cause a severe overloading of the Loy

10 satisfy the needs. As indicated earlier, if 00 percent of 10 Elementary School. rPis would also cause a violation of the

11 the needs will be satisfied from the local area, there will 11 State standards for the pupil/teacher ratios.

- be a very snall immigration. 12 If housing were satisfied by other military

13 However, during the operational years, there was a 13 programs -- or other federal programs such as Section 801,

14 different sto, . We determined that the private sector could 14 the nousing may be , -'d throughout the community, but even

15 not provide suitable housing for the military personnel at a 15 this action will still cause the school system to exceed the

16 price that military personnel could aff, 1. Accordingly, it 16 State standard for the student/teacher ratio. So

17 will be necessary to satisfy the residual difference with 17 accordingly, education was identified as a significant impect

lb ruher military family lousing units or other federal 18 area.

19 programs. 19 In public cervicea, we have looked at the

20 Although the impact on housing would not .e 20 institutions in the affected communities and identified any

21 considered significant, the method in 4-,ch this housing 21 needs as far as personnel were concerned or facilities. In

2? would be provrded by the military family housing or other 22 general, the increase in migration in the operational years

23 federil programs does impact public finance and education. 23 would cause a sligi~t increase of need for services and

24 In education, we analyzed the school systems 24 accordingly, a need for additional personnel ranging fItom

29 affected by the program, looking at their ability to satisfy 2 15 between a S to 10 percent increase.
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1 about 100,000.
1 Looking at the facilities, however, we discovered

2 that most of the facilities throughout the entire area were 2 For the Cascade County with a projected yearly

3 budget of 12 million, the shortfall should be about 270,000.
3 built for a such larger population and could well handle the

4 And for the Public School systes, which has a a

4 projected increase in population associated with this

5 bodget of $36 sillion a year, the shortfall would be about
5 progras.

6 570.000 in 1996 and it would stabilize at about 140,000 a6 The only area of concern which you are probably il•

7 year in the year 2000 and beyond.

7 quite aware of is with the jail. This jail which was built

8 in 1914 has already been operating beyond its capacity, and , if in lieu of building military fasily housing

9 unIts on the base the housing war provided by other federal
9 we do not anticipate having any ability to absorb any fur .ter

10 growth that would -- sight be associated with our coming to 10 programs throughout the area, then the State could tax the

11 ton.11 property or isqposed property tunes on those particular

12 units.
12 In the public finance arena, we looked at the

13 ty is particular action could basically wipe Out

13 revenues that additional revenues that would be collected by

14 chat deficit with respect to the City of Great Falls and
14 the various jurisdictions and the additional expenditures 1 atcde withy

15 they may be required to -- that may be required to provide 1 C

16 On the other hand, since sore students would be
16 the necessary services that this Immigrating population would

17 reguire. 17 living off base, the school district would get less money

10 under Public Law 81-874 so therefore the financial shortfall
10 Although uf course there would be increased

19 revenues for the jurisdictions, the jurisdictions of Cascade 19 to the school system unless sitigative actis were taken

20 would even be worse.
20 County, the City of Great Falls, and the Great Falls Public

21 So accordingly. in the area of public finance, we
21 School Districts would all experience continued shortfalls

22 concluded that the ispacts would be significant.

22 throughout the life of the program unless sitigative actions

23 In utilities, we looked at waste water, water,
23 were taken.

24 In the City of Great Falls which has a projected be 24 solid waste collection and disposal facilities, electricity. g

25 budget of about $20 sillion per year. the shortfall should be 25 natural gas and other energy distribution systems, and
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I concluded in all areas that there was sufficient capacity I even in the operational years as the Air Force personnel go

2 alr y in being or currently progresed to satisfy the 2 to their place of employment. Consequently, we concluded the

additional needs ilposed by this program. 3 impact on transportation would be significant.

a In transportation, we looked at roads, public 4 In land use we considered the impacts on urban and

5 transportation, railroads. and airports. rural land uses. Under this category we also considered the

However, the emphasis was placed on roads since 6 impacts on inhabited homes that could be affected by the

thre7 expansion of the safety zone surrounding these launch

7 there were no substantial impacts or increases in demand in

8 public transportation, railroads, and airports. failities.

9As indicated earlier, we now have downgraded the
9 I think the biggest concern that -- to all of us

10 has been the disruption of traffic throughout the deployment 10 asount of land that is going to be required at each selected

11 area as they start the construction efforts on the roads to 11 silo to between .1 and 1.0 acres per site. That comhined

12 seet our particular needs. In the replacement of bridges, 12 with the 000 aros required for driver training at alstr m

13 AIr Force Sass would still he a nuall dert in the
13 che widening of roads, etcetera, it is going to cause

14 disruption throughout the entire area. 14 agricultural land available within the area. And so

i5 However, it should he noted that the construction 15 therefore the impacts were not considered significant.

16 will be done in phases, so that only a mall portion of the 10 In the E1S we identified the potential for

17 entire deployment area sill be effected at any one tire. And 17 ispctingsinhabined hoses and Identified that this ispact

IS it also should be noted that in the long term thn entire utea 10 could be significant if we selected launch facilities which

19 would had inhabited homes within the expanded safety nones.19 sill benefic frow ihe Improvesent s to the road synten.

20 Howener. as noted earlier, we have been able to
20 There would also be a substantial problem within

21 the Great Falls area due to increased congestion on the roads satisfy all our operational requireents and avoid those

22 with the workers going to work in the construction yeats.2 oai ar ucfc So ther , that Impact w11l

9 21 not be significant.
23 Furthermore, ir we do one hossing provided by other

24 silltary progress rhat is housing that would be prowiddd 24 In .ecreation we eI ked at both regional and local a

2c25 recreational f-cities to see Whether they could satisfy the
25 within a city, then there would be Increased ýonqeston4
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1 needs of the immigrating population. 1 This area has several important foessle bearing

2 As far as rejional recreation was concerned, it was 2 areas. And therefore, the possibility of disturbing

3 more than adequate to satisfy the needs of the immigrating 3 materials that were important to the scientific cromunity was

4 population. 4 always prevalent.

5 However, 'ocally we set out that there were some 5 A variety of Native Americans have historic ties to

6 facilities which would not be able to meet the demand imposed 6 this particular area. He had worked with native American

7 by the additional population. And so therefore, we concluded 7 groups and have identified no areas in which we would

8 that locally the impacts on recreation would be significant. 8 directly impact their sacred sites.

9 In visual resources we used a modification of the 9 However, we could have areas where we could have

10 Bureau of Land Management's visual resource management 10 visual or audible intrusions on their sites.

11 methodology. Because the use of the earth-covered igloo we 11 However, the most important area to the native

12 felt that this would blend into the countryside and would not 12 Indians or Native Americans was the potential for us

13 be a visual eyesore and therefore we concluded the impacts 13 uncovering a burial site during our construction activities.

14 would not be significant. 14 It is the Air force Policy in this matter that if

15 In (inaudible) paleontological resources we looked 15 we discover a Indian burial that we will call upon the

16 at prehistoric, historic, architectural, Native American, and 16 traditional leader of the appropriate tribal group to arrange

17 paleontological resources. 17 for the re-burial or re-internment of the body in accordance

19 Prehistoric sites are likely to be effected at IS with their traditions.

19 bridge construction and river crossings. And in addition 19 In biology we looked at the impacts on vegetation,

20 there were 38 launch facilities located on land forms where 20 wildlife, acquatic habitats unique and sensitive habitats,

21 prehistoric artifacts are likely to be found. 21 and threatened and endangered species. Overall, the impacts

22 Of the bridges that could be effected by the 22 were considered not significant. He would impact sall areas

23 reconstruction of roads, one was in fact -- or could be 23 of sensitive vegetation and we could possibly Impact areas

24 eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. And Go 24 where impact sensitive wildlife habitats. However, these o

25 six were potentially eligible. 25 areas were omall and we felt -hey would have no long-term
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1 impacts on the wildlife communities themselves. 1 In geology and soils, we have a requirement for

2 We did see some program induced growth or increase 2 about 3 million tons of aggregate to support the road

3 in hunting and fishing within the area that felt the Montane 3 construction program. In this came, there is sufficient

4 has more than sufficient resources to supply those particular 4 aggregate available but we will severely stress such

5 needs. 5 production capabilities and particularly in the Conrad area

6 In areas that we had sensitive wildlife the State 6 and the Lewistown area.

7 of Montana already regulates such hunting and fishing and 7 However, in the long term, We sea the ability of

H protects those populations. 8 the industry to respond and for the situation to stabilize.

9 Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act Of 1973 9 Also at some sites we have soils that are prone to

10 requires us to assess our impact on threatened and endangered 10 erosion and mass movement. And so therefore we may have some

11 species. Assessment was filed, identifying that we felt 11 difficulties when we are constructing at those particular

12 there would be no impact on such species and the U.S. Fish 12 sites.

13 and Wildlife has concurred with that finding. 13 AS far as air quality is corcerned and noise, we

14 In water resources, we looked at water use, surface 14 found that there would be no significant impacts associated

15 water, and groundwater. As far as water is concerned we will 15 with this program on either one of those resources.

16 be using approximately 800 acre feet per year in the 16 At this point, I would like to look at the

17 construction phase and about 1500 acre feet per year in the 17 alternatives that were considered in this particular 1IS.

18 operational stage, primarily in the Great Falls area. This 18 The first alternative as you may recall involved

19 represents about .1 percent of the presence of water that is 19 the deployment of 200 Hard Mobile Launchers in ;re-enginereod

20 consumed and we see no impact in this particular area. 20 b.ildings in lieu of iglooa. The numbers of people would be

21 As far as surface water is concerned, we saw some 21 less that would be required to cperate the system. The

22 temporary disruption or impacts due to sedimentation when 22 number of studentR would be less that would be imposed upon

23 bridge construction is occurring. 23 the school system.

24 Cwever. the water :should soon be rstored to its o 24 The biggest concern that we had, however, which was

25 nornal state after such construction is cOmplete. 25 identified in the EIS, was the consequences of the espanded
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1 safety zones associated with this particular option. But an 1 In this -- under this Particular scenario, the

2 1Iidentified earlier, we have now selected a sot of launch 2 unemployment rate within the area could drop to approsimately

3 facilities that avoid& In ally impacts on inhabited homes. 3 6 percent.

4 FOr alternative two. this is one that looks at 4 In considering the cumulative impacts o the

5 placing -- or using 2S0 Bard Mobil* Launchers and placing S Peacekeeper program superimposed upon the mall icBn, ms

6 them at 125 sites. There was additional construction work 6 considered that there would be about $100 million worth of

7 force associated with this particular deployment and there 7 construction work associated with this program. This would

8 was also an Increase in the operational costs associated with 8 employ up to an estra 220 persona per year during a

I this deployment. 9 construction phase.

10 However, the major issue that ce should Identify 10 There cill be an operational requirement for 317

11 here is the increase potential -- cell, the increase on the 11 people, which would dictate an extra 700 people Caming into

12 socioeconomic Impaects due to the larger work force. 12 the community. The net result Of this would probably --

13 For option number three, this is where we deployed 13 would be en increased population or to the increased needs

14 200 Bard Mobile Launchers in pre-engineered buildings at 200 14 with the public iervices and continued shortfalls to the

15 sites. And in this particular case, the m"at important 15 revenues of Greot Falls, Conrad -- I man Cascade County and

16 impact to note is that now we have no option in selecting 16 to the school districts.

17 launch facilities. Be have to go to 200 and therefore ve 17 In the area of safety, it was important for us to

18 cill impact 25 or we will have Impacts on inhabited homes at 18 identify the actions taken to insure that we have a safe

19 25 sites. 19 system, but at the same time, hypothesise the moet credible

20 We also considered a no action alternative in this 20 accident that ae can envision and to identify the

21 gif. This considers that just the Minuteman and the air 21 enamiormental consequences associated with that accident.

22 refueling mission remain at Halmstrom Air Force Base. In 22 It should be noted that Over the 25 years of the

23 this particular case, the military population will rem"in at 23 operation of the Minuteman system there has not been an

24 about 10,700 or 15 percent of the total population of Great go 24 accident that resulted in any explosion or fire. co

25 Falls. 25 Nevertheless, it still was Isperative that ae do
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1 this hypothetical analyses. The analysis the ae created, or I to minimize or eliminate those impacts thet "e identified

2 the hypothetical situation that we created was a situation 2 here tonight.

3 whre a tanker truck loaded with fuel crashed into the Hard 3 Now, there are some measures that are within the

Mobile Launcher during its movements. 4 Air Force authority during the construction years such as

5 If this Occurred, and if a fire subsequently 5 normal construction practices, and they have been identified

* occurred and lasted long enough and It the re-entry vehicle 6 in the fIs and have been asa•md in our analyses.

7 was broken open during the accident, there is a possibility 7 There are other actions or mitigative actions that

8 that up to 1 percent of the radioactive material within the 8 we can take that are as a consequence of identifying the

9 re-entry vehicle could be aerosolized and released into the g problems in the EIS process. One of those actions could be a

10 ares. 10 selection of the launch facilities where we deploy the

11 If it occurred, and particularly if it Occurred in 11 system; in this particular case, the selection of the launch

12 an urban ares, the increase in deaths would be up to 14 per 1 12 facilities that avoid inhabited homes.

13 million people exposed. 13 Th~n there are mitigation measures that are not

14 However, it should be emphasized -- oh, and in 14 within the authority of the Air Force. It is not proper for

15 addition to that, of course, the clean-up costs within the 15 the Air Force to dictate to the school lintrict, to the City

16 immediate area would be considerable. 16 of Great Falls, to Casrade County how they should go about

17 But it should be emphasized at thia perticular 17 reacting to the impacts that ue have identified.

15 point that this particular mishap is very highly lsprobable. 1: Rather it is their prerogative to chose how they

i1 In fact, we have done an analysis to determine ehot the 19 wish to respond and then after that particular jurisdiction

20 probability is, and determined that it is at less than I 20 has identified its re- one. the Air Force is cvitted to

21 chance in 100 billion. 21 help them in the execution of that response.

22 The last area I wish to talk about this evening Is 22 That concludes my prepared resmarks. Thank you.

23 mitigation. 23 OL. RNISTOLI Thank you. Col. Walsh. mefore

24 Mitigation are those actions that are taken to . . 24 we take about a ten-minute reciss let me just mention two em

25 minimize th( adverse impacts associated with this deployment; 25 thinqa for those of you who caee in after we started.

04-17
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1 Fill Out one the comments Sheaes, as this will be
1 taking every word that's spoken tonight by anyone and making

2 the only record of your having participated in this evening's2 itavrtiprtotngh' rerd sohtsecngt

3 harig.2 it 2 verbatim Part Of tonight'. record, so that she can get

3 hearing. 3 your identity for the record so that it will be clear from

4 It's really rather simple, but after your name and 4 whom we hv received the Particular point.

5 if you are representing an organisation, the name of that 5 Ad finally, just to remind those again who weren't

6 organization and your address. Check your status if you are 6 here when we started, the whole idea of this and the whole

7 a public official or designated representative of an 7 idea of the law that Provides for this hearing is to get your

8 organisation, and then check the blocks that apply. 8 unique perspective; the one thing that we can't get from

9 lDo you want to ash a question? There i a bloc g9 experts who are hired to come in and look at it and come up

10 check. Do you wish to offer verbal comments? Another block 10 with assessments. We need very badly your perspective about

11 to check. And the Same for a written statement or if you 11 impacts and anything to do with this proposal.

12 desire to have a copy of the EIS, the final one, mailed to 12 And without that perspective, the process and the

13 you. 13 decision-making process is simply incomplete. And so once we

14 Indicate the particular Subjects which your 14 have all of this, the environmental matters considered, the

15 comments or questions might want to address, and any other 15 law requires that the people who make decisions about whether

16 matters that you wish to put on the form. Then lay it on the 14 and to what extent to proceed with this action take into

17 table in the back or give it to one the uniformed personnel 17 Serious account those environmental considerations.

18 that you see, and I will collect them and use thee to call on is So let's take a ten-minute recess. I have just

19 people on the second half of tonight's hearing. 19 short of eight o'clock. And let's come back at ten minutes

20 When you are called upon we'll have a microphone 20 after 8-00.

21 down here in the center aisle. Come to the microphone and 21 Thanh you.

22 state very clearly and slowly your full name. And if it's a 22

23 name that you think I might have trouble spelling -- and 23 (Whereupon, the proceedings were held in recess and

24 that's probably anything other than Jones or Smith or Johnson a 24 subsequently reconvened, and the followiag proceedings were
25 -- spell it clearly so our court reporter, Becky Doby, who is tr o

-25 entered of record;) Z
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1 COL. BRISTOL: From the number of people who 1 I have talked to a great deal of people since that

2 have submitted either questions or statements, I sense that 2 time, and most of them are in agreement that they are

3 we are going to have to really keep things moving and make 3 basically in favor of batter jobs and everything. sot only

4 the best possible use of time, because we sort of run out of 4 that --

5 the use of this facility and would ordinarily close at about 5 COL. BRISTOL: Mr. Tucker, I'm sorry to

6 ten o'clock. 6 interrupt but I know we're going to get to the statement

7 So one of the things I am going to ask you is if 7 portion in a bit. If you could just ask the question --

6 you agree or disagree with someone's position, don't show it 8 MR. TUCKER: I have a statement to sake and

9 by any type of applause or any other manifestation of 9 then I'd like to sake and then ask some questions.

10 agreement, because that will just take up time that we could 10 COL. BRISTOL; sot the statement portion will

11 otherwise use. 11 have to wait until the nest portion of the hearing. That's

12 So we'll go right into the questions first of all 12 the point I'm trying to make.

13 and then when we conclude them go into the statements. 13 M. TUCKER: Okay. The questions are In --

14 Remind you as you come to the microphone even 14 you stated last time that you would -- the 80 percent of the

15 though I have mentioned name in calling from the form if you 15 work force would be local people, and that it wab bid out

16 would mention your name and spell your last name for the 16 competitively to contractors in the area.

17 record before you commence with the question or a statement. 17 NWo, since that time I have done quite quite a hi".

18 First of all, James Tucker. You can come right 18 of research. We checked with Cheyenne. Wyoming where you

19 down here to the center for the microphone. 19 built ten sites. I guess you just completed them recer.ly.

20 Mq. TUCKER. V' James R. Tucker. I am with 20 Labor organizations in Cheyenne state that 80

21 the Great Falls Building Trades and International Union of 21 percent of the contractors were out of state with 70 to 80

22 Operating Engineers. 22 percent of their personnel brought in with them.

23 Col. Walsh, and gentlemen, I made a statement in 23 Now, there are some companies here. I would like

24 your last meeting. we are in support of your missile syr-tem a 24 to -- my question is I would like to know how you go about

25 ganerally as labOring people. 25 insuring that local contractors are qlven an opportunity to
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1 competitively bid on this work. 1 be competitive in any contract bids was first of all to

2 The reason I ask this is in the past we have had 2 arrange that the Corps of Engineers to package the bids so

3 these companies -- and we researched their history, they have 3 that local contractors would have first of all the bonding

4 been *w•at we called ghost companies. They have established a 4 capacity.

5 contractor's license in an area within a few months prior to 5 second, the office associated with the deployment

6 the bid letting of a misaile project. They have bid the 6 of the Peacekeeper missile started having classes for the

7 poject, and after the project is over the company Just 7 local contractors to teach those contractors how to prepare a

a ceased to exist and nobody ever hears anything of thee again. 8 bid for federal work. As you be quite ware there is . lot

9 1 would like to give you nases of a faee companies and why we 9 of paperwork that goes along with such a bid, which is

10 suspicion that smaybe this is not a competitively bid job as 10 somewhat intimidating to ame anll contractors.

11 you think. 11 Since the time of that effort, we have had a

12 Western State -- 12 monitoring program which hba been under the control of the

13 COL. SRISTOL: l6m sorry. I'm really not 13 State of Wyoming in looking at where the contractors came

14 trying to he impollite. But I would just like to have Col. 14 from, both for the prime and for the sub.

15 Walsh answer the question now and then the statement portion 15 And for each contractor that comes on board, we do

16 of what you have to say 1'11 come back to you when we get 16 a complete inventory of their people to find out where they

17 into the statement portion and I'll permit you to make your 17 come from. Ace they local, are they from the local union,

18 statement at that time. As the designated representative of 18 are they from out of state, whaer are they living, etcetera

19 your organixation you will have five minutes. 19 so we can have a complete picture on what is happening in

20 XR. TUCKER, Okay. 20 Wyoming and in fact compare it to what we predicted in out

21 COL. BRISTOLI Col. Walshb 21 IS.

22 LT. COL. WALS5t Thank you. In the state of 22 Through this particular masure of monitoring, we

23 Wyoming, the similar concerns were raised when we went 23 have found that seven of the 15 prim contractors came from

24 through the fnvironmental Statement Process. O 24 the state of WyomIng. And 65, or 50 percent of the
eq

25 The way in which we asaisted local contractors to 25 .- contractors -ere from th. tat. of Wyoming.
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1Now, even when the contractor was from cut of 1 area. I Would like to hear the Air Force's specific

2 state, we found that he still had a high tendency just to 2 proposals for assisting local governments with remedying the

3 bring in his key personnel, his foreaen, etcetera and still 3 shortfalls.

4 could do the bulk of the hiring from the local union. COL. BR1STOL: Thank you.

5 And through again our mo•itoring effort which again 5 MS. HEINGARTWS.r And if you are going to tell

6 was meanaged by the State of Wyoming, they found that almost 6 me that you don't know what the proposals are yet, I'd just

"7 80 percent of those jobs were satisfied by people that were 7 like to hear some ideas of what you coald do or would do.

8 living in Wyoming before the project cam to town. COL. BR1STOL: Col. Walsh?

9 go I would like to talk to you afterwards to find 9 LT. COL. WALS: Thank you very such. I think

10 out where you got a different information and so we can 10 the "ar area of concern is in the school system where w

11 compare notes. But -- and I will definitely make available 11 are showing a substantial shortfall. And that shortfall

12 to you the monitoring reports that w have gotten in 12 could get wors. And I noted In sy presentation if the

13 conjunction -- and we worked very closely with the trade 12 housing is provided by for instance Section 801 federal

14 unions within WyomIng to assist us In the preparation of this 14 financing in lieu of military family housing.

15 document. So it surprises me that we should have two is We tdentified that the shortfall cold be somewhere

16 contradictory conclusions. 16 in the neighborhood of 140,000 a year out of the budget $34

17 But if I can talk to you afterwards then sq can qet 17 million.

IS your nas and address and then get back with you with the 18 we also Idenrified there are several problems

19 right information. 19 associsted with school facilities. And we also identified

20 Thank you. 20 several masures of satisfying that, we had reopening

21 COL. BRISTOL, Becky Hisgartner. 21 schools, building a new school, seceters.

22 05. NEfT NGATNER, My name Is Becky 22 Well, first of all. as noted in my speech, it is

23 Heimgartner. I a employed as a secretary here in Great 23 the prerogative of the school district to assume or to decide

24 Falls. a 24 how it wishes to Meet Our needs. As you may hav noted, we

25 tty question has to do with the public finance 25 identified perhaps reopening of schools but such reopening of

e-a78
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1 schools Might violate the present policy in the Great Palls I amount of what ites coating the school district to educate

2 District of having neighborhood schools. 2 that child.

3 An alternative for that would be to build a new 3 In this particular case, for S high school student

4 school, expand the Loy Elementary School adjacent to the base 4 1 believe the coat is about $2100 a year; for elementary

5 to accomodate the additional students. S student about $1600 a year.

6 If that was the selected route by the school 6 But it would be up to the school district working

7 district then we would do a similar Measure to what we did in 7 with the Air Force to make appropriate application with the

8 Wyoming, where we provided $4.8 million to the school 8 Departsent Of Education, with the Air Force definitely

9 district to build that new school. 9 supporting the effort to get such monies provided.

10 The other area of concern is operating costs. 10 AnJ again, we did such activities in Wyoming and we

11 Now, presently through Public Law 81-B74, there Is 11 were successful. I see no reason why we can't do the same

12 a certain amount of Money that goes to the school district to 12 thing in Rontana.

13 pay in some mall part for the education of the military 13 Thank you.

14 children. 14 COL. BRISTOL: Wilbur Johnson.

15 The am is for a Type A student, that is a student 15 MR. JOHNSON: Good evening. My name is Wilbur

16 actually living on the base itself the State gets 16 Johnson. I as a member of Concerned Citizens Coalition.

17 approximately 830 odd dollars pet year. 17 My question is geared toward the temporary

18 For a student of a person that lives off base but 18 housing.

19 works on base, that am is only about $30 a year. This is at 19 Do you think that it is accurate to assume that all

20 the high school level. I won't go through all the figures 20 temporary workers will be living in motels and campgrounds

21 for elementary. I'm just giving you an idea. 21 and not competing for rental housing in Great Falls?

22 Wowever, there are provisions under that ease law 22 Thank you.

11 that if the increase in student population as such is causing 23 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, Mr. Johnson.

24 severe hardship on the district that the actual stipends that 24 LT. COL. WALSH: In our analysis of this 00
L4

25 can be provided can be increased and to increase to the full Z 25 particular problem, we identified that over 80 percent of the

C4 e4
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1 work the construction work force could be supplied from the 1 will -- is committed to providing the necessary housing

2 local area. 2 either through the construction of military family bousing

3 Accordingly, we would see a very mall immigration 3 units as identified in the proposed action, or providing

4 of workers during the construction phase face. And we feel, 4 housing through other federal programs.

5 having done a survey of the available housing throughout this 5 And those federal programs are in Law 98-115

6 particular region, that -- and also of the hotels and 6 Section 801-802, where the Air Force is given permission 'a

7 anticipated vacancy rates -- that there is ample housing and 7 have guaranteed rental arrangements or lease arrangements

8 hotel hotels available to satisfy the needs of not only the 8 with private entrepreneurs who built the housing for Air

9 work force coming in to construct the mall ICBM facilities 9 Force personnel.

10 but also to accomodate the immigration associated with the 10 Thank you very much.

11 air refueling wing. 11 COL. BRISTOL, Sue Dickenson.

12 The difficulty starts to arise, however, when you 12 MS. DICKENSON, I'm Sue Dickenson. I'm

13 start talking about the operating years when we are talking 13 earried, the mother of three teenage children, and a

14 about bringing in 31 Air Force -- 3100 Air Force personnel. 14 housewife and a substitute teacher in the Great Falls School

15 Then when you include their families, that ncmber goes up to 15 System.

16 almost 8,000 people. 16 A couple of the questions I have were prepared by a

17 That's the time that we are concerned with the 17 friend who Is not here this evening because he is working.

18 ability of the community to satisfy the needs of the military l8 One of the questions is this: The SIS states that

18 am well as satisfy the continuing needs of the community. 19 the majority of construction jobs will be filled by local

20 And that's why in -- last week when I was in 20 craftsMen.

21 Washington talking to the Deputy Secretary of the Air Force 21 will the jobs be filled by union craftmen? Is

22 for Installation Safety and the Environment, he made it very 22 there any pert that the Air Force would have to do with the

23 plain to me that it is the Air Force policy that if housing 23 hiring of these jobs and would it be union craft ien?

24 is not available in the ares or it the private sector Cannot .24 L.T. COL. wAL. On that particular question, 40

25 respond to the needs of the Air Force, then the Air Force 25 ma'am, I don't believe we have an answer to give you
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1 tonight. And I don't want to inaccurate sase it for the 1 to comply substantively With all of those provisions in any

2 record, however. 2 reasonable fashion we can.

3 MS. DICIENSON3 Thank you. Another question. 3 MS. DICIENSOi I seea. In other words, it's a

4 Will the Air Force abide by Montana's state 4 question of federal law or the U.S. Constitution being the

S licensing laws when it comes to electrical and plumbing 5 supreme law of the land versus the state laws which We make?

6 installations? In the Great Falls Tribune on Friday there 6 RAJOR VAN NESS, I believe I wish I would have

7 was ao article concerning the difficulties with the 7 "Ad that.

8 construction work being done at Conrad. And I was wondering 6 MS. DICRENSON, In the Tribune in that Friday

9 if the Air Force would then in the Midgetman case be abiding 9 article that was kind of the eeat of the lawsuit or the

10 by Sontena'e licensing laws. 10 disagreement there.

11 LT. COL. WALSH, I would ask major Van Nass, 11 Then also, why will the unemployment rate rise

12 who is the attorney for the Air Force, to take that 12 during the peak of construction as stated in the ErS?

13 particular question. 13 LT. COL. WALSH: Yoo are talking about the

14 MAJOR VAN NESSs I don't want to be 14 unemployment rate rising in the peak of the operational

15 disingenious with you, but the answer is not an easy one. 11 years?

16 We intend and will do our utmost in every case to 16 MA. DICKERSO", No. During the construction

17 comply with the substantive provisions of the licensing laws 17 phase.

18 in any standards that sight have to do with electrical 18 LT. COL. WALSHi I would like to ask Dr.

19 installation or what have you. 16 Hathur on our teas from Tetre-Tech to answer that question.

20 The federal government Is not in a position where 20 MS. DICKERSON: Thank you.

21 it can go through the procedural aspects of that licensing 21 DR. NAT•OR, I believe the unemployment rate

22 law where the way the Constitution seperates authority which 22 is expected to rise during the operations phase. It is at

23 states and the authority of the federal government we cannot 23 the decline of the Fask year, immedistely after the peak year

24 subject ourselves to the licenslng procedures. Do 24 of 1996, 1997 when we are showing a decline -- an increase in

25 But as we did in wyoming, we will make every effort 25 the unmployment rate.
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1 That is -- because at that tinm construction people I only have time for two or three questions.

2 are all gone and operations persons are coming in. And with 2 MS. DICKENSONt That's fine. Thank you.

3 the operations persons not of dependents of the military 3 COL. BRISTOL, Just submit that in written

4 people come in, who usually have a higher unemployment rate, 4 down to me before the 01ose of the evening I will assure that

5 then the civilian people -- the unemployment rate during the 5 you questions will be anwered in the final Environmental

6 operations phase will be a little higher. Not too much, but 6 Impact Statement.

7 will be s little higher during the construction phase when 7 Joel Erickson.

8 only the civilian workers are empoyed. 8 MR. ERICKSI,: Thank you, Col. Bristol. Ny

9 NB. DICDRENON, I was under the understanding
SI I unanm is Joel Ericksen. And r have two questions. One is

10 !in the KIS that there would be a raise in the unesployment
10 simple. What Is the total construction cost of the proposed

11 rate even during the construction phase.
11 action?

12 Ac I incorrect there?
12 1 looked through the EIS statement and I couldn't

13 LT. COL. WALSH: Yes, you are incorrect in 13 find a figur.

14 that aspect. There will be actually a decline of I percent 14 LT. COL. WALSHi The total construction cot

11 in the unemployment rate during the construction years. 15 i. about $1 billion dollars, approaches $1 billion. That

16 It's only in the projected years where in the no 16 will be finaudible) monies.

17 action alternative the unemployment rate with no outside 17 MR. ERrCIE: This is the total construction

18 Influence would go down to approximately 6 percent. But with 18 for the road --

19 the project, it would be 6.2 percent. That extra 2 percent 19 LT. COL. WALSH: This will be for the

20 is attributed to dependents of military personnel coming into 20 modifimtions to the launch facilities, upgrade of the road

21 town, looking for lobs, ann not being ahle to find thee.
21 system, for the construction of personnel support facilities,

22 MRS. DICIENSOII, I see.
22 technical facilities and training facilities at Nalmatrom Air

21 COL. BRISTOL, Mrs. Dickenson, I am going to 23 Force se.

24 ask that the balance of your question be subaitted to, the 24 HN. ERICKSE•s Thank you. The "Cond question

25 record because of the nombers of people that have asked we 0 2'
21 concerns the Impact of individuals and feeilies on fixed
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1 incomes. I am assuming that as more people come to town and 1 consumer prices, have you addressed that in the statement? I

2 are earning money that the utility costs will rise. Alter 2 am sure those would increase, too.

3 living with Montana Power and Great Falls Gas Company that 3 DR. MAW•R: The utility prices not espected to

4 has been my feeling; that it doesn't take such for the rates 4 increase because there is sufficient capacity in the area to

5 to go up. I would expect housing costs to go up am the 5 accomodate all the increases --

6 demand rises, and the consumer prices will probably 6 eR. EBICKsEs : I realize the capacities are in

7 increase. 7 good shape. But I'm talking about the increased demand. And

8 I looked briefly through the EI statement and 8 am demands for service increase, the prices generally

9 found nothing that addressed these rising costs on the impact 9 increase, too.

10 of this on the people with fixed incomes. 10 DR. MATUR: Well once again, the demand is not

11 Did it address the problem? And if so, what did it 11 expected to increase to the extent that there would be a

12 find? 12 price increase required.

13 DR. MATRUR. Once again, the prices are likely 13 He have probably 7600 additional people coming,

14 to increase for housing and products and other things due to 14 which is about 10 percent of the Great Falls population.

15 the operations during the operations phase if the military 11 M. ERICESENz Yes.

16 family housing is not provided on base. Or if the government 16 LT. COL. WALSH- In expending on that

17 is not providing housing through other federal programs. 17 particular answer, generally the time that the utility prices

18 Because then we are indicating in the SIR that the 18 will go up if there is no influence by outside help such as

19 private sector will not be able to provide all housing at the 19 an oil crises is if it would be necessary for the utility

20 price which is affordable by most of the military people. 20 companies to build extra facilities to support needs.

21 And since many of these people will be at the lower levels 21 In this particular case such a construction will

22 they not be able to afford and there would be shortage of low 22 not be required, so in fact you'll be operating existing

23 rental -- or of units where -- which you can rent at a lower 23 facilities at a more efficient rate and in fact the companies

24 rent. 24 will be actually -- could probably lower their prices per

25 MR. ERICKENES And the utilities and the 25 unit.
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1 MR. ERICKSEN: Thank you. 1 sites there are selected, you said that a lot of them would

2 COL. BRISTOL: Rowan Ogden. 2 have to be widened and ispr've the bridges, the culverts, and

3 MI. OGDENR My name is Rowen Ogden, and I'm 3 stuff.

4 one of the landowners of one of these missile bases. 4 How wide do these roads have to be over what tbey

5 And what I wondering on the restrictive easement of 5 are now? Do they have to be widened or just improved?

6 around 1200 feet within about 300 feet of that missile site 0 iT. COi. WALSH: The answer to tht guestion

7 Is our private road. 7 is really a subject of the negotiation process underway

0 Mill that have to be moved? 8 between the Air Force and the Federal Highway Administration

9 iT. COL. WALSB, 0o. The road will not have 9 and the State Highway Department.

0 HhN10 We have identified the needs to specifications for
10 to be moved. The only thing that we will be impacting will

11 be espanding restrictive easement and the silos would be 11 our vehicle and the routes most interested in. The State is

12 inhabited homes. 12 in the process of assessing those roads and they will be

13 All farming activities, livestock activities, 13 "coming beck to the Air Force in a November time frame with

14 transportation will be able to continue an they are right 14 their proposal on what would be the appropriate way to

15 sow. 15 satisfy our needs and also look after the interests of the

16 And as I indicated in my presentation, there are 16 people of Montana.

17 now no inhabited homes affected by this particular action. 17 In certain roads, it may be necessary to widen them

I MR. OG3DEN: No. And ny second goestion was on 18 considerably over what they are right now. Under other

19 these roads getting to it like the county roads or highways 19 roads, particularly low use county roads, they may be of

20 or something, you said they more than likely would have to be 2C sofficient width now if we continue our activities much as we

21 widened. 21 move the Minuteman.

22 sow wide would roads have for the carrier? 23 However, we may have to do some work at

23 iT. COL. WAiSH: Would you repeat thar, 23 intersections to arcomodate the turning radius of this

24 please. 24 particular vehicle. 0

5tg 25 no again, I can't give a specific answer. It's :_25 M.OGDEN: On the county roads gett;g to the
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1 going to be On a road by road basis and also looking after 1 question about the --

2 ths interests of the people that presently use that road and 2 MR. HUMPHSEY, my question Is, Boo many

3 will be subject to negotiation process between the Air Force 3 accidents and how severe have those accidents been in the Air

4 and the Stats Sighway Depertment. 4 Force's operational history of the Mlnt.tman missile prograu

5 Nit. OGD01, Okay. Thank you. 5 involving vehicles carrying nuclear warheads -n our Montana

6 COL. BRISTOL, Col. Jack Moore. 6 roads?

7 COL. MOORE, Colonel, I have no specific 7 iT. COL. mALSBs Over the entire histoL, Of

8 questions at this time. Thank you. 8 the Minuteman system. which *stends now 25 years, there have

SCOL. BS58'TOL: Thank you, sir. Jim Mumphrsy. 9 been lass than 15 accidents of a vehicle carrying a nuclear

I0 M. MiiPRJ•SY my name is Jim -emphrey, Jr. 10 warhead.

11 I'm a farmland manager. 11 Notice in none of those instances did any fire or

12 I'd like to start. Col. Bristol, by asking a 12 explosion occur.

13 question concerning the safety record of the Minuteman 13 1 should point out to you that this perticular

14 missile program with respect to highway accidents by vehicles 14 "tapon is carried with the utmost safety to insure that

15 carrying nuclear warheads in the wintertime. 15 nothing will happen.

16 And V's not sure what the military jargon is, but 1 16 To give you an idea of the risks associated with a

17 believe an accident involving a nuclear warhead of this sort 17 nuclear weapon breaking open there vas an incident that

18 may be called a broken arrow. 3M occurred down at Titian II Base herse the missile actually

1 1 ams wondering about any incidents of this type 19 exploded in the hole and the r-enftry vehicle Wos shot

20 where a vehicle carrying a nuclear warhead has slipped off 20 through about 3 or 4 fset of concrete. And even after going

21 the icy roads in the winter or otherwise been involved in a 21 through 3 or 4 feet of concrete the casing did not break

22 highway accident at any time of the year ,ander the Minuteman 22 open.

23 program. 23 go oven though there hays been accidents, there

24COL, BRISTOL, Col. Walsh7 is yor have been no risks of any nuclear explosion or fi re
25 LT. COL. WALSHI What Particularly is Your i• 25 0associated with those accidents.
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1 MR. M IMMHREY, Thank you. My second question I normally low level fales alerts concerning a nuclear attack

2 is, gas the United States Air Force or the United States 2 during the period 1978 to 1880. However A number of them

3 government in any way officially considered or even 3 low level -- of thes 3,000 alerts turned out to be quite

4 contemplated deploying sore than the 250 Midgetman missiles 4 deceiving and case dangorously close to being aistaken for

5 mentioned under the option of the most missiles in the 5 the start of a nuclear war.

6 Environmental impect Statement? 6 My question is1 AS we look at the future, is it

7 LT. COL. WALSi, In the Environmental Impact 7 not highly probable that future false alerts sill

8 Statement we also had the option for the deployment of 25S 8 periodically result in Midgetman missiles roaring out of

8 wisailes at Malsetrom Air Forte Base. That was included in 9 their silos and racing across our Montana countryside?

10 the analysis. 10 LT. COL. MALSHM The full details to answer

11 As far as the total number of missiles to be 11 your qucation I cannot provide tonight. And I will make it

12 deployed as I indicated in my presentation, that is entirely 12. for the record.

13 subject to the threat and the ongoing arms negotiations. 13 oseverr, I can state that the verification

14 MR. HUMPRMEY: So the ansver Is there has been 14 processes prior to any action being taken that before these

15 mams official consideration of deploying more than 250 15 vehicles mould move off the site. but any damage that would

16 Midgetman missiles in Great Falls? 16 be caused In we should have a false movement -- which moald

17 LIT. COL. WALSH, *O. The answer is ue have 17 be very unlikely -- would recompensed by the Air oret.

18 considered 200 and we have considered 250. They were the 18 MR. MUMPNRSTY My nent question --

19 alternatives considered. They were the only alcernatives 19 COL. BRISTOL, Sit? I m, sorry. I mm going

20 that were considered as far as the number of missiles to be 20 to have to ask you to subeit the balance for the record or

21 deployed. 21 after we have concluded the statements if we have time

22 Ma. HUIMPHSEY, Thanks. My third question is 22 available I'll came back to you. I note that you are *1SO

23 one that concerns fale nuclear alerts. 23 desiring to make a statement. I just got together about

24 According to the Nuclear Almanac, which is book Ca 24 seven sore of thens and I've got 15 minutes to do it.

25 coopiled by faculty members of MIT, in 184 there were 3,703 : 25 MR. MUMPIMt, All right.
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1 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. Zarina Jackson. I couple of years in performing work in Montana working for the

2 MS. JACKSON: My first question is why wasn't 2 likes of Anaconda Mining Company, for the U.S. Geologic

3 a Montana firm chosen to compile the KIS or the draft RIS? 3 Survey, for the Environmental Protection Agency.

4 LT. COL. WALSH: In the preparation of the 4 Furthermore, we recognized the importance of the

5 EIS, the Air Force actually and the Air Force Regional Civil 5 people of Montana being intimately involved in the

6 Engineering in particular has many environmental assesaments 6 preparation of the document and the Tetra-Tech hired

7 EISs underway. 7 subcontractors, a considerable number of Montana firms, to

8 Several years ago, we put out a competitive bid for 8 assist in the preparation of this document.

a rontructor that would have capabilities to do a competent 9 MS. JACKSONi The list of preparers that's at

10 fIs anywhere within the country. There were many companies 10 the end of the EIS, does that reflect Montana people as

11 that competed from all over the United States for this 11 well?

12 particular contract. 12 LT. COL. WALSO: I cen't state that for sure.

13 Me felt after this competition was over that 13 But let me give you an idea of the Montana companies that are

14 Tetra-Tech was the most qualified to give the Air Force the 14 working for us.

15 quality document that we were looking for. 15 we have F-Snow Science out of Billings; we have the

16 MS. JACKSON: I see. 16 Historic Research Institute out of Missoula; we have the

17 LT. COL. WALSH: NOW, I know that one of the 17 Montana Natural Heritage Program out of Belema; we have the

18 big concerns that people have is how is it that a company lB Norrison-Enutson Engineers out of Boise; and we have Western

19 that has its headquarters in another state can come in and 19 Technology Engineering out of Helena.

20 tell the people of Montana what their problems are and what 20 MS. JACESOs: Thank you. My next question

21 the solutions are. 21 is: Can you tell us how the missile is intended to be

22 MS. JACKSON: That's not my concern, by the 22 launched; perhaps slowly, because I don't know that I am

23 way. 23 particularly familiar with terms.

24 LT. COL. MALSHR Well, the answer is that 0 24 Particularly I am wondering, can it survive the a

25 Tetra-Tech has had considerable experience over the last r. 25 what, 1 to 10,000 warheads that would come at it in s first:
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1 strike? And is it assumed that the crew dies? 1 operate is upon notificatio' and verification of a Soviet

2 I know the crew isn't launching it, but is it 2 attack on this particular country. A notice from the

3 assumed that the crew dies? And how long does it take to 3 National Command Authority would alert all the drivers to go

4 launch it? 4 to their vehicles and to drive them to designated launch

5 LT. COL. WALOSH You are asking for a rather 5 areas.

6 lengthy explanation, and I'll try to make it as concise as 6 The time that they will be driving could vary from

7 possible. 7 a couple of minutes to the entire 25 minute period, at which

8 MS. JACKSON- Thank you. 8 time each vehicle will harden.

LT. COL. WALSO: First of all, in this program 9 Now, the Soviets do not know where those vehicles

10 the intent of the Congress is to have a system that throuyh 10 might be. They could be anywhere within a 8,000 square mile

11 its mobility can insure its survivability. 11 area.

12 In other words, since it is mobile, the Soviets not 12 At which time it hardens we -- the tractors will be

13 be able to precisely pinpoint the location of the vehicle and 13 disconnected and the drivers would leave.

14 therefore not be able to attack it effectively or 14 Mow, one of the concerns of many people is that we

15 efficiently. 15 might launch before we actually were attacked.

16 Because of this, the Soviets cannot be assured that 16 In this particular case, we can insure that we

17 they will kill each vehicle. Knowing this, and knowing that 17 could survive an attack and still have -- be able to

18 there is a high potential for this vehicle to survive any 18 respond. In this particular case, having survived the

19 attack thot they might wish to launch, and having survived, 19 attack, the president can make a decision on how he wishes to

20 that it can inflict unacce'table damage on the Soviet Union, 20 respond to the Soviet attack. Re is not forced into Making a

21 a Soviet leader would not wish to attack in the first place. 21 decision in a hurried manner.

22 Now, that is the basic premise of this particular 22 Thank you.

23 system: a deterrence. 23 COL. BRISTOL: We're going to have to move on

24 Now, in achieving deterrence, we have to 0 24 to the next -- 0

25 demonstrate the capability. The way the system will actually 25 MS. JACCSON: Except he just didn't answer is
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1 it aseemed that the crew dice? I'm curious about that. I of the mitigations that we offer for the various impacts

2 COL. BAISTOLI I think what he indicated was 2 identified some of them are maybe even contradictory. And so

3 that the crw deperts the scene and the vehicle itself stays 3 it is difficult at this time to make a commitment for any one

4 and someone from another location pulls triggers if triggers 4 of them until the appropriate jurisdiction decided which wish

5 are going to be pulled. to implement.

SMS. JACESOEN That's aftec a first strike by 6 To give some enamples repeating &sme things Said I

7 the Soviet Union the crew leaves through radiation -- 7 said earlier does the school district wish to build new

LT. COL. eALSH: The crew vehicle is protected 8 schools, does it wish to rehab an old school, does it Wish to

ftro a certain amount of radiation and blast. 9 go to bussing, etcetera.

10 MS. JACESON: Thank you. 10 So what we have tO do is, having identified the

11 COL. BRISTOL, Mill Crough. 11 problems with the CIS, now we are in a position to start

12 MR. CROUCH: l'm a husband, father and 12 making intelligent decisions hand in hand with the local

13 carpenter from Great Fails. 13 jurisdiction for the best way to meat the needs of the Air

14 In my original question beck in the scoping 14 Force as well as the needs of local people.

15 hearings beck in March I asked for some specific cmitment 15 And we have Made a commitment that having made that

16 from the Air Force concerning mitigation monies both for 16 made that decision that we can sork with them to effect that

17 public finance and for schools. 17 decision with the -- any costs above and beyond normal costs

18 I hear Col. Walsh here now eaying that the Air 18 being borne by the Air Force.

19 Force has made the commitment, but in the draft EIS what you 19 ME. CRaOUG! Okay. And the second pert is

20 see is maybe some of the mitigation may be carried through, 20 back in March at the original scoping hearings there was no

21 all, or none. 21 mantion whatsoever of an RX being deployed here.

22 I'd like to oak Col. Walsh -- pert of my first 22 And all of a sudden we get the DaIs and we are

23 question is what is the commitment of the Air Force if all, 23 talking about NI deployment.

24 ome, or none? . 24 How many missiles. how many Warheads, pIleas? a

25 LT. COL. MALSH: Well, you will note in some 25 LT. COL. WWALH: I believe at the sooping
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1 meetings I did in my presentation identify the posaikili-y of I You recall the questions I had at the March meeting

2 the NX. That announcement was made by the president 1 2 regarding the land use. And there were two things that

3 believe in Febrtuary that Malmstrom was a consideration. 3 puonled me in your statement here.

4 And so throughout my scoping process we have had a 4 One had to deal with construction of use of land

5 look at what the implications are of the cumulative impacts 5 section 4 during the construction phase a total of 300 acres

6 of ME and the mall ICBM together. 6 of land will be disturbed only 160 acres taken permanently

7 If the NX or Peacekeeper were be stationed at 7 out of agricultural land use.

8 Halmstrom Air Force Base the concept at this particular time e Then further in the section you talk about 760

9 envisions four trains, each train consisting of a minimam of 9 acra being used. And it's on Page 4-153. In the explosive

10 seven cars, two of which will be CArtrying Peacekeeper 10 zone area, with the conclusion that this would not be

11 missiles. They will be actually stationed and garrisoned on 11 considered an irreversible or irretrievable commitment of

12 Malmstrom Air Force Base itself and would leave Malmstrom Air 12 land.

13 Force only under strategic warning. 13 So I want to know, did this include all the acreage

14 MR. CROUCHa 80 warheads? 14 disturbed? Did it include the widening of the roads? And at

15 LT. COL. WALSSH, No. 40. 15 the end of the project who's going to pick up the cement and

i6 MR. CROUGHS Thank you. 16 steel and gravel?

17 LI. COL. WALSH: Sorry, eight. 17 LT. COL. WALSHt I'll ask Major Van Meas to

10 COL. BSISTOL, I think you would say 80 15 answer that question.

19 warheads, Colonel? 19 MAJOn VAN HESS, Let answer for you the

20 LT. COL. WALSOt It's been a long time since I 20 discrepency in the acreage. I think it comes from the fact

21 have been in engineering school. 21 that we are referring in use portion of the docoment to the

22 COL. BRISTOL: I think 80 is right. Ray 22 portion of land that might be actually physically disturbed.

23 Jergeson? 23 And in addition to that portion that we need to

24 MR. JERGESOMi Thank you. My name is Ray 24 acquire (inaudible) actually owned and that would be the land

25 Jergeson. • 25 that we -- whaer we actually expand or modify the launch
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1 facility. I amount of traffic goes down.

2 The second reference is to the amount of acreage to 2 but is the area iediately outside of Great

3 which be included in the expended safety zones. The Air 3 Fails. you eight see an additional 230 to 270 vehicie

4 Force need not acquire a fee interest for the easement or 4 movements per day.

5 safety zones. Me need to simply acquire an easement. s Now, most of these movements will he traces and

6 And the present landowner sill be permitted to do 6 cars similar to yours, and usually are required to drive at

7 virtually everything he presently does within that easement. 7 speeds exceeding no more than 55 miles per hour.

8 That is, the only restriction that we will have is we will 8 Am indicated earlier, there will be movement once

9 prevent the construction of an inhabited building; a home 9 per year at this particular time it's been estimated of the

10 within that expanded easement. 10 Hard Mobile Launcher back to the moin operating base for

11 Beyond that, the landowner will be permitted to 11 major maintenance. So therefore you could expect about 400

12 ranch, farm, whatever else he is presently doing at time. 12 movements per year; again, not in one concentrated area, but

13 So I think that's where that discrepancy comes. 13 mpread throughout the entire area.

14 MR. JERGESON: Thank you. My second question 14 But as they come in or funnel in you can expect the

15 has to do with visual impact on resources. 15 major impacts to be on the roads immediately east of the

16 Did I miss something, or is there no consideration 16 Great Falls and of course immediately north on 1-15.

17 here for visual impact of one of these mobile vehicles coming 17 Ce identified in the CIS some lowering of the level

18 down a county road at me? 18 of service associated with this increased traffic. Now, when

19 LT. COL. CALSH: In oar analysis of 19 we talk the level of service that encompasses a lot of things

20 transpertation we identified additional traffic on the 20 including safety, driver comfort, maneuverability, speed,

21 various road segments. And I think the areas that were most 21 etcetera.

22 impacted were of course the area just east of Great Falls on 22 And it is our opinion that the level of service

23 U.S. 87/89 and of course on the Interstate 15. 23 would drop from an A which it is presently to a s, which is

24 As you go farther out in the niasile field and the em 24 peetyaot-ehcman htteewl e m l

25 passages of cars would be taking off to various silos -- the zz 25 slow-down of the traffic. Plus you will have those isolated

C4
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1 survive and inflict unacceptable damage on the Soviet Union,
I case. of queuing behind the vehicles.

2 we trust that the Soviets would never attack in the first
2 Mow, that's the problem that we hare presented to

3 place.
3 the State. Now, the State needs to come back to us with how

4 MC. JErGSON:oa Thank you.

4 they wish to accomodate on these -- well, first of all for

5 COL. BRISTOL: Jim Eagen. And I'm going to
5 transport and also to continue looking after the safety of

6 read-- I have three others I'm going to read the names off so
6 people of Montana who likewise are using those roada.

7 They may -- there in various optionn the State nay 7 you can position yourselves closer to the microphone.

C Curie Schrciber will be nest, then Cilbur Johnson
8 wish to exercise, including widening the road, having

9 and Coven Ogden.

9 layovers for the big vehicles to pull over when there's a

10 and then we'll go into statements. I'll allow one
1 large queu behind, maybe even putting in an extra lane.

11 question each and the balance can be addressed during the
11 The option is up tO the State and then we will go

12 portion of tise for the statements.
12 and negotiate with them as to the appropriate response.

13 Go ahead, sir.
13 MR. CROUGH: Thank you. And my final question

14 55. 05GEm: Jim Eages. my quention in: Han

14 is has Tetra-Tech, the company that prepared this document,

15 been asked to prepare a similar statement; that is an1 the Air Force allowed or the governt allowed for a

16 nid-term cancellation of this project that we saw is 1972
16 Environmental Impact Statement in the case of a launch of one

17 where the ICBMS were cancelled with many millions of dollars17 or all of these weapons?

18 worth of concrete, metal buildings, iron left abandoned in18 IT. COI. wAlls: In thin particular case, the

19 the fields, along with a lot of peoples' energy, time, and19 Congresa hen directed the Air Force in very unambiguouc

20 Imoney spent looking lor wurd to seven or eight years of
20 language to prepare an CIS that considers the deployment and

21 peacetime operation of the system. 21 prosperity and all of a sudden it's done? What would the Air

22 Force do ir that event?
22 It should be noted that the prime purpose of this

23 LT. COL. WALSH: As far as the CIS is
23 particular system is to assure deterrents to be survivable

24 through sny lovier attack, e 24 concerned right now, we are having to look at what the

25 owever, b25 current direction of both the Congress and executive branch2 5 H . . . . .b y d e m o n s t ra t in .g t h a t c a pa b i l i ty t o , t
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1 of government is; that is to deploy the 200 or 250 missiles 1 yes, they are eligible when they fulfill with tho

2 at Malmstrom Air Force Base. 2 requirements. However, they do not h-ve any precedence In

3 However, as you note or should note, the Congress 3 getting on the waiting list.

4 each year has the opportunity to review the program and 4 However, as I noted in my presentation, if we got

5 through the Appropriation Authorization Act, may change the 5 to that situation, we would be looking for other federal

6 action that we are undertaking. And of course we have no 6 programs such as 801-802 to take care of the military needs

7 control over that. 7 rather than imposing a further burden on the Section 8

But should at such time later the Congress elect to 8 housing in the local area.

go sues other route, then the Air Force will have to Sake an 9 MS. SCHREIBER: Then the other one, because it

10 assessment at that time, and we nay be required to provide 10 does have to do with the -- what you said in the beginning

11 another Environmental Impact Statement to identify the 11 about the Air Force would cover the housing overflow that the

12 consequences associated with that action. 12 community wouldn't be able to handle.

13 And in accomplishing that sIS, to identify 13 The Air Force would cover that? Is that what you

14 mitigative measures to reduce the impacts upon the local 14 said?

15 community because of that action. 15 LT. COL. WALSH: That is the Air Force

16 COL. BRISTOL: Marie Schreiber. 16 policy. We look to see what the local community can

17 MS. SCHRRiBCRi Yes. Gentlemen, I have two 17 provide.

18 questions. The first one is a yea or no, and the second is a 18 Now, at the present time we looked at the impact of

19 follow-up if you will allow me. 19 the area the refueling wing coming to Malestrom would be and

20 COL. BRISTOL: Go ahead. 20 In this particular case there is more than adequate housing

21 MS. SCHREIBER: Would military personnel be 21 available to satisfy the needs of 700 people associated with

22 eligible for HUD subsidized prograse such an scattered site 22 that particular system.

"23 like Section 8 existing of Section H Rod Rehab or public 23 However, when you superimpose upon that the 7,600

24 housing such as Parkdale? 0 24 to 6,000 that would be coming in for the Small ICBM program,

25 LT. COL. WALSH: The answer to the question isn 25 that is well beyond the available housing or that imposes --
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1 citisens who will have three minutes. Statements ran also be
1 the private sector not be able to respond to the requirements

2 submitted for the record, or if you have a written statement,
2 imposed by thet Isnigration.

3 Accordingly, the Air Force would either have to 3 it's your option to either just submit it for the record or

4 read a portion of it and submnit the balance fur the record.
4 provide military family housing units constructed adjacent to

5 the base or provide housing through the various other public S And first of all, it is my pleasure to call upon

6 laws such as Section 801 or 802 type housing. 6 the Mayor of the City of Great Falls. the Honorable Roger L.

7 Anderson. Mayor Anderson?
7 MS. SCIREIHERt My second question, hasn't the

8 MAYGR ANDRISRHGR Thank yOU very such. Good

8 goveroment cut or the Congress cut subsidies for or

9 evening, Col. Walsh. It's a pleasure to be here this evening
g approptiationa for eslitary housing? Wouldn't those rota

1S have an effect on that? 10 on behalf of the the City of Great Falls and on behalf of the

11 LT. COL. WALSH: In the recent years. the 11 Great Fulls City Commission.

12 Congress hus shown a preference to go to 801 and 802 housing 12 I am pleased to tell you as I did during the

13 scoping hearings that the City Commilsson of the City of
13 in lieu of military family housing. Yes, that is correct.

14 Rut they have provided the housing for the military 14 Great Falls is totally in support of the Midgetman missile

15 through one federal program or another. Their preference 15 program.

14 right now "ses to be 801-802. 16 we were very pleased that this is a very important

17 MS. SCHREIBER: Thank you. 17 part of your strategic defenses for our country and is the

18 COL. BRISTOL: I siaspoke earlier. The other 18 number one priority. We also are very pleased that it will

18 two gentleman whose names I setioned had already asked the 19 have such a great economic impact on the City of Great Falls,

20 supplying those 3100 jobs and over 5,000 new people tO the
20 questions and I just had gotten to the bottom of the pile.

21 City of Great Falls and over 51 billion in construction and21 So now we're going to transfer to thy consents or

22 statement portion of the hearing. Gonns start out with 22 econumic Impart tn our community. This is just use of the

23 public officials and then designated ropresentatines of 23 things that Is exciting about this program.

024 The second exciting thing is the ripple effect that om
24 private organisatios., each of whioh will have finie minutes th
25 to sake a statement, and then we'll follow sith private 25 this program will have for the City of Great Palls of private

25 to k
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I enterprise moving into this part of the country, moving into 1 participation and presence tonight.

2 Great Falls Pnd providing more jobs. 2 Next I have Jerry Beast, who is the Superintendent

3 So we were '-ry pleased that President Reagan has 3 of Public Schools of Great Falls.

chosen Ralrstroe Air Force Base for the initial deployment of 4 Mr. Beast?

5 the Midgetman missile and we're very pliased to have 5 MR. WEAST: ehank you, Col. Bristol. I too

6 Malnmtros Air Force Base within our community providing 6 will' t_. rief.

7 defenses for our country. 7 I want to thank you Col. Walsh and Tetra-Tech for

8 Thank you very suoh. 8 their jooperative efforts with the school system over the

9 LT. COL. .ALSH: Thank you, sir. 9 last -,cral months to help work out the mitugatiuns for the

10 COL. BRISTOL: Reat f have Mr. Ralph Drisar, 10 possible impact.

11 who is the administrative assistant to Governor Schwi-v.n. 11 I appreciate their frankness, their honesty, their

12 Mr. Deiear? 12 integrity in dealing with a negative impact on the school

13 MR. DRIfMA: Thank you, Col. Bristol and 13 syst m, as well as a positive lapsc on the communuty.

14 representatives of the Air Force ballistic office. 14 Over the lona term, it is the scorol district's

15 For the record my name is Ralph Driest and I am an 15 opinion that we can deal with the negative impact as

16 administrative assistant on the Governor's staff. 16 presented w'th the help of the U.S. Government and Air Force

17 I do have a prepared statement to read on the 17 in mitigating those circumstances.

18 Governer's behalf. I see we are running late this evening .d It will be a pleasure to once again have more

19 and I think it would bh my preference at this point since 19 children to open schools rather than to close thsm, to

20 it's very important that all of the public have a chnce to 20 present job security for our teachers, and stability for our

21 have their say that are here this evening that I donate the 21 community.

22 Governor's five minutes of testimony to the general public 22 Therefore, we are willing to work in a cooperative

23 that is here. 23 effort with all parties to make this a successful mission tur

00 c
24 Thank you. c 24 our country and rommunity.

25 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, Mr. Driest, for your 25 Thank you.

cu C4
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SCOL. aBISTOL: Thank you, sir. 1 and make just compensation in their operation of our school

2 Next I think is Art Dickhoff fro the Great Falls 2 expansion of utilities and those types of things where

3 Chamber of Commerce. 3 necessirp.

4 MR. DICRHOFF: I'm Art Dickhoff with the Great 4 Thank yoo.

5 Falls Area Chamber of Commerce and also executive vice 5 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir. Paul

president of Great Falls Federal Savings and Loan. 6 Stephens.

7 1 would like to speak on behalf in support of the 7 BR. STFEP5E5S. I' Peal Stephens. Thnat's

small ICBM. It it endorsed by the Chamber of Comserce and S T E P H E

9 also like to speak on behalf of housing. 9 I'm a fourth generation Montanan and my family has

10 Being employed by a financial institution and being 10 lived here since 1983.

11 involved in the financing of housinr through installation of 11 Our president claims to want to earn a place in

12 missiles in the past as well as up-dates of those missiles in 12 history by succensfully negotiating real limitations on

13 the Great Falls community wcs able to provide housing along 11 nuclear arma. If hr does so, thos, following In the nest

14 with the sir Force expanding their housing and this was done 14 sdviviatioo willfind themselves scaling hack and

15 in the private sector by financing both the military and 5 ismantling h build- proposed here. This suggests

16 civilian personnel who were workers. I feel this communuty 16 soother oom sod host' cycle, or an experienre like Conrad's

17 can respond to housing needs and there probably would be some the antimissile sissile.17 with teatmsiemsie

18 need for the Air Force to do some rot some of the lower paid i8 Dr. Paul F. Balks,, co-director of the Institute

19 military people. 19 For Peace and international Security in Cambridge,

20 As far as eafety, I would also like to comment and 70 a poke here recently informed us that

21 1 feel that in looking at the 25 years history that I know of 21 81etros sod indeed all land-based ICB~s arm no longer a

22 no incident that endangered life because of any incidents of 22j vital pert of our strategic posture. aend be better off

23 the missiles we now have in our area. 23 without them. All are vulecrubke to a first strike, and this

24 1 support it, I do feel that the Air Force do". 0 24 in turn limits their function and strategic value to that of

25 need to keep in mind to support the community in all -,, cut 25 a first strike weapon, something which both sides claim they
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1 neither need nor want. These missiles are neither a 1 Are you as confident of the Soviet missiles and their

2 deterrent nor a means of retaliation. The pinpoint accuracy 2 systm? What if one of those 4 or 5,000 Soviet missiles goes

3 of the Midgetman and its use of penetration aids also 3 off? We don't even need a war to be totally annihilated

4 characterisee it as s first strike weapon, something which 4 here.

5 should be abhorrent to all Montanans. 5 we would become a sponge for Soviete missiles and a

6 $50 billion which this program is expected to cost 6 war would devastate this state beyond any recovery.

7 could be used much more effectively elsewhere, even for 7 The only people that really seem to be in favor of

8 defense purposes. Our national economy is in bad Shape, and 8 this are economic spokespeople, F o of whom w, have already

9 more missiles will not correct the problem. 9 heard.

10 Why do we have it, then? From what I can tell it's 10 Professor Tom Power of the economics department of

11 a political deal or some sort of Pay-off. The Air Force 11 the University of Montana at Rissoula has addressed this

12 wants more RXs, 'Midgetman' sounds safer, less threatening. 12 economic issue very well in a public radio commentary of June

13 The Scowcroft Commission report compromises, giving us some 13 29, 1987. I'd like to quote a few things from that.

14 MX missiles and and sme Midgetmen. If rationality wine, the 14 Concerning the 'boom bust' cycle, Professor Power

15 Midgetsan will be defeated, yet the proposal is for Montana 15 says-, 'Me may gear up for the missiles, and either not have

16 to have 200 or 250 of these, plus whatever MX missiles on 16 them appear or have them eliminated after they are deployed.

17 railroad cars are deployed. 17 This will put Great Falls in a strange moral and political

IS The growth possibilities here amount to turning ia position. Its residents and politicians will find themselves

19 Montana into a nuclear sponge. At present, Dr. Walker 19 committed to the ares race, and fearful of asy serious arms

20 estimates that 200 Minutemen are targeted by 400 Soviet 20 reduction proposals. The militarization of the Great Falls

21 missiles. That is to say we are the targets for 400 Soviet 21 economy will be nearly complete.

22 missiles. 22 Between 1970 and 1985 we lost 2,000 people from our

23 However. 200 Midgetmen would require 4 to 5,000 23 population. Our economic base also declined as the military

24 Soviet missiles targeted on us. Now you might think that our o24 ole stahilisad isarily metals was discontinued. and

25 missiles here are failsafe and we can't have any accidents. - 25 agricultural withered. Yet real per capita income roseo
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I we feel that the missiles that are in Montana that have been

1 almost almost a quarter. We did almost as well as the rest

2 of the state. There is nothing seriously wrong with the 2 here for 25 years have proven their worth by the fact that we

3 Great Pulls economy that needs fining. Thee certainly is 3 remain a free nation and have the ability and the opportunity

4 to espress our diverse interests, as we are this evening.
4 nothing so wrong that it is worth keepiiq the arms race going

5 for a little local economic stimulation. 5 W ve ejoyed n xe n relationship with our

6 The apokeapereons for the Great Falls business 6 neighbors at Malmstrom Air Force sass. They not only provide

7 community will not not see it this way, of coarse. To them, 7 our security on a national basis, but they provide say good

8 turns for members of this community, whether It be helping9 soy growth is good and stability is always bad. Hopefully

9 others within the Great Falls Community will be a little bit 9 with the Mapril Clean-Up, whether it be with the Detachment 5

10 mote critical and will not welcome these missiles as 10 elicopter squadron that we constantly read about helping our

11 frieni. and neighbors that are in distress, and many other
11 economic blessing when in fact they are part of a much larger

12 cures that weighs down the entire national economy and 12 things too nomeroos to mention this evening.

13 5 recognize that because I as a businessman that
13 threatees ours and our childrensa future.'

14 perhaps I have an economic interest in not only our community
14 Thaek you.

15 but the state of Montana.
15 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, Mr. Stephens.

1 I a ym as a father of three children and I would prefer
19 Tim Ryan, Went op after Mr. Ryan will be William

17 to have those children be able to sase a living and continue
17 Iflblerson. Re sight walnt to he nahin his way close tO the

10 microphone. 18 to live in Montana and in this free country. And I believe

19 that in order to do that, we must show a positive will, do
19 MM, ATMI Good evening. ey vslie is Tie

20 ryan. Ism the chairman of the Coitt of the ' , 20 whvt is necessary to protect our freedom and protect our

21 abilities to remain a free and strong nation.

21 committee which stands for the preasias that we believe in a

22 strong national defense. 22 And I am pleased that Great Falls has been selected

23 sa rhe initisi operating base for the Midgetman. And we look
23 And I think I speak for all of the members of the

24 forward to its deployment hers.
24 committee when I say that we believe a strong national

25 defense -vs its effectiveness by not having been used. hnd _ 25 Thank yOU,

-1 8
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1 to boredom in many cases because of the nature of the duty of
1 CDL. ORISTOL: Thank you. Mr. Ryan.

2 staring at boards and being a button pusher.
2 Dr. ilikerson?

3 Certainly when you compound this with submarine3 MO. CROIXGH: Thank you. Col. Bristul, I ame

4 cruises that will last sometimes two to three months
4 Dr. William Wilkerson, an emergency roou physician. I'm on

5 alternating shifts that destroy rhythms of sleep and nats al

5 the staff here at Columbus Hospital in the emergency

6 energy and with an emergency situation whers therm may be

6 department. I'm also a member and speaking tonight for

7 lack of sleep and prolonged work, serious miscalculations and
7 Physicians Pun SOCial Respensihility.

8 errors can occur.
A I might uention l'. a former military pilot and a

9 It seems the military was not concerned with drug
9 Viet Mae combat veteran.

10 use until around 1970 as it pertains to nuclear weapons
10 Pirst Of all what I would like to speak

11 personnel until the phenomenon became more widespread.

11 specifically to the ERA is Sources of Human Instability in

12 In 1900 a Deportmtent of Defense study was conducted

12 handling nuclear weapons and specifically how that relates to

13 where 15,000 random military personnel were screened in a
11 the PRP.

14 confidential manner and it showed that 27 percent of all
14 I think we would all agree that no rational leader

15 military personnel used drugs within the last 30 days. These
15 or the United lStten or the Soviet Union would intentionally

16 are illicit drugs. 19 percent had Beoked marijuana at least
14 use nuclear weapons. We're all aware of effects

17 once per week. Actual statistics are that in the Mavy.

17 environmentally and personally, and I think that much more

18 particularly the Marine Corps. 37 percent use illicit drugmi

18 likely an accidental or unintentional use, either based on a

19 26 percent were high during active duty.

19 miscalculation, a misunderstanding, or a misperception is the

20 I Will point that the Air Force has the lowest
20 mont prohable scenario for u nuclear war.

21 rate. And that's fortunate, since they account for 90

21 Human errors account for the majority of failures

22 percent of nuclear weapons. They were only 14 percent.
22 in major weapon and apace vehicles systems. Mow.., nuclear

23 Mow, another ssrvey was conducted in the 0.0

23 weapon duty as you gentleman know better than I is very

00 24 military in Europe. which showed that 24 percent of Army G
24 conducive to behavioral disorders probably due to eutr-me 24

25 individuals were using marijuana while on duty, while a
25 isolation, due to the sensitive nature of these weapons, due -
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1 U.S.S. Forestall survey showed that over 60 percent of Navy 1 than in other ships. I probably should say boats or nuclear

2 personnel were high while on duty. 2 submarines.

3 27 percent of those use amphetamines on a regular 3 The PRP, which is the Personnel Reliability Program

4 basis due to their schedules and lack of adequate sleep 4 and is cited in the EIS as the safeguard against these

5 programs. 5 problems now has over -- approximately 120,000 individuals

6 I think that most of us who were in the military 6 have access to U.S. nuclear weapons right now. These

7 are aware of alcohol problem. 7 percent of all military 7 individuals are screened for being unstable Individuals, to

8 individuals are shown to be dependent on alcohol, the 8 insure that weapons are not subject to loss, theft, sabotage

9 majority being the senior officers, 27 percent were work 9 or unauthorized use, unauthorized destruction, accidental

10 impaired. 10 damage or jetsm".

11 How significant is this for the -- I'm going to 11 Now, only these personnel who demonstrated

12 have to skip ahead to keep my time down -- but how 12 unswervinq loyalty and trustworthiness and discretion of the

13 significant is this for the -- as far as nuclear weapons are 13 highest order shall be employed in nuclear weapons PRP

14 concerned? 14 positions, quote from the Department of Defense 1981.

15 Well, in -- for nuclear forces in 1982 four 15 These individuals include those responsible for

16 marijuana dealers were discovered on a German -- in Germany 16 delivery units, pilots and crews, personnel that have access

17 on a U.S. Army nuclear battalion. Two of these were a 17 to technical knowledge, guards, storage and supply and silo

18 husband and wife team, and they implicated an additional 125 18 personnel.

19 users within this missile battalion. 23 were in the PRP. 19 To qualify you must first of all have a --

20 However they were not di Missed due to lack of hard 20 demonstrate physical competence, mental alertness and

21 evidence. 21 technical proficiency. You must have evidence of

22 The psychological problems associated with nuclear 22 dependability in accepting responsibilities of duties,

23 mins,.e use is probably no more significant encept in the 23 flexibility in adjusting to changes, and good social.

24 cane of nuclear subearines, which is two times greater it's C 24 emotional and sound judgment in adverse and emergency

25 noted that neuropsychiatric disorders are two times greater 25 situations. And you must have a positive attitude toward
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1 nuclear weapon duty. 1 we'll be talking about three minutes per.

2 COL. BRISTOL: Dr. Wilkerson? 2 Go ahead, please.

3 MRS. WILKERSON, I -m the Montana
3 DR. WOLKERSOR a Yes7

4 CO.. BRISTOL: I' sorry to interrupt. Could 4 representative to the National Governing Body of Physicians

5 1 ask you to just sort of Summarize quickly the mae point 5 For Social Responsibility and an speaking in that capacity.

6 that you wish to make and then you Can give We at the close 6 Physicins for Social Responsibility is a national

7 of the hearing the statement itself and I will se in it- 7 organization of physicians working to educate the public and

entirety it's included in the record. 8 the health professions regarding the effects of nuclear

- WI.YLKERSON' Y* Sir. My summary Is that 9 Weapons. And we have no vested economic interest in seeing

10 the -- first ofatll, theres a lot of weaknesses in the PAP 10 either that there is or is not another weapon system but are

11 and that individuai. don't even have to have a physical ease. 11 only interested in the preservation of human life and the

12 They can qualify by a review of the records, there's no 12 prevention of human suffering.

13 psychological Impairment. 13 I would just like to Carry forth with the points

14 1 thinh my closing statement would be an individual 14 that were started by the other PER spokesperson, and that Is

15 who was an excellent example of a PRP failure John Walker, 15 the threst of accidentsl nuclear exchange. Even If no

16 Jr. who had a high level of security clearance, was a member 16 decision were ever made to engage in a nuclear wer there a

17 nombec of scenarios in wh•ith during norsal peacetime

17 of a (inaudible) submarin-, and was in the ftp. And this was

18 unable to identify him obviously with a serious mental 18 operation of Midgetman detonations could occur. Though

11 unlikely, such events are not impossible, as demonstrated by
19 abborutiton.

20 1 think there's a lot of problees with the PRP. 20 other catastrophes deemed initially impossible prior to their

21 Thank you. 21 occurrences, such as the Chernobyl meltdown. the Challenger

22 COrL. BeryoLI Thank you, sir. I think we a22 explosion and the 3 Rile Island nuclear reactor accident.

23 have your wife, Catherine Wilkerson. 23 The increased risk of accidental peacetime nuclear

24 And at this point I hhink thatI am dealng with a 24 exchea and it's consequences I believe should be addressed A

25 people speaking In their private citizen capacity and so 25 by the Environmental Impact Statement.
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I AS already alluded to, the deployment of an 1 women, and children subjected to massive explosions.

2 additional 200 intercontinental ballistic missles in Montana 2 radiation, sericos Iethal injuries, hundreds would be

3 poses an increased risk to the environment in several ways, 3 instantly vaporized, many thousands would suffer third-degree

4 primarily through the fact that Many, many additional Soviet
4 burn from sopor fires, end those in shelters would be

5 missiles would be targeted on Montana and that the 5 asphyxiated or incinerated.

6 Midgetman's capability of destroying Soviet missiles in their 6The rediation would exceed 15,000 reds and estend

7 silos as well sas control facilities will increase the threat 7 in plumes hundreds of miles sway. The lethal dosle for htlanS

e of launch on warning. 0 is approximtely 3SO reds.

O Given more Soviet 1Q58s targeted on Montana in a
d9 Those who survive initially would die over the next

10 launch on warning mode, should the Soviets erroneously detect 10 days or weeks of radiatiox sickness and the lingering effects

11 a threat by the United States or should an unauthorized 11 of blest and barn injuries.

12 launch or Serious computer error occur by either side at one 12 There would be tens of thousands of dead or injured

13 of the thousands of theatre tactical or strategic nucler 13 people, raging fires, lethal radiation, and no Medical help.

14 weapons installations, over 800 nuclear weapons could be 14 water, foo, uor or heat.

15 fired at Montana by accident. s1 I would jast like to conclude by Saying that these
16 It is imperative that the eovironeental 16 are the ultimate environmental threats of nuclear weapons.

17 consequences of such an unlikely event or series of events be 17 They cannot and cost not be overlooked when assessing the

10 analysed, The explosive power would be aimed at Montana at a 10 enviroomental effect of the Midgetman. The eery fact thst

10 level of over 30.0ff Niroahima explosions. And according to
19 these cetastrophies could Occur during normal peacetime

20 the latesst evidence by the federal Emergency Management 20 operations is the Source of ou Peril.

21 Agency, even a limited nuclear exchange -- and I emphasise 21 Thanh you very much.

22 that this could all occur in the absence of a declared 22 Cal.. BRISTOL: Thank you. Or. Wilheraon.

23 nuclear war. 23 James Tucker. We're now beck to those individuals

24 But in en accidental exchange the effects would be 24 who asked questions earlier but who so Chocked the block

25 catastrophic with Cascade County alone having its 82,000 -eo, -
25 they wish to sale comments. And we have about 15 to go.
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I MR. TUCKER. My cemment simply explains my 1 .k, 1UCKEXRB Yes.

2 question. And I think it would have been understood a little 2 COL. BRISTOL: Al Donohue. And then after

3 better if I told it before. 3 him it Will be John Stephens.

4 But our concern, Col. Walsh, is that your screening 4 MR. DtOWOUE: Al Donohue. I have lived here

5 process is flawed -- and maybe not through your neglect, but 5 for same 30 years and I have been in one business or another

6 soee enterprising individual who has found a way around it. 6 during that time. I am a job provider. I have come to the

7 we have noticed companies -- I won't mention them 7 conclusion there is no better employer and no better neighbor

8 since you seem to be nervous about their names -- but 8 than Ralmnstco Air Force Base.

9 companies that have registered in the state of Montana, have 9 We are an air base comunity, and as a result we

10 nreer done any work in the state of Montana, have been here 10 are almost holding our own in the face of difficult economic

11 over a year, and finally recently we find out they have been 11 times. And without Malmstrom where would we be today? Do we

12 awarded a contract out of Norton Air Force Base and most 12 want our community to prosper? what private sector business

13 local companies were not even notified of a bid coming up. 13 is on the horizon that will provide substantial eoployment,

14 Now, I hope you take my coements as constructive 14 improve our highways at no real cost to us, provide even 1/10

15 critici me because that's what they are. And this is Montana 15 of the economic impact that the Midgetman will provide?

16 Laborers saying we would like to work with you and we welcome 16 There is nothing out there. After being a neighbor

17 you here. 17 for see 25 years, almastrom, T leaný I -- v'A 1-sh to k'

- Thank you. 25 what would be the reaction to local residents if we were

19 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir. 19 meting here tonight to discuss the elimination of the

20 LT. COL. WALSH, May I say something? 20 Minuteman and the closing of Malsatrom Air Force Bass because

21 COL. BRISTOL: Yes, Col. Walsh. Go ahead. 21 of the concerns of some of our Montana citiuens. It's

22 LT. COL. WALSH: Mr. Tucker, I would hope that 22 frightening.

23 we could get together after this meeting so we can take care 23 What would it mean to mothers and fathers to see

24 of the other issues that you were talking about earlier, o 24 their children possibly employed in Great Fells instead of 0

25 please. 25 out of state, should the Minuteman crme on? What major

C4 e
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1 business can provide the safety record that Mnalstrom has 1 bark to Hitler and Stalin signing the Pert In 1939 and read

2 shown? 2 that pact. Read where Joseph Stalin sent a telegram to

3 Mlmstrom Air Force Case personnel are good 3 Hitler saying, "Forget Pakistan, Afghanistan. I want the

4 Iranian oi1."
4 citizene, close to the very best. Retired Malmstrom Air

5 History will tell you that if we're not careful
5 Force Base personnel who settle here are an asset to our

6 community. 6 we'll lose our freedom.

7The Air Force and Hlmstro is a Credit to Great 7 God bless the Air Force, you are welcome in Great

8 Falls and Montana. I hope you Can grow in our national C Falls, and grow.

9 thank you.
9 security efforts and that Great Falls and central Montana can

10 COL. BRISTOL, Thank you. Mr. Stevens.
10 grow with you.

11 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, Mr. Donohue. John 11 Lucretia mphrey.

12 Stevens. 12 MS. IUMRPHRRY, Good evening, gentlemen. My

13 MR. STEVfNS: Thank you very such. And 13 name is Lucretia Humphrey and I am currently a homemaker but

14 1 mm a school counselor by training and profession.

14 welcome. Welcome to Montana. That Stevens is spelled with a

15 V. And in the Civil War we changed it from a P ff. I think I 15 1 have chomen to participate tonight because I m

16 know why. 16 concerned about my community, the community of Great Falls

17 and the state of Montana. I am fairly recent here; only two17 Cead your history. Santians maid. "Those who

18 refuse to learn by history are destined to relive it." years. so I don't go beck a long wy$. Cut I have grown to

19 like the wide open spers of Montana.
19 I'm a fourth generation Montanan. My mother was

20 Recently Thomas Matson, chairman aseritis of IBM,20 born in Pony, my grandeother in Sliver Star,

21 former ambassador to the Soviet Union and recent pilot on a21 And I as very happy to wee Malnatros and the Air

22 world War II comemorative flight to the Soviet Union pe~mmd
22 Force and our government in Montana and in Great Falls. Reep

23 It up. We need you, we need defense of this country. 23 through Great Falls. When he was asked last Sunday I believe

24 I am a veteran, I served my country. I do not, 24 it was whether he thought his trip to the Soviet Union which a

25 will not, cannot and have never trusted the Russians. Go C 25 he had just completed would accomplish anything, especially
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I In the area of curbing nuclear weapons, he responded -- and I 1 the University of Southern California.

2 quote from our local Sunday paper as to what he said at that 2 After serving as an Army officer for over four

3 tine, .1 think you can't acco-plish a mission like stopping 3 years Reaves entered the investment business. His firm now

4 thermal nuclear war,' he said. *It takea about 450 million 4 har offices in Cheyenne and Sheridan, Wyoming, Topeka,

5 people to do that, and that's all the Soviets and all the 5 Kansas. And he has been entrusted with a little over $100

6 Americans.0 6 million in client funds.

7 I continue to quote Mr. Watson. 'I think it's hard 7 Reeves serves on the Board of Directors of the

6 to understand that we live on the edge of a cliff because you s Cheyenne Laramie County Corporation For Economic Development,

9 could see the Nazis, you could see dead people. And if you 9 the National AsmOciation of Securities Dealers Business

10 didn't take thee, they took you. But you can't see the 10 Conduct Committee, and the Mountain Bell Board of Advisors.

11 nuclear weapons. NO, I don't think it made much of a 11 He has formerly served on the Board of Directors of

12 difference,' referring to his trip. 'but I did try.* 12 the Greater Cheyenne Chamber of Commerce, The Industrial

13 And I guess that's what I am here for tonight, Is 13 Development Association of Wyoming, and the Wyoming

14 to do my beet to share with you some of my concerns about the 14 Congressional Award Council.

15 growing armm race. is And perhaps in his own words from a letter that I

16 The whole aspect Oi business in Great Falls is a 16 received from him on July 12th, he states himself what he is

17 very critical insue. If we take a stand against nuclear arms 17 like. This Is quoting him from the letter he Wrote to me.

15 we are suddenly cut out of the business community here 1i eI am a conservative, a vetran, an Ollie North --

19 because we do not want to support a growing arms race. 19 you know, give them Hell, hard charging patriotic kind of

20 Sowever, in Cheyenne I found one 4entleman who is 20 soldier, entrepreneural businessman, a Republican, a

21 speaking out against the arms race who comes from a very 21 securities regulator, and a bunch of other stuff which one

22 businesslike background. Doug Reeves (phonetic) is prr'ident 22 sight not normally associate with a card-carrying critic of

23 Of Reeves & Company, Wyoming's largest independent security 23 our nuclear policy.'.

24 investment firm. He graduated phi beta kaps from the 24 Be goes on in his letter to say that 'National go

25 University of Wyoming and received his easters degree from • 25 security is comprised of many thing., not just weapons.
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1 National security includes a sound economy, a supportive 1 boom came and went while they

2 populous, a sense of fairness, superior quality of life, a 2 COL. BRISTOL. I'm sorry. The court reporter

3 well trained military force, a thoughtful and consistent 3 can only move at about 20 miles an hour. What I was

4 foreign policy. And yes, weepons.' 4 suggesting -- and I don't mean to get you to go into a

- As to what happened when the MX was deployed in the 5 rapid-fire reading. I'd like the statement to be included in

6 area of Cheyenne he states that, *One, economic development 6 its entirety and a comprehensible way in the record.

7 is a long term proposition. If all we went is a short, shot 7 sut I was Just going to albow you in about 15

0 in the are which government building projects typically a seconds to sort of state the bottom line of your concern.

9 provide that anything from casinos to houses of ill-repute 9 MS. HUMPHREY, Okay. Well, the boom came and

10 will Suffice. 10 went and vacancy rates remained high. Real estate price.

11 If we want long term development; the Sort of thing 11 plummeted and business and bank failurem reached new highs.

12 Which pays tcaes, builds communities, school and 12 Thank you.

13 infrastructure then It takes More than the short term 13 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you so such.

14 dollars. It takes a quality of life. 14 Carol Collins. And then next up mill be Gordon

1i COL. RI1TOLt I'm sorry, Mrs. Humphrey. 15 Whirry.

16 Ms. HUOfMPREY: Ye.? 1 MS. COLLINS, M name is Carol Collins. And 1

17 COL. BRISTOL: You have gone Over tine, and I 17 belong to a group called Committee of the 190s. There sre

18 thought you were coming to a conclusion. Could you just 18 several of us have spoke already tonight to make mure we live

19 sommorise and then submit the balance of that for the record? 19 that long.

20 MRS. HUM•PREY. Sure. Cheyenne was on every 20 I'm a self-employed legal typist. Although I h.ve

21 national news broadcast when it was announced -- as I go on 21 many areas of concern regarding the DIS. the one I choose to

22 just very quicklyl it's almost over -- It was announced we 22 address is education, particularly it as relates to Great

23 would receive the MX. We had lots of transients looking for 13 Falls.

24 Jobs, lots of unfulfilled expectations, lots of very angry G 24 According to the DRI, all three housing options e0

21 local bueineaspeopl# whose greed exceeded their analysis. The ' 25 under all basing alternatives will result in high,
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1 significant and adverse impacts on school system. I Elementary School, will double its enrollment, addin9

2 The projected increase in Great Fails students for
2 approximately 600 students and bringing the pupil to teacher

3 the year 1996 is 1300. The breakdown for program related 3 ratio of 50 to one.

4 enrollments is anticipated to be 710 elementary, 166 Junior 4 If either of the other two housing optione are

5 high, 373 senior high, and 50 special education students. 5 chosen and students are bussed to several other schools the

6 Various options are addressed in the DIS to handle this 6 pupil to teacher ratio is still estimated to be shove State

7 !ncrease. 7 standerds, thus threatening accreditation. The reopening of

SGune is to build a new school. Under the heading of
a clueing elementary schools Is also listed as an option in the

Potential Mitigation Measures various possible funding 9 DEIS. Since many of these schools were closed because they

10 sources are listed. Two of thee are Programs which 10 were considered to be energy insufficient and presumably

11 admittedly have limited current funding and a third 11 remain so, it would s to be poor planning to consider this

12 possibility remains to be explored. 12 a viable option.

13 In soother section following statement is made. 13 Re-equipping, cleaning and renovating such schools

14 quote: -Resolutions to these problems would require major 14 in costly.

15 additions of personnel or facilities for which sufficient 15 OIL. BRISTOL: Kre. Collins, can I esk you to

16 funds are not expected to be available," end quote. This 16 submit the balance of that for the record?

17 concerns me. 17 MS. COLLINSr All right.

18 A second option explores the possibility of is COL. SSISYOL. You can lost submit It to me

19 converting the currently vacant Paris Gibson Junior Sigh 19 after the meeting.

20 School into an elementary school, requiring bussing; an 20 15. COLLINS: I just have a couple -- just Ous

21 expensive and not at all desirable option for Great Pails 21 other thing that I would like to bring up, just very short.

22 parents of elementary aged children. 22 COL. BRISTOL% Go ahead.

23 If the proposed action which involves prograemed on 23 KS. COLLIhSi I would like to know,

24 base housing is chosen, a new school will almost certainly be ho 24 considering the fact that 57 percent of Montana voters voted cva

21 a necessity, since the school nearest Maimatrom, Loy
2 25 in 1982 opposing further development of missiles in Montane,
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1 what makes any of us believe that a hearing such as this has 1 city, county, and school systems.

2 any impact at all on members of Congress? Can you give se 2 To us, this will translate into increased tanes.

3 any historical evidence that Congress actually takes the 3 Sousing costs will rise, and vacancies disappear am we have

4 results of any CIS into serious consideration when making a 4 an influx of some 8,000 people into the community. This will

5 determination on whether or not to deploy a missile system? S be a severe hardship for those of our residents who are in

6If there are high, significant, and adverse impocts 6 need of low income housing. We can expect the price of most

7 found, is Congress going to scrap Midgetman or any other 7 goods and services to increase es demand increases.

8 missile system? What we say here tonight, does it make any 8 At the same timm. our quality of life is likely to

9 difference at all? 9 go down. I'll just point out a few examples from the HIS.

10 Thank you. 10 Traffic problems will increase due to construction,

11 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, ma'am. 11 large numbers of commuters, and the transport snd servicing

12 12 of the Hard Mobile Launchers. Highway 89 to Belt will havea

13 (Discussion held off the record.) 13 minimum of 200 launcher transports per year. That's more

14 14 than one every other day. Imagine driving behind this convoy

15 COL. BRISTOL; Gordon Whirry. 15 of service vehicles and the transport launcher, which is in

16 MR. CHIRRY5 Thank you, Colonel. I am an 16 itself 105 feet long, 14 feet wide, and 230,000 pounds.

17 architect here in Great falls. 17 In addition, the service and crew vehicles are

18 My reading of the Environmental Impact Statement 18 estimated to require saoe 271 vehicles trips each day.

19 has led me to conclude that the Midgetman project would have 19 Our school system rii be required to sbaorb an

20 a harmful impact on most area residents. This impact would 20 addition initial 1200 students, more than it can handle

21 come mainly from an increase in the cost of living and a 21 without overcrowding, program disruption, or new

22 decrease in the quality of liie. Specific costs which are 22 construction.

23 reported to be increasing by the CIS are those for housing, 23 Public services for health, firs protection,

i4 education, public services, and goods and serviren. Revenue at24 police, end recreation will be severely strained. to-

25 shortfalls as high as 080,000 are projected for the combined • 25 Maybe we should be willing to accept these problems
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1 if the end result is worthwhile. I don't believe it it. I
I COL. E5ie5rOL, Thank you.

2 Oppose the Midgetman pCoject because of the larger and more 2 Ms. RAYSAMfs, I must say I wee quite

3 basic impacts not addressed in the 210. 3 impreased by the document itself, the aiear volume is kind of

4 The first is cost. We can't afford it. AS a 4 overchelming. Kind of Iepressive.

S debtor nation we can hardly justify spending another 50 5 I'm Specifically interested in the enmirormantal

6 billion to add no sore than 10 percent to our total supply of 6 impact on public services. And again, it's hard to look at

7 warheads. 7 that without looking at transportation and Safety and

8 A• • to pe te ca'fford tesca n
Aa AS@& people can't afrthe and8 funding. It's kind of hard to get the big picture.

9 spiritual costs. I don't believe our national & ecurity can 9 The compilers though Sake two assumptions that I

10 be served any longer by escalating the arms race. 10 would disagree with. The first is the 1968 benchmark levels

11 I don't believe our Great Palls economy is well 11 of Service usage were locally acceptable levels. And while

12 served by seeking even greater dependence on the military. 12 they may have been acceptak'e to scrcf•e providers, I doubt

13 1 suggest we apply our energy and our resources to 13 if there was a consensus of acceptability mo•ng service

14 nore productive uses, including private sector economic 14 consumers.

11 development, and that we all work together starting noc to 15 The second essumption is that short duration

16 build a foundation for genuine peace and lasting prosperity. 16 immigrant population would demand that pubis services at the

17 Thank you. 17 eame rate as the exniting population. And I can't believe

18 COL. BRISTOLI Thank you, Mr. whirry. Sheila 18 that that is So. They eatliated that 10 percent of the short

19 Maybenks. 19 duration people would be non-employable or marginally

20 20 employed people who would come to our counity looking for

21 (Discusaion bald off the record.) 21 good jobs. And they would have Z think a higher impact on

22 22 police, on emergency food, on emergency shelter and child

23 COL. BRISTOL, Okay. Go ahead. 23 celfare services.

24 MS. MATUA•KS% My name is Sheila kaybanks and c 24 Our contact in Cheyenne told me that the impact of

25 I'm a social worker. Just like it sounds. 25 this group of people lacking technical skills made a huge 7

cv C4
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1 impact on the vices, and much huger than chat cas 1 And I believe this ia called triage. And triage is

2 anticipated. 2 a good way to run a dis"ster but it's not such a good way

3 And why would ye think it would be any different in 3 run a city.

4 Great P.1127 4 Also there cas no mention I don't think in the

Th, report estimates that the need for personnel 5 study of any ties for contingency planning or for direct

a and for facilities would increase like six more police 6 service prevision of our local loc onforcomout people. when

7 officers and 20 sore city employees and lke half a corker at 7 this program would come. And the study makes it very clear

# salvation Army. Yet there's no mention of funding, and there 5 that law enforcement in terms of military personnel breaking

9 Is no anticipated revenue for that. 9 the lacs, that would be taken care of by military police.

10 The experience in Cheyenne has beer to see Its& of 10 But chat about traffic diversion, traffic control,

11 an economic benefit than anticipated and sore social costs. 11 if there Is a disaster or a vehicle stalls? Smeho our lac

12 The City of Cheyenne received $050,000 -- again, this to what 12 enforcement officer$ are going to have to be Involved. And

13 1 heard -- to study the Impact and the implications of tbs 13 that's going to take away time from cmunity needs.

14 military build-up, but they didn't receive any money at 14 Just since 106 -- and this year ce have sen our

15 for salary. 15 Sheriff's office had to cut staff, even our library cut stuff

is And chat wre ' talking -- I Sean, policeman and 16 and cut beck their hours, human services has had to cut beck

17 Salvation Army workers don't make big bucks. We're talking 17 on Services, end Opportunities, Incorporated hs rut beck

18 about fairly mail amounts of money that could make a big IS quite a few of their youth employment slote for the momma.

19 difference in the quality of life. 19 Aside from questions of morality and questions of

20 1 think what would happen it we goet this increased 20 strategic emphasis, I think there's a qmestion of fairness.

21 usage and ce don't get the funds for increased personnel, we 21 And it doesn't strike me as fair that if .s do get this

22 would have public servants priorotiting their case load. And 22 progr ee are going to have this increased usage and demand

23 public servants are good people generally, they Cope. They 23 of "erice: hot nofinancial help.

24 priorotie their case load end only the "set serious 424 And I Ahin w me It to Ourselves to study maoe

25 situations got attention. 25 carefully What the esperience has been in Cheyenne.
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1 Thank you. 1 and from citizens here that there are many, many problems

COL. BRISTOL: Thank you very much. 2 connected with it here in Great Falls.

3 MS. BEIMGARTNERS My name is Becky 3 In visiting with a county official who must make a

4 seimgartner, and I am very concerned about the cost of this 4 lot of changes and put in a lot of hours to accooodste

5 weapons system. 5 Midgetman here, he made the comment, *Well, I don't really

6 From reading the Environmental Impact Statement It 6 see the aense of anymore missiles. But if they're going to

7 is my understanding that serious shortfalls would occur over 7 he somewhere they may aa Well be here and I'll try to do the

0 a 20 year period in city and county goverments and the Great 8 beat I can."

9 Falls School District. Governor Schwinden echoed similar feelings In

10 In view of the fact that there we. very nearly a 10 questioning the need for more nuclear systems, but that if

11 property tas revolt in Montana last year, and we arm 11 the U.S. government decided to do it and do it in Montana he

12 currently paying a state income tax surcharge to balance the 12 would cooperate.

13 state budget and the overwhelming amount of the national 13 If hia aide would take beck to him my sympathy,

14 debt, I am opposed to the placement of Midgetman in Montana 14 he-a in an entreely difficult aituation in Montana. Because
15hes ornetrmlydanywhere.in n otaa.Bcas

15 or anywhere. 15 econoeically we are hurting very badly.

16 It is a very expensive bargaining chip which is one 16 I think the thing Is is that for most paoplev

17 thing I have heard it touted as. This planet does not need 17 businessemen, teachers, people at the air base. housewives,

1S any more nuclear weapons. 18 teenagers, they are opposed to the concept but they feel a

19 Thank you. 19 fatalism that they have nothing do about whether or not it

20 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, Becky. 20 becomes a reality.

21 Sue fictenaon. Then after Sue will be Joel 21 In the event that it does then they would like to

22 Erickson. 22 somehow reap some benefits or some compensation for it.

23 SUE DICKENSON: My final comments regard the 23 I think we have to keep in sind the fact that

24 Sensibility of Midgetman here or anywhere else. I think we 00
eq24 history does repeat itself. And the building up of armaments 0eq

25 have seen from information presented by you, the Air Force n
- 25 in the past has produced horrible wars and destruction. And -
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1 cememnts for record. And I indicated aa before that it will

1 I don't think that we can look at our armaments today and the

2 receive the same aerioum consideration and beoa part of the

2 fact we haven't had a major war since World War I1 and feel

3 that they have made the war more secure. If we look around 3 record lust as if you read it tonight.

4 TOo may proceed, sir.

4 and ace the ware that are going all over the world and the

5 fact that the United States, one the most powerful nations in 5M. EMICESEs, Thank you. I will be within my

6 three minutes. I oppose Midgetman for moral reasons, I think
6 the world, with its nuclear weapons is often very helpless to

7 do anything to prevent problems in other parts of the world. 7 it km wrong. I oppose it for strategic reasons. I de"'t see

8 any effective and reliable defensive weapon. And I oppose it8 What I would advocate ia those of ua here in all

9 for financial reasons. Our national budget is a shambles and9 pesitiona that we decide what our priorities are and have

10 ahouidn't have to atand the strain of another one billion
10 confidence these can be reflected in Washington. I teach

11 civic and government classes. I teach U.. History. 11 dollars or higher estimates up to 40 or $50 billion.

12 I've got three kida I am trying to rains, and 12 Now these are reasons any citizen in this county

11 sight be opposed tO the program, but there are some very
13 believe very strongly that in our country we can make a

14 special why the people in and around Great rails ought to
14 difference. But it occurs to me what if the people lead,

IS oppose it, and want to diacuss one of thema and try to make
15 then the leaders will follow. And I think for each of us no

16 clear just what sort of hassle we're letting ourselves in for
16 matter what your position, you have to ansess the need, the

17 if thin program goes.
17 sensibility, and the right or wrongness of more nuclear

18 It's a seemingly simple matter. It's the
18 weapons and do something about it at the local level and

19 national level. 19 disruptions and delays in our normal comings and goings. The

20 1 oppose it and will continue opposing it in 20 construction phase of this program is scheduled according to

21 the booklet to begin in the spring of 1990 and continue to21 anyplace where It is forecast tO Se installed.

22 the fall of 1994. Mow, that's nearly five full years.22 COL. BRISTOL' Thank you. Joel £richoen. Bow

23 had weather or labor difficulties or deisys in
23 we've sort of run out of our scheduled time. I'd just like

24 funding could entend this very easily. During this rise
24 to ask those whom I call on to give thought to whether or not 4 2v

25 there will 124 bridges replaced. 240 intersections widened,
25 as some others have done previously you can submit your
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1 310 culverts replaced. 74 cattle guards, and som unknown I way of Helena, I suppose. Of if you ansted to pheasant hunt

2 number of miles Of roads widened. resurfsacd. maintained 2 by Lewistown you could go by cay of Fort Senton and Big Sandy

3 somehow. up to a possible maxim•m of 1707 miles. 3 cod take the fotry.

4 NoY. I Meintain that with this much road 4 but the rOutee have are the ones that are used.

S construction activity going on there's going to be some 5 That's why they're there.

6 horrendous detours and delays. 6 O will be some teal delays and dlsreptions.

7 As your map well showed earlier, Highways 57 and 5g 7 The Also say that individcal bridge replacement say

* are the routes east of town. And the gravel roads that 8 require interruptions to daily traffic. *el*2, I rst't see

g access these sre the transporter routes to approxlmately one 9 how it could help bht require interruptions to daily traffic.

10 half the proposed Midgetman Sites. And these are the roads 10 If the bridge isn't tbere We can't go through. It's not my

I1 which see the construction. 11 required. mhey will be reqoired.

12 Now, there's a lot of people using these roads to 12 After construction is romplete the picture doesn't

13 do a lot of things. They go fishing, wood cutting. 13 get a whole lot better. Eatch of thee Hard Mobile Launchers

14 cross-country eking, so9omobiling, downhill eking, camping, 14 is scheduled to return once a year for Meintetnnce to

15 chokecherry picking, sightseeing, hunting deer, elk, i5 malatrom.

16 antelope, pheasants, grouo, partridge, and probably a lot Of 16 That seans 200 of these 14 feet side, 105 feet iosg

17 things I can't think of. 17 vehicles together with their escort vehicles wiii be making a

lB A lot of people live in this area because of the 16 round trip once each year down the roads to Great talls and

1 outdoor activities, and they use these roads. And they are 1t the area.

20 going to be hurting. 20 COL. SMISTCLi Mr. Ericksen, I'm sorry to

21 Now, the Air Force speaks of some of the delays and 21 interrupt you, but your tim has expired plus some. Could I

22 disruptions caused by road construction. They say, 22 ash that you submit the balance of your statement for the

23 "Alter'ate routee would be used where available." 23 record?

24 soc. in this port of the country sometimesa there 24 M. t5ICKSCN. Yee. mhank you. n

25 aren't alternate routes. You could sking in King's Hill by 25 COL. BRISTOL: Thank y7u s0 much.

#47
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2 Col. Mocre, did you desire to -- you had indicated 1 feet is the width.

2 that you eight with to skte some comments. If you're still 2 As the person who spoke 1-tn hof.re se pointed out,

3 here. Apparently not. 3 this Means the Midgetman missile, when it' tlaveling down a

4 Jim Huiphrey? 4 highway, will protrude over the median strip in the center of

5 MA. HUMPHREY, Jim Humphrey. Jr. 5 the hlgheay, since mat of our state highways. two-lasn

6 55 have heard a great deal about the economic 6 highways are only 24 feet in width.

7 benefits that the Midgetman Missile System will bring to our 7 Purthermore. the Bard Mobile Launcher will not be

$ area. I donf't th:ia,-A 1. 1 • & La. yt f.l .,C -.. vnded 8 traveling alone. Of course it will be traveling In a convoy.

m se of the -- lets say by the way I don't dispute there will 9 There will be security vehicles with it. And it will be

10 be economic benefits to certain sectors of our community. 20 traveling at substantially -- it wiii be traveling at a

I1 At the sam tims I don't think Great Falls has 11 slower speed then the traffic on the highway.

12 fully comprehended yet some of the economic disadvantages and 12 The outcome is that there will obviously be a lot

13 ater"e impacts that sill come out of the deployment the 13 of traffic backed up behind it, it will be very difficult if

14 Midgetman here. 14 not dangerous to pass. and oncoming traffic day frequently

15 And I too as going to speak briefly about the 15 have to stop at Shouldera of the tose a-e wd.t f-• the convoy

16 impact on traffic. 16 to go post.

17 We have a visual demonstration that won't take more 17 One of these conveys will be coming into Great

1i then a second. I believe. mope, we don't? We canned it, 1 Pails every day of the yoer, or at least let's say there wii

19 huh? 19 be 400 trips either going in or out to the base# which will

20 Well, we were going to show hoc far 105 feet was in 20 originate out of Great Falls or go to Glaet Falls each year.

21 this auditorium. 21 I soo]d alse lihe to just briefly -- and I do mean

22 M. JACHSONB Basically it's as wide as this 22 briefly -- enpreJs my concern about the high visibility which

23 whole auditoriom. 21 these vehicles are going to give our commUnity. not only in

24 MR. 5UM•0HAY, 105 feet Is the length of one 24 oar region but in the nation. Can you imagine what welre

25 of the Hard Mobile Launche*, that carry the missiles. 14 - 25 going to look lie?
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1 Great Falls has looked a long ti me for a great I I would hope that Great rolls will seriously

2 nickname for itself to express civic pride and to promote 2 reflect on the ieplications of this progro Wefore rusing to

3 ourselves in the region. We were Electric City when I was a 3 greet it with uncritical enthusiasm.

4 kid growing up here. I think River City is one candidate for 4 COL. BRISTOLi Thank you, sir. Four to go.

5 a nmen now. But frankly when the Ridgetman comes t "an put 5 Jim Begen. Are you still here., Jim?

6 all those names on the shelf. We'll be known from coast to 4 Csrina Jackson?

7 coast as Missile City. And I think that will have a bad 7 5S. JACKSON: I m going to submit my

8 effect on our economic future. Certainly it's going to A testimony. I am sure you will all be please.

9 drastically shape it, because with all respect to the brave 9 1 just very briefly went to say that I very much

1 and capable men and woman in our armed forces today end who 10 concur with -- I think Gordon Whirry and Miss Dickinson

11 served in the pest, there is the stigma attached to nuclear It really ezpressed my sentiments. And I just want to say that

12 weapons. 12 I really seriously question the deterrent capability of this

13 And the stigma is eroding the respect and honor 13 issile $syste, it's got penetration aid's, sitreme accuracy,

14 that the America regard the raed forces with, and that 14 first strike capability.

15 stiga is going to come and live here in Great Falls. And I 1i The launching, I em not satisfied that it can

16 cannot believe that there are not going to be businesses that 16 work. I mean I think we might have a first strike weapon and

17 might otherwise locate here that are going to write us off 17 $50 billion with our $10O billion deficit, it's criminal.

18 from the outset because they don't want to live in Missile 18 And I think that this is taking money away from ll kinds of

19 City. 19 programs, and it should not be doing that.

20 And even if there is an offsetting affect of 20 The last thing I wont to say is I think it's really

21 businesses that come in, because of the large military 21 a very *ad commentary for Montana to bean its economy oi this

22 payroll., we will have volunteered to become a company town 22 weapon system, and it's real destabilisung.

23 even more dependent on the military payroll than before and 23 1 hope it doesn't happen. Thank you.

24 eoposed to all the vulnerability of boomx/bust cycies that go Do 24 COL. BRISYOL, Thank you. Will Crough? Am

25 with being a company ton. 2S MI. CROUG: I'll be brief.
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1 One of the great founding precepts of this country 1 the other side of the Ptomac River,. to the Congress. And

2 is the military must always be under the control of the 2 it's factored into the Overall decision mking process. That

3 civilian. Somehow, sadly, Greet Falls is assuming the 3 may be hard to see at times, but that is what the law

4 opposite stance. 4 requires And that is what happens.

5 Let me remind you all here that this city was here 5 I thank you very much for your Participation this

6 long before the Air Force and it's going to be here long 6 evening and for giving us the benefit of your views and for

7 after the Air Force is gone. 7 your unique perspectives about this particular proposal.

a Let's not sell out our state for the profitering of 8 It's our pleasuee %y pleasure to be here in

a a few or short term gain of the boom and bust cycle. Will 9 your state.

10 you claim to love Montana so well, should treat her and her 10 Thank you again very much for coming.

II future accordingly. Lat us all tell the Air force and any II

12 who would desspoil her for short term i3ins that we welcome 12 (Proceedings concluded at 10;11 p.m.)

13 progress but never again at the price nuclear weapons would 13

14 make Us pay. 14

I• mank yoý. 15

1i COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. Ray Jergeson. 16

17 Apparently he's no longer here. 17

16 I have gotten to the bottom of both stacks nov. I 18

19 want to thank all of you for coming out tonight -- or for 19

20 staying with us. I do want assure you at least in my 20

21 experience your views as they are submitted, number one 21

22 become a part of the final EnviroOnn•al Impact Statement and 22

23 total record, the verbatim record of this transcript. 23

24 And number two, they are seriously regarded both by 24

25 the Air Force and the Department of Defense, and on over to 25
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I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS I Ballistic Missile Systee., within Minuteman launch facilities

PROCESS I in north central Montana.

I PUBLIC HEARING This particular Proposal has, as some of you know, has

I July 23, 1987 - 7:00 P. M. 4 been the subject already of Scoping Meetings, that is,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . meetings that were held in various locations, including

BE IT REMEMBERED that the above-entitled Public Conrad, snee months ago. The purpose of which was to identi
Hearing came on regularly pursuant to notice before Colonel

T Matt Bristnl, Hearing Officer, U. S. A. F., on the 23rd day fy issues, possible areas where in this Proposal might impac
of July, 1987, at the hour of 7:00 P. M., at the Meadowlark

, Elementary School, Conrad, Montana; upon the environment of the local area. So, that took place

9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and then something was published in June called a oDraft

0A APPEARANCES: 10 Environmental Impact Statement" and these hearings are the

11 Col. Bristol, 0. S. A. F. II opportunity to get your input into what will be the Final
Lt. Col. Walsh, U. S. A. F
I2 Lt. Col. Isaacson, U. S. A. F 12 Environmental Impact Statement, and the package of informs-

Lal. Van Hess, 0. S. A. F.
13 Dr. Mathur, Tetra Tech: Inc. 13 tion that will serve as the basis for the decision by our

Dr. Kramer, Tetra Tech, Inc.
14 Jim Benson. Tetra Tech, Inc. t4 government as to what to do in reference to this Proposal.

Robert Drescayk, Court Reporter

RR 15 Whether to implement it and, if so, precisely how to imple-

6 ........................ 1a mont it.

ii BY COL. BRISTOL: 17 The key thing is that you have to have adequate Infor-

i1 Good evening, Ladies and Gentlemen. My name is Matt IS mation about the system, as much information as the Air

19 Bristol and I'm an Air Force Military Judge and I was based i9 Force knows now, in order to put yourself in an optimum posi

2 in Washington and 1 was asked by a Judge Advocate General in 2 tion to give an informed input into this System, into this

21 Womhi:,qton to come out to Montana this week and to preside 21 particular Proposal. So, tonight's hearing is going to have

2 as the Hearing Officer at a series of a total of six public n two parts. The first part, Lt. Col. Peter Walsh, and certai

2 hearings held under the authority of the National Environmen -i members of his staff, are going to be available, and Col.

2 tal Policy Act into an Air Force Proposal to deploy and 24 walsh is going to brief you on this particular Proposal as

Soperate in peace time the Small I. C. B. M., Intercontinental i it stands right now. The second part will have a short

1~4V4
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recess, and I hope sost of you got these comennt sheets as 1 that are too simple or ought not to be asked. If it's on

you came in the door. I would like to ask you to fill then 2 your mind, it's good enough for me. We want you to ask it ar

I out if you would like to either ask a question or make a coa I get it answered if at all possible. There may be questions

ment, or you can see from looking at them, you can also ise I that we can't answer tonight for one of two reasons. One is

this just to register your participation in this meeting. 2 that maybe it's one that wasn't contemplated, in which case

Even though you might not want to speak on the record, you it will be answered for the record because we want to giv

7 can also use it to request a copy of either the Draft or the 7 an accurate answer above all, not just a shoot-from-the-hip

SFinal Environmental Impact Statement. You can actually use I guess type of answer. Secondly, it may call for classified

', it as a written statement input without saying anything on " and something that has to go back and be studied and an an-

:0 the record tonight. And, your statement, your input, will 10 swer given very carefully in an unclassified mode that

11 be a part of this total information package that goes forwar It doesn't inadvertently disclose sensitive information that we

IL with our Hearing Transcript as we develop the Final Environ- 2 don't want to be given on public record that the Soviets or

11 mental Impact Statement. As you probably can gather, I I: someone else might get access to.

14 don't know much about this Proposal. I'm in Court everyday. 14 I understand Mayor Tom Manamerbacker Is here tonight

is I was just asked to come in as someone who doesn't know a- 15 and asked me to make a few welcoming remarks. I hope I Pro-

It bout the Proposal, and has no connection with it, is not the 1i nounced your name right, Your Honor, and as one Your Honor

1j legal adviser for the people who are pushing it. I'm just 17 to another. I would give you this opportunity now to say a

a. somebody who's here to make sure, so the man in the middle-- a4 few welcoming remarks now if you would like to. It's our

1, to make sure that you have your opportunity to be heard, to i9 pleasure to be here and it's my pleasure to cone to this

2n get your questions answered and to have the opportunity x State from which my wife's family came anyway. It's the

that the law contemplates to have a significant input into 21 first chance I've had to come here.

2 this process. n MAYOR TOM HAMJERBACKXR

21 It's going to be very informal and I don't want any of Thank you. On behalf of the City of Conrad, I would

a you to hesitate to get up and to ask questions at the appro- 2 like to take this opportunity to welcome everyone in atten-

Spriate time or to make a statement. There are no questions 25 dance tonight, and thank you for coming down. I would also

3 4-a
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I like to thank all the folks from, the Alt Force here and I I quitable allocation of the, total tises among all nidul

- think I recognize sam of the Tetra Tech people and I Would 21 so that everyone has a fair chance to be heard.

like to may thank you for coming ar, welcome to our city. .i We have a Court Importer with us. He. gave "e his neem,

C OL. BRISTO4,4 Thank you, Mt. 4 and I know I'm going to pronounce it right, Roi Gr-zcyk.

MayorI thank you very euch. 5 Ha's taking down every word that'. spoken and he.s going to

BY COL. BRASTOLý .. make a transcript just like a lawyer's deposition or what

* Same people have found this form somewhat intimidating ihae" you. Everything that's said will be part of the

R Please just treat it as an idiot type of fore. Because 8record tonight. And, so please, whsn you speak, if you

9 1Made it, the forms that I make are usually guits simple 9speak, preface your remarks, you will be using a -.rrophone

42 because that's about as far as I can go. But, there isn't 10 like this one, with a clear statement of your nis and if

it any eagic to it. The main things are just to get the check it you're a public official, the office that you hold and if

12 if you vent to ask a question or if you went to make verbal ui you're a representative of a private organization, the naes

41 coments. Because, what I'll do, I'll collect these at the 13 of that organization, And, if your name is something

14 recess, all the ones that vant to ask a question 1'll put in 14 other than Jones, Smith, or Johnson, then the odds are that

is one stark, and tho ones that vent to make a statement I'll is 1 can't spell it and, so, it vould be helpful to both the

46 put in another stack, and those that are both viii go in tr is Court Reporter and I if You vould spell your nso for the re-

I? the question stack Initilaly. We will take thenm one at a j7 cord each time you speak.

i4 time until all the questions are answered and then veIlI go is Without any further introductory remarka, lot " intro-

is into the stateaments, And, I'll go dovn the stack starting to duoe Lt. Col. Peter Welsh vho wiii be giving tonight's

as with public officials and then vith designated spokespersons 2D briefing.

41 of private organizations, each of which viii get five minute -it DRVN

22 for the statements, anid then private citizens wiii get three n BY it. Col. Peter Walsh:~

z3 And, I know that if there is more tine, veill have more times 1 Good evening, Ladies and Gentlemen. I am Peter Walsh.

24 and I'll give you more rime to the apeakers, but the eain 24 1 am the Director of the Enviroinmentai Planning for the Air

Z. idea though in setting time limits is just to give a fair, 35 Force Regional Civil Engineer, and in that particular raped ,
on i

C4 C4s
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1I'me responsible for the preparation of the Droft Ronviromeen- I configuration. And, lastly, they mere rec-mMding, or the

3 tal Impact Statement, And, the Purpose of this presentation 1 racomme ndation yas to continue the areas negotiations . Roth

I tonight is to provide you an overview of what are the maan I the President and the Congress full.' endorsed the recommn-

4 findings in that Draft Statement. However, before me get 4 dationa of the Commission. And, In fact, in the 1984 D. 0. 1

5 to that particular issue , I first wish to review the events Authorization Act, Congreas directed the Air Force to pursue

.. that led to the Presidential decision to deploy Small a ig92 initial operating capability date for thia missile.

TI CBM's at otalmstrom Air force Base, Then I shall briefly do- 7 Further, in the 190E Authorization Act, the Congress directe

s scribe the basing mode and explain the proposed actions and .the Air Force to prepare a Legislative Itmvirormntal Impact

. the alternatves that are analyzed in the document. I Statement to aid in the basing mode selection and in the, de-

40 1 shall rest explain the procedures that are required 10 ployment area selection , to be followed by an Adainistratvee

44 by the National Entviroloental Policy Act and then describe 11 1. 1. S. to aid In site specific decisions, We're in the midst

1Z the Impacts th ems elves and their significance. u of the preparation of that second docamnt, the Adeinistrativ

11 We alec shall lack at the conrlusions derived from our 11 Koviromaental Impact Statement. In that same Act, Congress

14 analysis of system safety and, lastly, me viii look at the 14 directed that the Air Force cap the Poecekeeper deploy-

15 mitigations and how they may be implemented to reduce the is mart at F. K. warren at if msisiles and ask the President to

fit impacts that me hae" identified, 46 come back with a more survivable booing mode for the secon

17 Nov many of you may recall from my presentation in v2 50 Peacekeeper Missiles. That particular recomndation almc

In April when I described that in January of 1963 the President in has a bearing on the documennt that we're reviewing tonight,

If esteblished the Scowcroft Comission to lock at the entire to Prcm this point on I shell describe for the ections

en U. S. Strategic Modernization Prngramn. And, there are three wn taken by the Air Force to ieplement the directisoft of both

it recomendations that crae' out of that Commiesion's york that 21 the Congress and the President.

n are of import to us tonight. The first vas to depsloy 22 on this particular chart me are showing three smiseiiesj1

23 tff Peacekeeper miateiee at F. 9. Warren Air Force Base, Tv The oneo on your left is rhe Minuteman Mlusil* char Is crrtents

34 The second was to initilate research and development on a 24 iY "ePloyed, weighing 76,000 pounds and capable of carrying

a ml Saw1 CUM to be deplaoyd either in hard silos or in a mobil is three warheads. In the middle, you hae" the Peecheper

7
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I Missile weighing 195,000 pounds and capable of carrying up tion of the disb-reed nature of these silos and the ability

2 to ten warheads. This is presently being deplocyed at F. E. for the Hard mobile Launchers to gain access to the large

SWarren. And, then, on your right, we have a Small ICBM whic quantities of land upon notice of a Soviet attack. For the

4 now weighs about 37,000 pounds and is capable of carrying b second operational concept there was on. major attribute the

one warhead. We are now in the midst of research and deve- 5 was very significant in the final selection and that is

"lopment or full weale development of this Particular missile. there was considerable savings in both costs of construction

* In accordance with the Congressional directions, the I and in manpower due to the use of the existing infrastructur

4 Air Force looked at two basic basing mode. for the Small existing at the Minuteman Bases.

I ICBM. The first involved the placement c- the missile in The Legislative HIS was prepared in accordance with

to hard silos that were capable of carrying--absorbing over- 10 Congressional direction and it was filed with the REviromnm

ii pressures well in excess of those now capable by the Minute- II tal Protection Agency in Noveber of last year. With the al

i1 man Silos. The second basing mode involved the placement of ii of that HIS, the President was able to make his decision, .

1t the Small ICBM in Hard Mobile Launchers and whose survivabi- 3:1 as you may recall, he decided to go with the Minuteman Basin

14 lity would he assured through mobility and the ability to t4 and he identified almstrom Air Force Base as the initial

15 withstand significant overpressures. is operating capability base. He also identified F. E. warren

16 For the Hard Mobile basing, there Were two operational 16 Air Force Base and Ellsworth Air Force Bases as other ioca-

17 concepts that were considered. The first envisioned the 17 tions where missiles could be deployed in this basing mods.

is frequent movement of the Hard Mobile Launchers within a larg is He further reserved the option to deploy, in the Randoma

19 military reservation. These reservations were ý-lmarily In Movement Basing Mode, and for this basing mode he identified

2 located in the southwestern portion of the United States. - the Texas-Hew Mexico Complex and the Arinona Complex as

2I The survivability of these vehicles was further enhanced by 21 potential basing for deployment areas. The exact number of

22 heir ability to dash off the reservation on notice of a 2 missiles to be deployed would be dependent upon the threat

23 Soviet attack. The second operational concept involved the 23 and, of course, the continuing arme negotiations.

s2 placement of these same Ha- Mobile Launchers on existing 24 At this particular point, I would like to go into so

25 Minuteman Silos. Survivability was achieved from a combina- 2 detail as to the operational concept that will go along with

A iS
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I the President's decision. Basically, this envisions placing I military personnel. The increase in military personnel will

2 Hard Mobile Launchers within shelters to be constructed at 2 occur over a seven year period as shown in this particular

.1 selected Minuteman Launch Facilities. The Launchers would .1 chart. How, each launch facility will be enlarged to accom-

4 remain in their shelters except for occasional trip. back to 4 modate the construction of the shelter and personnel support

the main operating base for major maintenance. We estimate,. facilities. In the EIS, we assume that between 1.5 and 2.5

at this particular time, that would be about one trip per acres of land would be required to support this construction

1 year. During those trips, the vehicle will be reconfiqured However, since the time that this analysis was completed, we

4so that it meets the State Highway Standards for axle have finished other studies that determine that we only need

Sloads. The security for the system will he provided by, of between .1 and 1.6 acre per launch facility to accommodate

10 course, the drivers that are going to be stationed with the 0 this particular requirement.

I1 Launcher, fencing, time delay mechanisms that are built in II Another area that is of great concern perhaps to many

19 to the Hard Mobile L ,ocher and security response teams. Th I_ people here tonight is the expansion of the safety nomes a-

ii maIn operating base will provide the personnel support faril J- i round each of the silos. Presently, the Minutecan has a

14 ties and the technical support facilities, as well as. a 14 safety sone of 1,200 feet. For the earth covered igloos.

is training area for the Hard Mobile Launchers drivers. It is that safety sons would be expand"d to 1,250 faet. And, as

1i should be emphasined here that these vehicles will not be us ii you will see later on, for m of the other options the

i1 for any training on the Montana roads. It should also be 17 safety somes Axe even larger. When we expend the safety aON

1A note, here that the drivers are solely responsible for the in the Air Force will require or acquire a restricted easement

19 movement of the vehicle and they are not involved in the is which will basically allow all farming activities to continW

o launch sequence at all. .0 on that land, but would Just prohibit the landowner from

21 In the HIS we looked at the proposed action, three Sys- 21 building any inhabited facility. one of the concerns that

'1 tem Alternatives and a No Action Alternative. The proposed v- was raised during the Scotong Meeting was the fact that then

R1 action provides for the deployment of 200 Hard Mobile Laun- "- are already howes built that could be encompassed by the ex-

4 chars to be sheltered in earth covered igloos at 100 launch 24 panded safety nones. well, I can tell you tonight, since we

25 facilities. The proposed action will require about 3,100 -s have done our analyses, we have been able to meet our

E-012
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1 operational requirements and have been able to avoid use of I facilities on the east side of the base and a vehicle traino

2 those launch facilities that Would hey. hones within the ex- area on about 600 acres of land to be acquired on the east

Spanded safety none. I side of the be". The total cost of this Project is sbout

I Another major action or action that we have to take in 4 1 billion dollars. with the peak year expenditure

deploying this Systes, is the upgrade of the existing roads N In 1991, $21S,000,000.00. The full-times civilian employment

and bridges. Now, we have already initiated a process with . would peak at 1,100 people In 1992.

7 the State Highway Department for determining the type of up- I Now, I mentioned earlier that we looked at Alterrati

A grade that will be accomplished. Whet the Air force has do7Ha in the XIS. I will quickly eumiarite what they were. The

I at this time, has prepared a Defense Access Roads Heeds :e- first Alternative entails the deployment of 200 missiles on

10 port. In this particular document, we identify the conflgur 7 pre-engineered facilities at 100 L. F.'s. or launch fact-

11 tion of our vehicle and the roads which we wish to use for It lities. How, this requires the lowest number of military

Ii the movement of that particular vehicle. It is then up to 12 personnel. but we entail the largest safety none. In this

13 the State Highway Department, Working with the Federal High- .1 particular case, the safety zone was 1.795 feet from the

14 way Dopartment, to determine how they van met our neds. as 14 shelter but, again, wiere eable to select launch facilities

is wall as, look after the interest of the people of Montana. Is that were avoided impacts on Inhabited homes. System Alter-

Is And, to aid the State in making this assessment, the Air 16 native 2 provides for the deployeent of 250 Hard Mebile

17 force has given the Highway Department a stiphond of it Lauichers in earth covered igloos and has the highest of re-

is $200,000.00. The aessesment should be completed by November is quirement for military personnel. And, System Alternative

in at which time the Air force will start negotiating with the is No. 3 requires the deployment of 200 Hard %oblie Launchers

m0 State what are the actions that we will be taking and the 20 at 200 launch facilities. This is the one intanice in which

it design should begin next year. it we had no option and that we would. in this case, impact

2 On the base itself, we could be building up to about 2 homes at 25 launch facilities.

23 1,700 units of military family housing units on the northwest 2 Now, the pre-engineered building that we've been talki:

24 side of the bass and we will be building personnel support 24 about might look something like this ahown In this iliustratic

is facilities on the west side of the bases and technical support 3 How, we initiated the preparation of this BIS early in i9•7.

04014
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I We started scoping with State and Federal agencies and we al I environmental assessment was made before this decision was
- had a aeries of Scoping Meetings here in Conrad, in Helena. made. And, the impacts ssociated with that depioyment are

O great faill, and Leowstown. And, the purpose of those I incorporated in the baseline or No Action Conditions in the

4 Scoping Meetings was to identify issues that should be ad- 4 KIS. You may also be aware that the President. in February,

Sdressed in the BIg. we released the Draft EIS to the Inviro - identified HaIlstron Air Force Base as a candidate location

mental Protection Agency on the 23rd of June and, at the sam for the deployment of the Peacekeeper in a Rall Garrison

time, made it available to the public, and it was sent to basing mode. The consequences of this deployment or the

all those that Attended the Scoping Meetings. The public 4 i latlve consequences of this deployment. In addition to

9 has until the 2l1t of August to make comnent on this particu. the Smali ICBM. are also included in this document. It

70 lar document and during this particular comment period, we're w should be noted. however, that if Congress continues to sup-

i7 holding a series of Public Hearings. How. in this casn "e're 7 port the Peacekeeper in the Sail Garrison basing me. a

it having Six Public Hearings and the reason that we've added lI separate RIS will be prepared later to aid in the final

it two locations was In effect a response to the very eloquent it selection of the deployment locations, How. in the XIS it-

i1 ples that was made in Conrad during the Scoping Meetings that 74 self, w've divided our analyses Into twelve resource cats-

is additional locations should be Included. So. for these Ms gories and in addition to that we looked at the safety conal

IS Public Hearings, we have included Augusta and Harlowton. I, derations. for each resource. we looked st the full "eogra-

it Now, one of the reasons why we have a cut off date for the i7 phic extent of the Impacts. but then having completed thet

Ii public comment. is to allow the Air force sufficient time to in Analyses. we focused on those areas where the impacts were

is properly analyze those constants to make the appropriate ig most pronounced, we also made a determination of the skgni-

st changes to the SIS. and then publish a document in time to j fican-e of an impact. This 1i another term. This is an

,I meet Congressional milestones. it environmental term which can be subetituted for Importance

21 How, the &IS addresses the environmental consequences zz or areas of concern. And, in order to Identify lssesn of

23 of the deployment and peace time operation of the Small " significance or Impacts of sl~glificance, we worked With the

24 ICON. How, recently there was a decision made to deploy a 24 State and Local authoritles. as Waell as. using criteria

26 Air efuteling Wing at Malmetrom Air Force Same and a soperat is established within the Council on Snvirosntai Quality.V4 >
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I And, lastly, we identify whether an impact was going to I i construction. But, both in the construction phase of the

2 of short or long duration. Now, I should point out, at this 2 program and in the operational phase of the program, ws wmol,

I time, with my experience in preparing Environmental Impact .1 require about 1.250 indirect workers. Now, indirect workers

4 Statements, the impact associated with this deployment are 4 would be those people that wouid be supporting either the

r minor and with judicious action both by the Air Force and 5 construction work or the operational force. They could be

by the location jurisdictions, we probably can implement additional school teachers that were hired, the additional

7 mitigations that will eliminate all the impacts I'm going to 7 police force that is hired, the social services that are

identify this evening. However, we shouldn't overlook those M hired, etc.

D areas. The areas of greatest concern to us are involved 9 It's our conclusion, based on our analyses, that over

0 ocioeconomics primarily housing and public finance and, 10 80% of the jobs that we have identified could be satisfied oi

11 of course, transportation. iI could be filled from the local area. This would bring about

l2 Now, in socioeconomics, we looked at six different nZ a 1% reduction in the unemployment rate in the region. The

j3 elements. They were regional economic base, demographics, 11 proposed action is expected to create about H990,000,000.00

14 housing, education, public services, and public finance. 14 worth of new apending in the deployment area in the years

15 For the economic base, we looked at the entire nine county is between 1990 and 2005. And, in addition to that, the com-

16 region, but for the other areas we focused on Conrad, Great 1i bined spending of military personnel and the Malmetrom Con-

17 Falls, and Lewistown. In the economic base, we looked 17 tracting Office, would put about $63.000,000.00 per year intt

is at the labor force, employment, unemployment, and income,. is the economy of this region.

is A comparison was made of what labor was required to construct 19 In demographics, we looked at the annual estimates of

2D our program and what labor was available in the region to St the community populations and assessed the potential for as-

21 satisfy our needs. And, naturally, the higher the proportio 21 elsmilating imtaigrating population. Most of the population

22 of our needs that could he satisfied from the local area, th 22 growth associated with this program will occur in Cascade

23 more benefits to the local area, and also, the less inmigra- 23 County. And, primarily the Great Falls urban area. The

24 tion that would occur. AS identified earlier, in a peak 24 peak immigrating military population will be about 8,100

25 year, we would require about 1,100 workers for direct U people and they will stabilize at about 7,600 people in the

17 0
17 18
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I year 2000. This will he the military personnel and their I needs, they could not provide housing at a rate that would

2 dependents. This would raise the military population in 2 affordable by many of the military personnel. So, it will

4 Great Falls from about 10,700 people, which it is right now, 3 be necessary for the Air Force to build snes military family

4 to about 18,300 people. And, this would represent about 24% 4 housing units or provide that housing through saos other

5 of the- population of Great Falls. And, with its different 5 Federal program. As you will see later on, the way in which

demographic characteristics in age, income, and geographic it's provided could impact on education and public finance.

origin, etc., we have identified this as a significant im- 7 In education, analyses was made of all school mystsom to ideo-

pact. R tify their capabilities and any shortfalls that might occur

9 We looked at housing in the area to see what was avail 9 with the immigrating population. The biggest impact, of cours

0 able and whether the private sector could respond to the 10 is in the Great Falls School District where there will be an

11 needs caused by this particular program. Now, it should be it additional 1,200 students, or an increase of about 9.1% over

u4 noted here that it is the Air Force Policy to rely on the 12 the current--over the projected population. This will cause

13 private Sector for housing. And, only if the private 1:3 the student-teacher ratios to exceed State Standards without

14 sector can not provide or respond to the needs of the mill- 14 appropriate mitigative actions. In other school districts,

IS tary, will then the Air Force supply the housing re- IS including the one here in Conrad, we expect the enrollments

o quuirements either through the construction of military famill 1. to increase by less than 50 students.

17 housing or through some other Federal program. In our analy 17 In Public Services, we looked at the capacities of the

io see of housing, we determined that during the construction is existing public service institutions and to identify any

is phase, there were sufficient demands or the demand for hoteli 19 Shortages that would occur in providing services to the in-

20 motels, and permanent housing will be sufficient to satisfy -0 migrating population. Across the board, we found that there

2t the needs and, of course, this should be an obvious conclu- 2| would he 4 slight increase in demand for public services.

22 sion since most of the jobs can be satisfied in the local 22 primarily In the Great Falls area, the increases would vary -

20 area so that there should be a Small inmigration during that ,l tween 5 and 109 and would require some additional personnel.

24 particular period. However, during the operational years, w M looking at facilities, we discovered that most of the faclli

25 discovered that the private sector could not respond to the 25 ties throughout the area were built for a much larger popula-

S-20
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I tioe and, therefore, could easily 5coomodate the neds of I we found there was going to be considerable congestion withi,

- the increased population. the Great Falls area, primarily during the construction

In Public Finance, We looked at the revenues and ox- phase. but possibly al&s in the operational phase if housing

4 penditure8 of the affected Jurisdictions, Great Falls, I was provided by the privete sector or by those other Federal

SLewiston, and Conrad. to see what could happen with this program that I talked about. Furthermore, the traneportatiA

particular proposed action and in all cases there was in- routes throughout the entire region could be disrupted as ws

creased revenues but you elso had to provide more services. 7 go about upgrading the roads and bridges and this could oc-

8 And, in the case of Cascade County, in the case of the City 4 cum, over a seven year period. Of course, only one geographi

Sof Great Falls, end in the case of the Great Falls School 9 cal region at a time. Furthermore, there could he s

10 District, ws discovered that each of those Jurisdictions 1o queuing on the roads as wm put additional vehicles onto the

Ii would suffer continued shortfalls throughout the opretional ii roads to support the Sll ICWM at the various launch ecacili

10 phase of the progream without sam mitigative Action on the is ties.

13 part of the Air Force. In the case of Conrad and the Ponder 13 tn land use, em looked at the effects of the program

N4 County, we discovered that there wOuld be minimal Impacts on 14 on urban and rural land uses. In the case of urban areas.

IS public finance. 15 we found there was sufficient developable land to "atlefy

16 In looking at utilities, we surveyed domestic water 16 the needs of the progrem. In the rural land use, em found

41 and waste water sul•aies, solid waste collection, electric 17 that impacts would he rather minimal since we require maybe

1i natural gas, liquid fuel distribution *ystems, and in eli is hbeteen .1 and 1.6 acres of land that would he actually take

Is cases we discovered there was more then ample capacity eithe 19 out of agricultural use at the selected leunch facilities ana

se existing or progreamed to satisfy the needs of the program. s0 of course, the G00 acres that could be acquired for the con-

21 So, therefore, this area was determined not to he a sigrnifi- ii struction of the training ares. One of the biggest concerns

2 cant impact. 2 that wo've had In the past on land use was the potential for

In trensportation, we looked at roads, public transpor " impacting inhabited homes. In the 9s. we identified this am

Station.e railroads, and airports. We focused on roads because 2, a potential for a significant impact, but, as V ve already

26 those other areas had very minimal impacts. out, in roads, 25 identified to you, we have been able to avoid those launch

21 227
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I facilities that had inhabited hcmes within the expanded I and we, at this particular time, no knocn eacred sites will

2 safety mones in our proposed set of launch facilities. b be disturbed by the construction. However, there are e

.1 In recreation, we looked at both regional and local I sacred sites that could be disturbed both audibly or visibly

4 recreation. We determined that there was sufficient cepacit 4 Wit, the moet important concern of the Native Aoericsns yea

5 on the regional basis to satisfy the needs of the program i the impact or the possibility of encountering a burial

and we only identified shortfalls within the City of Great site. It is the policy of the kir Force that if em 60 on-

Falls on sone recreational facilities. Visual resources, we 7 cover an Indian burial site that we wiii contact the appro-

A used a Modification of the Bureau of Land Management Visual priate traditional leaders and arrasnge for the reintement

I Resources Management methodology end em discovered that the of the body in accordance with their religious custoo,

so earth covered igloos would tend to blend in with the environ W0 The Impacts on vegetation, wildlife. aquatic habitats,

II ment and, therefore, would not create a significant Impact. II unique and sensitive habitats, And threatened and endangered

12 Under Cultural and Paleontological Resources, we look* II species was studied. Overall the impacts were determined

13 at prehistoric, historic and architectural. Native Alerican M2 not to be significant. There could be several samll areas

14 and paleontological resources. Prehistoric sites cere likel 14 of sensitive vegetation disturbed and there is a possibility

is to be affected by the bridge construction at river crossings 15 of disruption of wildlife habitats at sm areas haerm big

Is and, in addition, there were 38 launch facilities that were 16 gam seek winter shelter. Rowever, the impact would he re-

t? located on land forms where prehistoric artifacts are likely 17 iatively emall and we found that the populations or species

ia to be found. Of the bridges that could be impacted by this Is populations should quickly recover after the disturbance and

is program, one was eligible for the National Register of to return to their preconstruction leels. There ace no unique

Im Historic Places and six are potentially eligible. And, this in and sensitive habitats that should he directly affected by

it area is known for som very important fossli hearing areas, It the program. There will be en increase In hunting and

n and, so. therefore, we could potentially destruct materials, 2 fishing attributed to the increase in migration or the inc se

23 disturb amteriels, that are important to the scientific com- so in population associated with this program, but in Montana

14 menity. Now, there are many Native Americans that have ties 24 there is more than sufficient capacity to bseorb this increed

is to this ares and we corresponded with several of those group 2A activity. Section 7 of the Indangered Species Act of 1987

23 24
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t requires the evaluation of potential program impacts on a I development so that in the long taem this probime should be

threatened and endangered species. The Air Force has made 2 rectified. There are certain areas throughout the region

a determination that there would be no threat to the continu :1 where you have very sensitive soils to erosion or mas move.

4 existence of such species and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife ha 4 ment, so we have a potential impact if we select sites whers

concurred in that judgment. 5 you have those soils. Both in air quality and moise,

In Water Jesourcee, we looked at water use, surftce 1. the determination from this analysis was that the impacts

s water. and ground water. The total program requirements 7 associated with this program would be minimal or not signi-

in the construction years are about 800 acre feet per year 8 ficant.

9 and in the operation years, about 1,500 acre feet per year. 9 We will now look at the impacts of the alternatives

0 This is only about .1% of the current demand for the region I0 in comparison with the proposed action. Alternative to.

I1 and well within the capacities of the various urban areas, I1 1. as you my recall, entails the deployment of 200 Hard

I1 Great Falls, Lewistown, and Conrad. In the rural areas, re- 12 Mobile Launchers in pre-sngineered buildings. For this

13 quirements would be approximately 100 acre feet per year in 13 particular option, there were about 900 military personnel 1

14 the construction phase and about 30 acre feet per year in th4 14 required and with the reduced inmigrating population, there

is operational phase. There should be some impacts to surface Is wer. going to be 350 less students in the Great Falls School

16 water, particularly attributable to bridge construction durdi Is District. However, overall the impacts were deteri•ned to

17 the construction years. 17 be similar, again, with the emwphasis being on trrsnsportatio,

is In Geology, we looked at the resources including Is on education, a"d on public finance. One of the areas

19 aggregate, oil, gas, and coal, and soils. Nov, because of th 19 that could have been a problem in this area was the impacts

2D high need or the need for a considerable amount of aggregate 21 on inhabited homes, but again, I emphasize that we've

21 to support the road construction, we discovered that we may 21 been able to avoid those launch facilities that would have

2 stress the production capability for aggregate, particularl 22 those impacts.

23 ly in the Conrad-Shelby area and in the Lewistown area. For Alternative 2 where we looked at the deployment o

24 So, we identify significant impacts in the short term. 26 250 Bard Mobile Launchers, this would cause an increase in

z, however, there are sufficient resources for comeercial 25 the military population required to operate this System and

25 -26
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I there would be associated increases in the socioeconomic I of the impact primarily in the socioeconomic arana and

2 impacts primarily. would expect the increase in the school population of about

3 In Alternative 3, where we have the deployment of 200 .f 10 to 9, or 10%, and there will be a slight increase in the

4 ML's on all 200 launch facilities, the socioeconomic 4 revenue shortfalls primarily again with Cascade County, the

impacts Would be similar to the proposed action, but as I 5 City of Great Falls, and the two Great Falls School Districts

emphasized earlier, we would have no option but to impact I. Now, the next area I should talk about is safety. It

7 inhabited facilities at 25 sites. we would not have the op- 7 should be noted that in the 25 years of operating the

a tion to select other launch facilities. S Hinuteman System, the Air Force has never experienced a wis

9 Bow, we also had to look at the No Action Alternative 9 in which there has been a fire or explosion. And, with the

so in this analyses. In the No Action Alternative we aSsaue 10 advanced component design associated with the Small ICBM.

II that the base continues to operate Minuteman and it continue II we expect to enhance the overall safety of the System. How-

12 the air refueling wing operations. In this particular caseo ii ever, as pert of the development of this EIS, the Air Force

1, the military population in Great falls would remain at about 1:3 is required to hypothesixe what would be a credible, like

14 15% and in the long term the unemployment rate within the 14 a credible accident, and then to analyse what the envirofsnt1

is region would drop down to about 6%. We also had to look at is consequonces might be of this particular accident. The ac-

16 the accuimulative impacts of Peacekeeper and Rail Garrison on Ii cident that we hypothesized assumed a tanker loaded with

I1 the Small ICBN Program. Now, there is approximately $100 Mlli n r7 petrol crashing into the Hard Mobile Launcher. If the fire

is dollars worth of military construction program work as- im occurs--resulted in fire and if it was of long enough

IS sociated with the deployment of the Peacekeeper. This would I1 duration and if the reentry vehicle was broken open, there i1

a0 entail that they employ an additional 220 workers above the 2o a chance that up to 1% of the radioactive material would be

21 1,100 workers identified earlier. Approximately 317 miliitrl 21 earosolixed and released Into the atmosphere. Wow, this

2 personnel would be required for the operational force. This ,2 could cause harm to people located in the imedlate facility

21 would require an laolgrating population of about 700 people 21 down wind of the accident. The determination is that this

24 when you include their families. 24 would be increased deaths by about 14 per 1 million people aK-

25 As a consequence of these actions, we expect extenuati n 5 sed. In addition to that, the clean up costs associated

C4-20
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I With this accident Wulud be conoiderabie. we're not taiiin I Fot the benefit of those Who arrived after we started

2 you to take this accident lightly. However, you should r.- 2 this evening, this io going to be about a too finute

I . ~r that this is hypothesized accident and that the chaw he I recess now to give you a chance, If you haven't done so

4 of this ever happening would be very, very unlikely. The 4 already and choose to do so. to f ill out one of the a~t

A ir force* has estimated the probability of such an accident I Sheets, The Mset iNPOctsnt thing oo the conent Sheets beir

to be 10as than oae Chance In 100l billion. to indicate if you wish to ask a question and/or if you wish

I The iast Issue I wish to talk about this evening are I to make a statament on the record as a pert of tonight.a

a itigarlon measures. Mow, thes" are measures that are only A hearing, Aod, after YOU've fillad out the sheets. if you

9 taken to hinielsae the Isparta that I've aiready Identified o would either leave thee up here at the front, or really pra-

]a this avening. Som measures. such As commnly practiced ic ferebly on the table that you passed coming into the hail thli

I1 construction measures, have bean already Assumed Into the it evening. We're go1ng to probably sat a microphone up right

12 analyses. other measuces cam be aided by the SII. For 12 sbout -here I am now so that It won't be too difficult

Is instance. ona of these measures that could be aided would be 1 for you to com down and there wiii be a stand here and you

14 the selection of iaunch facilities Where no inhabited 14 Could Use that with which to pttt the questions.

is hom Would be ispacted. other measuces are beyond the Is So, let's go into recess now.

a6 authority Of the Air rorce, Rather thesa belong to the pro- is WHIigtPON a recess wase taken
at 6,00 P. M.

17 rgaqtIve of the local juriediction& to determine how they 17

to wish to respond to the impacts Identified in this particular to 6l

1s H1S. It should be noted that once the local authority has its B COSLo. BI~j~

so decided how they wish to respond, then the Air rorce will 30 Okay. This is the start of part 2 of this evening*

if work with that local jurisdiction and help thee Implement II Public Hearing. Now, you hae" received a briefing "An.1

22 that particular measure. id hope soe of you have had a chance to ecan the Dreaft ULS.

IS This concludes the prepared coments for this avening. 2 mae first portion of this second part of the Hearing will b

34 Thank you. 94 devoted to the posing of questions. I have received a halfa

36 B CL RIITL is dozan or so of the coment shears On which questionsapppear.
Cu Ch
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I I'll rake them in sequence . Now, t'sere's several. as it public to the roads in light of

2 always Is. that have both questione and satements and 'the use of the roads by these lard

0 even though it may not ease like a very efficient way to Mobile vehirles7

4 do It, we're going to take the questions first and then 4 Q. If they're going to rebuild roads, are we going

5the statement portion of your input to tonight's program . to he allowed to use them? I have to cross it,

will com after We've completed all the questions, So, I'ill COL. S*IS'IOLz Alright. Col.

7be cailing on you apal.i if you've Checked both the statement Walsh.

5block And the question block. We have got os Mser to go BCO.W I

* here, Thank you very much, sir, James yeager, If I wes There would he no prohibition of the people's use of

10 Monty Rail, I Would say, come on dove ro the microphone 1. the roada. What we'd be doing Is Working with the State

11 there, sir, It you veuld *poil Your iast oam for us and ii Highway Departient. the County Commissioners, to detereine

ti state your name, then you could proceed With your question, Uo the appropriate construction on each one of the reads we

1, air. ji would be using and it would be dons in such ways to aeaon-

14 NY MR. JIAMZ YD503, 14 sedate tho needs of the Air Force, as well as, to ensure

is Q, Y-S-A-C-R-k, I forgot what the question Is. mae to that the intereats of the people f1 '"on.at ora pzc-ected av

is roads, 1 live up close to a missile, I wae vendering about 1. well,

17 the accessibility of our west frontage road, it is Il sites 17 COL. SMISTOL.. do ahead. sit.

is north, ts If you have a follow-up?

IsCOL. M15ICTLt Could you cam 19 Q. I hae" another question sbout Water. Wes don't hae"

30 With your face a little closer to ja any water up there, drilled wells, etc.

atthe microphone and your question is Ai COL, BRIS'TOL% In other verd*,

soabout the accessibility of the roadi is9 Whet Would be the Impact of this

s 9. Yea. X1 proposal on Water supply?

5CL, B5IS1OLt In what respectý 24 Q. fow are you going to get "ater where there Is none, as

5Acceasijbl'i~ty of the meeber# of the is for as wells are concerned and you wiil hoe" to hae" people

E-09
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1 on those missile sites? of the proposed action on the commauity. on the environeent.

COL. BRISTOL: Alright. Col. Q. And, the other question I have IS will there be addi-

I Walsh? tional, with the addition of the igloos and pre-engineered

4 BY COL. WALSH: 4 structures, will there be additional security personnel

5 The intent at this time is truck the water into each driving along the roads as comspared to now and what lepact

one of these sites, as well as, truck the wast out. . will that have on our access on the roads and our ability

COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir. 7 to conduct our business on our farms?

Zane Zell. that's Z-E-L-L. BY COL. WALSH:
_By Z_. ZA ELL':I There will be additional traffic on the roads on a

to Q. You spelled it right. I was going to ask, I have a i0 daily basis as the personnel support to each one of the

Ii couple of questions I wanted to ask. First of all, where it 11 selected launch facilities is carried out. Again, it depend

12 the Draft Environental Impact Statement were the questions 12 on where precisely you are talking about to the extent of

13 that were raised during the Scoping Hearing concerning moral 13 that increase. In the areas limediately outside of Great

14 impacts and also the initiative which was passed by the 14 Falls, wi are looking at between 230 to 270 extra vehicle

15 people of Montana which expressed significant opposition to 15 movements a day. But, as you get Out of the missile field,

Ii further deployment of nuclear weapons in the State of Montar, Is the frequency naturally goes down.

17 as these are also environmental impacts. 17 An far as the security is concerned, the security is

18 COL. BRISTOL: Alright. Col. is provided, first of all by the personnel that would be looat4

19 Walsh. 19 at each one of the selected launch facilities. There would

2D BY COL. WALSH: iS be fencing, there would be delay mechanisms that are built

21 Both the previous actions of the people of the State 21 into the Hard Mobile Launcher, and there Would be the respom

22 of Montana, as well as, the moral issue, it's not an appro- 22 crews--security response crews that would be located at the
23 priate subject to be included in the Environmental Impact 2a Lautnch Control Facilities.

as Statement. The National Environmental Policy Act specifical 24 COL. BRISTOL: Did that answer

25 directs that we should be looking at the physical impacts, 25 your question, sir, to your satis-

33 34
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faction? I residences that were within the Sone and I circled the Ones

- Q. Thank you. on this blue sheet that coincided and on just the Proposed

:4 COL. BRISTOL: Marjorie action, there still em* to be six silos that have those

4 Matheson. 4 residences within that area. Now, is there something I'm

MARJORIE MATHESON: I did not 5 not understanding?

wish to make any Statement or ask . BY COL. WALSH:

any question. 7 Do you have it for the right distance because the Pro-

COL. BRISTOL: I'm sorry, Mrs. posed action you're looking at a restrictive esemeant that

9 Matheson. I must have misread the I extends 1,250. Some of the other areas you are talking

I0 form. Excuse me. David sien. 10 about have to be restricted and even goes up to 1,795.

II MR. DAVID 01N: It So, a facility that maybe in the Proposed action, may have

12 Q. I think I'd rather make a comment rather than a ques- 12 a house that's located., ay, 1,300 feet from the launch

:9 tion. but part of what t would have to say Would maybe be 1:: facility, so we Would not have an Impacted facility in

14 more easily answered now. 14 the Proposed action, but if you have that ses facility for

15 COL. BRISTOL: You may proceed Is Alternative No. 1, then that house would be impacted and

Is Q. In reference to the possible evacuation of farm 10 hopefully we would not pick that particular launch facility

17 families. Is this blue sheet current or is the new plan 17 if we went with this Alternative Ho. 1.

]I make this sheet obsolete as far as the silos that would is Q. I matched this up, Proposed action on the blue sheet

19 be-- is compared to the Proposed Action in the book and SIX of them

2o BY COL. WALSH: jo coincided, for instance, Silo CON B-9, B-2, 18-2, Q-15,

21 That is the current Proposal, current set for each one 21 S-33 was in the book Proposed action as having residences a

2 of these options. 2: them in this sone. And, those alec appear on this blue shee

23 Q. As you-re saying that, I just quickly went through 21 And. I just guess I'm confused, you said, now we can quarante

24 and compared that table on 4-149, or whatever page that is 24 that there will be no one removed from the residence-, where

25 on, and the Proposed action had a number of 38 houses, or 3B is numbers on the blue sheet coincide with the numbers On the

ins
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I book Which say they will be imacted. YTs, We can work with you on that and we sall. We

COL. WALSH. Thank you for TO, WIll get together with our siting contractor sd ee if ws

input. We will look into that. I can ccmodate your wishe.

4 COL. WIaSITOL Thank you, air 1 9. O1n mors question. Now about a& far as the police

Rdward Larson. 3 security around these atites, at they going to be -orse than

5 MR . WRID LNRM - what they are oa this one or better?

Q. Is' Edward Larson, President of & D Land coCany, 7 .( COL WALSK:

box 30, Ledger, Motana. I have a Q12 missile sits on my a The security that will be provided will be ot a sim4l1

place. 1 Would like to give a little description of what 9 nature to that that is current. However, if you have a pro-

iO my question Will come to here. This Q12 is an $0 acre 10 blow with what's going on right now, us would like to know

1l farming block. On the north and of this 80 acre block. I) that so we can take care of it. Because if there is a pro-

12 where the missile is, I have a field that's got this so If bile that exist*. we neId to know as soon as possible so we

Is acre and it's cut into two fields I finished seeding. 1 13 can fix it.

14 finished seeding Is a 24 foot black with a 36 foot Outfit. M4 Q. Do you want it right now?

is ow, &according to your. the Launch Facility Nodification Is rE C• Y :

Is concept for the bSmal ICSM, on page 1-15, they Show that is YOU can give It to us right now or you can give it to

i1 this n•ew missile is going to be sticking out the other i1 us after the meting is over. We had the same situeton the

is direction Into another 80 acre block. If they go out IS occurred last time. Sameone WsA very upset about smething

1s Into this 80 acre block, I will be faced with another field, in that wes oa-going fto some time and the problem had festered

In another 80 acres out into two more fields. I an wandering 30 that us hadn't been able to take any positive action becuse
it if it's possible that they can uve this thing so I can still- iSI ue were unawsre Of the situation. So, If you could tell us

* all your missiles stuff can stay in one 00 acre block and 0 what it is. ws will mNke sure that the appropriate person is

* hot ruin another s0 acre bioki 21 notified on hase. We hae, tahn similar actions from
14 COL WlISTOL, Col. is similar concerns that wrtraised at Rarlowton two nights

BY COSL, WALSH, U ago.
an 0
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I Q. I think it would be a good idea to bring it up right why Isn't there signs put on that fence or 25 feet and stay

* here. back? Mnd, also. if you guys. when you're working on those

I NY COL, ZIkhACSP I/site*, don't want us farmers around there, why don't you

Could I say onm thing first? I'm from SAC asd I've 4 put up sigln stating that today you will stay beck 1.O00 fee

eassigned to Holmstrom, where, in fact, an OCS Officer i 1.000, or 20, whatever it is.

the S64th. I'm familiar with the problems, the occasional COL. ISAACSV. I thank you

' problems us have With security police and peopie in the fiel. for that. See se after. if You

If you Vive a specific instance, would you se me after. I would, and I'll got the details and

r can talk to you about that and talk to the people st the I'll take it back to the be".

10 ba•e. 0 Q. I believe It's all on the record. Thank you.

11 BY MR, inlAiD LARSON, 11 COL. lSKTOi The Original

1 Q. I ,-"ld like to bring it up here end I would like to 11 question ti the security, if I hea

13 have it on the record, I believe, would be the proper thing. 11 it right was that there wouldn't be

14 Approximately two Weeks ago, I uas out Checking for grass- 14 any subetsntislly different systax

is hoppers on a motorcycle. I stoppd Off at the blacktop road is from the security standpoint for

is and I checked for grasshoppers, thert was a pick-up In 912. i1 the additional operations than what

17 I drove my motorcycle in my wheatftild up on the West 8ide of it exists under the current regim• .

Ii Q12. I was in my whoetfield. I had the guard from the in. io In COL, ISACOhM

is side the missile acme running up to the fence with his Mi6 1, That's true. It would be essentially the e securit

a and challenge m to wanting to know I was doing up there. I4 as you know now Out ther. We will have roving patrols that

it told him I was checking for grasehoppers. Me Informed me if will be checking Out the L. F's One difference is that we

IS not to cme over the boundary Line. I asked his where the it should se a reduction in the nmber of security police who

* boundary line "a. e e skind of him-hawad around AS though he 23 are moving from the ranch bonte or the launch aantrol fact-

14 did not know. Finally he said it's the fence. If this Is a lttites to the L. F. , for thoae L. r.'s that be the Hard

a the case that I have to stay 25 feet back from that ftenc, S Mobile Launchers on them. because the/re's peol* on site

29 40-
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I that can do some assessment, so that should reduce that. I off the sites would either be when they go back to the base

- 9. What %n L. F. mean7 for a maintenance once a year. at which time they would go

.1 COL. ISAACSON: Oh, I'm sorry. a normal speed in a convoy, or if we have notification of a

4 Launch Facility Silo. 4 Soviet attack on this country, at which time they will dash

COL. BRISTOL: I would like tc to ensure their survivability. You should note, sir, that

ask all members of the panel just . the purpose of this System is to demonstrate to the Soviets

to say the words rather than to 7 that we have the ability to dash if we had notice of a

use the abbreviations sort of 8 Soviet attack, we have the ability to survive, we have

leaves me, as well. Does that 9 the ability to have sufficient resources surviving to inflic

10 answer your question, sir? to unacceptable damage on the Soviet union, and because we have

I Q 9. Yes, thank you. I1 been able to demonstrate the capability, the Soviets will

1 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, air. 12 not attack.

13 Don Marble. ut Q. You're going to survive because you're going to be in

14 BY MR. DON MARBLE: 14 your bomb shelter. But, all the rest of us with these den

is Q. Yes. I've got a few questions. Maybe it says it in is things dashing around are going to be blown to saithareens,

16 here. I was a little late and I missed that, so, if you 16 so I don't buy that argument at all.

17 could excuse me. But, if there was an alert, where do all 17 COL. BRISTOL: Sir, if you

Is these little things go dashing off to, and how fast do they Is wish to make a statmeent, we'll he.

ig go, do they go running around out of their site, do they go i0 19 that in the second pert of the--

z4 miles off, or what's going to happen if I'm driving on the 20 9. well, he was giving his side, and I'm giving my side,

21 highway with my family and you're having an alert, hopefully 21 but he's answered his question and I have some more quas-

U2 it's not for real, so what can you tell me about that? 22 tions.

23 BY COL. WALSH: 23 COL. BRISTOL: Okay. Go aheed

24 Sir, there will be no practice alerts of thes" vehicle 24 Q- How much, I looked at the EIS as far as plutonium and

5 dashing off sites. The only time these vehicles would dash 2 maybe you can't give me the exact figures, but how much

41 "~42
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I plutonium is in one of those things? 1 9. My question isn't about probability. It's about how

2 BY COL. WALSH: much of this is going to kill you? That's what my question

I can not give you the answer to that. is.

4 g. Well, what's the half-life of plutonium? I know it's 4 BY COL. WALSHt

5 at least 100,000 years, but there's nothing in this thinq--t t 5 As I indicated, the way which we described it in

"says if you scatter--had an accident, scattered this stuff this document, was that of a million people exposed, there

7 over the countryside, it's probably, a couple of 100,000 Would be I extra deaths associated with such exposure.

R years, it's uninhabitable. How much plutonium does it take Q. well, it seems to me that the answer in the EIS is

9 to kill a person? You never mentioned that. 9 totally inadequate because a speck of it will kill you and

iS BY COL. WALSH: 0 it seems to me that you could expand, couldn't you, on the

1i What we indicated in the document was that if a series 11 uIS as far as the most dangerous substance known to man.

12 of improbable incidents happened, that it would be possible 1* BY COL. WALSH:

1N that up to 1% of the plutonium would be aerosollzed. And, 14 we could take that as a comment as to edjustment& to

14 in the imeediate vicinity, about two miles downwind from 14 be made in the RIS. Yes, sir.

15 the incident, for every million people that were exposed, iS Q. What kind of winds did you assume in the computer

16 there would be 14 additional deaths. But, for this to hap- i6 analysis of this spreading of the plutonium?

t7 pen, there would have to be a sequence of events that in 1i7 BY COL. WALS:

Is each one in themselves is very highly improbable. From the Is We assumed the prevailing winds in Montana and our

19 petrol tanker running into the Hard Mobile Launcher, for is model was geared to local conditions and various local en-

20 the fire to occur, for the reentry vehicle to break open, 2D vironments.

21 and I should describe an incident that happened at a Titan V4 Q. Based on averag?

2 Base with a reentry vehicle, where a explosion did occur of 22 BY COL. WALSH;

2 a Titan 2. The reentry vehicle was shot through two to 23 Based on the most likely winds, yes, sir.

24 three feet of reinforced concrete and the reentry vehicle 24 Q. Did you do any computer studies figuring winds like

25 did not break open. 06 5 we've been having this spring, that'll make log chains stand

43 ;z 44
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1 right out, or is that a pretty average wind? I

- What we basically did is we put the vehicle into an

No, sir. we took the prevailing wind in the region. area where there would normally be ewant--eowlng and went

-. You didn't do any worst case or just the average wind? 4 through the scenario I just described and we, through our 1.

5 • by -%. WN": 5 Jwere able to predict where the concentration of this pluto-

We did the prevailing winds throughout the region and . nium would be. And, there. from that, we were able to derive

I did scenarios for different locations within the region. 7 what the expected death rate might be from alch an explosion

Q. Did you do any computer studies based on the assmup- 8 and frm seuch a pluse of the plutonius being released into

tion if there had been an explosion, this stuff could be 9 the atmosphere.

10 scattered way up into the air and then spread dowaseind? I0 COL. BRISTOL: I think the

11 Y COL* WALS1i question., Col Walsh. in was that an

I1 That's part of the model. 12 ticipated rate, is that Just for

11 Q. Okay. Is there acy description in here about that or 13 the Study Area or is that for an

14 is that in there? 14 area INbeod the Study Area?
is By COL. W•L• iS 1 By COL. WAIMH:

16 In the Safety Section it explains the analysis. 16 It wes for the Study Aea Where the vehicle was going

I7 Q. When you did the study, is it correct you didn't in- 17 to he because It was only within the Study Area that the

is culde any area outside of the little map on the blue sheet. is vehicle would be moving with the nuclear Weapon on board.

is On the back of your handout, it has an area which said Study Is Q. Is there any type of evacuation plan or consideration

sp Area. You didn't Include any effects of that, right, on the 9D of the people? I sean. if we se these things racing down

Al areas right outside of that? 1 the road. we know we're in for a hell of a seas. Raw you

a BY COL, NAM. n given any thought to what w 're supposed to be told or we

23 The effects of the-- 23 Just sre "u-.n o the -"d and run like hell. Is that the

U Q. Like on the safe accident things spreading downwind o2, whole plan here for the people? It sounds a little gross.

2 of that area? 5 but, I ean, it is gross when you think about it.
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I BY COL, I I off of the Base. And, they do wor

2 That was not part of this NIS Study. I should-- 2 with the local authoritise in tral-

SQ. Okay. No evacuation plan at all then? ning and setting up exercises.

4 #. The same thing would occur with thi

5 Not as part of this 1IS, sir. I should point out here 5 systema Is itS in place now for the

that in the case of accidents, there would be such contin- existing system.

* gency plans developed in conjunction with the local neer- Q. I 1lie downwind. I don't live right in the immediate

Sgency Fire, Police Authorities, In cordoning off the areas, area, so I'I not aware of any plan bot I will check it out.

9 evacuating people, etc. But. not for the incident that I COL. ISAACSON; They plan for

10 think you're referring to. 40 the extremely unexpected situation.

II Q. For the reel thing, there Is on plan. If an accident-- it Q. Okay. Thank you. That's all the questions I have

tj you're going to have" an evacuation plan? Is that it? 1i right now.

4i BY COL. WALkSH 41 COL. BRISTOL, Thank you. sir.

14 There Would be plans developed in conjunction with the 14 By COL, WAIM:

is Il&al authoritiee. We would be working with the local autho- is Sir, I would lihe to elaborate an the response I gave

16 rities just as we do right now with Minuteman to take the 1, previously.

1? necessary actions to cordon off an area and to protect the 17 COL. SWIrTOLi In respect to

Is lives of people. is which question?

I9 COL. ISAACSO: Let N add to Is COL. WRLSN: With respect to

* that. This is what we do today with in the question that was raised con-

A the Minuteman System in your com- r cening the inhabited homes within

2 munIty. The Base has a very de- 21the t sfety Nose.

Stailed, complex, and active disaster 2 B CL VhAI*

a preparedness plan, that they exercdl 4 In reeponme to your question as to the hme that ccul

periodlicaliy. both on the Bse and b he impacted by the Safety Zone. he I've indicated earller
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this evening, in the EIS. we look at what the maximum im- I to the end of all of the comment

* pact might be because we have not completed our analyses ' shnets that were submitted for queo

either of the individual sites or of the sets that may be I tions, however. air, I have one

4 required. So, we looked at what the worst case might be, 4 raised hand in the back. If Anyone s

but since that time, we have gone to each site and we've be .. come up with any additional queetio

able to lay out precisely where we might place the igloo. , on any mstters they would like to

the pre-engineered facility, and then, in drawing the Safest get clarified before we go into the

Zone from those sites, we were able to make some adjustment. public statments, I'll be happy to

So, in those particular instances where we have identified 9 entertain questions at this time.

io a house within the Zone, we looked at the worst facts, the 10 In the back, air, did you have a

II Worst possible case, but when they actually looked at the 1I question?

1ý detailed siting., we were able to avoid those houses. So, i2 MAN IN THZ BACK: Yes.

I' that's why you might see a house identified in the EIS as 1: By MAN 1 'IN" BACK.

14 being impacted and us going to that site and still being abi Is I just wanted to follow up on that. Is it okay?

15 to make a statement that we're not impacting that house any- 15 COL. BRISTOL If you c Up

in more is because of the precise location of that house and of 16 to the microphone, sir, and repeat

17 our igloo. But, they're all eubject to adjustments and, I1 your nsam just so it Will be a

Is in light of the fact of the issue brought up earlier with is matter of record. That way the

19 respect to disrupting farming activities, we're going to be 1s Court Reporter will get It into the

Al looking at that particular site to see if we can adjust the 30 record.

21 precise location of the igloo and see if we can accommodate 21 BY NR. DAVID O131:

Z that gentleman's concern. We still have ami mianuever in 2 David OMen. ,-I-K-l. In other words, what You're

2 the precise location of the igloc or pre-engineered faclilt . 2 saying, even if, for instance, 5-13 corresponds both On the

24 Thank you. 14 blu. sheet and in the Draft R1S. does not necessarily, for

SCOL. BRISTOL: I've now gotten 2 or even if they correspond a house that's at S-33 will not
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I evacuated? I expiosion while the machine is inside the Silo. The Safety

2 BY COL. WALSH: 2 Zone doesn't have anything really to do with a nuclear at-

:1 it man that after we did our Detailed Siting Work, I tack?

I that that house falls Outside the Safety Zone around the pre 4 BY COL. WALSH:

Scis* location of the igloo and/or pre-enginsered facility, 5 No, it does not. Basically, the Safety Zone ssues

.. and so, therefore, it need not be--it is not affected by . ti-s worst possible accident and that would be of all three

7 this particular action. 7 stages of the missile blowing up. And, then we looked at tb

* Q. So, the house that may at one time have been within R farthest extent at Which degree the blast that Would be ex-

Sthe Zone, but by moving the igloos or Something, it is now I perienced that could cause loes of life. And, go. therefore

10 out of the Zone. So, at one time, maybe it wae within one 10 we wish to have hmes, permanently inhabited homes. outeide

II foot within danger and now it's out of danger. ii that particular range.

I1 BY COL. WALSH: ii Q. And, the explosion did not include plutonium? That's

13 No, that's not precisely the way it Works. In prepari g 13 just a physical explosion?

14 an fIS, we have to look where we do not know precisely what' 14 BY COL. WALSH:

Is going to happen, or we hadn't done a complete analysis of 15 In moat cases, the plutoniume will he--of the reentry

is the siting, we draw the circles of where the igloos could be In vehicle, would not be broken, and so therefore, Would not

is placed or where the pre-engineered buildings might be placed i7 pose any harm. You would be iooking at the effects of blast

Il And, then we draw our quantity distance of Safety Zones a- in not radistion.

is round that tircle. And, so, that is the maximim extent or IS Q. Okay. So, you're saying that in all of them proposal

2o worst case scenario that we -aatied, Asd that's what we in even Alternative 3, no one Would be reoved?

J) identified in this Draft SI,. it by COL. WALSH,

SNOW, we actually pin-pointed precisely where the No, I did nmt say that, sir. I Indicated that in Ai-

2 igloos would go and drew circles around those buildings in 2, ternative 3, of all the Alternatives, we did not hove the

24 that location and the house fell outside the Safety Zone. 24 option of picking launch facilities. Ws had to go to all

Q Q. Okay. And, this whole Safety Zone has to do with an 25 launch facilities, so we had no flexibility and, in that
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1 Particular Alternative, we would. in fact. effect hom at IB O.WL~
2 25 launch facilities. And, of coura, that impact in itself That is not Accurate. It Iis the 2lat of August, sit.

I would be a major consideration in the final decision. Q. Just as a mattor of procedure then. after yo. he"al'

4 Q. And, in all other Alternative.. though there would be 4 your c*omets in, I suppose you'll issue a Final gig then?

& no Impact on, residents? 5 YCLILK

.. ' BYCOaa.X Ys air.

7 In all other Alternatives, air, unless we receive 7 Q. Is that for aura or Is it up in the air?

0 other Inputs that may litfluence it otherwise, there are no @ YCLS

9 inhabited hommi impacted. 9 That is wthat ia required, air. And. In that UIS, therq

10 COL. BRSaTOL, Alright. Hour, io will be vet -ije transcripts of proceedings here tonight and

11 wera going to go into the--you 11 at the other locations. There w111 be. in the document, all

12 hae" a question? Yes, air, Mr. 12 the letters that we receive. again. in their full. we will

13Marble. 13 identify. fron all the letters and fro the commnts eada

14 BMRDO ADi14 this evening, the 1811"S that were raised. And, We will

is Q. Just a procedural question. I aeseAm you're intending is glve a response to each leave that was raised and eitherdon

as to take comments until September 3rd. Is that-- in strate why we changed the document or why we did not change

17 BYf COL, WALSH: 17 the document in responae to that leaue that wae raisead.

It Sir, wet can take coments and we can take questions. is 9. Thank You. How, my other question is after you 'ava

a9 we ask that anything that be written to u" he postmarked no 19 done all this and the Final ZIS Comes out, who than makesth

go later than the Zlat Of August to allow US Sufficient IS final decilalco

21 time to give it proper conaideration and. adjuat the docmein 21 BY COL. , WA!LSH.

2l and get Lt published in time to meat the Congressional mile- 22 Tha final decision is the prerogative of the

29 stones. 2, Secretary of Dafense and the President. Now, they maike

34 Q. I reed soewhere that they extetnded it until September as the decision end I should also point out to you , that while

36 3rd. but that'. not accurate. *the President may make his decision, of coursee. Congress al
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I has the final vote In that they hae" to appropriate the fundi I this thing?

- so they can execute his decisions. And, of course, Congream ByCL -M

I has the opportunity to review the Program each year in the I The Air Force, several yeai2 ago, asked for proposals.

4 Appropriation and the Authorization %ilia. 4 nationally, from environmental compiaes to assist the Air

5 . Is It correct then that Congraes has not yet authorize Force in Preparation of envirciimantal docugnts supporting a

1,the funds for this Progrem? variety of progra. There were many comanies that aubmittk

Iproposals fros ail cover this country. Through a source aelec

A At this particular time , Congress has authorized a Be- 5 tion process, we determined that Tatra Tech we. the beet

q searoh and Development Funda for this particular Program. * qualified to give a quality product. They hae" since been

I0 And, at this particular time , they are working on the i980 10 on board, they hae" prepared several of the envlraimmintel

if Defense bille where they're alan considering continued Aaaaar.-h 11 documents for the Air Force including the Legislative 31S.

is end Development for both the Small ICUM and the Peacekeeper 12 Including emoe of the Xnvirompntal Assessment*. and, of

ui Program. The Air Force and the Fresident hasn't aeked. at ýI course, the Draft Stnvirolesental Assesammnt that you hae"

t4 this particular time , for any production monies or deploymen, 14 tonight. I should point out, however, that they are only

is soales. They will occur In future years. oro instance, no #5 responsible for the data collection and "Glating, the Alt

as construction will Occur Until fiscal year IC90. go, natural 1n Force, WO have specialists that ware directly for me to

17 ly. Congress hasn't had an opportunity to vote on that. 17 over$"e all the work of Tetra Tech and the Air Force Is ma-

is Likaewiaa. production monies would not be required until late Ie epoinsible for the analyze@ and for the conclusione that you

is years. eight now they've jsut been funding full scale Develop it have and can see in the document. The document, in fact, is

II ment of the Misslie. And, of course, the environmental aiti 9 D an Air force document, not a Tetra Tech document.

21 work which I am responsibie for. 11 9. Thank you.

a Q. I would like to hear a little more about Tetra Tech. 29 COL mIIgySOL. Starting off

ts 1 em In the document that they apparently--aounds like a 23 Ot. I'm entry. MSama. cams on up,

s, private consulting group. Did they prepare this SIS or 34 PIGaS",

36 did they do consulting work or what was their Involvement In aLADY 10 TWX BACK. I seam to
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be the first lady to have the coura e and armament to kill everybody in the world twelve times?

to come up here and face the Army. Thank you.

* COL. BRISTOL: And, I'm glad COL. BRISTOL: Thank you.,

4 you did. 4 a'am. Col. Walsh.

LADY IN THE BACK: I was in BY COL. WALSH:

High School-- First of all, it is not the military or the industria

COL. BRISTOL; Could you state companies that are making this particular decision. This

your name, please, me'am,. was the recommendation of the Scowcroft commission and it

LADY IN THE BACK: In Dorothy has been the direction of the Presldent and of Congress tha

1o Floerchinger. ho the hir Force execute this Program. So, w are here tonlght

n BY MS. FLOERCHINOGER: 1 executing the directions of Congress. The Congress Is not

1u Q. I'm Dorothy Floerchinger. I'm a Great Grandmother an 1 only concerned abot the status of our strategic forces as

1: I've lived in this commeunity since 1913. 13 they stand today, but it's concerned about our strategic

14 COL. BRISTOL: Could you spell 14 forces as how they will be in the year 2000 and beyond. And

is your last name. I hate to ask you IS it'S for that time period that we're preparing, rather than

16 to do that. 16 for the present. We have to modernize our Pr;ogras so it

1? Q. P-L-O-E-R-C-H-I-N-G-E-R. 17 stays a viable deterrent to the Soviet agqression.

is COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. Go is Thank you.

19 ahead. 19 COL BRISTOL' Okay. Now, I'm

Y0 Q. One of the final statements that President Eisenhower 2D going to start With the portion of

1 made when he was leaving Office was that the Nation must be 21 the Program for public statements

2 concerned about the military industrial complex. I spent 22 and I'm going to ask that you--

2n many years in the studying of this thing. I want to ask you 23 because we've got quite a few of

24 why it is necessary when we can not balance our budget, that 24 you, I'm going to ask that there

2 we should be doing this Program when we have enough missiles 25 no demonstrations of suppot or
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applause or what have you, whether I Montana and we want you to be aware that if come in with you

the statements are for or against 4 Program, that you are going to hev to bear pert of the cost

the Program. I'm starting out with I of those roads, and road building, and bridge rebuilding, and

Donald M•Clain, who is a Public I those kind Of programs. And, I know, we have discussed

Official, and I may not gut the of- it before and we want you to know for sure that it's no bet-

fire right, Mr. McClain, but I know tar, and in fact, it's worse than it was when we first

that you're--is it the Comnissioner talked about it. So, We certainly wanted you to understand

of Ponders County or Chief Coamis- that. Some of the best roads we have i Pondera County are

*sioner of the County? missile roads, and we appreciate that, but at the som time.

10 BY MR. DONALD McCLAIN: to we do have a lot of involvement in those roads and we' 11

II i am a Commissioner of Pondera County, one of three. 1I a lot more than just support from now on.

COL. BRISTOL: Yes, sir. COL. sRISTOL: Thank you, sir.

And, I'm here to represent the Commissioners tonight. 1 LeAnn Lusty with the Conrad Chamber

14 Good, had, or indifferent, we feel that the program is pro- 14 of Comeerce.

15 bably going to cane to our area. We individually have some t% BY MS. LEANN LUSTY:

1i feelings, and we're not here to discuss those feelings. wha 1, I just have a short cemeont that was prepared today at

11 we are here to talk to you tonight s where we stand finsncia I; our noun meeting.

19 ly with the kind of program you're going to bring to Ponders iM My name is LeAnn L6sty. I'm President of the Ch•mabr

19 County. When the Alnuteman 2's came and the other missile 19 of Commerce. On behalf of the Chamber of Comerce we support

4* program that have been around, we were in a position flnan- it the Midgetman Project for the economic base that it could

l cially to he able to participate in those kind of programs, .: provide for Conrad. However, any additional short or long

r2 road building, bridges repairs and those kinds of things, we s term cost Lu the taxpayers of Pondera County. because of the

2t want you to know, today, we've indicated in the meetings the : Midgetman Program, should be picked up by the Military Defenm

24 we've had with you, that we are no longer in that position n Budget, and like Don said, for the schools, for the roads,

We're in a financial crisis in Ponders County and most of ,. the hospital, and all that it concernr that way. we a&e
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I concerned with, you know, upkeep and stuff. Thank you. I isn't there. And, so for those reasona, I would like to go

COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. on record as supportingq Proposal that we spend at least

SMauri Novak. five seconds discussing and that is the No Action Alternative[

4 BY MR. HAURI MOVAx; I think we should all ask ourselves, couldn't the tremendous

. That's M-C-V-A-K. 5 resources that have already been spent in preparing this Envi-

I Just wanted to say that peace is not my profession. ronsental Impact Draft and so on, be put to better use? We'v

I It's just a hobby of mine. I wanted to make a few comments t 7 heard a lot about the positive monitary impact anu ,0

I what we've talked about tonight, or rather what you've * hard to argue against those thinga. As the Cominesioner

q talked about tonight. When we went through the different 9 stated, this county and moast of Nontamara, is in dire straights

I0 type of environmental impacts, and we talked about visual 10 when it cases to our econaoic problems and it's hard to ar&

11 impacts, Impacts on endangered species, socioeconomic in- i1 against something that will better the economy for the State.

I1 pacts, and so on, it seemed like on every one of those asees o- I But, at the same tise, I think we should look at the larger

13 ments of the impact, at the bottom of the analysis it Would r issues and we have to ask ourselves, what are we really

I# say liltle or no impact. And, maybe that's true for each 4l doing here? And, I think the answer to that is we're paying

is one of those separate items, but I think all total, they had I5 to dig our Own graves.

16 up to a rather large Impact on things such as the impact 16 Thank you.

17 0n endangered species and so on. Another thing I wanted to 17 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir.

is talk about is the scenario you pr-pared about an accident, is 9d Kail.

is a possible accident. And, as Lt. Col. Walsh stated, it 19 BY MR. ED KEIL:

n0 was pure hypothesis of whet could go wrong, the 14 deaths AD My name Is Rd Kell, X-Z-Z-L, and I farm east of Conrad

21 per million is pure hypothesis as he said. The truth is we 21 and I'm on one of the major roads that you have and we do not

2, really don't know exactly what could go wrong and there is 2 have a missile on our farm. But, I'm concerned about see of

23 no 100% guarantee that an accident couldn't happen, And, 23 the near end long term effects on the tax hbas of our commt-

24 the Only guarantee that a major accident couldn't happen is z4 nity. Nothing has been said--you indicated there was going

2 if thoe" missiles aren't there, and if that deadly plutonium 2 to be an impact, but whether or not the mliitary is going
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I subolt some type of an addendum to the Budget Line Item or I And, if so, I Would hope that all of the increase in any

- something? I remember about 15-18 years ago, the ABN cai n of the community budgets are met in some manner and that,

I Into town and a Major Gallant was with the Corps of Enqineeri . did you mean earlier that it was up to this group or local

4 and he wvs the P. R. person for them. He inticated at that 4 people to submlt to you how much or what their current

tiee that things Were going to be great because there was 5 operations there are now and that you -uld meet that--you

going to be a billion dollars that Would be spetm here, 'he indicated in sole type earlier of an ansr?

tax base would grow, and everything else. We developed a COL. BRIS7OL. to ahead, sir.

group called Pondera Action Council which submitted to the 6BY COL. WALSH:

9 Military, to Sen. Mansfield, etc., some of the needs of our 4 In our analyses, we will, first of all, we 'v been

io community and what was going to happen if we had the 7,500 i0 Working with all the local jurisdictions, both of the

if people in Conrad with the 1,500 people at the KSR Site, etc. ii State, County. and City level. we've been looking at what

I, These needs were mt. Major Gallant Said that that had neve - the services there are that they provide right noW and what

11 happened before that money had been spent for the community i t they might have to provide in the future. And, then we

14 impact, but through some pressure through Sen. Mansfield. lhrl , looked at what the potential revenues that may be generated

ii wes Line Itemed that the needs to our cmunity were goinc •.3 - from this Program will be and what the additional e*penditu"

46 be great that we couldn't handle it here. I'm concerned -a nig miht be to provide those services &asociated with this parti-

17 if you don't meat some of those needs. in fact all of then. I cular Program. And, then, having Identified what the prObi

is whether it b having one extra Sheriff Deputy, or whatever, i6 or the deficits are etc.. then we start developing what the

19 1 think the people of Conrad or Pondera County are as public i1 potential mitigated actions that could he taken. NOW, it Is

3o spirited and want to s"e the country's defense as well &a A not appropilate for the Air Force to come in to you, to the

it any place else. but, I don't think that they should met, bi 1i City of Conrad, to the City of Great Fails, or to any local

2S by Bond Indebtedness or raising the taxes, anymore than 1 jurisdiction, and tell you how you'r' going to adjust to mee

m anyone else in NeW York or something is going to support 1i our particular requirselente. That's your prerogative. Bit,

24 this complex, and I kind of feel that it prohably will go Z4 once you have made that decision, then it i1 incumbent upon

Sthrough because we're spending a lot of money on developing. 2, the Air Force, and in fact the federal Ooverotent, to make as
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i sure that you do not have to have an unfair share of the I That is the cmitment Of the Air Force.

- burden. I can only identify what we have done on previous BY MR. ED KZIL:

.3 occasions. I was responsible for the preparation of the : Well, I appreciate that and I realise that you are--

4 Environmental Impact Statement for the deployment of the 4 you've come a long ways, let's put it that way, in the last

Peacekeeper in Minuteman silos at F. E. Warren. And, in 5 15 or 20 years for smsal communities like this in developing

the preparation of that document, we identified two major a sajor project, such as this, to com to our cmmunity, to

"* areas of concern. One is schools where we saw an immigrating 7 these coaunities, and have an impact. And, I Well appre-

4 population that would cause a need for construction of a new 4 ciate the fact there is going to he hundreds of millions of

9 school. And, second, we sew that we were going to put an 9 dollars spent in the ares. But, I would like to know, how,

10 undue burden on the water system. In both cases, we, 10 as a farmer, how I am going to get soem of that money so I

11 the Air Force, budgeted, in our Military construction progra. II can help pay the extra taxes that we may have for an addi-

I1 sufficient money such :hat we could give the school system 12 tionsl Sheriff or eecurity or maintenance of the roads or

13 4.8 millions dollars to build a new elementary school and 13 whatever. The County Commissioner said yes, Ie do he" sm

14 .4 million dollars to upgrade the water well system. we lsm 14 good roads. Pondera County is fortunate we do habe had as

15 worked with the City in providing studies or funding studies is much money spent. But, also, by the same token, we're

16 etc., so they could better figure out how they could respond t6 spanding more now for maintenance than we did years ago,

IT in other areas. At this particular point in time, we 17 more than some of the other Counties around because we have

is have given to the State, who is in turn working with the is additional military impact on it, you know, at this stage of

it Counties and working with the Federal Highway Department, is the game, the sack is out and that's that much more travel

2D $200,000.00 to assess the roads. And, of course, other mnieo 2 and we maintain them.

-i would follow to look at the design. Once this EIS is con- 21 COL. WALSH: May I asnwer that

2 pleted and working with local jurisdictions, once they start 2 question?

23 making their decisions on how they wish to meet the impacts 23 COL. BRISTOL- Yes, sir.

24 that are identified here tonight, then we Would likewise be 24 DY COL. WALSH:

1 looking at ways to help fund imrlementation of those measures. 2 In response to that, that was a concern that was rei
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I in a recent meeting of County Commissioner., the Air Force, I For the record, my name is Suck O'Brien and I am ap-

- State Highway Department, Federal Highway. The extra burden 2 pearing here as an individual on my own behalf.

.1 on the Counties in the maintenance of the roads, not I This hearing is to discuss the social. econfic and en

4 only the maintenance but the snow removal, etc., and, 4 vironmental impacts of the proposed Midgetman mobile missile

again it's the comnitment of the Air Force that for that wor 5 system on Montana. It's not a hearing to discuss and debate

that is extraordinary and in direct support of the Air Force ', the strategic need or lack of nee for the missile system,

that the Air Force would pay for such maintenance. I so I'll leave that for another day. There are em strategi

A BYMR. K. ML : 4 questions that have ce hearing on the potential Impacts on

9 That's just a question that we are, soae of us who 9 our area that I would like to discuss.

)o don't have a bar, or a grocery store or sorething, or a l0 Of course, the purpose of the Midgetman is to deploy

i1 motel, that will receive some of the impact coming in, we're 11 intercontinental ballistic missiles in a mobile hasing syst

U concerned about what would happen. Thank you. I., one that can be diapersed and thus be maede ore difficult to

1:1 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, ,, the Soviets to target. The more we can disperse our targets

14 Mr. teal. Buck O'Brien. Mr. O*Sri , 34 wecall them missiles, the Soviets call them tsrgets--the

is you submitted a written stateme nt a 1 more it Costs the Soviets to hit then all. Clearly. diper1

IA well. I can either have that sub- W6 is a good idea. Thus, if dispersal is such a good idea, I

17 mitted to the record or if you woul 17 have to wonder why the Pentsgon wants to take three missiles -

04 like, you can read it. Is one Minuteman and two Midgetmen--and pile them up on the

t9 MR. O'BRIE: I'd like to is same bullseye, namely a Minuteman silo. with three targets

Ssubmit that to the record, but I'd p stacked neatly on top of each other like that, we make the

43 also like to read it for the benefl I1 Soviet targeting staff's job a whole lot easier. If we only

Sof the people that are here pretty 2 got tactical warning of sttack--that is, if the attack cmes

Ssch. 29 like a bolt fran the blue, leaving only lnutes to rmeet--

24 COL. BRISTOL: Yes, sit. N the likelihood of the Soviets catching three of our missiles

2 BY MR. BUCK O'ar51 25 with one of theirs is such greater. Thus, I have to questi
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I whether it's strategically wise to place all these missiles Also I note that such elmuination has bses alludsd to

in nice neat little targets for the Soviets. in the United States Senate. Specifically, the Sanate

Assuming that the folk. in the Pentagon have thought -' Armed Services C~ittee alluded to the possibility in its

4 about thes" targeting concerns, as I'm sure they have, then 4 report to accmpany the FfYS-rySg National Defense Authoriz

they ought to tell us how they're going to deal with it. Aas tion Act. The report, written last Nay, specifically urgoe

I see it, the Pentagon is likely to address this by reducing the Pentagon to slow the pace of Midgetman dvelopeent and

7 the value of the targets that is by taking some of their egg 7 to restrict it to one warhead. It notes in doing so, and r

out of the basket. Now, since we knos Midgetman is coming, a quote, -apPears warranted in viep," pardon me. It notes t

q the only other egg to take out of the basket is the Minuteea 9 doing so, and I quote, 'appears warranted in view of the

1. missile that site underneath the Midgetmen. And I think 10 current direction of arms control limitations on warhead

it that's what the Pentagon is going to do--eliminate the ]1 levels, and because of the eventual need to replace the

11 Minuteman missiles, specifically, the Minuteman I1 missiles 12 Minuteman I1 missile."

i:t that are scattered throughout Northcentral Montana. 13 This concern about the Minuteman is the basis for my

24 There are a number of reasons to think this is the 14 question tonight to the Air force. We've heard much in re-

15 case. First, there are the targeting concerns that I'vs Is cent weeks about the potential Socio-econanic impacts of the

t6 listed. Second, there is the concern in the Congress and 16 Midgetman on the area, and about all the people it's going t

17 among the American people about limitations. If we're 17 bring in. Howeverwe haven't heard anything about the poten

is going to have any credible arms limits, we'll have to remove is tial impact of decommiessoning the Minuteman I1 system.

19 one old warhead for each new warhead we put on line. Third, 19 Given the likelihood of dscamisslocing of the Minuteman Il

m there's age. The Minuteman I1 is getting old. The Midgetma 20 system, I think the study of the Midgetman impacts doesn't

21 is new. It makes sense in terms of cost and reliability to 21 far enough. The impact study ought to address the long-term

2 use the new. Thus, it appears to this farmboy that the n effects of the Midgetman, and decommissioning the Minuteman

23 Pentagon is going to eliminate the Minuteman II at some poin 23 is One of those long-term effects. Thus, I ask you, what is

2 probably not too long after the Midgetman becomes fully 24 the projected impact of the decommissioning of the Minutemen

25 operational. 15 Mow many people will be removed from the area as a result?
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1 Now many school children will be removed from the area I Budget has continuously eroded the funding for i'human service

school systems as a result? What will be the dollar loss t 2 programs. We are told that the Proposed Small ICBM Program

I the area as the result of the elimination of such a long- I will have a significant impact on human services budgets in

4 standing mission at MalmstrOm? 4 our areas. These are the very areas which have" suffered fro

5 In Pondera County, we have felt this kind of devasta- increased Defense spending on the Mational level and indirec -

t. ting effect before, specifically, in 1972, when construction ly on the State and local level as tax protests hawe brought

7 of the ASM system here was halted in mid-stream. In antici- about decreased funding for education and social services.

Spation of the ARM system's effects on Ponders County, we Htmian services In many of out rural, small Montana uomnuiti a

9 overbuilt our schools, overbuilt our hospital, and over- are provided almost exclusively by volunteers, as I'm sure

10 extended ourselves. So, this tim-, I think we're entitled 7n you have found Out in doing your careful study of the area.

ll to know, in advance, what the complete impact of this new 71 My husband and brother-in-law both serve on the Chester

1I system will he on our people and our economy. If it means 12 Volunteer Fire and Ambulance Department. You say that

I: jobs, more people and more economic activity, we want to hea Il training will be done for mrgency types of maneuvers of

14 about it. But, if in the long run it means the lose of jobs, 14 these people. I certainly hope that happens. It hasn't

15 the loss of personnel and a decline in economic activity, 1t happened in the last eight Yeers, as far as I know. we have"

is we also want to hear about that. Thank you. to had no training of our volunteer psople in Chester. And,

17 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir. it we've had, I think, maybe four or five full-time people that

to Margaret Novsk. in would be involved In that professionally. The rest would

10 BY MS. M AWIT NQVAK: 19 be done totally by volunteers so that that area hasn't been

SI'm here to address the No Action Alternative. My ca 20 addressed adequately as far as I can tell to this point.

21 sants are regarding the impact on public services and on am- 21 No are called as a Nation under God to care for the

2 ployment as related to private business In this area. My 2 sick, the hungry. the oppressed, and for the imprisoned in

2 husband and I own a supermarket in Chester, which is downwin ci our midst. we can not do this adequately. even without the

24 of the area studied where we employ 1 full and part time 24 impact of the Small ICM Program, let alone with the impact

2 people. Throughout our recent national history, our Defense Is that we feel if this Program is deployed.
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According to your definitions, endangered species will questions earlier. When you told so that it is not appro-

- be minimally affected, if I remember your information cor- priate to address moral and psychological impacts at this

rectly. But, sir, I would submit that we, as human beings, Hearing. And, you told me it is not appropriate to give

* are threatened and endangered species if we continue to sup- 4 consideration to the Initiative that the people of Montana

port the deployment of Program& such as this. peased opposing the research and development and deployment

Any economic benefit we as business people enjoy will .. additional nuclear wespons in Montana. But, I have to beg

7 be short-tern at best. We can only compare such a benefit I differ. I think this forum is the most appropriate place.

to one where a previously unemployed worker would reap wealt a Now, we all know that all the economic impacts you've

9 receiving a paycheck for building her own guillotine. I am considered very clearly and laid them all out in careful

i0 here as a business person who tries to live a life of integrit y. t analysis. But, we know the figures can be juggled and mani-

11 In other words, I, as all of you, live with the constant tensic II pulated to make any project look favorable for business

1.1 of being the person I believe God calls me to be and, at the 12 interests. And, as a farmer, to survive until 1987, I've

13 same time, run a viable and profitable business. I want to 13 had to be a businessman and this project ln't worth a doam.

14 raise my children and run my business in a country which is 14 I would like to also question the adequacy of the

is truly secure. A country which lives under God, with liberty is studies of impacts on wildlife. In your Draft Environmental

16 and justice for all. 14y security is provided by that God of 16 Impact Statement, the only wildlife with significance for the

17 peace and justice, not by the false Gods of high technology 1i site Pl, which I happen to farm around, was--you indicated

Is and nuclear weapons. Is was the mule deer. But, I know for a fact, having lived

19 Thank you. 19 there all my life, that not only are there mule deer, but

20 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, Mrs. s0 there are white-tail deer, and pronghorn, and there's wild

2I Novak. James Yeager. 2i turkey, and they all exist there in significant numbers.

22 MR. YEAGER: NO questions. 22 So, I would have to question the adequacy of your wildlife

23 COL. BRISTOL: lane Zell. 23 studies, not only at this site, but I assume that if they

24 By MR. ZANE Z2LL' 4 are so deficient at this particular site that I imagine

25 I would just like to address a few things I asked as 25 there was s0omething going on like this at all the other site
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I that were considered. I BY MR. DAVID OISl:

2 1 would like to also say that these impacts that you What I have to say is not very--so eloquent as Margert

Ssay are not appropriate, the moral and psychological impacts Novak or Buck O'Brien, and I guees not as philosophical

4 that these are cultural impacts. These are impacts that af- 4 as Mr. Zell either. I would to address some maybe very

5 fect our way of life. And, theme aren't impacts that we ar specific issues in the Draft EIS.

able to quantify and put up on a nice display and say, well, COL. BRISTOL: Could you crme

this is going to benefit this community such and such. No, Just a little bit closer to the

6 you can't put dollars on it. And, that's why I feel this microphone. Thank you.

SEnvironmental Impact Statement is wholly inadequate. 9 First I'd like to thank you for moiling all of us

10 I'm also very concerned about the impacts on addi- In a copy Of the EIS, and for sure it is impressive in bulk,

ii tional security personnel running around on the roads, arou 1i and almost hard to carry around. I was especially impresm

I the site here, will have on the operation of my farm busi- 1-2 with the fact that the Scoping Hearings went in March and

"aess and my freedom to move around on my land. It seems to "I April and the document was produced in the middle of June.

m me that it will come to the point where their priorities will 14 and that's pretty good work for the Federal Government and

is be. not what is being produced on the land, or the people 49 something that weB're not usually likely to get, I guess.

is working on the land, it will be what's going on with the 16 Anyhow, I would like to address a few comments, spedL

I- military and their projects that are going on. 17 fically to the Draft EIS. First of all. it seems to me the

iS COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir. Is the SIS was written before the Scoping Hearings. With all

19 David Olen. Did I mispronounce 19 due respect, I'd like to suggest that. At the very least.

in that for the second time, David? LM It was written without too much regard for what those Hearn

A1 I apologize. -44 scoped and the concerns raised there and my first clue to

SMR. ODiNI Diem, 0-I-f-N. ;4 this, that this might be the case, was found early on in

ZI If you were a Norwegisa, you would !t the EIS, on pages S-13. It says, iSceping Meetings were

24 probably know better. 24 conducted In Great Falls, Lwistown , Miles City, and Helena

25 COL BRISTOL: I'm sorry. Arig it. Conrad was omitted. Perhaps it was simply a typographical
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i error, but I've been following the Contra Hearings document. In my own testimony, I questioned the generality

and it seeea that what is not said is more important than 1 and vagueness of the Legislative RIS and you assured me that

what actually is said and so it made me wonder. Anyhow, it .i this Draft MIS Would deal with the specifics, but it does

4 struck me as odd, especially since the Conrad Hearings Were 4 not. At lieast Certainly not the specifics that we asked you

delayed a couple of weeks. It almost seems like maybe the about three months agý This document reports primsrily on

Draft was Witten, you know, before we had our Hearings. .. the reuremunts in terms of resources for Nidgetma . How

And, as I continued to read the HIS, it semmed to -e that 7 much gravel, how much land, how much water, bow many people,

the vast majority of the concerns that were expressed in s and so forth. The requiremnts is what you need to build on

their specifics at Conrad, the Conrad Hearing, and other I The impcts are what we suffer if you do. This MIS does not

12 Hearings, were actually not answered in this MIS. For in- 10 talk about the higher cost of goods and servoces, the

if stance, at the Scoping Hearings here. I heard questions re- Ii increased taxes, the larger welfare rolls, and so forth.

12 lating to wee control, the interference end availability 12 That's whet the folks at the Scoping Hearing were asking.

mi of Irrigation water, Increased cost of auto Insurance, which 13 Those are the questions that we thought you wre acceptingW

I1 apparently a local agent eaid occurred as a direct result of 14 would be answered. How, Assuming that the Transcript of that

is the AI traffic, Increased risk of auto accidents, the like- is Hearing still exists, ald has not been eemsed up with Col.

i1 lihood of arrival of more migrant workers than jobs, the in- 16 North in his shredding machine--

j7 creased burden on taxpayers for social services, the increas4 17 COL. BRISTOL: I have a copy.

1s in Federal taxes in order to COan up with 40 billion dollars is You have a copy. Okay. Good. Perhaps such concerns

is to build the system, the psychological effect of ever- it could be resurrected and Addressed in the Final Draft. My

2D increasing military presence in the rural community, and. th4 29 concerns with the dislocated families was already answered

21 effect of the Ho Action Alternative. In terms of what would 21 and I thank You for that.

2n be the results if the citizens were allowed to spend their 22 1 also have a concern that, while it might be argued

23 own 40 billion dollars or asnws or all of it were spent on 23 that this MIS does a reasonable job in outlining the require-

34 socially productive project*. 2# monte of the construction phase, it does not do an adequate

2 Now, none of these concerns were addressed in this 25 job with the operational phase. And, there are several
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I examples of this, but I will mention just one. The heart I pest decade. In times of war, I assume that they'll all be

- of the Midgetman System is the Hard Mobile Launcher. But, 2 out on the road. HcW, the last I heard, in time of war, t.

its movements in peacetime are cursorily mentioned and no 1 citizens of this County are supposed to jump into their car,

analysis is in the Draft NIS. As I understand it, there wil 4 and trucks and drive in an orderly fashion to Kalispell. I

be 200 Hard Mobile Launchers. atch one makes one trip to a ' it's this time of year, we can pick cherries which would be

. ro Holmstrom every year. Now. it seems like no big deal nice. Okay, now, how does the Hard Mobile Launcher enter il

7 in the 21,. What that essentially mans is 400 trips per 7 to this? There will probably be a couple dozen Hard Mobile

. year. This vehicle Is 14 feet wide and 105 feet long. Te A Launchers speeding along our roads at 60 miles an hour. We' e

law of averages say that there will be one or more of these talking wartime now. Are there evacuation plans that will l-

ia beasts on the road every day of the year and they all con- Io low us to avoid the roads that the HIM's are on, because I m-

il verge on Great Falls. I want to know how this works in real 11 sums they will not slow down if they see us coming. If the

12 life? Do they travel on 10th Avenue South with their U3 are plane, will the local Emergency Coordinator know of thi

I:1 entourage and security people sod helicopters, and how many 1:1 and if she does know of them, will she tell us? will we goe

14 go through the town of Conrad and how often? Those are gues 14 to practice dodging UAL'a doing 60 miles an hour pest our

Is tions we have as citizens that the Draft does not address. 15 doorsteps? And, conversely, will they get to practice dodg•

if And, what does this mean for local traffic, for school busses i cra&nd citizens and strings of care backed up waiting for

17 for 20 foot wide farm equipmant, and so forth. I think who- 17 some stop light to change somewhere? Now, soae my scoff.

Is ever wrote this really had no conception about the Hard is but if this Is real, 40 billion dollars is spent to protect

I1 Mobile Launcher In real life. ft's easy to conceptualise, i9 citisens of this country, I'd like to be reassured that my

20 but it's, I think, much more difficult to actually live with, Al family and I won't end up being trapped in the holocaust

21 And, What happens in war time? The purpose of these it that would follow the use of the Midgetman. low, at the

22 things are to wage war and you most assume on some of them is very loast, we should have same assurance of escaping the

ZI they will be used unless they are totally useless. In times 2. embarrassment of being killed by our own Air Force.

24 of alert or tension, will they be cruising the road. It se 24 Finally, I assume that the renovated silo facilities

25 to me there's been hundreds or thOUsands of alerts during th a will be tested and not one page of the document mentions
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this or assessed it. impact. It's my understanding that in I that you have made. You have made some specific points we

2 the 1970's a number of Minuteman Silos were tested and 11 would definitely will and are legally responsible to conel-

I electronic simulation of nuclear attack by use of a huge I der in the Final. But, you did raise a series of Issues

4 dose of electromagnetic pulse, or OW. Well, this was all 4 that I think should be addressed here. First of all, being

very hush, hush at the time, the evidence indicates, and 5 responsible for this preparation of this document, I can

I should mention that there were a number of lawsuits filed . assure you it was not written before Scoping. We spent a

in this regard years ago, but the evidence indicates that a 7 lot of time after the Scoping Meetings going through both

number of residents near Silos being tested developed 8 the inputs and the--at the Scoping meetings, as well

9 various exotic diseases and cancers and some of them even- 9 as, inputs that we got from the State, Federal, and

10 tually died. This testing apparently occurred in this Count tn Local Governments, in accomplishing our analyses. Naturall

11 and other Counties. Now.. we know that the military is not 11 in this particular docUment, we can't put all the issues.

t2 beyond conducting unannounced tests on its own personnel 12 If we identified everything that we analysed, this would not

13 and on American citizens. My question is simply, will 13 be a simple volume, one volume. You would get the Encyclope

14 EMp testing or other dangerous testing be conducted on the 14 dia Brittanica. So, what we have to do and what the Mations

1s Midgetman, will we have advance notification, will we be is Environsental Policy Act and its--the Council on Environeen

16 compensated in the event of adverse effects on livestock In tal Policy and Council on Quality, implementing regulations,

17 or crops or humans, and will the Final EIS address this 17 directions, is to identify significant impacts to the

Is issue? Thank you. In decision maker. And, that's what We have basically dons.

19 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir. 19 We have -.. L ignored the inputs that were provided to us. we

X) COL. WALSH: Sir, may I have 2o haew analyzed them in this document, we have identified what

21 an opportunity, please7 21 we felt, from our professional point of vies. were the slgnl-

22 COL. BRISTOL: Go ahead. 22 ficant issues that should be raised to the decision maker.

23 BY COL. WALSH. 23 We appear before you today for you to judge the adequacy of

24 Thank you. You raised some very interesting questions 24 how we've done that. And, naturally, we are soliciting your

25 First of all, I will not address the rhetorical questions 25 input on whether it was adequate or not or whether we should
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1 put more emphasis on some areas that--in accordance with I My concern is with the specifics. And, as an individ 1

2 your perspective. 2 living here, I deal with the specifics. And, a Mr. Kell

3 BY MR. DAVID OZEN: 3 essentially asked how much more is it going to cost us over

4 Is it possible, in the one-to-one basis, to go hack 4 a period of 20 years to maintain the roads as they're built?

and get answers to questions, you know, for instance, if an 5 I guess my question is, can he get an answer to that questia

individual asks about-- BY COL. WALSH:

7 COL. BRISTOL: Only--it is not Since he's asked the question tonight, he is going to

only possible, but it will happen A get an answer, yes.

with all the questions that have be, n BY MR. DAVID OIEN:

10 raised tonight that have not been Great. Thank you.

ii answered tonight will be answered 11 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. sir.

Ii for the record and will be in the ii Edward Larson. Mr. Larson, if you

13 Final Environmental Impact Statemen . • would hold on Just one second, the

14 so, there shouldn't be any question 14 Court Reporter's going to do saoe-

Is about that. I thing with his equipment here.

16 BY MR. DAVID OIN: iP please proceed, sir.

17 And, the questions raised at the original Scoping it BY MR. EI D WARD

In Hearing as well. is I'm Edward J. Larson. President of V & D Land Company.

19 BY COL. WALSH: 19 Ledger, Montana. My question is what are the chances of thi

20 Every question that has been raised tonight as to the 7o new ICBM becoming half built and then felling on its face

21 adequacy of the document will be included in the Final EIS. ,11 like the ADM did hack in 19727 Thank you.

2 and we will have to explain to you, either what adjustment '2 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sic.

21 Was made to the document or why we did not make an adjustmen 2i. I tock that as a--was that a common

Z4 to the document. 24 or a stat a.ent or a question?

SBY MR. DAVID 01Q4 0 MR. LARSON. That is a questlo
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COL. 5tSlTiOL, Alright, sit. to which you &lude was well prior

"Prom the skeet, I thought that you 2 to the Congmes passing the Stario

* had wished to make a statement as I Lnviromnstsl Policy Act, and so,

* well. Thank yoU, air. Col. Walsh. 4 this outs both weys. A propomsl

BIY COL, WALlt •build or deploy semthing or a

Sir, there is no guarantee that I can provide you to_ propoesal to take it apart or undepl

7 night that the System either will be deployed in it's entire y I soething, now there is. in piece,

0 or It will never be deployed or that only half deployed. Tha 6 a Legislative framework within whic

is the decision of Congress and the President. And, each 9 the impacts can and will be ,eans

y year the Congrees has an oportunity to review the entire in and appropriate remedial stepe take

I1 program, all of the strategic program, and, of course, over it That just didn*t exist before duin

Is time they my change their opinion on the usefulness of thi at the time fnme Of the AMS. Sit,

i3 particular System. K ran assure you though, that if we were in pleas go ahead. Do you haw a fur

14 in the midst of deployment and a decision "a made to either 14 ther coment or question?

is discontinue the effort or to undo all the work that had been in 5Y . Im LASo,

is done, then the Air Fore would have to consider the prepara- i I would just like to say that this bunch of people

17 tion of a subsequent Envirornental Iepect Statement to look a i1 should drive up to the AM Site five miles east of 012 and

IS the consequences of that action, to look at the Impacts that to take a look at the site out there, that they've left standin

is Such action would cause, and then, to secure, through the It out there. I would like to say I do not went one of them

I Congress. appropriate Federal aid to compensate or mitigate 20 left on my tam half built like that. Thank you.

2i the impacts of that particular action. 21 COL. SBISMOL, Thank you, sir.

*CCL. I RISTOL, If I could just Don Marble.

SakeCo an obeervation. This ham been 23 ILY 06 DON ,,lHALS

so raised several times, and just as s I am Don Marble. I think what he's talking about, it

25 the Hearing Officer, the prior action 0 I'm correct. is the old power site out there, It's a hunk

ci c
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Of concrete about as big as Shelby placed in the ground. It I kill s person. There's got to be millions of specks in one o
too bad you couldn't think up something to do with that, it 2 thes werhea . K Just don't buy your aalysls &nd it looks

looks kind of strange sitting there about 1/10th of it above I like a bunch of imaginary monkey business to am. And. 1

the ground. Silt, one thing, I don't want you to think Kim n a think you dispersed these anlyses. In other words, it*@

negative. I've been really pleased to be here, and to be bI 4 totally inadequate.

to get a copy of the KIn and read it and to be able to partli- ' hA far as the affect on the environment, I think it's

pate in this wholL thing, because K think that's really great 7 Inadequate too. I just don't think it's gone far enough con

And. I don't know .zw--what It has done for Minuteman and all n ldering espects of effect on the region's recreation In the

the other things, but I think that's really good. and I 4p- area, our wildlife. You know, we live up here in a prairie

1 preclate it very much. So, I'm not just totally negative ]a environment. It's a very easily damaged anviromont. It's
11 against What's going on here. It's just that K don't parti- It not like the forests of the back east or California or

c cularly agree with the project, but, as far as the Draft US1, u whatever it is. It's, you know, a pair of car tracks acroes

As far as I'm concerned, looking at the whole heart of the 11 the prairie at the right time of the year. right condition.s,

14 thing to nuclear warheads. That's what I see mainly In this v4 wiii be there for ears. This to very delicate country. We

in whole thing. That coaes to my Mind all the ties. Your is just can't stand a lot of impact. we're already getting a

in Section on Safety, I think, is just totally inadequate. it in lot Of Impact up on the Mi-Lin•. whens I lIve from Great

17 doesn't tall--nobody here knew what the half-life of the it falls people, and K'm sure we're going to see a lot mere of

IS plutonium is. well, I know enough to know it's around is it, and the country Is being severely Impacted. K think

it 100,000 years, That Means in 100.000 years, the radioactivit in you've just got to take another look at this whole thing.
so has dropped only 1/2. so. that means it's a curve that so Now, it Is my understanding, the US1 process is that

21 gradually elopes out. This stuff's going to be deadly for ii prior to the whole thing, you don't have your mind made up.
aS s million years, so. this Is truly a very Important thing n You say. well, minbody'e propoeing this. Vw don't know

24 that the public know what plutonium's ali about. 2, whether it's a good Idea or not so you go through this big

h Adl, I think your wind analysis is totally inadequate. Is process and you cam up with the different alternatives, and
Ks Just can't buy it that. you know , a spock of plutonium will a then you say, well, this io what we have to do. I think

SO2
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I I have some suspicions, and, you know, I know you're not I like to quote a few paragraphs froi that. It states in part

- going to agree with ma. I have suapiciozs that the decision that, "We say a clear and unconditioned 'no' to nuclear war

I is already made as to where you want it to end up, but that' and the use of niW nuclear weapons. We conclude that nuclear

* neither here nor there. But, I think that your sections on 4 deterrence is a position that cannot receive the Church's bleh -

the Safety are so inadequate, and on Environmental Impact sings. We state our complete lack of confidence in

are so inadequate that the only way youlr. going to be able proposed defenses against nuclear attack and are

to correct this thing is to go back to the drawing board, 7 convinced that the enoreous costs of developing such defense

Sstart over, revise the UIS Draft, give it back to us, let us a is one more witness to the obvious fact that the arms race

look at it, and then let's have some more Hearings, and go 9 a social justice issue, not only a war and peace issue."

10 from there because the part on the plutonium, it almost i0 And, it goes on to say briefly, "However the nuclear crisis

It sounds like the plutonium is just kind of a ho-hum type of iI is not primarily a matter of technology, it is a crisis of

II material. And, that is not true. I think we--I think the 12 human comeunity. we encourage independent U. s. and Soviet

I:t public--and I'm not just saying that you've consciously did 13 initiatives to foster political climate conducive to

14 this, but I think the net effect is that we've been terribly 14 negotiations." I think it's really been encouraging

15 misled as to what this is all about. Now, that's my cot- i5 that President Reagan, I think, has made pretty clear that

i6 ments as far as the EIS, and if I get some time, I'll in he would like to see a Peace Treaty. From what I've been

17 write a written statement and submit to yoi., maybe I can ela 17 reading, he's been working actively towards a Peace Treaty

18 borate a little more on some of this. And, I appreciate what Is and I think he needs our prayers and support as he does this

19 you're saying, Col. Walsh, about the moral issues you're not is So, I think it really is a big moral issue and a--I have one

20 going to address them, but from our standpoint, it's a reall 20 question. Where is Tetra Tech located anyway? What State

21 big moral question. And, I would like to have, inserted lnt 21 is that, California or Georgia or something?

22 the record, a copy of this document. It's only about-- 2 COL. WALSH: They have offices

23 actually about one page long called, -An Intensive Creation: 23 in California, that's their main

24 The Nuclear Crisis and Just Peace," the United Methodist 24 office. But, they &I" have office

25 Council of Bishops Pastoral letter of 1986. And, I would ju • in Montana, I believe it's in Great
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I Fails, Opportunity, and, is it I just got the crap. I think that's a real big moral issue

2 Billings--Butte. 2 and maybe that's not the issue in this UIS, but when you t

:1 BY MR. DON MARBLE: 1i all that money, just think about that. And, you think how

4 Okay. It's not a big deal, but I used to be an Engin r 4 it would feel to live downwind of one of them* things.

5 in California and I used to live down in that place and I 5 It's no fun at all. I just think it's a disgraceful thing

.. moved up to this beautiful State and I really love it up her ." that you can go pick up your paycheck, look yourself in the

7 But, you know, I looked at the UlS and I see that there's 7 mirror in the morning, I think. It makes me sick. And, I

about 40 Tetra Tech people got a bunch of money out of help A hope as you Military people and whoever is making their deci ion

9 making this thing. I suspect that Tetra Tech got more money I on this thing, remember you're not supposed to have your mln

10 out of this than this whole area will ever see for the whole 10 made up. Look it over--I have to ask, and I don't know if

it dog gone time. So, I just want to tell those Tetra Tech ii anybody else does, I think you ought to redo this thing and

:2 people, and you go back and tell your--how many hundred 12 come hack and tell us the truth about plutonium or

13 people you got there, when you get your paycheck from that 13 more details and I'm not saying you misled us, I'm

14 hunk of billion dollars or so that you're picking up--you 14 just saying I think you haven't told us the whole story.

i9 know there are families up in thia beaututui btate that go is But, remember, you can't get away with aeying well, I'm jsot

I1 to bed at night worrying about this thing. You see big stor to doing what my boss has told me--the people upstairs. Panema-

:? and you get this sick feeling in your stomach and now not 17 ber the Nuremberg Principles. And, that point wee just

tn only we have to worry about that, we have to worry about thes 4s brought up recently by one of the Senators, remember each on

19 wierd things racing down the highways at night. And, if you 19 of you is responsible, each one of you, and we're going to

2o don't think that affects our kids, you've got another thing V hold you responsible If then is an accident. We're going t

21 coming. I think it's a big moral issue, that you take mliiine 21 say what went wrong? Who's responsible? When you make a de

2 and millions of dollars, and you stick that damn thing up he . - cision on this thing, make sure you don't just get "uked

z2 Why don't you put it down there. You got all the money off N: into the thing--well, everybody expects me to do this. Hake

24 of this thing. You're going to make the east and west coast.- 24 sure you look at it and make a decision. If it isn't the wv

2n they're going to make all the money off this thing and we • to go, have the guts to stand up and say it's not the way to

91 E92
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Igo. Don't be like what-@ going on in washinaton right now, I to bunt in the fall. And. I'm getting mighty tired. To get

g ut. in closing, I really think we all should be supporting Ithese People to quit bothering me s.d lying to me. They'll

.1 President Reagan as be tries to Seak &--*ame kind of peace. i even go so far &a taking a name off of a mailbox and *Amy

4 That is my final comment. 4 that person told ME ha could hent on my place. This is get-

COL. BSHISOL, Thank you, Mr. 5 ting Old. It-* my property end I worked hard for what I've

Marble. That concludes all Of the .. got. Thaem yu.

otataments I have. That concludes 7COL. MB15!~i Thank you.

all the docuiments that I bed on my a me'm. Could you spell Your an=

desk--those who indicated that they 9 for so just so us' 11 have it for M

if ~wished to aske statemets. Unes i record because I assure you we .1ll

iithere are any other statements from 11 follow thst up.

iiany that did not smuixot do ints. is Me. GINAR ?-2-5--okay, which

13 I'm prer-red to cl. - ýha Hearing. 13on do you want? my nam on my 1ai

B4 ut, th *ame ties, yee, as' . 14 is 0-9-m-A-2.

Is if you ,preface your remarks is COL. BRIS~TOL, 0-2-K-A-B?

is with your a&" and spell your Dae is me. DIES. Ues. S0 1 think

17 for Ma. I would appreciate it. 11 us had hatter use that.

is By gos. XUARi T335AB= ii COL. BgRIu.O, That will be 213 -

it I an Hales Goemr Treheech. I live amongst three misil Do. Is f iciest. Thank you. Anyone else

w ZVs either going to ha weil Protected Or ha shot at Or 31 that would cars to sake a mtatemmnt

31 shot. so, my problem is this, it's out of this area lust a 21 MAW IN TIS MONT, Yea. went

n little bit. but I-a having a problem out there. I need same - 21 to make a Statement.

ss because I live Close to the Tfeton River breaks. My problem * B l I g

S6 is aince the milssiles are all around se I'm heckled with as My me is Laster Peters. I live right under the

a bade of isie n-flomthat are constantly on my land * lights of guebsc Zero. So. it shines brightly on my fare.
ch so
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1 I'm getting to be an old me.so,5 I've been travelling a lit- I take &an extra eamanmt shoot boas with you.
2 tie bit. When you leave Montana and you go into the great 2WHINUPO the Hearing usa com-

pleted. St50 P. R.
39 State of Psvsds. the Air Corps has gut approximately 1/1. .

4 You go from there to California., Noev"&, you can go to -----------------------

& Mwv Maxico., Utah. they've got it all. You guys don't quit. ICSRTIrCAnTO TRvAiNSCIPT

. You're not friends Of mine, When you come on my place, Just '. rAn or Frnma. I

? remember that. ? county of Ponder&

*COL. BAISTOLi Thank you, Sir. 8 1. 5. R. Gresceyk. do hereby Certify that 1 so the

oAnyone else? 9 duly appointed, qualified and acting Court Reporter of too

in BY COn SUM.1 inth Judicial District of the State of Montana. is anc for

it I appreciate very much, as the Hearing Officer, 1 11 the Counties of Tfeton. Panders, Glacier, and Tooie. ýnai as

1% appreciate very much you all taking your time to com here is such reported the proceedings had and tason in the fjrc'oonq

is tonight and to express your feelings and your views--your is transcript of testimony. and thereafter accurately and ýrr-

14 unique perspective about this is somthing that, as many of 14 rectiy transcribed the same. as hereinbefore "et cut in

is you have recognised, can cow from no other source. It Is pages I through 94.

to can't cam from anyone that's writing the report. It has to Is 1ii WIlliSa MRS2. I hae" hereunto set My haxd this

i7 coma from you and without your perticipation. this process 17 Sth day of August. l907.

is would simply be incomplete. I appreciate very much your ito

I# being considerate for us. as well as. for the views of each is __________________

,N other, end &"sIn, thank you very imuch for your participetion so Ninth Judicial District Court Reporter.

As Good night. It

U Before they turn my power off, let so remind all of 21

a you that until the flat of August you can Submit your state- 22

osaent on &addtional matters, questions, or what have you by 24

a using the address written on this copy. You might went to

Cons
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1 ORIGINAL P R0oCEEDI NGS

2z 2

3 small Intercontinental Ballistic missile Program 3 (Public Hearing proceedings

4 4 commenced 7tOO p.m.,

S 5 July 24, .987.)

6 6

7 7 COL. BRISTOLs Good evening, ladies and

8 gentlean. Ny name is MAti Bristol. I'm an Air Force

9 5NVTRO5MMOtARYL IMPAT AVALYMIS PeOC'ERO PUBLIC 5EAm1G 9 military trial judge. And they took me out of there this

10 10 week and aeked ma to come to Montane to help conduct a series

11 Conducted by the United States Air force 11 of public hearings. This is the fifth in a series of six

12 12 hearings conducted by the Air Force rjgarding deployment or

13 13 operating in peacetime the mall IBIM, Intercontinental

14 14 Ballistic missile. at Minuteman facilities in northcentral

15 IS Rontana; that is, facilities that come under the operational

16 July 24, 1987 16 control of the Halmstrow Air Force Base.

17 Augusta, Montana 17 My role in this -- I hasten to add that although I

1i 7,00 p.s. 18 have learned a little bit listening to this presentation four

19 19 times, I ea not an expert. Hy role is simply to insure that

20 20 each and every one of you have a fair opportunity to get your

21 21 questions answeredl first of all, to learn about this

22 22 proposal by hearing a briefing, and secondly to have a chance

23 Bearings Officer, Col. Matthew Bristol 23 to clarify in your own minds any questions shout the proposal

FORDAHL FLETHER, WOLTER & ASSOCIATES
24 eIMsiMURJROPREMNAL RORluIS 24 or about the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. c'

25 1M R1PaL.S UWOWANA 15401 25 And then after that we'll go into a public coment
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1 period, which is where I will call on members of the public, I you have read about then. And I think some are mentioned in

2 those of you who wish to make a coanetnt can come to the 2 the handout.

3 microphone. Or if you don't need the microphone, just shout 3 Those of you who have been watching the Iran Contra

4 from where you are sitting and let us know what you perceive 4 hearing are probably reminded that when the president decides

5 as the enmirornental impacts of this particular proposal. 5 on something that requires Congressional funding or

6 At the base of all of this is a legal requirement 6 Congressional action, which includes this particular

7 that's existed for some 15 or so years now that whenever a 7 proposal, it's really a recommendation or request. aomething

8 federal agency proposes a certain action that could have 8 that ultimately the Congress passes on.

9 consequences upon the environment in a particular -- and 9 so it's a several tiered review process. And we*re

10 environment is it a very broad term that takes into account 10 now at that section of the processes of gather!nm y-ur

11 socioeconomic quality of life issues in addition to those you 11 inputs, which are very important to the overall process and

12 might associate, like the effect on wildlife, noise, that 12 to the quality of the decision making process that is set up

13 sort of thing. 13 for your goverment, for our government, to make in this

14 Whenever that is the case, the federal goverrment 14 particular matter.

is is required to make an assessment of exactly what that impact is There is a comment sheet that I hope many of you

16 is likely to be, if the proposal is implemented. And then 16 got as you come in. Parts of it you really want to be

17 It's required in many cases to come out and get direct input 17 concerned about -- this Is really going to be the only record

18 from people like you who know, people who live in the ares 10 of your having participated so I urge you to fill it out,

19 and who really know best what those impacts are most likely 19 even if you don't went to make e statement on the recOrd

20 to be. And then finally to give those asasmenta serious 20 tonight. But your name and if you are a representative of a

21 consideration, elong with the operational requirement. In 21 private organization, the organization, your address, this

22 making a final decision on whether and how to proceed with 22 one block here whether you are a public official, and if you

23 this particular proposal. 23 are just check that. And the same for the other two

24 S0 we are dealing with a proposal. That's all it 24 categories. Then sost importantly, do you want to ask a

25 is. The president has made certain decision. undoubtedly • 23 question? Check the block yes if you do or just place a
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1 check or X there. If yOU wish to offer verbal Cammtnto 1 Doby, who in our court reporter, is taking down everything

2 tonight check that. And again if you want to offer a written 2 that Is said. So when we get to the portion of the

3 statement. 3 proceedings after the briefing and after the recess when we

4 I will hasten to note as is noted on this document 4 are going to collect these fners -- ther. will be a rgee,

S that you have until 21 Augubc t, make comments end 5 eater te h-'Ifing -- 'hen you speak, first of all say your

G statements. so you might think of eSmething after the 6 name clearly so that she can note it for the record. And

7 hearing. So you night even take an extra one of them home 7 spell your last name unless its one that you think all of us

8 with you just in case you think of se*nthing. It's a handy 8 can spell correctly the first ties.

9 document. It's got the address written on it so if you with 9 Thank you very much. Col. Walsh?

10 to sake any comments it ought to be forwarded. 10 LT. COL. WALSH: Good evening, ladies and

11 And you can also ant on this for a copy of the 11 gentlemen. I a- the director of the enviromental planning

12 final Environmental znpact statement. 12 for the Air Force Regional Civil Ingineer. And in that

13 Se are going to be very informal. I don't want any 13 particular capactiy I am responsible for the preparation of

14 of you to be hesitant or shy to ask a question or make an 14 the fnnironuental Impact Statement.

1i input. I as going to keep it as Informal as I can. There 1i And what I want to do for you this evening is first

16 aren't very many of us here tonight, so I don't think we're 16 of all give you the background on the events that led to the

17 gonna be tine constrained. My job is going to be to try to 17 presidential decision to deploy the mall ICBM at Nalastron

18 evenly divide the time among all of you so that everyone gets I8 Air Force Base.

19 a fair opportunity to be heard and no one person or group 19 Then we will look at the operations concept, the

20 gets nore than what might be their fair shere of the total 20 proposed action end their alternatives. And then we will

21 time. 21 look at the schedule on which we have been proceeding and

22 So it's my pleasure to be here and it's my pleasure 22 then we will review the results of our analyses to date.

23 now to introduce it. Col. Peter Walsh, who is the principal 23 Then we will look at the safety aspects and the

24 Air Force spokesperson for the purpose of these hearings. CD 24 mitigated actions that are proposed.
25 And also I just want to briefly note that Becky : 21 Sow, sony of you say recall that beck in about

r2, Homn fyu yrcl ht aki bu
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1 April of 1907 the president established what they call the -- 1 decisions.

2 not call the Scoecroft Commission. And the purpose of that 2 And of course right now we're in the middle of

3 Scrwcroft Commission wee to review the entire U.S. 3 preparing the Administrative E18.

4 Modernination program and to make recomnendations on how we 4 There wae one other issue that wes included in the

5 should proceed into the future. 5 1986 Authoriostion Act that'a of import to us tonight, and

S And there were three recommendations that came out 6 that is that the Congress capped the deployment of the

7 of that crmiaesion that are of import to us tonight. The 7 Peacekeeper missiles at 50, and asked the president to go

9 first was to deploy 100 Peacekeeper missiles. This was to 8 back and develop a more survivable basing mode for the second

9 hold Soviet targets at risk and also to help propel the 9 Sf Peacekeeper missiles.

10 Soviets to the negotiating table. 10 Wow, to give you an idea of what we ate taitin

11 The second recommendetion wes to initiate research 11 about when we talk about the"e different missiles. on the

12 developaent on a mall missile to be deployed either in a 12 left here we have the Minuteman 3. which you are very

13 hard silo or in a mobile basing mode. 13 familiar with. It is about 76,000 pounds and carries three

14 And of course the third recommendation was to 14 warheads.

15 continue the aras negotiations talks. is The center missile is the Peacekeeper. It weighs

16 well, both the president and the Congress accepted 14 up to 195,000 pounds end is capable of carrying ten

17 the recommendations of this commission, and in fact in 1904 17 warheads.

1 the Authorisation Act the Congreas asked the president and is And on the left -- or your night -- we have the

19 the Air Force to pursue a 1992 initial operating capability 1 Small ICES. And that currently weighs 37,000 pounds and it

20 date for the mall ICBM. 20 carries but one warhead.

21 then in 19084 Authorization Act, the Congress 21 New, the Air Force considered two basing modes for

22 directed the Air Force first of all to Prepare a Legislative 22 the mall ICBM. The first one was the hard silo, very

23 EIS to help support or aid in the selection of a basing mode 23 similar to what you have throughout the oslsmtrom area right

24 and deployment area for the mall ICSOI end thereafter to 4 24 now, or throughout the Montana area right now.

25 prepare a -- an Administrative 915 to aid in site specific 25 And we have new developed technology so that we can
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1 build silos that can withstand over pressure more in excess 1 Now. with the aid of the Legislative LIS that we

2 of those now capable by the Minuteman silos. 2 submitted to the Cvmirormental Protection Agency in November

3 The second basing mode involved the use of a Hard 3 of last year, the president "mde his basing mode and

4 Mobile Launcher. where survivability viii be achieved by the 4 deployment area decisions.

5 ability to move from place to place and therby thwart an 5 This chart here is a summary of his decisions. Ne

6 aggressor first of all identifying where it is and therefore 6 elected to go with the Ninuteman basinq, and he identified

7 he could not attack it effectively oa efficiently. 7 Halmstrom Air Force Base as the deployment area for initial

7on,, for that second basing mode concept we had two 8 operating capability.

9 operational concepts. The first one involved the random 9 He further identified P.C. Warren and Ellsworth Air

10 movement of the Hard Mobile Launcher on large military 10 Force Base as other bases where we might r the future.

11 reservations in the soutweeatern United States. 11 He reserved the option to deploy , random

12 And the survivability was enhanced by the ability 12 movement basing mode and identified Texas, New BMeico. and

13 of these vehicles to dash off those reaervations if we got 13 Arizona complexes a& the potential deployment areas for that

14 notice of a Soviet attack. 14 node.

15 The second basing mode or operational concept that 15 The one thing that in very Important here to

16 we considered was placing these Hard Mobile Launchers on 16 understand is that the exact number *of miasiles to be

17 Minuteman launch facilities. Rare survivability was achieved 17 deployed is entirely dependent upon the threat and the

18 by the ability to dash these vehicles first of all off 1i continuing arm negotiations.

19 disperse site., and then access large quantities of land in a 19 Bow, when we are talking about the operational

20 very ahort time upon notification of a Soviet attack. 20 concepts of a small ICBM, the missiles in their Hard Mobile

21 Bow, with this second operational concept there 21 Launchers will be deployed at selected launch facilities.

22 were additional advantagea. That is, we could save 22 The security will be provided by defenaing, by

23 considerably on cost and manpower because we were using the 23 delay mechanisma built into the launcher itself, and by

24 existing intra-structure already available at the Minuteman c 24 security response forces.

25 bases. 25 One area of concern is how many time. are you goingq
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1 to see this vehicle on the road? After deployment, we are 1 Now, as far as specific action, that we will be

2 espatting only one trip per year per vehicle back to the main 2 taking, at each launch facility we will have to acquire some

3 operating base for major maintenance. 3 additional land in order to accomodate the structures that we

4 These vehicles w.11 not be exercised on the Montana 4 will be placing there.

5 roads to practice for alert, etcetera. Any practice will be 5 In the EIS that was made svailable to you we

6 conducted on a military reservation. 6 identified between 1.5 to 2.5 acres.

7 When these vehicle. are being moved back to the 7 HOwever, since the time that we published the fIS

8 main operating base, they will be configured such that the 8 we have finished other studies, and have now concluded that

9 axle loads meet State standards. 9 the amount of acreage required now varies between .1 to 1.6

10 One question that often comes up in these 10 acres.

11 conversations is the role of the drivers of these particular 11 Bow, in addition to acquiring land to accomodate

12 vehicles. These drivers are there for mobility only. They 12 the structures, it will also be necessary to expand the

13 have no control over the launch of the missile. That will be 13 safety zones around the launch facilities.

14 controlled by a remote control center, either ground or 14 Presently those safety nones are 1200 feet. For

15 airborne. 15 the Hard Mobile Launcher in an igloo, they will be expended

16 Now, the proposed action is to deploy 200 Hard 16 to 1250. And you will sea for other structures the numbers

17 Mobile Launchers at Malmstrow Air Force Base, to place these 17 will be slightly different.

18 on 100 launch facilities, and to put them into shelters which IA How, in the cose of a safety zone, what the Air

19 we call igloos. Basically these building are earth-covered 19 Force does, it buy& a restrictive easement. And this

20 structures. So a typical silo might look like this. 20 restrictive easement prohibits the construction of inhabited

21 In order to operate this system, we are envisionino 21 facilities. All othsr activities can continuer farming,

22 that by the time we hit stability in 1997 and beyond, about 22 ranching, other agricultural activities can continue, with

23 3100 military personnel will be required at Malmstrom Air 23 the exception of the construction of inhabited homes.

24 Force Base in addition to the 5,000 that are located there 2 e of the biggest concerns that was raised in

25 today. - 25 scoping &nd Ony"seversl letters written directly to me wes the
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1 1049 Of people being evicted from their home. itf . selected 1 hoc you can meet the saedo of the Air Forte while still

2 a lunch facility which had a home within that *upended 2 looking after the needs of the people of monts..

3 rastrictive maovemnt. 3 That cork should be accomplished in Eacembar, at

4 1 can amaure you noo that after we have dome Ogg 4 which ties the Ail Force wiii sit ducs lith eh. Federal

5 analyses. a. have been able to select launch facilities for S Highway Deportment, with the state Highway Department, to

6 thie, of the options that we are looking at which ovoids any a negotiate what actions We at. going to take. And design eo

7 conflict with Inhabited homes. And of course launch 7 the"e road* should start oat year.

I facilities that Be propose to Seleot for the variosa options a Mon. on the beef itself vu could be building up to

9 have been identified in that handout that was made Available 0 about 1700 military family units adjacent to the bess. weoli

10 to you as you cob" In tonight. 10 be building personnel aupport facilities in the omsto4mwet

11 Noe, another are. that to of vital interest to YOU 11 area, ae Wiii be buidling technicsi.support facilities on the

12 is ehat lS going to be OCCoMplieh on the road&. It aill be 12 *e&t side of the bee". and ae could be acquiring up to 60e

13 neceseary to upgrade the roods to allow our vehicles to get 13 acre. of land on the east side of the bee to provide tre

14 from the main operating hass to the launch facilities. 14 training erae for the Bard Mobil@ Laancher drivers.

Is night now me have pCepared ahabt a call a Defenee 15 ?he total Coat of this program, if Congress

16 ccesa Roeds Needs RVport. This report identifies the 10 continues to support it, aill came very close to 61 billion.

17 configuration of the vehicle, and identifias the road* which 17 This If the total cost for the coa•trectioa.

is we intend to uee or Would ile to use, and It identifies the is And you can see in 1993 would be the peak year,

19 type* of upgrade that we think might be required. 19 with $215 million being eapended.

20 This has been provided to the State Highway 20 Nom. what does this man personnel? In just direct

21 Department. The State mighway iepartment hes also been given 21 workers only ae are looking that up to 1100 Worters will be

22 about $200,000 to do an asmesment of roado. 22 required in any one year to meet the needs of this particular

23 Now, the State Nighcay Deportment is working with 23 program.

24 the Federal Highway Departaent and with the County 24 Hom. I mentioned We are going to 1ook at the C

25 Cimmissioners to develop -- to accomplish this asseseant on 25 Alternatives to the proposed action. I-m Just going to

•Va
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I highlight the differntces for those alternatives. I building might look like, this is a typical illuatration of

2 tn the first alternative, it envisioned using 2 what a typical ell. might lotk like.

3 pre-engineered buildings In lieu of the Igloos. Now. with 3 Nom, a. initiated work on the adminietrative BiC

4 the ume Of pra-enqInaered building., the Safety Zones are 4 early this year. Ce had scoping meetings at four locations

5 somewtmla larger. nam being 1795 feet. so the restrictive S chare a. invited the public to identify isoam that Should be

6 easoment that the Air Force would have to acquire ia auch 0 uddrassed in the fIS.

7 greater. it had a greater potential for Impacting inhabited ? me also acoped with the state and federal •genciese

I homes. But agan, We mere able to met our operational 8 ae cell as with the representatives of the local

9 requirements wtile pickting launch facilities which did rot 9 jurisdictions. both at the county and city level.

10 have home. which fit in this enpended eafety sone. 10 on. of the issues that cae up in a seoping meeting

11 Per alternative two, ce looked at deploying 210 11 is that we werent giving enough or the opportunity for aoe

12 Card Mobile Launchers on 12S aite&. This particular option 12 people to participate in the procoes. And for that reason.

11 had the highest number of operational personnel required. 13 We added additional locations for the public hearings, here

14 And slternatiVe naber threa, it eni-sioned placing 14 in Augusta and in Nerloeton.

15 200 Wurd Mobile Launchers on 200 aites. Mow, this had the i5 Me ossued the Draft reviroOAMental Impact Statement

1S highest requirement as far a constructtion certers yor. 16 on the 21rd of June, and people have until the 21st of August

17 concerned. and it had the -- a definite Impact on inhabited 1? to provide comments to us.

10 homes. is I should emphasize to you that the Written comments

19 On all these other actions, proposed action and 19 are given the smon consideration as any verbal ncommnt that

20 alternatlve one *nd tvo, weoar. able to select launch 20 we wiii receive tonight.

21 facillitles and avoid inhabited homes. 21 The reseon we have to cut oft the Inputs on the

22 In Alternative number three, we could not avoid 22 alst of Aug•st is to allom us sufficient time to analyse your

21 inhabited homes. and we actuall Impact Inhabited hoome. at 25 23 inputs, to waca adjustment& to the document Cs necessary. and

24 lotations, 25 launch facilities. 24 publish a document In time to Meet the Conqreeslonel

2S eec, to give you an Idea what a pre-enoineerei 25 Smilestones.

04 04
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M orn, as far as the makeup of the document, you may I deployment locations.

2 be aware that a recent decision by the Air Force -- or of a 2 Now, in preparing this FIn, we divided the analyses

3 recent decision by the Air Force to deploy an air refueling 3 into 12 basic categories that are shown here. Plus we also

4 wing at Rslestrom Air Force Base. This was Analyzed in an 4 analysed safety. We looked at the significance of each

5 environment assessment. The decision has been wade to 5 Iepact. Now, by significance -- and you are going to see

6 deploy, and so the consequences of that deployment are now 6 that term used tonight -- it is a tore that is used by the

7 included in the baseline conditions. 7 Council on Environmental Quality implementing regulations and

0 This tIS look- at the deployment and peacetime 8 is a term to denote importance or area of concern.

9 operation of the mall ICBM at Salmstrom Air Force Base. So 9 So in our analysis we identify semething of

10 that's superimposed upon the baseline Conditions. 10 significance then it means it is an area of concern not only

11 Now, in February the president replied to the 11 to the Air Porce, but also to the local population, to local

12 Congressional request to come back with a sote survivable 12 jurisdictions.

13 basing mode. 13 we also identify in the doecuent Wlether the impact

14 He identified -- this is a sore survivable basing 14 is going to be of long or short duration.

1S mode for Pescekeeper. 15 Now, in doing our analyses, the areas of greatest

16 And he identified the Peacekeeper to be based in a 16 concern that we uncovered were in socioeconomics and in

17 Bail Garrison basing mode and he identified Ralestrom Air 17 transportation. So you are going to see that in the rest of

18 Force Base as one of 11 candidate bases for that basing 18 this presentation leta really going to be focused on those

19 code. 19 two particular areas.

20 In this IS we considered the cumulative impacts of 20 Now, in socionconomics we looked at sis

21 superimposing the Peacekeeper on top of the mall ICBM on top 21 sub-elesents; the economic base, we looked at demographic

22 of the baseline conditions. 22 issues, we looked at housing, we looked at public services,

23 But it should be emphasized here, if Congress 23 we looked at public finance.

24 continues to support Pesckeeper, a separate £IS will be .. 24 Of those areas, of coarse the Major concerne were c

25 prepared nest year to aid in the final selection of the C 25 in housing and public finance.
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1 As far as the socioeconomic base in concerned we 1 Bow, in the short term as we noted, it should be

2 identify we are going to create 1100 jobs direct work. But 2 (inaudible) immigrations because most of the jobs can be

3 also in the construction phase and in the operational phase 3 satisfied from local resources.

4 there will be over 1200 jobs created indirect jobs. 4 However, in the long term, are going to see a large

5 What do I mean by indirect jobs? That would be the 5 lewigretion of military personnel. We noted there will about

6 additional teachers that would be required, the additional 6 3100 military personnel required.

7 police force that would be required, the additional 7 When you combine that with their dependents, we sa

S Maintenance personnel on the roads that will he required to 9 an influs of about 7600 people coming into the Great Falls

9 support the needs of the program. 9 area.

10 We also analyzed how many of these jobs will be 10 This would change the total military population in

11 filled locally and how many would come from out of state. 11 Great Fails from about 10,700 people to over 18,000 people.

12 Now, in order to do this, we had to look at what was 12 or they again constitute about 24 percent of the population

13 available locally and what types of jobs we were creating. 13 of Great Falls.

24 And we found by analyses determined that over 80 14 And because they hay, different demographics than

15 percent of these jobs identified here could be satisfied frow 15 the residential population, we found this could be

16 local resources. 16 slonificant. They have different characteristics, including

17 we also saw about S990 illibn worth of spending 17 soe, income, geographic background, etcetera.

IS between 19i0 and 2005. is Now, in housing we looked at the ability of the

19 And on a yearly basis, when you combine the 19 community to support the needs of the itsigrating

20 military spending or the spending of the military personnel 20 population. We looked at the available assets, we looked at

21 and the spending of the contraction office, we saw about an 21 the ability of the prirate sector to respond to the demand.

22 extra $63 million coming into the community. 22 It should be noted here that the Air Porre has a

21 In demographics, we looked up the makeup of the 21 policy that to rely on the civilian community first, and if

24 present community and considered its ability to assimilate c" 24 the civilian sector cannot respond, then the Air Forte will

25 the ismigrating population. 25 provide the housing either throuoh the eiltary faoily
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1 housing program or through other federal programs such as 1 assimilated.

2 Section 801-802. That would be lease purchase or guaranteed 2 In public services, we looked at both the ability

3 rental. 3 of the jurisdictions to provide the services *a far as

4 In our analyset we found out that in the short tert 4 personnel were concerned. we looked at their ability to

5 there was sufficient resources available to satisfy tha 5 accommodate services as far as facilities ware concerned.

6 needs. And In fact, there should be a beneficial effect on 6 In most parts we saw that there would be about 5 to

7 the local community with the hotels/aotels being utilized by 7 10 percent increase in a requirement for services, dae to the

8 the uorkers and alao many of the present vacancies in housing 8 immigration of personnel, particularly in the operational

9 throughout the area -- many vacant houses being occupied. 9 phase, which w111 cause the need to place additional police

10 sowever, in the long term we determined that the I0 force on, additional teachera on, etcetera.

11 private aector could not respond to the total requirement 11 As far as facilities cere concerned, we found that

12 imposed by the Air Forcer it could not provide houses at an 12 in "oat cases the facilities were built for a such larger

13 affordable price by many of the military personnel. 8O it 13 population than we are "een projecting, and therefore we saw

14 would be necessary for the Air Po,ce to provide the 14 no problec there, with the exception which you probably are

15 additional housing, either through military family housing 15 already familiar with, which Is the Cascade County Jail,

16 program or through other federal prograss. 16 which is already well -- being used well beyond capacity and

17 In education, the school enrollment in Great Palls 17 so has no ability to accomodete any additional population.

18 would Increase almost 1200 students. This would be about a 18 In public finance, we looked at the additional

19 9.1 percent increase over the projected population, baseline 19 ;averi-jes that would be created by this particular pograms.

20 popolation. 20 and then considered the additional expenditures required to

21 The consequences of this would be that without any 21 provide the services for this immigrating population.

22 mitigative actions the student/teacher ratio would exceed 22 In cost areas we found there to be minimal lmpact

23 state standards. It should be roted that in all the other 23 except with Cascade County, City of Great Palls, and the tco

24 school districts that we considered the increase In 24 Great Palls School Districts. For all three of to C D

2S population should not be sore than 50, and could be easily 25 jurisdictions, there will be continued financial shortfallsZ
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1 throughout the life of the program unless some mitigative 1 with the excaption of when they soved the Rard Mobile

2 action is taken. 2 Launcher.

3 Uinder utilities, ce looked at such things 4. waste 3 This is a very large vehicle. It's 115 feet long,

4 water, vater, energy supplies, electricity, gas. And in all 4 14 foot ide, and probably moving at a relatively I1ow

5 cases we found there was sufficient capacity either in being 5 speed.

6 or programead to accocodete this particular programs needs 6 And so therefore there's a likelihood that it could

7 and so therefore saw no impact. 7 cause some queuing problems and disruption of local traffic.

In transportation 5s looled at a variety of areas, 8 Soc again we would be working with the State Sighway

including the airport, public transportation, railroads, but 9 Depertsent to sea how we can mitigate that particular

10 our real emphasis was on the road system Itself. I0 problem.

11 And in this particular ares -e saw eajor problems I1 As far as land use is Concerned, we looked at both

12 in the short term, the congestion of the roads in Great Palls 12 urban and rural land use. As far as the urban land use was

13 due to workers going to the base itself, and considerable 13 concerned, we saw no problee in that sufficient develoament

14 disruption of roads work deployment area as roads ure 14 of the land in the basic -- in Greot Palle.

15 upgraded, as bridges are replaced, as center sections ure 15 In rural land use. with the taking out of services

16 widened to accomodate our needs. 16 betwen .1 to 1.6 acres par site and of course the 600 acres

17 In the long term we saw continued this congestion 17 of land Itmediately adjacent to the base, .e Saw this as a

is in Great Palls, particularly if housing is provided off base 18 very mall removal of agricultural land compared to that

ig through other federal programs. And we also saw continued 19 which was available as a -- not a significant Impact.

20 problems throughout the deployment area because of the 20 we were very ouch concerned about the possibility

21 additional load$ placed on the roads for the movement of the 21 of impacting inhabited facilities, and that could have been a

22 mllitary vehicles back and forth. 22 significant impact. But of course I have identified that ce

13 now. in most cases it was just -- there was a 73 have been able to avoid such impacts in our proposed set of

24 loatring of the level of service because of additional 24 luncth facilities.

25 vehicles on the road. But It was still an acceptable level, 7 5 in recreation ce looked at the increased recreation

>W
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1 use by the immigrating population. As far as regional I Paleontological resources. there -- this state of

2 recreation is concerned, this state has a great capacity to 2 Montana has two major areas very -- of import to the

3 absorb the immigration that we have coming in. 3 scientific cmmunity. So therefore there was a chance of

4 As far as local recreation primarily here we*re 4 destroying materials that would be value to the scientific

5 talking in Great Palls., we saw same problems in some 5 community as we worked on some launch facilities.

6 facilities, primarily softball fields and golf courses. 6 As far as the native indian or Native Americans

7 There were not sufficient numbers of those to accomodate the 7 were concerned we are not going to be directly impacting any

8 increased population. 8 known sacted sites. We could have Some visual/audible

9 The visual resources -- here we can see what the 9 impacts on some of these sites.

10 visual impact would be on the environment. We used a model 10 But in our communications with native indians or

11 that was de, eloped by the Bureau of Land Management to make 11 Native Americana that wasn't their major concern. Their

12 this determination. And because of the ability of the 12 major concern was what would happen Lf we came across a

11 earth-covered igloo to blend in with the environment, and 13 burial site? One of their concerns in the the pest is many

14 because many of the launch facilities are not maen from major 14 times these remains are handed over to anthropologists and

15 thoroughfares, this impact was determined to be not 15 then the body is put in a museum for display. And they

16 significant. 16 consider this to be disturbing the spirit of that person.

17 We looked at paleontological and cultural resources 17 And he can't rest until hems re-interred in the ground.

18 and in this particular case we found that there was & 16 It is the Air Force policy that if we do come

19 potential impacting in historic resources, particularly when 19 across Indian remains to call upon the traditional leaders of

20 we're working on bridges. That's the most likely place for 20 the appropriate Indian group and hand it Owet to that

21 those types of resources to be found. 21 traditional leader for ra-interrrment in accordance with

22 As far as historic resources were concerned, there 22 their religious beliefs.

23 was one bridge that was eligible for the National Register of 23 In biological resources we maw some impect in a

24 Historic Places and sin others that were potentially a 24 short term or some Snsitive areus. we saw am Impacts on C,

25 eligible. 25 sensitive wildlife habitats, particularly areas where there
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1 was wintering shelter. I there will be some additional sediment in the water when we

2 sowever, the impacts would be relatively mall when 2 have bridge construction but of course that will soon

3 compared to the available land. 3 dissipate as soon as the construction activities would be

4 And therefore, we concluded that a species effected 4 completed.

5 would soon returned to its original population size as soon 5 In geology and soils we saw a major demand for

6 as the work was completed, and no impact would occur. Or no 6 aggregate resources, however particularly in the

7 significant impact would occur. 7 Conrad/Shelby ares and in the Lewistown area where wo would

0 In looking at the additional hunting and fishing 8 probably exceed the production capabilities of those

9 that would come about from the increased population, we again 9 particular areas.

10 maw sufficient capacity within the state of Montana to 10 But in the long term, we saw that the comrasrcial

11 accomodete this increase and therefore no significant 11 suppliers of aggregate would be able to respond to sufficient

12 impact. 12 quantities available and therefore no insignificant impact in

13 The 1973 Endangered Species Act required the Air 13 the long term.

14 Force to consider whether we had any impact on threstening 14 As far as air quality and noise we saw very little

15 endangered species. 15 impact either in the short ters or the long term and neither

16 After our analyseu we concluded that we would have 16 one of those was determined to be a significant impact.

17 no impact and the U.S. Pish and Wildlife Service has agreed 17 Mow, in looking at the alternatives, the first

16 with that sea8 1 alternative, alternative one, this envisioned the use of the

19 . . I urces we saw very little impact across 19 pre-engineered buildings in lieu of the igloos. It had

20 the boar n ur ir iý',,in the municipal areas was only going 20 initially a higher potential for impacts on homes, sut

21 to be ab, . .- nt of what is currently used, and in the 21 again, we have been able to avoid those hames. So no the

22 r.-al areas we will use about 100 acre feet par year in the 22 impacts associated with this are of a similar nature to that

23 construction phase, and only about 30 acre feet per year in 23 in the proposed action.

24 the operational ph&$*. So we sa very little Impact. .0 74 For altenative two this was Of 250 Hard Mobile

25 AS far as impacts upon surface water was concerned, 25 Launchers. In this particular case we had an increase in
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1 operational personnel which increases socioeconomic impacts, 1 continued or increased financial shortfalls for the three

2 again primarily around the Great Falls area. However, there 2 jurisdictions we have talked about.

3 would be Increeaed traffic on the roads as we move sore and 3 aNw, on0 area of great concern is safety. And even

4 sore vehicles back and forth. 4 though we have had a history of 25 years of dealing with the

i And alternative number three, the socioeconomic S Minutem•n system without an accide reeulting in a fire or

A impacts would be similar to the proposed action. out in this 6 esplosion and even though this additional safety built into

7 particular case we cannot avoid inhabited human and we could 7 this particular system, the National Environmental Quality

8 be Impacting inhabited hmaes at 25 launch facilities. 8 Act still requires the Air Force to hypothesize a credible

C For the no action alternative, the current 9 accident and then to determine whet the environmental

: (linaudible) stay Haimetrom Air force the air refueling wing 10 consequencea of that accident might be.

11 and the Minuteman me expect the military population to remain 11 In this particular came. we hypothealsed a patrol

12 about 10,7001 about 15 percent of the Great Falls 12 tanker running in the Bard Mobil* launcher in transit.

13 population. we would expect in the long term the 13 If the fire associated with the accident was of

14 unemployment rate to gradually decrease, leveling off at 14 enough intensity and of enough duration and if the re-entry

15 about 6 percent. 15 vehicle containing the radioactive material had broken open,

16 For the cumulative impact if you superimpose 16 there is a possibility that same of the petrol would be

17 Peacekeeper on top of small ICBM, Peacekeeper has about $100 17 aeroeolised into the atmosphere.

16 million worth of construction effort. This would employ 18 In our modeling we determined that within a 2 mile

19 about 220 additional workers within the Great Fails area. 19 region dowunind of the mite anyone that mould be exposed

20 There would be about 317 people required to operate the 20 would be subject to Increased risk of death. and that risk

21 Peacekeeper system. When you Include their families, that 21 was determined to he about additional 14 deaths of each one

22 would bring about extra 700 people into the Great Falls 22 million personnel esposed.

23 area. 23 Now, this accident -- it was hypothetical. it is

24 So you have an increased amount of public services, 24 very improbeble that it Would ever happen. The probability C

25 the increased school enrollment, and unfortunately the 25 of an accident of that type ever happening when you take into
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1 account the sequence of events that must occur for 1 how it wishes to take on an impact the Air Force is comitted

2 aerosolization to occur wis determined by the Air Force to be 2 to work with that community or with that jurisdiction to help

3 about 200 billion to 1. 3 in the execution.

4 Now, the last issue I wish to talk about is 4 That concludes my prepared remarks.

5 mitigations. 5 Colonel?

I 1 have identified a lot of impacts this evening. 6 COL. BRISTOlU Thank you. we're going to take

7 And mitigations are developed to reduce those Impacts or 7 about a ten-minute recess. I don't know If anyone left their

I hopefully eliminate them. 8 car windows down. It's probably too late to be doing

9 sow there are some mitigationa that the Air Force 0 anything about it now. Looks like we're having a pretty

10 has already aigned up. Their construction practices, 10 pretty good rain outside.

11 etcetera. And they have already been included in the 11 We'll give you a little time, if you haven't boen

12 analyses. 12 able to do so already to fill out the coment ashet. For

13 There are other mitigations which are within the 13 those of you who came in after we started, the min things

14 capability of the Air Force to take. And one of thee would 14 are to check whether you can wish to ask a question or

15 be the selection of launch facilities that avoids inhabited 15 whether you wish to make a statement. And you can check both

16 homes. 16 blOcks if you like.

17 But there are other mitigative actions that are not 17 when we come back from the recess -- before we do

15 within the purview of the Air Force. It would he -- it would 18 that, if you would just bring down the comment hseeta to this

1$ not be right for the Air rotc. to rume into a community and it table here I'll sort them out and sepaate them into onm pile

20 tell you how to adjust your school system or how to adjust 20 for those that have a question. and in the other pile those

21 your finances or how to increase your taxation to meet our 21 that just wish to make comments. And following the recess

22 needs. 22 I'll call upon you first fnr the questions and then for the

23 They are the prerogative of the local 21 comments. I'm not going to try to do it in any special order

24 jurisdiction. 24 or according to the nubjert mattenr I' just going to take

25 But once the jurisdiction has made its decision on 2$ them in the order in which they appear end everyone will have
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1 a fair chance to have their questions answered. And that's 1 Thank you very much.

2 ty job, to see that you get your questions answered. We my 2

3 not be able to answer every question tonight. If the group 3 (Whereupon, the proceedings were held in recess and

4 cannot -- and there will be nore people then just Col. Walsh, 4 subsequently reconvened. and the following proceedings were

S he wos some other people with him -- if for one reason or 5 entered of record,)

6 another it's not a question that they feel that they can qive 6

7 an accurate answer to tonight that question will be answered 7 COL. I51STOLz During the second part of the

S for the record and it will be in the final Environmental 8 hearing -- these microphones aren't going to do such, but

9 Impact Statement. 9 they are going to amplify your voice end put you on the

IQ go if you check on the form that you want a CoPY of 10 record, Which is sort of a back up tape which will be in

11 that, that will be one sure way of making sure you got the 11 addition to the record that Becky is takinq on the atenoptype

12 answer. 12 machine.

13 Also there's a remote chance that perhaps a 13 So again, just come up Close to one of these mice,

14 question sight call for classified information. And that 14 whichever when I call upon you, whichever sea to be the

15 will be another one we won't be able to answet tonight. But 1s most convenient. Be Careful Coming out of the stairs. I had

16 we'll go back and figure out an unclassified way to give you 16 a bad accident in one of those o"e time long ago but I can

17 a comprehensive answer to that question. And again, that 17 still remember it.

18 will be in the final Environmental Impact Statement. 18 And state your name and spell your last name and

19 So thank you very much. Yt's just Coming up by my 19 then just prss8 right on with your question or cmment.

20 watch about 7t56. I don't know if that's right or not. At 20 we'1l do the questiono first. Those that have checked both

21 least I am not on Washington time, which I was before. 21 blocks, don't worry. I'm going to take your form out of the

22 But let's come back at about -- well, for those of 22 question stack and put it over here. It will be here again

23 you that want to take a cigarette break make it tan minutes 23 as we go through the cments.

24 after eight o'clock and that will give me a few extra minutes 4 24 But I want to keep a fine line between them. So

25 to sort the forms out. 25 just go right to the question, and if you have an associated

C4 C
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1 statement even on the same subject save that Zad there say be I LT. COL. WALSH: unless the State comes back

2 more things you want to say about it after you are heard saome 2 to us with a recommendation for a change there will not be a

3 of the other questions or the answers. 3 change.

4 Start out with John Cobb. That was an accident, 4 MR. COBs, Okay. When you move these vehicles

5 John. 5 around In case of an emergency are you gonna u"e those --

6 05. COHBB For the record I'm John Cobb. 6 just the same roads or are you gonna ume different roads,

7 And I have several questions here, mainly dealing 7 too?

S with the roads. And you had said that there was a -- 8 LT. COL. WALSH. If we have notification of a

W NDER Or THE AODIENCE, Can't hear you, g Soviet attack we'll be using all roads that are available to

10 John. 10 us.

11 MR. COBS, Okay. I'm sorry. I'll talk 11 -. COBB, Are you going to have to change

12 louder, then. 12 those roads, too?

13 You said that the State Highway Department had 13 LT. COL. WALSH, ISo.

14 already got a list of which roads wore gonna be possibly 14 5R. CoBol Are those vehicles copeble of going

1 changed. 15 across other roads that haven't been changed, than?

16 LT. COL. WALSHs The roads -- yes, Sir. The 16 LT. COL. WALS: They are capable under a

17 roads that we are looking at are the current transporter 17 wartime scenario of going on those roads.

18 erector routes. The current roads that are used by the Air ]A PP. COBS, Okay. On any roads that you do

19 Force to use the Minuteman missiles. we are not looking at 19 change these gravel roads are you going to be maintaining

20 any other roads. 20 those roads afterwards or the county or state going to be?

21 MR. CORO: They're just the sme roads that 21 LT. COL. VALMSl If gravel roads the Air Force

22 are being used now? 22 will have its share of the maintenance of theme roads. Yes,

23 LT. COL. WALSH. Yea, sir. The sa-e roads. 73 sir.

24 MR. C055 So there won't be any change in any 74 MR. (OB55 will that include noxious eeds or C)

25 other roads, then? 2 25 Control of the weeds, too?
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1LT. COL. WALSH, Hee going to he working identified the roads that we would like to or are considering

2 with the State. That i an Issue that has been repeatedly 2 using. And It- Identified the type of upgrade that we

3 brought up and we have got to work with the State Department 3 envision on each on* of thoa roada.

4 -- the State Highway Department who Is going to have primary 4 That was the basic contents of the Defense Access

5 responsibility for reconstruction Of the roads to make sure S Soads ed.d Report.

6 that that Issue is properly addressed and incorporated into 4 That went throogh the Department of Defense,

7 arny road uprade contracts. 7 through the Federal Highway Administration, to the State

5 6, COllI Okay. Thank you. I'm sorry I'm S sfighewy Depa rtment.

8 taking so long. Il hurry up. But I just have some 8 The State miglhesy Department sorking with the

Squesti 
Fednral ighay Department is now making its own asaesmnt

1 COL. 81187Cr., No take your time. 11 Of those roads. And it will also be working very closely

12 MR. casI is there going to be a procedure 12 h the County Cissionere tr all nine counties.

13 for complaints or a complaint bureau when these roads are 13 In fsct, about four weeks ago we had a "eting

14 being constructed or intarsectiona being changed and bridges 14 before the key players with the invited representation from

15 being changed where people or landowners or a community Can is all the nine County Commissions so that e could present to

14 come and say. ife think you are doing this wrong,* or 'There is than the overall plan of artion and so they could know where

17 is a problem here' or is it just going to be after the fact 17 they would get their inpult into the syetme so they could sake

18 that -- 'SHre's where the roads are going to be changed and
16 their desires known to the hit Force as well as to their own

1 you're going to be contacted when we decide to change thea'? 15 StatesHighway Department.

20 Is there someplace that we can go in the process 2 ml CDR 2 So if s a a concern they

21 and complain or ask sore questions at that time?

21 can contact their County Cmmisaioners, then?
33 iT?. COL. 5WN.55, Well, let me esplain the 22 LT. COL. WALSS, They can either go through

23 process, Sir. 23 their own County Commissionera or they can bring their

24 rho Air Force has Identified what -- as I indicated
24 concern up to mem through the US8 process. Since I ame

2S earlier, it's identified the vehicle configuration and it's 2e intietely involved in the Defense Accss loads seeds I will
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1 Sake sure that that concern was appropriately addressed.
I waill take that issue op with the Ststs Wighway

2 OR. COIbs The reason I asked the question is
2 Department.

3 that I think our Levis and Clark County Commissioners aren't 3 pm. O•mS, Okay. Thank you. And some

4 -- do not want to cooperate. And in case you decide to build
4 specific questions that -- right in Augusta here we have this

5 thes missiles here, the silos -- I mean, not the silos but
S intersection that leaves Augusta and goes to Selena -- you

6 the Igloos and build them, we need to have somewhere that -- 6 sight not be able to anseer this question now, but are they

7 we need to have somewhere to go contact the Air Force or
7 planning to use that turnoff here at the intersection to go

8 something about concerns they have and that's why I was
g from Augusta to Selena, that intersection right there, or

9 asking the question, 9 will they just keep on going through to Choteau, Montana?
10 LT. COL. WAL•8, I believe, sir, that I need

10 Would you know that?
11 to take this issue up at our next week neSting with the State

11 LI'. CDL. wALlS, I would be guessing if I pave
12 Highway Department -- 12 you an anseer right now. I just don't know.
13 M~t. COBB, Okay. 33 -S. COII: Okay.

14 LT, COL. WALI, -- and make a recommendation
14 LT. CDL. 661.56, 1 knOW In all probability,

15 to them that upon completion of the -- their assessment and
15 yes. Sot I don't knOW. nut I will get beck tO you with tha

16 upon completion of the negotiation process between the Air 14 answer to that.

17 Force, the Federal Highway Adminiatration and the State, that 17 66. (D•s, I'll lost put that in my commenta

18 we make presentations to the -- each one of the Commissions, 18 then, and get on with my questions, because -- Ism trying to
19 and also make the information on the roads available to the

18 ass a question and I also made a comment. I'm sntry hoout

30 local newspapers, etcetera so that local population Will be
20 that.

21 awaer of what decisions are being made and it then there are
21 CDL. 58lnTVOLi Go ahead.

22 difficulties with those decisions then provide a seans for 32 P6. CDI5, If the -- at the itntrseetiott there

23 those people that are affected or do not like the 23 it's kind of a small intetsection if yoo're trying to turni

24 recommendations to get back to the Air Force and offer 34 these big vehicles -- as you leave here you'll mee.

25 alternative actions. 2"ro i eil*- sYulaehr Youlle there

25 alte ____ .... ti .... 2_ 35 And also if you build those new bridges there
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1 outside of Augusta where the rivers cross, if you build the 1 Considered right now.

2 S•. COBBs If we wish to get a copy of those
2 wrong or -- that's why it's important to go back and talk to

3 roads that might be changed or -- should we just wait a isv

3 the communities again, because that river -- those bridges

4 can act like a dike when the river floods every few years, o 4 months till the State soghway Depattent gets done with that

S or can we get ahold of that now or --
5 we just back up more in Augusta. They can be built properly

6 LT. COL. eaLst: Sir. I can asks -- I believe
6 perhaps to lower the water faster so we don't flood so fast.

7 But it's just important that you come back to the 7 can mate a cfitment to get the Defense Access Mee -- a

S cope of the Defense Access Seeds Report to you.

8 community again. And I guess you will do that.

9 ~R. C•Er Ohay. Tahan you.
LT. COL. WALSHe Yes. If that's a road that

10 iT. C0OL. WALSH: Although the final decision

10 is presently used by the transporter erector then in all

11 probability that interchange will be widened -- 21 wilI -- of which of those roads to be upgraded mill be

12 MR. COBB: Okay. 12 dependent upon the outcome of our nbgotiations.

13 LT. COL. WALS -- and we will take the issue 13 So it will give you the overall scheme of every

14 road that was considered. But not every road that's14 up on the bridges.

15 IS. COBB' And one final question, then, is if 15 Considered will actually be upgraded.

16 you are going to put two missiles on every other site are the 16 IS. COBB' Okay. Thank you. I'll just put

17 existing misailes gonna be pulled up or dismantled, or do you 17 the rest of my locations in the cment pert, then.

18 know for sure? 18 COL. RITSTOLt Thank you very much. tick

19 LT. COL. WALSH, Sir, at this particular time 1t Ripley?

20 there is no proposed action with respect to the inuteman 2 20 M. Y Rich Ripley.

21 If I heard you correctly tonight, the Augusta

21 and Minuteman 3. So that's why it is not considered in this

22 School System and for all the matters of that the Augusta

23 community would have very little impact from this other than
23 50. COBB' Okay.I

24 LT. COL. WALSH: At soms later date because of Im 24 the transportation is that correct?

pg>p25 (inaudible) that Could be considered. But it' not being 25L.CL AS,-epiayipc oti
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1 port.
1 particular area, air, will be in the roads. The increase in

2 To give you an ides of flat ham been dons byth
2 school population will be primarily in Great Pails and to a

3 Air Force in the pest, in our analyses of the impacts of
3 lesser -- much lesser extent in Conrad and Lewistown. Sc we

4 Peacekeeper in Cheyenne we identified the need for an
4 mawv very little impart in the AUgusta urea.

5 additional school. And the Air Force program received money
5 Ks. BIPL!Y: If any, huh?

SLT. COL. WSALSH, If any. 6 from Congress tO the tune of $4.S million to build a noe

7 MR. Riney. Okay. 7 elementary school in Cheyenne for the impacts associated with

8 OUr prnogcas.
B CaL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir. Tom Larson?

9 Other federal progrems that already are in being9 SR. LARSOn: Tom Larson.

10 include Public Law 81874. This particular public law gives10 if it should happen that we should have a

11 significant increase In the school population, I would lihe 11 additional funds to a particular school district based upon

12 the somber of children that are attending/ that school
12 to know what kind of impact help is available from the Forest

13 district whose parents live on a military installation or who13 Service -- or from the Air Force.

14 work on a military installation. So those are programs14 And also, if this should happen and we need

15 already in being.

15 financial help, what is the time lapse between the time we

14 There sie other federal programs that we would have

16 have extra students in school and hire staff and when funds

17 would be forthcoming to help us mitigate that impact? 17 to pursue based upon the situation.

18 LT. COL. WALSO: Well sir, the reason we are it MR. LARSOS: Thank you.

19 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, sir. Lloyd Allen?
19 doing the 91 at the present time time frame is to allow us

20 SR. ALLEt: Lloyd Allen.
20 to have sufficient time to anticipate an impact and take the

21 Okay. My guestion is more on local impact sa far
21 appropirate mitigation So that that impact never occurs.

22 As I have previously stated, we do not envision any 22 as the Augusta community. And I was wondering lk the local

23 services, like when you are building the covered silos or
23 increase in the school population in Augusta. There are soe

24 whatever you build you are gonna have garbage and refuge24 federal prograss availahie. however, that we could aid In 2 sc

25 reducing the impacts both financially as well as the physical C (sic).
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1 Now, we've got a local district sanitary landfill 1 will of the construction, would those possibly come back to

2 district, and as far as I know it Seete all State regulations 2 the local facility here in Asgusta? FOr Ex1mple construction

3 and can just about take anything except the really real tough 3 down the road from August&.

4 stuff. 4 And is your answer yea, that it possibly --

5 1 was wondering if there has been anything in the s L'T. COL. WALSE: There i. . possibility that

6 planning as far as impact of those local kind of services. 6 some of those would be disposed of in accordeace with the

7 DR. MATUR, At the moment the plan is that the 7 local Oc State regulations. Yes, sir.

S water will be brought to the locations and based water and a MR. ALLZN, Well then, if that's the cae

1 r.soe will be taken fLo= 4he loc- ýons back t saelmsaLo Al, 9 LIen, would the -- would the Air Force or -- be ra J-4%lrnq

10 Force Base or designated locations which the State and the 10 with the local -- the local local Beard as far as fees,

12 communitles my identify or which the Air Force is already 11 assessments and anticipeting -- you know, beceuse the

12 using. including solid waste, yea. 12 government --

13 MR. ALLS93 Co everything would go back to 13 LT. COL. MALS11S What sill occur bore is the

14 Great Falls, no matter What It is. 14 Air Force will hire a contractor to build the fecility. And

15 DR. MATHUst no. Whather to Great Falls or 15 the contractor would have to work with the local authorities

16 the local dump, that is What the Air Force or the base will 16 for the proper disposal of any of these Wastes.

17 decide. It Will Usually go through the contractors. But the 17 So it would be the contractor soquiring the limense

18 base will not pick up -- perhaps go through the local 10 or paying the fees to diepose of his waste.

IC contractor to pick up -- to bring water and take waste water 19 MR. ALLEN: Decause like -- you know, pert of

20 and solid waste from the silos. 20 the concern is as far as facility being able to handle a

21 COL. B9IS0.: I think the gentleman's 21 large influx of -- you know, wood, concrete, whatever, I mean

22 question ses whether the materials from the construction -- 22 and not having time and preparation to resolve the problems

23 0. ALL-K, Yeah. 23 as -- you kbos, anageentvwise.

24 COL. BCIBTOLf If I understood his correctly D 24 LT. COL. WALSC, If your facility in this area c'

25 -- whether these materials were excess or by-products if you 25 could not accomodate that waste disposal, then we would have
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1 to haul that to another facility at additional cost to his, 1 So in the first two to three year., the bulk of the

2 which of course he would pass on to the Air Force. 2 work Is going to be at melmetrom and southeast of Malsetrom.

3 MR. ALLBS, I think my question is more 3 As We define or make our decisions first of all

4 timely, trying to got the Air Force to let the local 4 which Lfs we're going to go to and make decisions on the

5 communities know advance enough that there -- this will be 5 sequences of those LPs than that Information will be

6 Coming and that we will be able to handle it. 6 available to the local popoletion,

7 1 man, the local facility as far as I know unless 7 Whet you sill see happening is one year before the

8 this project turns Into more then what I think it is, would S work on the installation or on the site begins we will be

9 be able to handle it. But it's geared up for what is here 9 improving the roads to that site. And than the following

10 now, not es -- and I have no idea what to even anticipate, 10 year will be the construction of sheltere or igloos on the

11 exJpot. 11 site Itself. But that sill be announced well In advance asd

12 LT. COL. WALCSH Okay. I believe I understand 12 well In advance Of the -- probably even the initial

13 your question. 13 construction in 1990 we should know the entire schedule for

14 What's going to happen, we envision no construction 14 the entire deployment area.

15 on this program beginning before 1960. 15 But you wouldn't have to worry about construction

16 We envision at this time that in the first two to 16 in this particular area until probably about 1962, 1993.

17 three years the bulk of the construction will be either on 17 MR. ALLLN, And to carry it a little further.

I Nsalostrom Air Force Base or in that region inmediately 18 hos about the local -- like the local fire sod the local

19 adjacent to the base going -- movinq towards the southeast. 16 ambulance?

20 That would be the initial area of work. 20 You know, because if something should happen

21 One of the reasons why "e have to work in that 21 locally, you know. when you are doing this. just because they

22 direction is it sill take us several years to build or to 22 are closest they are going to be called upon to try to render

23 reinforce the bridge* across the Missouri River to accomodate 23 whatever help they ath.

25 those bridges have been Improved. 25 local facilities on that line are able to be upgraded, you

0030
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1 know, whether it -- you know, like -- Vt, just going to may 1 accidents that related to similar times of construction to

2 for example, let's say that it's determined that the local 2 generate a demand situation. And then we compared that

3 ambulance is just barely meeting code. 3 demand that we might be creating any one area with the

4 Would there be some help as far as getting a new 4 available services in that particular area, and at this

S ambulance that will meet code that will meet any accidents? 5 particular time we determined that the existing services were

S LT. COL. WALSH, If we are going to put a load 6 actually sufficient.

7 on the local emergency service that it could not meet then we 7 Raw, one of the advantages that we have with this

8 will have consider some type of augmentation. Yes, sir. 8 situation with respect to Augusta, with Augusta being several

9 A" _. particular time, we do not envision such a 9 years -- Or '.he zegiol arowd AuguaLa being several yea:s

10 burden being placed. 10 into the future as far as when we will be deploying here, it

11 We saw that the actual numbers of people out in the 11 would give us eame experience in the area immediately

12 field at any one time would be very mall, and the number of 12 adjacent to the base to adjust our analyses accordingly.

13 accidents, etcetera being proportionately small. 13 One of the things the Air Force intends to do is

14 MR. ALLSW: But as it in my understanding on 14 institute a monitoring program. The monitoring proqgam will

IS the ambulance -- which I am not a part of but do support -- 15 be looking at anything from additional police calls to

16 they are -- just on the recreational end of it called out on 16 additional new requirements for emergency services,

17 a continuous basis. 17 etcetera. And if We see a trend that is inconsistent with

I$ So if you bring extra people in, my question is how 18 what we projected in our EIS, then we mould have to make

19 would you not expect to have accidents related to workers, to 19 adjustments at that particular time.

20 transportation, to bridge work -- you know, whatever. I 20 we have instituted a similar program with the

21 sean, to me it looks like no matter how you look at it you 21 Peacekeeper Minuteman silos program at P.C. warren. so we

22 are going to see that Augusta is going to be impacted -- you 22 can likewise identify any abborations from the predictions in

23 know, and the local services are going to be $trained. 23 the CIS.

24 LT. COL. 503.05 what we did is we looked at a 24 So if we start seeing a trend that tails us that

25 similar type construction and we looked at the number of 25 may be our initial assumptions in ouc rIS won't be correct we

C4 C4
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1 will sake the adjustment accordingly at that time. 1 most of the workers would have to come in from outside the

2 MR. ALLENIs Just to make sure I understand it, 2 area. So we predicted a very large Imigration.

3 my understanding is that because of the distance Augusta is 3 Well, from the time that we filed that BIB to the

4 from Great Falls that there is enough time and there will be 4 time that work started, there was the big energy flop I gqome

5 enough experience ahead of us that if there is problems the 5 you might call it; the energy industry just collapsed.

6 Air Forc will be able to change and modify things. 6 As a consequence, there was a lot of people that

7 LT. COL. WALSH, That's the purpose of having 7 were unemployed in Wyoming. So when we came in with our work

8 a monitoring program. And it's proven to be extremely 8 requirements, instead of needing immigrants to come in to

9 beneficial in light of our activities at F.E. Warren. And we 9 satisfy the needs, the needs were seatisfied by the people of

10 would intend to institute a similar program here. i0 Wyoming.

11 MR. ALLSEN So that what's at the beginning ia 11 As a consequence, all the impacts that We have

12 not set in concrete, and at there is still movement. 12 predicted never came about.

13 LT. COL. WALSHs You have to understand in the 13 Now, of course things can go just reverse of that.

14 £IS -- and this applies not only to the issues that you are 14 So we have to be flexible in all these

1s talking about, but to the whole spectrum; education and the 15 predictions. we make our best guess at what we feel their

16 whole works -- we have made certain assumptions in the EIS 16 impacts might be, but we can't just say that's it and that's

17 that certain trends will continue. 17 what we're going to stay with. We have to have a monitoring

19 There is no way that we can control those trends. 18 program so that we can keep our fingers on what is actually

19 They may change. They may change for either the better or I happening and make adjustments as appropriate.

20 for the Worse, compared to what we predicted. 20 We did it in Cheyenne, we'll do it here.

21 So therefore it's necessary for us to have a 21 -N. ALLiS, Okay. Thank you.

22 monitoring program so we can make adjustments, 22 LY. COL. WALSH, Thank you.

23 Let me give you a for instance. When we did our 23 COL. BRISTOLt Thank you, sir. Charles

24 analysis for P.E. Warren, the energy business was blooming in 24 Klein.

25 that particular region. And so we made a determination that 25 MR. KLEINI Thank you. my question has
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1 already been answered. I COL. RSITOLS , I'm orry, Lisa. Did YoU have

2 COL. R8ISTOL. Thank you, sit. James -- looks 2 a question?

3 like Beadle. 3 "1. DAY, Yes, I do have a question, also.

4 9. ROA•O•, My question has bean awnsered. 4 CDL-. ?P'9TM The cMeot portion will be

L LT. COL. BRIsTOL, That's 9 0 A D L , sir? 5 later.

6 MR. BOADLt, Yes, it is. 6 16. SAYS Okay. My question is& it Sounded

7 CDL. BRIST(Lt Thank yoU. Lisa Bay? 7 like there were a ntuber of areas that vets being evalulted

W IS. SAYS My naeo is Lisa Say. S for possible lOtatiOn of those extra missiles. And I ae

* T here. rad portioal of the 31 1 the Socioeconomic 9 curious how we fit into the analysis process with the other

10 section in perticular. Is' an eneiromental consultant. 10 locations.

11 And a nusher of the cmments and the questions that 11 1 case In late, rou may have already addressed

12 have rome up tonight have been about the tangible, have been 12 that. But it sounded like there were 11 locations that are

13 about things hue can we solve problems, hue can wv mitigate 13 being considered?

14 things that -- impacts that sight occur as a consequence of 14 iT. COL. 55ALBt Touor- talking about

15 this project? 15 geographic regions?

16 But I guess my reel concern Is about the 16 N. DAY, Oh-huh.

17 intangibles. It's about hoe WO -- hue ue respond to the 17 LT. COL. WALBjt The .1 locations are being

18 emotional iapscts o0 having siesilos in our backyards. 18 considered for the Peacekeeper system.

19 When I drive by the existing mislles I don't feel 19 W. SAY: Uh-hub.

20 safe I feel terrified. I'd rather not hees them there. 20 LT. COL. WALSH8 sow. for the small ICB ue

21 And I don't "a portions of the 3IS addressing 21 considered three basing modes. And vs considered actuslli 24

22 those intangible responses that sany of us have to this 22 installations. For the candom sovement basing mode, we

23 proposed project. 23 considered Installations In Floride, Teso., Bec Saxlco,

24 1 guess my mitigation, my suggested mitigation is • 24 Atisona, Nevada, California, and Washington. CD

25 let's take them out 01 bore. And -- 25 Fer the Ninutemen boasing odes, wv considered all
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1 six Minuteman bases. I And he also identified that he could meercise the

2 And then for hard silo bosing sode we considered 2 option for the random movements bhsing mode and he identified

3 seaveral bses, mainly in the southwestern -- cell, six 3 Ysca, Sae MesicO, and Arizona as complemes where he night

4 places, but Mainly the southwestern United States, but 4 deploy that system.

5 including F.E. Warren, Gila BSnd, Yuma, Fort (inaudible) -- 5 IS. SAY, go tho decision has been sade that

6 V's running out of boses. Anyway, there were six boses. 6 this is the location, and all we'te trying to figure out is

7 MS. DAY, My question I don't think has been 7 hue to ameliorate ispacte free that.

a answered yet, though. 0 LT. COL. WALSH, The president has aNde a

9 Now, do we fit into the analysis of each of those p decision to deploy at Nsalstrom. in accordance again with

10 site*? 10 the 1986 Authoriestion Act we are preparing the second here

11 iT. COL. WALSH. Well -- 11 CIS, Administrative fig, to aid us in "aking site specific

12 MS. SAYS Are we last on the list, first on 12 decisions within a selected deployment ares.

13 the list, have you eliminated suwe sites already? 13 The Other isseu that you should be a"are 0 is of

14 LY. COL. MALJ9i Yes, ma'am. In accordance 14 course that while the president hns "ade a decision, each

11 with the instructions from the Congress in 1986 Authorization 13 year the Congress has an opportunity to reliew that decision

14 Bill, last year we prepared a Legistative til, which compared 14 and continue activities to either the Authorization or

17 the envirormental impacts betVween bosoS -- basing modes, and 17 Appropriations Act.

18 then botween deployment locations for each one of those 18 At this particular time the Congress has not

19 basing modes. 1 authorized or appropriated any funds for the deployment or

20 And it wan with the aid of that particular document 20 the production of the missiles. They have only authorised

21 that the president made his decision to deploy the small ICBM 22 fund and appropriated funds for the continued research and

22 at Holmstrco Air Forcs Base. 22 developsent in support of the mall ICBM and 01 course to

23 He also identified Ellsworth Air Forte base and 23 fund the activities that are underway tonight.

24 F.3. Warren as other locations where he might deploy the . 24 HS . SAY, Thank you. eq

25 msall ICS in this particular basing mode. 25 COL. %PISTOLS One of the things, Lisa, that I
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1 pointed out in the opening remarks was that even though we 1 SAC might Operate this particular system in the field.

2 use the term decision, presidential decision, that in context 2 To my imediate right i Major Van Mesa, and he is

3 of the executive/legialative relationships that it'• really a 3 an attorney with the Air Force and he is here to discuss

4 recommendation or a request and it's yet to be decided by the 4 legal issues, water issues, and Safety issues.

5 Congress whether and to what extent to do this at any 5 On mty immediate left I have Dr. Raj Methua, end he

6 location. So it's not a closed issue. 6 is responsible for the homan resources portion of the

7 MS. BAY. Thank you. 7 Environmental Impact Statement. Me works for Tetra-Tech

8 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you. David Knight. Or 8 Corporation.

9 Dave Knight. g And on my far left is Dr. Richard Kramer. And be

10 u !u.. Del- Nsl.t, K v V r " T. .Tt' i1 is responsible for the fiscal re-'r-jrs bioloqy, water,

11 not with just the N. 11 etcetera. And likewise. he works for the Tetra-Tech

12 Well, first of all we've got some dimtinguished 12 Corporation.

13 gentlemen and we don't really know who -- except for the 13 MR. KNIGHT. Oh-huh. Okay. One of my

14 names on frront -- who they are and what their expertise is as 14 questions -- I think port of it as far as the educational

15 far as why they are here. 15 impact because even though Great Falls is not directly

16 COL. BRISTOL: Why don't I have Col. Walsh 16 associated with us we are indirectly impact as far as the

17 introduce the members of his panel. 17 state budgeting. So I think you have answered that

18 LT. COL. WALSH: Okay. That is a very good 18 question.

19 idea. 19 My -.ztioc Is. Now will what's happening in

20 MAJO VAN NESSt I like it, too. 20 Geneva impact on what we are doing here, and hew can Congress

21 MR. KNIGST: It's hard to pick some brains 21 as far as the budgeting -- can this whole thing be put on the

22 when you don't know what brains you're trying to pick. 22 shelf?

23 LT. COL. WALSH: fO my far right is Lt. Col. 23 LT. COL. WALSH: It's very speculative on my

24 Ron Is-acoon. Be is from headquarters SAC and he is here to . 24 part to answer that particular question. c",

25 address issues with respect to the operational concept how 25 MR. KNIGHT, I realise that.
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1 ~LT. COL. WALOR O~ ut let me give you a
1 As far as the transportation on the highways are

2 hypothesis. 2 concerned, now if anybody ham been on Tenth Avenue South in
3 One of thin reasons that the -- both the Scoecroft

3 Great Falls at any time -- and that'$ probably the major

4 Commission recommended this particular system and Congress 4 highway to get o of these ard Mobil Lanchers from the

5 supported it was we need to show resolve to the Soviets and 5 west of Malmstrom into Malestrom Air Force Base.

6 to help persuade them to go to the bargaining table. 6 Is there sny proposals ss far as a guote unquote,

7 Now, to give you an example, several years ago 7 bypss" to go r the congestion?

8 there was a considerable concern about intermediate range 8 Li'. CCL. WALOS, There are -- again we have

9 missiles and cruise missiles in the European theatre. And of
9 identified our requirements --

10 course a lot of people were against deployment. We have 10 5I5. KI•HGHT, Uh-huh.

11 since started deployment. And since we demonstrated that 11 Li'. COL. SALON, And the state and the city,

12 resolve, the Soviets have now decided to come to the
12 etcetera are working with us on how to satisfy our

13 bargaining table and now are willing to offer the elimination 13 requirements an well as Meet the mods of the people of

14 of intermediate weapons. 14 Montana.

15 It would be hoped in the long run that a similar 15 In some of my preliminary discussions with the

16 type of situation would Occur to long-range missiles. Of 16 fores city manager of Groat Falls -- and I'm Sure It's

17 course that cannot be guaranteed. 17 already been brought up to the State -- the issue did come up
18 55. kNIGHT, Uk-huh.

1T of building a bypass to the south.

19 LT'. COL. WALSH. So there is a possibility 9 And again, we would have to look carefully at that

20 that this system could be impacted by the events at Geneva. 20 particular issue with the S•tate to see it's viability

21 And it is possible that the program at that time could be 21 cOstwise as well as meeting our needs.

22 cancelled or curtailed. 22 MB. KNIGKi', Oh-hut.

23 But it should be pointed out that in pure 23 Li. COL. WALOH: mat yes, that issue is on the

24 speculat ion. I t,
24 table. .

25 MR. KNIGHTt Oh definitely. 2p. csWcn'r, Now such is the goernowt
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1 willing to Pick Up the Costs? Now I know the federal 1 sidewalk, end that-* it.

2 government is about the uSam position as what the stake 2 LT'. COL. WALSNI So you eay have to go &Afother

3 govrnmlent here -- as far financing any road isprovemente haL 3 route..

4 wabt -- you know, parcentage are you looking at? 4 M. ?NRS . Okay. Thafik you,

LT. COL. MWRSH I don't think you cain eay S COL- saI"TMi Thent You. Obey. Wow. beforv

4 that* Is a percentage that we are willing and reedy to pay 6 1 go Into the public cemnt& and raceipt of statemets. did

7 for the M~are of the road upgrade that we ar. responsible 7 any of you that did wot fill out one ad these for"s perhaps

S for. 8 have a quesation that came to your miud juat as a conasquence

9 M. 114IG5T, Okay. Thank you, Colonel. 9 of listening to the other questions end listening to the

10 COL. 9SIVFGL, Thank you, Sir. Rike Say? 10I anshers?

11 eW. SAys I em going to sake a consent. 11 Are there any other clarifying questions that any

12 COL. SElSTOL, All right. Renita Thomas? 12 of you would like to ask before we go into the comnts

13 WU. THOMAS, Remita Thomee. 13 themselves?

14 Most of sy questions have been answered. The only 14 Yes, saeas. If you would like to come don to the

is other thing just "no up. 1S microphone -- you don't have cut to the sicrophone.

is if ?enth Avenue South isn't big enough, Is our Hailn1 16 W. shWX-COSA. That would be greet. My note

17 Street big enough? Will our Hain Street have to be widened, 17 is Sareh Sawk-Cobb.

1S or will It be bypassed? 1s I know you samid it would be about a billion dollars

1t LI. COL. WALSH, First of all, is it a 19 into the economy. In that Into the economy for the

20 traneporter erector roots? 20 construction?

21 M. ?NORM, I believe It 12. 21 CCL. BRISTOL., Are you askimg in it for the

22 LI. COL. WALSS,- And If It is than "n will 22 construction as oppoeed to the operation end construction?

23 have to consider widening it Or going with ar alternate route 23 MI. RAWK-CCSS, Sight. I was juat wondering

24 if widening it is not possible. eq 24 how euci the Missiles to build coat.

25 -. THOMAS, Oh, Okay. Becausa there's like a 2S COL. salsyw., All right. Col. ealsh?
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1LT. COL. WALSHI The entire program costs -- 1 it doesn't sate son"a to Me that the peVopl chom it will

2 when you consider the production of the msisiles. The 2 impart the awet should not be Made mre aware of what is

3 research and development. a. Well as the military 3 happening.

4 construction program, and when you consider for 500 msisiles 4 COL. BRISTOLI I'll let Col. Waleh addreas

5 there will be about $32 to 34 billion in 'e4 fiscel Year 5 thast question.

4 dollars. 6 LT. COL. MALMU First of all. in the Initial

7 MU. RAaf-0799. Okay. My other question Is, 7 acoping Meeting$ we bed four locationa. That was not a

S Sinra it's going to be that expensive, I an wondering why the 8 decision that wes sade in the dark. We -- In my meting with

4 people that are Impacted the weat -- you talked about Great 9 the Governor, I presented to his what the program wee end how

10 Polls a lot -- they don't hevf the Missiles on their blocks. 10 we were going to conduct the SIS and asked that his inpot end

11 They -- you know, they will he hav Ing economic Impact costly 11 at least concurrence with our proposal to go Lewistown.

12 there. 12 Conrad, Great Fells, and Relene.

11 but we will be living with the missiles out hare. 13 And at -- particularly at the Conrad heering your

14 1 em Wondering why a lot of the othe little towns 14 Issue was raised, that we, perhaps were rausing people to

15 were not -- have a Meeting like this to inform that becauee 13 travel undue distance and ahould add additional lorations to

16 of potentially they were going to hove their roeds Imported, 18 our public hearings In the future. And for that reasOnw

17 it was going to be places that they like go fishing, hunting 17 did. We added Renlocton and we added August&. So we

1S things like that. And also potentially for on. of your plane In actuelly are scoping In alx locations -- or five throughout

19 some of their houses would be moved. And I'm talking about 19 the deployment ares and of course@ Selene, the state capital.

20 town like Chester, Cut Rank. Shelby. You know, other little 20 MS. PAWN-07118s One soreo question.

21 towns -- Choteau -- I'm just cartons -- 21 COL. BRISTOL. yes.

22 COL. DRISYOL. Why didn't we have more public 22 45. RW1I-CON5, That green book there, your

21 hearings? 23 stateeent on -- impact stutesart there, would it be possible
24 CD2 tomkitaalbeteahoths olcomnteva

24 PU~~M. PAWN-Cr)RP. eight. Circe we're already o2 tosk itvilheoeahfteamll omnii iag

25 spending so mcc -- we are talking about If to 33 billion -- -25 their libarertes

hIR
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COL. BRISTOL: I think that's already been how such they are gonna pay, what they are gonna pay -- you

2 know, the -- I man the --2 done.

3 LT. COL. WALSH: Yes. COL. BRISTOL. All right.

4 COL. SNISyOL: Our let's let Col. Wlalb 4 IS. ALLEN Becausm -- you know, what are we

5 gonna have to pick up because they feel it-s our share?
S address that.

£ LT. CCL. WALSH: Okay. Let me give you a
A iT. COL. WALSH: Yes. It has already been

7 done, plus if each one of you would like to have a copy of it 7 synopsis of this.

8 and request such we will make sure that you cecieve a copy. Basically In doing our analyses we had to eke a

9 just -- determine what would be the additional income coming9 M~S. 5/MW-COBBn: Okay.

10 LT'. COL. 5)1.' It is a public document sod 10 into the area, coming into the various jurisdictions.

11 it will be made available to you If you ask for it. We did 11 This was "do on the basis of the income tao that

12 send to everyone that asked -- or attended a coping meting. 12 will ha generated on the additional Jobs that are created,

13 we did make It available to the public libraries, and also to 13 the property tax that will be collected on the additional

14 the local jurisdictions and of course the State agencies. 14 homes that Will be built.

15 Again, all projections we -- for the property tax
15 55. NAWN-COSO: Okay. Thank you.

16 we assemed that the current mill rate would continue and
10 CCL. HOISTOL' Any other questions before we

17 would not be raised.
17 go into the public comments?

is MR. ALLEN Could I eel one sore? 1s And then when we looked at the expenditures, again

19 COL. BRISTOL, Yea, sir. Your name again was? 19 we projected based upon the current expenditures. If it was

20 MR. ALLEN: Lloyd Allen. 20 for school children, the cost of their high school students

21 COL. BRISTOL: Lloyd Allen. Okay. Go ahead. 21 in Great Falls a year's education is about $2100. Now, in

22 MN. ALLEN my guestlo. is more on the 22 elementary schools, about $1600.

23 finances. You know, we're talking about the local inputs and 23 We projected the ate -- the numbers of police in

24 then the Air Force. I was wondering if we could get a real C 24 the police force to be proportional to the immigrating

25 -- a Reader's Digest version of how the Air Force determines : 23 population and consistent with the current proporties to the
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I existing population. I NOW, there is a down aide to that.

2 And we took the cost of those additional policemen R ight -- if you build your military family housing,

3 as additional cost to the police department. 3 the school district gets about $837 for every Student whom

4 That's basically how we did our analysis so we 4 parents are living on base.

5 could find out whether we would be running a deficit or Wen that personnel is mowed to off base, the

6 surplus. And as I indicatec in the case of Great Falls, City 6 private sector -- and the father just works on the be, then

7 of Great Falls. Cascade County, and the school system, us
7 the amount of money that the federal government gives to the

8 identified that we were going to be a deficit -- continued O school 'Istrict for that student drops to 030.

O deficit. O eict So when you sake that sowe, yOU also create c

10 sow, there art several actions that the Air Force 10 Surplus fSorthecitY maforthe couny aut sudden
1 supufor the ity and for bh county. But suddelnly you

11 crn take to mitigate that. That deficit was based upon us 11 create a worse deficit for the school district.

12 building or satisfying the housing needs by building military 12 So there we've got to start working with the

13 family noosing units on base. Those military family housing 13 Departmnt of Education and to execute certain provisions of

14 units are not taxed. So they do not add to your tax base. 14 Public Law e1-874 and with respect to funding the full cot

Is An alternative route, and one which Congress in IS of educating those students that we are bringing Into the

16 recent years has been favoring over the construction of 16 school district.

17 military housing units is to use what we call -- it's Public 17 The problem right now is to -- wsll. the iss

18 Law 98-115, Section 801-802. And basically what that does IS before Un right now is to identify where the problems exist.

19 for you, allows the Air Force to contract with the local 19 And then, having identified those problems, to eake some

20 entrepreneur to build houses to satisfy needs and lease them 2i sound decision. of how to minimise those. And If w can't

21 back to the goverment. 21 minimize them by making decisions, then to seek additional

22 Mow, when do you that, those particular houses add 22 federal help through various federal programs that are ntw

23 to the tax base. And if that's done, the deficit that we are 23 available.

24 predicting goes away. So for the City of Great Fslls and for 0 . .4 beas that sner your question? .

25 Cascade County it becomes a surplus. 25 MN. ALLEM: Basically what you are saying is
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1 that first you try to increase taxes, you know, by I Whether it's intangible -- for which you may never

2 stimulating the local economy. Then if that doesn't create 2 be able to deal with feas of if missiles, which I don't think

3 enough to satisfy the cost that the Air Force Is requiring 3 ws should be able to (inaudible) missiles. but have a chance

4 then the Air Force cases in with other programs. 4 to continue this inpot or this process of giving our input

5 LY. COL. WALSH, Ye1, I guess so. we don't 5 and out opinions as the process goes on. Otherwise this is

6 increase the tones. We're just Increasing the tax base. 6 it, we are going to got sore of an occupied soas Mentality

7 It's a big difference. 7 that It's all going to happen to us, we have no say-so in how

a COL. BRISTOL. Now in the public comment 6 we do these things, where foads will he built. It's

period I Se going back a number of these have both the 9 important that we heve a say-so as this process continues.

10 comsment and questions checked. I'm going to start out with 10 And I'm glad it's starting at Holmstrom first so we can work

11 John Cobb. 11 out the budget before it gets to thfs area if it does got to

13 M. COeB, Can Z just speak from here? 12 this &teo.

13 COL. BRISTOL, Yes. There's no problem with 13 And it's Important again to allow the individuals,

14 that, as long as you speak to the point where everyone can 14 not just your County Commissioners or your politicians, but

15 hear. 15 indIviduals on an individual basis to have an input that

16 -. COB55 Okay. I'll sake written comments 16 gives then a chance to feel like they're contributing and

17 if I can send those in. But I'll sak. a general comment 17 having a say-so in their life.

18 now. 18 As you know, this just gets bigger and bigger. If

19 I don't know if the missiles are going to come in 19 we have a little say-so it gives us a chence to have a say-so

20 this area or not. But if they do I think it's important, and 20 and also bring ideas you say not havt thought of.

21 I an glad you did come to this area tonight because it gives 21 1 thank you for coming tonight. I hope you will

22 us a chance to give our input. sut continue this process 22 encourage this process to continue.

23 whera -- with the the State highway allowing on to know where 23 Thank you.

24 the roada are being built sewe we have sosm input and also a 24 COL. BRIS'O.t Thank you, sir. Rick Rlpley? A

25 chance to make loe decisiormaking. 25 MR. RIPLE•Y 1 also will submit a written
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1 comment. And I would Ilke to echo the soes thing that John 1 remasber that we are a local community end that if -- to let

2 just said. I think it's very important that you have local 2 us get -- let us have advanced notice coemunications anl

3 input. And thank you for coming out to Augusta tonight. 3 let's hope we never have to have these things.

4 COL. BRZSTOL, Thank you, Rick. Thank you for 4 Thank you.

5 the use of this really nice school building as well. S COL. BRISTOL, Thank you. Lisa say?

6 MR. RIPLEY: Thank the community. 6 go. SAY, I'd lihe to stay here, too. Just a

7 COL. BRISTOL% I understand all of you had a 7 comment about the hearing, I think the hearing Improved

8 part in the floor. (inaudible) hope we aren't messing it up B dramatically when you allowed us to just sit here. It's a

P tonight. 9 lot less Intisidating. You guys don't look guite as much

10 MR. ALLEN, You will get a bill. 10 like a court-smartial.

11 COL. BRISTOLi Lloyd Allen? 11 COL. BhSIYOL% Even with the judge sitting

12 iS. ALLtN, Lloyd Allen. I really would just 12 here?

13 lie to say that mly OWn personal feelings are that I really 13 ME. BAY, Yeah. Just one other cmment and

14 as not agalnat tnt missiles and partly because like what John 14 this is -- it*s from a gentleman --

15 said, we l.vpd around them and I'm one of those guys well, if 15 COL. BRISTOLi Spesk up, please.

16 ve get hit we're all going to be gone anyway. So what's a 16 MS. BAY, General Eisenhower was intisately

17 few sore? 17 familiar with defense and also the American people, as our

is Ny main concern is that the local qovernments -- I1 former president. ne once said something to the affect that

19 and by local I "ean Augusta, because Augusta and Helena art 19 the people want peace and ultieately we're going to have to

20 like two -- like the U.0. and Russia. We don't -- there is 20 give it to them.

21 not a lot of cosmunications back and forth. It's better now 21 And I'd just lihe to leave you with that thought.

22 than it has been, but they are definitely against us up there 22 Thank you.

23 and we are fighting very hard to keep what we got. 23 COL. P•01SMT, Thenk you. Doan Knight?

24 So I just want to make sure that it's aware and D 24 PA. RNIGHY, Noere.

25 thin concern in espressed that the Air Force trier to 25 COL. PPISTOL, I's sorry, Doae.
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1 MR. KNIGHT, Here., -i. I But thank you.

2 COL. BRISTOLt You didn't check that you 2 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you.

3 wanted to Make a comment, and I did not take tho form out. 3 NP. KNIGHT: And play for peace.

4 MR. MIO5HTs That's Okay. That'. fine. 1 4 CoL. BRISTOL: Nits say.

5 appreciate this. I really do, you gentlemen taking iae out S PE. SAY. I better came don hare. I probably

6 -- I Mean, you could be home with your families tonight. And 6 don't talk loud enough.

7 we really appreciate you coming out Way out here to Augusta. 7 My name is Mike Say.

8 MS. BAYi They are being paid, you know. 0 Rick Ripley asked you if there would be any SOrt of

MR. KNIGHT: may, whether they work eight 9 an impact on the students in the school. And hav Ing grown up

10 hours a day of 24 hours a day it doesn't make any 14 rtigt near 4 missile I.launch site, I feel there is an impact.

11 difference. 11 When I was a young mean at about -- oh. seven years

12 12 old -- our teacher took us down to Great Falls end we did a

13 (Discussion held off the record.) 13 tour Of Nalmetrom Air Force Base.

14 14 And while we vere there atme Lieutenant who Was --

15 WR. KNIGHTt But I think -- I want -- you 15 obeio.sly got ame. chuckles out of It explained what Would

16 know, I want a front row seat to World War Ill myself. I d&. 16 happen in case of a nuclear holocaust. And he Said there

17 drive by these missile sites. I call thee mushroom plants 17 would probably be a first wave and we Would try and match

10 because you know theytra nice and dark and you can grow 18 that with the weapons that we had around this country.

19 mushrooms it they decide to dimantle thee. 19 And immediately after that he said we would

20 But I think our prayer o. to be for those 20 probably push this button and hloe up all of Great Falls and

21 gentlemen over in Geneva and for the leaders Of both the 21 everything Within SO miles of us.

22 Soviet Onion and this nation. And it's important for 05 to 22 Well, that had a significant ilpect on me. An, !

23 pray for our leadera, and also prey . none of these 21 really don't want another ring around the targest that is our

24 off-the-vaIl terrorist groups ever get &hold of that Weapon 1 24 community.

25 we all pray. 25 1 think that -- or I hope that we never heve to use
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1 nuclear weapon.. nut if we should, piling more generations I COL. aSISTOLi Col. Walsh?

2 of missiles into one area doesn't see to be a very good 2 LT. COL. NALSHi About 25 minutes. Tat could

3 deterrent. 3 be the time in which they would be -- have to move before we

4 COL. BRISTOL: Thank you, air. Noe I em 4 would have any Asepct.

S through with the written comment sheet. and I'll open up the S HOe, that doesn't sean to say each vehicle will be

6 floor if there is anyone that did not -- for whatawer reason 6 movino foa that entire 25-minute period. Sam. may be moving

7 -- fill out one and vould like to make a comment at this 7 only a few minutes to get outside the immediste area around

8 point In ties I Will be happy to receive them and chey Will 8 the Rinutemadn silo.

9 be a part of the record. 9 Duting that particular time, the -- we can access

10 And I'll remind you again that the option is open 10 about 8.000 square miles. So theme Missiles. these Hard

11 until the 21st of next month if you post setk it before that 11 Mobile Launchers could be anywhere within an 8,000 aquare

12 dat* for your comments to be included and to be a part of 12 miles region of northcentral Montana.

13 this record just the "swe as If they were either spoken 13 By that mobility, we are insuring ot pr•oIng to the

14 tonight in front of all of us or if they were given tonight 14 Soviets that they could never be successful in an attackh

15 by the filling out of one of these sheets. 15 that we Would survive. And having survived, we vould have

16 Anyone else have any comment that they would like 14 enough resources to inflict unacceptable damage on the Soiet

17 to sake? 17 Union. With them knoWinq that, they would never attack in

18 MR. LARSION; (Indicating). 14 the first place.

19 COL. BRISTOL, Yes, P'. Larson. 19 COL. PePITOL. Any other questions or

20 MRl. LARSON: This is Just a curicus kind of 20 comments?

21 question. 21 Again, nskinq you to repeat your name.

22 If these missiles aere deployed and if Incoming 22 MS. HAWJ-N CInI, 1'. Sarah Mark-Cobb.

23 missiles say from Russia were detected, hoe muc, tine would 23 r have one question. I know you're awrt because I

24 they have to move to a safe place from uhich -- where they Q 24 have read same of the scopinq testimonies from other tomns

25 could respond? 25 about the Initial ove 91 that was passed in Nontana in 1982.

DO-4
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1 And chat It is is that 57 percent of the people I rst of all, at each ltie where they wiii have a

2 declared -- the people in Montana -- oppose any further 2 Bard Mobile Launcher there will be the crew that wiii provide

3 tasting, development, or deployment of nuclear weapons in 3 a presence. Each site of course will be surrounded by the

4 this nation. 4 security fencing, each vehicle could have a delay denial

5 My question Is. Why cannot the People Of Montana S mechanism built into it so that it could take saem time for

6 vote on uhether or not this system comes to Montana? 6 any terrorist or attacker to gain access to the missile or to

7 LT. COL. WALSH. National defense I. a 7 the Warhead.

8 national issue. And the decialon wae cede In Congress as to 8 And then there would be response teams located

A the need for the small ICON. 9 throughout the region, so that if ce got cord or a signal of

10 And than. based upon out analyses, it ase 10 any unauthorised access that they could respond in tise to

11 determined that Montana offered the heat operational II protect the missile.

12 effectiveness as well as the minimal environmental 12 MR. RsNGNTs Because you know I have read in

13 consequences for the deployment of that system. 13 like Header's Digest the Soviet Union hae a well trained

14 And so it was at a national level that the decision 14 attack group.

IS ces "ade. 15 Soc, you know, I cau just wondering, you know, boe

16 Thank you. 16 secure Is that Mobile Hard Launcher and hoe much battering

17 MS. HAWN-CORBr Thank you. 17 could it take from -- that cuOld he attacked by one of these

1i COL. BRISTOL. Yes? 18 mall squads?

19 MR. KNIGRTt Dave Knight. I was wondering, 19 LT. CC'. MALSH. Bell, I -- without going into

20 security for the sites. ow, you can drive by here and -- 20 classified areas I can ausure you that there could be trained

21 you know, nothing. cut chat type of security in rcse of an 21 response teame to respond to any attack that Say be

22 attack would be able -- would the Ralmstron bh able to 22 perpetrated.

23 provide on short notice? 23 MR. KNIGHT. Thank you.

24 LT. COL. WALSR, There are several issues 24 COL. URISOOL, I cnt to thank all of you for D

25 here. 7 25 Coming out tonight. for taking the tim. And I know a number
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I of you have work to be done out in the fields and other 1 C I 5 I P 1 C A T !

2 places. I want to realty thank you for taking the time to 2

3 Come out and help sake this hearing successful, to make sure 3

4 that it does accomplish its purpose. 4 STATE Of MONTAiNA I
) as.

S And again, invite you to take the opportunity If 5 County of Cascade I

6 you should have any subiequent thoughts, ideas, acoething 6

7 that casn't mentioned tonight, sothing you think might be 7

I an impact that the Air Force ought to seriously consider, B I, Rebecca S. Doby, Freelance Court Reporter and

9 please alerclse the opportunity to send that in by the 21st 0 Notary Public for the state of Montana, residing in Greet

10 of August so that ce can have as complete a record as 10 Falle, Montana, do hereby certify.

11 possible. 11 T"'t I cus duly authoriced to and did report the

12 And again, I thank you. It's been our pleasure to 12 proceedings In . rigov-entitled cause,

13 be here, and we are going to be In Helena tomorrow corningj 13 That the foregoing pages of this transcript

14 one final stop along the way before we got on separate 14 constitute a true And accurate transcription of ny stenotype

15 a4rplines and go in eaperute directions. And any of you that IS notes of the proceedinga.

16 have an interest that would like to come down and see us 16

17 again -- you probably have better things to do, but you are 17 IN WITNERS WHEREOF, I have nerento set my hand and

IS more than we.lome. And thanks again. it sea on this the . dev of (Z'.A- l

it 19

20 (Boaring proceedings concluded at 9115 p.c.) 20

21 
2:,rc~- '.

22 22 Rebecca S. Doby
Freelance Court Reporter

23 23 Notary Public
Residing in Great Falls, Montana.

2S 2uIu
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I ND E 1 SATURDAY, JULY 25, 1987

2 2
SINTRODUCTION

3 INTRODUCTION........................ 64 3
BY COLONEL BRISTOL,

4 ByColoel ristl 4Good Morning. Ladies and Gentlemen. My Mame Is
5 5

Matt Bristol. Ism an Air Force military judge based in
6 PRESENTATIO .....0................... 1 6

Washington D.C. Normally, I spend sy weeh's activities
7 ByLt. olonl Wash 7 trying criminal trials. Nut this week, starting last Monday

PUBLC QESTON ERIO .................... 6 9 morning, the Judge Advocate General asked me to come Out end

serve as the hearing officer for a meries of sin peblic
10 10

hearings under the environmental protection laws pertaining
11 PUBLIC COMMSENT PERIOD ................. 651 11

to the details of an Air Force proposal to deploy and operate
12 12

in peace time the Midgetman Small ICBM, or Intercontinental
13 13

Ballistic Missile system, at existing Binut eman launch
14 14

facilities within northcentral-Montona.

15~1 15I' nt an expert on this proposal. I've heard the
16 1f

17 17 brief ing, n000, fiveitimem.ti Isuppose that gives "e A
moderate anoant of information shout it; bat I's not an

is ..Pert. I've not had any part In itm preparati on or the

19 19 development, nor am I the legal roilnrel to those who are
20 20 presenting the propocsal. I'm just the man in the middle.

21 21

22 22It's my job. and one that I take very seriously. to

make sore yoo, as aembers of the public with an Interest in
223 this Proponl ubroe. ge the facts through a briefing

24 24"1 b " UUi frtpr fhsthat will be presente to ygoudarn the is ar fti

25 2 hearingq, sod nuehr too, that you have an opportunity to

3 4
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I clarify in your Own Mrind any gu#Ftiona that you have about 1 governmeent must make a serious assoorusent of thoem* possible

2 either the briefing or the Draft Environrmental impact 2 *5vitr005@atl conaeguences and then factor that as~oosea~et

3 Statement. 3 into the overall dsecision-mahing process. along with the

4 Lastly. having had that opportunity to clarify any 4 Operational and other coneiderstions in deciding whether, end

5 issues in your mind about the proposal, that you have a full 5 under what circusatances, to proceed With a particular

6 opportunity to presenrt your views during the public ceme.nt 6 proposal.

-7 portion of this morning's hearing. 7 This is simply A P101,0461. It hasn't been approved

S ~'v ae in a all over itown that say 'Last I by the Congress. It hasn't bees funded. It is a Proposal.

Chne " v Las Cac Saon a nd Last Chance Parade and Last 9 This hearing is not to justify anything. This hearing isa

10 chance Restaurant and surplus Store. This is surt of '10-t 1o too-cay communication process that is designed to enhance the

11 chance' am far as thie week of hearings. because this is the 1l decision-mebing process by getting your perspective a.

12 final hearing. but it isart the last chance for you to 12 resident. of the sres impacted by the proposal.

13 submit commenta. That ronment period sprsthe 21st of 13 There are things that so outside team or group of

14 August. 14 Air force experts can do only so much In ansmeaing tho**

is If you got 0 copy of Orr Comment sheet. which I is impacts. It's an Imperfect assessment Without your unigae

16 hope you did at the donr. Please tate the time to fill that 14 perspective as people who have lived for many years within

17 out. W*'ra going to have a recess after thin briefing and 17 the affected area.

is I'll use those Commsent Sheets to call on Membaer of the is we hove a court reporter, Sherron Wealsia. che is

1t public either to ask a questinn or to make a conment. We'll It going to be tahing down everything that is spohen this

20 take questions firstr and after all of the. are doter go iato 25 morning; and Wa have a total of three hours unill 12 O'clock

21 the public comment period. 21 at which time ws lose the use of this facility by prior

22 The gist of the Environmental Policy Act is that 23 arrangeaentr sand then we have to start running to catch

23 whenever the Federal Government, or any agency of tire Federal 23 Airplanes.

34 Government, proposes an action which could have significant 24 The procedures will be that when you come forward

2S Impacts upon the snvironment of a particular area, then the 25 to &psak -- and I went you to try to he as relased am

DOUMN 136OUMN 3

I posbl. hi t a Ifoma harng.I ont en ayoe rapnsbl fr te itngacivtis ndalo orth

I somoneblse.'hs feis ngs Infra hern.wo'ant anyo pakyurm n ebu 1 rsoiBleforeIrvw the fiig civdities sod also drforth

3 preface your remarks with a statement of your name and 5 Environmental Impart Statement. I c.ould lit.. first of all.

6 Adres, nd pel yor lst ameso hatoutcout rporot6 to review the events that led to the Presidential decisi on to

7 will have it for the record. 7 deploy the Smal 1 CBM at malestrue Air Force Base.

*Whehryusbi smething this morning or 6 Then ye shall l oon at the operationalI concept for

whethe yuh ust fill ot the fuors to document your presence 1: theisystee going into the propoved action and the Alternativoe

10 here and don't make a statement. or whether you elect toAcof. 1-il i t 11pm* ahwte -t

ll submit a written statement later on, that will be a matter of 11 has been put together, and then we'll go into the Actual

12 record equally. whether or not you tune the microphone this 12 impacrts themsel-e Ir'ohing an their significance and

13 morning or nut. 13 duration. We'll also lonok at the analyses that we conpleted

14 it. Col. Peter Walsh IS the Air Force briefer for 14 on the safety aspects of the systemr and lastly. we'll loob

is this proposal, and ha's the Air Force engineering is at the mitigative Acnions proposed and assumed.

If repreeeuratine for headguarrers, Uitoled states Air Force At 16 Dark in January of 1981. the President ostablished

17 Nlorton Air Force Bses in California. Without further delay, 17 chat is n-c known as the Scoucroft Commissionr. The uropose

Is I'd like to introduce Colonel Walsh. is of thut particular roemsiasbon casito view ths entire U.S.

It 19 rtrategic sodtrnination program and make recomendatinns on

20 PPRBPWTATION 211 boo v .. hould proceed into the future. There were thrne

21 BY LT. COLONEL WALiar 21 Points that ate Of import to us this monring that came out of

22 Good Morning, Ladi*s and Glentleman. Ply nave is 22 that comsi'' ctivities.

23 Peter Walsh. I'm the director of the onoironeentul plancing 23 The first recnaaendation cam to deploy l00

24 fut The Air farres Regionai Civil gnginesr I mated at Worton 24 Pearaheerer amtc t I.e. Wsr"en Air force Case.. The

23 Air Force maoser and in that particular Capacity, Is. 25 inroad recmoendatirn can toiititlet research and
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1 development on a small ICBM to be deployed either in a 1 particular chart shows the three missiles in question. On

2 hardened silo or mobile configuration. 2 the left-hand side there is a Minuteman 3 missile. This

3 Asd the last point was to continue arms 3 weighs approsimately 76,000 pounds, is presently deployed in

4 negotiations with the Soviet Union. Both the President and 4 the Montana area, and is capable of carrying up to three

5 the Congress approved the leconsendationa of this commission; 5 warheads.

6 and, in fact, the Congress in a 1964 Autborization Act 6 In the middle is the Peacekeeper missile which

7 directed that the Ail Force pursue a 1992 Initial Operational 7 weighs 195,000 pounds, is presently being deployed at F.E.

O Capability date for 'h, Small ICBM. 8 Warren, and is capable of carrying up to ten warheads.

9 Furthermore, in the 1985 Authorization Act, the 9 On the right is a Small IcBM currently weishing

10 Congress directed the Air Force to prepare a legislstive 10 37,000 pounds, is still in full-scale development, and will

11 Environmental Impact Statement to aid the President in 11 be capable of carrying but one warhead.

12 deciding which basing mode and which deployment area to 12 The Air Force considered two basing modes ot two

13 deplace them. They also recommended or directed the 13 basing concepts for the Small ICBM. The first one was to

14 preparation of sa sdainisttative uIS to aid the President in 14 place the Small ICBqs it hardened shelters. Theme shelters,

15 making site-specific decisions at the selected deployment 15 with the latest technology, could withstand over pressures in
16 area. 16 excess of those capable by the existing Minutelman shrlters.

17 sight now, we're in the middle of the second phase, 17 The second basing mode involved the placement of

19 the administrative SIS, developing an analysis to aid in the 18 the Small ICBM in a Bard Mobile Launcher. The survivability

19 site-specific decisions at Malmestrom Air Force Base. In the 19 was achieved by the mobility of this particular vehicle that

20 same authorization act, the Congress capped the deployment of 20 would thwart the effectiveness or efficiency of soy Soviet

21 Peacekeeper missiles at 50 at P.E. Warren and asked the 21 attack.

22 President to recommend another more survivable basing mode 22 For the second type of basing, there were two

23 for the second 50 Peacekeeper missiles. 23 operational concepts considered. The first one envisioned

24 At this point, I'd like to explain how the Air 24 the constant pavment, or the random movement, of these

25 Force responded to the Congressional direction. This 25 vehicles on a large military reservation. Survivability was

9 10
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1 enhanced by the ability of these vehicles to dash off the 1 the Small ICBN in the random movement basing mode and

2 military reservation upon notice of a Soviet attack. 2 identified complexes in Arinona and in Texas/aew Meolco, as

3 The second operational concept envisioned the I candidate deployment locations.

4 placement of the Hard Mobile Launchers on existing Minuteman 4 The total force that would be deployed would be

5 silos. In this particular case, the survivability was 5 entirely dependent upon the threat and, of cours-, continuing

6 aseured by the combination of the dispersed nature of the 6 arms negotiations.

7 silos and the ability of the sard Mobile Launchers to gain 7 The operational concept for the system selected by

8 access to large quantities of land upon notification of a 8 the President envisioned the placement of Hard Mobile

9 Soviet attack. 9 Launchers on selected launch facilities. The security would

10 One of the considerations most important to the 10 be provided by s combination of fencing alarm delay

11 President was that with this particular second basing node, 11 mechanisms built into the weapon system, itself, and response

12 the costs, both in money and in manpower, were considerably 12 teams. Drivers located at the selected launch facilities

13 lower than for the random movement basing mode because we 13 would provide initial response, or a presence.

14 could use the existing infrastructure that existed at the 14 One of the maJor concerns that is raised at these

15 Minuteman bases. 15 meetings is the movement of the vehicle on the roads. We

16 The Legislative CoS wao prepared and usbmetted to 1s envision that the stmosent shall be restticted to once-a-yess

17 the Environmental Protection Agency and to the Congress in 17 trips back to the main operating base, Malmatrom Air Force

18 November of last year; and in December, the President made 1s Base, for major maintenance. The vehicles will not be moving

19 his decision. Specifically, the President chose tý deploy 19 on the roads for any exercises whatsoever. All training, all

20 the Small ICBM in a Minuteman basing mode, and he identified 20 exercises will be accomplished on military reservations or on

21 Holmstrom Air Force Mane as the initial operating cap o ity 21 training areas adjacent to Malmstrom Air Force Bsae. itself.

22 base. 22 At Malestrom Air Force Base, there will be

23 nie also identified Elaworth Air Force Base and 23 constructed the personnel support facilities and t,.e

24 F.t. Warren Air Force Base as other bases where the system 24 technical frailities, aa well as the training track for the

25 might be deployed. He further reserved the option to deploy 25 drivers. it should be noted, also, that the drivers are not

11 12E
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1 responsible for the launch of the missile. They ar. 1 laumch facilities to provide a safety son, for the iyloo

2 responsible for the mobility of the vehicle only. The launch 2 system or the igloo method of sheltering. This safety sanm

3 of the missiles will be controlled by a reaote command post 3 will be a 1,250-foot radius from the shelter. The present

4 either airborne oa ground. 4 safety son* is a 1,00-foot radius.

5 In the BSI we consider Proposed Action, three 5 Within this safety sone, the Air Force .ould

I Alternative Actions, and a to-Action Alternative. For the 6 prohibit the fonstruction of inhabited facilities. All

7 Proposed Action. we envision placing 200 Ward Mobile 7 farming activities, ranching activities. can continue. One

8 Launchers on 100 launch facilities. The launchers would be 8 of the major concerne. by both after scoping and, of course,

9 placed in igloos, two to a launch facility; and each launch 9 a major concern to the Air Force, was the potential ispect or

10 facility Would look somewhat like the illustration shown on 10 inhabited facilities.

11 the chart right noc. 11 An denoted in the gIg, for the Proposed Action. we

12 The maning required to operate the system would he 12 had the potential to Impact homes over 20 launch facilities.

13 about 3,100 new military personnel. The increase in military 13 Wowever, as noted in the handout that wsa provided to you as

14 personnel would occur over a seven-year period, as shown on 14 you came in this morning, the Air Force has proposed a set of

15 this chart, and Wast stability in about fiscal year '97. 1s launch facilities for each one of the alternatives, escept

26 each launch facility will be enlarged to accommodate the 16 for Alternative 3, which avoid& impacts on any inhabited

17 shelters that will he built upon it. Consequently, the 17 hopes.

18 fencing may have to he adjusted. 18 Though this system will require some extensive

19 In the 9I1, ce identified that the land requirement 19 upgrade up of the roads -0 northcentral-sontana, basically

20 would be between 1.3 and 2.5 ocres per selected launch 20 these roads will be the ones that are currently used by the

21 facility. However, since the time the HIS was published, we 21 Minuteman system to transit between the base end each launch

22 have completed further studies, and We now have revised our 22 facility. While we're looking at over 1,707 miles of road.

23 estimate for land requirements down to between .1 to 1.6 23 something less than that would actually be upgraded, and the

24 acres per launch facility. Furthermore, a restrictive 24 exact length of road that will be upgraded will be dependent

25 easement would have to be purchased around the selected 25 on which launch facilities are finally selected.

13 I14
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I The type of upgrade that we're looking at would be 1 facilities. Also on the eost side of the base cm would he

2 upgrade or replacement of bridge*, widening of roads, 2 acquiring up to 600 acres of land to accommodate the vehicle

3 strengthening of roads, replacement of culverts. What the 3 training area.

4 Air Force has done, it has prepared a document called *The 4 The total cost of the military construction program

5 Defense Access Roads Need Report.' This particular document 5 for MalesLrm Air Force Base would come close to $1 billion,

6 has been provided to the Federal Highway Administration, to 5 with the peak year being 1993, where over $215,000,000 is

7 the State Highway Administration, or the State Highesy 7 anticipated to he spent. The work force required for this

a Department, and to the commissions for the nine counties a construction would peak at approximately 1,100 corkers in

9 involved. S 3990.

10 The State has been provided a sum of $200,000 to 10 The next chart sunariste the key aSPeCta Of the

11 provide its own preliminary assessemnt on how it Would 11 proposed action and the alternative actions. In Alternative

12 propose to respond to the Air Force requirements while still 12 No. 1, we're looking for the deployment of 200 Ward Mobile

13 looking at the needs of the people of Montana. The results 13 Launchers on 100 launch facilities. but in this particular

14 of the state department, or State Highway Department, 14 case, ce're considering the use of pre-engineered facilities

15 assessment will be known in the November time frame., t which 11 instead of the igloos. In this particular case, the quantity

16 time the Air Force will be sitting down with that department 16 distance, or the sefety zone, is expanded to 1.795 feet,

17 to arrange the final configuration of the roads. 17 considerably larger than for the igloos. Hovever, again, I

18 The design by this group will be provided to the 18 need to emphasize in the proposed net of launch facilities

19 State In the January time frame with, again, construction to 19 for this alternative, we have been able to avoid launch

20 begin In 1990. 20 facilities where we would impact inhabited facilities.

21 Construction on the base could include up to 1,700 21 For S•ytem Alternative 2, this would provide for

22 military family housing units. On the west side of the base, 22 the deployment of 250 Hard Mobile Launchers on 125 launch

23 we intend to build personnel support facilities to 23 facilities. In this case, there would he an increase in

24 accommodate the 80 percent increase in the base population. 24 numbers of operational personnel required.

23 On the east side of the base, se wiii build technical uupport 23 For System Alternative 3, weore looking for the

is 16
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1 deployment of 200 Bard Mobile Launchers on 200 launch 1 was the environmental assessment Mde for that particular

2 facilities. In this case, it would be impossible for us to 2 decision, and the environmental consequences of that

3 avoid inhabited homes, or launch facilities with inhabited 3 deployment are considered as port of the No-Action

4 homes, and would expect such impacts at 25 launch facilities. 4 Alternative, or the bahe-line conditions.

5 As far as a pre-engineered building is concerned, 5 You should also be aware that in February of this

6 this illustration here will give you an idea of what one may 6 year, the President announced that Ralestrom Air Force Base

7 look like on a typical launch facility. We started the 7 was a candidate location for the deployment of the

8 preparation of the Administrative CIS early in 1987. we a Peacekeeper missile in the Rail Garrison basing mode.

9 started scoping with state, federal and local agencies, and 9 Consequently, in this particular document, we show the

10 we also held public hearings, or public scoping meetings, at 10 cumulative impacts of such deployment in addition to the

11 four locations, in Lewistown, Conrad, Great Falls, and here 11 Small ICBM.

12 in Relena. 12 If Congress should continue to support the

13 The Draft Environmental Impact Statement was 13 Peacekeepec Rail Garrison basing mode, a separate CIS will be

14 released to the public on the 23rd of June, and the public 14 prepared next year to aid in the final selection of

15 has until the 21st of August to provide inputs to us. Inputs 15 deployment locations for that particular system.

16 that are received by mail are given the same consideration as 16 The analysis in the CIS was divided into 12

17 those that are provided verbally this morning. Because of 17 resource categories. In each resource category, we looked at

19 inputs that were provided at the scoping meetings, we ls the largest, the widest geographic extent of where the

19 expanded a number of locations where we were going to have 19 impacts might be found; but in the 91 itself, we focused on

20 public hearings, and we included sarlowton and Augusta in 20 those areas where the impacts would be most pronounced. We

21 addition to the previously mentioned four scoping locations. 21 used a term throughout the document, from the National

22 The 31e addresses the environmental consequences of 22 Environmental Policy Act and the Counsel on Environmental

23 the deployment and peace-tise operation of the Small ICBM. 23 Quality implementing regulations, called significance.

24 It should be noted that there has been a recent decision to 24 Significance is a term used to denote the importance or an

25 deploy en ares fueling wing at Malmstrom Air Force Base. It 25 area of concern to the Air Force and to the local

17 ls
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1 jurisdictions. 1 requirements for our program to the availability of labor in

2 the area. Naturally, the more labor that could be satisfied2 we alsO, in identifying or describing impacts.
3 from local resources, the higher the henefit to the local

3 described whether they are of long or short duration. From

4 area; and, of course, the less imigration that would occur.4 my eoperience in preparing fovironmlental Iepact Otatemerts,
5 For this particular program, up to 1,100 direct

S the impacts associated with this program are relatively

6 jobs would be created, as mentioned previously. Also, in bothS minor. I'm not trying to discount thee, but with judicious
7 the operational years as well as is the construction years.

7 action on the part of both the Air Force and in concert with

8 over 1,250 indirect jobs will be created. By indirect jobs,
B local jurisdictions, I feel that most of the imparts can he

9 erased with appropriate mitigative actions. 9 I'm talking about those services that -- those people that

10 are providing services to construction or the operational10 Sowever. there are areas of concern to us today.

11 They are primarily in a socioeconomic arena; specifically, 11 force. They could be additional school teachers that are

12 housing, public finance, and education, and with 12 hired, they could be additional policemen that are hired,

13 they could be additional rued maintenance crews that are13 transeprtution. Au a consequence. I would focos my comments

14 hired to satisfy the needs of this particular program.
14 on those areas.

15 For this particulor proposal. we estimate that over
25 There were sin areas that were analysed, or sin

16 elemests that were analysed, for ocio-econamics. These 16 80 percent of the jobs can be satisfied from the local area.

17 This would actually cause a decrease in the unemployment rate17 included the regional economic base, demographics, housing.
19 of shoot 1 percest through the construction period, we almo

18 education, public services, and public finance. For the

19 economic base, we looked at all nine counties. For the other 19 estimate that over $990 million of spending will occur in the

20 areas, we focused our attention on the three urban areas most 20 area between the year 1990 and 2905.

21 lihely to he affected; namely. Conrad, Great Falla and 21 Furthermore, on a yearly basis, the spending of the

22 Lewistown. 22 military personnel and the Ralmstrom Air Force Base

23 In looking at the economic base, we look at such 23 contracting office should average about $63 million per year.

24 things as labor force, employuent/unemployeent, and income. 24 The analysis for demographics provides an estimate

25 In this particular case, we made a comparison of the labor 21 of the community popalations and assesse its ability to

20
19 E-
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1 eaaiamlate the immigrating population. Most of the 1 faeily housing units, or through the provision of hoaming

2 population growth that occurs with thia particular program 2 through other fedetal prograes.

3 would occur in Cascade County. The number of personnel 3 In our analysisa. . found that in the coaatruction

4 associated with the immigrating population or ismigreting 4 phase, there was Sore than sufficient housing *nd hotel/motel

5 military personnel, 3,1001 when you add In their dependents, 5 accomodations to accommodate the expected immigrating

6 you have an increase in population of about 7,d00 people. 6 population. Socever, is the operational years, ve found that

7 When you combine this with the existing military 7 it could be impossible or highly improbable that the private

a population of 10,700, your increase goes up to 18,000 people, S sector could provide housing to the bulk of military

o or represents about 24 percent of the total population of 9 personnel at a price that they could afford. Consequently.

10 Great Falls. lecause this military population is different 10 the conclusion ti that the Air Force wii have to provide

11 in demographic characteristics from the residual or 11 housing through tithea the military family housing program or

12 residential population, we have identified this problem as 12 through other housing programs.

13 significant, or the impact os significant. The military 13 In the area of education, we looked at the existing

14 personnel, as a general rule, are a different age, a 14 public school systems and assessed their ability to

15 different income, snd different geographic region; and we 1 accommodate the increased student population associated with

16 aspect them to have some difficulty assimilating into the is the Immigration associated with this program. In the Great

17 Great Falls population. 17 Falls arms, ce discovered that the increasiog population

Is In housing, we analyse the ability of the private 1i could be over 1,200 students. This could represent en

19 sector in each of the communities to both provide housing or 19 increase of the baseline population of about 9.1 p"rcent and

20 respond to the Increased denmnd in housing. It is the Air 20 could, or would without Sitigative actions, cause the

21 Force policy to rely on the private sector as the first 21 student/teacher ratio to exceed State standards.

22 source of providing housing to the military personnel. 22 So in the Greet Falls area, we identified the

23 socever, the Air Force is committed to the point, or to the 23 Ispacts on the school system ae signilicant. It other school

24 fact, that if the private sector cannot respond, then it will 24 systems) namely, in the Conrad and Lewistown ares, the

25 provide housing either through the construction of military 25 increases in echool population would he less than 50 end

21 22
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1 could be readily assimilated by those school districts. I and the two Great Palls school districts could experience

2 In public services, we looked At the existing 2 continued shortfalls throughout the life of this program

3 public service institutions in the affected area and analysed 3 without mitigative action$.

4 any shortages that could occur because of the Immigrating 4 In utilities, Ce looked at wastewater, water,

5 population. We looked at shortages both from a personnel 5 energy, solid caste, the collection and disposal. In all

6 point of view as cell aS from a facility point of vieu. 6 situations me found more than adequate capacity either

7 There could be a slight increase in the demand for 7 existing or programed to meet the needs of our program. and,

8 public services primarily in the Great Fells area. The S therefore, the impocts here cere determined to nct he

* increases would vary between 5 to 10 percent and would 9 significant.

10 require the addition of personnel. In looking ut facilities, 10 In transportation, we analysed roads, public

11 we discovered that most of the facilities were built for a 11 transportation of railroads and airports. The emphasis wue

12 population well in excess of what we're currently projecting 12 placed on roads and highway impacts since we discovered very

12 and could easily accommodate the Increased immigration 13 small increases in demands for public transportation,

14 associated with this particular program. 14 railroads, and airports.

15 As noted on the chart, the only exception to this 15 One of the biggest problems that ue discovered.

16 wes the Great Falls County -- or Cascade County jail which 16 both in the operational years as cell as in the construction

17 was built in 1014, eand is already overburdened, or 17 years, was the Incressed congestion of many of the major

1 overloaded, and has a higher population than for what it was 16 roads in Hslmstrom, either from the population or from the

19 built, and we cannot espect it to absorb any further increase 19 workers going to Ralmstrom Air Force Dase to construct the

20 in population. 20 facilities In the conptruction years or from the operational

21 In public finance, we assessed the revenues and 21 force reporting to work in the operational years.

22 expendltures of the affectid jurisdictions. The bottom line 22 In the rural .reas, we analysed there being a

23 on this one was that although there would be Additional 23 disruption to traffic throughout the construction years as we

24 revenues by this particular program in the Great Falls arc,, 74 replace the bridges, upgrade the roads. etc. And then in

25 the jurisdictions of Cascade County, the City of Great Falls, 25 the operational years, further disruption to traffic 5a ce

23 24
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1 move the [lard Mobile Launchers back and forth from the siloa I were concerned, and with the emphasis being in the Great

2 and, of course, the additional loads we place on the roade by 2 FaIls area, we found that on nose facilities, they would he

3 moving personnel out to the silos to support thee. 3 stressed due to the immigrating population. These were

4 In land use, we considered the impacts on urban and 4 facilities such as softball fields and golf coutias.

5 rural land. In this analysis, we determined that the impacts 5 Under visual resources, we looked at the project

6 on urban land would not be significant since there was 6 impacts on visual using modification of the Bureau of Land

7 sufficient developable land existing in the Great Falls urban 7 Management's visual resources management methodology.

8 area. For the rural land use, we determined that between the 8 Because the earth-covered igloos can blend into the

S small amounts of land required for the expansion of the 9 surrounding area, it was determined that the impacts of

10 launch facilities and the 600 acres that would be taken for 1O construction of igloos would not be significant on visual

11 our use adjacent to Malmstrom Air Force Bace, that these 11 resources.

12 represented very small amounts compared to the overall land 12 In cultural resources, we looked at prehistoric,

13 available in the Montana area; and, therefore, the impacts 13 historic, architectural, Native American, and paleontological

14 would not be significant. 14 resources. For prehistoric resources we discovered they

15 One major concern to us was, of course, the impacts 15 could be affected by bridge construction at river crossings;

16 on inhabited homes; but since in the proposed sense, we are 16 and, in addition, there were 38 launch facilities located on

17 able to avoid any impacts on inhabited homes, these impacts 17 land forms where prehistoric artifacts were likely to be

19 would not be significant. lB found. Of the bridges that could be affected by the

19 In recreation, we looked at both regional and local 19 deployment activities, one is eligible for listing In the

20 recreation to determine whether there were sufficient 20 National Register of Historic Places, and sis are potentially

21 facilities to accommodate our needs. With respect to 21 eligible.

22 regional recreational, we discovered more than adequate 22 This area has some very important fossil-bearing

23 facilities to accommodate the extra demand created by this 23 resources, and there is a potential that during the

24 particular program. 24 construction phase some materials important to the scientific

25 However, as far as local recreational facilities 25 community could be disturbed or destroyed. In looking at the

25 26
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1 concerns of the Native PAmericans, we wrote to the councils ofI sinfct.Teewlb evrlmalrasosniie

2 the various American Indiana that had historic ties to the2 vetaindsubdIcdngfrtipinhbtt, d

3 area and to identify any sacred land* that might be located 3 ntv rslns hr napsiiiyta idiewl

4 and disturbed by our activities. At this time, we know of no betmoaiydsuedtlunhfciistatOurn

5 sacred sites that would be disturbed. However. there is a estv idiehbtt. oeeOeal h muto

6 possibility that so"e sacred sites could be disturbed by ladtt'gontobdiure iseaivysml.a w

7 audible interference or visual interference. 7 expect a species that is temporarily disturbed to soon

:,te ostimorantisue ha ws risdS reestablish itself in preconstruction numbebr* as soon as the

S by the Natilv~e"Aer can Indian. was not on sacred sites, but 9 cntuto ciiisaecmltd

10 the possibility of us discovering burial sites. in this 1 eepc rga-nue rwhi utn n

11 particular case, they have a great concern that in the past 1 fsigtruhtteaeaoMnaa.Hwv ,aanhs

12 when uncovering such burial sites, the bodies have been12 solntsiifctyafeth bgam atwdie

13 disinterred and handed over to anthropologists who put the 1 ic h tt fMnaahsalrecpct nti

14 bones on display in museums. it is their religion and belief14 priuafomfreeton

is that such activity disturbs the spirit of that individual. i eto fteEdnee pce c f17

16 It to the policy of the Air Force, however, that Ifis rqieth vla nofhepetalrgamIacsn

17 we should uncover the remains of an Indian burial, that we17 traedanedngedsci.Abolialsesmt

IN allIn he pprpratejudcia lede oftheAmeica1i was prepared, and the conclusions were that there should be

19 Indian group and arrange for reinterment of the remains in 1 otra rmti rga oaytraee tednee

20 accordance with the religious beliefs of the Native Amnerican 2 pce.Teus ih&Wllf a ocre ihti

21 ndins.21 assessment.

21 Inwtedisansa.loeds atrussufc
22 In biological resources, we looked at vegetation, 2 nwtrrsucs eloe twtrue ufc

23 wildlife, aquatic habitats, unique and Sensitive habitats, 2 aeadgon ae.Ttlpormue rmti

24 and threatened and endangered species. Overall, the ispacts24 priuapogmInrbnresw ldeaot80

25 n bolgicl esorcs wredetrmnedtobe ot25 acre-feet per year in a construction phase, and about 1,$00

27
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1 acre-feat per year in the operational phase. This represents I In looking now at the alternativeo, the first
2 alternative, as you say recall. estailed the deploysent of

2 about .1 percent of the current demand for water in the urban
1 200 dard Mobl.e Launchers in pre-engineered facilities. Thi.

3 areas, and Is well within the capabilities of the three urban
4 areas to accommodate. 4 particular program required less operational peronneal, and

5 as a consequence, there were lees immigration. and less5 We do aspect to have some Inpect on surface ester

4 due to sediesntstion occurring after the construction of 4 students within the achool system.

7 bridges or on launch facilities that have a susceptibility to 7 However. overall, the Impacts would just be

I soil erosion. 8 somewhat comparable to that of the Proposed Action. The only

: in looting at geology, we considered geological 9 area where we bad the potential for higher ispacts war, of

0 resources includng aggregate, oil, gas, Coal. and soils. 10 course, with inhabited hose" affected by the Increased safety

11 themselves. Because of the large amount of agregate that 11 zones around the launch facilitiesl and again, this is being

12 are going to be required to support the construction of 12 eliminated by the judicious selection of launch facilities.

13 Alternative so. 2, this entailed the deploylment of
13 roads, we saw that, particularly in the Conrad-Shelby area

14 and In the Lewistown area, we could stress the production 14 210 Bard Mobile Launchers at 12S launch facilities. This

15 capabilities of those areas for aggregate. However, in the 1s would entail a higher number of operational personnel which

1s long taer, we sew the capability for thoae areas to respond 16 would increase the socioeconomic Impacts associated with this

17 and to develop new sources of aggregate so that in the long 17 program.

is tors, the impacts would not he significant. 18 For Alternative So. 3. we looked at placing 200

19 There ware some sites that had $Oils that wee 19 Hard Mobile Launchers in pre-engineered buildings at 200

30 highly susceptible to erosion or mess moementl and, of 20 launch facilities. The impacts associated with this program

21 course, this could cause an impact In short tars from 21 are very similar to the Proposed Action with the e*ception of

22 construction activities. 22 the numbers of inhabited homes impacted. Por this particular

23 in beth air quality and noiue, our analysis 23 option, we had no alternative but to go to each launch

24 indicated that the impacts due to this program would not be 24 facility, and we were going to impact homes at 25 launch

25 significant. 25 facilities.

29 
30
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1 As required by the Mationel invironaental Policy I have a record of 21 years of operation of the Minuteman

2 Act, it Is i1partant to lack at the N0-Action Alternative. 2 system without any mishap that occurred in fire or esplosiln.

3 For thi. ;foa-clar artion, we assumed that the present 3 and even though there are additional safety devices included

4 activities at Holmstrom Air Force Sea5 would continue; 4 In the development of the Small ICON, it is still necessary

1 namely, the operation of the Minuteman system and the deploy- S that the Air Force hypothesise a credible accident and then

6 ment of the sir refueling wing. The silitary population 6 analyse whet the environmental consequences of such an

7 would remain at about 10,300, or 15 percent of the population 7 accident would be.

0 of Great Falls, and in the long term, the unemployment rate S For the hypothesized accident, we assumed that a

9 in the area would look forward to about 6 percent. 9 loaded petro-tanker would ram into a Nord Mobile Launcher.

10 Also, as part of the analysis, we looted at the 10 and that there would he a fire of sufficient intensity and

II cumulative impacts of the Peacekeeper program in addition to 11 duration that, combIned with the breaking open of the

12 the Smell ICON, and in addition to the air refueling wing on 12 re-entry vehicle, some serosoliastton of the plutonium would

13 the baseline. Over 9100 million worth of military 13 occur. Using a plume "mdel, we determined it would occur or

14 construction programs will he required to support this 14 would cover approzisately two to three tilts down-wlnd of the

15 particular program. This would entail the use of an extra 1i accldent, and could cause about an additional 14 deaths for

16 220 workers during construction years. 16 *very one still- people euposad.

17 Also, in the operational phase, about 317 military 17 It should be noted, however, thet the possibility

IS personnel would be required. When you include their IS or probability of such an accident occurring Is very, very

19 dependents, it would entail an additional 700 people coming 19 low. However, it is necessary for us to do this analysis so

20 to the Grest Falls area. This would increase the population 20 we can detersmine the environmental effects. Maturally, the

21 of the school system, increase the need for services, and 2) cleanup coste associated with such a mishap would be

22 increase, ever-so-slightly, the financial Shortfalls of the 22 considerable. The probability of such an accident occurring

23 three jurisdictions identified previously. 23 has been determ ned to be one out of 10 billion.

24 As pert of our analyses, we have to look at the 24 The last area I'd like to talk about iS Mitigation.

25 safety aspecta of deployment of the system. Even though we 23 Mitigation actions are undertaken to minimize the impacts
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1 identified in this particular document. Boae measures can be 1 there's a Separate block of whether you wish to make a

2 only assured by the Air Force, such as commonly practiced 2 comment during the comment portion of the meeting this

3 construction measures. Other mitigation measures are within 3 morning.

4 the Air Force authority, and include judicious decisions made 4 We'll be collecting those during the coursc of the

5 based upon the contents of this document; for instance, the S recess that's now going to begin, and I will use those

6 selection of launch facilities which still will not impact 6 statements as the initial source for cali'nq gpen ycu members

7 inhabited hoes. 7 of the public to first put questions to the speaker, and then

8 Other mitigation measures are not within the 8 rather to make comments.

9 purview of the Air Force, but are the prerogative of the 9 I'd like to draw a fine line using, perhaps, a

10 local jurisdictions. This might be such issues as how the 10 courtroom analogy between the kinds of questions I'm talking

11 school district of Great Falls will respond to the increased 11 about and those that I'm not. Questions that, as to a

12 school population. After the local jurisdiction, however, 12 factual matter, seek clarification of a particular point made

13 has made their determination on how they wish to respond to 13 in the briefing, a point made in the Draft Environmental

14 the impact, then it is incumbent upon the Air Force, and a 14 Impact Statement; these are the things we want to try to get

15 commitment of the Air Force, to assist that local 15 out of the way first. We'll probably only take shout 40

16 jurisdiction in implementing their selected mitigative 16 =Inutes. So in 40 minutes, we'll just simply have to get

17 measures. 17 those clarifying questions out of the way.

18 This concludes my prepared presentation. Thank 18 At about 45 minutes after the hour of 10 o'clock,

19 you. 19 I'm going to go into the public comment period. If the

20 20 question in the -- I'll say Perry Mason. but I goes* that

21 COLONEL BRISTOLs Thank you Col. Walsh. For the 21 would date me -- "Isn't it true, Col. Walsh, that all of this

22 benefit of those of you who joined us after the start, r know 22 is a bunch of hogwash and you've alrmady made your mind up?'

23 moit of you have had a chance to get, and perhaps fill out, 23 those kind of questions that are really designed to express a

24 our Comment Sheets. The key thing on the Comment Sheets is 24 point of view rather than to seek a particular clarification

25 to check the blok whether you wish to ask a question, and 25 of the factual matter, I want to reserve the to be done at
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I the sase time -- if there are any such as that -- to be done I COLONEL BRISTOL- Before we start the question

2 incident to the making of public comments. If you have both, 2 period, I want to ask Lt. Col. Walsh -- since it might help

3 make a judgment as to whether yours more nearly fitm in the 3 you to know who the individuals with Col. Walsh are, and what

4 comment period, and then you can pose those types of 4 their areas of expertise are, in framing your questions or

5 questions at the same time as you're making a comment. 5 comments -- I want to ask hil to introduce the individuals

* we have som time limit. that I'm going to at least 6 whom he's brought with him today and let them indicate what

7 start off with; and if I see there's additional time prior to 7 their particular espertse is. Col. Walsh?

a our closing hour, then I'll make that time available for 8 iT. COLONEL WALSHt On my immediate right, I

9 additional questions or com ints. 9 have Major Jim Van mess. He is an attorney with the Air

10 roll allow a reasonable number of questions, 2 or 3 10 Force, and he will look into land acquisitionm, Safety, and

11 from each individual, in the first stage; and then when on 11 water. On my immediate left, I have Dr. Raj Rathur, who is

12 get to public comments, we'll be talking five minutes for 12 responsible for the human resource aspects of thL EIS.

13 public officials, five minutes for the single-designated 13 lie works for the Tetra Tech Corporation. On my far left

14 spokesperson of s private organisation, and three minutes for 14 is Dr. Richard graver, who also works for Tetra Tech ind

15 Individuals who are speaking in their own capacities as15 is responsible for the physical science portion of the

16 private citinens. 16 E15.

17 So now let's go into a recess. I have 17 COLONEL BRISTOL: Thank you, Col. Walsh. I

18 approximataly 9150. Let's be in recess until just a few 18 have received a number of comment sheets ehich contain

19 minutes after the hour of 10 o'clock. When you've filled Out 19 written statements or other comments but which have neither

20 your Comment Sheets, if you could bring them forward to the 20 the block, '1 want to ask a question' nor the block, -l want

21 table, I would appreciate that very much. I'll be able to 21 to make a verbal comment' checked. I'm going to assume on

22 sort them out and get ready for the second portion of the 22 those, I won't be calling on the individuals that filled out

23 hearing. Thank you. 23 their sheet that way.

24 (A recess was taken.) 24 If there was Someone uho inadvertently failed to

25 25 check thore blocks, once I've concluded all of the sheets,
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1 I'll Call on the audience generally for anyone who would Ilk* I Out expectation is that those hazardous wastes will

2 to ask. a question or eake a comment. 2 be disposed of through the process that th. hase presently

3 Finally. I'd ask that we ash just one question at a 3 ueas. That is. they have a permitted temporary storage

4 tiae; end direct your questions to no, sod I Will, In turn, 4 facility at the basso cod then they will be transported out

5 refer them to Col. Walsh and his panel. 5 of state because Montana doesn't have presently, asa 1

* 1 snt t ral n Alice Stanley first. Coee to the 6 understand it, a permitted permanent haserdoua seat.

7 nearest mic~ropehotne.o I thirst we have ona fairly close. 7 facility. So they will be taken elsewhere under the present

*Good Morning- I scheme.

9MS. ALICE aTAMLKI. I'm not sore she can 91 SSNEL$ISTOL. Did you hews a follow-up?

10 answer my question. Prohebly Dr. Kramer. I'm Interested in 10 MS8. ALICS STANLEY. Tas. Do you plan to list

11 what sort of hemerdous waste would ha generated during the 11 the hazardous wastes you intend to generate? I's, sure it

12 construction end operation of the project, and share do you 12 sill ha more then spent transmission oils. I mean, Malsatr~oi

13 plan to dispose of the hazardous waste, aod how you plan to 13 generates enough to ha -- enough to reach a smail generator

14 transport them? 14 status. That additional one may pot you into the large

15 COLONEL BMISTOLt Thank you very such. 15 generator status.

16 LT'. COLOHEL WALSH- I'd lihe to cell On 1s MAJOR VAII MSSS, We don't hallvey that sill ha

17 Maj. Ven Mesa to answer that question. 17 the case. At least our initial analysis of that would not

is MAOR VANl MISSt Our expectation is that nary 16 suggest that that sill cause that to occur. in addition to

19 little hoasrdoue waste will be generated either through the 19 transmssaion fluids, there say ha asoa industrial 8oirents

20 construction process or during the operation of the $yetem. 20 that say ha characterized ms hazardous caste, although we. In

21 The kind of hazardous caste that ce could expect to he 21 general, will no longer use solrents as tryrhiorethalina,

22 generated would be, very typically, things like transmission 22 certainly. There may be some points thet nay hare arme.

23 oils that here best drained from the rarious vehicles that 23 consideration for that. We haey not quantified thosem at this

24 eight ha used during construction, and during the operation, 24 Point. but it is our present understanding that they won'lt

25 and those binds of things. 25 be largeaend that they couldn't cause that to occur.
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1 CI. RISO~tI sy nt pononcethi rihtI tsotifiration that a Soviet attack has beet launchedl onr tha
2 because my eyes are getting tired; but Kathy Mellard? 2 Uie tts ht1 h nyocso hr h*

3 ~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ rg AH 1"l~ yqesinrltst h ehicles sill ha on the Montana roads with the exception of

4 alrt tats. 'm litlecurousas o Wen he ard4 when the once-s-year trip hark to the main operating baes for
5 Mobile Launchers would go on alert status, and could you talk manencatwihietevhclsilber- fiud

6 alitle bou tht?* to sent state sole weight standards. and we'll have a convoy
7 COLOWEL WRISTLi Col. Walsh? 7 to ensure safety.

SLT. COLONKL HALSM, The intention at this LAD Yot synthyvn gou

9 poit Iato hve ten Hard Motbile Launchers on alert at thepoin to o h unless there's an a~ctual notification?

10 end of 1992 in accordantca with the Congressional direction. 1 T OOE AStI ilntb u

11 That is, we will hays ten vehicles in their shelters With 1 honsrasiawrcnfgatnuleshreasbna

12 rtw avilale o tat f w go n~ifistiil f .4o~I~t12 verified launch of Soviet missiles against the United States.

13 attack, that they could dash off site.13S.PLAsMyecnqutinaorlts

14 NO. RKLLARO, my What year? 14 to Hard Mobile Launchers. What I'rs noticed is that therm

is T. OLOELWAL~r ecmbe 292.13 eac a few Pages talking about conatructiont. raffic on roads

if O. 9LAR~ I oe* m ral uesio -- orif and whatnot. Cut there's only one paragraph talking about

17 ayb yo miunersoodit litl --was Wht wll17 the movement of the Card Mobile Launcher on the highways

it onsitue a s~rtto ut he* ting ou o th rod* ndis through Creat Falls and whatnot. I just don't think that's
19 through farmlands? I guess that's my concern since we'voe9 vr pcfcwe o-odon novtf1ftlipc

20 never deployed a sobil. oisele, we don't really bnoo, and20 stoe.

21 16* concerned as to how often these sill go on roads without 2 yqot ni:Iudrtn htyubogtta

22 rall beng auhhtd22 problem to the Highway Dearetment. Is that true at this

2) T. ~fML WLO~ Te tn Vhi~@S illbe23 point? in terms of if I-* driving from Selena to greet ralls

24 n aertstaus t te ed o 1921 hatIswit Veicls34 and I'm stuck behind one of these things, what exactly will 1

2-1 on shelters and drivers available to drive off on a 2 aet o
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1 LT. COLONEL WALSH. In the document. itself,
1 putting in extra lanes. etc.; cnd it's up to the State to2 we have identified thot in ths operational years that there

r ose bach to us in November with what they wish to do, end
3 could be, or there would be, without mitigative action, a

3 then we will sit down with them and fund the design and the4 lowering of the level of service on roads that are going to

4 contruction of those measures.
S be used by this particular systes. These will vary. The

5 MS. HELLAND, I understand that. My questionH numbers of movementa caused attributable to our particular
S and a followup to that Is, will the public be able to

7 program will vary between 230 and 270 vehicle movements per 7 coement on that document the Highway Departeent puts out?
8 day in those areas Immedlately adjacent to the base; and, of LT. COLONEL WALSH: That's an issue that was
N courso, less numbers as you get farther from the base. N brooght op last night, end I helieve that is a very good
15 As a consequence of that, the level of service that 10 colment, particularly for people from the rural areas, that11 people will eoperirnce on those roads will drop fros the 11 they should have the opportunity to coemnt on which roads
1 present *A rating to at least a 2 rating. This is a 12 shall be upgraded and how they're upgraded. and we intend to
13 terminology that's used by highway engineers to designate the 13 work with the State Departeent to eahe that rOse about.
14 degree of comfort a driver would experience, the number of 14 MS. MILLARD, There will be public roement on
15 maneuvers he would have to make, the speed he could travel

15 that?
15 at, etc.

16 LT. COLONEL WALSH: Tes, we intend to Work
17 we've also identified in the EIS there would be a

17 with the State Highway Department so that people in the rural18 qoeuing problee associated with the slow eovesent of the
18 areas, etc., will be made aware of how we intend to seet our

19 vehicle, a very large vehicle that would make passing very 18 reqoiresents, and they can cosuent on its viability. etc.
20 complicated. Now, that's the way the situation would be if 20 COLONEL HHIS'IOL, Thank you. Ed Easserer?
21 no mitigative actions were taken.

21 MN. ED. SfEAIME:N Thank you, Colonel. I
22 However, we're working with the State, for the

22 looked to oee whot you were.
23 State, to determine how they wish to satisfy our needs an

22 Ny question involves the land use, how such --
24 well as meet the needs of the people of Montana. The ways in

24 perhaps this was covered, I came in a little late -- how much25 which they can meet thosp needs would be by widening roads,
25 land is covered in a typical launch site. How such are you

41
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1 taking fros the landowner, first in fee simple, and in 1 it would prohibit would be the construction of an inhabited

2 easement, and what kind of easement, how restrictive age your 2 facility.

3 easements? 3 MR. KAMMERER. That's 1,400 feet, let's say,

4 LT. COLONEL WALSH: As far 4S land that will 4 from -- That's a radius?

5 be purchased in fee simple, we're looking at between .1 and 5 LT. COLONEL WALSH, Yee.
6 1.6 acres of land at the selected launch facilities. The 6 NR. KAMSERE: 2,600, 3.400 which is -- That's

7 amount of land would be determined by the present size of the 7 about a quarter section, isn't it?
H launch facility and its configuration and relative position a LT. COLONEL WALSHt I believe we're talking

9 to the road. 9 between about 20 acres to 140 acres per site restrictive

10 As far as the restrictive easement is concerned, 10 easement.

11 the additional amount of land, that could vary from -- Let me 11 MR. EKNAERER: Yeah, a quarter-mils is, what,
12 explain it this way, The present restrictive easement 12 4,280t so say a farmer or rancher park machinery within that

13 extends 1,200 feet from the silo. If we went with an igloo, 13 area?

14 it would extend 1,250 feet from the silo. If we went from -- 14 LT. COLONEL WALSH: Yens, he can do any

1s If we used a pre-engineered building with two Hard Mobile 1S activity he wants within that area with the exception of

16 Launchers inside of it, it would go 1,795 feet from the 16 building a home.

17 shelter. If we only put one vehicle in a pre-engineered 17 MR. HAMMEREH, How restrictive is it to. say,

18 building, it would be 1,425 feet. 18 visitors?
19 The Air Force would acquire a restrictive easement IN LT. COLONEL WALSH: In what respect?

20 on the differential between the existing restrictive easement 20 85. KAMMEHER: Let's say that this farmer is

21 and the new requirement. What that restrictive easement will 21 one who is a peace person. We're all peace persons. Maybe

22 entail is the prohibition of the construction of any 22 that says too much. Let's may that I want to invite a lot of

23 inhabited facility within that particular area. It would not 23 people who belong to a nonviolent peace organization to my
24 prohibit the continued activities such as fazming, ranching, 24 place; and is there anything in that easement that would

25 etc. or a continuation of those activities. The only thing 25 cover that. that this is limited only to the farmer and his
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1 lastly and relatives and neighbors?
1 landowner. A couple of clarifications, because ns~e of the

2 LT. COLONEL WALSH: Nothing in the restrictive
2 guestions you asked I think go toward thin.

3 easement would prohibit you doing such. The only thing the
I In addiltion to prohibiting the erection or the

4 restrictive easement would prohibit you fr- doing would be

4 creation Of a home for human habitation, it does prohibit theS the construction Of a home.
5 use of firea ma, so it would restrict hunting within that

6 RNR. HANNEHEN, Mow abo)ut a haystack?

m eIpended easement area. It prohibits the use of fire as a
7 L. COL MALSs You can build a haystack,

7 means of clearing the land, although I don't expect you use6 NA. EAMMEHEN, From the launch site, the

f oire in some of these winds ton frequently. It prohibits the
S impact noanimals, wildlife and so on, would be what? Could

use of osplosivea in e.ceas of a certain amount, say. at 5015 you give that? 10 pounds to permit the use of explosives for seismic
11 LT. COLONEL WALSHI We identified some impact

31 exploration. We didn't want to prohibit that. But
12 in the construction years to some species. part-ularly in

12 explosives in excess of that are prohibited.
13 those areas or on those launch facilities that a-. located in

13 MAR. KAMERER: In reverting of public lands,
14 areas where some game winter. However, We concluded that 14 say, that met aside in a section for school purposes.

15 after construction activities wore completed, that those

15 sometimes legal problems have come up. Major Van Mess. In
1i species would return to their preconstruction population

ni the case of a reversion of that land. where would it go, the
11 density, and we maw no significant impacts.

17 amount taken in fee simple?

18 Dr. Kramer, would you like to make further comment?

lH MAJOR MVN MESS: The amount in fee simple10 DR. ERASES. I think yOU'Ve just hobut covered
1: doesn't revert automatically. It's the easement that reverts

20 it.
22 automatically. The present practice with the fee simple

21 MS. EAMMEHENR The easement is a perpetual

21 would be -- the present practice, and I'll elaborate a little
22 easement?

22 bit -- would be to declare that excess and sell it. The
23 MAJOR VAN HESS: The easement is perpetual o

23 government would have to sell the property.
24 long as we continue to need it for national defense purpose, 24 We have legislation before Congress which is being
25 and then it reverts automatically to -- returns to the 25 supported by the Air Force to permit us to return even
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1 fee-held property to the original landowners without charging 1 sir, there is no intention tc abandon the Minuteman Missile.

2 them if it retains its character as agricultural property. 2 So. therefore, it has not been -- such abendonmeet has not

3 That aseaon attempt to try and avoid some of the problsee 3 been incloded in the EIS analyses. The intention at this

4 that Occurred when we abandoned our Atlas sites years ago. 4 time is to continue to deploy the Minuteman, and add to that

5 MR. EKAMMEER, That's right. It was a problem 5 the Small ICBM.

6 and has been a problem, and I've known people that hove a MS. MORISON: Whet I'm far mere concerned

7 gotten bit on that. 7 sith than the environmental impact of the installation of

"MAO VAN NESS, r hoping weove learned these weapons is the environmental impact of an accidental or

P our eseon from that. And our attempt Is to try to get intentional launching of one of these missile.

10 Congress to permit us to do what we wcjld think would be the 10 Mow. the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in two

11 reasonable thing. If we were to sbsndon, say, a Minuteman
II caes involving the RX Missile brought by Western Solidarity,

12 missile site or one of the sites used for the Hard Mobile 12 and other:, against ronald Reagan in hia rapacity as

11 Launch2r. 13 President, the State of Colorado agei.st Casper Weinberger as
14 MR. EAMHESEH, Thank you very euch. 14 Secretary of Defense, went up the Eighth Circuit from the

15 MAOR VAR MECS. Thank yOU, sir.
IS anited States District Court. Lincoln, Nebraska; and the

16 COLONEL OOISTOL. Prank Morrison? Good
16 Eighth Circuit held that it was necessary that the

17 Morning, Mr. Morrison. 17 Environmental Impact Statement include a study of the
15 MS. PHANE MORRISOM, 55, Good Morning, is environmental impact of either an accidental or an

10 Colonel. This is a very interesting session. I sort to
19 intentional launch of the missile and its accompanying

20 compliment the people that prepared the Environmental Impact 10 warhead.

21 Statements so far as it bears upon the installation of the 21 My onsoer -- or my guestion is. I don't discover

22 missiles. There are two things I'm unclear on. One, do you 22 any trescmet of that in the Envirormental Impact Statement

23 intend to abandon the Minuteman Missile and lbhtitnte this 23 or in your presentatino here today.

24 program? What's the answer to that? 24 LT. COLOMEL WALSts I would like to ask Major

25 LT. COLONEL WALSH: At this particolar time, 25 Van Moss to answer that guestio.
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1 MAJOR VAN NESS: Sir, I think that in answer I In our situation regarding the EIS that is at issue

2 to your question, the bent way to answer it is to indicate to 2 this morning, in the 1986 DOD Authorization Act, Congress

3 you that we read the Eighth Circuit's decision somewhat 3 clearly and, in our minds, unambiguously limited the scope of

4 differently than you have characterised it. In our view, the 4 this EIS to discussion of the Environmental Impact associated

5 Eighth Circuit decision is a very technical, legal decision 5 with the deployment and peacetime operation of the system at

6 dealing with a concept called Distitiability; that is, the 6 specifically selected sites; in this case, Malastrom Air

7 authority of the courts to render decisions in situations 7 Force Base. Consequently, in our view, much of the Eighth

8 like this where the executive and the legislative branches of 8 Circuit's decision is not germane to our determination of the

9 the government have spoken. It is on that ground that the 9 scope of this document.

10 case was decided, and it's a very narrow ground. 10 In addition, the Eighth Circuit's decision if you

11 Let me indicate to you how we have read it, because 11 read it, I think, carefully, and I invite you to do so, not

12 that will answer to yov why we have not discussed that in 12 that you haven't already -- Well, it's a decision that has to

13 this IS. 13 be read very carefully, I think, and it is entirely possible

14 First, the Congressional directive that was at 14 that two people can read that decision and reach, I think,

15 issue in the MS lawsuit, ExAisndsj0fthtb.ZacB_..x ItfgaoD: 15 markedly different conclusions. It's not a very

16 in that Congressional directive, Congress limited the scope 16 clearly-written decision.

17 of the RX EIS to the deployment and peacetime operation of 17 Our view is that what the Eighth Circuit did in

18 the system. But it did so in a mannr which could be 18 that case was not decide that our NX CIS was inadequate;

19 considered ambiguous. 19 rather the Eighth Circuit simply said that the courts, in

20 Consequently, the Eighth Circuit in the decision 20 general, have the authority to render a decision with regard

21 you have referred to determined that this Congressional 21 to the completeness of the environmental document, and they

22 limitation applied only to the first 21 MS missiles that were 22 returned that case to the Federal District Court in Lincoln,

23 deployed and intimated that with regard to the reminaing 29 23 Nebraska, and ordered the Federal District Court in Lincoln,

24 NX missiles that will be deployed in southeastern-Wyoming, 24 Nebraska to try the case.

25 that the CIS should have been broader in scope. 25 And it will be the Federal District Cour' that
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1 determines whether our CIS for the MX project is, indeed, 1 at preselected launch control facilities. They will be

2 adequate or not. I don't believe the Eighth Circuit in their 2 available to respond in the case of any notification of

3 decision ever actually determined whether or not our IS was 3 unauthoriz5d entry into a launch facility.

4 adequate. 4 MR. MALY: Then regarding the once-a-year

5 COLONEL BRISTOL; Let me doublecheck here, but 5 maintenance trips that the launchers will make back to the

6 1 think that exhausted the documents on which individuals had 6 base; there's no -- at least I didn't find any -- definition

7 indicated that they wished to ask questions as opposed to 7 or description of when, of the scheduling of these trips. My

a making comments. If I've missed any -- and they came at me 8 supposition is that they would be concentrated in the warmer

9 from several directions -- I apologize. Did anyone else wish 9 months of the year. Therefore, If there are 200 or 250

10 to ask a question? You, sir. Why don't you come forward. 10 units, there would be at least 250 days out of the year that

11 State your name for the record and spell your last name. 11 one of these would be on the road; but more likely, if I'm

12 MR. STEPHEN MALY: Stephen Maly, M-a-l-y. 12 correct in my assumption, there would be a period of time in

13 This goes back to a previous question regarding the 13 the year that more than one would Le on the road. I just

14 transportation. 14 want sone more clarification of how you'.* going to schedule

15 COLONEL BRISTOL: Stephen, I'm sorry. I've 15 these trips.

16 got so many piles here, I see that I fed out of the wrong 16 LT. COLONEL WALSH: At this time, I do not

17 one. Go ahead. 17 hove better information on the scheduling of those trips.

18 MR. MALY: Just a series of short questions is Again, a lot will be determined by our experience as we fill

19 alo related to the same topic. I have a problem with the 19 the prototype vehicles. It's also possible that we will

20 terminology. It's not defined. Security response force 20 mitigate such trips by satellites, maIntenance locations.

21 coverage, which I belinve refers to convoying the Hard Mobil- 21 Thin wan an idea rsisod by several communities that Instead

22 Launchers. I'm not certain of that. Could you tell me what 22 of taking the vehicles all the way back to the ain operating

23 that means? 23 base and burdening the road system, that the use of satellite

24 LT. COLONEL WALSH: The security retponse 24 maintenance facilities might both bring economic relief to

25 force are teams of trained individuals that will be otationed 25 some comunities as well as relieve congestion on the roads.
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1 We still have sansy decisions to make before the final I disconnected and rotated around ish order to j.. ;'4 such

2 maintenance operation, or scenario, is determined. 2 runming time to ensure its operability.

3 MR. MALy You may bave almost answered this 3 MR. PUY. Thank you.

4 question before. Would I be able to paes a convoy on the 4 COLOUNE BRISO'L: ?hank you, sir. .im

S highway, or not? : Lankler?

6 i.T. COLONEL VALSP, The answer is yes. We're M MR. JIM SZWELZR, I have a Couple of qerstions

7 sasaming, of coarse, in making that answer that the roads 7 about the amount of money that are being spent on the

a would be mcdilfied to permit that. There are some roads, of 8 deployment; and I think you mentioned that over a period of

9 c€irse, at this time only 24-feet wide, and we are tasking 9 19" to 2005 would be $995 million spent ir M.ontana, is that

10 hbout a 14-foot wide vehicle. So we would asoon" that at a 10 correct?

11 minimum, the State would want to widen the roads to, say, I1 LT. COLONEL WALSH, That would be the

12 30-feet wide to permit our vehicle to peas and to accommodate 12 additional revenuea that are being generated. Dr. Hathbo,

13 the needs of people of Montana. So the answer is: Yes, 13 would you like to romment on that?

14 passing would be permitted. 14 DR. RATNORs That is the Coet. YeT, there .a

1s MR. MALT. Finally, I'm no mechanic, but I'm 15 $990 milliOn of construction costs and the Coast of obtaining

16 wondering how a big diesel-powered onit that only traVels 16 the materials in Mor tana.

17 once a year on the roads after it's been deployed is going to 17 HR. SEWIL21R: There was another figure

1 be ready to desh out onto roads and into the countryside on a i8 mentioned, a $63 million per year. and I didn't quite se.

19 moment's notice. Can you just help "w understand how a big 19 where that was.

20 engine in going to be reedy to roll if it never drives? 40 LT. COLOsI.L WALSH: The personnel that are

21 L1. COLONEL WALSH, Again, the entice scenario 21 coming to town, the 3,100 military personnel and their

22 ham not been fully daveloped, but the vehicle or the portion ;, dependents, will be spending money .n the local community

23 of the vehtcle that would have to coae back to the beat once 23 either renting houses. buying groceries. etc. Alea, the base

24 per year would be the tral-r. It it entirely poseible, and 24 contracting fficers will be acquiring goods and services

25 meet probable, that the tractor portion of the unit w-l be 25 from the corporations located downtown, We expect on a
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1 yearly basis that will put •63 million a year into the 1 programs soch as Public Law, or was it 99-115, Section 901

2 ec'snomy. 2 and 802. And what this basically does for you is allo ws, it

3 MR. *ErNLER: HOW much will the ahorteall be 3 promotes Or encourages a private entrepreneur to build the

4 in revenues for the local government? 4 houses, and then the government leases the houses back from

LT. COLONEL WALSH, The shortfalls will vary 5 them.

6 between, for the City of Great Falls, we're looking at 6 What this do.e for you is changes your tax base.

a approxately $100,000 a year based on a budget of $20 7 If mllilary family housing mnits are built, they're not

million per year. tor the county, or Cssced- County, we're 8 taxable by the State. sowevet, if the units are built

9 looking at shot $271,000 a year based on a budget of $12 9 through 801 program, they are taxabler so we're adding to the

l• million a year. Por the school district, @'ore looking at a 10 tax base of the Community. When you add to the tax hese of

11 peak deficit of about 570, between 540 and 570, and a 11 the community, you actually wipe out that deficit that we've

.I continued shortfall in the operational years of $140,100, and 12 2dentified and actually create a surplus.

13 this wiIl be based upon a projected budget of $36 million. 13 That would only occur for Cascade County and for

14 NWo, they are the shortfalls based upon building 14 the City of Great Falls. But it would cause other problems

1i military family houn•ng units on base and no other mitigative 15 for the school district and there are other solutions for

16 action being taken. Naturally. in identifying the shortfall, 16 that. too. That gives you an idea of the action taken to

17 or the impact, we can take appropriate mitigative measures to 17 solve those problmes.

1i make sure it doesn't occur. 18 HR. SfRlLIR, One other question. What

19 MR. S0FRLEPt What will those likely be? 19 relationship does the company. Tetronics, I believe --

21 availatl. LTo COLONRL WALSR, One neasure that is 20 LT. OLONEL WLSH, Tatra Tech.

2 in not to buald military family housing unit. 21 MR. SEMXLSR, -- Tetra Tech hav, with the

21 on bdas. it is the current practice or -- to put it another 22 proposed building or actions of research and development they

21 was -- Congress, in recent years, has tonded away from 23 have done toward the Midgetman at this point?

24 building military family housing units, and rather has tried 24 LT. COLONEL m"ALs I'd hisk to ask major Van

25 to provide hymning for the military through other federal 25 Noes to &new#- that qugrtion.
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1 MAJOR VAN MESS: S'm going to answer you 1 is and was in no way dependent upon the decision to ever

2 fairly completely because there have been articles in the 2 deploy the Small ICN missile. In fact, the three contracts

3 paper over the last few weeks dealing with a potential 3 that eoisted in 1986 to do that concept development work

4 conflict of interest that exists between Tetra Tech, the 4 inpired prior to completion of the Legislative environmental

5 contractor we have hired to assist ua in the preparation of 5 Impact Statement, end prior to en beginning work on the

6 the environmental document, and assertion that their parent 0 Draft Environmental Impact Statement that were talking about

7 company, Honeywell, has other interests in the Small ICBM 7 this morning.

8 project. If you'll permit me, I'll answer you relatively Secondly, in 1986, In the fsll -- that Is, October

9 completely.9 1986 H- oneywell, ae a company, was eliminated altogether

1 n 1986. Tetra Tech, the company that we have hired 1 from any additional work on the Small ICSB navigation system.

11 to assist us in the preparation of the environmental 11 Again, this was before tbe LEIS, the Legislative

12 document, make up one of four divisions under Honeywell's 12 Environmental Impact Statement, was complete, and before work

13 Marine Systems Group. During part of 1986, a separate 13 on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement had begun.

14 division of that sase Marine Systems Group, the Space and 14 Thirdly, prior to 1984, Tetra Tech was a separate

15 Strategic Avionics Division, was one of three contractors 11 division of Honeywell. and had complete authoriky Over its

16 under contract to the Air Force to do concept development 16 own dsp-to-day business and sctivities. Mo one in the Marine

17 work on the use of ring laser gyrotechnology for missile 17 Systems Group, let alone the Strategic Avionics Division,

18 navigation purposes. 19 reviewed any portion of their work product, or had anything

19 Wen were concerned enough when we saw those t 19 to do with the work Tetra Tech did for us In the preparation

20 separate divisions of the company involved to take a good 20 of either the Legislative Environmental Impart Statement or

21 look at whether there was any potential conflict of interest 21 this Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
22 Finally, and, I think, mostly importantly, and I

22 involving our contractor. We did that in 1986. we have

23 concluded that there is no disqualifying conflict of interest 23 really would like to emphacine this to you, This is an Air

24 Force document that we're dealing with today. We hired Tetra24 for a variety cf cocoons.
25 Tech only to provide technicel assistence In the eccumrlation

25 First, the ring laser gyro concept development work
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1 fellow-up questions to the remarks and questions made by
1 and analysis of some of the environmental data that we've had S Mr. Frank Morrison. The first one would be, I guess.
2 them arguire for us. The Air Force hoe independently

3 directed to Major Van Mess. Did I understand you to say that
3 evaluated all of the documentation in both the LEIS and the

4 your position is that the scope of this Environmental Impect

4 Draft Environmental Impact Statement, using our own resource

5 Statement was specifically and unambiguously limited -- end S
5 specialists who work for Colonel Walsh. We take foil and

6 suppose it would be the enabling legislation?
6 complete responsibility for the scope and the content of the

7 MAJOR VAN MESS: In the 1986 Defense
7 document. It is, indeed, an Air Force document.

F Authorization Bill, we believe that Congress clearly directed8 Finally, for the record, for those of you who are

9 us to limit the scope of this EIS to the peacetime deployment
9 aware Of the regulatory requirement from the Council on

10 and operation Of the system.
10 Environmental Quality Regulations, we did have Tetra Tech

11 MS. VAN RIPER: My nest guestion, I hven tO
11 prepare disclosure statements, the first on August 5, 1996.

12 adeit. may be an unfair guesticn. bet I want to ash it anyway
12 involving the Legislative Environmental Impact Statement, and

13 if anyone has any coements on it; and that's -- S's feirly
13 the second on July 2nd of this year, 1987, involving the

14 new to the process, and I was surprised to see that the scope14 Draft Environeental Ispart Statement where they, at our
15 of the EIB here wee so limited, and that's berause as a

15 behest, detailed for us all of the potential conflicts that

16 person who is just a concerned citizen, one of my biggest
16 nay have ecisted in this case.

17 concerns has to do with potential deployment, and then also17 So, in short, we took o good, hard look. NO
18 the incroecsed risk of attrk cassociated with it. •Agin. I

IS concluded that there was no disqualifying conflict of

19 was surprised to see there wan no statement regarding that
19 interout, nothing that would keep thee fron taking an

25 and no analysis regarding the potential impart there.
20 independent look at the environmental consequences. We've

21 My goestion is, Why would Congress limit the EIS
21 been satified with their work on our behalf.

22 to just the peacetime deployment and not allow analysis and
22 COLONEL BRISTOL, 0. D. Dowden, D-o-w-d-e-n?

23 comments on the other?
23 Is Mr. Dowden here? Or it could be Pn. Dowden. Janice V-n

24 LT. COLONEL WALSM: There are several ways in
24 Riper?

25 MS. JAMICE S. VAN BIFERR I have a roupie 25 which to answer your question. Taking the first one is that
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1 to analyse any Soviet attack upon this country would be 1 public coment period. It is . quarter-to-eleven. I don't

2 entirely speculative on our part. It Would be an action 2 want to Lake Nacy too much time frou the opportunity of you

3 taken by a foreign power. We would have to speculate hoc 3 to Wake comments. ow many More d. I havs that could like to

4 that attack might occur, and it would -- The bottom line, 4 ask questions? A total of 1. 2, 3, 4. Sir. why don't you

5 basically, would be that it would be terribly devestating to 5 come down first. Would you just state your nams?

6 the countryside. 6 MR. 70 NMADDOX% I just cant to ask for a

7 But the moat important thing to recall here is that 7 repeat of a citation.

8 because of the deployment of this particular system. we would I COLOmEL BRISTOL. Okay. Go ahead.

9 not aspect such an attack to occur in the first place; and 9 MR. NAUDOXs What it the citation. pleas*. on

10 that is the belief of Congress in proposing this system, to 10 the source of reference for private housing with Air force

11 add to deterrence. In this particular system, chich is 11 backup?

12 oetremely mobile, and by being mobile. we can thwart the 12 LT. COLOSEL WALSH, That would be Public Leo

13 effectiveness or efficiency of any Soviet attack; ce can 13 98-115, Section S0l and 602.

14 assure and demonstrate to the Soviet Union that should they 14 COLON BRSlflOLi And sir, what wee your nme,

1s try to attack, that a good portion of these resources could 1s just for the record?

16 survive and would possess sufficient retaliatory power to 1i f N70MDDOX Tom Maddox, N-a-d-d-o-e.

17 inflict unncceptable damage on the Soviet Union. 17 COLOiEL BRISTOL. Thank you, sir. Would you

is Knowing that, the Soviet Union would not attack in 1i Just come docn. those of you that would like to ask

19 the first place; an0, therefore, ce would have achieved 19 questions, end we can get you in a row. I think we had three

20 deterrence. go for those two reasons, Congress would elect 20 others. Yes, fir. Would you start With your name, please.

21 not to include the wartime impacts in this particular EIS. 21 and spell your last name?

22 MS. YVA RIPESS Thank you. 22 MR. JOE 8NmOWSA, Joe a•cmi a -- c-s-a-n. The

23 COLONEL BRISTOL: Thank you, me'am. Is now 23 rationale behind the Midgetman is that it's mobile, right?

24 going to move. unless there are any other questions that 24 That's where the Increased dterrence is, right?

25 anyone would like to pose, I'm prepared to move into the 25 iT. COLONEL WALSH, That's correct.
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1 MR. SUNMAN, Then why is it that some of the 1 f-a-g-l-e-y. As ce all know. in peacetime, accidents happen.

2 ICMAs that are already in place aren't being removed so that 2 We all pay car insurance. Why is it that you do not address

3 we can utilize that space for the sites? 3 peacetime accidents?

4 iT. COLONEL WALSH; Could you explain your 4 iT. COLONEi WALES: Peecetime accidents have

5 question, please? 5 bren included in this LIE in the safety section. We have

6 7Mg. " 'E , yeah, ce've got hoc many carheads 6 hypothesized the worst possible scenario that could occur and

7 dons the United States hove now? fifty thousnd, do you 7 analyzed the environmental consequences of such an accident.

6 think? We have about 50.000 warheads now, don't we? So If S. MAGLEt. I failed to hear that this

9 we've got increased deterrence from the Midgetman, can't -o 9 morning.

10 afford to remove some of the ICB01 in Montana and use those 10 COLONEL BRISTOL: ge said it vas in the Draft

11 sites? 11 tnvironenotal Impact Statement.

12 COLONEL DRISTOLt Colonel Walsh? 12 MS. MAGLFY. I Just dide't hear It this

13 LT. COLONEL WALS;i I have to consider your 13 morning.

14 question from too perspectives. The first one is Ce have 16 COLONEL BRISTOL) I might add that t'.

15 those particular systems on duty right nob. The loocroft is briefing, of necessity, didn't cover all of the content of

16 Commission, when they recommended the Small ICBM, can looking 10 the Draft Environmental Impart statement. It cue a neies of

17 for deterrence that would take us into the 21st, or 22nd 17 highlights from it. You should, by all masn. if you ".en't

18 Century. And that's what we're building towards. It is is done so already, take the opportunity to, number one, get a

19 entirely likely that between now and the start of the 21st 19 copy of the draft; and number two, become familiar with its

20 Century, some of the systems presently on alert sill be 20 contents. Did onyone else have a question before we go int

21 disassembled. aowever, it has not been proposed at thin 21 the public comments?

22 particular time; so. therefore, it is not included in this 22 05. KELLY MZWCI; I hav a gueccio tollod

23 ErS. 23 by a cronent.

24 COLONEL BRISTOL, Thank you, $i,. Yen, n*,au. 24 COLONEL BRSISTOL Why don't we do it -- If you

25 I11. BEVERLY MAGLEYT Beverly Oagley, 25 are on the lint of coaments, why don't ce just do it whet we
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1 get to your portion of the coements. 1 AS an example, I would like to use the hospital in

2 HR. SRECZr All right. 2 Conrad. They've got now kind of e big albatross. The

3 COLONEL BRI8TOLt Kathleen Guehlatoiff? All 3 community can't pay for it, and when the services were cut

4 of these that I have, with just a couple of exceptions, 4 back, and I mean, they're left with this big building they

5 indicate in the private citizen capacity. I'll indicate if S still have to heat and take care of and all of these jobs

6 that is otherwise. So we'll be talking about a three-minute 6 that were supposed to fill it. They're having a little bit

7 time frame. Thank you. 7 of trouble with that. I would like to see more study done

aHS. KATHLEEN GUERLSTORPFr Thank you very a when the system is. by treaty or whatever the reason, when

9 much. Bello, again. I have a few questions, but mostly just 9 the system Is pulled out, who's going to pay for these

10 coments. I have looked over the DEIS, and it's very 10 increased social services and so on.

11 weighty. I'm interested in some problems that I still have 11 Last, it's still, at best; I think that the system

12 with labor stating that 80 percent of the jobs, or something 12 is -- at best, it's humorous. I sort of envision this large

13 like that, based on the Cheyenne NX studies, are going to be 13 refugee of a Tanks Toy Factory screamming around the barren

14 out-of-state jobs. I don't feel that that has been addressed 14 wastes in the middle of winter on alert. It's kind of

15 very well. I'm not comfortable with that; and I would 15 humorous to me; and at worst. I think, further deployment of

16 appreciate either some comment on it. I don't think these 16 nuclear weapons is evil. Thank you.

17 are going to be jobs for Hontana citizens. 17 LT. COLONEL WALSN. Sir, may I answer some of

1 l'm still concerned. I don't think that it was 16 those questions?

19 addressed very well in the Impact on the communities. If 19 COLOHEL BISTIOL, Yes, briefly.

20 public services are increased, and then the systen is taken 20 LT. COLONEL WALSE: First of all, your

21 away, who is going to pay for that? I still think there's 21 question in respect to the labor force; the determination of

22 going to be a booe/bust problem, and I don't feel it was 22 labor was made on the analysis of Great Falls and not based

23 addressed very well in the EIS. I'd like to see some further 23 upon any previous numbers from Cheyenne. He used Cheyenne as

24 study on that maybe for a final, or some comments from you 24 an example of what we could do when we came to Greet Falls,

25 now. 25 but the numbers that we represented for Great Falls was based
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1 upon, first of all. our analysis of the available labor in 1 find that I -- 1 feel like I would feel better talking.
2 I'm a pedistrician. 1 have beer in practice since

2 Great Palls and, of course, our needs; and we found that over

3 80 percent of the jobs that were created in the construction 3 1944. 1 have become Increasingly concerned about the

4 industry, sod In the indirect Industries, could be satisfied 4 psychological effects on children living in this nuclear age;

5 from the local earket. There is no guarantee it would be and, therefore, have becoe, active in Physicias for Social

6 satisfied, but it could be. 6 Pesponsibility. I am the contact person for that group in

7 The other issue that you raised wan the; What 7 the Helena area. An I sat here this morning with ny little

8 statement, I became increasingly appalled at the fact that we
B happens if the system goes away? Again, this is a concern

9 have all thin tine, talest, and money going into considering
9 that was raised not only here, but in many of the other

10 little, bitty things without even thinking of the fate of the
10 communities often siting similar enasples. In this

11 particular case, if -- if through negotiations of the arms 11 planet earth.

12 1e have a draft ElI which is that fat lindirstirgl,
12 limitations talks, a decision was made not to deploy the

13 Smell ICOM when we're halfway through the construction phase, 12 and nowhere along there can I see where anybody in concernee

14 about the survival of our planet. That's why I'm talking
14 then in all probability, the Air Force would have to assess

15 what the environmental consequences was of such a decision. is c I'll read the very short rtutenent that we, with PIP,

16 decided to vend.
16 Not that It would change the decision, but it would allow us

17 to sake appropriate mitiqations to minimise the impacts upon 17 'lv reeeehruee Of Hiroshima on Aogost 4th, church

19 the communities from that decision. Thank you. 10 bells toll every two seconds. This is to remind people that
19 every Iso vecondo, a child diem or noleotritlon or

19 COLONEL BRISTOL: Belle Richards. This is a

20 representational situation: Physicians for Social 20 rveoluhlr illn.o while 'he wrd spends $50,000

21 taryan. CU honlng as there are rerrlr in oar world who ore
21 Responsibility. So, Pelle, you have five minutes; and Good

22 morning. 22 ro noei ov food, clothing, shelter. and health care, eronie
23 t noe t vol (iv lortr lv touneves rsary arnaenrt. Tio enclosed

23 OR. BELLE RICHARDS: Good morning. Belle

24 sheet," which - on of there. -,haw. graphically that 00
24 Richards, R-l-c-h-a-r-d-s. I hadn't planned on saying

25 anything. I have a statement I was going to turn in, but 2S aleoi have n' rlc eogh -e-r to kl offr entire
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1 world. Cancelling efforts to build Midgetman would be a step 1 granddaughter csae to dinner,. ah's sO tiny she sat on it to

2 in the right direction.' 2 eat her *Pagbetti. I think I have the only copy with

3 COLONEL BRISTOLs Thank you. Jounce Maynard? 3 spaghetti sauce on the cover. I was relieved when I found

£ It's been my practice, and I didn't mention it earlier, but 1 4 Out I would only bave to read the psrt about safety maimly,

5 should mention it now, that regardless froe which perspective 5 becsaue that's whet I talked about the last time I wan here.

6 a speaker addresses the proposal, I'm going to ask that there 6 The subject of safety ronsiderations are in the

7 be no manifestations of agreemeent -r $'oreement or hoots or 7 book in Section 5. and I would hope that the woman that asked

a hollers or applause. It simply takes up the total amount of I sbout that vould look at those. It's caled 'The System

9 time that we have for the making of statements. 9 Safety Program.' 'Nuclear Safety, Saplosive Safety,

10 p. JOANNE HAYNWARD: I'm JoAnne Maynard. I'm 10 Personnel Training and Certificates, Personnel Reliability

11 a mmbear of the Episcopal Church's Standing Commission an 11 Program, Mishap Probabilities,' those things are addressed.

12 Peace, but I'm not really speaking for thee, only for myself. 12 "'mergency Operations, Air Force Contingency Plans, potential

11 1 was interested this morning when you talked about your 13 Retard System.* They figure out the probabilities of these

14 concern for the religious beliefs of Native Americans as you 14 ascidents happening. A motor vehicle -- that was addressed

15 sy be digging up some of their sites, burial sites; and this 15 in the Colonel's talk, Lt. Colonel's talk, whether a truck

14 whole thing and the whole armament thing violates the 16 might crash into it, if it would be a hard enough of a crash

17 religious beliefs of myself and a lot of Christians. There 17 for a fire.

18 was concern, you said, about disturbing the spirits 'f people 18 There's a probability about an aircraft colliding

1t who are buried in these Native American sites. This whole 19 with the Hard Mobil. Launcher, and then if a big enough

20 thing disturbs ny spirit, even though I'm not deed yet. 20 aircraft would crash into it. loone of these are figured to

21 When I first got my copy of the big Impact 21 be very probable. So I wonder why -- wby when I'm reading

22 Statement, I thought it son the Penney's catalog, and then 1 22 this don't I feel at ease about the whale thing. The book

23 saw what it was and I wan dismayed. I thought, -I re•lly 23 also talks about the cleanup activities they would do if one

24 should read this because I really am concerned.' 24 of these improbable probabilities might happen. One

25 The first thing I used it for was when my 25 paragraph concerned nuclear material. It said, 'Surface
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1 contamination could require the removal of up to 5,000 cubic I know they figure this probably won't happen. I can see that

2 reters of sail in the vicinity of the mishapen 2 the people who did this research went tns lot of work and

3 1 can't picture how much that is, but I wonder, 3 they Assure un thot the probability of an accident Is slight.

4 where? Removal to where? Where are they going to take it, I Somehow that doesn't sake ae feel any better.

5 and who is going to take it? I suppose it would be Lhe Air 5 Then the other day, my boom got 8 copy of this

6 Force personnel, and I didn't like to think about that. T 6 Paper called NUCLEUS- It's Put out by the Union of Concerned

7 didn't like to think about anybody, any human being, having 7 Scientists. I was taking it upstairs to put it on his desk.

a to do that. It sounded pretty dangerous. 8 "*'a away at a youth convention; and a. I put it down, I saw

9 Corputetf were used to figure out the diff.erent 9 this Paragraph and it really sumad up for we why I didn't

10 things that could happen, and the resuvl f fo wateo , Foil, 10 feel good even After I read about the safety and the

11 plants, anima s and humans. Under mIneidents Involving Solih 11 i2phobapilety and did thati They're not talking about --

12 Propellants, I uman Health Defectsu it says, bShould the 12 They do have an article in here about oe missiles going

1 w mishap coincide with outdoor human activity,- g o youiae 13 around on train trdcku . That -ae interesting. It younded

54 picturing somebody having a picnic or iaybe a wol b out in 14 5 ybe even worse than theg.

is his field, "persons exposed to the particulate cothat expect is p ut thry're talking about the Otniko and they C ace ,

1O health defect. the severity of which woun d dep8nd or the 16 "Like the Chatlenger and Chernobyl accidents, the i ate ow I he

17 particulate concentration, the length of ethoure time, r nt 17 U.S.Sp Stark, the accidental victim oe an Iraei missile

10 other factous.l is attack in the Persian ruea killing 37 sret andbers, hae again

19 Under i lncidenth Involving Liqnd Proptlnoiiantg; SOn 11 dramatized the aerils of relying on very complek

20 rhoat exos.urma, the systemic effects involve the cudrth 20 12 chnJealokae l systems i hoe e failure can man diastegin

21 nervous Eyrter. pesultan, vyrptoiss include tremors. The-• 21 Thank you

22 ace Alto severe 1 ocal burns and dervatitis, convulsions, ar,1 22 COLONEL PRIS•JVLý Thank you, .. '-m P. A.

23 nisapctind wt oudorg? Good arracs. T

24 i think if d hio nin written in A oe -. -t 24 a e R. D. A. STERNBEwG: thnth

25 Of eay, fthisk it heseld be ovf. whic courlddeodin, 25 1 Lthe- Chalener jusa wdnt to tadnk you for the ofte.

17 priuaecncrto.telent ofelOoCtnad1 .?S t•2teacdna vci fo rq isl
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1 to come in and express my opinions on this system this 1 destruction that is inherent in these systems removes it from

2 morning. I guess what disturbs me the most about the system 2 any practicality. Thank you.

3 and the way it's being presented is that those opinions also 3 COLOrEL BRISTOL.: Thank you sir. Rebecca

4 expressed by Mr. Morrison this morning, and the fact that the 4 Dodge?

5 Air Force and the Congress have taken an out, if you sill, On 5 5S. PEBECCA DODGE: My name is Rebecca Dodge,

6 a technicality of failing to address the impacts, 6 and I don't have any statistics to quote and I don't have any

7 environmental impacts, of the actual use of nuclear missiles. 7 organination behind me besides the public. I an a private

8 There are. unquestionably, environmental impacts 8 citisen. I thank you for this opportunity to let my views be

9 inherent in building such a system; and if it were to be 9 kiown. I would rather be out boating with my family today,

10 actually used, I think that Congress and the Air Force and 10 but instead I'm called to be here.

11 everyone in here would agree that environmental impacts would 11 It Is very hard for me to understand this whole

12 be profound, and I would just like to go on record as saying 12 scenario. I love my State. I love my neighbors, even those

13 that I would be opposed to the building and the use of such a 13 who disagree with me. I have a 14-year-old daughter and a

14 syrtem; and I guess that I feel that by not including those 14 7-year-old son, and I look forward to my children enjoying

11 findings in a draft or final statement, it adds a flaw to an 1I this State the same way I do. I teach 25 second graders in

16 Environmental Impact Statement which really removes it from 16 East selena, and I have such a feeling of optimism when I

17 credibility. 17 teach these children. It is so dreary for me to have to come

10 My second is one that I would like to propose, that 10 here and think about this in Our state filled with missiles.

19 nuclear weapone, as a whole, are obsolete. I base this or 19 No matter how many jobs it creates, I still don't

20 historical fact in that through the ages, various weapons 20 see the purpose. I would like to have some of your money for

21 systems have become obsolete, from the bow and arrow, and the 21 my classroom. My plea ie to be heard as a private citixen.

22 crossbow, right on up; and I'm no military genius, but I 22 I ask you to keep these missiles out of my State. I don't

23 believe that a system which a weapon which if used, would not 23 feel safer with them. On the contrary, it scares me beyond

24 only destroy the "enemy,* but also ourselves, removes it from 24 belief. No matter how colorful your illustrations, and no

25 any use. And I wish that we could all see that the kind of 25 matter how technical your EIS. I know in my heart this isn't
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1 good for my State or my World. 1 Montana for further study on this.

2 Please consider my view as that of a private 2 Let's stop here for a minute and remseber one real

3 citisen. I also believe that I speak for those who are too 3 important fact that hasn't been mentioned; that this $1

4 young to speak for themselves; and thank you for listening. 4 billion they'll spend and $63 million that will go into the

5 COLONEL BRISTOL: Thank you. Kelly -- is it 5 private sector, and the $200,000 that was given to our State

6 Nencn? 6 all comes from the same place, or gets billed to the mama

7 MP. KELLY sENCZ: Sencr. 7 people, and that's the American taxpayer.

B COLONEL SOISTOL; I was going to say I;ein., a I'd like to say that it might look like this would

9 but the letters sne in the wrong order. Go ahead. Good 9 benefit Montana in the beginning; but In the end, we as

10 morning. Is that H-e-n-i-n? 10 taxpayers would be left paying the total bill. We'd have

11 MR. RENCS: Well, for the Air Force records, 11 more military in our State drawing their money from us, the

12 It's S-0 i-t-h. 12 taxpayers.

13 COLONEL BRISTOL: We'll call you anything you 13 So last but not least, in all your decisions that

14 like. 14 you've made and will make on this subject, how come no cmmon

15 MR. HENCS; My name Is Kelly Hercz. I 15 sense has been used? And by this, I'm referring to the

16 represent myself, my family, and any American who believes in 16 simple fact that the United States already has enough nuclear

17 good old common sense. I'd like to say that here today the 17 power to destroy the world some three to four times over.

lB Air Force or the Government or whoever, you make all this 18 Why do we need more? That's my question. When is enough

19 sound pretty good. You tell us that some 3,100 people will 19 enough? Thank you; and one other thing 1'd like put on your

20 be added to Malmstrom's population. You say roads and 20 record is: God Bless the Republic of America.

21 bridges will be upgraded; and overall, you're going to spend 21 COLONEL BRISTOL: Thank you. I'll join in

22 a billion dollars, and $63 million will go to the private 22 that. Mr. -- or perhaps Mrs. A. M. Boylan, M-o-y-l-a-n?

23 sector. Housing will boom, unemployment will go down, we'll 23 MR. BENCZl There was a question there at the

24 have to build-up new buildings on the base and more housing. 24 end; When is enough enough? How come you haven't used any

25 I heard a figure of $200,000 mentioned that was given to 25 comeon sense?
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1 COLONEL BsalTOL, This is the comment period. I they could make With $1 billion. Imagine such an

2 I'll give you a chance; but I want to get all of the comments 2 environmental impect. I'd like to conclude with a few quotes

3 out, Kelly. and then we'll be addressing it. Okay? Before 3 from the U.S. Bishop's Peace Pastoral. and I added a little

4 we leave, he will address. I want to lot your fellow 4 phrasee 'As Montomans and Americans., citizens of the nation

$ citizens make their comment*. This is the comment part. The 5 which was first to produce stooic weapons, which has been the

6 question part is finished. 6 only we to ume them, and Which today is one of the handful

7 MS. A. H. MDTLAM. It's 'Mien.' 7 of nations capable of decisively influencing the course of

I COLONEL BRISTOL: Good Morning. a the nuclear age, we have grave human moral and political

9 MS. MOYLAII Hello. I represent the Montana 9 responsibilities to see that a conscious choice is made to

10 Catholic Conference. The greatest environmental Impact that 10 mve humanity.*

11 we can see is not what will happen once the Midgetman is in 11 As the United States Bishops stated in 1913 in

12 use, but rathe a whet Is happening right now, or whet Isn't 12 their pastoral letter on war and peace. lBemoving the nuclear

13 happening. While this nation's defense budget continues to 13 threat will require major effort of intelligence, courage,

14 enjoy support frow the President's administration, the 14 and falt,.. we believe this is the greater challenge.* As

is programs designed for low-income Americans are continually 15 Pope John Paul said at Hiroahima, *Prom now on, it is only

16 being cut back. 16 through a conscious choice and a deliberste policy that

17 To bring this a little closer to home; during the 17 humanity can survive.' Thank you.

16 first weak of operation of the Belerm rood Share, is COLONZL BRISTOL, Thank you. Chester Slnnay?

19 Incorpersted, they fed 166 people through their food basket 19 Good Morning, sir.

20 distributions. On Monday of this week, July 20th, from 12 20 MR. CHESTER RBIVBII Good Morning, Lieutenant

21 noo, until 3030 p.m.. Helena Food Share had 31 requests for 21 -- or Colonel, excuse me. I'm Chester Kinsey, f-i-n-s-e-y.

22 food baskets. rive were from single people. Twenty-six of 22 l1' a member of the Montana Low Income Coalition, have been

23 these were for families. 23 for many years, three nowv and we ate very concerned with

24 These people are the truly needy in our community 24 what's happening in this military exercise you're putting on.

25 and environment, if you will. I wonder bow many food baskets 25 we feel that it is a huge disservice to the country to spend
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I time and our money on this kind of a futile and insane 1 comments. The water supply system in central-Montana is

2 defense systm which is not a defense system when we have 2 stressed now, and I suspect that water requirements,

3 people going hungry, thousands of people without homes, 3 construction, snd operation of the program w1ll stress it

4 actually between six and seven million people living without 4 even further. We're currently -- the State is currently

5 housing at this day and age. And this is the direct result 5 reviewing water rights throughout the State, and my

6 of the impact of the mllitary on the society of the United 6 recommendation to you is that you should wait until Montana

7 States. 7 completes it's adjudication of water rights in the Rissourl

He have some roererns also with the fact that thene a River Basin before you can adequately assess the impact on

9 Systens are supposed to te safe, but they aren't nrecssarily 9 water availability in the basin.

10 so. You're putting them out on the highways, putting them 10 My second comment is that I believe that the

11 into a porulation center to work on them, and considering the 31 turbidity of the surface water is going to be affected mere

12 history of the military procurement system, the corruption 12 then the EIS Staten, and that will be the result of changing

13 within it. we feel that there is no real safety in rhat they 13 the integrity of the channel, the stream channels, when you

14 are producing for the military today. We have too many 14 build roads and bridges. As Dr. Krawor probably knows, if

15 examples of it that we feel we're developing a dangerous 15 you change the integrity of the stream channel, the stress

16 system in this State, much mote dangerous thun those of the 16 tries to regain its equilibrium by scouring the bank and the

17 missile. and Silos. 17 bed, and that will increase the sediment concentration In the

1i Ve are primarily interestes Jr teeing that peace Ir 18 streams.

19 the emphasis, end this administration seens to ibe opposed to 19 This is very important in Montana that we don't do

20 any development that will reduce -he tensions, and we bore 20 that. He hbve lots of good fishing. So I recommend that

21 that our position will be supported by enough pearle that we 21 during the road and bridge construction, if you ever get to

22 can wipe out thic whole program. Thank you. 22 that, that the rtiasm channel integrity oust be ecintaived.

23 COLONEL BMISTOLi Thank you, sir. Alice 23 My third point is that I recommend that in your

24 Stanley? 24 final EIS that you expand your safety section to include

25 MS. ALICE STANLEY, I just have four 25 lot n.,e scenaios ttan you have.
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1 And my fourth point is I just want to record my 1 system that's very illogical. We're talking about a Hard

2 frustration with the limited scope of the IS in not 2 Mobile Launcher that is 101-feet long and weighs over 200,000

3 assessing the impact of elevating central-Montana to a 3 pounds on our farm and ranch lands. And I don't think we can

4 higher-priority target aroa for incoming attack. 4 sit here and say. *What will the effect of that be?" We're

5 COLONEL BRISTOL: Thank you, ma'am. Kathy 5 talking about prairie land, and it's very fragile. I haven't

4 Hellard? 6 seen that addressed.

7 MS. KATHY mELLDAD: For the record, that's 7 What's been happening is we ask a question and It

a -e-l-1-a-n-d. I made a visual aide -- not quite as good as 6 gots answered, and shut you say is that you'll take care of

9 Col. Walsh's. I'll hold it up. I first just want to ask a 9 it and there will be no Impact; and I must say, an many other

10 question that I'd like to see studied in the IS that wasn't, 10 people stated- I don't feel comfortable with that answer.

11 and then I'll go into my last comuents. That is, I didn't 11 We've never deployed a mobile missile system in

12 oee studied in there the effects of both the deploymont of MX 12 this country. We're not hearing specifics on the movement

13 Rail Base and also the Midgetman on our blossoming tourist 13 and we're not hearing specifics on what's going to happen if

14 industry. I can't imagine that people would want to cone on 14 this accidentally roams our land without being launched; and

15 vacation close to the missiles; but I didn't see that 11 like has been mentioned, we haven't heard what will happen if

16 addressed and I think that's an economic concern. 16 it does launch.

17 To start, I just want to say that I never thought 1 17 1 assert that you don't know all the an'swers and

16 would agree with the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Richard 1 you can't really give us any guarantees. I think that if

19 Pearl, when he said that, *The Midgetman is terribly 19 deployed, Montana and its citisens will be your guinea pig in

20 ineffective. There is no good reason for doing it." I think 20 the United States, and that makes me very angry. I might add

21 that's a very important point to keep in mind. 21 that this is a very expensive guinea pig. At $50 billion,

12 I've gone to numerous hearings around the State and 22 many people have stated we could do lots of other things with

23 have heard Lt. Col. Walsh make his presentation, and I mupt. 23 that money.

24 say he's very good at his job. He's very good. But what ho& 24 In 1986, the military spent $1 billion a day, $141

25 been asked of us is that we're asked to I ook logically at a 25 million an hour, and $700,000 a minute. While we will be
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1 sitting here during the course of this hearing, which is 1 as the Catholic Bishops had, would be immoral under any

2 three hours, we will have spent $123 million on our military. 2 circumstances, but the United Methodist Bishops also

3 Thank you. 3 indicated that even the justification -- so-called

4 COLONEL BRISTOL.; Thank you. Frank 4 justification -- for the possession of nuclear weapons as

5 Kronkowski. 5 deterrence is also unjustifiable, and as Col. Walsh stated

6 MR. FRANIK KPOtlIKSKIh My name it Frank 6 very clearly, the rationale for Midgetman, part of the

7 Kromkowski, and I'm the Peace With Justice coordiLato, for 7 rationale for Midgetman, is that it will sa-,ehow increase our

8 the Yellowstone Conference of the United Plethodirt Church. 1 6 deterrence.

9 want to first report that at our June 1907 annual conference, 9 The position of the United Methodist Council of

10 the Yell wstone Conference of the Methodict Church, which 10 Bishops, and. specifically, the Yellowstone Conference, is

11 represents all of Montana and parts of Idaho and parts of 11 that we reject that as a fundamentally flawed moral analysis;

12 Wyoming, overshelmingly voted the resolution to oppose the 12 that justification is not acceptable to us, and we sill work

13 deployment of the Midgetman losslle in Montana and the VX 13 in any way to make sure that this missile is not placed in

14 missile since that has also been thrown into the equatirn 14 Montana.

11 recently. 15 The basis for that statement -- of making a

16 1 would like to explain the background of tiat 16 statement about nuclear deterrence is that may be the case

17 opposition and make a point about nome iradequacies in the 17 that you have been instructed by Congress, by its Senate, to

16 frame work of the Environmental Impact Statement, suggest and 19 limit yourselves to an analysis of certain kinds of peacetime

19 request that methodology for the final draft t- emplodyed thor 19 deployment. That is not acceptable methodolngy for the

20 addresses these issuse. 20 Methodist Bishops, or for us as United Methodists in Montana.

21 The itatement, or resolution, parred by the 21 it's simply inadequate, totaluy inadequate.

22 June '87 Yellowstone Crnference opposing the tigeqrwn 22 The United Methodist Bishops made a statement on

23 Missile refenred back to a 1906 document put together Ly 23 nuclear deterrence. o"uclear deterrence.* they may. 'has ton

24 United Metholit Council of Bishops in which the Council of 24 long been reverenced as the idol of national security. In

25 aishops not only IndicateC that the -Qc of nuclear neaopcs, 21 Its most idolatrous forms, It has blinded its proponent,
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1 to the many-sided requirements of genuine aecurity. There I Methodist Church. jobs for those people who are currently

2 can be no unilateral security in a nuclear age. security 00559104 snd Currently. by or legislature, being

3 requires economc etrngtb and stability, environment and 3 threatened with a Constitutional charge to take away their

4 public health, educational quality, social well-being, public 4 rights to assistance ftc. the State.

S confidence and local cooperation. , 5 The real impact we wOuld like to know about is if

SWhat they're saying is that i. an analysis of chat6 you took the same amount of money you say is going to go into
7 JOba and put it into other kinds of lobs: educational lobe

? is really going to happen with the placement of a system such

a for teachers, other kinds of construction jobs. jobs forS an this, ce cannot lisit ourselvas to simply an nsnlysir. Of
9 health care corkers, hoc santy lobs then could he created, and

9 what Would happen if ue were to place this missile system in
18 let's compalre those, and I think we'll see that it 0111 he a

10 Montana. What I's Buying is that I cant to ask in the final

11 significant difference; that we're being cheated by the kinds11 report that another methodology, in fact, he used to assess

12 the genuine impact of deploying this system spart froo the 12 of jobs we're supposedly getting from the Midgetman Missile.
13 In terse of humen services --

13 fact that this Is a weapon of mesa destruction. I mean, ce
14 COL•s!L BRISTOL, Sir, your time is aspired.

14 all recognize that. If it ever is used, there's no doubt

15 about that Impact. That isn't mentioned. is and I have sin of these to go, so if you could se rkne and

14 subsit the halance.
1s I would say in terms of jobs and employment, the

17 Draft Impact Statement seems to give us Some notion that 17 Ma. KOW5KI. In term of human services,
IS ce have domesetic ciolence progress and sh~elters for abosed

10 there will be a certain number of jobs that will benefit in

10 cameo. We have children heing abosed, we have emotionally
19 some way. Or there will be some temporary character to that.

20 In the final statemnt, chat I could like the 20 disturbed children who ca"mot be placed in treatment becaee

21 commission to actually deal cith would be what kinds of jobs 21 our State does not have the money. We have people and
22 children needing drop abuse treateont. Ce have lou-incom

22 would actually be created if ce took the money that

21 people being required to live at levels of general assistance
23 supponedly is going into these jobs ye' re supposed to be

24 chick are totally Inadeguate.
24 grateful for, into long-tars jobs for Montana citizens who

25 are out of employment. It is the point of the United 25 Id like you to leak at those issues in hun
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I FecArthur, and he said that nuclear usapons haerma de car
1 services and saho hoc, in fact. those issues would be

2 obsolete asso nInstrument of nationl policy. And I believe
2 addressed by an equivalent amount of money that goes into

3 that.
3 human services and public services es opposed to the

4 And I believe any use by a nuclear cealpon cotid
4 Midgetman Missile. Only in that way would ce be satisfied

S result in rho ultimate environmntal dinaster. and a result
5 that the methodology is the real one that shows us the real
6 Impacts. 6 you can't contemplate. I believe MacArthur was right chen he

7 said that nuclear weapons are not weapons of defense, but7 COLOEL sWIS'TOL, thank you. Judge Morrison.

8 they contain within themselves the elements of mutual5 l's sorry. I didn't knoc you care a judge Ot I could have
9 suicide.

9 aSddressed you in that respect earlier -- or oe-judge. 
e

10 think u remember en-ledges as judges. 10 I'll be talking to the Congress; and I appreciate

11 the limitations of your scope, and I didn't intend to getII Mt. FPRANK FRMRISOM, SM. t~hank you tory much.

12 I'm sorry if there's a little confuslon here. The judge Is 12 into what Major Van Ness opened up here cub reference to the

12 my son, not me. However, I have had the responsibility of 11 spirit of dead Indianr. but chat Is prinarily concerned with

14 being chief executive of the State where the headquarters of 14 is the attitude and the spirit of the young people In the
Ii grade achools Of the State Of Montenea nd chat their spirit

is the Strategic Air Command is located. I'm not a military
16 io. Most of them think thet us have no lmimnaged our

14 authority. The highest rank I've ever had was that ofr First

17 Lieutenant; so I defer to Major Van Ness. sot with reference 17 conduct that they aren't even going to live out their lf
IS time, and that bothers me.

1i to the Interpretation of the Eighth Circuit Court opinion, I

19 fly chief authority on these nuclear weapon. in the10 0111 55y thio: I rhino if you tenk ten lawyers and put them
20 State of montana is Col. lDon Clark. retired, who the Air

20 in a room and asked them for an opinion on any given subject,

21 you could come up with at least twelve answers. 21 Force trained as an authority on strategic nuclear weapons.

22 1 would like to talk not only #s an individual, 22 5t v an orvisor to the joint chiefs during the SALT talk
23 negotiatinos. I spoor o lot Of time cith his, end he Oat

23 perhaps, but as a member and representative of the Lawyers'

24 prepared to reunify in the canse Of the Ontred 5t ~t55AsOs
24 Alliance for Nuclear Arms Control. I think the greatest

2S military authority in the history of this country wAs Douglas 25 Qisi that every single nuclear lnstellotio, in the State of
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1 Montana was not an instrument of defense, but created an I possible deterrent, and I percent of what we now have wovid
2 coapletely destroy the Soviet Onion as a viable society.

2 additional risk to 'a, people of this State; and that's what
3 These are the things that bother mar and, to ee,

3 Col. Clark naye, ant the Air Force trained him as an expert

4 the things we should ultimately be coacerned about, and I'd4 or strategic noclear weapono, and thin bothers se.

5 like that on a public record. 1'. not here as a judge,
5 I suspect that it may bother you, and I'm sorry

4 thoogh my son has acted in that capacity in this State. But4 that yoa are limited. I -as an attorney for the Episcopl~a
7 I revere this coontry and -hat it stands for, and I think

7 Bishop of Wyoming, Western Solidarity, and some of the people
S we've got to have nsoe alternative to noclear weapons. Thank

8 that were involved in that litigation and apparently it's
9 yoo.

9 going to be tried sore day; but let's not get our eye off of
lf COLONEL BRISTrOL; Thank you, sir. Stephen

10 the ultimate prnblem here, and that is -hat is the
11 Maly.

11 environmental impact of the discharge of one of those nuclear

12 MR. MALYr It's not fair to have to follow
12 weapons? It means a destruction of ourselves, the

13 Mr. Morrison. Be jost akout said it all. First of all,
13 destruction of the environment necessary for human1

14 remember when Midgetman appealed to my sense of the future
14 inhabitants on this earth.

ai and some sort of faith in deterrence, that sort of thing.15 1 don't claim to be an aathority or a religious
16 That's gore away, and it's apparent to Se that anybody else

16 man, but there is one thing that I believe, that we as people
17 who sight -- at least ir the crOWd -- -ho sight have thou'ght

17 are partners with a devine architect of this universe in

18 Midgetman was a reasonable step toward eventual arms control
18 protecting oar vnvironeent for the use of those that foilov

19 and disarnament, has lost that. At least, kno- I have.
19 us, and we cannot even contemplate the use of a nuclear

21 I think it'v a dush idea, and I have more faith
20 weapon without risking that environment for ourselves and

21 than ever, so a conseguence of today and previvun hearings
21 everybody that follows us. That's the ultimate environmental

22 and what I've heard from officials In the Air Force, that
22 inpact that Inm roncernved aboot.

23 we're not going to buy the system. It's still a useful23 Getting bark tO Col. Clark -ho is an evpert; he
24 enercise, but we're going to domp thin, and the sooner the

24 said 1 percent of what we now have in our nuclear arson.

25 better. I understand the decision rests with Congrers, avd
25 without this Midgetman or any other system, could serve any
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1 we have a responsibility to let them know how w- feel. 1 diversification. We need something nonmilitary that

2 Getting back to the environmental impact, it's haur 2 generates long-term jobs.

3 not to be repetitive of things that have already been said 3 Finally, to just add to the momentum regarding the

4 and said quite well. Py major consideration in reading the 4 limited scope, the commentary on the limited scope of the

5 document was in the area of transportation, and that I think 5 EI, I appreciate thr limitations, and I read the disclaimer,

6 I'm getting a very clear picture that, as was mentioned 6 or whatever we call it, in the front that Congress is

7 before, tourist. are not going to like what's going on here. 7 mandatirg. In my cind, accidental launches ought to be --

8 It's not going to attract them; and some of the major P reasonably ought to be considered as a peacetime deploymaent

9 highways and byways that connect this State to country to the 9 possibility. I mean, we don't launch accidentally in -ar.

10 north, Canada, will be inpacted. I expect there will be -- 10 It's a peacetime event. This is the way I understand the

11 we'll see fewer Canadians coming to Montana and through 11 court decision is that the higher court viewed this as a

12 Montana. 12 reasonable thing to investigate. I lost my final point here.

13 1 also anticipate disruption of a very Jmportan; 13 So it's gone fojever.

14 business, commercial traffic between major commercial centers 14 COLONEL BRISTOL; Not forever. Too have ortil

15 in the State: Billings, Great Fals, Ifelen., Bozeman, 15 the 21st of August.

16 Lewistown, and that this is going to have a hard-to-reasure. 16 Mn. MALT; Avyway, I, too, appreciate this

17 but very serious, impact on our hope" for economic 17 opportunity. I think this kind of theater demonstrates

1i development, and more ierportantly, for economic 18 something very important about our country and the rights of

19 diversification. 19 Americoso to voice their opinions, and I'll lust reilerate

20 We're not going to be able to rttract tie buoincor 20 that I think the American people, the Air Force, the C-ngress

21 investment that the State officials are working li";' to (jet 21 are going to decide pretty soon that the Midgetean is not in

22 if they know people with the money wro yray •ant to cone ro 22 the national interest, and then we can worry about better

23 fIontana are going to look at who 'a going on, all th1 23 thingO.

24 construction activity, the riFk factors, and coy. "1•cy, we'll 24 COLONEL DRISTOL: Thank you. Jim Senkler.

25 go soo•nrhr e else,' anil that bothers me becauro or noe'l 25 MP. SENiLfP: Maybe I misunderstood you,
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1 Colonel, at the beginning of the meating when you said that 1 That is an action that we can &Iso spend this money in other

2 this will be also on opportunity to ask questions that wet* 2 ways than in boilding Midgetman. What would that impact be

3 maybe a little sore leading or a little sore statetent-like, 3 on Pontana?

4 and we could expect responses to those also. 4 If we spent $66 billion, or an average of $S6

COLONEL BRISTOL. You will get responses. and 5 million a year over those 15 years, God. it's amasing what

S I intend to see -- Even though it was somewhat rhetorically 6 could happen that could be useful to us Instead of putting

I posed, I get the gist of Mr. Henca's question -- Mr. Smith's 7 weapons in a hole or in an igloo, or whatever. There's got

0 question -- and I'm going to give the panel an opportunity to U to be better se of that soney. I would suggest that that is

I .ns.er it. The Idea why, given what we have already, do we 9 a significant Impact, and that that should be addressed in

10 need saeething Bmoev I intend to give the panel the 10 the SIS.

11 opportunity to answer that question. 11 When I eas here. Bhenever it Bas that they had the

12 MR. SENLEBR, I guess my problem with that is 12 original scoping hearings, I asked if there would be an

13 it doesn't allow much chance for dialogue on that basis. 13 opportunity to -- if policy questions would be addressed. I

14 When he gets his response, and when I would like . response, 14 understood that any question that I asked or posed from vhSr

15 then I can't, in turn, respond. 1s I talked and asked Col. Welsh, that they would be addre.aed.

16 COLONEL BRISTOL. Do you have something I1 Has that changed now?

17 further you Bant to say now? I've got two of these left, and 17 LT. COLONEL WALSVI That's correct.

is then we*'1 uae the tise that reoains as best we can to have is COLONEL BRISTOL, You r re correct. If it's

19 Bome kind of a dialogue. That's what ce cant to do. 19 gersane to the proposal or if it's an anticipated impact, and

20 MR. SHNRLER- Okay. Thank you. First of all. 20 It's a pertinent question, it will either be answered today

21 1 want to Bay that I very clearly oppose this Midgetean. 21 or answered for the record.

22 This is a waste of money. I think Frank Kromkowski said it 22 MR. SMIfLER• So any of the comments that have

23 best, the point that I want to mkee. I think it's important 23 been made today relative to policy saying that they don't

24 that we include in this analysis the effects of a NO-Action 24 like this will bie addressed in the statement, in the finalt

25 Alternative, but it's a different No-Action Alternative. 21 is that correct?
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2 COLONEL BOISTOLs If they are questions, they 1 policy and Its effect. If It we& a position that yoo provide

2 that you are against a Small ICM, It would be noted.2 Bill be aekdroamed. If they are comeant expresaing an

3 opposing point of view, they would only be addressed if they 3 MR. SEMRLPRi And not responded to?

4 CI0N02.• ORISTOL. There is noe response if you
4 introduced go" new element into the opposition, If you will.

5 If it's a counterstatewent to what's contained in the IS, 5 rose and seyi 1 a against the syste.2 We could note

6 t that. If you ask a question that would imply a change ofS thent there's not goingq to he eny further rebuttol.

7 policy, then we would respond to that.7 MR. SEWKLIRs Since there are no policy
S 165. S•lXiLRR, I gUeca pert of sy concern is I

S statements in the EIS, any statement that's being eade on

9 suspect osut of the caemnto or a lot of these roeintn could
9 that level would not have been addressed at this point?

10 have been put in the form of questions had they known that
10 COLONEL BRISTOL. I'm going to direct that to X

11 that was -- And I understand there Is still opportunity to12 Col. Caleb. I say have sisapohen here.
12 submit them in that form. So maybe in your consideration of12 LT. COLONEL WALSH, Any questior that you have

13 raised in regards to the policy of the United States, whether 13 noting it. that maybe these thing. could have been addressed

14 as questions.
14 policy Of deterrence, the arms negotiations or in that area,

11 In chat fors Bill the response take place? Clill it
Is I believe that's what you were leading toward. If you raised

16 be in the final draft or in the final version of the IS, or16 an issoe on that, en oppropriate raeponse eill he made in the

11 final CS. ?17 how will that take place?

lB LT. COWORL WALOB, In the final SIR, us cwill
1i Basically, the approach we take is to analyze the

19 Identify el1 the issues that are raised. and Be sill have.
19 coweeants eade here today. We anelyse all the letters that Be

20 across from that issue, what the Air )'orrn response 15 or
20 receive and we try to ldentify issues, specific Issues that

21 what the Air force action was subsequent to reviewing that
21 are raised, and then for each one of those issues that are

22 issue that was raised. That will becose a part of the final22 raised. ce will have a response. Nose of the responses say
23 CIS.

23 be TeYes, we agree with that,' and we Bill adjust the fIS to
24 MN, 6LIRLER: I guess part of my concern her*

24 reflect that new perspective. On others, there say be a
25 is that it kind of cuts the process off. We get your

25 question of national policy. We Bill esplain our notional
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1 response, but we don't get another chance to -- 1 will reiterate. It has something applicable to the question

2 COLONEL BRISTOLt Yea, you do. You get the 2 being raised.

3 final CIS. The process isn't over. It has to go from there 3 In the ScOWcroft Comeissiao's review of the entire

4 as a package up through Air Force channels to Congress, and 4 needs of the United States government with respect to

5 you bave channels through your members of Congress, so -- 5 strategic weapons, we ide*ntified the Small ICBM for the

6 MR. SENKLER: But we won't have anotbor public 6 future, for the year 2000 and beyond, and that's what this

7 hearing? 7 system is being developed for. The present system that we

COLONEL BRISTOL: That is correct. a have was built in the 1950's, and probably in the next couple

M MR. SEN : I have problems with that, and 1 9 of years, or next decade, will eventually be phased out.

10 think that should be changed. I suppose that's on the 30 we're looking at a system that incorporates the latest

11 Congressional level, but whatever. I guess the main point 1 11 technology that will continue to provide deterrence for the

12 want to make and want you to address in the EIS is this 12 future. That's the first answer.

13 No-Action Alternative which would, in turn, put the money 13 The second answer, I think, would be more pleasing

14 back into the economy of Montana in a different form, not 14 to those people that are listening today. First of all, let

15 toward building the Midgetman Missile. 15 "e describe what has happened in Europe with respect to

16 COLONEL BRISTOL: Thank you, air. D. D. 16 intermediate missiles. There was some controversy some years

17 Dowden, D-o-w-d-e-n. Did I call that name before and get no 17 ago when the United States, in conjunction with its MATO

18 response? We're down to you, air, Mr. Renc. 18 allies, decided to go ahead with the deployment of

19 I'm going to give Col. Walsh an opportunity to 19 intermediate missilem. This was is response to a plan -- a

20 answer the question which, I believe, was: Mow much is 20 similar-type plan by the Soviet Onion. However, after the

21 enough? Or paraphrased: Why, given the existing system that 21 NATO countries chi , to resolve and initiate the deployment

22 we have, do we need to have the Midgetman over and above the 22 of such a system, suddenly the Soviet Union changed their

23 existing system? Col. Walsh. 23 negotiating stance at Geneva. And now we have a reasonable

24 LT. COLONEL WALSH: I'd like to actually give 24 opportunity to actually eliminate those weapons from the

25 you two answers; one of which I've already given earlier, but 25 European theatre.
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1 i,ieoelf.
I Likewise, the Scowcroft Commission, and, likewise,

2 COLONEL BRISTOL: If you wish tO remain
2 President Reagan and, indeed, that of Congress that by

3 anonymous, you may remain anonymous.
3 showing the resolve to deploy the Small ICBM, to deploy the

4 UN4IDENTIF'IEO GEMTLEMAN: Thank you very such.
4 Peacekeeper, that it may entice the Soviet Union to come to

5 I think everything has been said here. I haven't studied the
5 the negotiating table and eventually continue the elimination

6 issues very well, but I think everything that has been said
6 of nuclear weapons, then starting on intercontinental

7 here, I support.
7 ballistic missiles. Thank you.

B I would like in emphasice the fact tbst you ace

8 UNIDENTIFIED GENTLEMAN: Is the comment period

9 casting your net much too narrowly as far as the
0 ovary

10 Environmental Impact Statement goes. For every one of the
10 COLONfL BRISTOL: We have eight more smcutes

ll 200 Midgetean niosiles, I enpect each one has a plutcciue

11 of the hearing portion of the comment period, and I'll be
12 trigger. That trigger is probably manufactured in a 17OD

12 happy to receive any additional comments now. And, of
II p~lant, possibly Rocky Flate in California.

13 course, the coement period for this EIS continues until the

14 The materials have to be generated in some reacts:.
14 21st of August.

15 They have to be transported to the factory. They have to be
15 UNMIDENTIFIEO OENTLEMAN: Thank you, Colonel.

16 transported from the factory to wherever missiles are
16 COLONEL BRISTOL: Would you state your nave,

17 a:-embled. These environmental costs should be figured into
17 please?

10 the EIS on this issue, I believe, because we don't get an
l8 UIDIEN'TIFIEO GERTLEMAB: I'm getting to that.

19 accurate picture of the cost in terms of the environment
10 sir. Au a matter of principle, I would like to renain

20 unless on do cant our nets more broadly. That's one point.
20 anonymous, and the reason is that one of the bitter fruits of

21 The other point iu that I think that LI. Cul.

21 this administration's foreign policy is that we have El
23 selsh, with all due respect, sic, that the idea of tie

22 Salvador and terrorist squads operating in Los Angeles,

21 limited, tuossibly strategical, strike on Malentrne or 0ocr

23 California. I mean, you can have my name, if you want it,
24 fined sitrd nissilec. shich is possibly a pesihlbi]ty, and I

24 but I believe, as a catter of principle, an American should
25 thick yet:: argument war that having missiles spread cut scale

25 be able to come to his government without having to identify
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1 have a deterrent effect on such a strike. Ny feeling is that 1 it back. l've been around how they feel, and once they're

2 while it eight deter such a strike, it might encourage a much 2 dug up, the dasege is already dones. Thank you.

3 larger strike. Thank you very much. 3 COLONEL BRISTOL Thank you. Yes, sir.

4 COLONEL BRISTOL, Thank you, sir. Please come 4 MR. MALYT I remember the point I forgot.

5 forward. I eight just note that one of the reasons why we S COLONEL BRISTOL, Please. I'V glad you do. I

6 like to get the nases and addresses of those who participate 6 have that problem, too. I keep lists. If I lose the lists,

7 is that sometimes the comments that are made. such sa those 7 I'm really in trouble.

8 you just sade, warrant coming back and having some further S MR. MALYT The gentleman who remained

9 dialogue outside the context of these hearings; and it is 9 anonymous triggered ey memory. The way I read the Eighth

10 rather difficult to run down -- it's hard enough with the 10 Court. Circuit Court of Appeals' decision, or at least the

11 phone book sometimes -- it's always rather difficult when one 21 reporting of that decision, 1i that, yes, indeed, the scope

12 doesn't have a neme. But that's part of the rationale for 12 of the Impact Statement is too narrow; and that I fully

13 the no.e request. 13 expect legal action to follow unless the net is widened. I

14 Yes, sas.. 14 think the way it's been approached so far Is going to provoke

is MS. GRETCHEN GRAHAM% My name is Gretchen 15 lawsuits which are very expensive to everyone, and damaging,

15 Graham, and I represent myself, but I do also work for 16 I think, ultimately to the whole process, to national

i7 Historical Preservation, who I as not actually representing; 17 defense, to our viwls; but I think you're provoking It in

18 but I spend 40 hours a week around people who just work their is restricting the impact Statement.

19 hearts out to save our State, and to save our resources; and 19 COLONEL BRISTOL: Thank you, sir. Yea, sir.

20 I spend my other two days flyfishing. I just really love 20 MR. BILL HALLINMAN Bill Ballinan,

21 Montana, and I beg you not to do this to our State. 21 5-e-l-l-i-n-a-n. I'm a future educator in Mon tans. l'flbe

22 lso, a specific point: I am around a lot of EIS 22 teaching children. In that regard, I guess I just want to

23 statement. with my work; and with these Indian burials, we 23 go on the record as saying that I feel very such a part of

24 work with the tribes a lot. and it's really no seall issue to 24 the land in Montana. I love this land. I love this country.

25 dig up their burials and have this policy that you will put 25 For me, the land, I guess, as an article of faith, is holy;
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1 and I feel that installing these missiles on the land is 1 the Supreme Court indicated that the psychological

2 desecrating it. I can only hope that you'll keep that in 2 consequences of such deploymsnt or such an action are not

3 mind when you consider the Native Americans' burial sites; 3 part of the environmental process and so, therefore, it is

4 the holiness of those places. 4 the conclusion of the Air Force and their legal staff that it

5 1 also, as part of the education, wonder how the 5 is not appropriate to include such analyses in this

6 deployment will affect education matters, I think -- I don't 6 particular FIS.

7 know how it would becose part of that, but I think som 7 MS. RATS: I thtnk it's an inappropriate

8 co;.cern needs to be given to how the children living in this 6 conclusion. What about spiritual Impacta you do address, at

9 missile site would be affected by that. Mow shall we educate 9 least in a limited way, spiritual impacts on Native

10 children to let them know what they're a part of, living in 10 Americans? Will you also involve spiritual impacts on people

11 this site. I would like to see something to that effect in 31 of other ranes?

12 the report. Thank you. 12 LT. COLONEL NALSH: We addressed intacts on

13 COLONEL BRISTOL; Thank you, sa" Yes, ma 'am, 11 odian burisl sites.

14 quickly. 14 MS. MAYS, That is not a spiritual impact?

2s MS. LINDA HATS, My -. e is Linda soya. s1 LT. COLONEL NkLSU, It is a concern that they

16 M-a-y-s. A lot of people here today, and probably in the 16 have with their religious beliefs that the bodies shall not

17 other hearings, have expressed concerns about the effect of 17 be removed or be reinterred, which we are eking sure that is

1i this deployment on human beings' psychic and spiritual 18 accomplished.

19 uwareneas. Will those impacts be added in the EIS? 19 MS. MAYS, I also have religious concerns. In

20 COLONfL BRISTOL; Colonel Nalsh? 20 my personal religion, the earth and God are the same thing.

21 LT. COLONEL NPLSMR The National Environsental 21 When I drive to Great Falls and see those little blue radar

22 Policy Act specifically directs that the Federal age-cy Ieokr 22 equipments out there and know what they sean and know what is

23 at the physical impacts of the Proposed Action of the 23 under thao, I have a feeling of violation of my religious

24 environment. It does not -- In a recent law case, I believe, 24 beliefs and of my feeling of what God is.

25 Btuzi.nlt•owr.,ZA/sot.lfezas•btpeaplU iucsat. r , 25 1 would like my religious concerns, the Ilpect on
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1 CERTIFICATE
1 my religious beliefs also addressed as you are planning to

2 STATE Of MONT•ANA
2 address the impacts on Native American religious beliefs. 2 E O

3 COLONEL BRISTOL. Thank you, ms-as. I want to 3 COUNTY OF LEWIS AND CLARK

4
4 thank each of you for participating. I know it's difficult

5 I, SHEANON K. NALSTAD. Court Rep~orter, Notary Publit ir
5 sometimes. I appreciate very much 'that you have expressed

6 and for the County of Levis and Clack, State of Montana, do
6 your feelings, and I appreciate very much that you have been

7 hereby certify:
7 considerate of us, as well as each other.
N This haa been a very interesting Week. !ask you

N That the foregoing Nearing was taken before me at the9 to consider taking an extra copy of the Comment Sheets with
10 time and place herein nsmed; that the Nearing was reported by1K you because it has the add~ress to which coments can be
11 me in shorthand and later transcribed into typewriting under11 mailed as late as the 21st of August, and there may be soe2

2 ny direction and that the foregoing -105- pages contain a
12 subsequent notes or input -- and we have received some

13 true record Of the testisony to the best of sy ability.
13 excellent input -- there may be subsequent ideas you have. I

II
14 want to encourage you to subeit ideas or input.lS f ouwih o av •coy f heFial11 IN WITNESS WHENEOP, I have hereur, to set sy hsnd and
1s If you nish to have a copy of the Final16 afxdmno rilslths I)' dyf16 affixed py notarial seal thise day of
16 Environmental Impact Statement, it's as easy as checking a 17

17 1NN7.
17 block on that fore, or any form you should subsequently send

le

1919 Thank you very much, thanks to our court reporter, 19
20 Court Reporter - Notary Public20 and I wish you a good neekend.
21 Ny Commission Expires 11/1/8821 (The hearing concluded at 11:57 a.m.)
2222 .*.**.**.***

23
23

24
24
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